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This study investigated the influence of the attitudes and other psychological factors of
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors on their support of the uptake of
Information Communication Technology (ICT) in their schools as well as the factors
that influence teachers to use ICT in their teaching. 181 teachers, 72 head teachers, 43
district officers and 47 school counsellors completed questionnaires designed to measure
the uptake of ICT, attitudes towards computers and the components of the Theories of
Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour during March-June, 2002.
The results showed that, while the uptake of ICT in schools was relatively low, all
educators who participated in this study had positive attitudes towards computers.
Results of the regression analysis showed that perceived behavioural control was the
strongest predictor of teachers' intention to use ICT followed by attitude and subjective
norm. Teachers' ICT use was predicted by intention. The findings also showed that head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors influenced teachers' intention and
behaviour to use ICT in their teaching indirectly through their normative and control
beliefs.
The findings also showed that the more positive the attitude of the head teachers, district
officers, and school counsellors towards computers was (e.g. confidence, usefulness and
liking) the greater was their support for the uptake of ICT in the schools. Furthermore,
the findings from the regression analysis showed that the low computer anxiety subscale
predicted head teachers' support for the uptake of ICT whereas educational impact
subscale predicted district officers' support. In addition to attitudes towards
computers, the analysis of the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour
showed that other psychological factors appeared to have a strong influence on head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT. These
factors were the positive attitudes towards the support of the uptake, the perceived
behavioural control as well as strong intention to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. The Theory of Planned Behaviour was found to be better than the Theory of
Reasoned Action in predicting ICT use and support of the uptake of ICT behaviour. The
findings have various implications, both for the use of the Theories of Reasoned Action
and Planned Behaviour and the attitudes' items towards computers in other studies as
well as for the use of ICT in teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The present study used eight attitude subscales towards computers as well as the Theory
of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) to investigate the
factors that influence Greek head teachers, district officers and school counsellors to
support the uptake of ICT in primary schools. In addition, this study used the TRA and
TPB to investigate the factors that influence teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT
in their teaching and if the factors included their head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors.
Over the last 25 years, research has been conducted at international, national and
institutional levels to investigate the factors which influence the uptake of ICT in schools
(e.g. Peigrum and Plomp, 1991; 1993; Peigrum, 2001; Peigrum and Anderson, 2001).
The results of this research, as further discussed in Chapter 2, have shown that the
factors that influence the uptake of ICT are similar to those factors that influence
curriculum implementation (see Fullan, 2001). These factors are related to characteristics
of the innovation, characteristics at the local authority level, characteristics at the school
level and factors external to the school system (Fullan, 1992; Fullan, 2001; Akker Ct a!.,
1992).
At the school level, the successful introduction and implementation of ICT in teaching
depends on the teachers who implement the innovation in practice. According to Fullan
(2001), "educational change depends on what teachers do and think" (ibid, p. 115). More
specifically, every innovation requires teachers to change in three dimensions: the
possible use of new materials, the possible use of new teaching approaches, and the
changes in their beliefs and attitudes. However, during the implementation of ICT
teachers face many problems. For instance, an earlier study by Peigrum and Plomp
(1991) concerning 22 educational systems, identified five most important problems
teachers faced in the implementation of ICT: 1) "insufficient training opportunities for
teachers", 2) "teachers' lack of knowledge/skills about using computers for instructional
purposes", 3) "insufficient expertise/guidelines for helping teachers use computers
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instructionally", 4) "not enough help for supervising computer using students", and 5)
"lack of interest/willingness of teachers in using computers" (ibid. p. 73).
Head teachers, district officers and school counsellors can play an important role in
challenging the above problems and appropriately applying the innovation. The literature
on educational change contains a number of studies supporting the idea that these
professionals influence the success of innovations and the role of teachers to a great
extent (e.g. Havelock, 1973; Fullan, 1981; 1991; 1992; 2001; Louis, 1981; Hall and
Hord, 1987). For example, at the school level, the support and encouragement provided
by the head teacher are among the factors which influence the uptake of ICT (see
Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991; Wolf, 1993). At the local authority level, local authority staff,
such as district officers and schools counsellors, have been found to have a significant
effect directly or indirectly on the uptake of ICT (Fullan, 1992). According to Akker et
al., (1992), as far as the school organisation is concerned, problems are created in the
implementation of ICT due to lack of encouragement and support from school
administrators and head teachers, especially in the provision of facilities for training,
acquisition of hardware and software, rearrangements of time tables, and other
organisational measures. These factors are based on sociological issues and have been
studied to a great extent, as presented in Chapter 2, by Fullan (2001).
Additionally, over the last three decades a number of studies have focused on the
psychological factors that influenced the uptake of ICT in schools. For instance, these
studies have focused on the attitudes of those involved in the innovations and their
behaviour to use ICT in their teaching. The results of most of the studies show that the
implementation of ICT depends on the teachers' attitudes towards computers (Bliss et
al., 1986; Woodrow, 1990; Pelgrum, 1993; Marcinkiewitz, 1994; Fabry and Higgs,
1997; Jones, 2004). The importance of the above findings led this study to measure the
attitudes towards computers of teachers that used ICT in their teaching.
Furthermore, some studies have shown that the uptake of ICT is influenced by the head
teachers' attitudes towards computers (Cox et al., 1988; Rhodes and Cox, 1990;
Pelgrum, 1993). For example, Cox et al., (1988) in their research about the factors which
affect the uptake of ICT in eight primary schools found out that "the level of uptake was
higher in schools where the head teacher had a positive attitude to the value of CAL in
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the primary curriculum" (ibid, p. 173). As far as the attitudes of district officers and
school counsellors towards computers and their effects on the uptake of ICT in their
schools are concerned, no references have been found in the literature. Therefore, this
study investigated the effects of attitudes towards computers of head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors on their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
In addition to attitudes towards computers, in the last 30 years, a number of studies have
proposed theories or models to represent other factors except attitudes that influence the
human behaviour (see Chapter 3). The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (see Chapter
3, Section 3.5.1) and its extensions, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2) as well as the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (see Chapter
3, Section 3.5.3) have been found to be very useful in predicting a wide range of
behaviours.
According to the TPB' (see Ajzen, 1985; 1988; 1991; 2002), human action is influenced
by intention to perform the behaviour and also by perceived behavioural control when
behaviour is not under complete volitional control. Intention, in turn is influenced by
attitudes towards the behaviour, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control
over the behaviour. Attitudes towards the behaviour are overall evaluations of the
behaviour as positive or negative for the individual while subjective norms are general
perceptions of social pressure to perform or not to perform a particular behaviour (see
Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Perceived behavioural control reflects the individual's
perception of control over the behaviour. Finally, attitudes, subjective norms and
perceived behavioural control are underpinned by behavioural, normative, and control
beliefs.
According to TAM, an individual's technology acceptance decision is determined by his
or her behavioural intention which is underpinned by his or her attitude towards the use
of technology. Attitude towards use is determined by beliefs towards a technology's
usefulness and ease of use, as perceived by an individual. However, the above three
theories have rarely been applied in ICT in education (see Chapter 3). For example,
Preston et al., (2000) used the components of perceived ease of use and perceived
The difference between the IRA and TPB is that the TPB includes the component of perceived
behavioural control as well as control beliefs (see Chapter 3, Section, 3.5.3).
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usefulness of the TAM in order to measure teachers' attitudes towards using ICT in their
teaching. However, the purpose of their research was not to include the prediction of
teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT. More recently, Yuen and Ma (2002) used
the TAM to predict preservice teachers' computer acceptance. Their study did not
measure actual behaviour but only intention to use ICT and most specifically in their
work place and homes. Furthermore, only one study used the TPB to explain science
teachers' intention to use educational technology in their teaching (see Chapter 3).
Finally, no research has been undertaken to examine whether the TRA and TPB also
holds for head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors intention and behaviour
in supporting the uptake of ICT in schools.
The purpose of this thesis was to use as a case study the example of Greece where an
investigation was conducted into the influence of people at the different stages of
responsibility in the Greek educational system and how these might have influenced the
support of the uptake of ICT in schools in Greece. In addition, this study investigated the
factors that influence teachers' ICT use in teaching. This study considered that the TRA
and TPB provide very useful theoretical frameworks for understanding and explaining
Greek head teachers', district officers and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools as well as teachers' intention and behaviour to
use ICT in their teaching.
Recently, the Greek Ministry of Education is following a new policy towards ICT in
education. The aim of this policy is to ensure the use and integration of ICT in all Greek
primary and secondary schools rather than to carry out specific projects in a select
number of schools, as in the past. For this reason, high priority is given to a number of
actions which have been shown to be important in previous studies and previous stages
of the Greek introduction of computers in schools, one of which is the further training of
teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors (Ministry of National
Education and Religious Affairs, 2000).
As the purpose of this study was to investigate the factors that affect the support of the
uptake of ICT in schools as well as the use of ICT in teaching, in the following sections
the role of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in Greek educational
system as well as the current Greek policy towards ICT' in education are presented.
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1.2 THE ROLE OF HEAD TEACHERS, DISTRICT OFFICERS AND SCHOOL
COUNSELLORS IN GREEK EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
According to Fullan (2001), who studied many educational innovations in England,
Canada and the USA, the role of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in
the introduction and implementation of innovations is significant. In Greece, as in many
other countries, the head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in primary and
secondary education are the main vehicles of authority.
The Greek educational system is centralised. For instance, the Ministry of Education is
the main centre for decision-making and the formulation of educational policies.
Moreover, the majority of the educational establishments in Greece are controlled by this
Ministry. Therefore, before looking at the role of head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors in detail, it is appropriate to start the discussion with the main
characteristics of the Greek educational system. This helps to explain and understand
better the results of this study that are presented in Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9.
The Greek State offers free access to all Greek citizens, to general education. The basic
principle of the Greek educational system is to provide an education that fights to secure
equal opportunities, access and support for all students in all levels of general education
(EURYDICE, 2004). Basically, the Ministry of Education formulates educational
policies according to the political orientation of the country's administration. These
policies result in draft laws that are submitted to Parliament for debate, after which, with
occasional amendments, they become laws (decrees). The Ministry of Education is then
responsible for their implementation and puts them into action through decrees,
directives, and circulars addressed to the local educational authorities, to the legal
entities of public law or the civil entities that the Ministry supervises. The Ministry
follows-up the implementation of these laws and intervenes if necessary, to adjust or
correct their implementation. With regard to schooling principles and practices, there is a
national curriculum, uniform school timetables and approved text books that are
compulsory in the private sector as well. An important influence on the Greek
educational policy is the Pedagogical Institute of the Ministry of Education. This
institute is responsible for the development of the curricula and the writing of the
textbooks. It is also the main advisory body to the Ministry of Education and coordinates
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all the in-service teacher training activities (Ministry of National Education and
Religious Affairs, 1995).
According to Ministry of National Education and Religious Affairs (1995), a major role
in the administration of Greek education is played by the district officers in local
educational authorities. The district officers (administrators) of the local educational
authorities are responsible "for the administration and operation of the schools under
their jurisdiction" (ibid, p. 4). These are obliged to assist the teachers of the schools
which they direct. The district officers as well as the head teachers participate at local
level in committees that manage the funds allocated to cover operating expenses for
primary schools. Most specifically, these committees handle the funds for the
remuneration of cleaning staff, and carrying out school maintenance and repair, ordering
equipment and taking every measure necessary to support the administrative operation of
schools (EURYDICE, 2004).
Furthermore, the school counsellors are "responsible for providing guidance for teaching
practices. They assess the performance of teachers and arrange their further training, as
well as encourage educational research" (Ministry of National Education and Religious
Affairs, 1995, p. 4). According to Ministry of National Education and Religious Affairs,
school counsellors are at a higher level than teachers and their task is to cooperate with
teachers, with head teachers, with pupils in order to ensure the smooth and unobstructed
process of the pedagogical and teaching work. They help teachers, they visit schools of
their area, they give instructions and they organise meetings or training seminars
(EURYDICE, 2004).
The district officers and school counsellors also evaluate teachers. The aim of the
evaluation of teachers is to strengthen their self-knowledge regarding scientific
formation, pedagogical training level and teaching ability; to indicate their shortcomings
in providing educational work and how to improve it by taking account these findings
and the guidance of the evaluators, to indicate their needs in further training and to
define the content of such training. In addition, the district officer evaluates head
teachers for their administrative abilities (EURYDICE, 2004).
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According to the Greek educational system the head teacher in primary education' is the
main person responsible for the school's administration (Ministry of National Education
and Religious Affairs, 1995, p. 34). Most specifically, the head teacher is responsible for
the smooth operation of the school, for coordinating school life, for ensuring conformity
with laws, encyclicals and service instructions, and for implementing decisions of the
teachers' association. In addition, the head teacher participates in the evaluation of the
school's teachers and cooperates with school counsellors and district officers. The head
teacher is also the president of teachers' association which is responsible for the better
application of educational policy, and the better operation of the school (EURYDICE,
2004).
With regard to the administration of education, it is important to note that with the
introduction of the Law 1566/85 for primary and secondary education, an important step
towards the decentralisation of education and mainly the allocation of school grants and
the administration of school allowances was taken. This law provides the participation of
local authorities (i.e. Prefecture and Municipalities) and representatives of social bodies
in several educational committees which exist at school level as well as regional and
national levels. Members of the administrative Council of Parents' Associations in each
school participate in School Councils, which aim to support their school. One parent
representative also participates in the Educational Committees operating in cities and
towns, which offer advice to cover expenses of school units, and the opening and closing
of schools, as well as the restoration of school buildings. Representatives of pupils from
secondary schools also participate in the School Councils and Committees.
In general, the Ministry of Education with its local educational authorities and the
representatives of them (i.e. district officer and school counsellor), is the controlling
authority, overseeing education throughout the country. Efforts aiming both to
decentralise the system and to involve social agencies, parents' and teachers'
associations, have taken place in the last decade but the measures taken have not reached
satisfactory results yet.
The primary schools belong to the compulsory education. Attendance is compulsory and lasts six years,
from the age of 6 to 12.
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In brief, the above imply that although the Greek educational system is centralised, the
implementation of any educational innovation or change in schools is based on head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors. The introduction and implementation of
ICT in their schools is maybe influenced by their support of the uptake of ICT. At
present, which factors, if any, influence their support of the uptake of ICT are unknown.
Therefore, this study using eight subscales of attitudes towards computers as well as the
TRA and TPB investigated the factors that influence these three groups of leaders to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition, taking into consideration all the
above and the literature to be discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, teachers' intention and
behaviour to use ICT is affected greatly by the support they have from the key
professionals in the education district. Therefore, this study also used the TRA and TPB
in order to investigate the factors that influence teachers' intention and behaviour to use
ICT and if among these factors were the support from their head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors.
1.3 THE GREEK EDUCATIONAL POLICY TOWARDS ICT
In 2000 Greece formed a new policy towards ICT in schools as it faced a number of new
challenges: taking an active role in the European Union and other international
organisations, improving its economy, organising the Olympic Games of 2004 and
competing in a global economy. All these challenges have resulted in readapting the
Greek policy towards ICT, not only in the areas of economy, telecommunications,
transport, industry but also in the area of education (Greek government, 2000).
According to Ministry of Education, in 2000, the first priority of the Greek educational
policy for the following six years was the integration of ICT into the educational
practice. The aim was that each school, each teacher, and each pupil would have access
to the Internet (Greek government, 2000). For implementing the above aims, the Greek
Ministry of Education began a series of activities and programmes. Before these
activities and programmes are mentioned, the reasons that Greece and other countries
give such an educational priority to ICT are examined. These reasons will help to
understand better the current Greek educational policy towards ICT. Additionally these
reasons may influence the activities of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors regarding the support of the uptake of ICT and mostly their attitudes toward
it.
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The reasons why governments invest in programmes and decide to use ICT in education
are numerous. Reviewing the literature, it is noted that Hawkridge's (1990a) study is
frequently cited among the most important ones for examining the reasons for the use of
ICT in education, in many countries. According to Hawkridge, there are several
rationales for the use of ICT in education, one of these is a social one caused by
computers pervading industrial societies and becoming important everywhere. We live in
a new era where computers have become part of our lives. Thus, in this new situation,
schools should prepare students to ". . . deal with computers, which ought to be
demystified" (ibid, p. 4). In other words ". . . if children need to become literate and
numerate, today they need also to know something about computers" (ibid, p. 5). They
"...should be aware and unafraid of how computers work" (ibid, p. 4).
The second rationale proposed by Hawkridge was vocational. This rationale relates
computers with the job children of today will hold in the future as adults. Thus, schools
should teach children how to use and understand computers. "Teaching them
programming gives children some confidence in their ability to control computers, and
possibly lays the foundation for a career in computer science. Teaching children how to
use applications programs gives them skills that may be useful to them as students and
when they move into jobs" (ibid, p. 5).
The third rationale was a pedagogical rationale proposing "...that children will learn
physics, art or any other subject better through computer assisted learning (CAL)" (ibid,
p. 5). According to Hawkridge, this rationale had the greatest support from educators.
These educators believed that using computers could improve the process of teaching
and learning. Regarding the fourth rationale "...when computers arrive in a school, its
staff, parents and students are more open to change than usually . . .Computers require
children to do less memorising of facts and more information-handling and problem-
solving. Computers encourage students to learn by collaborating, rather than competing,
with other students. Computers help administrators to bring about change" (Hawkridge,
1 990b, p. 2). Hawkridge calls this rationale the catalytic rationale.
The above rationales, according to Hawkridge, are the most popular and provide answers
to why many countries use ICT in education. Hawkridge points out three other
rationales, namely the Information Technology rationale, the cost-effectiveness rationale
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and the special needs rationale. The Information Technology rationale "...backed by the
industry itself, favors placing large numbers of locally-made or assembled computers
into schools, at government expense, in the hope that this will bring down the average
cost of hardware" (ibid, p. 6). The cost-effectiveness rationale argues that computers can
replace teachers and can reduce the cost of education. The special needs rationale
maintains that children with special needs are helped a lot by the use of computers
(Hawkridge, 1990a). Finally, Hawkridge argues that Information Technology and the
cost-effectiveness rationale are less commonly used in education.
The following can be inferred by examining the issues mentioned above. First of all, the
choice of rationale for introducing and implementing ICT in education depends on the
policy each country adopts and the priorities posed by its educational system. Moreover,
the choice of rationale influences other factors, such as the choice of hardware in the
development of the specific educational software and the kind of training.
The introduction of ICT in education with respect to the above rationales is a complex
issue in Greece. According to Metaxaki-Kossionides et al., (1992), the introduction of
ICT in schools of higher secondary education took place in 1984 because "...the work
market demanded graduates of secondary education with specialisation in programming
at an increasing rate" (ibid, p. 17). In other words, the rationale for the introduction of
ICT was partly a vocational one. Since then, the current policy of the Ministry of
Education as well as the existing projects of the "Odysseia" programme (see Section
1.3.1) cover the majority of Hawkridge's rationales. For example, the project
"Polifimos" of the "Odysseia" programme is influenced by the vocational rationale, the
project "Laertis" by the special needs rationale and the project "Nausika" by the
pedagogical rationale. The above rationales about the countries' use of ICT in schools
have been examined. The Greek educational policy towards ICT during the last two
decades is to be discussed further on.
1.3.1 Introduction of ICT into Greek primary and secondary schools
The introduction of ICT in primary secondary education started in the mid I 980s as a
subject in a small number of schools. For example, the important computer - related
government initiatives in primary education were the network "Telemachos", the
programme of Greek language learning "Logomathia" and the programme "SEPPE". In
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lower secondary education the initiatives in chronological order were the "Pilot
introduction in 22 schools" (1984-87), the "Introduction in approximately 420 schools"
(1988-92) and the "Introduction to all (about 1800) schools" (1992-95). Also in upper
secondary education were the "Pilot introduction in 8 technical and vocational upper
secondary schools" (1984-86), the "Introduction in approximately 100 technical and
vocational schools and all 25 comprehensive schools" (1987-92), and the "Introduction
to the remaining 150 technical and vocational schools" (1992-95) (Doukides, 1992, in
Plomp et al., 1996).
According to Metaxaki - Kossionides et al., (1992) the programmes that were put into
practice during the 1980's were not exploited to a great extent because they appeared to
have many difficulties. One main problem was the difficulty of the Greek state to supply
all schools with the necessary technical equipment. A second difficulty was the lack of
school classrooms for the establishment of computer laboratories. All the above resulted
in a delay in using ICT in the whole education system. In addition, according to
Papadopoulos (1999), the biggest problem the Ministry of Education faced in the
introduction and implementation of ICT in secondary education was the lack of
sufficient teachers to use ICT in schools.
At the end of the I 990s' the situation was very different in primary as well as in
secondary education. According to the educational reform act in 1997 (i.e. Act 2525/23-
9-1997), the use of ICT in all classes and stages of secondary education should be
included in the curriculum. In addition, since 1997, the Ministry of Education, in
cooperation with the European Commission, has invested a large budget in a programme
that is called "Odysseia" (2000, http://odysseia.cti.gr ), revealing the importance of the in
the new educational policy. The total budget of this programme was the largest ever
regarding ICT in the Greek educational system: 18.5 billion drachmas (E 32 million).
The main aim of this programme was to support the policy of the Ministry of Education,
which was the implementation of ICT in secondary education. Specifically, the
programme consisted of3l projects. Some of its objectives were the following:
> to connect all the schools to the Internet;
> to create contemporary computer laboratories;
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to develop new educational software and amend existing software for a range of
subjects;
> to exploit pedagogically the ICT in the school curricula;
> to educate further technologically and pedagogically all teachers.
The above objectives mainly address secondary education. However the policy of the
Ministry of Education was also to introduce ICT into primary education through the
project "The Island of Faiakes". The project focused on pupils of the last two stages (9-
12 years old) in 14 primary schools, in the areas of Athens, Volos, Larisa and Crete
(Rapti et al., 2000).
Among the aims of the Ministry of Education was the extension of the project to 400
primary schools in the near future. For the project's successful implementation, the
Ministry of Education had the cooperation of the National and Kapodistrian University
of Athens, the University of Thessaly, the University of Crete, the National Technical
University of Athens, the Computer Technology Institute and the Lambrakis Research
Foundation (Rapti et al., 2000). Moreover, the Ministry of Macedonia and Thrace has set
up a programme of learning how to use computers up to the last two stages in 110
primary schools that are situated in remote areas (2000,
http://www.primeminister.gr/is2/index.htm).
More recently, the Greek Ministry of Education has launched an "Operational
Programme for the Information Society" for the period 2000-2006 which extends
previous initiatives such as the "Odysseia" programme and complements its general
measures for providing schools with equipment and facilities, linking them in a network
and developing ICT in education (EURYDICE, 2004). According to this programme, the
aims of the Ministry of Education were:
> "providing a network of all primary, secondary and special needs schools and
administrative units with ICT facilities, including hardware and suitable audio-
visual equipment;
finalising and modernising the national network on education (EduNet), as well
as its infrastructure and services, so that all schools can access the network by
the end of 2001, and installing an intranet linking all schools by 2006;
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ensuring rapid Internet access to teachers and pupils, and continuing to improve
the Greek University Network (GUNet) and the higher education network
management centres;
> increasing the establishment of public information centers via a network for
young people in various sectors of society;
> undertaking expenditure on the eLearning infrastructure, under a plan covering
the whole education system" (EURYDICE, 2004, p. 53).
In addition to these aims the Ministry of Education has launched another project that
related to ICT training (see "Teacher Training in the use of ICT in Education",
http://www.cti.gr). The project involves the training of 76.000 teachers of primary and
secondary education in the acquisition of basic knowledge and skills in the use of ICT in
education.
The above shows that there has not been a long history of introducing ICT in Greek
primary schools as in the US and in the UK. Given this, the use of ICT in Greek schools
might be different from the uptake and use of ICT in other countries, and similarly the
attitudes of district officers, school counsellors and head teachers might be different to
those in countries which have a longer history of ICT in schools.
The above Greek policy towards the ICT shows that the aim of the Ministry of Education
is the implementation of ICT in all primary and secondary schools. However, this
implementation as previous studies have shown depends on teachers' intention to use
ICT as well as on head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support of the
uptake of ICT. While a number of empirical studies have shown the sociological factors
that influence teachers' ICT use in teaching (see Chapter 2), however little research has
been conducted toward understanding and predicting teachers' intention and behaviour
to use ICT in their teaching. In addition, no research has been found in the literature on
the effects of district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers on
the uptake of ICT or on the support of the uptake. Finally, no research has been
undertaken to examine other psychological factors that influence head teachers', district
officers and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. Therefore,
due to the limited research it is important to use the TRA and TPB as well as attitudes
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towards computers subscales to examine if these are effective frameworks for
understanding and explaining better the behaviour of ICT use in teaching and the support
of the uptake of ICT in schools.
The results of this research provide useful evidence for future policies and practices in
introducing and implementing ICT in education in primary schools. In addition, the
findings have implications for the training planning of teachers, head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors as far as ICT in education is concerned. The results also
contribute to the international literature in general. Having presented the problems of the
uptake of ICT in schools according to those influential factors the next section presents
the aim, the research questions and the objectives of this research.
1.4 THE AIM AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The aim of this study was to investigate: a) the factors that influence head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools and b) the influence of these educational leaders on teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching.
In order to investigate the aim of this study, the following specific research questions
have been identified:
I. What are teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers?
2. Is there any significant difference as well as a relationship between teachers',
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards
computers and a number of demographic and computer variables (e.g. gender,
age, qualifications, teaching/working experience)?
3. What is the influence of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers on their support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools?
4. What is the influence of attitude towards behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on head teachers', district officers', and school
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counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools as well as on teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their
teaching?
5. Do head teachers, district officers and school counsellors influence teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching?
6. What are head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural,
normative and control beliefs about the support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools as well as teachers' beliefs about the use of ICT in their teaching?
The objectives of this study to address the above research questions were to:
I. investigate the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools;
2. measure the attitudes of Greek teachers, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors towards computers;
3. find the relationship and differences between attitudes towards computers and a
number of variables (e.g. age, qualifications, computer knowledge);
4. investigate the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control on teachers' intention and behaviour to use
ICT in their teaching during the following three months;
5. investigate the influence of attitude towards computers on head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools;
6. investigate the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control on head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools during the following three months;
7. identify head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural,
normative and control beliefs regarding the support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools, as well teachers' beliefs regarding the use of ICT in their teaching; and
8. compare the predictive validity of the TRA and TPB in predicting teachers' ICT
use in teaching and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
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1.5 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS STUDY
Chapter 1 provides an introduction and rationale of the study. It mainly focuses on the
necessity to investigate the factors that affect head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' support for the uptake and use of ICT by Greek primary teachers. Because
of the research focus on Greece, the Greek educational policy towards ICT is presented.
The chapter also presents the aims and the objectives of the research as well as how the
thesis is organised.
In Chapter 2 a literature review of the main models of educational changes and
innovations is presented. In addition, in this chapter the factors that have been found to
influence the uptake of ICT in schools through previous empirical research are
discussed. Finally, it presents and discusses the role and the effects of head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors during the introduction and implementation of
ICT innovation.
Chapter 3 presents and discusses firstly the methods used to measure attitudes and
secondly the theories of attitudes towards computers as well as the most relevant theories
between attitudes and behaviour. The two theories considered relevant to this research
were the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and the Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB).
The methodology of this study, which was conducted in 72 primary schools, is discussed
in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the current situation of ICT in these 72 primary schools.
Chapter 6 presents the results of the attitudes' survey towards computers of the 181
teachers that used ICT in their teaching in the 72 primary schools of this study. In this
chapter the results of the use of the TRA and TPB are presented in order to predict
teachers' intention and behaviour to continue to use ICT in their teaching.
Chapter 7 presents the attitudes of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
towards computers and the effects that these attitudes had on supporting the uptake of
ICT in schools.
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Chapter 8 compares the TRA and the TPB in order to predict head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellor's' intention to support the uptake of ICT as well as their
actual support in their schools.
Chapter 9 summarises the main findings and conclusions of the thesis and discusses the
significance and the limitations of the study. In addition, the implications for research as
well as for successful implementation of ICT in primary schools are discussed. Finally,





The previous chapter discussed the aim of the research which was to investigate the
factors that affect head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support for the
uptake of ICT by Greek primary teachers. This chapter presents and discusses the role of
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in the educational innovation, the
effect of these educational leaders on the education of a country, and whether their roles
have an effect on the introduction and implementation of ICT in education.
Firstly and more specifically in this chapter the most well known models of change are
presented. In general, we need to obtain a general overview from the literature review
about educational change and determine the factors playing a crucial role in its
implementation. According to Cox and Rhodes (1989), many of the obstacles to the
implementation of ICT in schools are specific examples of the obstacles to educational
change in general.
Secondly, this chapter focuses on the different phases in the process of educational
change and it presents the factors that influence them. Specifically, this chapter focuses
on the phase of initiation and implementation of innovation and the degree to which the
latter is affected by teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
Relevant evidence regarding the role of educational leaders towards innovation in the
use of ICT and the effects of their attitudes on the uptake of ICT in schools is also
presented.
2.2 MODELS OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGE
Reviewing the literature on educational change, the work of Havelock is noted (1973;
1976). He analysed 4.000 studies of change. According to Havelock, the relevant
important models of change are the following three: the Research, Development and
Diffusion Model (RD&D), the Problem-Solving Model and the Social Interaction
Model. In addition to the above models, Havelock mentions a fourth one, the Linkage
Model. This model is a synthesis of all the above, incorporating many of their
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characteristics. Even though these models were developed more than 35 years ago, many
of the aspects of these models are still relevant to today's innovation and change.
The presentation of these models in this chapter provides information about the way
changes are applied in practice and also about the way knowledge is disseminated.
Specifically, the presentation of models of change reveals the role of the different agents
in facilitating and supporting change or innovation. Some of these change agents are
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. Their support of the uptake of ICT
in schools may be affected by their perceptions of factors that influence innovations.
22.1 Research, Development and Diffusion Model (RD&D)
The Research Development and Diffusion Model (RD&D), shown in Figure 2.1, was
first proposed by Brickell (1961) and later by Clark and Cuba (1965) (in Havelock and
Havelock, 1973). According to Havelock and Havelock (1973) the RD&D model was
veiy popular in the USA and was applied in agriculture, industry, medicine and
education. In the RD&D model the change begins with the identification of the problem.
Then, it carries on with finding and diffusing a solution. An important point is that the
production of knowledge in this model is only carried out by researchers, who are
systematic in development and dissemination. Moreover, in this model "the adopter or
receiver is seen more as a passive consumer" (Hall and Hord, 1987, p. 33).
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Figure 2.1 - Research Development and Diffusion Model (RD&D) (Havelock and Havelock,
I973, p. 13).
According to Havelock and Havelock (1973), this model is based on five main
assumptions: "First, it assumes that there should be a rational sequence in the evolution
and application of an innovation. This sequence should include research, development,
and packaging before mass dissemination takes place. Second, it assumes that there must
be planning, usually on a massive scale over a long time span. Third, it assumes that
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there has to be a division and co-ordination of labour according to the rational sequence
and the planning. Fourth, it assumes a more-or-less passive but rational consumer, who
will accept and adopt the innovation in the right place at the right time and in the right
form, if it is offered to him. Fifth and finally, the proponents of this viewpoint accept the
fact of a high initial development cost prior to any dissemination activity because of the
anticipated long-term benefits in efficiency and quality of the innovation and its
suitability for mass audience dissemination" (ibid, p. 12). Its basic characteristics are
shown in Figure 2.1.
According to Hall and lord (1987), during the 60's, development projects based on this
model were designed for the school curriculum of the United Kingdom. According to the
conclusions drawn by the projects, "modern" materials and processes can be
implemented by means of adequate programmes. However, "the fact that most of these
programmes were never widely used illustrates the danger in not understanding more
about the user end of the RD&D continuum" (ibid, p. 34). This type of model considered
innovation as a step process from one stage to the next of basic research and applied
research, thus furthering the developments. However, it did not take account of the
interactions between the people involved in this innovation. This led on too a more
interactive model called the Social Interaction Model.
2.2.2 Social Interaction Model
The Social Interaction Model, shown in Figure 2.2, gives emphasis to the patterns by
which innovations diffuse throughout a social system. The key to the model's success is
the movement of messages from person to person and system to system. Thus, a good
channel of communication between the members of different schools and between
schools and other organisations is needed for the diffusion of change. According to
Havelock and Havelock (1973), the characteristics of this model are:
I. "The individual user or adopter belongs to a network of social relations, which
largely influence his adopter behaviour.
2. His place in the network (centrality, peripherally, isolation) is a good predictor
of his rate of acceptance of new ideas.
3. Informal personal contact is a vital part of the influence and adoption process.
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4. Group membership and reference group identifications are major predictors of
individual adoption.
5. The rate of diffusion through a social system follows a predictable S-curve
pattern (very slow rate at the beginning, followed by a long late-adopter or
'laggard' period)" (ibid, p. 18).
Figure 2.2 - Social Interaction Model (Havelock and Havelock, 1973. p. 19).
Hall and ford (1987), refer to the role of facilitator, or change agent in this model.
According to them, the role of these professionals "...is more significant during the time
the adopter is becoming aware of the innovation and seeking more information" (ibid. p.
32). On the other hand, their role as leaders or change facilitators who influence changes
is minimized since the adoption decision is taken. The stages of this model are shown in
Figure 2.2.
The social interaction model looks at the movements of messages from person to person,
and from system to system. It implies here that communicating and the communication
process are very important and influence other people in the process of leading to a
change. But it does not say very much about persons taking responsibility for the
innovation. On the contrary, the problem solving model, as shown in Section 2.2.3
below, focuses on the user who actually is involved centrally in the process.
2.2.3 Problem Solving Model
The Problem Solving Model, shown in Figure 3.3, gives emphasis to the user of the




definite need and that the innovation satisfies that need. Thus, the process is from
problem to diagnosis of a need and then to trial and adoption" (ibid, p. 62). Also in this
model the solution of the problem is discovered by the receiver or with the assistance of
external persons, who are the frequent agents of change.
4. Retrieval
Outside process
consultant change agent 	





Figure 2.3 - Problem-Solving Model (Havelock and Havelock, 1973, p. 9).
"In the process of need satisfaction, the user goes through the following activities:
1. translation of need into a problem statement,
2. diagnosis of the problem,
3. search and retrieval of information that will be helpful for making a selection of
the innovation,
4. adaptation of the innovation to his own situation,
5. trial of the innovation" (Havelock, 1976, pp. 9-36) (see Figure 2.3).
In this model, the role of the "adopter" is energetic throughout the process. For example,
the consultants work as a resource who solve their problems through collaboration. Also,
consultants help in training, supporting and assisting the client system to develop
problem-solving skills.
One of the main problems of this model is that not all changes are recognised as a
problem. This assumes that something is not done well enough and therefore you
innovate to improve things. For example, one of the difficulties in ICT is that teachers




The above three models, according to Havelock (1973), are the most important ones.
Moreover Havelock introduced another model which he calls the Linkage Model. In this
model, Havelock attempts to integrate the main characteristics and strategies of the
Research, Development and Diffusion Model, Social Interaction Model and Problem
Solving Model.
According to Havelock and Havelock (1973), "the concept of linkage starts with a focus
on the user as a problem-solver... The user experiences an initial felt need which leads
him to make a diagnosis and a problem statement. He then works through search and
retrieval phases to a solution, and finally to the application of that solution... the linkage
model stresses that the user must be meaningfully related to outside resources" (ibid, p.
23).
The previous four models have been used by researchers in different countries and
applied to different educational systems (the RD&D in the American system, the Social
Interaction in the Swedish system, the Problem Solving Model in the United Kingdom
and in the USA). As we can see from the previous brief presentation of these models of
change, there are many differences among them. The RD&D model emphasises the
"developer", the Social Interaction Model emphasises the "communicator", and the
Problem Solving Model emphasises the "receiver". In other words the RD&D model
emphasises "the origins" of the innovation, the Problem Solving Model "the dynamics of
individual adoption" and the Social Interaction Model the "wide diffusion" from an
organisation or an educational system (Huberman 1973, p. 84).
As discussed in Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.4, according to Huberman (1973), these models
have many disadvantages. For example the RD&D model shows us that ". . . we lack
institutional structures for designing and developing new ideas and materials", the
Problem Solving Model shows ". . .the lack of processes for implementing changes once
they are undertaken", the Social Interaction Model shows that ". . .we have few vehicles
for dissemination of an innovation to a larger public" (ibid, p. 84).
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The literature on models of change does not address the role of head teachers,
administrators and school counsellors either directly or in detail. What one can find is
the role of "change agents", a term including all the above mentioned educators.
In considering the different models which Havelock and others have introduced, then an
important aspect of them is what Havelock (1973) names psychological wholeness. By
using this term, Havelock refers to three elements which an effective facilitator needs to
have: attitudes, knowledge and skills. The first element, attitudes, implies the change
agent's concern for helping others, his interest in their progress, as well as a strong belief
in his own self-identity. The second, knowledge, refers to a good knowledge of the
facilitator's own self, as well as of the others and of the systems that are being changed.
The last element, skills, refers to the change agent's abilities to work with others in a
fruitful environment by increasing their awareness and interest and by transmitting new
skills, knowledge and values to them. Havelock points out that these three elements have
no empirical validation, but stand only as suggestions.
One aspect of Havelock's work is that when he was producing these models the use of
computers in society and education was not so extensive. However, recent research
which will be shown later in the literature of ICT's uptake, has shown that there is a very
much greater impact by people outside schools (e.g. see Subjective Norm component in
Chapter 3) on what happens in education. In addition, Havelock's models did not
consider the external factors in the same way as some of the attitude models have done
(e.g. see Perceived Behavioural Control component in Chapter 3).
The role of change agents is different in each model. For example, "...if a principal was
to employ the social interaction model, he/she would bring a particular emphasis to the
change facilitator role. The principal would introduce information about the change and
ascertain whether teachers had sufficient information for deciding to adopt the change.
The principal would also try to influence the most highly regarded teachers to adopt the
change so that other peers would follow. He/she would emphasize communication lines
and address teachers' perceptions of the innovation as they consider adoption" (Hall and
Hord, 1987, p. 41).
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According to Hall and lord (1987), in the RD&D model, the change agent's role is
minimal. The main idea of this model is that once the teacher decides to adopt the
educational change, no further assistance is needed for its implementation. This implies
that in this model the communication between the change agent and the teachers is of no
importance. Unlike the social interaction and RD&D models, the problem-solver model
"...involves the adopter throughout the process, collaboratively solving his/her
problems. Consultants work as resources along with the receivers" (ibid, p. 34).
In the Linkage Model, the change agent is connected and informed about new
programmes, processes and ideas. This means that the cooperation between the change
agent and teachers seems to be very important as it encourages staff to put the
educational innovation into practice. In this model, the knowledge and skills of the
change agent are crucial in informing the teachers about the innovation and in
encouraging them to put it into practice.
As we have seen in Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.3, these models are used in different countries
and in different educational systems. The main idea emerging from the study of these
models is that the role of those educators who help in the implementation of an
innovation is important. Among these people are the head teachers of schools, district
officers and school counsellors. Their role in each model is connected to the degree of
its success.
In this section, the models of educational changes were presented in a general manner.
This was done for two reasons: on the one hand to understand how the process of change
may takes place and on the other hand to understand the role of head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors in the above models of change. The study of these
models offers a very general overview of the possible roles and impact of these
educators. It is necessary to examine in more detail the process of innovations and to
investigate the factors that affect each phase of innovation. The following sections focus
specifically on the factors which are related to the role of head teachers, district officers
and school counsellors.
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2.3 THE PHASES OF THE CHANGE PROCESS
The models discussed above not only provide useful ways of considering the factors
which might contribute to teachers' use of ICT, but many of them have been used as a
basis for empirical evidence of research studies into the uptake of ICT in education,
which will be discussed later on in this chapter. However all of the above models do not
consider individual people within the system. They generally refer to either group of
people, for example teachers and innovators, to institutions themselves or to the process.
Furthermore, what has been revealed in the last 25 years of research has been the fact
that attitudes of individuals within an innovation process cannot be ignored and need to
be considered because they are an important influence. For example, these models do
not consider separately the attitudes of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors. In order to understand in what way the attitudes of these leading people
might affect their support of ICT uptake in their schools, the next stage of this review of
models is to identify the phases of change processes.
There is general agreement in the research literature that changes or innovation always
require time. Earlier studies, for example Schenk (1985), mentioned that "...educational
innovations often take twenty five years to permeate through the system" (ibid, p. 37).
Moreover, a more recent study such as Fullan's (2001) agrees with the above argument.
In particular, Fullan supports that "...complex changes take from 3 to 5 years, while
larger scale efforts can take 5 to 10 years" (ibid, p. 52). Furthermore, it has also been
well documented that changes or innovations go through stages. Previous studies
mentioned that there are three phases or stages of change. Gross et al., (1971) for
example, in their publication "Implementing Organizational Innovation" mention that
the stages of change process are initiation, attempted implementation and incorporation.
The same stages that are mentioned by Gross et al., (1971) are also presented by Miles Ct
al., (1987) in the 1980's. According to Miles et al., (1987), the phases of change process
are: initiation, implementation and institutionalisation (see Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4- The three overlapping phases of the change process (Miles cia!., 1987. P. 245).
Similarly, more recent studies in the field of educational changes argue that there are
three phases of change process. According to Fullan (2001), the first one is labelled
initiation, mobilisation, or adoption. This phase "consists of the process that leads up to
and includes a decision to adopt or proceed with a change". The second phase is called
implementation or initial use "(usually the first two or three years of use) - involves the
first experiences of attempting to put an idea or reform into practice". The third phase is
called continuation, incorporation, routinization, or institutionalisation. This phase
"refers to whether the change gets built in as an ongoing part of the system or disappears
by way of a decision to discard or through attrition" (ibid, p. 50). These phases can be
seen in Figure 2.5.
The three models which consider phases, involve people extensively in all of this process
which indicates that the attitudes towards the initiation, implementation and continuation
might affect the success of those stages. The literature on attitudes is discussed in
Chapter 3. The models of phases of changes also show that innovations are very complex
processes. In the initiation phase, a particular innovation is selected and introduced into
the organisation. In the case of ICT as an innovation, the first phase (initiation) would be
introducing ICT into education. The second phase, which Fullan labels as
implementation involves implementing ICT in schools, i.e. the use of ICT across the












Figure 2.5 - A simpljfled overview of the change process (Fullan, 2001, p. 51).
In this stage, for example, the use of ICT across the curriculum can become an integrated
part of delivering secondary education. In addition, there is the concept of outcome.
According to Fullan (2001), ". . .outcome, depending on the objectives, can refer to
several different types of results and can be thought of generally as the degree of school
improvement in relation to given criteria" (ibid, p. 50). For instance, we can see if the
attitudes have changed or if the skills of students have improved in specific lessons with
the use of ICT.
Furthermore, the study of the above models of phases shows that among the phases there
is a strong relationship and feedback from one phase which may affect positively or
negatively the aims of the next phase. In the model of Fullan (2001), as the two-way
arrows show, there is no linear process but an interaction between the three phases. For
example, a decision at the initiation phase to use a specific type of educational software
across the curriculum may be modified by various factors during the phase of
implementation of ICT in education.
Another important conclusion that arises from the study of phases of change is the fact
that innovations take many years. Fullan (2001) mentions that the initiation phase "may
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be in the works for years" while implementation takes more than two years.
Additionally, he mentions that "the line between implementation and continuation is
somewhat hazy and arbitrary. Outcomes can be assessed in the relatively short run, but
we would not expect many results until the change had had a chance to become
implemented" (ibid, p. 52). The above means that the time from initiation to
continuation is lengthy. According to Fullan, the most important idea, which arises from
this model, is that ". . .change is a process and not an event" (ibid, p. 52).
In summary, each phase of the change process is not in isolation but has a strong relation
to the other phases. This means that the success of educational change is difficult and
depends on multiple factors. The factors exist in each stage and affect not only that stage
or phase but the other phases as well. In the literature, there are many arguments and
findings by many researchers (see Fullan, 2001) that support this.
One of the main conclusions that arise from much research in the field of educational
change is that the roles of individuals and groups are important factors that affect the
success of initiation and implementation. In order to understand how and whether factors
influence each phase of innovations it is useful to consider firstly some of these factors.
The main purpose of this study is to focus on how the role of specific influential people
in the educational system is affected by their attitudes towards these innovations. For
these reasons, the next sections present the factors, which affect initiation and
implementation.
2.3.1 Factors affecting initiation
The factors that affect the initiation phase are numerous. In this section, only these
factors that are related to the teachers, head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors are presented. More specifically, this section presents these factors which
influence ICT in the initiation phase. Fullan (1992) mentions that these factors are the
same during the introduction of every innovation. According to Fullan (2001), "initiation
is the process leading up to and including the decision to proceed with implementation"












I. Existence and Quality
of Innovations
2. Access to Innovation
3. Advocacy from Central
Administrators
Fullan presents eight factors that affect the initiation phase based on research and
reviews done in the literature. These factors, which are shown in the Figure 2.6, are: the
existence and quality of innovations, the access to innovations, the advocacy from
central administration, the teacher advocacy, the external change agents, the community
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Figure 2.6 - Factors associated with initiation (Fullan, 2001, p. 54).
From the factors which affect the initiation phase of an innovation shown in the above
figure, this chapter focuses on factors specifically relevant to the current research, which
are: access to innovations, advocacy from central administrators, teacher advocacy and
external change agents. These are discussed below.
2.3.1.1 Access to information
According to Fullan (2001), based on the results of many research studies, one of the
biggest problems presented during the initiation phase is the lack of access of teachers to
the information.
Teachers because of lack of time and energy, many times, ". . .do not have the
opportunity for continuous personal contact, which would be necessary for becoming
aware of and following up on innovative ideas" (Fullan, 1991, p. 53). As a result,
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". . .they are unfamiliar with and not confident about technical matters" (Fullan, 2001, p.
58).
In order to face this problem the role of the executive staff in education (i.e. head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors) could play an important role. Fullan
(2001) mentions that "district administrators and other central office personnel such as
coordinators and consultants spend large amounts of time at conferences and workshops
within ongoing professional networks of communication among their peers" (p. 57). For
example, in the Greek educational system the head teachers of schools in cooperation
with the district officers and school counsellors organise one-day conferences and
seminars on various subjects concerning the innovations. Moreover, the school
counsellors visit the schools of their area and through the personal contact with their
teachers they try to address the problems, which appear in the school classroom
(Ministry of Education, 1995).
Another factor that influences the initiation phase, as shown in Figure 2.6, is advocacy
from central administration. According to Fullan (2001), this advocacy comes not only
from district officers but also from head teachers.
2.3.1.2 Advocacy from central administration
According to Fullan's model (see Figure 2.6), head teachers and central administration
advisors are also very important for the success of an innovation. This means that if the
central administration has pioneers or advocates committed to this innovation, then they
are more likely to have an influence on the teachers and head teachers in the school.
Similarly, if the head teacher in the school supports the idea of innovation and is an
advocate of that innovation, then he/she is more likely to take the necessary steps and
provide the necessary funds for the staff within the school to enable the implementation
of the innovation.
FuIlan (2001) mentions many examples from the results of research which ". . .show that
the chief district administrator and central district staff are an extremely important source
of advocacy, support, and initiation of new programs" (ibid. p. 59). For instance,
Huberman and Miles (1984) found that "...central office administrators were at the locus
of decision-making in 11 of the 12 cases" in their study (p. 55).
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In addition to the advocacy exercised by central administration, the success of an
innovation during the initiation phase depends also on the amount of the teacher's
advocacy to the innovation.
2.3.1.3 Teacher advocacy
When the innovation reaches the level of the teachers who have to implement the
innovation then their role and advocacy is equally important. Other research into the
uptake of ICT in schools has shown that unless teachers believe that the innovation is
going to contribute to their children's learning or help in their teaching or help them in
their promotion then they are not going to be good advocates of this innovation
(Mevarech, 1995).
Teachers during innovation are persons that have an important role. They must adopt the
new changes in the curricula, adopt new teaching methods and try to change their beliefs,
their attitudes and their behaviour towards the new situation as well. In simple terms,
they need to work hard for the implementation of innovation. The interactions between
them give many opportunities for discussion concerning the innovation (Fullan, 2001).
There is a strong body of evidence that indicates that when cooperation between the
teachers and also between the teachers and school head teacher or district administrator
exists, then school improvement is bound to happen. Little (1982, in Fullan, 1991)
investigated the following three situations that lead to school improvement:
> ". . . teachers engaged in frequent, continuous, and increasingly concrete talk
about teaching practice;
> teachers and administrators frequently observed and provided feedback to each
other, developing a "shared language" for teaching strategies and needs; and
teachers and administrators planned, designed, and evaluated teaching materials
and practices together" (in Fullan, 1991, p. 55).
In these two sections clearly an important aspect of the success of an innovation is
whether the senior influential administrators and teachers themselves support the
innovation and therefore have a positive attitude towards it. However, there are external
agents who can also bring about change. This is discussed in Section 2.3.1.4. below.
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2.3.1.4 External change agents
The contribution of school counsellors to the introduction of innovations is of great
importance. According to Fullan (2001), the help which these key professionals provide
during the introduction of innovations is more effective when they cooperate with the
local leaders, such as the head teachers or district officers.
In the literature, there is substantial research which identifies and reveals the significance
of school counsellors influencing innovations. As long ago as 1979 people recognised
that outside facilitators had a very big influence on teachers adopting new ideas. For
example "...research on the Pilot State Dissemination Program, in which field agents
were used to stimulate knowledge utilization in seven areas of the United States,
demonstrates the impact of outside facilitators on teacher adoption of new ideas" (Louis
and Sieber, 1979, in Fullan 1991, p. 56). Furthermore, Fullan mentions another example
of the impact of counsellors. In the larger DESSI study of 80 counsellors who worked
with 97 local schools, Cox (1983, in Fullan, 1991) found that the counsellors: "made
people aware of the existence of new practices; helped school people choose among a
range of new practices; sometimes helped arrange ftinding; worked with local facilitators
to develop plans for implementation; arranged and conducted initial training; and
sometimes played a continuing support and evaluation role" (in Fullan 1991, p. 56).
Even though this research is dated, it is still important today.
From the above, it is concluded that the role of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors is very important in the initiation phase of innovations. More specifically,
the role of these people is important in encouraging and motivating teachers to introduce
ICT into their school. Furthermore, it is quite important in the identification of funds for
the creation of computer laboratories. For instance, in the Greek educational system the
purchase of a computer laboratory takes place in direct collaboration between the head
teachers and the district officers of the area (i.e. official paper G2/5644/22-10-98).
The next phase in the model of Figure 2.5 is the implementation phase which is
discussed in the following section.
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2.3.2 Factors affecting implementation
In the previous section the factors that affect the initiation of an innovation in relation to
the key professionals: head teachers, district officers and school counsellors were
presented. Now in this section the factors which affect the implementation phase are
presented. More specifically, this section focuses on these factors which have a bearing
on the role of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
According to Fullan's (2001) review of the literature of many research studies done in
Canada and England, the factors which affect the implementation phase could be
classified in three categories. The first category is related to the characteristics of the
innovation or change project. The second category is related to local roles and the third




















Figure 2.7- Interactive factors affecting implementation (Fullan, 2001, p. 72).
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In the above figure, we can see that in the second category, which Fullan calls "local
characteristics", the factors that are related to this research exist. In other words, the head
teachers, district officers, school counsellors and the teachers are factors that affect the
phase of implementation. Previously, Fullan (1992) had studied the factors which affect
the implementation phase in ICT which he classifies in two categories.
The first category is related to characteristics of the innovation/New Educational
Technologies and the second one is related to the local conditions. He studied these
factors in a case study about the implementation of computers within schools in Ontario,
Canada. The factors of each category are presented below.
Table 2.1 - Factors influencing implementation (Fullan, 1992, p. 3d).
Characteristics of the innovation/New Educational Technologies
1. Clarity and complexity
2. Consensus and conflict about the change
3. Quality and practicality of the change
Local conditions
4. Central office direction, commitment and support
5. Process for implementation and institutionalization
6. Professional development and assistance




In the above table the effect of the head teachers (see number 8), district officers and
school counsellors (see number 4) are also identified. It seems that amongst the local
factors concerning the support and help needed, the staff who work in the local offices of
administration as well as the head teacher's leadership have an effect on the
implementation of ICT in schools.
The important role that executive staff in education play in the implementation of ICT is
confirmed by Akker et al., (1992). According to their study, the factors which influence
the uptake of ICT could be classified in four categories:
national (and/or state and/or district) context;
> characteristics of the school (organisation);
> external support;
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> characteristics of the innovation itself.
In the above factors the authors point out that the characteristics of the school
(organisation), the help and support which is given to teachers by the head teachers and
district officers so that they can acquire hardware and software and organise seminars
and other kinds of help are some of the most important factors which affect the success
of the use of ICT by teachers.
Given the above, it can be seen that the factors which affect the implementation of an
innovation and specifically of ICT are many. More specifically, research has shown that
within these factors are included those that are related to the key professionals (i.e. the
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors).
This section discusses these factors which are related to these key professionals in
education, because this research investigated the effect of these people towards the use of
the ICT by teachers. This section through the literature review presents the role of each
of these factors during the phase of implementation and continuation. Moreover, this
section discusses if any empirical study exists in the current literature, which examines if
the attitudes of these staff affect the support of the introduction and implementation of
ICT at schools.
Similarly, because this research focuses on the effect of these staff on the use of ICT by
teachers, this chapter will firstly focus on the role of teachers during the innovations and
mostly concerning ICT. More specifically, it is important to present the role of teachers
during the introduction and implementation of ICT and mostly the factors which affect
them positively or negatively concerning the use of ICT during the teaching process.
Some of these factors are related to the executive staff in education.
2.3.3 The role of teachers
According to many studies, the teacher is the person upon whom the degree of the
innovation's implementation depends. According to Fullan (2001), "educational change
depends on what teachers do and think" (p. 115). Specifically, every innovation requires
teachers to change in three dimensions: the possible use of new materials, the possible
use of new teaching approaches and the changes in their beliefs and attitudes.
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During the innovations and mostly during the implementation of ICT, there exist many
factors which affect positively or negatively the use of ICT by teachers. These factors are
presented later on. Many of them may affect teachers' intention and behaviour
concerning the use of ICT in their teaching.
2.3.3.1 Understanding the need for change
Many research studies have shown that with regard to the implementations of
innovations teachers often are not clear concerning the aims of the innovation itself. For
example, an early case study conducted by Gross et a!., (1971) of the introduction of an
innovation in an elementaiy school (named Cambire Elementary) showed that the
majority of the teachers had failed to implement the innovation for various factors. One
of the important factors of the innovation's failure was that ". . . the teachers never
obtained a clear understanding of the innovation" (p. 123). This lack of clarity about the
aims of the innovation was later detected by Brown and McIntyre (1982). They found
that the lack of clarity was of great importance to the implementation of a science
curriculum in Scotland. The authors mention that "...if the concept has not been
clarified, the teachers may simply ignore it and make no attempt to implement the new
ideas" (p. 117).
Furthermore, as FuIlan (2001) showed later in his results of many research studies in
USA, Canada and England, teachers did not have a clear picture about the reason for the
changes proposed and how these could be achieved. Therefore, not only did the teachers
not have a clear idea of the reasons for implementation but they also had a number of
other difficulties in using it, which are discussed in the following section.
2.3.3.2 Lack of knowledge/skills
For the success of introducing and implementing ICT in education, teachers must have
adequate knowledge and skills on how to use ICT. The results of much research have
shown that the lack of knowledge and skills of teachers concerning the use of computers
are important factors that influence negatively the uptake of ICT (see Pelgrum and
Plomp, 1991; 1993; Rahim and Mohamed, 1998; Jones, 2004).
Cox et al., (1988) indicated in their research of the factors affecting the uptake of
computers in primary schools that many teachers were reluctant to use microcomputers
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because they felt they had insufficient skills. Williams et al., (2000) in a study conducted
in 300 primary and 100 secondary schools in Scotland to investigate teachers' needs for
knowledge and skills in relation to the effective use of ICT found that lack of skills was
one of the factors which inhibit the use of ICT by teachers. More specifically, they found
that ". . . lack of skills in the use of databases and spreadsheets is seen as an inhibiting
factor by more than 10% of primary school respondents" (p. 313) and "...lack of skills is
a barrier to the use of the Internet, e-mail, computer conferencing, video conferencing,
DTP and digital camera for more than 10% of secondary (non computing) teachers" (p.
315).
2.3.3.3 Problems with teachers' instructional roles - Computer training
Not only has it been shown that teachers have problems because of lack of skills of using
computers as briefly discussed above, but also teachers often have significant problems
regarding their instructional roles (Akker et al., 1992; Jones, 2004). For instance, Cox et
a!., (1988) found in their research that the teachers are characterized by "lack of
knowledge of how or when to join in children's microcomputers activities..." (p. 176).
The UK IMPACT study (Watson et al., 1993a), which investigated the impact of
Information Technology on children's achievements in primary and secondary schools,
found that "many teachers did not understand the philosophy underpinning programs and
were unaware of how to use them in pedagogic terms" (p. 61). More specifically,
according to the findings of this research, some teachers using ICT:
". . . had difficulties in managing pupils' access to computing facilities consistent
with the plan of the topic/lessons;
often considered that computers were to be used to complement rather than
change existing pedagogic practice, whether it is 'traditional' or 'progressive';
were concerned about product or knowledge outcomes versus process and how
this might relate to the demands, or expectations of, for example, the National
Curriculum;
were concerned about the inappropriateness of conventional tests/assessments
for measuring some of the skills and understandings acquired in an ICT related
environment.
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had naive views of the philosophy behind the software and the implications for
its use;
> experienced difficulties in promoting collaborative work on tasks for groups of
pupils;
> found it difficult to incorporate the pupil's work into the usual selection of
coursework collected for assessment" (Watson et al., I 993b, p. 11).
In order to face these problems, the contribution of further professional development is
very important for teachers. According to Reinen and Plomp (1993) ". . .there is a
significant relation between the knowledge and skills base of teachers and training
received" (p. 164). However, the results of studies (e.g. Peigrum and Anderson, 2001)
showed that the lack of sufficient training is a significant barrier for teachers in the
integration of ICT into their teaching.
The training courses should be shaped in such a way as to provide the adequate
knowledge not only in a brief time but also over a longer time period. According to
Rhodes and Cox (1990), "...short courses are not able to provide the variety of
experience necessary to make effective use of computers in the classroom" (p. 19). Also,
during these courses there is a need for a balance between lecture and practice and clear
objectives on how teachers can use the knowledge they acquire from the practical parts
of these courses. "The research findings show that the majority of time on short
Teachers' Centre courses was spent learning how to operate complex software, little time
being available to consider curriculum applications" (ibid, p. 19). Preston et al., (2000)
in a more recent study, conducted on 82 educators in England, found that there were
"large correlations between the use of ICT in teaching score and the number of working
conferences and longer award bearing courses that were attended" (p. 54). In other
words, they found that "those teachers who had attended longer award bearing courses
and/or working conferences used ICT more frequently in their teaching" (p. 66).
One of the factors that has been shown to have a negative effect on the uptake of ICT is
the teachers' lack of time. This factor is discussed in the following section.
2.3.3.4 Lack of time
Research studies (see Cox et al., 1988; Preston et al., 2000; Pelgrum, 2001; Braak, 2001)
have shown that time was a very important factor of influence and decided if teachers
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would use ICT in their teaching. This lack of time is related to the lack of time in
computer training, in lesson preparation for using computers, and in completing
activities while using computers in teaching. For instance, Preston et al., (2000) carried
out a study examining the factors relating to the uptake of ICT in teaching of 82 teachers
in England. They found that "some of the teachers stated that using ICT in their teaching
was time-consuming in terms of the preparation necessary and also during the lessons"
(p. 40).
Similarly, Braak (2001) indicated in his research of the factors affecting the uptake of
computers in secondary schools in Brussels that many teachers were reluctant to use ICT
because they felt they had insufficient time to prepare lessons that used computers.
Moreover, the lack of time as a negative factor in the use of ICT by teachers has also
been investigated in another research study, conducted by the National Center for
Education Statistics of United States Department of Education in 1999 in primary and
secondary schools in the United States. It was found that problems with finding adequate
time to learn about computers or to prepare lessons where computers are used is one of
the most serious problems for teachers (NCES, 2000).
Another factor that influences the implementation of ICT is the lack of a sufficient
number of computers in teaching together with educational software appropriate for the
age of pupils. This factor is discussed in the following section.
2.3.3.5 Inadequate recourses
In addition to the previous problems about ICT innovation, research showed that many
teachers do not use ICT in their teaching because they face problems such as lack of
hardware and software (see Preston et al., 2000; Braak, 2001; Pelgrum, 2001; Peigrum
and Anderson, 2001; Jones, 2004). For example, Preston et al., (2000) found that "many
of the teachers reported that there was not enough access to computers for ICT to be used
as often as they would like and that there were difficulties associated with needing to
reserve access to ICT resources beforehand as careful planning was needed to
accommodate every teacher's needs. Other teachers also stated that when they did have
access to computers there were not enough for all the class" (p. 39).
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Another research into the use of computers in schools has shown that the insufficient
number of computers is still one of the biggest obstacles to the integration of ICT in
education. For instance, in a study conducted in 1999 by the National Center for
Education Statistics of United States Department of Education, (see Section 2.3.3.4),
among other issues, it was also found that lack of enough computers was considered to
be one of the most serious problems for teachers in using ICT in their teaching (NCES,
2000).
More recently, an international study on the use of computers in schools in 26 countries
was carried out by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational
Achievement (lEA) (Peigrum, 2001). The head teachers and the technology experts in
the schools were asked about their reasons for not using computers in schools. The most
frequently mentioned problems were ". . . insufficient number of computers . . .insufficient
peripherals, not enough copies of software, and insufficient number of computers that
can simultaneously access the WWW" (p. 173).
2.3.3.6 Support from the whole school
According to Fullan (2001), the results of many research studies have shown that the
introduction and implementation of an innovation are more effective when the school as
a whole is engaged in it. According to Cox et al., (1999) ". . .this means that all the
teachers are involved in the decision to adopt ICT in the school and are supportive of any
individual teacher going on a course and willing to learn from their new knowledge and
skills when they return. If the school, and particularly the head teacher, are not
committed to adopting change and particularly Id, then if one teacher goes on a course,
the rest of the school sets up antibodies to any new ideas which the unfortunate teacher
brings back into the school" (p. 3). The support from head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors is discussed in detail in Sections 2.3.4, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6.
As we have seen in previous sections, the lack of knowledge, skills, hardware, software,
time and the lack of good training opportunities are some of the more important factors
which influence negatively the process of implementation of ICT in education by
teachers. On the other hand, there are other factors that influence positively the role of
teachers during the innovation of ICT and motivate them to use it effectively in their
teaching activities. These factors are the communication and interaction between
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teachers (e.g. Underwood, 1997) and the support from administrators (e.g. Peigrum and
Plomp, 1991; 1993; Fullan, 1992; 2001), the computer experience of teachers and the
opportunities for training programmes (with technical-pedagogical/instructional aspects)
(e.g. Rhodes and Cox, 1990; Preston et al., 2000).
2.3.3.7 Teachers' attitudes towards computers and the use of ICT in teaching
The results of many studies have shown that the implementation of ICT in schools
depends on teachers' attitudes towards computers (Jones, 2004). For this reason,
teachers' attitudes were studied in different countries (e.g. Peigrum and Plomp, 1991;
1993) and were measured with different instruments (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4). For
example, previous international study by Peigrum and Plomp (1991; 1993) conducted in
21 countries showed that teachers with positive attitudes towards computers were more
likely to use computers frequently in their teaching.
This finding is also supported by more recent studies. Most specifically, research by
Williams et al., (2000) found that there was significant correlation between levels of use
of ICT in teaching and teachers' attitudes towards computers. In other words, teachers
who had very positive attitudes towards computers tended to use ICT more often in their
teaching. In another more recent study by Shapka and Ferrari (2003) the researchers
found that the 56 preservice teachers in their research with very high computer attitudes
were more likely to use computers.
Factors affecting teachers' and other samples' (e.g. students) attitudes towards computers
were examined by many research studies. For example, Loyd and Gressard (1986) found
that positive attitudes towards computers were positively correlated with teachers'
computer experiences. Gardner et al., (1993) found that computer anxiety was a major
cause of resistance to using computers in schools. In addition, in investigating the
changes in preservice and inservice teachers' attitudes towards computers, Yildirim
(2000) found that teachers' attitudes such as anxiety, confidence and liking, significantly
improved after the computer literacy course. In another study by Shapka and Ferrari
(2003) the researchers found that computer training positively correlated with preservice
teachers' attitudes towards computers.
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An earlier review of the literature on attitudes towards computers by Dupagne and
Krendl (1992) showed that teachers' attitudes towards computers during the I 980s were
positive. In addition, teachers' attitudes were also positive, as indicated by other studies
during the 1990s (e.g. Peigrum and Plomp, 1991; 1993; Williams eta!., 2000).
In addition to attitudes towards computers, many studies using the framework of the
Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.3) and Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.2) measured teachers' behavioural
beliefs or attitudes towards using ICT in their teaching. For example, Czerniak et aL,
(1999) used the TPB to examine the influence of science teachers' beliefs on their
intention to use educational technology in their classrooms. They found that teachers
generally possessed positive beliefs and attitudes concerning the use of technology in
their teaching. Most specifically, teachers believed that technology will motivate
students in science classes, help students learn new techniques and skills, provide
students with knowledge and skills they will need the rest of their lives and provide a
variety of instructional strategies to meet more students' needs. However, Czerniak et
al., (1999) found that these beliefs did not have any statistically significant influence on
teachers' intention (see Chapter 3, Section 3.5.5).
In another study, Preston et al., (2000) used the TAM model in order to measure
teachers' attitudes towards using ICT in teaching. Most specifically, they measured
teachers' perceived ease of use (i.e. perceptions of factors which hinder/support the use
of ICT) and perceived usefulness of using ICT in teaching. Their findings showed that
the great majority of teachers who use ICT in their teaching very often found ICT
relatively easy and found ICT to be useful to them (e.g. "it has given me more
confidence with IT", "it gives me more prestige in school"), their teaching (e.g. "using IT
in my teaching is enjoyable", "using IT has improved my presentation of materials") and
their pupils (e.g. "using IT makes lessons more fun for pupils", "using IT increases
pupils' motivation").
The introduction and implementation of an educational innovation does not only depend
on the role of teachers but also on the role of other persons in the school environment as
well as in the local area. These persons are the head teacher, the district officer and the
school counsellor. According to Fullan (2001), the role of these educators is included
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among the factors that influence all phases of an innovation (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7). In
the following sections the role of these educators is discussed, beginning with the role of
head teachers during the innovation of ICT as well as the effects of their attitudes on the
uptake of ICT.
2.3.4 The role of head teacher
In the last 30 years, a number of studies have been conducted in many countries in order
to investigate the effect of head teachers on the educational innovations (see Havelock
and Huberman, 1977; Hall and Hord, 1987; Bryk et al., 1988; Day et al., 2000). The
results of these studies show that although the role of head teachers differs among the
countries, however it is important not only during the initiation phase of an innovation
but also during implementation and continuation (Fullan, 2001).
Furthermore, the role of head teachers was also found to be important in some research
conducted in order to investigate the factors that influence the uptake of ICT in schools.
The results of these studies have shown that in the innovation of ICT, the help from head
teachers is necessary in providing facilities for training, purchase of software, hardware
and other equipment, the rearrangement of timetables etc (Akker et al., 1992). Moreover,
one of the results of these studies on the uptake of ICT is that uptake is influenced by the
attitude of the head teacher towards ICT. In schools where head teachers had positive
attitudes towards ICT, it was found that the uptake of ICT was high (Cox et a!., 1988).
Some of the results of these studies are discussed in the two following sections.
2.3.4.1 Interest and support
Numerous research studies have found that head teachers' interest and support is an
important factor for the promotion of ICT use in schools. For example, Carmichael et a!.,
(1985, in Fullan, 1992) studied the use of Logo by thirteen teachers in nine schools and
they found that the role and the interest of head teachers were influential in supporting
teachers to take up and use computers in the school. Specifically the researchers found
.that project teachers 'felt more secure trying out new ideas' where their principal
gave active support" (in Fullan 1992, p. 50).
Also Fullan summarizes the kinds of support given by head teachers during the
implementation of computers in another study: ". . . leadership on project steering
committees, giving high priority to the project in the school, facilitating staff
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development, including provision of release time for training and meetings, getting early
users to train other teachers, reorganizing school timetables to schedule student access to
computers, ongoing communication with all parents and support for involvement of
interested parents, maintaining open-door policy for visitors, rearranging facilities to
accommodate implementation" (ibid, p. 51).
Fullan (1992) studied the role of head teachers in the implementation of computers in
schools in Ontario in Canada and found similar results to the above. For example, he
found, from interviewing ministry officials, that head teachers were key players in the
success or failure of implementation of computers. Also, according to ministry officials,
the head teachers needed to understand the aims of the implementation of computers, to
be familiar with their use and to encourage teachers to use the new technologies in their
learning and teaching activities in Ontario schools in order to support their teachers in
adopting computers into their practice.
Similarly, in an earlier research study Chandra et a!., (1988), studied the factors which
influenced the introduction of computers in a secondary school in the United Kingdom.
The results of this case study in a comprehensive school showed that the leadership of
the head teacher played an important role in the implementation of computers. "It was
discovered that the autocratic style of leadership provided the lead when people needed
it, and the laissez-faire style served needs when teachers perceived them. It was evident
that teachers initially needed guidance before they would venture to use computers in
their teaching" (ibid, p. 61).
The support and interest of head teachers in the implementation of ICT in schools was
studied at the beginning of 1990 in the Impact Study. In this study, whose aim was to
evaluate the impact of Information Technology on children's achievements in primary
and secondary schools, Watson et a!., (1 993b) found that the interest, the influence and
support from the head teacher was important but not essential. For instance, according to
findings of this research the influence of head teacher and head of department in the
secondary schools ". . .was viewed as important, but this typically reflected a facilitating
role in the acquisition of resources rather than a pro-active stand in favour of the
integration and implementation of IT" (ibid, p. 1).
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In addition, between 1989 and 1993, four case studies were undertaken by Veen (1995)
to investigate "the day-to day practice" of teachers in a Dutch school where ICT was
being introduced in the classroom. This included the investigation of the factors that
influence the teachers' use of computers. The researcher found that school factors play
an important role in the uptake of computers by teachers. Specifically, the role of the
head teacher was one of these factors. According to Veen (1995), the head teacher
• . held a positive view on information technology in education and she provided the
necessary technical support for the teachers by allocating a technical assistant for twenty
hours a week" (ibid, p. 178). In addition, the head teacher gave moral support to teachers
who showed interest in their efforts many times.
Granger et a!., (2002) recently conducted a study about the factors contributing to
teachers' successful implementation of ICT in four Canadian schools. They found that
the encouragement of head teachers was a positive factor for teachers in the use of ICT
in their teaching.
From the above it is shown that the support of teachers by the head teachers during the
use of ICT and the ongoing interest of these leaders for the integration of the innovation
are important factors which affect the implementation phase. Moreover, one of the
factors that affect the uptake of ICT is the attitudes of head teachers towards ICT. This is
discussed in the following section.
2.3.4.2 Head teachers' attitudes towards computers
The attitudes of head teachers are of particular interest because the research literature on
attitude-behaviour relations (see Chapter 3) suggests that attitude is an important
precursor to behaviour (see Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen,
1989; 1991;2002).
According to the results of a previous research study, head teachers' attitudes strongly
influenced the implementation of computers in the curriculum. For example Cox et a!.,
(1988) studied the factors affecting the uptake of computers in eight London primary
schools and found that the attitudes of head teachers was one of the major factors that
influenced the uptake. According to the researchers "...schools investigated where the
Head had a positive attitude to information technology in education, and also had a
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commitment to the introduction of the microcomputer use throughout the school,
showed a marked difference to schools where the head teacher had a negative or neutral
attitude with no commitment to encouraging microcomputer activities" (ibid, p. 177). In
addition, Rhodes and Cox (1990) studied the factors that influence the use of computers
with particular emphasis on teacher training. They found that "...the uptake of
computers was highest in schools where the head teacher had a positive attitude to
computers and an active interest in promoting their use throughout the school" (p. 12).
The interest in the attitudes of head teachers towards ICT was taken up by many
researchers in the beginning of the 1990's. For example, Pelgrum and Plomp (1993)
studied the introduction and use of computers in 21 education systems around the world.
One of the objectives of that research was the measurement of attitudes of head teachers
towards computers. Their results showed that the majority of head teachers at all
educational levels had positive attitudes towards computers in education. Specifically,
there were small differences between the attitudes of the head teachers at higher
educational levels and those of head teachers at lower educational levels. The head
teachers at higher educational levels had more positive attitudes. In addition, this
research showed that the head teachers of schools that use computers have more
favourable attitudes towards the educational use of computers than head teachers of
schools that don't use computers in the educational process.
According to the results of the above research, Pelgrum (1993) found that "...there is a
clear association between the attitudes of head teachers and the emphasis on computer
integrated learning within the school. This finding lends some support to the hypothesis
that schools whose head teachers have positive expectations regarding the educational
impact of computers tend to emphasize computer integrated learning more than schools
with head teachers who are less positive" (ibid, p. 209).
Referring to the above findings, it is useful to consider the specific findings in Greece
with respect to the attitudes of secondary head teachers towards computers. According to
Wolf and Kontogiannopoulou-Polydorides (in Peigrum and Plomp, 1993) the attitudes of
Greek head teachers in secondary education towards computers were less positive in
comparison to the attitudes of head teachers coming from other countries. The less
positive attitudes of Greek head teachers can be explained through the fact that at the end
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of I 980s', when the study was conducted, ICT had been introduced only in some schools
in Greece and not yet in all secondary schools. Consequently, it can be concluded that
during that time educators had only some experience in using ICT and, therefore, less
positive attitudes towards it.
Williams et al., (1998), who have investigated the use of ICT in 300 primary schools and
100 secondary schools in Scotland found that "...the attitude and support of senior
management, particularly head teachers, is seen by teachers and education authorities as
a key to the development of teachers' ICT skills and knowledge" (p. 11). A more recent
study by Peigrum and Anderson (2001) concerning 26 educational systems, found that
head teachers tended to have a positive attitude toward ICT usage in their respective
schools. However, "the depth of that opinion varied considerably. In some countries,
school leaders were very positive; in others were only very slightly positive" (p. 200).
As we have seen from the above, the support of head teachers for teacher training, for the
acquisition of adequate resources to help schools integrate and implement ICT, is very
important. In addition, the attitudes of head teachers are a crucial factor that influences
the uptake of ICT. According to the findings of the above research in the schools where
the head teachers had positive attitudes towards the introduction of ICT in education, the
uptake was higher than in schools whose head teachers had negative or neutral attitudes.
Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 examined the two factors shown in Figure 2.6 and 2.7, which
refer to the role of teachers and head teachers during the initiation and implementation
phase of innovations. Further on, the other two change agents that also influence to a
great extent the introduction and implementation of innovations in schools will be
discussed. These are district officers and school counsellors.
2.3.5 The role of district officers
According to Fullan (2001), the educational systems of many countries, no matter if they
are centralised or decentralised, have a local district officer whose duty is to organise the
correct management of the schools of his/her area and also to facilitate and support the
introduction and implementation of educational innovations. For example, there are 149
district officers in the Greek primary education, who in order to succeed in the previous
mentioned purpose are always in working with the school counsellors and the head
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teachers of the schools in their area (Ministry of National Education and Religious
Affairs, 1995).
The role of these executives has been enlarged not only to promote educational
innovations in general but also ICT innovation in particular. According to Fullan (1992),
"...administrators have a key responsibility initially to help confirm and clarify the need
for change. Implementation is more likely to happen when there is clear consistent
communication and pressure from administration, both initially and during
implementation" (ibid, p. 38). Moreover, according to Akker et al., (1992), the help and
support of district officers in cooperation with head teachers is essential for the ICT
innovation "in providing for facilities for training, the purchase of hardware and
software, the rearrangement of timetables and other organisational measures" (ibid, p.
67).
As far as the attitudes of district officers towards ICT and their effects on the uptake of
ICT in their schools are concerned, no references have been found in the literature.
However, this study assumes that as long as the attitudes of head teachers influence the
the uptake of ICT in schools (see Section 2.3.4.2.), in the same way the attitudes of
district officers might influence the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. The
role of district officers generally during the educational innovations as well as in the ICT
innovation in education in particular is to be discussed further on in this section.
In the literature review of the educational changes there are some studies that reveal that
when the district officer shows particular interest in implementing the innovation and
supports it in an active way, then better results are observed in schools. For instance,
Huberman and Miles (1984) studied the innovations in 146 schools in 12 states of the
USA and found that the district-level dynamism for school improvement came from the
administrators. The authors observed that ". . .the central office administrators thus
became the prime advocate of the new practice, often reaching directly into the schools
to implement it and thereby leaving the building principals to play a secondary role"
(ibid, p. 271). Similar findings were found in LaRocque and Coleman's (1989, in Fullan,
2001) analysis of district ethos and quality in school districts in British Columbia. In the
schools where district officers had a "remarkable presence" and continuous cooperation
with head teachers it was found that innovations were better implemented. In particular,
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it was found that "the district administrators used their time in the schools purposefully
to engage the principals in discussion on specific topics... They helped the principals
interpret the data and identify strengths and weaknesses, and they offered advice and
support when necessary" (LaRocque and Coleman, 1989, p. 181 in Fullan, 2001).
On the other hand, there are studies in the literature that show that district officers did
not support the innovations as much as they should when the innovations were
implemented in their schools or they followed a clarified policy towards them. For
example, in a study of the implementation of mathematics reform in nine districts,
Spillane (2000) found that "even when districts endorse the reform, and focused on all
its components, they often lacked a deeper understanding. Thus, implementation was
weak and piecemeal" (in Fullan 2001, pp. 173-174). Moreover, in McLaughin and
Talbert's study of high schools, a head teacher "complains that district policy is neither
very clear nor consistent with the schools' realities, yet it permeates the school" (in
Fullan 2001, p. 120).
As the literature on educational changes shows that district officers, according to their
role, influence the innovations negatively or positively, in the same way there are studies
in ICT innovation, which show similar results. One of the early studies that shows lack
of support by district officers was conducted by Larter and Fitzgerald (1983, in Fullan,
1992). They studied the introduction of microcomputers in elementary schools in
Toronto and found that there was ". . .a pattern of general support from the central office
for grass-roots microcomputer adoption and use, without specific policy directions to
guide utilisation and implementation assistance" (p. 40, in Fullan 1992). In another study
in the late 1980s, Burdett (1987) studied four local education authorities to investigate
their role in creating policies for the use of microcomputers in education in the
institutions for which they were responsible. Among the persons whose role in creating a
policy of using computers in schools was investigated were also the district officers. The
results of the study showed among others things that from four local educational
authorities only two had really created a policy in using computers in schools. According
to Burdett (1987), the use of computers in schools of two of the LEAS to a great extent
was due to the support provided by the district officers.
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Similarly, the role of district officers was studied by Fullan (1992) in the implementation
of computers in Ontario schools. According to Fullan (1992), the administrators
supported and helped the schools to a large degree but many times there was a lack of
clear policy vision.
In a study conducted by Williams Ct al., (1998) in 300 primary schools and 100
secondary schools in Scotland, to investigate the use of computers by teachers, the role
of educational authorities was investigated as well. Although the study does not
particularly investigate the role of district officers, it probes into the role of the personnel
who work for the local educational authority. Some of the results found are worth
mentioning here. These results show that the policy implemented by educational
authorities concerning the use of ICT in schools indirectly reflects the role of district
officers in creating this policy. According to Williams et al., (1998), "amongst the 27
authorities who responded to the questionnaire there was 100% agreement with the
following statements:
this EA encourages the use of ICT by all teachers and pupils,
this EA encourages the use of ICT across the school curriculum,
> pupils in our schools are generally enthusiastic about ICT,
> this EA is very supportive of ICT initiatives/purchases,
> ICT helps administrative work in our schools,
appropriate use of ICT can enhance teaching" (ibid, p. 6).
According to Williams et al., (1998), some interviews with the personnel of educational
authorities took place in this study. The results of these interviews showed that ". . . they
also have highly positive attitudes towards ICT in schools" (ibid. p. 6). From the above
results it can be observed that educational authorities in Scotland supported the use of
computers in their schools and had positive attitudes towards computers.
Additionally, the role of LEAs and indirectly that of district officers are also mentioned
in the recent report entitled "ICT in schools, the impact of government initiatives" by
Office for Standards in Education (2001). According to OFSTED (2001), "when the
Government introduced the NGfL and other initiatives, LEAs were generally very keen
to respond positively. Many senior LEA officers saw ICT as important, which, in turn,
led to effective bids". However, later not all of these LEAs "had the necessary
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understanding of schools and their particular equipment needs. Delays were caused
where .. .LEAs were slow to commit the necessary matched funding. In producing an ICT
section in their Educational Development Plan (EDP), a number of LEAs and their
commercial partners made wrong assumptions about schools' needs, which also led to
delays or decisions taken by schools on the basis of poor or partial advice (ibid. p. 14).
In this section, the role of district officers in educational innovations and particularly in
the ICT innovation in schools was discussed. According to Fullan (2001), district
officers are among the factors that influence the initiation (see Figure 2.6) and
implementation (see Figure 2.7) phase of an innovation. The conclusion that arises from
the studies discussed in this section is that support for ICT usage from district officers
will help to create a school environment that encourages teachers to use ICT in their
teaching. For example, their support on finding money for hardware and software is
essential in the innovation of ICT in schools. When the innovation is introduced, district
officers should think about the training of the teachers who will implement the
innovation. During the implementation, continuous contact and cooperation with the
schools of their area and mainly with head teachers are essential in order to cope with the
problems that arise.
As far as the factors that influence the initiation and implementation phase of an
innovation are concerned, school counsellors are also included. According to Fullan
(2001), schools counsellors are among the persons who help teachers implement the
innovation in practice as long as they possess the appropriate educational knowledge and
know well all teaching methods. The role of the school counsellor in educational
changes is discussed in Section 2.3.6 below.
2.3.6 The role of school counsellors
According to Fullan (2001), in addition to head teachers and district officers, school
counsellors also help implement and introduce educational innovations. School
counsellors are divided into two categories: external and internal. External ones come
from the country's Ministry of Education, from Universities and other professional
unions. The internals are: ". . . subject consultant, curriculum co-ordinator, program
adviser, resource teacher, organization development specialist, change agent, project
director..." (Fullan, 1991, p. 215). This study focuses on internal school counsellors. For
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example, in the Greek educational system, on which this study also focuses, they work in
local educational authorities and among their responsibilities is to help introduce and
implement innovations in schools and train the educators not only in innovations' issues
but also in issues of teaching and educational interest (Ministry of National Education
and Religious Affairs, 1995).
Precisely because their work is quite complicated and difficult, the Greek Ministry of
Education selects school counsellors through a variety of criteria. Studying these criteria
in Greek legislation, it can be found that they are similar to those suggested by Miles et
al., (1988) in selecting school counsellors. They suggest that selection criteria should
include: "...interpersonal ease, previous educational background (broad-based),
educational content expertise, previous experience in training or teaching adults, a
personal style that emphasizes both initiative-taking and energy, and prior administrative
or organizational experience" (in Fullan 1991, p. 225).
The role of school counsellors in educational innovations, as results of many studies
have shown and some of which are to be discussed further on in this section, is important
in teacher training but also in supporting them with useful advice in teaching and
educational issues. According to FuIlan (2001) school counsellors "...must base their
work on both a high quality theory of learning and a high quality theory of action . . . A
theory of pedagogy focuses on assumptions about learning, instruction, and performance;
a theory of action tends to local context such as the conditions under which model will
work" (p. 187).
Some examples which support the importance of school counsellors in educational
changes will be discussed further on. Huberman and Miles (1984) studied among other
things the role of schools counsellors in 12 case studies and found this role to be
important in the implementation of innovations. For example, ". . . in the short run,
assistance contributed to the development of support, technical help, and clarity about
the innovations being implemented. In the longer run, assistance contributed to greater
mastery, confidence, and ownership" (in Fullan 1991, p. 217). Additionally, Cox (1983,
in Fullan, 1991) studied the role of 80 external and 78 internal school counsellors in 146
schools, in which 61 innovations had been implemented. Cox found out that the majority
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of 78 schools counsellors were active and effective during the innovations in schools.
Some of the actions taken that show how effective their role is include:
> ". . .become familiar with the needs of students in individual schools in their
district;
> located and helped select the new practice;
knew the content of the new practice, its purpose, and the benefits that were
to result from its use;
helped arrange and conduct training in the new practice, working with
external assistants;
> arranged funding and other support from the district or other sources;
> obtained endorsements for the new practice from the superintendent, school
board, principal, and teachers;
worked with teachers using the practice in the classroom, working out
"bugs" and overcoming obstacles;
> assisted in evaluation; and helped plan how to continue and institutionalize
the new practice..." (in Fullan, 1991, pp. 217-218).
Ross and Reagan (1990) studied the role of school counsellors in 12 school boards in
Ontario. They mainly divided school counsellors into two groups: experienced effective
counsellors and inexperienced counsellors. They found that ". . .expert consultants
derived their initiative from a system plan, worked with teams and organizations
.conducted wider searches for information, planned workshops in a series vs. one shot
events, used a variety of strategies tailored to the range of individuals and situations,
focused on practice and feedback ... "(in Fullan, 1991, p. 218).
The above three supporting examples from the literature review of educational changes
show the importance of the school counsellors' role in innovations. As far as the role of
these persons is concerned in the innovation and mainly in primary education, where this
study also focuses, it can be assumed that it is equally important in teacher training but
also in providing consultants or teachers in issues concerning using ICT in teaching.
Additionally, because school counsellors work many hours with teachers in an effort to
discuss and confront problems regarding their teaching, it can be assumed that their
attitudes towards computers might affect the uptake of ICT by teachers.
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In previous sections, some of the factors that influence the introduction and
implementation of an innovation were studied. According to Fullan (2001), these factors
are teachers and head teachers in school as well as district officers and school
counsellors in each area. The most important conclusions arising from the discussion
developed in this chapter be summarised in the following section.
2.4 CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this research was to investigate the factors that influence teachers' intention
and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching as well as head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
In order to understand how these executive staff can affect the educational system of a
countly, the changes in schools and the models of changes were examined. What was
mainly explored was how these changes are applied and the role of the head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors in education in the introduction and
implementation of innovations.
At the beginning of this chapter, the main models of changes were presented. These,
according to Havelock (1973, 1976) and Havelock and Havelock (1973) are: the
Research, Development and Diffusion Model (RD&D), the Problem Solving Model, the
Social Interaction Model and the Linkage Model. In these models, Havelock does not
present clearly the roles of the head teacher, of the district officer and of the school
counsellor, which are incorporated into the terminology of change agents. The results
that are derived from the study of the above models are that the changes could not be
introduced and applied without success if they did not have the support and help of
change agents.
According to Havelock, the role of change agents is different in each model. For
example, in the Social Interaction Model which focuses mostly on the communication
and the interaction between the members of the school, the head teacher could place
special emphasis on the role of the facilitators of change. In this model, the head teacher
can inform teachers about the changes and can help them to bring about the changes.
Moreover, the role of the executive staff in education in the Problem-Solving Model is
very important. For example, in this model the school counsellors are in close
cooperation with the teachers in order to solve the problems that arise from the
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introduction and application of innovations. The role of school counsellors in the
Linkage Model is also very important as they try to inform, help and encourage teachers
to put into practice the innovation.
Finally, in the Research, Development and Diffusion Model, the roles of the head teacher
and of the district officer are more important prior to the application of the innovation.
The main idea of this model is that once the teacher has decided to adopt the educational
change, no further assistance is needed for its implementation. Furthermore, the
literature review focuses on more recent research in the area of changes like that of
Fullan (2001).
According to Fullan, educational change takes many years, not only regarding the
decision making process but also when innovations are applied and adopted. According
to his theory, changes consist of four phases. As was mentioned in Section 2.3, these
phases are the following: the initiation, implementation, continuation and outcome. The
initiation phase "consists of the process that leads up and includes a decision to adopt or
proceed with a change". The second phase is called implementation or initial use and
"involves the first experiences of attempting to put an idea or reform into practice". The
third phase is called continuation, incorporation, routinisation, or institutionalisation.
This phase "refers to whether the change gets built in as an ongoing part of the system or
disappears by way of a decision to discard or through attrition" (ibid, pp. 47-48). Finally,
in the outcome phase the effect of the innovation in the school process is assessed. For
instance, in this phase we can see whether the knowledge of pupils has improved or if
their attitudes have changed.
The conclusions drawn from the presentation of the phases in this chapter are that, apart
from the fact that each of them needs time to be implemented; each one interacts with
the other. These phases are not linear but overlap with each other. For example, the
results of the application of ICT in the stage of implementation will determine to a high
degree if the innovation will be continued in the next stage (continuation). The main
conclusion of these stages is that there are many factors which determine the success or
failure of the innovation.
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From the literature review, Fullan (2001) mentions eight factors which affect the
initiation phase. Of these factors, the access to innovations, advocacy from central
administrators, the teachers' advocacy and external change have a direct relation to this
current research. According to these factors, the contribution of the executive staff (i.e.
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors) in education is of great
importance, mainly, in order to inform teachers about innovations as well as to
encourage them to introduce the innovation. They achieve this not only because of their
personal contact but also through official meetings, seminars and conferences. Moreover,
the support and encouragement of this executive staff is veiy important in finding funds
for the support of the innovation. Concerning ICT, this executive staff could contribute
not only to the support and encouragement of teachers to adopt the innovation in their
teaching processes but also to finding funds in order to acquire hardware and software.
The factors which affect the phase of implementation are, according to Fullan (2001),
divided into three categories of factors: a) characteristics of change, b) local
characteristics and c) external factors. In the category which concerns the local
characteristics the head teacher, the district officer and the school counsellor are
included. Moreover, it seems that these factors affect the uptake of ICT according to
Fullan (1992) and Akker et al., (1992) who studied the introduction and implementation
of computers.
The role of teachers was presented here first because this research is also concerned with
the influence of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors on teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching. According to the results of much
research, the teacher is the centre of the innovation. From the literature review it seems
that teachers do not have clear aims about the innovation and, frequently, they do not
know how to apply it. Moreover, they face problems in the use of ICT in their classroom
because many of them do not have adequate knowledge and skills of how to use it and
how to use it pedagogically. Furthermore, most courses for their further training till now
focused on the technical use of ICT and not on its pedagogical use. Many of these
problems can be overcome if there is support from the whole school. The cooperation
between teachers, but mostly the support from the school's head teacher, district officer
and school counsellor are regarded as factors which contribute to the successful use of
ICT. In addition, the success of the introduction and implementation of ICT in teaching
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depends on teachers' attitudes towards computers (see Jones, 2004). Previous studies
showed that teachers with positive attitudes towards computers were more likely to use
computers in their teaching.
According to the results of much research, the head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors because of their authority and of their increased responsibilities, can help the
introduction and implementation of the innovation to succeed. Most specifically, the
results of previous research in ICT in education showed that these educators' support and
help in acquiring recourses and software, in arranging adequate teacher training
programmes and in organising curriculum change and innovation are essential for the
successful adoption of ICT by teachers in their school. What is important and has great
relevance for the current research is that according to the results of a previous study like
that of Cox et al., (1988), it was shown that the attitudes of head teachers towards ICT
affect directly the uptake of ICT. In schools where the head teachers had positive
attitudes towards ICT, the uptake was higher compared with the schools where the
attitudes of head teachers were neutral or negative. Moreover, according to the results of
much research the administrators and the school counsellors affect to a great degree the
introduction and application of innovations. The first could help to inform teachers about
the innovation, to find money for the application of the innovation and to solve the
problems that arise.
Particularly, in the innovation of ICT, some preconditions are necessary: the creation of
computer laboratories, the purchase of adequate software and hardware. Moreover, the
school counsellors in cooperation with the district officers and head teachers could help
to organise programmes of seminars and also help teachers to overcome the problems
they face during the teaching process.
To conclude, from the literature review in this chapter, it appears that the changes in
schools and mainly the innovation of ICT are complex processes which cannot be
implemented without the help and support of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors. These people, who are considered to be the means of authority in many
educational systems, could help and support the teachers to use ICT in their teaching. In
addition, according to the literature review, it has been shown that the attitudes of head
teachers affect the uptake of ICT to a great extent. However, from the literature review
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no research has been found which refers specifically to the effects of the attitudes of the
district officers and of school counsellors. In addition, because, according to the
literature, this staff may have an effective role in innovation, this research assumes that
the attitudes of the district officers and of the school counsellors might affect the support
of the uptake of ICT, in a similar way to the attitudes of head teachers shown in previous
research.
This hypothesis led me to the next chapter where the two relevant theories of attitudes




ATTITUDES TO ICT IN EDUCATION:
THEORIES AND EVIDENCE
3.1 INTRODUCTION
As discussed in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.4), one of the objectives of this study was to
investigate the effect of the attitudes of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors on their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. This chapter discusses
the main theories related to attitudes and behaviour, which come from social psychology.
The two theories considered relevant to this research are the Theory of Reasoned Action
and the Theory of Planned Behaviour. According to these theories, as is discussed in
Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.3 people's attitudes are an important precursor to behaviour.
These theories were used in this study in order to investigate the effect of the attitudes of
executives in education on the support of the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools.
3.2 DEFINITIONS OF ATTITUDES
Attitude has been a difficult concept to define adequately because of the different
definitions in the literature. By 1901, attitude was defined as "readiness for attention or
action of a define sort" (Baldwin, 1901, in Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 13). However,
Thurstone (1931) defined attitude as "the affect for or against a psychological object" (in
Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 14).
One of the most commonly used definitions of attitude is by Alport (1935). He defined
attitude as "An attitude is a mental and neural state of readiness, organized through
experience, exerting a directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's response to
all objects and situations with which it is related" (Alport, 1935 in Triandis, 1971, p. 2).
More recently, Zimbardo and Leippe (1991) defined attitude as: "An evaluative
disposition toward some object based upon cognitions, affective reactions, behavioural
intentions, and past behaviours.. .that can influence cognitions, affective responses, and
future intentions and behaviours" (Zimbardo and Leippe, 1991, in Simonson and
Maushak 1996, p. 985). The above definitions suggest that attitudes have three
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components. These are the cognitive component, the affective component and
behavioural component. These three components of attitudes are presented below.
3.3 ATTITUDES AND COMPONENTS
By the late 195 Os, attitudes were viewed as complex systems with three components: a) a
cognitive component, b) an affective component and c) a behavioural component.
The cognitive component of an attitude "is conceptualized as a person's factual
knowledge of the situation, object, or person, including oneself' (Simonson and
Maushak 1996, p. 986). According to this definition, we can see how much a person
knows about a topic. For example, the cognitive component of computer attitude would
be based on the knowledge that one has about computers.
The affective component of attitude "is said to consist of a person's evaluation of liking
of, or emotional response to some situations, objects, or person. Affective responses
reflect one's attitude with sensations of pleasure, sadness, or other levels of physical
arousal" (Simonson and Maushak 1996, p. 986). For instance, the affective component
of computer anxiety would be based on a person's liking of the computer and his
feelings when he uses one. The above three components of attitudes are presented in the
following Figure 3.1.




_________________ Verbal statements of affect
STIMULI (individuals, I
situations, social issues, I	 Perceptual responses
social groups, and other i—, Attitudes	 Cognition
"attitude objects")	 Verbal statements of beliefs
en actions
Behaviour	 Verbal statements concerning
_________________behaviour
Figure 3.1 - Three-component view of attitude. (From Rosenberg et a!., Attitude Organisation
and Change. New Haven: Yale University Press. 1960 Yale University Press, Inc.)
(in Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 19).
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The behavioural component of an attitude "involves the person's overt behaviour
directed toward a situation, object, or person" (Simonson and Maushak 1996, p. 986).
For example, the behavioural component of computer anxiety depends on the previous
experience of the person and on how often he uses computers.
In the above figure, components of attitudes are closely related one with each other. It
seems that if our cognition about a subject or situation changes, our affect for this subject
or situation will be revised accordingly. In general, the diagram in Figure 3.1 reveals a
state of consistency between the three components.
3.4 COMPUTER ATTITUDES MEASUREMENT
As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.7), teachers' attitudes towards
computers can play an important role in the successful introduction and implementation
of ICT in schools. Additionally, according to previous research it was found that the
attitudes of head teachers towards ICT influence the uptake of ICT in schools (e.g. Cox
et al., 1988). The purpose of this section is to present and discuss the characteristics of
attitudes measures towards computers, in order to identify the most relevant to measure
the attitudes of Greek teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
towards computers (see the objectives of this study, Chapter 4, Section 4.2).
Over the last 20 years, several instruments have been developed in order to measure
peoples' attitudes towards computers. This study reviewed those instruments which were
used in education studies and whose validity and reliability were reported. These
instruments are presented in Table 3.1 in chronological order. The characteristics of each
of these instruments are presented in detail below.
One of the first instruments developed in the I 980s was the "Attitudes Towards
Computers" (10 items). This instrument was developed by Reece and Cable (1982) and
consisted of three main subscales of computer attitudes: cognitive, behavioural, and
affective (see Section 3.3). Items on the cognitive subscale comprise of such statement
as: "Computers can be used to save lives". On the behavioural subscale, items contain
such statements as "I will use computers as soon as possible", "I would never take a job
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Statements on the affective subscale include, "Learning about computers is boring to
me" and "I like learning on a computer". Reece and Cable (1982) used the "Attitudes
Towards Computer" instrument with 61 seventh-grade and 172 eight-grade students
from a high school. The alpha internal consistency reliability of the 10-item general
attitude scale was found to be .87. In addition, the "Attitudes Towards Computers"
instrument was tested along with three other different computer attitude instruments, and
"was found to be reliable, factorially stable and valid" (Woodrow, 1991, p. 182).
However, Woodrow (1991) claims that "while its items sampled attitudes towards
computers belonging to the affective and behavioural domains, it did not contain one
item belonging to the cognitive domain" (i. 182).
The Computer Attitude Scale (CAS, version 1) consisted of 30 Likert-scale type of
questions for three subscales: computer anxiety, computer liking and computer
confidence (Loyd and Gressard, 1984). The computer anxiety subscale refers to "anxiety
or fear of computers". The computer liking subscale refers to "liking of computers or
enjoying working with computers" and the computer confidence subscale refers to the
"ability to use or learn about computers" (ibid, p. 502). Each subscale consists of ten
items and presents positively and negatively worded items. Examples of items included
in this instrument are: "Computers usually make me feel nervous and uncomfortable"
(computer anxiety), "I like working with computers" (computer liking) and "I'm sure I
could do advanced work in computers" (computer confidence). A higher score on the
anxiety subscale corresponds to lower anxiety. In addition, a higher score on the
computer confidence and liking subscales correspond to a more positive attitude towards
working with and learning about computers.
Loyd and Gressard (1984) administered this instrument to 155 students (grades 8-12)
using a six-point Likert scale and obtained high validity and reliability of the instrument.
More specifically, the coefficient alpha reliabilities were .86, .91, .91, and .95 for the
computer anxiety, computer liking, computer confidence subscales, and the total score,
respectively. In addition, the correlation between the liking and anxiety subscales was
.64, between liking and confidence subscales was .80 and between anxiety and
confidence subscales was .73. Therefore, according to Loyd and Gressard (1984), the
instrument is an effective and reliable measure of attitudes toward learning about and
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using computers. More specifically, they maintain that "the reliability coefficients of the
three sub-scales and the findings of the factor analysis suggest that the scores of the three
sub-scales are sufficiently stable to be used as separate scores. Because the magnitudes
of intercorrelations among the sub-scales and the large loadings on the initial factor in
the factor analysis indicate that the three subscales share a large amount of common
variance, the total score based on the three subscales could reasonably be interpreted to
represent a general attitude toward working with computers that reflects liking,
confidence and freedom from anxiety" (ibid, p. 504). Later, another subscale, called
computer usefulness (10 items), with alpha reliability of 0.82 was added to the Computer
Attitude Scale (version 2). This subscale refers to the degree of perceived usefulness of
using computers. An example of a statement used to measure the perceived usefulness
subscale is "Learning about computer is a waste of time" (Loyd and Loyd, 1985).
The CAS has been validated for use with a number of populations and in different
countries. For instance, the CAS has been used in studies among school students (see
Gressard and Loyd, 1987), undergraduate students (see Al-Khaldi and Al-Jabri, 1998),
pre-service teachers (see Woodrow, 1991) and in-service teachers (Loyd and Gressard,
1986; Kluever et a!., 1994). In addition, the CAS was translated by Benberoglu and
Calikoglu (1993) into Turkish and by Francis et al., (2000) into the Hebrew language.
In general, these studies found very good indicators of reliability and validity. However,
Woodrow (1991) in his analysis of the CAS (version 1), found that this instrument "is
two dimensional, not three as claimed... The Computer Attitude Scale was found to
sample attitudes from both the affective and behavioural domains but none from the
cognitive domain" (p. 181). In addition, Al-Khadi and Al-Jabri (1998) in their study
conclude: "The CAS (version 2) needs to be tested in further research to make sure it
measures the three components of attitude. Moreover, we need to know which of the
four subscales of CAS represents each of the affective, cognitive, and behaviour
domains. Without knowing that, we cannot claim that CAS has a strong theoretical
base... The validity of the CAS needs to be further assessed to conclude that these four
measures are in fact independent, and are all needed to measure attitude" (p. 36).
The Computer Attitude Scale, or CAS (Nickel! and Pinto, 1986) contained 20 five-point
Likert items and was created to measure general attitudes towards computers in society.
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Eight items expressed positive attitudes towards computers and 12 items expressed
negative attitudes (example items are presented in Table 3.1). In order to evaluate the
psychometric properties of this instrument the researchers used five different samples
(206 college students, 152 students from a small liberal arts college, 47 computer
operators from a large organisation, 49 and 47 students, respectively, each from a
medium-sized state university). Data collected indicated the reliability (alpha=.8 1) and
validity of the instrument were adequate. However, Nickell and Pinto (1986) support that
"further study is needed to determine the instrument's reliability and validity in the
general population" (p. 305).
Another computer attitude scale, the Bath Country Computer Attitudes Scale (BCCAS),
was developed by Bear et at., (1987). The initial scale consisted of 37 three-point Likert
items (I agree, I do not know, I disagree) and was developed and piloted with 398
students in grades 4 through 12 in Western Virginia. The final version of BCCAS
consisted of 26 items and was administered to 551 students. The internal consistency
was found to be .94. According to Bear et al., (1987), the Bath Country Computer
Attitudes Scale (BCCAS) "scores were found to be predictably related to computer
experience and usage, educational and career plans, choice of favourite school subject,
and attitudes toward school subjects." Sample items of this instrument are presented in
Table 3.1.
The Computer Anxiety Rating Scale (CARS) was developed by Heinssen Ct at., (1987)
in order to examine the behavioural, cognitive, and affective components of computer
anxiety. More specifically the CARS is a 19-item scale and consists of two categories of
items. The first category (10 items) reflects anxiety-laden statements about computers
(e.g., "I feel apprehensive about working at a computer terminal") and the second
category (nine items) reflects non-anxiety statements (e.g., "I am confident that I can
learn computer skills"). The instrument was administered to 270 introductory psychology
students. Participants responded to items on 5-point scales (1=strongly disagree to
5=strongly agree). The CARS demonstrated high internal consistency (Cronbach
alpha.87.) and was reliable and stable over a test-retest interval of four weeks.
Although Heinssen et at., (1987) provided some validation results for the CARS, they
suggested that cross validation and factor analysis with a variety of subject populations is
required before the instrument can be fully utilised. Chu and Spires (1991) tested the
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validity of the CARS using factor analysis. They used this instrument with 132 first-year
MBA students and they found out that the CARS in general is a valid instrument. Four
items, however, "systematically behave differently from expectations and therefore may
not properly measure computer anxiety" (ibid. p. 7).
The "Attitudes Toward Computer Usage Scale" (ATCUS) was developed by Popovich,
et al., (1987) "to assess how people react to using computers and computer-related
mechanisms" (p. 263). The ATCUS was developed in two studies. "The first study
involved item development and included estimates of internal consistency and test-retest
reliability for a 40 item scale" (ibid. p. 262). Subjects in the first study were 365
undergraduate students. The resulting internal consistency for the entire ATCUS was
reported as .88. The test-retest correlation was reported as .84. In addition, significant
correlations were found between the ATCUS and the other two measures of computer
attitudes used to test convergent construct validity (r=.62, p<.00I and r=.52, p<.00I).
The second study used a revised version of the ATCUS (20-item) and was administered
to 351 undergraduate students. The 20-item scale as described by Popovich et al., (1987),
was found to have an internal reliability coefficient of .84 and test-retest correlation .91.
A seven-point Likert type scale were used in both studies (from 1strongly agree to
7strongly disagree). The revised version of ATCUS consisted of four subscales, which
are different than others subscales that are discussed in this chapter. These were
"Negative reactions to computers" (seven items), "Positive reactions to computers" (five
items), "Computers and children/education" (seven items), and "Reactions to (familiar)
computer-related mechanisms" (three items) (ibid, p. 266). Items included in this
instrument are presented in Table 3.1. Popovich Ct al., (1987) concluded that the results
of their study showed that the ATCUS is a reliable instrument. "Although the items
contained in each of the factors appear to be logically related, there are several
discrepancies. Two of the items which described computer-related mechanisms (item 20
and item 7)1 did not load on the appropriate factor, but instead on factors which
consisted primarily of reactions to computers... Future use of the scale should take these
discrepancies into account" (p. 268).
The item 20 was "I do not like to program computerised items such as VCR's and microwave" and the
item 7 was "I prefer not to learn how to use a computer".
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In a study involving 222 Israeli students in grades 8 through 10, Levin and Gordon
(1989) tried to identify the effect of gender and computer experience on attitudes toward
computers. The attitude instrument used in this study was called "General Attitude
Measure". The subscales of this instrument were: 1) "desire to become familiar with the
computer" (six items), 2) "range of capable users" (four items), 3) "the need for
computers in our lives" (four items), and 4) "the computer as an instructional medium"
(five items). Levin and Gordon (1989) found that the internal consistency reliability in
general was very low for the total sample, with Cronbach's alpha ranging form .44 (for
the range of capable users subscale) to .77 (for the computer as an instructional medium
subscale).
Pelgrum and Plomp (1991) developed the "Attitudes Towards Computers" instrument in
order to measure teachers' and head teachers' attitudes towards computers in 22
countries. The attitude instrument used a 5-point Likert type scale and included various
subscales. These were: a) perceived educational impact (nine items), b) perceived social
impact (six items), c) training needs (five items) and d) self confidence (four items).
Examples of items included in this instrument are presented in Table 3.1. This
instrument was piloted in England, in the Federal Republic of Germany, in Greece and in
the Netherlands. The subscales Educational Impact and Self Confidence had reliabilities
across 22 countries of about .90, the Social Impact between .80 and .90. However, the
reliabilities were relatively low for the subscale Training Need (alpha=.65-.80), although
the authors comment that the lowest reliability of Training Need was "still quite high for
a five item scale" (p. 79).
Although this review shows that researchers over the decade of the 80's and 90's have
developed various instruments measuring people's computer attitudes, few of them have
designed instruments for attitudes towards e-mail. One of them, "The Attitudes towards
E-mail", developed by D'Souza (1992) to measure the attitudes of 24 undergraduate
students towards e-mail. The instrument consists of ten items and presents positively
worded statements such as "The use of E-mail increases motivation for the course" or
"The use of E-mail helps the student to learn more". The response alternatives for each
item were strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), undecided (3), agree (4) and strongly agree
(5). In the pilot study, the ten items had a reliability (Cronbach's alpha) of .81. However,
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the use of only 24 subjects to assess attitudes may not be considered adequate to
accurately assess the alpha reliability.
Other attitude instruments at the beginning of the 90's were developed by Francis
(1994), and Jones and Clarke (1994) in order to measure undergraduate and secondary
students' attitudes towards computers, respectively. These instruments used a number of
statements similar to those used by other authors and have been adequately tested for
their validity and reliability. For example, the affective item "I'm no good with
computers" in Jones and Clarke (1994) attitude scale (Computer Attitudes Scale for
Secondary Students"-CASS) was derived from the CAS attitude scale which was used to
measure the computer confidence (see Loyd and Gressard, 1984, 1986).
More specifically, Jones' and Clarke's instrument (CASS) "was formulated within the
framework of the tripartite model of attitudes" (ibid, p. 315) (see Section 3.3) and was
developed to measure computer attitudes of students in secondary schools. It consisted of
40 items (affective component= 15 items, cognitive component= 15 items, behavioural
component=10 items) and a five-point Likert scale was used for the responses in each
item. Jones and Clark (1994) administered this instrument to 231 Year 10 students and
found that this had very good internal consistency reliability (Cronbach's alpha:
total=.95, affective=.95, cognitive=.88, behavioural=.71). Additionally, Jones and Clark
(1994) reported that the three components and the whole scale were significantly
correlated with each other. The instrument was administered again two weeks later to
163 students from Years 9 and 10 in order to retest its reliability. The results of the
Pearson correlation (.84, p<O.001) indicated that the "CASS has adequate test-retest
reliability" (p. 316).
More recently, Valois et al., (2000) collected data from two samples of high school
students (sample 1=421, sample 2=422) to examine the reliability of the CASS. They
found that the reliability ranged from .88 to .96 that was quite similar to that found by
Jones and Clarke (1994). However, when Valois et al., (2000) used "confirmatory factor
analyses to test the three factor-solution (affect, cognition, and behaviour) of the CASS"
certain problems for some items were revealed. These items were the following: "Boys
like computers more than girls do", "People who use computers are seen as being more
important than those who don't", "Not many people can use computers" and "People
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who work with computers make really good money". For example, when the authors
used "non parametric item analyses" for the item "Boys like computers more than girls
do" found out that "option I (strongly agree for boys, strongly disagree for girls) is
frequently endorsed even among students presenting a very favourable attitude towards
computers" (p. 289). In addition, according to Valois et a!., (2000), "the probability of
endorsing option 3 [slightly agree] rather than option 4 [strongly agree] is higher at high
levels of the total score, suggesting that this item does not discriminate effectively at all
ranges of the attitude. It would probably be a more adequate item in a social role scale
than in an attitude scale towards computers" (p. 289).
Besides, Kay's (1993) instrument (The CAM, Computer Attitude Measure), apart from
previous attitudes subscales (e.g. cognitive, affective, behavioural), added the perceived
behavioural control subscale, which is based on Ajzen's Theory of Planned Behaviour
(see Section 3.5.3). This instrument used a combination of measure scales. For instance,
the perceived behavioural control component of attitudes was assessed using seven-point
Likert items while the affective component of attitudes was assessed using ten 7-point
semantic differential scale items (see Table 3.1). In addition, Kay (1993) used this
instrument to a very large sample (647 preservice teachers) compared to the sample size
of other studies mentioned earlier. Kay (1993) reported alpha reliability coefficients of
.86, .88, .95, .89, and .95 for cognitive, affective, behavioural, perceived control and total
scale respectively.
Franci's (1993) study "has identified a set of 24 items which cohere to produce a
unidimensional scale of attitudes towards computers for use among undergraduate
students which operationalizes the affective attitudinal domain independently of the
behavioural intentions or the cognitive dimensions" (p. 253). This instrument was based
on the attitude measurement of the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen,
1980, see Section 3.5.1). As we can see in Table 3.1, the internal consistency of this
instrument was very high (alpha.96).
Another instrument that developed in this decade to measure students' attitudes (aged
16-19 years) is the "Students' Attitudes towards Computers" (Selwyn, 1997). This
instrument is a 21-item questionnaire (11 positive and 10 negative items) and was
formulated within both the framework for assessing attitudes towards computers set out
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by Kay (1993), Davis' Technology Acceptance Model (see Section 3.5.2) and Ajzen's
Theory of Planned Behaviour (see Section 3.5.3). The scale was Likert-type, and
assessment of the items was made according to the five-point system (strongly disagree
to strongly agree). More specifically, this scale apart from the affective (six items) and
behavioural (four items) components consisted of two other components of computer
attitudes: the perceived usefulness (five items) (see Technology Acceptance Model,
Section 3.5.2) and the perceived behavioural control (six items) (see Theory of Planned
Behaviour, Section 3.5.3). Examples of items included in these four components are
presented in Table 3.1. The full scale was found to have both a high internal reliability
(Cronbach a1pha=.93) and test-retest reliability.
The Teachers' Attitudes Toward Computers Questionnaire (TAC) (Christensen and
Knezek, 2000) is "a 10-part composite instrument including 284 items spanning 32
Likert and Semantic Differential subscales" (p. 328). More specifically, TAC was
developed in order to investigate whether previous validated instruments of attitudes
towards computers were still reliable. The instruments which were used in TAC were
some of those that discussed in this section (see Reece and Gable 1982; Gressard and
Loyd, 1986; Heinssen et al., 1987; D'Souza, 1992; Francis, 1993; Kay, 1993; Jones and
Clarke, 1994). In addition the following computer attitude questionnaires contributed to
the TAC:
1. The Computer Use Questionnaire (Griswold, 1983).
2. The Computer Survey Scale (Stevens, 1982).
3. The ATC (Attitudes Toward Computers) (Raub, 1981).
4. The CAIN (Computer Anxiety Index) (Maurer and Simonson, 1984).
5. The BELCAT (Blombert-Erickson-Lowery Computer Attitude Task) (Erickson,
1987).
6. The Computer Attitude Questionnaire (CAQ) (Knezek and Miyashita, 1994).
7. The Computer Attitude Items (Pelgrum et a!., 1993).
The Teachers' Attitudes Toward Computers Questionnaire (TAC) was administered to
621 educators (teachers and pre-service teachers) in Texas, Florida, New York and
California during 1995-1996. The internal consistency reliability analysis indicated that
most of the subscales were still reliable. According to Christensen and Knezek (2000),
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especially worthly were those subscales that indicated "high reliability without excessive
length" (p. 329). These subscales are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2 - Top nine of 32 attitudinal scales (Christensen and Knezek, 2000).
Number of	 AlphaScale's name items
The Computer Anxiety subscale. BELCAT (Blombert-Erikson- 	 20	 95Lowery Computer Attitude Task) (Erickson, 1987).
E-mail for Classroom Learning (D'Souza, 1992). 	 11	 .94
The Semantic Differential subscale the Computer Attitude Measure	 10	 93(Kay, 1993).
Subscale 'A' from the Computer Attitudes Scale for Secondary
	 15	 93Students (CASS) (Jones and Clarke, 1994).
The Attitudes Toward Computers subscale (ATC) (Raub, 198!). 	 16	 .91
The Computer Enjoyment subscale (Pelgrum et al., 1993).
	 9	 .90
Teacher subscale of the Computer Attitude Measure (Kay, 1993).
	 5	 .89
The Anxiety subscale of the Computer Attitude Questionnaire	 8	 89(Knezek and Miyashita, 1994).
The Anxiety subscale of the Computer Attitude Scale (Loyd and	 89Gressard, 1984).
More recently, Pelgrum and Anderson (2001) developed four subscales and two single-
item scales to measure the attitudes of head teachers in 25 countries towards the use of
ICT in schools. These attitudes subscales differed from previous ones in the following
ways: 1) the impact of ICT on achievement (five items), 2) the relevance of the Internet
(six items), 3) the impact of ICT on school management (five items), 4) the contribution
of ICT to life-long learning (six items), 5) the importance of in-service training courses
on computers (one item) and 6) the importance of all teachers acquiring ICT certification
(one item). According to Pelgrum and Anderson (2001), "the internal consistency
coefficient Cronbach's alpha showed that the psychometric quality of the four sub-scales
as well as of the complete scale was satisfactory. The reliability coefficients of the four
sub-scales varied between .73 and .84. Cronbach's alpha coefficient for the whole scale
was higher than .85 for each country" (p. 180).
In the last 15 years a number of studies were conducted in order to investigate people's
attitudes towards the Internet. One of these instruments is "The Internet Attitude Scale".
This instrument was developed by Tsai et al., (2001) revising items from a previous
scale proposed by Selwyn (1997). The instrument consisted of four subscales of Internet
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attitudes. The first subscale, "The perceived usefulness" is composed of five items and
measures students' perceptions about the positive impacts of the Internet on individuals
and society. Examples of items included in this subscale are presented in Table 3.1. The
second subscale, "Affection", is composed of six items that assess students' feeling and
anxiety when using the Internet (see Table 3.1). The third subscale, "Perceived Control",
is composed of five items that measure students' confidence about the independent
control of the usage of the Internet (see Table 3.1). The fourth subscale, "Behaviour", is
composed of three items that assess students' actual practice and frequency of using the
Internet (see Table 3.1). Thai et al., (2001), used this instrument with 753 Taiwan high
schools students and they found that the internal reliability index, alpha coefficients,
were adequate for the first three subscales, 0.82, 0.71, and 0.68, and for the whole scale,
0.81. However, the alpha coefficient was low for the "Internet use behaviour" scale.
According to Tsai et al., (2001) this may have happened because of the relatively small
number of items (three items) in the scale.
Another instrument that developed more recently to measure students' attitudes towards
computers and Internet is the Computer and Web Attitude Scale (CWAS) (Liaw, 2002).
This instrument consisted of 32 five-choice Likert items designed to assess individual
affective, cognitive, and behavioural attitudes toward computer and Web technologies.
Examples of items included in these components are presented in Table 3.1. The
instrument was formulated within the frames for assessing attitudes towards computers
set out by other studies (i.e. Kay, 1989; Loyd and Loyd, 1985). The instrument was
completed by 263 undergraduate students and was shown to be reliable with Cronbach
alpha .91.
The conclusions from the above studies are numerous. First of all, a wide variety of
instruments have been developed using different subscales, such as cognitive, affective,
behavioural, anxiety, confidence, perceived control and the relevance of the Internet.
Most of these subscales were formulated within the framework of the tripartite model of
attitudes (see Section 3.3) or the Theory of Planned Behaviour (see Section 3.5.3).
However, there are studies that did not mention the theoretical framework of attitudes'
design (e.g. Levin and Gordon, 1989).
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Secondly, the reliability and validity of the above instruments were calculated using
different ways of analysis. For example some studies reported only the alpha reliability
consistency; other studies reported alpha reliability and test-retest reliability or factor
analysis. Moreover, these instruments which were administered to specific population
and age groups were mostly designed for students in schools and universities and only a
few focused on teachers' and head teachers' attitudes towards computers (see Pelgrum
and Plomp, 1991; Pelgrum and Anderson, 2001). In addition, these studies used different
sample sizes ranging from 22 subjects (see D'Souza, 1992) to 647 subjects (see Kay,
1993). A small sample size is sometimes considered not adequate to assess the reliability
of the instrument. On the other hand, many of the studies mentioned in this section did
not report the criteria of sample selection.
Furthermore, the length of these instruments is diverse. For example, "The Attitudes
Towards Computer" (Reece and Cable, 1982) instrument consisted of 10 items and "The
Teachers' Attitudes Toward Computers Questionnaire" (Christensen and Knezek, 2000)
consisted of 284 attitudes items. According to Shaft et al., (2004), an instrument with a
large number of items may lead to participants' fatigue and to response bias. However,
they support that "longer instruments tend to possess higher levels of internal
consistency" (p. 10).
3.5 ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOUR
Several psychological theories and models have aimed at explaining the relationship
between attitudes and behaviour. Examples of such attitude models and theories are the
Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980), the
Model of Attitude Behaviour Relations (Triandis, 1980), the Health Belief Model (Janz
and Becker, 1984), the Theory of Action (Huguenin, 1988), the Technology Acceptance
Model (Davis, 1989) and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985; 1988; 1991;
2002). The most commonly used models and theories in both educational and ICT
research are the Technology Acceptance Model, the Theory of Reasoned Action and the
Theory of Planned Behaviour, which are discussed below.
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3.5.1 The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)
The Theory of Reasoned Action has been used as a model for the prediction of
behavioural intention and behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and Fishbein,
1980).
According to the Theory of Reasoned Action, shown in Figure 3.2, the behaviour (B) is
determined by the intention (I) which is engaged in the behaviour. Intention is "a special
case of beliefs, in which the object is always the person himself and the attribute is
always a behaviour"; "the strength of an intention is indicated by the person's subjective
probability that he will perform the behaviour in question" (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, p.
12).
The person's beliefs that
the behaviour leads to
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Figure 3.2 - The Theory of ReasonedAction (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980, p. 6).
Intention, in turn, is determined by attitude towards the behaviour (AB) and the
subjective norm (SN). Attitude towards the behaviour is defined as "the individual's
positive or negative evaluation of performing the behaviour" (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980,
p. 6). The second determinant of intention, the subjective norm, is defined as "the
person's perception of the social pressures put on him to perform or not perform the
behaviour in question" (ibid, p. 6).
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Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), point out that attitude is determined by behavioural beliefs
and subjective norm is determined by the normative beliefs. According to behavioural
beliefs "a person who believes that performing a given behaviour will lead to mostly
positive outcomes will hold a favourable attitude toward performing the behaviour,
while a person who believes that performing the behaviour will lead to mostly negative
outcomes will hold an unfavourable attitude" (ibid, p. 7). According to normative beliefs
"a person who believes that most referents with whom he is motivated to comply think
he should perform the behaviour will perceive social pressure to do so" (ibid, p. 7). In
addition, according to Ajzen's and Fishbein's theory there are additional variables
external to the theory which can influence behaviour indirectly. These variables are the
demographic characteristics (i.e. gender, age), personality traits (i.e. authoritarianism,
need for achievement), and traditional measures of attitudes towards persons, institutions
and policies. These variables are termed external variables. According to the theory, a
given variable will influence intentions if it meets one or more of the following
conditions:
1. "It influences the attitudinal components",
2. "it influences the normative component", or
3. "it influences the relative weights of the two components" (Ajzen and Fishbein,
1975, p. 307).
The Theory of Reasoned Action can be represented by the following three equations
(Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975). In Equation 3.1, B is the behaviour; I is the intention to
perform the behaviour B. An is the attitude toward performing behaviour B. SN is the
subjective norm and WI and W2 "are empirically determined weights" (ibid, p. 301).
B —J = (An)WI+(SN)W2	 3.1
In Equation 3.2, An is the attitude towards performing behaviour B. b is "the belief that
performing behaviour B leads to consequence or outcome 1; e is the person's evaluation
of outcome 1; and n is the number of beliefs the person holds about performing





In Equation 3.3, SN is the Subjective Norm. "b1 is the normative belief (ie., the person's
belief that reference group or individual i thinks he should or should not perform
behaviour B); rn is the motivation to comply with referent i; and n is the number of
relevant referents" (ibid, p. 302).
SN=	 b1m1	 3.3
I	 I
In brief, according to the Theory of Reasoned Action, behaviour is determined by the
intention to engage in the behaviour. Intention is determined by attitude toward the
behaviour and subjective norm. Attitude is determined by behavioural beliefs and
evaluation of the salient outcomes. Subjective norm is determined by normative beliefs
and motivation to comply with the specific referents'.
The Theory of Reasoned Action has been tested in many studies made to understand and
predict human behaviour such as smoking (Ajzen Ct al., 1982), dental hygiene
behaviours (McCaul et al., 1988; Toncatto and Binik 1987), wearing seat belts (Budd et
al., 1984) and attendance at an employee training session (Fishbein and Stasson, 1990).
The predictive validity of the Theory of Reasoned Action has specific limitations. In a
meta-analysis of research on the theory, Sheppard et al., (1988) found that the theory
does not allow accurate prediction of intention and thus behaviour for situations in which
persons have incomplete control. In other words, the theory works most successfully
when applied to behaviours that are under a person's volitional control (for example, the
person can decide at will whether to perform the behaviour) (Ajzen, 1988). To deal with
these limitations, Ajzen (1985; 1988) developed the Theory of Planned Behaviour. In
that theory, Ajzen added a third component which he labelled perceived behavioural
control. According to Ajzen (1988), if the behaviour of the person is not under complete
volitional control, the person needs to have resources and opportunities in order to
'The majority of Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour (see Section 3.2.3) studies
used three different steps of statistical analysis. The first step of analysis is to compute basic descriptive
statistics (mean, standard deviation) for each component of the theories. The second step of the analysis is
the calculation of Pearson correlations. These correlations are performed in order to examine the relation
of behaviour and intention with the other variables of the TRA (attitude, subjective norm) and TPB
(attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control). The third step of the analysis is usually the
regression analysis. This analysis is used in order to estimate the effects of independent variables of the
theories (attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control) on the dependent variables
(intention and behaviour) (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.7.6).
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perform the behaviour in question. People, who believe that they have the resources and
opportunities, will perform the behaviour. The Theory of Planned Behaviour is described
in more detail in the Section 3.5.3.
Another model that suggests that attitudes directly influence intention and behaviour is
the Technology Acceptance Model. This is presented and discussed in the next section.
3.5.2 The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was developed by Davis Ct al., (1989) to
explain computer-usage behaviour. The theoretical basis of the model was Fishbein and
Ajzen's Theory of Reasoned Action (see Section 3.5.1). The goal of TAM was "to
provide an explanation of the determinants of computer acceptance that is general,
capable of explaining user behaviour across a broad range of the end-user computing
technologies and user populations, while at the same time being both parsimonious and
theoretically justified" (Davis et al., 1989, P. 985).
Figure 3.3 - The Technology Acceptance Model (Davis et a!., 1989, p. 985).
According to TAM, shown in Figure 3.3, an individual's technology acceptance decision
is determined by his or her behavioural intention which is underpinned by his or her
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attitude towards the use of technology'. Attitude towards use is determined by beliefs
towards a technology's usefulness and ease of use, as perceived by an individual.
Perceived usefulness is defined as "the degree to which a person believes that using a
particular system would enhance his or her job performance" (Davis, 1989, p. 320).
Perceived ease of use is defined as the "the degree to which a person believes that using
a particular system would be free from effort" (Davis 1989, p. 320). Furthermore, TAM
theorises that external factors, such as the task, user characteristics, and organizational
contexts are expected to influence technology acceptance behaviour indirectly by
affecting attitudes or intention.
The Technology Acceptance Model has been successfully applied in numerous settings
of Information Technology and has been shown to be a veiy good predictor of ICT use
(see Davis, 1989; 1993; Davis et a!., 1989; Subramanian, 1994; Keil et al., 1995;
Mathieson, 1991; Jackson et a!., 1997; Agarwal and Prasad, 1999; Igbaria et al., 1997;
Hu Chau Ct at., 1999). White being powerful in helping predict user acceptance, one of
the limitation of TAM is it does not include social factors which may have important
influences on attitude, intention and behaviour (for a recent review, see Legris et al.,
2003). TAM does not include a subjective norm component (see Section 3.5.1) as a
determinant of intention because of its uncertain theoretical and empirical psychometric
status (Davis Ct al., 1989). In the literature review there are many studies that expanded
the TAM and some researchers suggested that it should be modified to include other
components in order to explain users' intention and behaviour better (see for example
Lucas and Spitler, 1999; Venkatesh, 2000; Agarwal and Prasad, 1997). More recently,
Venkatesh and Davis extended TAM (2000) to include variables relevant to social
influence and cognitive instrumental processes. This extended model is called TAM2, it
includes subjective norms and was tested with longitudinal research studies.
The above show that TAM has been widely used to explain individual acceptance and
usage of technology but not a wide range of behaviours that are related to the uptake of
ICT in schools. In addition further research is needed in order to examine the influence
of other factors (i.e. subjective norm) on intention and behaviour. Therefore, in this
The Technology Acceptance Model included both Attitude toward Behaviour and Behavioural Intention
as in the Theory of Reasoned Action.
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study, the TAM was not considered as the most appropriate model for investigating the
factors that influence teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching and head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools.
3.5.3 The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1985; 1988; 1991), shown in Figure 3.4. is an
extension of the Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975; Ajzen and
Fishbein 1980). The major difference between the Theory of Reasoned Action and the
Theory of Planned Behaviour is the addition of a third determinant factor of behavioural
intention. This factor is called perceived behavioural control. As was mentioned in the
previous section (see Section 3.5.1), the rationale behind the addition of perceived
behavioural control (PBC) was that it would allow prediction of behaviours that were not
under complete volitional control. The other two factors, the attitude towards the
behaviour and the subjective norm, are similar to the factors of the Theory of Reasoned
Action (see Section 3.5.1).
The perceived behavioural control is defined as one's perception of how easy or difficult
it is to perform the behaviour. It has been viewed as a construct conceptually related to
Bandura's concept of perceived self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is defined as the beliefs in
one's ability to perform a certain course of behaviour (see Bandura, 1977; 1986).
Perceived behavioural control is determined by control beliefs which are "beliefs about
the presence factors that may facilitate or impede performance of the behaviour and the
perceived power of these factors" (Ajzen, 2002, p. 1). The perceived behavioural control
and control beliefs are described by the following equation (3.4) (Ajzen, 1991, p. 197):
PBC } pici	 3.4
In this equation (3.4), PBC is the perceived behavioural control; ci is the control belief;
pi is the perceived power of control factor. Each control belief (c) "is multiplied by the
perceived power (p) of the particular control factor to facilitate or inhibit performance of
the behaviour, and the resulting products are summed across the n salient control beliefs















Ajzen (1991), maintains that these control beliefs may be based on several factors,
namely past experience with the behaviour, second-hand information about the
behaviour, relatives and friends' experience, and factors promoting or demoting the






Figure 3.4 - The Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 2002, p. 1).
According to Ajzen (2002), "in combination, attitude towards the behaviour, subjective
norm, and perception of behavioural control leads to the formation of a behavioural
intention. . . .Finally, given a sufficient degree of actual control over the behaviour,
people are expected to carry out their intentions when the opportunity arises. Intention is
thus assumed to be the immediate antecedent of behaviour" (ibid, p. 1).
Figure 3.4 shows that perceived behavioural control could influence behaviour in two
ways. On the one hand, it can influence behaviour indirectly, via intentions. According to
Ajzen (1988), even if people have positive attitudes to certain behaviour and know that
others would endorse their carrying out the behaviour, they will not embark on engaging
in the behaviour unless they believe that they have the necessary resources and
opportunities to carry out that behaviour. On the other hand, the perceived behavioural
control may have a direct impact on the behaviour (Ajzen, 1988). Concerning the second
way, Ajzen argues that "the performance of a behaviour depends not only on motivation
to do so but also on adequate control over the behaviour in question. It follows that
perceived behavioural control can help predict goal attainment independent of
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behavioural intention to the extent that it reflects actual control with some degree of
accuracy" (ibid, p. 134).
Ajzen (1991) reviewed twelve studies, which tried to predict behaviour by combining
intentions and perceived behavioural control. These studies predicted a wide range of
behaviours including job search, playing video games, problem drinking, leisure
activities, performing cognitive tasks, election participation, losing weight, attending
class, shoplifting and giving a gift. Ajzen's review found an average multiple correlation
of attitude, subjective norm and PBC, with intention of R.71 (19 correlations), and an
average multiple correlation of R=.5 1 (17 correlations) for prediction of behaviour from
intention and PBC.
The validity of the Theory of Planned Behaviour was also supported in recent meta-
analyses. For example, Godin and Kok (1996) found that PCB contributed a mean
additional 13% of variance to the prediction of intentions and 12% to the prediction of
behaviour. Sheeran's (2002) meta-analysis found that intentions accounted for 28% of
the variance in behaviour, on average, across 422 longitudinal studies. Armitage and
Coner's (2001) meta-analysis provided support for the efficacy of the Theory of Planned
Behaviour as a predictor of intentions and behaviour. From a database of 185
independent studies published up to the end of 1997, they found that the Theory of
Planned Behaviour accounted for 27% and 39% of the variance in behaviour and
intention.
The Theory of Planned Behaviour has been found more valid in predicting behaviour in
some studies, compared to the Theory of Reasoned Action. For instance, Madden, Ellen,
and Ajzen (1992) compared the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned
Behaviour in order to test the following two hypotheses: "The first posited that the
inclusion of perceived behavioural control would significantly enhance the prediction of
intentions and target behaviour. The second proposed that the enhancement in the
prediction of target behaviour would be related to the magnitude of perceived
behavioural control" (ibid, pp. 8-9). The first hypothesis as well as the second hypothesis
was clearly supported by the data. According to Madden et al., (1992) the Theory of
Reasoned Action is applicable when the behaviour in question is under volitional
control. In contrast, "when the behaviours violate the assumption of volitional control,
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the theory of planned behaviour was shown to be superior to the theory of reasoned
action for the prediction of target behaviour" (ibid, p. 9).
Furthermore, the Theory of Planned Behaviour was also found more valid in predicting
behaviour in comparison with the Theory of Reasoned Action in a study conducted by
Chang (1998). In his comparison study of the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory
of Planned Behaviour, he collected data from 181 university students in Hong Kong in
order to asses the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm, and
perceived behavioural control on the intention to make unauthorized software copies.
The results showed that the Theory of Planned Behaviour can be used successfully to
predict the intention to perform unethical behaviour and that it is better than the Theory
of Reasoned Action.
In the literature, there are over 550 studies which have used the Theory of Planned
Behaviour (see www-unix.oit.umass.edu/--aizenl) . Some of the most recent studies, on
various non-educational topics, which used the TPB are shown in Table 3.3; whereas
Section 3.5.5 presents empirical education evidence from studies.





- Bogart et al.. 2000:
Condom use	 - Conner and Flesch, 2001;
- Rosengard. et al., 2001.
Safe sex behaviours 	 - Bryan et al., 2002;
- Drake and McCabe. 2000: Wong and Tang. 2001.
- Norman et al., 1999:Smoking	
- Hill and Boudreau. 1999.
- Murgratiet al., 2001;
Drinking alcohol	 - Conner et al.. 1999;
- Rise and Wilhelmson, 1998.
- Armitage and Conner. 1999:Eating low fat food
____________________ -Bergetal..2000.
- Dishman et al., 2002;
- Faulkner and Biddle 2001;Engaging in physical	
- Kerner and Kalinski, 2002;
activity	
- Courneya and Bobick. 2000;
- Courneya et al.. 2001.
Choosing a career	 - Giles and Lamoure. 2000.
Wearing a safety helmet	 - Quine et al.. I 998: 2001; 2002.
The results of these studies confirm the validity of the theory. Furthermore, the results
show that the Theory of Planned Behaviour is a model which can predict a wide range of
behaviours in which persons have incomplete control. Therefore the TPB was used in
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this research in order to examine teachers' intention to continue to use ICT in their
teaching and, mainly the intention of executives of education (head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors) to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
In addition to research on a wide range of human behaviours, there are also applications
of the Theory of Reasoned action and the Theory of Planned Behaviour to studies in
education, which are discussed in the following sections.
3.5.4 Empirical education evidence for the Theory of Reasoned Action
In education, the Theory of Reasoned Action has been used to predict behaviours such as
classroom attendance (Fredricks and Dossett, 1983), teaching science using hands-on
activities (Koballa, 1986), enrolling in a high school science course (Crawley and Coe,
1990), enrolling in elective physical science course (Koballa, 1988), mathematics
learning (Norwich and Jaeger, 1989) and science learning (Norwich and Duncan, 1990).
Some of these studies are discussed below.
Koballa (1988) used the theory of Ajzen and Fishbein to analyse the attitudes of 94
female junior high school students in order to identify the determinants of their
intentions to enroll in at least one elective physical science course in high school. He
found that the intentions of students to enroll in at least one physical science course
"were found to be a function" of both attitude toward performing the behaviour and
subjective norm. Attitude towards performing the behaviour and subjective norm, in
combination, were found to predict behavioural intention "with a high degree of
accuracy". In addition, he found that the attitude towards the behaviour had more weight
than the subjective norm. Attitude towards the behaviour and subjective norm were
found to have a significant relation with the "products of salient belief scores" and "the
products of salient referent scores". In contrast, some of the external variables (academic
ability, science grades, and attitude towards science) did not predict the behavioural
intentions. According to Koballa (1988), this happen because these external variables did
not have a relationship with the females' attitudes towards the behaviour and subjective
norm (ibid, p. 479).
Crawley and Coe (1990) used this theory in order to investigate the intentions of grade 8
students to enroll in a high school science course. The sample consisted of five randomly
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selected earth science students. The prediction of students' intention was tested using the
following external variables: attitude, and subjective norm, attitude and subjective norm
alone, and "disaggregated data on attitude and subjective norm". "Results of the study
revealed attitude and subjective norm to be the sole predictors of behavioural intention
for the aggregated data, but to be differentially effective for groups formed on the basis
of sex, ethnicity, general ability, and science ability" (ibid, p. 461).
In another study, Norwich and Jaeger (1989) used the Ajzen and Fishbein Theory of
Reasoned Action, in order to investigate how pupils' attitudes and intentions about
learning mathematics "might be related to subsequent mathematics learning and
achievement" (ibid, p. 314). Their sample consisted of 142 pupils in a large inner city
comprehensive school. The results showed that pupils with more positive attitudes
tended to have more intention to engage in future mathematics learning behaviours. In
contrast, the subjective norm did not have a significant relationship with behavioural
intention. "There was a weak relationship between the two measures of learning
behaviour, but with neither measure did intention independently predict future behaviour
once prior behaviour was taken into account. The best predictor of subsequent
mathematics achievement was prior achievement, though teacher-reported learning
behaviour did have an independent relationship with subsequent achievement" (ibid, p.
314). Furthermore, Norwich and Duncan (1990) also mention the link between the
intention and behaviour; they investigated firstly "a repeated measures procedures for
assessing behavioural intention and learning behaviour in the field of secondary school
science learning" and secondly "the relationship of perceived preventive factors to other
affective variables in a modified version of the Ajzen-Fishbein theory of reasoned
action" (ibid, p. 312), using a sample of 82 boys and girls. As in the previous study of
Norwich and Jaeger (1989), the results showed that pupils with more positive attitudes
had more intention to engage in future learning behaviours. Moreover, the subjective
norm was not found to have a significant relation with behavioural intention. In addition,
they found that "those pupils who reported that they had engaged in learning behaviours
in the past also had higher behaviour intentions" (ibid, p. 319).
The Theory of Reasoned Action has also been used in more recent research into the
uptake of ICT in the work place. Karahanna et al., (1999) used the Theory of Reasoned
Action in order to examine differences in pre-adoption and post-adoption beliefs and
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attitudes. More specifically, their study investigated "whether differences exist between
the determinants of (1) adoption and usage of IT, (2) attitude towards adopting and
attitude towards continuing to use IT, and (3) subjective norm toward adopting and
subjective norm toward continuing to use IT" (ibid, p. 184). The sample consisted of 268
people (107 were from potential adopters of Microsoft Windows and 161 were from
users of Microsoft Windows). According to Karahanna et al., (1999), the link between
attitude and behavioural intention is weaker for potential adopters than for users. They
also found that the link between subjective norm and behavioural intention is weaker for
users than for potential adopters. Their findings indicate that potential adopters have
weaker beliefs (i.e. less positive) underlying their attitude than users. They also found
that top management, supervisors and colleagues significantly underlie subjective norm
for both potential adopters and users. However, top management, friends, and
supervisors are considered as the top three determinants of subjective norm whereas
colleagues, computer specialists and top management are the top three determinants of
users. Therefore, these results support the role of subjective norm on behavioural
intention.
3.5.5 Empirical education evidence for the Theory of Planned Behaviour
In education, the Theory of Planned Behaviour, which as explained earlier (see Section
3.5.3) includes perceived behavioural control, has been used in order to investigate
teachers' intentions to provide dietary counselling to Tanzanian primary schools (Astrom
and Mwangosi, 2000), to teach HIV/AIDS education (Burak, 1994; Lin and Wilson,
1998), to use investigative teaching methods (Crawley, 1990) and intentions regarding
the implementation of science education reform strands (Haney et al., 1996). The theory
has also been used to understand and predict students' intentions to enroll in physics
(Crawley and Black, 1992) as well as to complete high school (Davis et al., 2002). The
most relevant research is described below.
Grawley (1990) used the Theory of Planned Behaviour to predict the intentions of fifty
elementary and secondary school teachers of physical science to use investigative
teaching methods. Their results indicated that attitude, subjective norm, and perceived
behavioural control "provide significant, linear contributions to the prediction of
behavioural intention" (ibid, p. 694).
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In another study, Crawley and Black (1992) used the Theory of Planned Behaviour to
understand and predict the behavioural intentions of 264 science students regarding
enrolling in a physics course. According to the results of this study "students' intentions
to enroll in a high school physics course were determined by their attitude towards
enrollment and their degree of perceived behavioural control. Attitude, subjective norm,
and perceived behavioural control were, in turn, formed as a result of specific beliefs that
students held about enrolling in physics" (ibid, p. 29).
Randall (1994) used the Theory of Planned Behaviour, in order to explain and predict
why graduate students in Ireland enroll in elective business ethics courses while others
do not. The sample consisted of 178 students. According to Randall (1994), the Theory
of Planned Behaviour predicted with success the intention of students to sign up for an
elective ethics class. The impact of attitude towards the behaviour and perceived
behavioural control in students' intention to take the ethics course was greater than the
influence of the subjective norm.
A more recent study by Haney et al., (1996) has used the theory to examine the influence
of attitude towards behaviour, the subjective norm and perceived behavioural control of
800 science teachers' intentions to engage in the targeted behaviours. The purpose of this
study was to "determine the factors influencing teachers' intentions to implement the
four strands (inquiry, knowledge, conditions and applications) of the State of Ohio's
(U.S.) Competency Based Science Model" (ibid, p. 971). The researchers found out that
"the attitude toward the behaviour construct had the greatest influence of Ohio teachers'
intent to implement all four strands of the science model; several salient beliefs for each
of the three constructs significantly contribute to the constructs; and significant
differences exist between various teacher populations for both intent and the three
constructs" (ibid. p. 971).
Lin and Wilson (1998) used the TPB to predict and examine science teachers' intentions
to teach about HIV/AIDS and to recognize numerous factors, which may influence
science teachers' decisions to teach or not to teach about HI V/AIDS. They found that the
attitude towards teaching about HIV/AIDS, the subjective norms and the perceived
behavioural control, could explain 74% of the variance in science teachers' intentions.
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Attitude toward teaching about Fl! V/AiDS was the most significantly important factor in
the prediction.
In a more recent study, Astrom and Mwangosi (2000) applied the Theory of Planned
Behaviour to investigate Tanzanian teachers' intention to give dietary advice to their
students as part of health education. They administered a questionnaire to 232 primary
school teachers and 195 teacher-trainees. In both groups perceived behavioural control
was found to influence significantly their intentions to give dietary advice to their
students.
Czerniak, et al., (1999) applied the TPB in order to examine 204 science teachers'
intention to use educational technology in their classrooms. They found that teachers'
intention was influenced by subjective norms (e.g. influence of colleagues, parents), and
perceived behavioural control (e.g. funding, enough equipment, more software).
Perceived behavioural control provided the strongest influence on behavioural intention.
Attitude toward behaviour did not have a significant influence on intention.
The Theory of Planned Behaviour has also been applied in technology adoption and
usage contexts to explain an individual's adoption of ICT. For instance, Harrison, et al.,
(1997) used the TPB to explain and predict small business executives' decisions to adopt
Information Technology. They found that attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control were all significant in predicting a small business
executive's decision. According to Harrison et al., (1997), the TPB could be used as a
general theory of ICT adoption in small businesses. Morris and Venkatesh (2000) used
the TPB to investigate the impact of age on new software usage by workers. They found
that younger people were influenced by attitude towards the behaviour while older
people were more influenced by subjective norm and perceived behavioural control.
However, the influence of subjective norm on the older people did diminish over time.
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presented and discussed firstly, the methods used to measure attitudes and
secondly, the theories of attitudes towards computers as well as the most relevant
theories between attitudes and behaviour.
Firstly, a number of instruments of attitudes towards computers were presented. As we
have seen in Section 3.4 numerous studies over the past two decades have focused on the
design of research instruments to measure attitudes towards computers. These studies
have developed various instruments that use different subscales such as questionnaires
and attitude tests. In addition, these instruments were administered to specific population
and age groups and the majority of these reported high reliability and validity. However,
there is not an agreement, among researchers above, which one of these instruments is
the most reliable and valid to measure the attitudes of people towards computers.
Therefore, in order to measure the attitudes of Greek educators' towards computers in
this study several data collection instruments were used in the pilot study to investigate
their suitability and reliability (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.2.3).
Secondly, three models, which have been among the most widely applied in explaining
general ICT adoption, were presented and discussed. These were the Theory of Reasoned
Action, the Technology Acceptance Model and the Theory of Planned Behaviour. All of
these theories suggest that attitudes influence intention and behaviour. More specifically,
the TRA posits that behaviour is determined by intention to perform the behaviour, while
the intention is determined by attitude towards behaviour (favourable or unfavourable)
and subjective norm (perception of social pressures to perform or not perform the
behaviour). The TPB was developed as an extension of TRA by including the perceived
behavioural control to account for conditions where people do not have complete control
over their behaviour. Perceived behavioural control is the individual's perception of the
ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour and is included as a variable that has both
a direct effect on behaviour and an indirect effect on behaviour through intentions. The
Technology Acceptance Model is an adaptation of the Theory of Reasoned Action and
was developed to predict user acceptance and use. TAM theorises that an individual's
actual technology usage is determined by intention, which in turn is determined by
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.
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The above three models have been successfully applied to a large number of situations
for predicting of intention and behaviour. However, the TRA and TAM have specific
limitations. One of the limitations of the TRA is that it predicts and explains behaviours
of social relevance that are under a person's volitional control. In this study teachers'
intention to continue to use ICT in their teaching and executives' of education intention
to support the uptake of ICT were not under complete volitional control and therefore the
TRA was not the most appropriate theory. On the other hand, the limitation of TAM as
discussed in Section 3.5.2 is that it does not include the subjective norm. As we have
seen in Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.3 subjective norm is a very important variable in TRA and
TPB and according to the findings of many studies it influences the intention and
behaviour. More specifically, TAM explains why people accept or reject technology, but
does little in developing our understanding of actual technological uptake and use.
Therefore, the TPB was considered to be the most appropriate theory in this study in
order to predict teachers' intention to continue using ICT and executives' intention to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition, the TRA was utilized in order to
compare its predicted validity with the predicted validity of the TPB. While the TPB has
been successfully applied across a wide range of behavioural domains, there have been
relatively few applications of the model in teachers' intention to use ICT in their
teaching (see Czerniak et. al., 1999). In addition, no research has been undertaken to
examine whether this model also holds for head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors intention and behaviour in supporting the uptake of ICT in schools. Thus, the
present study represents the first attempt to apply the Theory of Planned Behaviour in
order to predict and examine executives' (head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors) intentions to support the uptake of ICT in schools.
The hypothesis of this study is that head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and behaviour in supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools
might be influenced by their attitudes towards computers as well as by their attitudes
towards supporting ICT uptake. Also their intention and behaviour might be influenced
by subjective norms. Finally, the hypothesis is made that these executives will support
the uptake of ICT in their schools only if they have resources and opportunities (e.g.
time, training opportunities, hardware and software).
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This study also used the TPB in order to investigate teachers' intention to continue using
ICT in their teaching. More specifically this theory was used to examine the influence of
executives on teachers' intention. This is examined through the subjective norm
component. In addition an examination was made of whether the factors that facilitate or
impede teachers' ICT use involves those factors, that are related to the support that is
provided by Greek head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. The next
chapter presents the methodology used in developing the attitudes instrument as well as
the components of the Theory of Planned Behaviour.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY, DESIGN AND
PROCEDURE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the design and the methodology used in this study. Firstly, the
purpose and the objectives of this study are presented. Secondly, the rationale for using
survey as the most appropriate method in this study is discussed and the rationale for
using questionnaires and interviews for data collection. The four phases that were
conducted in this study are presented.
Phase 1, was the literature review of changes and innovations within schools, attitudes
towards computers and theories of attitudes and behaviour. Phase 2, consisted of the
pilot study that was carried out in a small number of Greek primary schools. Phase 3,
was the main study, which was conducted in 72 Greek primary schools that used ICT for
teaching and administrative purposes. In this chapter the instruments that were used in
the main study, the sample, as well as the process of data collection are described. Phase
4, involved the coding of data and the methods of data analysis are explained.
4.2 THE AIM AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY
The aim of this study was to investigate: a) the factors that influence head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools and b) the influence of these educational leaders on teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching.
The objectives of this study as has already been explained in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.4)
were to:
I. investigate the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools;
2. measure the attitudes of Greek teachers, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors towards computers;
3. find the relationship and differences between attitudes towards computers and a
number of variables (e.g. age, qualifications, computer knowledge);
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4. investigate the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in
their teaching during the following three months;
5. investigate the influence of attitude towards computers on head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools;
6. investigate the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools during the following three months;
7. identify head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural,
normative and control beliefs regarding the support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools, as well teachers' beliefs regarding the use of ICT in their teaching; and
8. compare the predictive validity of the TRA and TPB in predicting teachers' ICT
use in teaching and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
4.3 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
The choice of the research design and methodology and data gathering techniques was
based on the need to investigate the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools, the
attitudes of educators towards computers, teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching
as well as head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support
the uptake of ICT in their schools. The method chosen, as the most appropriate, was the
survey methodology; the instruments used for data collection were questionnaires and
interviews, which are used in large scale surveys to find more details about the sample.
The rationale for selecting the survey method as well as the instruments of the
questionnaires and interviews are discussed in this and the following sections.
According to Cohen et al., (2000), eight different types of research methods exist in
education. These are: 1) naturalistic and ethnographic methods, 2) historical research, 3)
surveys, longitudinal, cross-sectional and trend studies, 4) case studies, 5) correlational
research, 6) cx posto facto research, 7) experiments, quasi-experiments and single-case
research, and 8) action research. From the above mentioned research methods, method
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(3), survey was chosen because, as will be discussed further in this section, this method
has been successfully implemented firstly in a large number of studies to investigate the
uptake of ICT in schools, secondly in a large number of studies in order to measure the
attitudes of people towards computers, and thirdly in the majority of studies which
implemented the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour.
According to Cohen Ct al., (2000), survey methodology can be used to "gather data at a
particular point in time with the intention of describing the nature of existing conditions,
or identifying standards against which existing conditions can be compared, or
determining the relationships that exist between specific events" (ibid, p. 169). Surveys
can be conducted on a large scale by large research teams in order to investigate large
populations or on a smaller scale carried out by the lone researcher (Cohen et al., ibid.).
Cohen et al., (ibid) claim that a survey is used to "scan a wide field of issues,
populations, programmes etc. in order to measure or describe any generalised features".
The main reasons they argue for using a survey are the following:
"gathers data on a one-shot basis and hence is economical and efficient;
represents a wide target population;
> provides descriptive, inferential and explanatory information;
> manipulates key factors and variables to derive frequencies;
gathers standardized information (i.e. using the same instruments and questions for
all participants);
> ascertains correlations;
> captures data from multiple choice, closed questions, test scores or observation
schedules;
supports or refutes hypotheses about the target population;
generates accurate instruments through their piloting and revision;
) makes generalizations about, and observes patterns of response in, the targets of
focus;
gathers data which can be processed statistically;
usually relies on large scale data gathering from a wide population in order to enable
generalizations to be made about given factors or variables" (ibid, p. 38-40).
Over the last 20 years, survey research has been used in many empirical studies in order
to investigate the use of computers within schools (e.g. Peigrum and Plomp, 1991;
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Pelgrum and Anderson, 2001; DfES, 2003). In England, the Department for Education
and Skills (DfES), conducts large scale surveys each year in order to collect information
about the availability and use of ICT in primary, secondary and special needs schools
(see DIES, 2003; DIES, 2002; DfEE, 2001; Df'EE, 2000; DfEE, 1999; DfEE, 1998). The
most recent of these surveys was carried out in 2003 of 930 primary, 810 secondary and
420 special needs schools, with the aim of gathering information on the number and type
of computers available in schools, the extent of the use of ICT across curriculum
subjects, use of the Internet and other electronic links, and teachers' confidence in the
use of ICT (DIES, 2003). Similar research, using surveys, is carried out by the National
Center for Education Statistics of the U.S. Department of Education. For example, two
surveys were conducted in 1999, in order to investigate teachers' use of computers or the
Internet for instructional purposes (NCES, 2000) and between the years 1994 and 2000
in 1218 schools with the aim of examining public schools' access to the Internet (NCES,
2001).
Surveys have also been used recently in a study carried out by Williams et al., (2000) in
300 primary and 100 secondary schools in Scotland, in order to investigate teacher's
needs for knowledge and skills in relation to the effective use of ICT. Another large
scale study that has used surveys is the one carried out by the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) among national representative
samples of schools from 26 countries, between the years 1997-1999, with the aim of
examining, amongst other factors, the problems that hinder the introduction of
computers into schools (see Pelgrum, 2001; Pelgrum and Anderson 2001). Therefore, it
is clear from the above studies that survey techniques are appropriate in the investigation
of the uptake of ICT in schools.
The survey method has also been used in many studies, aimed at measuring educators'
attitudes towards computers. For example, an international study of the use of computers
in 22 education systems completed by the International Association for the Evaluation
Achievement, at the end of the 1 980s, used the survey method in order to measure the
attitudes of teachers and head teachers towards computers (Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991).
Moreover, the survey method has been used in recent research, with the aim of
developing and examining the validity of attitudes' scales. For instance, Shapka and
Ferrari (2003) used the survey method in order to investigate the computer-related
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attitudes of 56 pre-service teachers who were in a programme being trained to teach in
either secondary or primary schools.
Additionally, the survey has been used in the majority of research that applies the
Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (see Chapter 3). For
example, in education, Astrom and Mwangosi (2000) surveyed 232 primary school
teachers and 195 teacher-trainees in order to investigate whether 1) the Theory of
Planned Behaviour (TPB) "will provide an empirically adequate explanation of the
intention to provide dietary advice in primary school in terms of the simultaneous
predictive power of attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control,
separately for teachers and teacher-trainees, 2) perceived behavioural control will add to
the prediction of behavioural intention beyond attitudes and subjective norms and 3) The
predictive strength of the components of the TPB varies as a function of direct
experience with dietary counselling, that is, between teachers and teacher-trainees" (ibid,
pp. 282-283).
The above studies show that the survey method can be successfully used to investigate
the uptake of ICT in schools, to measure the attitudes of educators towards computers as
well as being implemented in studies with the aim of predicting the intention and
behaviour of people according to the Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour theories.
Therefore, from this section it is clear that survey method was appropriate for this study
in order to investigate the attitudes of educators towards computers, teachers' intention
to continue to use ICT in their teaching and head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools.
Surveys can be classified in many ways. There are longitudinal, cross-sectional and
trend studies (see Cohen et al., 2000). This study was a longitudinal study. According to
Cohen et al (2000), "the longitudinal study gathers data over an extended period of time;
a short-term investigation may take several weeks or months; a long-term study can
extend over many years" (p. 174). One type of longitudinal design is the panel study. In
a panel study the same sample is measured two or more times (Wiersma, 2000). This
study is a panel study, because as discussed in Section 4.6 some of the data (e.g. ICT use
and support of the uptake of ICT data) were collected from the same sample twice (see
Figure 4.1).
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The collection of data in surveys involves one or more of the following data-gathering
techniques: "structured or semi-structured interviews, self completion or postal
questionnaires, standardized tests of attainment or performance, and attitudes scales"
(Cohen and Manion, 1997, p. 83). The instruments used in the current study were the
questionnaire (e.g. personal information, computer knowledge, computer attitudes
towards computers, beliefs, perceived behavioural control) and the interview. By using
both questionnaires and interviews it was possible to compare and contrast the data for
inconsistencies. According to Yin (1989) this helps control for both construct validity




In order to investigate the current level of ICT use in Greek primary schools, and
teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards
computers, data were collected by four different questionnaires: The Teacher
Questionnaire, the Head Teacher Questionnaire, the District Officer Questionnaire, and
the School Counsellor Questionnaire (see Appendix Al, Bl, Cl and Dl). These
questionnaires were also used to examine the influence of the attitude towards the
behaviour, the subjective norm and perceived behavioural control on teachers' intention
to use ICT in their teaching as well as on head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
This study used questionnaires for a number of reasons. Firstly, questionnaires have
many advantages. According to Cohen et al., (2000), it "is a widely used and useful
instrument for collecting survey information providing structured, often numerical data,
being able to be administered without the presence of the researcher, and often being
comparatively straightforward to analyse" (ibid p. 245). In addition, according to
Oppenheim (2000), the main advantages of questionnaires are: "a) low cost of data
collection, b) low cost of processing, c) avoidance of interviewer bias... d) ability to
reach respondents who live at widely dispersed addresses or abroad..." (ibid, p. 102).
Similarly, apart from the above advantages, questionnaires have been used in the
majority of studies that investigated the uptake of ICT in schools. For instance,
questionnaires were used in the studies by the Department for Education and Skills in
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United Kingdom (see DfES, 2002, 2003) and the Department of Education in United
States of America (NCES, 2000; 2001) with the purpose of investigating several factors,
which influence the implementation of computers in schools, such as the number of
teachers who use computers in their teaching and the frequency of using them, the
availability of hardware and software for teaching and administrative purposes and
access to the Internet. In addition, questionnaires were also used for the studies
measuring the attitudes of educators towards computers. For instance, the lEA study,
conducted in 26 educational systems, used attitudes questionnaires in order to measure
the attitudes of head teachers towards computers (Peigrum and Anderson, 2001). Hence,
the decision to use questionnaires for the same purpose in my study was based on a
similar rationale to the ones mentioned above.
Furthermore, as far as the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour,
implemented by this study in order to investigate the teachers' intention of using ICT as
well as the intentions of executives to support the uptake of ICT, is concerned, the
literature review shows that questionnaires are the only instrument used. Questionnaires
have been mainly used in many studies not only in Phase 2 (the pilot study) to elicit the
behavioural, normative and control beliefs but also in the questionnaires' final version
which aims to determine the scope of prediction of intention and behaviour of people in
relation to several attitudinal factors.
Questionnaires, as a method of data collection, have some restrictions. These restrictions
are related to the validity of postal questionnaires. According to Cohen and Manion
(1997), validity of postal questionnaires can be seen from two different viewpoints.
"First, whether respondents who complete questionnaires do so accurately and second,
whether those who fail to return their questionnaires would have given the same
distribution of answers as did the returnees" (ibid, pp. 99-100). In addition, Oppenheim
(2000), claims that some of the disadvantages of postal questionnaires are: a) generally
low response rates, and consequent biases; .. .b) no opportunity to correct
misunderstandings or to probe, or to offer explanations or help; no control over the order
in which questions are answered, no check on incomplete responses, incomplete
questionnaires or the passing on of questionnaires to others..." (ibid, p. 102). On the
other hand, Cohen and Manion (1997), claims that the myths about postal questionnaires
are not borne out by the evidence. For example, the levels of response to postal surveys
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"are not invariably less than those obtained by interview procedures; frequently they
equal, and in some cases surpass, those achieved in interviews. Nor does the
questionnaire necessarily have to be short in order to obtain a satisfactory response
level" (p. 111).
In this study a large number of self-administered and small number of postal-
questionnaires (see Appendices Al -Dl) were used in order to avoid small response rates
(see Cohen and Manion, 1997). As will be discussed in Section 4.6.7, the self-
administered questionnaires were handed out to respondents by myself as well as by my
colleagues in the University of Athens. According to Oppenheim (2000), the self-
administered questionnaire ensures a high response rate (ibid, p. 103). Details of each
questionnaire also given in Section 4.6.
4.3.1.2 Interviews
As is discussed in Section 4.6.4, during Phase 3 a number of interviews were conducted
with teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. The purpose of the
interviews for this study was also mainly to collect additional data to illuminate the
quantitative data. However, as is shown in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 there was extensive and
sufficient evidence from the survey data not to require analyzing the interviews' data.
The interview as a technique of collection of data has been used in a number of surveys
that investigated ICT in the schools as well as the attitudes and the opinions of educators
towards computers. This is usually as additional illustrative information for the study
(see for example Williams et al., 2000).
4.3.2 Research phases
This research was constituted of four phases that are shown in Figure 4.1. Phase I
included the review of literature of educational changes and innovations in schools as















Phase 2 included the design and the construction of the instruments for the pilot study
which involved a survey of a small number of Greek primary schools (October 2000-
January 2001). According to Cohen et al., (2000), the pilot study it is important step in
surveys that influences the validity of the research. They claim that a rigorous survey
"formulates clear, specific objectives and research questions, ensures that the
instrumentation, sampling, and data types are appropriate to yield answers to the
research questions, ensures that a high level of sophistication of data analysis is
undertaken as the data will sustain (but no more)" (ibid. p. 173).
Phase 3 constituted two stages, the main research which was carried out in schools that
were using ICT for administrative and teaching purposes (March-June 2002). The data
were collected through questionnaires and interviews with teachers, head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors. In addition, data were collected from the
websites of schools and districts, from documents about the policy of ICT in schools and
also from informal discussions and observations made during visits to some schools and
districts. Finally, Phase 4 involved the coding and analysis of data (July 2002-January
2004). The phases of this research are shown in Figure 4.1 and are discussed in detail in
the next sections.
4.4 PHASE 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Reviewing the literature on educational changes and ICT innovation as well as on
theories of attitudes was the first step of this study. During the initial 12 months of
research (October 1999-October 2000), different sources of information were
investigated, including academic and professional books, journals, web sites, online
databases, reports and government documents. In addition, the literature review was
continued though to Phase 4 (see Figure 4.1).
More specifically, the aims of Phase I were:
1) to conduct a literature review of the educational changes and innovations in
schools, in order to determine those factors which influence the uptake of ICT in
schools as well as to determine the role of head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors in these changes (see Chapter 2),
2) to conduct a literature review of different theories of attitudes and behaviour, in
order to determine which of these are the most appropriate to investigate a) the
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attitudes of teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
towards computers b) teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their
teaching and c) head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention
and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools (see Chapter 3).
The literature review of the educational changes and innovations was presented in
Chapter 2. The results of this literature review show that there are many models of
educational changes and innovations such as the Research, Development and Diffusion
Model, the Social Interaction Model, the Problem Solving Model, Fullan's Model (see
Chapter 2). Most relevant with the present research was Fullan's Model. According to
Fullan each change or innovation has three phases. These are the initiation, the
implementation and the continuation phase. One of the main conclusions that arises from
such research in the field of educational change is that the roles of head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors are important factors that affect the success of initiation
and implementation. More specifically, the results of the literature showed that head
teachers' and administrators' support and help in acquiring hardware and software, in
arranging adequate teacher training programmes and in organizing curriculum change
and innovation are essential for the successful integration of ICT by teachers in their
school.
According to the literature review, it has been shown that the attitudes of head teachers
affect the uptake of ICT to a great extent. However, from the literature review no
research has been found which refers specifically to the effects of the attitudes of the
district officers and of school counsellors. In addition, because, according to the
literature, these people may have an effective role in innovation, this research assumed
that the attitudes of the head teachers, district officers and of the school counsellors
might affect the support of the uptake of ICT, in a similar way to the attitudes of head
teachers shown in previous research. This hypothesis leads me to the literature review of
the theories of attitudes in Chapter 3.
Chapter 3 discussed the main theories related to attitudes towards computers and
attitudes and behaviour, which come from social psychology. The two theories
considered relevant to this research were the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory
of Planned Behaviour. According to these theories, as discussed in Sections 3.5.1 and
3.5.3 (see Chapter 3) people's attitudes are an important precursor to behaviour. These
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theories were used in this study in order to investigate teachers' intention and behaviour
to use ICT in their teaching and educational executives' intention and behaviour to
support the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools.
4.5 PHASE 2: THE PILOT STUDY
4.5.1 The aim and the objectives of the pilot study
The aim of the pilot study was to develop some research methods and instruments in
order to determine which of these were the most appropriate to investigate the aim and
objectives of the main study.
The objectives of the pilot study were:
1) to design, construct and test the validity of the questionnaires that were to be
used in the main study in order to meet its aims and objectives,
2) to validate the questionnaires and attitude scale by conducting a survey of a small
sample of Greek primary schools a) to determine the current levels of ICT use in
schools, b) to measure the attitudes in this pilot sample of teachers, head
teachers, school counsellors and district officers towards ICT, c) to measure
Greek teachers' attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control on their intention to engage in using ICT in their teaching
during the following three months, and d) to measure head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on their intention to engage in supporting the
uptake of ICT in their schools during the following three months,
3) to elicit in the pilot schools Greek teachers' behavioural, normative and control
beliefs about their intention to engage in using ICT in their teaching during the
following three months, and d) to elicit Greek head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' behavioural, normative and control beliefs about their
intention to engage in supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools during the
following three months.
4.5.2 The questionnaires' design: Pilot study
The design of the four questionnaires was based on previous questionnaires identified
from the literature review given in Chapter 2 as well as the attitude theory and the
theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour (see Chapter 3). The questionnaires
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were designed using many items from existing instruments. For example, in Part 3 of all
four questionnaires (see Appendices Al-DI) that refer to attitudes towards computers,
many items from the Computer Attitude Scale (Loyd and Gressard, 1984) and the
Attitudes Toward E-mail Scale (D'Souza, 1992) were used. According to Rosier (1997),
"the advantage of using existing instruments is that the work of development and
validation has generally been undertaken and published" (ibid, p. 156). Moreover, many
new items were used in the questionnaire. For example, in Part 2, which refer to the
Theory of Planned Behaviour, new questions were designed in order to measure the
behavioural, normative and control beliefs of teachers and executives of education,
because the previous questionnaires did not include items which measured these factors.
The questionnaires were designed by using a variety of questions. These were
dichotomous questions, multiple choice questions, rank ordering, rating scales and open-
ended questions. According to Cohen et al., (2000) dichotomous questions can be used
for the collection of information arising from questions, which have a (Yes) or (No) as
an answer or for the collection of information by variable issues. In the head teacher's
questionnaire, for example, there is a dichotomous question to collect information taking
into account whether the school had a web site. In multiple-choice questions the
respondent is given the choice to select from a list of one (a single answer mode) or
several responses (multiple answer mode). A question of this kind, for example, is
included in the district officer's questionnaire (see District Officer Questionnaire, on
Appendix C) and refers to the use of computers in administration. The advantages of
dichotomous and multiple choice questions are that they "can be quickly coded and
quickly aggregated to give frequencies of response (Cohen eta!., 2000, p. 251).
In order to measure teachers', head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers as well as other factors that are related to their intention to
use ICT and to support the uptake of ICT rank ordering questions were used in the
questionnaires. For example, rating scales were used in Part 2 of a!! four questionnaires,
which refers to the Theory of Planned Behaviour (the semantic differential scales) as
well as in Part 3 which refers to the attitudes towards computers (Likert scales).
According to Cohen et al., (2000), "ranking are useful in indicating degrees of response"
(ibid, p. 252). The reasons for using the above scales are discussed in Sections 4.6.1.3.1
and 4.6.1.2.1.
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Additionally, with the intention of eliciting data on the uptake of ICT which could not be
achieved purely through closed questions, open-ended questions were also used of
necessity in the questionnaire. For example, in Part 1 of the Teacher's Questionnaire,
teachers were asked to indicate the type of support they had received for their
development in the use of ICT in their teaching. According to Cohen et a!., (2000), "the
open-ended question is a very attractive device for smaller scale research or for those
sections of a questionnaire that invite an honest, personal comment from the respondents
in addition to ticking numbers and boxes" (ibid, p. 255).
4.5.2.1 The design of Part 1 of the questionnaires: Pilot study
Part I of Teacher's, Head Teacher's, District officer's and School Counsellor's
Questionnaire was designed to elicit quantitative data about the introduction and
implementation of ICT in Greek primary schools. The sections of this part of the
questionnaires are presented and discussed in Phase 3 (see Section 4.6.1 .1 and Section
4.6.2.2) (see also Appendices Al-Di).
4.5.2.2 The design of the questionnaire of the Theory of Reasoned Action and
Theory of Planned Behaviour: Pilot study
In this study, as will be discussed in Phase 3, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.5.1) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (see Chapter 3,
Section 3.5.3) were used in the Teacher Questionnaire in order to investigate the
following behaviour: "Using ICT in my teaching during the next three months". In
addition, the TPB was used in the Head Teacher, District Officer and School Counsellor
Questionnaire in order to investigate the following behaviour: "Supporting the uptake of
ICT in my school/schools during the next three months". According to Ajzen (2002),
"all predictors in the theory of planned behaviour can be assessed directly, by asking
respondents to judge each on a set of scales. In addition, attitude towards the behaviour,
subjective norm and perceived behavioural control can also be measured indirectly, on
the basis of the corresponding beliefs" (p: 4). Therefore, in the pilot study, the TPB was
used for the following two reasons.
Firstly, the TRA and TPB were used to design and construct the items which were to be
used in the main study in order to measure directly teachers', head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' intention, attitude towards behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control. These items were also used in the pilot study in order
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to test their validity. This part of the questionnaire was designed and constructed based
on the methodology described by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Ajzen (2002).
Secondly, the TRA and TPB was used in order to elicit teachers', head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' behavioural, normative and control beliefs. According
to Ajzen (2002), "pilot work is required to identify accessible behavioural, normative,
and control beliefs. Respondents are given a description of the behaviour and are asked a
series of questions..." (p. 8). Therefore, teachers were asked to list in an open-ended
questionnaire (see Appendix E): a) the advantages and disadvantages of using
Information Communication Technology in their teaching during the next three months
(behavioural beliefs), b) the persons or groups who would approve or disapprove of
using ICT in their teaching during the next three months (normative beliefs) and c) the
factors or circumstances which make it easier or more difficult for them to use ICT in
their teaching during the next three months (control beliefs). In addition, head teachers,
district officers and schools counsellors were asked similar questions regarding their
behavioural, normative and control beliefs about the support of the uptake of ICT in
their schools (see Appendix E).
The information generated by analysis of the open-ended questions provided the basis to
construct Part 2 of the questionnaire of the Theory of Planned Behaviour for Phase 3
(see Section 4.6). According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), only those salient beliefs
representing a majority of beliefs are to be selected to questionnaire item construction.
This part of the questionnaire was used in the main study in order to measure indirectly
teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural,
normative and control beliefs. The items of this part of the questionnaire are presented
and discussed in Phase 3 (see Section 4.6.1.2, Section 4.6.2.2 and Section 4.6.3.1).
4.5.2.3 The design of the questionnaires of the attitudes towards computers: Pilot
study
As we have seen in Section 4.2, one of the objectives of this study was to measure
teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards
computers. In order to investigate this objective a pilot study was conducted to design
and construct an attitudes' questionnaire appropriate for measuring the attitudes towards
computers in the main study.
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Over the last 20 years, a number of attitude scales have been developed and used for
empirical studies in order to measure the attitudes of people towards computers (see
Chapter 3, Section 3.4). For the pilot study, I have reviewed many of these studies and
used a large number of attitude items (151 attitudes items) in order to identify specific
items, which could be relevant today. The computer attitudes questionnaires that were
reviewed in more detail in the pilot study are presented in Table 4.1.
The following attitudes subscales were used in the questionnaire of attitudes in the pilot
study items taken from the instruments that are presented in Table 4.1: Computer
Importance, Computer Anxiety, Computer Confidence, Computer Liking/Enjoyment,
Computer Usefulness, Computer Productivity, Vocation, Prestige, Negative Impact on
Society, Productivity in the Classroom, Enthusiasm, Aversion-Avoidance, E-mail,
Educational Impact, Social Impact, Training need. These attitude subscales were
presented and discussed in detail in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.4).
Table 4.1 - Computer altitude questionnaires used in the pilot study.
A number of items from the attitude scales that are presented in Table 4.1 were used in
the pilot stage of this study for a variety of reasons. Firstly, the majority of the items of
these scales were designed to measure the attitudes of people that are involved in
primary or secondary education such as students, teachers, head teachers, ICT
coordinators. For instance, "The Computer Attitude Scale" (Peigrum and Plomp, 1991)
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was used by the lEA study in order to measure teachers' and head teachers' attitudes
towards computers. Therefore these items were relevant to the current study which had a
similar sample to previous studies (i.e. teachers, head teachers, district officers, school
counsellors).
Secondly, each of the computer scales of Table 4.1 has research support for its reliability
and construct validity. For example the above attitude scale that was used by the lEA
study was found to have a high reliability (the items of the Educational Impact and Self
Confidence had reliabilities of about .90, Social Impact between .80 and .90) (see
Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991).
Thirdly, the aim of the current research was to examine the attitudes of teachers, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors towards the use of a wide range of
computer applications, such as the use of email in teaching, the importance of training,
the effects of computers in education and in society. Therefore many items were used in
order to measure the general attitudes towards computers.
4.5.3 The translation of the questionnaire and interviews
The four questionnaires and the scenarios of interviews were translated into the Greek
Language (see Appendices A2-D2) and then back translated into English to confirm the
adequacy of the translation. The translation was made by two bilingual persons whose
mother tongue is Greek. In addition, I cooperated with two Greeks who had both
recently completed their PhDs at London University, for the following reasons. The
above mentioned persons were consulted to confirm as accurately as possible the content
of the questionnaires and the meaning of some sections. This was to avoid any
ambiguities in translation, for example in questions concerning the TRA and TPB and
the attitudes towards computers.
4.5.4 The pilot study of the questionnaires
After the literature review, a pilot questionnaire was constructed which was then
discussed with my supervisor and other members of Kings' College London during the
research training programme in order to ensure that the questionnaires would cover
adequately all those aspects which would contribute to the fullest information on the
uptake of ICT in primary schools and the attitudes of educators towards computers. At
the same time, copies were sent to Greek teachers, head teachers, district officers and
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school counsellors for their comments and their suggestions. Many helpful comments
about the questions and format were received which were incorporated into the first
version of the questionnaires.
The first version was then piloted in six primary schools in order to
1) identify any remaining ambiguities,
2) identify any questions to which the replies were inadequate or otherwise
unsatisfactory and
3) to see how long it took to complete it.
In addition, the pilot study was conducted in order to investigate the second and third
objectives that were mentioned in Section 4.5.1.
4.5.5 The sample of the pilot study
In the pilot study the sample consisted of 20 teachers and 6 head teachers, of six Greek
primary schools where computers were being used for teaching, as well as 5 district
officers and 5 school counsellors of these schools. For the pilot study a sample was
selected from the schools which are taking part in "The Island of Faiakes" project (see
Chapter 1). These were mainly located in the area of Athens. The criteria for selecting
these schools were the following:
> Schools which had similar software and hardware resources.
> ICT had to be available for teaching and administrative purposes.
> Teachers had to have received in-service training on computers in teaching.
Head teachers, district officers, school counsellors had to be involved in the
introduction of computers in their schools.
The majority of teachers, as well as head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors of the pilot study had been involved to a great extent in the matter of the
introduction of computers. They have faced a number of problems to date and they have
considerable experience of how to deal with these. In addition, these education
executives have formed particular attitudes towards computers. Therefore, the
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experience of teachers and the executives of schools were supposed to support the aims
of the pilot study.
Table 4.2 - The number of schools and teachers, head teachers, district officers, schools
counsellors in pilot study.
Total Number of Number of Number of
number of	 Number of
Name of school *	 head	 district	 school
teachers in	 teachers Teachers	 officers	 counsellors
school
The 2nd Primary School 19	 4	 1	 1	 1
of Voulas
The 3rd Primary School of 	 15	 2	 I	 I	 I
Neas lonias
The lOs" Primary School 17	 4	 1	 1	 1
ofGlifadas	 _____________ _____________ ___________ ____________ _____________
The 13th primary school 	
18	 5	 1
of Keratsini I	 I
The 21st primary school 8	 2	 1
of Keratsini
The 33rd primary school 13	 3	 1	 I
of Peristeri
Total	 20	 6	 5**
Notes: * = in Greece the names of schools are usually classified by giving an ordinal number to them followed kv the
name of the area. For example. in the area of oulas there are 20 primary schools. Therefore, the first primary school
is named "The 1 Primary School of oulas". the second "The 2' Primar y School of Voulas" etc.
' there were 5 and not 6 district officers and school counsellors as two of the pilot study schools had the same
person in the post.
Furthermore, the project "The island of Faiakes", in which the schools for my pilot study
were chosen, was conducted under the scientific responsibility of the Mathematics and
Information Technology Sector of the Department of Education of the University of
Athens. As a contributor to the "The Island of Faiakes" project, I designed educational
software used by the University in the project schools. As a consequence, my
cooperation with the University of Athens and my involvement in the same project in
1997 ensured my easy access to these schools and the distribution along with the
collection of the questionnaires avoiding possible bureaucratic and time-consuming
procedures.
In Table 4.2 the distribution of the sample of the pilot study per school is presented. For
example in the "The 2'" Primary School of Voulas" of the 20 teachers working in the
school, four teachers participated in the study as well as the head teacher, the district
officer and the school counsellor of the school participated in the pilot study.
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4.5.6 The distribution of questionnaires in the pilot study
In order to obtain permission to undertake my research in the six Greek primary schools
a request was made to each of these in September 2000. I explained that my research
would involve the distribution of questionnaires to teachers, head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors. Approval was given in October 2000.
The instruments were administered during the second week of December 2000 and at the
end of January 2001. The distribution and collection of the teacher and head teacher
questionnaires was made by my colleagues in the University of Athens 1 . Before the
questionnaires were distributed I informed them about the objectives of my pilot study.
The reason for choosing the aforementioned trainers for the distribution and collection of
the questionnaires was the personal contact they had developed with the teachers and
head teachers of the schools as a result of their weekly visits. This would have the
advantage of having the questionnaires returned more quickly than sending them by post
or distributing them myself. Consequently, this decision reduced the time for the
questionnaires' collection.
The distribution and collection of questionnaires to the district officers and school
counsellors, was completed by myself as a whole. At the beginning I talked with these
executives on the phone having the chance to explain the purposes of my pilot study.
After this I had to make an appointment with them to give them the questionnaires.
Another phone call followed so as to find out whether they had filled them in and when I
could pay them a visit to have them returned.
4.6 PHASE 3: THE MAIN STUDY
As was mentioned in Section 4.3.2, in Phase 3 the main study of the research involved a
survey in 72 Greek primary schools which used ICT for administrative and teaching
purposes. Phase 3 was conducted from March up to June 2002 and consisted of two
stages. In Stage I (March-May 2002) data were collected through questionnaires from
181 teachers that used ICT in their teaching in the 72 Greek primary schools, from 72
head teachers as well as from 43 district officers and 47 school counsellors of these
schools. In addition, data were collected through interviews from a number of the above
educators. In Stage 2 (June 2002) (see Section 4.6.7) the same sample of teachers was
They used to work, on behalf of the University, at the schools where my pilot study was conducted, as
teacher trainers in the use of computers and they used to visit them every week.
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asked again a number of questions about the use of ICT in their teaching. In addition, the
same sample of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors was asked a
number of questions about the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
In the following sections the instruments of data collection, the choice of the sample, the
distribution and the collection of data of Phase 3 are presented and discussed.
4.6.1 The Teacher Questionnaire
The Teacher Questionnaire shown in Appendix Al was designed in order:
1) to collect basic data on the current level of ICT use in school by teachers (i.e. the
frequency and the years of use of ICT in teaching, the type of use, the subjects
and the age group of the classes that were using ICT) as well as to provide data
on teachers' staff development (personal use of ICT, computer knowledge, in-
service training, computer support),
2) to measure teachers' attitudes towards computers, and
3) to measure the effects of the attitudes toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on teachers' intention to engage in using ICT in
their teaching during the next three months.
The questionnaire had three parts (see Table 4.3). Part I included eight sections (see
column 3, including personal information, computer experience and knowledge, and the
computer support by the head teacher, the district officer and the school counsellor. Part
2 included seven sections which were related to the Theory of Reasoned Action and
Theory of Planned Behaviour, and Part 3 included 62 attitude towards computers items.
The total questionnaire consisted of 381 items. The main sections of the Teacher
Questionnaire are presented and discussed in the following sections.
4.6.1.1 Teacher's Questionnaire: Part 1
4.6.1.1.1 Persona) information
The first section of the questionnaire collected the personal information of the
respondent including the teachers' contact information such as name, telephone, e-mail
etc in order to enable me to contact teachers in Stage 2 of this study in June 2002. The
section also included questions about teachers' gender, age, qualifications and teaching
experience.
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Table 4.3 - Main sections of the Teacher Questionnaire.
NumberTitle of section	 Type of information requested	
of items
Name, sex, age, contact address/telephone!
e-mail, degree(s) and qualification(s), years of
1	 Personal information 	 teaching experience, years as a teacher at this
	 13
school, grade(s) of teaching, number of pupils in
classroom.
Computer experience	 Abilit' to use hardware and software, technical2
and knowledge	 computer knowledge and the use of computers in 	 32teaching.
P
A Access to a computer, ownership, type of computer,
R	 Personal use of	 frequency of use, number of years used, Internet
	 24
T	 computers uses.
Use of computers in4
school	 Frequency of use, number of years used. 	 30
Internet uses in teaching, frequency of using,Using the Internet in	




Use of computers in 	 Subjects in which computers were used
	 86
subject_teaching	 ________________________________________________ __________
Staff development	 Types and hours of courses attended, location of 	 257
-	 training	 training.	 __________
Type of support by head teacher, district officer, 238	 Computer support	
school counsellor, other support received,
Intention	 Intention of using Id.
	 3
Attitude toward the2	 Teachers' evaluation of using ICT.
	 5behaviour
P	 3	 Subjective norm	 Social support for engaging in ICT use.
	 5
A - _______________ _______________________________ _______
Perceived behaviouralR	 4	 Perceptions of individual control to use ICT.
	 4
controlT- _______________ _______________________________ _______
Behavioural beliefs
2	 (behavioural belief	 Advantages and disadvantages of using ICT.
	 68
strength and outcome
-	 evaluation)	 ________________________________________________ __________
Normative beliefs
(normative belief	 Individuals or groups who approve or disapprove	 246
strength and motivation the use of ICT.
-	 to comply)	 ___________________________________________ _________
Control beliefs (control Factors or circumstances, which make the use of7	 belief strength and	 ICT more difficult or easier.	 40
controlbelief power) _____________________________________________ __________
P I) Computer anxiety, 2) computer confidence, 3)A
R	 Attitudes towards	 computer usefulness, 4) computer
T	 I	 computers	 liking/enthusiasm/enjoyment, 5) attitudes towards	 62
email, 6) educational impact, 7) social impact, and
8) training needs.3 - ___________________ _________________________________________ _________
Total number of items	 381
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One of the objectives of this study was to investigate the influence of the above
demographic characteristics on teachers' attitudes towards computers. For example, as
far as age is concerned, previous studies have found that older people hold more
negative attitudes towards computers than younger age groups (e.g. Anderson, 1981;
Dyck and Smither, 1994).
As far as gender is concerned, earlier studies have found different findings (see Whitley,
1997, for a meta-analysis). On the one hand, there are studies which show that males
have more positive attitudes than females (see for example Anderson et al., 1979;
Anderson 1987; Colley et a!., 1994; Brosnan and Lee, 1998; Durndell and Haag, 2002;
Tsai et a!., 2001).
On the other hand, the findings of other studies revealed that females had more positive
attitudes than males (e.g. Siann et aL, 1990), whereas other studies found negligible
differences (see for example Scott and Rockwell, 1997; Shapka and Ferrari, 2003).
According to Shashaani and Khalili (2001), these gender differences in attitudes exist
because "men and women confront computers in different ways and with different
perceptions, based on social expectations from significant others including parents,
teachers, and peer groups" (pp. 365-366).
Previous studies have shown that the teaching experience of teachers may have an effect
on their attitudes towards computers (Martin and Lundstrom, 1988; McCoy and
Haggard, 1989, in Grunberg and Summers 1992). Therefore, Part I collected
information about the teaching and computer experiences of the teachers. This section
also included questions relating to the age group of the classes and the number of pupils
using ICT, as well as the number of pupils in these classes.
4.6.1.1.2 Computer knowledge
As we have seen in Chapter 2, the ICT knowledge and skills of teachers is one of the
factors influencing the integration of ICT in teaching (see for example Pelgmm and
Plomp, 1991; Pelgrum, 2001). Therefore, in this study, several questions were asked to
elicit the teachers' perceptions of their basic ICT knowledge and skills. The
questionnaire included a self rating scale consisting of 32 items about ICT knowledge
and skills, which were identified from the Greek Ministry of Education's initial ICT
training programme for all educators' in primary and secondary education (Greek
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Ministry of Education, 2000). The computer knowledge section also includes questions
used by previous studies, which had used questionnaires to measure the knowledge and
skills of teachers in ICT (Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991; Preston et al., 2000, Cox, 1997).
This section of the questionnaire consisted of four categories of questions and items. The
first category included two general questions. The first question referred to the
knowledge concerning computers and was measured on a 5-point scale (1 =none, 2=a
little, 3=average, 4=quite a lot, 5=a lot). The second general question referred to the
knowledge of computer program use and was measured also on a 5-point scale (1no
good, 2=weak, 3=average, 4=quite good, 5=very good). These questions were derived
from the questionnaire of the study conducted by Cox (1997), "The effects of
Information Technology on Students' Motivation" completed by 442 students.
The second category included 10 items that referred to knowledge concerning computers
(i.e "I know the difference between 'RAM' and 'ROM'). These items were taken from
the questionnaire used in the study by Pelgrum and Plomp (1991) which had been
administered to teachers in 22 educational systems. According to Pelgrum and Plomp
(1991), the validity of these items was tested in a pilot study in England and the Federal
Republic of Germany and high correlations were found between the items. In the present
study, in order to avoid neutral responses, the 5-point Likert Scale used in the above two
general questions was modified to a 4-point scale (1=none, 2 =a little, 3= quite a lot, 4=a
lot). Teachers had to specify their level of responses to each item.
The third category included 10 items that referred to the respondents' ICT abilities (i.e.
"I can download files from e-mail or the World Wide Web"). The majority of these
items were used in the study of Preston et at., (2000). The fourth category included items
that referred to the ability of using computers in teaching (i.e. "Using educational
software with pupils in pairs or groups"). The items of the third and fourth categories
were measured on a 4 point scale (l =not at all, 2a little, 3=well, 4very well) for the
reason mentioned above.
4.6.1.1.3 Personal use of computers
Recent research of 2,558 teachers in England that was carried out by BECTA (Becta,
2001) found that teachers' personal access to ICT at home and mainly their personal
ownership of a computer had a substantial impact on their teaching, as well as on their
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skills. For instance, 94% of respondents reported that the personal ownership of a
computer "had increased their confidence to use ICT to support teaching and learning
substantially" (ibid. p. 4). In this study a section in the Teacher Questionnaire about
personal use of computers at home was included to determine if this had influenced
teachers' frequency of ICT use in their teaching, as well as their attitudes towards
computers. These included questions on type of computers, use at home, how often they
used computers and how long, as well as whether they use the Internet or had e-mail and
how often they checked it.
4.6.1.1.4 Use of computers in school and using the Internet in teaching
In Section 4 and 5 of the Teacher's Questionnaire, teachers were asked a number of
questions about ICT use in their teaching. In order to investigate the frequency of ICT
use in teaching in the 72 Greek primary schools, teachers were asked to indicate their
frequency of use for each of 15 forms of ICT in teaching in the last three months. These
questions were also used in order to assess the teachers' past behaviour in ICT use as
part of the TRA and TPB. These questions are presented and discussed in detail in Part 2
of the Teacher's Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.1.2.6 and Appendix Al).
Previous studies, for example Reinen and Plomp (1993), have shown that years of
experience with computers is an important factor in the process of integrating computers
in teaching. Therefore in this study, teachers were asked to indicate the number of years
that they used each of 17 forms of ICT in their teaching. The hypothesis of this study
was that the frequency of computer use in teaching is correlated with the number of
years the teacher works with computers.
4.6.1.1.5 Use of computers in subject teaching
Teachers were asked several questions about the use of ICT in their teaching. Firstly,
teachers were asked to indicate how often they used ICT in their teaching in the
following subjects: mathematics, science, mother tongue, creative arts, religious studies,
history, social studies, geography, ICT as separate lesson. Their answers were measured
on a 5-point scale (l=none, 2=about an hour each month, 3=about an hour each week,
4several hours a week, 5=every day). Secondly, teachers were asked to indicate the
type of software that they used in the above subjects.
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4.6.1.1.6 Staff development training
As we have seen in Chapter 2, professional development training plays an essential role
in the integration of ICT in teaching (e.g. Rhodes and Cox, 1990; Pelgrum and Plomp,
1991; Preston et al., 2000). Therefore, in this section of the teacher's questionnaire a
number of questions about ICT training were included in order to investigate if this had
influenced the frequency of use of ICT in teaching as well as teachers' attitudes towards
computers. More specifically, teachers were asked to indicate the type, length and
location of the ICT course attended. The type of ICT training was identified in five
different types: initial awareness course, short special course, advanced course, working
conference, longer award bearing course. In order to investigate the length of ICT
training, teachers were asked to indicate the number of hours of courses attended in four
different locations of training (in my school, in university, LEA Centre, public and
private institutes).
4.6.1.1.7 Computer support
Previous studies showed that the introduction and implementation of ICT by the teachers
depended on the support and assistance provided by the education executives as far as
acquisition of software and hardware is concerned as well as matters having to do with
their training (e.g. Fullan, 1992; Pelgrum and Plomp 1991; 1993). Therefore, 18
questions were used in Section 8 of the Teacher's Questionnaire in order to find out the
support provided to the teachers by the head teacher, the school counsellor and the
district officer in the introduction and implementation of computers.
The questions in Section 8 referred to the support in hardware (e.g. "Support for the
acquisition of hardware for teaching purposes"), software (e.g. "Upgrading applications
package"), organisationladministration (e.g. "Technical assistance") and curriculum
applications (e.g. "How to organize pupils in the classroom"). In these categories,
teachers were asked to assess the support provided by the three executives above,
assessing it on a five-point scale (1=none, 2=little, 3average, 4=quite a lot, 5=a lot).
4.6.1.2	 Teacher's Questionnaire: Part 2
4.6.1.2.1 The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB)
As we have seen in Section 4.2, one of the objectives of this study was to investigate the
influence of a) attitude toward the behaviour, b) subjective norm c) and perceived
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behavioural control on teachers' intention to engage in using ICT in their teaching
during the three months following the survey. A number of questions according to the
TRA and TPB were used in Part 2 of the Teacher's Questionnaire.
This part of the questionnaire was designed and constructed based on the methodology
described by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, P. 261) and Ajzen (2002). Additionally, a
review of the literature, on studies having used the TRA' and the TPB 2, was carried out,
in order to study the methodology of questionnaire design implemented in previous
studies. Finally, as we have seen in Section 4.5.2.1, in order to construct the final version
of this part of the questionnaire a pilot study was conducted (see Phase 2).
According to the TPB, "the behaviour of interest is defined in terms of its Target,
Action, Context, and Time (TACT) elements" (Ajzen, 2002, p. 2). In the questionnaire
of this study, "Using" is the action, "Information Communication Technology" (ICT) is
the target, "in my teaching" is the context, and "during the next three months" is the time
element. The final version of the questionnaire consisted of direct and indirect measures
of the variables of the TPB. Direct measures included items measuring behaviour,
intention, attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control. Indirect measures included behavioural beliefs and evaluation of outcome,
normative beliefs and motivation to comply, control beliefs and power of the different
control beliefs.
In each component of the TRA and TPB, the items which were used for the direct and
indirect measures (except the behaviour items) were scored from 1 to 7 and averaged.
This study used the 7-point scale because according to Ajzen, the format of this scale is
based on work with the semantic differential which found 7 points to be optimal (see
2004, http://www-unix.oit.umass.edu/--aizenI) . This scale has been used in numerous
TPB studies with various samples and has been found to have generated high reliability
coefficients (Cronbach's alpha) (see Armitage and Conner, 2001) The higher scores
indicated a stronger intention, attitude toward the behaviour and perceived
behavioural control to use ICT in teaching during the following three months. The final
version of the questionnaire measured the constructs described in the following sections.
See for example: Norwich and Duncan, 1990; Norwich and Jaeger, 1989; Crawley and Coe. 1990;
Koballa, 1986: Koballa, 1988; Karahanna et at., 1999.
2 See for example: Crawley, 1990; Crawley and Black, 1992; Haney et at., 1996; Randall, 1994; Chang,
1998; Astrom and Mangosi. 2000.
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4.6.1.2.2 Intention
Three different 7-point scales were used to assess teachers' intentions to use ICT in their
teaching during the following three months (extremely unlikely/extremely likely,
definitely true/definitely false, strongly disagree/strongly agree). Most specifically, the
three intentions scales were formulated as follows:
a) I intend to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months: (extremely
unlikely/extremely likely).
b) I will use ICT in my teaching during the next three months: (definitely true/definitely
false).
c) I plan to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months: (strongly
agree/strongly disagree).
4.6.1.2.3 Attitudes towards the behaviour
The attitudes towards the behaviour were assessed using a semantic differential scale.
Teachers were presented with the item: "For me using ICT in my teaching during the
next three months is...". Five pairs of adjectives (harmful/beneficial,
pleasant/unpleasant, goodlbad, worthless/valuable, enjoyable/unenjoyable) were rated
each on a 7-point scale.
4.6.1.2.4 Subjective norm
Five 7-point scales were also used to assess subjective norms. These scales were:
a) Most people who are important to me think that I should/I should not use ICT in my
teaching during the next three months.
b) It is expected of me that I use ICT in my teaching during the next three months:
(extremely likely/extremely unlikely).
c) The people in my life, whose opinions I value, would approve/disapprove my using
ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
d) Most people who are important to me use ICT in their work place: (completely
true/completely false).
e) The people in my life whose opinions I value use/do not use ICT in their work place.
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4.6.1.2.5 Perceived behavioural control
Four 7-point adjective scales were used to measure perceived behavioural control. These
scales were:
a) For me using ICT in my teaching during the next three months would be: very
difficult/very easy.
b) If I wanted to, I could easily use ICT in my teaching during the next three months:
definitely true/definitely false.
c) How much control do you believe you have over using ICT in your teaching during
the next three months? no control/complete control.
d) It is mostly up to me whether or not I use ICT in my teaching during the next three
months: strongly agree/strongly disagree.
4.6.1.2.6 Behaviour
In order to assess the predictors in the TRA and TPB, the questionnaire also inquired
into the respondents' past behaviour by asking them how often they had used ICT in
their teaching in the past three months (i.e. March-June 2002) (see Section 4.6.7).
Fifteen forms of ICT were listed: Word processing, Spreadsheets, Databases, Desk-top
publishing, Presentation software, Art/graphics software, Modelling, Measurement and
control, Subject specific software, Multimedia Encyclopedias (CD-ROM), Music
composition software, Logo, Simulations, Educational games and Utilities (calculator,
calendar, etc.). The response alternatives were: (lnever), (2 =about an hour each
month), (3=about an hour each week), (4=several hours a week), and (5=more than an
hour a day). This 5-point scale was used in most studies that investigate the use of ICT
in teaching. For instance this scale was used by Preston et aL, (2000) to measure
teachers' frequency of ICT use in their teaching.
In order to develop indirect measures of the TRA and TPB, as we have seen in Section
4.5.2.1, a pilot study was conducted. The following behavioural, normative and control
beliefs were initially derived from responses to open ended questions in pilot
questionnaires (see Appendix E).
4.6.1.2.7 Behavioural beliefs
The items developed for behavioural beliefs were based on information from the pilot
study (see Phase 2, Section 4.5.2.1) and many of them were adopted from items used in
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a previous study (see Preston et a!., 2000). More specifically 34 behavioural beliefs were
identified from the pilot study. For example, some of these were: "enriching my pupils
knowledge", "helping the weak pupils to improve", "helping pupils to find a job easier
in future", "making the lessons more enjoyable", "restricting my role as a teacher",
"helping school to implement other innovations" (see Teacher Questionnaire, on
Appendix Al). For each of the 34 behavioural beliefs two items were designed, one a
personal belief about the connection between the consequence and performance of the
behaviour (behavioural belief strength) and one an evaluation of the consequence
(outcome evaluation). According to Ajzen (2002), "the belief strengths and outcome
evaluations for the different accessible beliefs provide substantive information about the
attitudinal consideration that guide people's decisions to engage or not to engage in the
behaviour under consideration" (ibid, p. 9). Participants rated the items on a 7-point
scale ranging from I to 7 ("extremely unlikely" to "extremely likely" for the behavioural
belief strength and "extremely bad" to "extremely good" for the outcome evaluation).
For example: "Using ICT in my teaching during the next three months will enrich my
pupils knowledge: extremely unlikely/extremely likely", (behavioural belief strength)
"Enriching my pupils' knowledge is: extremely badlextremely good" (outcome
evaluation). The 34 items in behavioural belief strength and in outcome evaluation
contained nine negative statements. These questionnaire items were the following: 8, 18,
19, 20, 23, 24, 27, 29, and 30 (see Teacher Questionnaire, Appendix Al).
4.6.1.2.8 Normative beliefs
Normative beliefs were related to 12 referents (i.e. persons/organisations). These were
the following: "head teacher", "school counsellor", "district officer", "parents'
association", "pupils", "colleagues", "Ministry of Education", "private computer
companies", "Pedagogical Institute", "Universities", "local authorities (Municipality,
Prefecture)', and the "Greek primary teachers' federation". For each of the above 12
referents two items were used, one about normative belief strength and the other about
motivation to comply.
Responses were measured using a 7-point scale; for instance: Normative belief strength:
"My head teacher thinks that I should/I should not use ICT in my teaching during the
next three months". Motivation to comply: "Generally speaking, how much do you want
to do what your head teacher thinks you should do? (not at all/very much).
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4.6.1.2.9 Control beliefs
Twenty items measuring specific control beliefs about ICT use were developed based on
the results of the pilot study (see Phase 2, Section 4.5.2.1). Many of these items were
adopted from the study of Pelgrum and Plomp (1991). Some of the control beliefs were:
"sufficient number of computers and peripherals"; "enough software for teaching
purposes"; "technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers"; "adequate
financial support"; "a small number of pupils in my class"; "enough computer time for
my class"; "computer support from head teacher", "access to the Internet" and
"sufficient training opportunities" (see Teacher Questionnaire, on Appendix Al).
Items concerning control beliefs about the facilitators and inhibitors for the behaviour
were measured using a 7-point scale ranging from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly
agree" (7). For example "I expect that a sufficient number of computers and peripherals
(e.g. printer) will be available in my school during the next three months: strongly
disagree/strongly agree". Items concerning the power of each control belief were
measured on a 7-point scale ranging from "much more difficult" (1) to "much easier"
(7). For instance "The availability of a sufficient number of computers and peripherals
(e.g. printer) at my school during the next three months would make it much more
difficult/much easier for me to use ICT in my teaching".
4.6.1.3 Teacher's Questionnaire: Part 3
4.6.1.3.1 Attitudes towards computers
In order to measure teachers' attitudes towards computers, 62 attitude items were used in
Part 3 of the questionnaires in the main study. These items were identified in the pilot
study (see Section 4.5.2.3) and were derived from previous studies that were presented
in Table 4.1. The names of the attitudes' subscales that were used in the questionnaire
are presented in Table 4.4 below. These subscales were discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
In order to measure educators' attitudes towards computers a 5-point Likert scale
(Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) was used. The 5-point scale used in this study
because according to Oppenheim (2000), the 5-point Likert scale has a number of
advantages. One of these is the fact that "the greater range of answers permitted to
respondents, is often higher than that of corresponding Thurstone scales; a reliability
coefficient of .85 is often achieved" (ibid, p. 200). The Likert scale also has other
advantages, which make it worth being used. Among those is that Likert scales "provide
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more precise information about the respondent's degree of agreement or disagreement"
and also that "it becomes possible to include items whose manifest content is not
obviously related to the attitude in question, enabling subtler and deeper ramifications of
an attitude to be explored" (ibid, p. 200).
Table 4.4 - Computer attitude subscales and the number of i/ems that used in the main
study.
Nole: '- These items have negative wording.
In this study positively and negatively worded items were included in the 62 items (see
Table 4.4). Teachers' were asked to read the 62 attitudes items, then circle the scale
number that indicated the degree to which they either agreed or disagreed with the item.
For example, for the item: "In-service training courses about computers should be made
compulsory", the educator would then respond by circling either: 1 Strongly Disagree,
2=Disagree, 3Undecided, 4=Agree, 5Strongly Agree.
4.6.2 The Head Teacher Questionnaire
The head teacher questionnaire (see Appendix B 1) was designed in order:
> to gather data on the current levels of ICT use in primary schools (i.e. number of
teaching staff and pupils that used ICT for teaching purposes, how long their
schools have been using ICT for administrative and teaching purposes,
availability of hardware and software);
to identify head teachers' computer using for personal and educational purposes
(purposes of using, frequency of use, training, computer support and type of
support, computer knowledge);
> to measure head teachers' attitudes towards computers;
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> to measure the effects of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on head teachers' intention and behaviour to
engage in supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools during the next three
months.
The head teacher questionnaire had three parts (see Table 4.5). Part 1 included nine
sections to collect personal information about the head teacher, his/her kind of computer
use and frequency of using a computer at his/her home, his/her computer
knowledge, his/her training on computers, the support he/she provides for the
introduction and implementation of computers at school as well as information
concerning hardware and software at school, the computer use for school administration.
Part 2 included sections about head teachers' attitudes towards the behaviour, subjective
norm, and perceived behavioural control. Part 3 referred to his/her attitudes towards
computers.
As for the information collection by the head teachers about the above sections of the
questionnaire, similar questions to those existing in the teacher questionnaire were used
(see Section 4.6.1.1). These were Sections 1, 5, 6 and 7. The reasons for using these
particular sections in the Head Teacher Questionnaire were mentioned in the relevant
sections of the Teacher Questionnaire. For example, the data about the demographic
information, the computer knowledge, the personal use of computers and the staff
development training, were collected in order to investigate if these had influenced the
attitudes of head teachers towards computers.
Moreover, there were new sections in the head teacher questionnaire. These and the
reasons for use are discussed below. The main sections of the Head Teacher
Questionnaire are presented and discussed in the following sections.
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Table 4.5 - Main sec/ions of the Head Teacher Questionnaire.
	° 	 NumberTitle of section	 Type of information requested
of items
-	 Name, sex, age, name of the school, contact
address/fax/telephone/e-mail address, degree(s) and	 10I	 Personal information qualification(s), years of teaching experience, years as a
head teacher at this school. 	 _________
Characteristics of school (urban, rural etc.), number of
teaching staff number of pupils, area's characteristics in
	
2	 General information	 which pupils live, school's use of computers (years of	 10
about your school	 use, type of use), number of teaching staff and pupils
that used computers in their teaching, Internet school
P	 connection, school web site.
	
A -
	 Hardware and other 	 Types of hardware, numbers of computers, location of 4R 3 equipment	 hardware.
	
T 4
	 Software	 Type of software for teaching and administration. 	 20
i	 Ability of using hardware and software, technical
	
Computer experience 	
computer knowledge and the use of computers in	 32
and knowledge
- _____________________ teaching.	 _________
	
6	 Personal use of	 Access to a computer, ownership, type of computer,	 24
computers	 frequency of use, number of years used, Internet uses.
	
7	 Staff development	 Types and hours of courses attended, location of 25training	 training.	 _________
	
8	 Using computers for
administration	 Computer use, frequency and years of use. 	 3
	
9	 Computer support	 Computer support and type of support, school's projects	 21
- 1	 Intention	 Intention to support the uptake of [CT. 	 3
	




Social support for engaging in supporting the uptake of
A	 Subjective norm	 ICT.	 ________R —
T	 4	 Perceived behavioural	 Perceptions of individual control to support the uptake
control	 of ICT.
2	 5	 Behavioural beliefs	 Advantages and disadvantages of supporting the uptake
	
(behavioural belief




6	 Normative beliefs	 Individuals or groups who approve or disapprove
(normative belief 	 supporting the uptake of [CT. 	 24
strength and motivation
to_comp ly)	 ____________________________________________ ________
	
7	 Control beliefs (control Factors or circumstances, which make supporting the
	
belief strength and	 uptake of [CT more difficult or easier.	 40
controlbelief power) ___________________________________________________ _________
I) Computer anxiety, 2) computer confidence, 3)A
R	 Attitudes towards	 computer	 usefulness,	 4)	 computerliking/enthusiasm/enjoyment, 5) attitudes towards email, 	 62T	 computers	 6) educational impact, 7) social impact, and 8) training
needs.
	
Total number of items	 362
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4.6.2.1	 Head Teacher's Questionnaire: Part 1
4.6.2.1.1 General information about your school
Section 2, as shown in Table 4.5, included questions aimed at collecting information
about the type of school, its geographical position, the number of teaching staff, the
number of pupils and the area where they live. In addition, it aimed to collect
information about the type and the years of computer use in school and finally, whether
the school had access to the Internet and had created a website. Previous studies showed
that many of the above factors affect the uptake of ICT. Jo (1996), for example, in his
study concerning the computer use in Korean schools, found that the schools located in
urban areas possessed more computers compared to those in rural areas, while those in
rural areas possessed more software than those in urban areas. Moreover, in an earlier
study it was found that the teachers of urban schools had broader knowledge about
computers in relation to the teachers of rural areas (Mitchell, 1985, in Dupagne and
Krendl, 1992). Section 2 was to find out the kinds of ICT use for administration work,
such as correspondence, time-tabling, worksheets, assessment and pupils records.
4.6.2.1.2 Hardware and other equipment
Previous research, for example Pelgrum (2001) and Pelgrum and Anderson (2001),
found that the availability and quality of hardware was a major condition for integrating
ICT in schools (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3.5). More specifically, with regard to
hardware among the factors that influence the integration of ICT in schools are the
number of computers and peripherals that are available for administrative and teaching
purposes, the type and the age of computers, their availability in multimedia facilities,
their location, their connection to an internal network as well as to the Internet.
Therefore, in this study a section is included in the head teacher questionnaire about the
availability of hardware and other equipment for teaching and administrative purposes
(e.g. number, types, age of computers, location, and connection to the Internet).
4.6.2.1.3 Software
As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.5), the uptake of ICT in schools is not
only affected by the availability of hardware for teaching purposes but also by the
quality and quantity of software. In order to investigate the availability of software in the
72 Greek primary schools, their head teachers were asked to indicate the type of
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software that was available for teaching and administrative purposes (see Head Teacher
Questionnaire, on Appendix B 1).
4.6.2.1.4 Using computers for administration
Section 8 was designed to investigate whether and how often head teachers made use of
computers in school administration. It was hypothesised that computer use by the head
teachers in this study might affect their attitudes towards computers.
4.6.2.1.5 Computer support
In Section 9, the questions devised aimed to investigate the support provided by the head
teachers as far as the introduction and implementation of computers in their schools is
concerned. Head teachers were mainly asked to indicate what kind of support they
provide in matters relating to hardware, software, organisation/administration and
curriculum applications assessing it as (lnone), (2=little), (3=average), (4=quite a lot)
(5=a lot). Earlier studies have proved that the assistance and support provided by
education executives, including head teachers, in the aforementioned matters is very
significant in the uptake of ICT (Akker et al., 1992). These questions were also used in
order to assess the head teachers' past behaviour in ICT support as part of the TRA and
TPB in Stage 2 (June 2002) (see Section 4.6.7). These questions are presented and
discussed in detail in the second part of the Head Teacher's Questionnaire (see Section
4.6.2.2.6). Finally, in Section 9, the head teachers were asked to mention whether their
school had participated in projects aimed at helping pupils and teachers with using
computers.
4.6.2.2 Head Teacher's Questionnaire: Part 2
Part 2 of the head teacher's questionnaire was designed in order to determine the factors
which influence the intention and behaviour of head teachers to support the uptake of
ICT in their school. The questions that used to measure the TPB were similar to
questions used in Teachers' Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.1.2).
4.6.2.2.1 The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB)
As already mentioned in the Teacher's Questionnaire, in Section 4.6.1.2.1, according to
the TRA and TPB, the behaviour of interest must be carefully specified in terms of its
action, target, context, and time elements. In the head teacher questionnaire,
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"Supporting" is the action, "the uptake of Information Communication Technology" is
the target, "in my school" is the context, "during the next three months" is the time
element. More specifically, the behaviour "Supporting the uptake of ICT in my school
during the next three months" was used in order to investigate the effect of head
teachers' attitudes as far as the support for the uptake of ICT is concerned. It also
investigated the effect of their attitudes on the persons who possibly approve or
disapprove of the head teachers' support for ICT, as well as the factors which facilitate
or prevent head teachers from supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools.
The design of the questionnaire was made, as in the Teacher's Questionnaire (see
Section 4.6.1.2) according to the TRA (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980) and the TPB (Ajzen,
2002) (see Chapter 3, Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.3). In addition, in order to develop the final
version of the questionnaire a pilot study was conducted in Phase 2 (see Section 4.5.2.1).
The intention, the subjective norm and the perceived behavioural control were measured
directly using the same scales used in the Teacher's Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.1.2).
4.6.2.2.2 Intention
The intention of head teachers to support the uptake of ICT in their schools was
measured using three 7-point scales (extremely unlikely/extremely likely, definitely
true/definitely false, strongly disagree/strongly agree). For example one of the intention
scale was as follows: "I intend to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next
three months: (extremely unlikely/extremely likely)".
4.6.2.2.3 Attitude toward the behaviour
Head teachers' attitudes towards the behaviour was assessed using a semantic
differential scale. Head teachers were presented with the item: "For me to support the
uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months is...". Five pairs of adjectives
were rated each on a 7-point scale (harmful/beneficial, pleasant/unpleasant, good/bad,
worthless/valuable, enj oyable/unenj oyable).
4.6.2.2.4 Subjective norm
Five different 7-point scales were used in order to measure head teachers' subjectives
norms (I should/I should not, extremely likely/extremely unlikely, approve/disapprove,
completely true/completely false, support/do not support). For example the first
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subjective norm scale of the questionnaire was formulated as follow. "It is expected of
me that (I should/I should not support) the uptake of ICT in my school during the next
three months".
4.6.2.2.5 Perceived behavioural control
To assess head teachers' perceived behavioural control four different 7-point scales were
used. One of the four perceived behavioural control scale was the following. "For me to
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months would be
(impossible/possible).
4.6.2.2.6 Behaviour
In order to assess the behaviour using the same TRA and TPB, as for the teachers, head
teachers were asked to indicate the kind of support they provided to their schools for the
development in the use of computers in education in the previous three months (i.e.
March-June 2002, see Section 4.6.7). Twenty kinds of support were listed which were
related to hardware (i.e. "Support for acquisition of hardware for teaching purposes"),
software (i.e. "Support for acquisition of new software for teaching purposes"),
organization/administration (i.e. "Technical assistance to teachers") and curriculum
applications (i.e. "How teachers should use computers in specific subjects"). The
response alternatives were (1none), (2little), (3=average), (4quite a lot), (5=a lot).
As we have seen in Section 4.5.2.1, in order to develop indirect measures a pilot study
was conducted in Phase 2. The indirect measures included 36 behavioural beliefs items,
12 normative belief items and 20 control belief items. These beliefs items are discussed
below.
4.6.2.2.7 Behavioural beliefs
As mentioned above, 36 behavioural beliefs were identified in the pilot study conducted
in Phase 2 (see Section 4.5.2.1). From these, 34 beliefs were similar to the behavioural
beliefs used in the Teacher Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.1.2.7). Two additional
behavioural beliefs that were identified were the following: a) "Supporting the uptake of
ICT in my school during the next three months will give me more prestige" and b)
"Supporting the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months will cause me
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stress". The 36 behavioural beliefs were measured using the same scales used in the
Teacher's Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.1.2.7).
4.6.2.2.8 Normative beliefs
The pilot study had identified twelve normative referents (i.e. persons/organisations)
(see Head Teacher Questionnaire, Appendix B 1). With respect to each of these twelve
referents, two items were used. The first item was used in order to assess the normative
belief strength (i.e. "Head teachers of other schools think that I should/I should not
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months") and the second
item to assess the motivation to comply (i.e. "Generally speaking, how much do you
want to do what head teachers of other schools think you should do? not at all/very
much").
4.6.2.2.9 Control beliefs
Twenty items were included to assess indirectly the control beliefs, in addition to the
four items that assessed perceived behavioural control directly (see Section 4.6.2.2.5).
These control beliefs were similar with those that were used in the Teacher's
Questionnaire and were measured in a similar way to that mentioned in Section
4.6.1.2.9.
The next section presents and discusses the District Officer and the School Counsellor
Questionnaire.
4.6.3 The District Officer and School Counsellor Questionnaire
The questionnaires for the district officers and schools counsellors (see Appendices CI
and Dl) were designed in order:
> to gather general information about their schools (number of schools, number of
teaching staff, geographical characteristics) as well as data for the level of ICT
use in their schools (numbers of schools using computers, purposes of use,
computer support and type of support, using computers for administration,
problems in using computers in teaching),
> to identify district officers and school counsellors using computers for personal
and administrative purposes (purposes of use, frequency of use, number of years
used, Internet uses),
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to measure the effects of the attitude towards the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on district officers' and school counsellors'
intention and behaviour to engage in supporting the uptake of ICT in their
schools during the following three months.
The questionnaires had three parts (see Tables 4.6 and 4.7). Part I and 3 of the
questionnaires consisted of questions already discussed in the Teacher's and Head
Teacher's Questionnaires (see Section 4.6.1 and Section 4.6.2).
4.6.3.1 The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour
(TPB)
The TRA and TPB were also used to examine the influence of attitude towards the
behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control, on district officers' and
school counsellors' intentions to support the uptake of ICT in schools of their district
during the next three months. The content of the questionnaire, which was designed to
investigate the intention and behaviour of district officers and school counsellors to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools, was the same as the Head Teacher's
Questionnaire (see Section 4.6.2.2). The reasons for using particular sections in the
district officer and school counsellor questionnaire were mentioned in the relevant
sections of the Head Teacher's Questionnaire. The only difference to be found between
the questionnaire for the district officers as well as school counsellors and the one for
head teachers is the target of behaviour: "in the schools of my district".
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Table 4.6 - Main sec/ions of the District Q/JIcer Questionnaire.
NumberTitle of section	 Type of information requested
of items
Name, sex, age, name of the school, contact
address/fax/telephone/e-mail address, degree(s) andI	 Personal information 	 10qualification(s), years of teaching experience, years as a
- ________________________ district officer at this district.
Characteristics of schools (urban, rural etc.), number of
General information schools, number of teaching staff, number of pupils in the2 8
about your district	 schools, school's use of computers, Internet district office
____________________ connection, district office web site.
P	 3	
Computer experience Ability to use hardware and software, technical computer 32
and knowledge	 knowledge and the use of computers in teaching.	 ________
A - _____________ __________________________________ ______
R	 4	 Personal	 use	 of Access to a computer, ownership, type of computer,	 24
T	 computers	 frequency of use, number of years used. Internet uses.
5	 Staff development Types and hours of courses attended, location of training.	 25
i -	 training	 _____________________________________________________ _________
6	 Using computers for Computer use, frequency and years of use.
	 3
-	 administration
7	 Computer support	 Computer support and type of support, district's projects, 22training programmes.
1	 Intention	 Intention to support the uptake of ICT.
	 3








Perceived	 Perceptions of individual control to support the uptake ofT 4
	 4behavioural control 	 ICT.
2	 Behavioural beliefs 	 Advantages and disadvantages of supporting the uptake




Normative beliefs	 Individuals or groups who approve or disapprove
(normative belief
	 supporting the uptake of Id.




Control beliefs	 Factors or circumstances, which make supporting the
(control belief





I) Computer anxiety, 2) computer confidence, 3)A
R	 Attitudes towards	 computer	 usefulness,	 4)	 computer
T	 computers	 liking/enthusiasm/enjoyment, 5) attitudes towards email, 	 626) educational impact, 7) social impact, and 8) training
needs.
.L_ ______ _________________ ___
	




Table 4.7- Main sec/ions of/he School Counsellor Questionnaire.
NumberTitle of section	 Type of information requested	
of items
cI
Name, sex, age, name of the school, contact
address/fax/telephone/e-mail address, degree(s) andI	 Personal information	 10qualification(s), years of teaching experience, years as a
- _____________________ district officer at this district.
Characteristics of schools (urban, rural etc.), number of
2	 General information schools, number of teaching staff, number of pupils in the 8
about your district 	 schools, school's use of computers, Internet district office
____________________ connection, district office web site.
A	 3	
Computer experience Ability to use hardware and software, technical computer
	 32
and knowledge	 knowledge and the use of computers in teaching.
	 ________
Personal	 use	 of Access to a computer, ownership, type of computer, 	 24R 4
computers	 frequency of use, number of years used, Internet uses.
T	 Staff development	 Types and hours of courses attended, location of training. 	 25training_____________________________________________________ _________





Computer support and type of support, district's projects, 	 22training programmes.
	
Intention	 Intention to support the uptake of ICT.
	 3
P	 Attitude toward the	 District officers' evaluation of supporting the uptake of 52	 behaviour	 Id.	 _________
A - _____________ __________________________________ ______




4	 Perceived	 Perceptions of individual control to support the uptake ofbehavioural control
	
id.T-
Behavioural beliefs	 Advantages and disadvantages of supporting the uptake
(behavioural belief 	 of ICT. 725





Individuals or groups who approve or disapprove
(normative belief
	
supporting the uptake of Id.




Control beliefs	 Factors or circumstances, which make supporting the
(control belief
	
uptake of ICT more difficult or easier.	 407
strength and control
beliefpower)	 ________________________________________________________ __________
I) Computer anxiety, 2) computer confidence, 3)A
R	 Attitudes towards	 computer	 usefulness,	 4)	 computer
T	 computers	 iikinenthusiasm/enjoyment, 5) attitudes towards email,	 626) educational impact, 7) social impact, and 8) training
needs.
	
Total number of items	 337
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4.6.4 The interviews
Sixteen semi-structured interviews with educators (six with teachers, four with head
teachers, three with district officers and three with school counsellors) were conducted
over Stage I (March-May 2002) of Phase 3, in order to elicit information about the
uptake of ICT in their schools, as well as their attitudes towards computers.
According to Cohen et al., (2000), in semi-structured interviews the questions are
normally specified, but the interviewer is free to probe, flexible in asking additional and
follow up questions as and when unexpected and interesting information is revealed
during the interview. The interviewer seeks clarification and elaboration on the answers
given. This enables the interviewer to have greater discretion to probe beyond the
answers and thus enter into a dialogue with the interviewee, offering invitations for
expansion on issues raised (see Cohen et at., 2000).
Four interview schedules were drawn up; one for teachers (Schedule A, see Appendix
F), one for head teachers (Schedule B, see Appendix F), one for district officers
(Schedule C, see Appendix F) and one for school counsellors (Schedule D, see
Appendix F). Interviews were 15 to 25 minutes in duration and were conducted in the
participant's work place. All interviews were conducted in Greek and were audio
recorded. As it was mentioned in Section 4.3.1.2 interview data were mainly collected to
verify or explain the survey data. However, as is shown in chapters 6, 7 and 8 there was
extensive and sufficient evidence from the survey data not to require analyzing the
interviews' data.
4.6.5 Validity and reliability of questionnaires measures
One of the objectives of the analysis of data (see Section 4.7.6) was to provide evidence
for the validity and reliability of the developed scales and subscales used in Teacher,
Head Teacher, District Officer and School Counsellor Questionnaire, including the
attitudes towards computers scale, the knowledge about computers scale and the TRA
and TPB scales. This objective was examined with content validity of the questionnaire
and the Cronbachs coefficient alpha.
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4.6.5.1 Content validity
Content validity of the questionnaire was established through the adoption of validated
instruments by other researchers in the literature. For example in Part 1 of the
questionnaires the section about the frequency of ICT at home (see for example, The
Teacher Questionnaire, in Appendix Al) as well as in work place was derived by the
questionnaire used in previous study by Preston, et al., (2000). In addition, the attitudes
items towards computers that used in this study were derived by previous education
studies and reported high validity and reliability (see Chapter 3, Section 3.4).
Furthermore, experts in the seminars of the King's College London and a number of
teachers and head teachers studied the questionnaires and evaluated the level of
relevance, clearness and conciseness. A number of suggestions were made concerning
the wording of several items and the overall structure of the questionnaire, and these
suggestions were incorporated into the revised versions.
Finally, the questionnaires pilot-tested with six head teachers, five district officers, five
school counsellors and 20 teachers during the pilot study. The purpose of the pilot study
was to gain additional feedback about the questionnaire instrument. Respondents were
asked to provide any comments on the questionnaire content and structure. Overall, the
respondents indicated that the questionnaires were relatively clear and easy to compete.
Regarding the content validity items of the TRA and TPI3 the following steps were
conducted. Firstly, items concerning behaviour, intention, attitude toward the behaviour,
subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control were based on the original Theory of
Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour. Secondly, a pilot study was
conducted with teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in order
to elicit their behavioural, normative and control beliefs. These beliefs were used to
develop the indirect measures for the a) behavioural belief strength and outcome
evaluation, b) normative belief strength and motivation to comply and c) control belief
strength and control belief power, used in the main study. This procedure is consistent
with the recommendations of Ajzen (2002).
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4.6.5.2 Internal consistency reliability
The reliability was examined with Cronbach's coefficient alpha (see Section 4.7.6)'.
Tables 4.8-4.12, below present the alpha coefficients for each scale and subscale of the
four questionnaires and show on average high levels of reliability, using the results for
the main study (see Chapters 6-8).
Table 4.8 shows that the alpha coefficients for each subscale and the total scale for
teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors knowledge about
computers were all above .90 indicating very high levels of internal consistency.
Table 4.8 - Internal consistency reliabilities fir knowledge about computers scales.
Knowledge	 Number of	 Teachers	 Head	 District	 School
items	 (n=181)	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
______________________ ___________ ____________ 	 (n=72)	 (n=43)	 (n=47)
Knowledge concerning	 10	 .94	 .96	 .95	 .95
computers____________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ____________
ICT abilities	 10	 .94	 .99	 .97	 .97
Ability	 of	 using	 10	 94
computersin teaching	 ____________ _____________
Total	 30	 .97
Cronbach's alpha coefficients for the ICT personal use scale, in Table 4.9 ranged
between .74 and .82. These alpha coefficients show that the nine items of personal ICT
use were relative high consistent. In addition the Cronbach's alpha for the items of
teachers ICT use was also relative high (.85) (non-presented in the table).
Table 4.9 - Internal consistency reliabilities for frequency qf ICT at home
scales.
Number of	 Teachers	 Head	 District	 School
items	 (n=143)	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
(n=39)	 (n=19)	 (n=19)
9	 .78	 .82	 .79	 .74
Table 4.10 shows the Cronbach's coefficient alpha for each of the eight attitudes
subscales and the overall scale as a whole. The alpha coefficients for all total scales were
significantly very high. For teachers and head teachers the alpha was .97, for district
officers the alpha was .96, and for school counsellors the alpha was .94. However, the
alpha coefficients in district officers' and school counsellors' subscales were low.
The 0.70 alpha is considered as sufficient level to determine reliability of scales as is mentioned in
Section 4.7.6 later.
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This poor internal consistency of these subscales may be due to the small sample (e.g. 47
school counsellors). In addition, this may be because the questionnaire was translated
into the Greek language or the wording of those statements needed further modification.
Table 4.10 - Internal consistency reliabilities for attitudes towards computers scales.
Attitudes categories	 Number of	 Teachers	 Head	 District	 School
items	 (n=181)	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
_____________________ ____________ ____________	
(n=72)	 (n=43)	 (n-47)
Anxiety	 12	 .91	 .88	 .87	 .83
Confidence	 5	 .81	 .80	 .73	 .60
Usefulness	 7	 .81	 .85	 .81	 .69
Liking	 12	 .89	 .86	 .90	 .89
E-mail	 4	 .94	 .89	 .94	 .89
Educational impact 	 10	 .88	 .88	 .85	 .62
Social impact
	 7	 .81	 .70	 .74	 .50
Training need	 5	 .53	 .82	 .47	 .57
Whole scale	 62	 .97	 .97	 .96	 .94
Table 4.11 presents the results with regard to the reliability analyses of the Theory of
Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour measures. The majority of
Cronbach's alpha ranged from .74 to 97, which is very satisfactory. Nevertheless, the
alpha of perceived behavioural control in school counsellors' sample was relative low
(.65).
Table 4.11 - Internal consistency reliabilities for the TRA and TPB scales.
Number of Teachers	 Head	 District	 School
items	 (n=181)	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
______________________________ ___________ ___________ (n=72)	 (n=43)	 (n=47)
Intention	 3	 .86	 .94	 .85	 .94
Attitudes towards behaviour	 5	 .92	 .90	 .79	 .87
Subjective norm	 5	 .79	 .91	 .83	 .85
Perceived Behavioural Control 	 4	 .79	 .80	 .74	 .65
Belief-Based Attitude (34-36)	 .91	 .91	 .91	 .87(Behavioural belief strength) 	 ___________ ___________ ____________ ____________ ___________
Belief-Based Attitude (Outcome (34-36)	 .88	 .79	 .92	 .89
evaluation)	 ___________ ___________ ____________ ____________ ___________
Belief-Based Subjective Norm 12	 .89	 .88	 .80	 .89(Normative belief strength)	 ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
Belief-Based Subjective Norm	 12	 .90	 .89	 .84	 .87(Motivation to comply)
	 __________ __________ ___________ ___________ __________
Belief-Based Perceived
Behaviour Control (Control belief	 20	 .86	 .91	 .93	 .94
strength)	 ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________
Belief-Based Perceived
Behaviour Control (Control belief	 20	 .97	 .96	 .94	 .96
power)	 ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________ ___________
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Finally, as can be seen from the aiphas presented in the Table 4.12, all the alphas shows
high internal consistency for each of the four computer support (see Section 4.6.2.2.6)
subscales (range=.84-.98) and its total scales (ran ge.90-.95). The highest alpha for the
total scale was obtained for head teachers' scale (.95), followed by the district officers'
scale (.92).
Table 4.12 - Internal con sistencv reliabilities for the computer support scales.
Behaviour (computer	 Number of	 Head	 District	 School
support)	 items	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
_________________________ ____________	 (n=72)	 (n-43)	 (n=47)
Hardware	 4	 .88	 .86	 .96
Software	 2	 .85	 .95	 .92
Organisation administration	 10	 .92	 .84	 .84
Curriculum applications	 4	 .94	 .98	 .93
Total	 .95	 .92	 .90
4.6.6 The sample of the main study
In order to investigate the objectives of this study (see Section 4.2) data were collected
from four main categories of respondents of 72 Greek primary schools which used ICT
for teaching and administrative purposes. One hundred eighty one (181) were teachers
who used ICT in their teaching, 72 were head teachers, 43 district officers and 47 school
counsellors of these schools. Table 5.1 in Chapter 5 presents the distribution of the
sample by district officers and school.
The criteria selection of the schools were:
> Hardware and software had to be available in schools for teaching and administrative
purposes.
ICT had to be available for teachers and pupils to use in teaching.
ICT had to have been available at the schools for at least two years. It was felt that
this was a reasonable period during which ICT could be established as a part of a
school's culture.
Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' had been in schools since
the previous school year (2000-2001) and intended to be there until the end of school
year 200 1-2002.
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In order to identify the schools that had to meet the above criteria, information was
collected by three different stages. In the first stage, information about the number of
primary schools had and used computers was collected from the Greek Ministry of
Education and the Pedagogical Institute of Greece. In the second stage the documents of
various programmes and projects that had introduced and implemented ICT in Greek
schools were reviewed. In the third stage, I visited the web sites of many schools in
order to identify whether they had used computers for teaching purposes.
According the information collected from the above three stages, the primary schools
that had computers in school year 2001-2002 were approximately 150. Computers in
teaching used 125 schools. From these schools, 72 participated in this study. The
remaining 53 schools refused to participate for reasons that are discussed in the next
section.
4.6.7 The distribution of questionnaires in the main study
A total of 343 teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
participated in this study. The data from the questionnaires were collected in a
longitudinal design. Questionnaires (see Appendices A2-D2) were distributed in Greek
language to 235 teachers, 89 head teachers, 51 district officers and 58 school counsellors
of 89 Greek primary schools that used ICT for teaching and administrative purposes in
March 2002 (Stage 1) and in June 2002 (Stage 2) a second questionnaire was given to
those who had completed and returned the first questionnaire.
First of all, at the end of January, one month before Stage 1 (March 2002), an
introductory letter was sent to 125 schools, informing head teachers, teachers, district
officers and school counsellors that the survey was to take place and asking for their co-
operation. In addition, a number of schools were approached either by e-mail or by
phone/fax. Twenty seven (27) schools refused to participate for different reasons such as
the teachers were too busy. Furthermore, ten schools gave no reason and three schools
did not answer. This left 89 schools participating in the present study.
The distribution and collection of the questionnaires in Stage 1 was conducted with three
different distribution methods. Firstly, in order to achieve the best response I
administered the questionnaire to each possible participant individually, hand to hand.
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This method ensured high response rate, accurate sampling, while minimising
interviewer bias and enhancing the benefit of personal contact (see Oppenheim, 2000).
In March 2002, 1 visited with two colleagues from the University of Athens, 50 of the
schools of this study. All participants were informed about the general objectives of the
questionnaires, and that their answers would be used in this research, their identity
would not be revealed at any time, and I would consider the information confidential.
Furthermore, they were instructed that they could ask questions before or during the
completion of the questionnaire. Head teachers and teachers completed the questionnaire
in waiting room, or in head teacher's office during a scheduled no teaching time and
returned it to me or to my colleagues. Then, questionnaires were checked by me or my
two colleagues to ensure that all questions were answered and marked clearly. However
there were participants that did not return the questionnaire in the same day, because
they did not have time to complete it. They completed it another day and returned it by
post.
The questionnaire took about 20-25 minutes to complete. Administration and collection
of the questionnaire from each school required approximately one to three hours. Table
4.13 presents a summary of the distribution of the questionnaires and the responses of
these schools. As we can see, the overall response rate for this measurement was 100%
(N=I 85).
Table 4.13 - Distribution of the questionnaires and responses.
Questionnaires Responses	 Completed
__________________	 given	 ___________ questionnaires
Head teachers	 50	 50	 50
Teachers	 135	 135	 135
Tota'	 185	 185	 185
Secondly, questionnaire packets were mailed (on March 2, 2002) to the remaining 39
primary schools. Each packet consisted of six questionnaires (one for the head teacher
and five for the teachers) and a cover letter. The cover letter asked principals to
distribute questionnaires to teachers that used ICT in their teaching. Reminder letters and
copies of the questionnaires were sent to those schools who had not returned their
questionnaires by 20 March 2002. In addition, in some schools reminder telephone calls
were made or e-mails were sent. By the second week of April, questionnaires from 28
schools had been received. Twenty six respondents (seven head teachers and 19
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teachers) had no data or had many missing data; therefore only 68 respondents were
included in the statistical analyses. Table 4.14, presents the overall response rate for the
second measurement.
Table 4.14 - Distribution of the head teachers' and teachers'
questionnaires and responses.
Questionnaires Responses	 Completed
__________________	 given	 ___________ questionnaires
Head teachers	 39	 28	 22
Teachers	 More than 100	 65	 46
Total	 93	 68
Thirdly, the District Officer Questionnaire and School Counsellor Questionnaire were
passed to district officers and school counsellors through two administrators of the
Greek Ministry of Education. These two administrators were selected because, due to
their positions, they had frequent and direct contact with all district officers and school
counsellors of Greece. Therefore, my cooperation with my colleagues achieved a very
high response rate from the district officers and school counsellors. With the assistance
of the administrators of the Greek Ministry of Education, questionnaires were delivered
to district officers and school counsellors of 89 schools. Each respondent was asked to
return the completed questionnaire to the office of the two administrators, whom I
collected the questionnaires from, at a later time. Table 4.15 presents the response rate of
these questionnaires. As we can see all distributed questionnaires were returned.
However five questionnaires of district officers and eight of school counsellors were
excluded because their head teachers and teachers' questionnaires had missing data' (see
Table 4.15).
Table 4.15 - Distribution of the district officers' and school
counsellors ' questionnaires and responses.
Three months later, in the first week of June 2002 (Stage 2), a second questionnaire was
sent to all educators participated in the earlier survey (181 teachers, 72, head teachers, 43
'The purpose of this study was to analyse data only from schools that head teacher, teachers, district
officer and school counsellor completed and returned the questionnaires.
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district officers and 47 school counsellors). This questionnaire was only two pages (i.e.
personal information and questions about behaviour) and was sent and returned either by
mail, either by e-mail or fax. More specifically, teachers were asked how often they used
ICT in their teaching (see Section 4.6.1.2.6) in the previous three months (i.e. March-
June 2002) and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' were asked
whether they supported the uptake of ICT in their schools (see Section 4.6.2.1.5). In
addition many questionnaires were completed by phone. The distribution and collection
of the questionnaires in this stage of measurement was also conducted with the
assistance of my colleagues in the University of Athens as well as of two administrators
of the Greek Ministry of Education. Table 4.16, presents the response rate for Stage 2.
Table 4.16 - Distribution of the head teachers', teachers'.
district officers' and school counsellors'
questionnaires and responses.
Questionnaires Responses 	 Completed
__________________	 given	 ___________ questionnaires
Head teachers	 72	 72	 72
Teachers	 181	 175	 175
District offlcers	 43	 43	 43
School counsellors	 47	 47	 47
Total	 343	 334	 334
4.7 PHASE 4: THE CODING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
The aim of Phase 4 (July 2002-January 2004) was to code and to analyse the data of the
study. In this phase the following steps were conducted. First of all, the software of the
data entry and analysis was identified. Secondly, the data was reviewed for
completeness. In addition, the coding data was conducted. Finally the third step was the
analysis of data.
4.7.1 Software selection
In order to code and analyse the data of this study the Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS) for Windows (version 12) was used. SPSS is a widely used data analysis
package, which was designed with particular emphasis on survey analysis. More
specifically, it is a statistical software package that provides a number of tools needed
for the analytical process-planning, data collection, data access and management,
analysis, reporting and deployment (see: www.spss.com ). Some of the functionalities of
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SPSS are: data examination, descriptive statistics, reliability tests, correlation, t-tests,
ANOVA, and regression analyses.
4.7.2 Data checking and coding
Four files were created in order to enter the data of this study. These were labelled
"teachers.sav", "headteachers.sav", "district.sav" and "counsellors.sav". Then, the first
step of data entry was the process of coding the questionnaires. Each questionnaire had a
specific code and each question was labeled with a variable name. Any missing values in
the questions were coded as '99". Then, the data were checked for out of range
responses using the frequency distribution test of the SPPS.
4.7.3 Part 1 of the questionnaires
4.7.3.1 Closed questions
Each of the questions was coded with a numeric value before it was entered on to the
computer. For example, each of the following dichotomous response choices were
scored "1" and "2" respectively: "YES-NO", "Male-Female". Questions with more than
two response categories were given a value for each point. For instance, age: "under 25",
"26-30", "3 1-35", "36-40", "41-45", "46-50", "5 1-55" "over 55" were allocated "1",
"3", "4", "5" "6",	 "8" respectively.
4.7.3.2 Computer knowledge test coding
As we have seen in Section 4.6.1.1.2 in all questionnaires there were 30 items that
measured the knowledge of respondents in different issues of computers. The responses
of the first category (ten items) which referred to the knowledge concerning computers
were scored as follow: "none" was scored "1", "a little" was scored "2", "quite a lot"
was scored "3", and "a lot" was scored "4". The responses in the other two categories,
which referred to the respondents' ICT abilities (ten items), as well to the ability of using
computers in teaching (ten items), were scored as follows: "not at all" was scored "1", "a
little" was scored "2", "well" was scored "3", "very well" was scored "4". Scores on the
items in each category were summed for a category score. In addition, the 30 items were
summed to obtain a total knowledge score. The minimum total knowledge score was 30
and the maximum score was 120. The higher score on any of the three categories or on
the total knowledge scale can be interpreted as having more knowledge about computers.
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4.7.3.3 ICT frequency coding
Respondents' answers in using ICT at home as well as teachers' answers in using ICT in
teaching were scored as follows: "never" was scored "1", "about an hour each month"
was scored "2", "about an hour each week" was scored "3", "several hours a week" was
scored "4", "more than an hour a day" was scored "5". Scores in the items in ICT at
home and in teaching were summed separately and averaged to create a total score of the
frequency. The maximum score represented a very often frequency of ICT at home or in
teaching respectively.
4.7.4 Part 2 of the questionnaires
4.7.4.1 Coding of the components of the TRA and TPB
The items of the direct (intention, attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control) and indirect measures (behavioural, subjective and
control beliefs) in teacher's, head teacher's, district officer's and school counsellor's
questionnaire were scored between one (1) and seven (7) and averaged. For example
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' responses to the five intention
items (see Section 4.6.1.2.2 and Section 4.6.2.2.2) were averaged to yield a measure of
their intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In similar way, their
responses to attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control items were averaged to provide a direct attitude measure, a direct subjective
norm measure and a direct measure of perceived behavioural control respectively. Items
of behavioural beliefs (belief strength and outcome evaluation) with negative statement
were scored in the reverse order (see Section 4.6.1.2.7).
In order to produce a belief-based estimate of attitude, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control, the indirect measures were coded more in accordance with the
Ajzen's (2002) recommendations (see equations in Chapter 3). Firstly, each of the belief
strength and outcome e'aluation measures were multiplied and the products were
summed to obtain a belief-based estimate of attitude towards behaviour. Secondly, each
of the normative belief strength and motivation to comply measures were multiplied and
the products were summed to obtain a belief-based estimate of subjective norm. Thirdly,
each of the control belief strength and control belief power measures were multiplied
and the products were summed to obtain a belief-based estimate of perceived
behavioural control respectively behaviour.
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4.7.5 Part 3 of the questionnaires
4.7.5.1 Coding of attitudes items towards computers
In order to obtain a score for the attitudes towards computers, the responses were
allocated numerical values, such that "strongly disagree" was scored "1", "disagree" was
scored "2", "undecided" was scored "3", "agree" was scored "4", and "strongly agree"
was scored "5". For the negative worded items (see Table 4.4) the scoring was reversed.
The 62 attitude items were grouped into 8 subscales: 1) computer anxiety, 2) computer
confidence, 3) computer usefulness, 4) computer liking/enthusiasmlenjoyment, 5)
attitudes towards email, 6) educational impact, 7) social impact, and 8) training needs.
Scores on the items in each subscale were summed for a subscale score. A higher score
on any of the subscales represented a more positive attitude towards computers. Then,
the 62 items' scores were summed to create a total computer attitude score. Total attitude
score could range from 62, indicating more negative attitudes, to 310, which would
indicate more positive attitudes towards computers.
4.7.6 Statistical analysis
A variety of statistical methods were conducted in this study (see Table 4.17). Firstly, in
order to determine if teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
responded consistently across items in the questionnaire scales, such as the attitudes
towards computers, the TRA and TPB scales, the Cronbach's Alpha reliability method
was used. This method was provided by Cronbach (1951, in DeVellis, 1991) and it is the
most commonly accepted method of measuring internal consistency in education studies
(see Chapter 3). Cronbach's Alpha, or Alpha is an indicator of the internal reliability of
an attitude or rating scale, which is computed as the average of the inter-item
correlations between all of the items in the scale or subscale (see DeVellis, 1991).
According to this method the 0.70 alpha is considered as sufficient level to demonstrate
reliability of scales.
Secondly, descriptive analyses, such as frequency distribution, percentages, means, and
standard deviations were conducted to describe:
a) the demographic characteristics of the respondents (e.g. gender, age, qualifications,
years of teaching experience),
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b) the uptake of ICT in schools (e.g. number of computers in schools, number of
teaching staff and pupils using computers), and
c) respondents' attitudes towards computers.
Thirdly, one-way Anova methods were used to examine the significance of the
differences in attitudes towards computers among the means of the groups. When the
results of the one way ANOVA test were statistically significant, Post hoc Scheffe
multiple comparisons were conducted to determine where differences between means
existed.












Demographic characteristics (e.g. gender, 	
,	 ,	 -
age, teaching experience, qualifications) -	 -	 - -
Data about the uptake of Id in schools 	 'd	 'J	 J	 1	 '1
Attitudes towards computers 	 'J	 'I	 d	 I	 I	 'I	 '
Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of 	 -
Planned Behaviour (Behaviour, Intention,
Attitude toward the behaviour, Subjective	
,	 ,	 ,	 ,
norm, Perceived behavioural control,
Behavioural beliefs, Normative beliefs,
Controlbeliefs)	 - - - - - - -
Finally, Pearson Correlation analyses two-tailed were conducted to determine
statistically significant relationships between the score of attitudes towards computers
and selective demographic data, including gender, age, qualifications and many others.
As far of the TRA and TPB is concerned, the following analyses were conducted. Means
scores, frequencies and standard deviations of all the variables of the theory were
calculated. Relationships among the eight components of the theory (intention, attitude
toward behaviour, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control, belief-based attitude,
belief-based subjective norm, and belief-based perceived behavioural control) were
described by Pearson correlations. More specifically, the direct and indirect measures of
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the theory were correlated, in order to check their relationships. Firstly, the direct
measure of attitude towards the behaviour with the summed products of the behavioural
beliefs and outcome evaluations were correlated. Secondly, the direct measure of
subjective norm with the summed products of the belief strength and motivation to
comply were correlated. Finally, the direct measure of perceived behavioural control
with the summed products of the control belief strength and control belief power was
correlated.
In order to examine the effects of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers on their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools a
stepwise regression analysis was used. According to Howitt and Cramer (2001),
regression analysis is used to estimate the effects of the independent variable(s) on the
dependent variable. Multiple regressions involve many variables, one dependent and
many independent variables. The stepwise regression analysis enters independent
variable one at a time, to determine which one has the highest correlation with the
dependent variable. If any of the independent variables is not a significant predictor to
the regression model, it is removed automatically from the regression model (see Kinear
and Gray, 2000).
Furthermore, in order to predict: a) teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their
teaching and b) head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention and
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools, four hierarchical regression
analyses (the statistical procedure recommended by Ajzen, 1991) were used; two for the
prediction of intention and two for the prediction of behaviour (see Chapters 6 and 8).
This "analysis is used when variables are entered in an order predetermined by the
researcher on a 'theoreticaV basis rather than in terms of statistical criteria. This is done
by ordering the independent variables in terms of blocks of the independent variables,
called Block 1, Block 2, etc" (see Howitt and Cramer, 2001, p. 277). In the present study
the order and content of the blocks of variables for the hierarchical regression analyses
were based on the theoretical framework of the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory
of Planned Behaviour (see Sections 6.3.2 and 8.3.1).
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4.8 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter has presented and discussed the research design and methodology used in
this study. The survey method was identified as the most appropriate method in order to
investigate: a) the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools, b) the attitudes of teachers
and executives of education towards computers, c) teachers' intention to use ICT in their
teaching and d) executives of education intention to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Data were collected by using four questionnaires that were based on a
theoretical framework of attitudes towards computers, the Theory of Reasoned Action
and Theory of Planned Behaviour and a literature review concerning the uptake of ICT
in schools.
This study was conducted in four phases. Phase 1 (October 1999-2003) included the
literature review of educational innovations and changes in schools. The aim of this was
to determine those factors, which influence the uptake of ICT, as well as to determine
the role of education executives in innovations and changes in schools. Additionally,
Phase I included the literature review of attitudes towards computers and theories of
attitudes and behaviour. The aim of this was twofold. Firstly it aimed to identify the
most appropriate attitude instruments for the main study to measure the attitudes of
educators' towards computers. Secondly, it aimed to determine the most appropriate
theory to investigate teachers' intention to use ICT in teaching and head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools.
Phase 2 included the pilot study (October 2000-January 2001). The aim of this phase
was to develop some research methods and instruments in order to determine which of
these are the most appropriate to investigate the aim and the objectives of the main study
that presented in Section 4.2. During this phase, four different questionnaires were
designed and developed (The Teacher Questionnaire, The Head Teacher Questionnaire,
The District Officer Questionnaire, and The School Counsellor Questionnaire). Part I of
the questionnaires was designed in order to collect information concerning the
introduction and use of ICT in Greek primary schools, including information about the
hardware and software, the number of teaching staff and pupils that used ICT in their
teaching, and the knowledge of respondents about computers. The design of this part
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was based on previous questionnaires' design identified from the literature review of the
uptake of ICT in schools.
Part 2 of the Teacher Questionnaire was designed, in accordance of the Theory of
Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour, to investigate teachers' intention to
use ICT in their teaching. Additionally, Part 2 of head teachers, district officers and
schools counsellors was designed to investigate their intention to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools. The design and development of Part 2 followed the procedures
recommended by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Ajzen (2002). Finally, Part 3 of the
questionnaires used a number of attitude items from previous instruments in order to
measure educators' attitudes towards computers. The questionnaires were then translated
in the Greek language and were pilot-tested on educators of six primary schools that
used ICT for administrative and teaching purposes and revised based on respondents'
answers and comments.
In Phase 3 the main study was conducted (March-June 2002). Data were collected in two
stages. Stage 1 (collected between March, and April, 2002) included a questionnaire
survey about the uptake of ICT, the attitudes of educators towards computers and the
factors that influenced teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching and education
executives to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. The data were collected from
181 teachers that used ICT in their teaching, 72 head teachers, 43 district officers and 47
school counsellors of 72 Greek primary schools. In addition to the data collection with
questionnaires, a number of different educators were interviewed and schools' web sites
and documents were studied to obtain more information about the uptake of ICT and the
attitudes of education executives towards computers. Stage 2 (June 2002) included a two
pages questionnaire about the TRA and TPB. More specifically, teachers were asked
how often they used ICT in their teaching in the previous three months and head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' were asked whether they supported
the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Phase 4 included the coding and analysis of the data (July 2002-January 2004). All the
data were analysed using SPSS 12. In order to describe the uptake of ICT in Greek
primary schools, and the attitudes of educators towards computers, the descriptive
analysis was used, such as frequencies, means and percentages. One Way Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to analyse differences between groups. In addition, in
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order to examine the association between specific variables, Pearson Correlations were
used. Finally, to analyse the data of the TRA and TPB, the following three methods of
analysis were conducted. First, descriptive statistics were used (means, standard
deviations) for all the components of the theories. Second, relationships between the
components were determined using Pearson correlation coefficients. Third, a stepwise
regression analysis was used to determine the components that significantly explained
the variance in teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT and head teachers' district
officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in
schools.
The following four chapters present the results of this study. Chapter 5 presents the data
concerning the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools. Chapter 6 presents teachers'
attitudes towards computers and their intention to continue to use ICT in their teaching.
Chapter 7 presents head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
towards computers and the effect on their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Finally, Chapter 8 presents head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards behaviour, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control and its
effects on their intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in schools.
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CHAPTER 5
THE UPTAKE OF INFORMATION COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGY IN GREEK PRIMARY SCHOOLS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), the aim of this study was to investigate
the factors that influence head teachers, district officers and school counsellors to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools as well as teachers' intention and behaviour to
use ICT in their teaching. In order to achieve this aim, part of the design and
methodology of the main study was to investigate the uptake of ICT in Greek primary
schools. The findings of this investigation are presented in this chapter. The data for the
uptake of ICT, as mentioned in Chapter 4, were collected through questionnaires and
interviews with teachers and education executives of 72 Greek primary schools, where
ICT was used for administrative and teaching purposes. Moreover, data were collected
from the websites of schools and districts, from documents about the policy of ICT in
schools and also from informal discussions and observations made during visits in some
schools and districts. This chapter presents the sample and the general characteristics of
the schools under study, the use of ICT in the 72 schools and other factors related to ICT
use, such as use of ICT at home and educators' knowledge and skills of ICT.
5.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SAMPLE
The sample of the main study, as is shown in Figure 5.1, consisted of 181 teachers in 72
Greek state primary schools who used ICT in their teaching, as well as 72 head teachers,
43 district officers and 47 school counsellors of these schools. The distribution of the








Figure 5.1 - Distribution of questionnaire respondents.
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Table 5.1 - Distribution of the sample by district officers and school.
• .	 . .	 Number ofDistrict officers	 District schools	 teachers	 Head teachers	 School counsellors
School 6
	 3	 Head teacher 6	 School counsellor 19
District officer 1	 School 7	 1	 Head teacher 7	 School counsellor 21
School 8
	 2	 Head teacher 8	 School counsellor 22
District officer 2
	 School 13	 3	 Head teacher 13	 School counsellor 9 *
• •
	 School 18	 2	 Head teacher 18District officer 3
	 School counsellor 6
School 64	 2	 Head teacher 64
District officer 4	 School 19	 3	 Head teacher 19	 School counsellor 5
District officer 5	 School 21	 4	 Head teacher 21	 School counsellor 2 **
District officer 6
	 School 2	 3	 Head teacher 2	 School counsellor 8
• .
	 School 17	 2	 Head teacher 17
	
**District officer 7
	 School counsellor 2
School 23	 3	 Head teacher 23
School 14	 3	 Head teacher 14
District officer 8




	 4	 Head teacher 16
• .
	 School 10	 2	 Head teacher 10District officer 9
	 School counsellor I
School 11
	 1	 Head teacher Ii
District officer 10	 School 46	 1	 Head teacher 46	 School counsellor II
District officer II	 School 58	 1	 Head teacher 58
	 School counsellor 12
District officer 12	 School 29	 1	 Head teacher 29	 School counsellor 16
• .
	 School 48	 2	 Head teacher 48District officer 13	 School counsellor 31
__________________ School 49
	 2	 Head teacher 49
District officer 14	 School 54	 3	 Head teacher 54	 School counsellor 13
School 3
	 3	 Head teacher 3
• .
	 School 4	 6	 Head teacher 4	 School counsellor 18District officer 15
School42	 1	 Head teacher 42	 _____________________
School 20
	 3	 Head teacher 20	 School counsellor 23
School 59	 6	 Head teacher 59
District officer 16	 School 60	 5	 Head teacher 60
	
School counsellor 36
School 61	 2	 Head teacher6l
• •	 School 22
	 1	 Head teacher 22
	 School counsellor 24District officer 17
School 36	 1	 Head teacher 36
	 School counsellor 14 •
• •
	 School 37
	 1	 Head teacher 37District officer 18	 School counsellor 27
School 38
	 1	 Head teacher 38
District officer 19	 School 5	 7	 Head teacher 5	 School counsellor 15 ®
• •
	 School 9
	 5	 Head teacher 9District officer 20	 School counsellor 10
School 12	 1	 Head teacher 12
• •	 School 1	 4	 Head teacher I	 School counsellor 17District officer 21
School 62	 3	 Head teacher 62	 School counsellor 14 •
District officer 22	 School 31
	 2	 Head teacher 31	 School counsellor 25
District officer 23
	 School 32
	 I	 Head teacher 32	 School counsellor 9 *
District officer 24
	 School 69	 1	 Head teacher 69	 School counsellor 41
District officer 25	 School 72	 3	 Head teacher 72	 School counsellor 40
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Table 5.1 (continued).
• .	 . .	 Number ofDistrict officers	 District schools	 teachers	 Head teachers	 School counsellors
District officer 26
	 School 52	 3	 Head teacher 52	 School counsellor 47
	
School 30	 2	 Head teacher 30District officer 27
	 School counsellor 20
	
School 47	 1	 Head teacher 47
District officer 28	 School 66	 3	 Head teacher 66	 School counsellor 43
	
__________________ School 67
	 3	 Head teacher 67
District officer 29




1	 Head teacher 65	 School counsellor 37
	
School 25	 2	 Head teacher25
District officer 31
	 School 26	 2	 Head teacher 26	 School counsellor 4
	
School 27	 1	 Head teacher 27
	
School 24	 I	 Head teacher 24	 School counsellor 38District officer 32
	
School 28	 2	 Head teacher 28	 School counsellor IS ®
	
School 33	 4	 Head teacher 33
• .
	 School 34	 3	 Head teacher 34	 School counsellor 26District officer 33
	
School35	 4	 Head teacher 35	 ______________________
	
__________________ School 70
	 2	 Head teacher 70	 School counsellor 27
District officer 34	 School 39	 4	 Head teacher 39	 School counsellor 28
District officer 35
	 School 43	 I	 Head teacher 43	 School counsellor 30
	
School 44	 2	 Head teacher 44District officer 36
	 School counsellor 3
	
School 45	 2	 Head teacher 45
	
School 50	 4	 Head teacher 50	 School counsellor 46District officer 37
	
__________________ School 63
	 3	 Head teacher 63	 School counsellor 45
District officer 38
	 School 51	 I	 Head teacher 51	 School counsellor 32
District officer 39
	 School 53	 6	 Head teacher 53	 School counsellor 33
District officer 40	 School 57
	 1	 Head teacher 57	 School counsellor 35
District officer 41	 School 71	 2	 Head teacher 71
	 School counsellor 42
	
School 40	 3	 Head teacher 40	 School counsellor 29
District officer 42	 School 41	 3	 Head teacher 41	 ______________________
	
School 56	 2	 Head teacher 56	 School counsellor 39
District officer 43	 School 55	 1	 Head teacher 55	 School counsellor 34
43 district officers
	 72 schools	 181 teachers	 72 head teachers	 47 school counsellors
Notes: */ ** /• / €1 = The school counsellors shown by symbols work in schools with d(fferent district
officers. For instance, the School counsellor 9, who works with school 13 of District officer 2, also works
with school 32 of the District officer 23 as well.
Table 5.1 shows the schools, the teachers, head teachers and school counsellors existing
in the area of the district officers. Every district in the Greek educational system has a
district officer and in the case of a great number of schools there is more than one school
counsellor. For example, as we can see in the first row of the table, schools coded with
6, 7 and 8 belonged to the district officer I and every school had its different school
counsellor (School counsellor 19, School counsellor 21, School counsellor 22). In
contrast with the three previous schools, the schools of district officer 3 coded with 18
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and 64 had the same school counsellor. Moreover, Table 5.1 shows that some school
counsellors worked at schools which were administered by different district officers,
such as School counsellor 22. The characteristics of the schools which participated in
this study are presented in more detail in Section 5.3.
5.2.1 Gender distribution
The distribution of gender of the questionnaire sample, shown in Figure 5.2, indicates
that 247 were males and 96 females. In particular, in the teacher sample, 107 (59.1%)
were males and 74 (40.9%) were females. Among head teachers, 58 (80.6%) were males
and 14 (19.4%) females. Among district officers, 41(95.3%) were males and two (4.7%)






Teachers	 Head leachers Distnct officers 	 School
counsellors
Figure 5.2 - Gender distribution of the sample.
The gender data were further analysed to examine the differences in teachers', head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers. The
results of this analysis are presented in Chapters 6 (see Section 6.2.1) and 7 (see Section
7.2.1).
5.2.2 Age distribution
Figure 5.3 shows that 2/3 of the teachers who used computers in the 72 schools were
under 40 years old and the rest, almost 1/3, were between 41 to 50 years old. Figure 5.3
also shows that there was only one teacher over 50 years old. In addition, Figure 5.3
shows that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors were all older than 30,
with the majority being in their 40's or 50's.
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This is due to the selection criteria of the Ministry of Education. According to the Greek
Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs in order to become an executive in
education, many years of teaching experience are required. For example, in order for a
teacher in primary education to become a head teacher of a school, amongst other
qualifications, he/she must have at least eight years teaching experience, while in order











under 25 26.30	 31.35	 36-40	 41-45	 46-50	 51.55	 over 55
Ages
Figure 5.3 - Age distribution of the sample.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.1.1), previous research has shown that
in some cases older teachers' (and other adults) attitudes towards computers are less
positive. Therefore, possible differences between the various age groups of teachers,
head teachers, district officers and schools counsellors and their attitudes towards
computers were examined in Chapters 6 (see Section 6.2.2) and 7 (see Section 7.2.2).
5.2.3 Qualifications
As part of the study, teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
were asked about their qualifications. The results arising from their answers are shown
in Table 5.2 in three categories. Category "A" were those teachers and executives of
education who possessed only one degree. Category "B", were the teachers and
executives of education who possessed more than one degree or in-service training.
Category "C", were the teachers and executives of education who possessed some
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degrees from the previous categories as well as a Masters degree and a PhD in various
subjects'.
The majority of all categories shown in Table 5.2 had a degree from a Pedagogical
Academy (i.e. two years studies) or from a Faculty of Primary Education (i.e. four years
studies). Furthermore, Table 5.2 shows a group of teachers who did not possess the
Primary Education teacher's degree as their first degree. These degrees came from the
Faculties of Mathematics, Informatics or Physics. These were teachers who taught ICT
as a separate subject in some classes of a specific category of schools.
In Table 5.2 we can see that in Category "C" there were hardly any head teachers and
district officers with a postgraduate degree (there is just one head teacher). On the other
hand, among teachers and school counsellors, there was a small number with a
postgraduate degree. This is probably because the majority of teachers were Pedagogical
Academies' graduates. These teachers were not able to do any postgraduate studies, as
their degree was not of higher education. They have this opportunity only when they
finish the programme of equalisation (Eksomiosi) or Maraslio Didaskalio. In addition to
the previous reason, postgraduate studies for teachers started in Greece at the beginning
of the '90s, a few years after the foundation of the Faculties of Primary Education,
resulting in not many teachers being able to attend such studies.
'Until 1985 in order to become a teacher someone had to graduate from the Pedagogical Academy, where
the studies lasted two years and the degree was not considered one of higher education. The Greek
Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs with the purpose to upgrade the teachers' qualifications
ceased the function of Pedagogical Academies and founded Faculties of Primary Education in the Greek
Universities in 1985, where studies lasted four years. Moreover, so that training be provided to the
graduates of Pedagogical Academies, a training programme was started in many Faculties of Primary
Education in Greece in 1992 called "Academic and Professional Upgrade of Primary Education Teachers"
or "Eksomiosi". During this training programme the teachers of Pedagogical Academies, according to
their teaching experience, had to attend a particular number of modules for six months to one year in the
Faculties of Primary Education. They sit for exams in these modules and if they are successful they obtain
a degree. This degree, in combination with the degree of Pedagogical Academy, equalises them with the
graduates of the Faculties of Primary Education. Among the modules attended is ICT in education, which
includes both theoretical training and practice in ICT laboratories. As far as the training of practising
teachers is concerned (in-service training), it takes place in "Maraslia Didaskalia" of Primary Education,
where studies last two years. Teachers who have five years teaching experience and have been successful
in written exams have the right to study on these courses. Among the modules taught is ICT in education.
If teachers wish to do a postgraduate degree, they should either have a degree from a Faculty of Primary
Education, or a degree from the Pedagogical Academy and Eksomiosi or a degree from the Pedagogical
Academy and Maraslio Didaskallo of Primary Education.
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Table 5.2 - Teachers head teachers districts officers' and school counsellors' qual/lcations.
	




_i!ch,,,_ • ic .	se	 -
n % n % H % n % n %
Pedagogical Academy
	
24	 13.3	 13	 18.1	 12	 27.9	 0	 0	 49	 14.3
- - - - - - - - - -
a Faculty of Primary Education	 19	 10.5	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 19	 .5
U Other degree	 7	 3.9	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 7	 2
- Pedagogical Academy and Eksomiosi 	 64	 35.4	 23	 31.9	 10	 23.3	 0	 0	 97	 28.3
Pedagogical Academy and Maraslio	 13	 7.2	 18	 25	 8	 18.6	 8	 17	 47	 13.7Didaskalio of Pnmary Education
Pedagogical Academy and other 	 14	 7.7	 3	 4.2	 2	 4.7	 3	 6.4	 22	 6.4degree
Pedagogical Academy, Eksomiosi
and Maraslio Didaskalio of Primaiy 	 7	 3.9	 5	 6.9	 0	 0	 8	 17	 20	 5.8
Education
Pedagogical Academy, Maraslio
Didaskalio of Primary Education and 	 2	 1.1	 4	 5.6	 8	 18.6	 15	 31.9	 29	 8.5
a other degree
Pedagogical Academy and Faculty of
	 0	 0	 1	 1 4	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 0 3Primary Education
Pedagogical Academy, Faculty of
Primary Education and Maraslio 	 0	 0	 1	 1.4	 2	 4.7	 0	 0	 3	 0.9
Didaskalio of Primary Education
Pedagogical Academy, Eksomiosi,
Maraslio Didaskalio of Primary 	 0	 0	 2	 2.8	 1	 2.3	 4	 8.5	 7	 2
Education and other degree
Pedagogical Academy, Eksomiosi 	 8	 44	 1	 4	 0	 0	 1	 2 I	 10	 2 9
and other degree
Faculty of Primaiy Education and
	 3.9	 0	 0	 0	 0	 7	 2Masters
Other degree and Masters
	 5	 2.8	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 5	 L5
Pedagogical Academy, Faculty of 	 2	 11	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0 6Primary Education and Masters
Pedagogical Academy. Eksomiosi 	 3	 1 7	 0	 0	 0	 0	 I	 2 1	 4	 1 2
and Masters
Pedagogical Academy, other degree 	 2	 11	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0 6
and Masters
Faculty of Primary Education,
U Maraslio Didaskalio of Primary
	 2	 1.1	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0.6
Education and Masters
a Pedagogical Academy, Maraslio
Didaskalio of Primary Education, 	 0	 0	 1	 1.4	 0	 0	 1	 2.1	 2	 0.6
U other degree and Masters
Pedagogical Academy, Maraslio - - - - - - - - - -
Didaskalio of Primary Education and 	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 3	 6.4	 3	 0.9
Masters
Faculty of Primaiy Education,	 2	 II	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0 6Masters and PhD
Pedagogical Academy, Eksomiosi, 	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 2 1	 1	 0 3Masters and PhD
Pedagogical Academy, Maraslio
Didaskalio of Primary Education,
	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 4.3	 2	 0.3
Masters and PhD
Total	 18l	 100	 72	 100	 43	 100	 47	 100	 343	 100
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Generally, (see Table 5.2) it is shown that the majority of the sample belonged to the
Category "B". Table 5.2 shows that in general over 2/3 of the sample had many
qualifications indicating that most of the sample had the desire and the interest to
continue with their studies and gain further training subsequent to their first degree.
Whether there were differences between the three categories of qualifications and their
attitudes towards computers are examined in Chapters 6 (see Section 6.2.3) and 7 (see
Section 7.2.3).
5.2.4 Teaching experience
Figure 5.4 shows that almost 2/3 of the teachers had 11-20 years of teaching experience
while 2/3 of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors have 21 to over 25
years of teaching experience'.




Figure 5.4 - Sample 's teaching experience in years.
Figure 5.4 shows that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors had more
years' teaching experience than teachers. These additional years of teaching experience
are expected because of the selection criteria set by the Ministry of Education for
executives in education. In order for a Greek teacher to become a head teacher, eight
years of teaching experience is required, whereas in order to become a district officer or
school counsellor ten years of teaching experience is required. The data were analysed
In the Greek educational system teachers often hold positions for one to five years outside schools, such
as in Ministry of Education, Pedagogical Institute, Universities and other educational organisations.
Therefore, in the questionnaires of this study the teaching experience of teachers, district officers and
school counsellors include also their educational experience in these organisations.
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more in Chapters 6 (see Section 6.2.4) and 7 (see Section 7.2.4) in order to examine any
differences between teaching experience and attitudes towards computers.
Another variable, which was included in the questionnaires of the educators, was the
years they have worked in the particular position. The results are presented in the
following section.
5.2.5 Years of being a teacher/head teacher/district officer/school counsellor at the
current position
The respondents were asked to indicate the years spent working in their current schools
or districts. The purpose of this question was to collect information in order to
investigate in Chapters 6 (see 6.2.5) and 7 (see Section 7.2.5) whether there were
differences in attitudes towards computers between those educators who had worked
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Figure 5.5 - Years of being a teacher/head teacher/district officer/school counsellor at the
current position.
Figure 5.5 shows that almost 2/3 of the teachers and head teachers under study were
based in their current schools for up to six years, while the majority of the district
officers and school counsellors were based in the districts for two to six years.
The general characteristics of the 72 schools under study such as the number of teaching
staff and the pupils are presented in Section 5.3 below.
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5.3 SCHOOLS' CHARACTERISTICS
The 72 schools, in this study were situated in the areas of 43 district officers and 47
school counsellors located in different areas of Greece. The majority of them were
involved with some curriculum development projects coordinated by the Greek Ministiy
of Education and Religious Affairs and the European Union (see Chapter 1, Section
1.3.1). In the following two sections the geographical area and the number of teaching
staff and pupils in these schools are presented.
5.3.1 Schools' geographical area
Head teachers provided data about the geographical location of their schools which are
shown in Figure 5.6. Forty six of 72 schools (63.9%) were in urban areas, four (5.6%) in
semi-urban and 22 (30.6%) in rural areas. These results were analysed in Chapters 6 (see
Section 6.2.6) and 7 (see Section 7.2.6) in order to identif' any possible differences in







Figure 5.6 - Distribution of schools according to their geographical area.
The number of teaching staff and pupils of the 72 schools is presented in the following
section.
5.3.2 The teaching staff and pupils in the study schools
The head teachers were asked to indicate the total number of teaching staff and pupils in
their schools. Figure 5.7 shows that the number of teaching staff per school varied from
two (e.g. see School 58) to 38 (e.g. see School 55) and the number of pupils varied from
15 (e.g. see School 58) to 451 (e.g. see School 7). In general, this figure shows that as
the number of pupils increased, so did the number of teaching staff.
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In the following sections, the following results are presented: the way and the reasons
for introducing ICT in schools, the time ICT is used for teaching, administrative
purposes and personal use of the teacher and the availability of hardware and software in
the 72 schools.
5.4 THE INTRODUCTION OF ICT IN THE 72 SCHOOLS
This section presents the initiation phase (see Fullan, 2001) of ICT in the 72 Greek
primary schools. The first stage involved asking the executives of education to list the
projects that had been introduced and implemented in their schools during the past five
years (see head, district officer and school counsellor questionnaire). Additionally,
information (e.g. Websites of projects) from the Ministry of Education' and from the
schools was examined. Finally, data from the interviews with the teachers and
executives of education were also collected.
The results showed first of all that most schools introduced and implemented ICT
through their participation in various projects the purposes of which were described in
Section 1.2.3.1 (see Chapter 1). There were several reasons for the decision of most
schools to introduce ICT into their school. According to the results of the interviews
with teachers and executives of education and the study of official documents of the
Ministry of Education and the schools, many of these reasons seem to be related to the
rationales (i.e. social, vocational, pedagogical, catalytic, IT rationale, cost-effectiveness
rationale and special needs rationale) of Hawkridge (1991) mentioned in Chapter 1 (see
Section 1.3). For example some of the answers of educators presented further on, show
that the introduction of ICT in their schools took place in order to improve pupils'
learning, to strengthen the role of the teacher and to promote new methods of teaching.
In other words these reasons are influenced by the pedagogical and catalytic rationales.
At this point, I am presenting some evidence from the interviews to reveal specific
factors, e.g. rationales. The following answers from the interviews of educators illustrate




"... purpose (of the introduction) was to update the way of teaching. I thought that the
pupils would show interest and that the foreign language lesson in a state school will be
much more appreciated after this update" (School 9, Teacher of English language).
"... we aimed at making the lesson more enjoyable and interesting for pupils" (School 9,
Head teacher).
"There was a need for some subjects, such as geography, language, mathematics to be
taught with educational software being used without being necessary for these to be
taught in the traditional way. We have tried to incorporate ICT in the programme of
studies and create alternative ways of teaching" (School 9, School counsellor).
"I used to believe and I still do believe that computers give me the opportunity to teach
more effectively in the classroom. My role changes and by practising new ways every
day I alternate the teaching process and increase the interest of my pupils in cooperation
and development of initiatives" (School 5, Teacher).
Moreover, some educators mentioned reasons for introducing ICT in their schools,
which were related to the social and vocational rationales. For example:
"The development in computers is radical. The school should take over initiatives so that
our pupils obtain computer knowledge and their use which can be proved to be useful in
society" (School 10, Head teacher).
"Nowadays if someone does not speak foreign languages nor understand computers they
do not know anything. Where can they find a job without these qualifications? ... Our
district has decided, because our pupils are still young, that, it is useful to introduce
computers ..." (School 10, District officer).
"We believe that the State Education should be adapted to the challenges of
contemporary technology so that our pupils are initiated into the Information Society and
take advantage of the possibilities offered by the Internet. In this way they gain the
essential know-how and when asked to take action in this sector they can respond
successfully" (School 10, Website).
The original quotations were in Greek language and these are translations.
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Apart from the above rationales, the educators mentioned other reasons which are
generally related to the improvement of the school and its communications. For
example, according to the head teacher of School 2, the reason for the introduction of
ICT in his school was mainly because their area had became downgraded through
pollution. ICT was used to help the pupils develop ecological projects and study the
effects of pollution. The school reported that: "The downgraded area, the lack of green
and the existence of a number of contamination sources next to the houses of residents
as well as the struggles of residents to improve their quality of life has been the stimulus
so that teachers and pupils get involved in ecological projects and environmental
education by developing New Technologies and that this becomes the pleasant area of
action for all of us" (School 2, Head teacher).
Another school located in a rural area introduced ICT in order to communicate with
other schools. More specifically, the school explained on its website that "because our
school has been geographically isolated (mountainous, 950 meters altitude, difficult road
net), an attempt has been made by the teachers of our school to have closer links to the
developments and changes taking place everyday around us and so be aware of those.
This is achieved through the use of Information Technology and the connection to the
Internet abroad where we can be in contact with many other schools in Greece but also
abroad..." (School 32, Website).
Apart from the participation of the schools in projects related to the introduction of ICT,
many of the schools also participated in other projects as well, related to the
environment, the civilisation but also the improvement of the education of pupils in
general. According to the data collected, many of these projects motivated their schools
to introduce ICT to a great extent and supported its implementation.
In another school (School 3) a teacher mentioned: "... We participate for the fourth
successive year in the European project Socrates with other European schools. During
our participation teachers of a school in Glamsbjerg in Denmark, in Kinlochbervie in
Scotland, in Gubbio and Florence in Italy had meetings. During these meetings teachers
exchanged their views, ideas, methods of teaching, they started a project and found new
ways of communication between schools, teachers and pupils in Europe using new
technologies. The pupils with the help of their teachers developed a number of activities
which they presented on the website of their school... Our pupils, through this project
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and the Internet, managed to contact recognized personalities, and got familiar with new
ideas.. ." (School 3, Teacher). In addition, the same school mentioned participating in
another European program: ". . . Pupils enjoy the project even if it takes time. It brings
them closer to computers and the Internet world" (School 3, Head Teacher). A brochure,
of a semi-urban school mentioned the following about their participation in a European
project: "During physics, environmental education, mathematics or other subjects, pupils
discuss the results of their measurements, they study the graphs created automatically by
the computer and exchange these results and their observations with their European
peers, their classmates in the representative class, either through the Bulletin Board or e-
mail or video - conference" (School 21, School's brochure).
The above shows that the 72 schools introduced ICT through their participation in
projects supported by the Ministry of Education or other organisations. Their
participation in these projects shows their good intention and positive attitude towards
the introduction and implementation of innovations
In the following subsection the time ICT is used in the 72 schools for teaching and
administrative purposes is discussed.
5.4.1 Time spent on using ICT for teaching and administrative purposes
In this study, the head teachers were asked to give the number of years ICT is used for
administrative and teaching purposes and for personal use by teachers. The results of
their answers are presented in Figure 5.8.
Figure 5.8 shows that ICT in the 72 schools was used from between one to nine years.
Moreover, Figure 5.8 show that the time these schools started using ICT was towards the
end of the 90s, a time when most of the projects described in Chapter 1 (see Section
1.3.1) began. Specifically, Figure 5.8 shows that most schools have been using ICT for
administrative purposes from between two to five years, and for teachers' personal use
from between one to three years while for teaching purposes from two to three years.
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Figure 5.8 - Computer use in schools for teaching and administrative purposes and
individual teacher's personal use (in years).
The results presented in Figure 5.8 show that ICT has been used for administrative
purposes for more years in some schools in comparison to the personal use by teachers
and the use for teaching. Figure 5.8 also shows that there was a small number of schools
which did not use ICT in administration (i.e. nine schools) and for personal use by
teachers (20 schools). In the following section the availability of hardware and software
in the 72 schools for teaching and administrative purposes is presented.
5.5 Hardware availability for teaching purposes
As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.5), the availability and quality of
hardware is seen as a major condition for integrating ICT in schools. For example,
Peigrum (2001) in the international study of the use of ICT conducted in 26 countries by
the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA),
found out that an insufficient number of computers and peripherals and an insufficient
number of computers that can simultaneously access the Internet were important
obstacles to the integration of ICT in education. In this study, therefore the head teachers
were asked a number of questions about the availability of hardware in their schools for
teaching purposes. Table 5.3 below shows the availability of the hardware in the 72
schools. The following sections presents the data of this table with regard to the number
of computers, the pupil/computer ratio, the quality of the available equipment, the access
to internal networks and to the Internet.
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Table 5.3 - Computers in schools for teac hing purposes.
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Table 5.3 (continued).
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F	 G	 I
linked tototal	 over 3Schools' linked to	 an	 computer	 clasi-
number of	 years	 multimedia	 Internet	 internal	 laboratory	 librarycode rooms
computers	 old	
network
53	 II	 9	 Il	 II	 II	 Il	 0	 0
54	 6	 6	 6	 6	 0	 6	 0	 0
55	 14	 14	 14	 14	 14	 14	 0	 0
56 - - 5	 5	 I	 0_ 5	 0	 0
57	 6	 6	 6	 6	 -	 0
58	 0	 4	 4	 0	 4
59	 18	 18	 18	 10	 18	 - -
	 0
60	 10	 7	 10	 2	 10	 10	 -	 0
61 _6_ 6	 6	 6	 6	 - 0
62	 0	 8	 0	 - - - -	 0
63 - - 0
	 7	 2	 - 7 - - 0
-  - - - - - - - -  -
64	 4	 0	 4	 4	 4
- - - - - -
65	
= 0	 3	 3	 0
66	 9	 -	 9	 9	 9	 0	 0
67	 8	
= 0	 8	 8	 - - 0
68	 12	 12	 12	 -	 12	 - -	 0
69	 ii	 0	 II	 0	 -	 II	 - -	 0
70	 9	 0	 9	 9	 9	 9	 0	 0
71	 6	 6	 6	 6	 0	 0	 6	 0
a -
72	 12	 0	 12	 5	 12	 -	 12	 0	 0
5.5.1 Number of computers available and pupil/computer ratio
According to Peigrum and Anderson (2001), "a general basic indicator of hardware
availability in schools is the number of PCs (or workstations) available in each school
that student and/or teachers can readily access for teaching and/or learning purposes" (p.
9). Therefore, the 72 head teachers were asked to indicate the total number of computers
that were available for teaching purposes in their schools.
Figure 5.9 below shows the number of computers that were available in the 72 Greek
primary schools 1 , varying between 3 to 18. More specifically, 31 schools (43.1%) had
from 10 to 12 computers. The uniformity present in 43.1% of schools regarding the
number of computers (10-12 computers) is a result of the participation of many schools
in specific projects (e.g. "The Island of Faiakes") as mentioned in Section 1.3.1.
According to the study of the documents relating to these projects, the policy of the
The number of computers that was available in each school is presented in Column A, in Table 5.3 (see
Section 5.5).
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Greek Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs as far as the hardware was concerned
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No. of computers
Figure 5.9 - Number of computers usedfor leaching purposes.
One of the questions arising from the results presented in Figure 5.9 is whether schools
had enough computers. According to Pelgrum and Plomp (1991), a question like this "is
very difficult to answer from a theoretical perspective because so many factors are
involved, such as the goals of computer use, availability of adequate software, training
of teachers, etc." (p. 23). However, we may get a tentative answer to the above question
by looking at the pupil/computer ratio.
The pupil/computer ratio is one indicator of the extent to which students can access
hardware in a school. "This ratio indicates how many students on average have to share
one computer... A ratio of 30, for example, indicates that for every 30 students there is
one computer available" (Pelgrum and Anderson 2001, p. 120). In the present study, the
student/computer ratio was calculated by taking the total number of pupils in a school
divided by the total number of computers that were available in that school for teaching
purposes. The pupil/computer ratios in the 72 schools is shown for each school in Figure
5.10 below in descending order.

















Figure 5.10 shows that the pupil/computer ratio varied from 3.8 (see School 58) pupils to
65 pupils (see School 17) per computer. Most schools had a pupil/computer ratio of
between 5.1 and 15 pupils per computer. Figure 5.10 also shows that schools with small
numbers of pupils (50 or fewer) had a ratio of just under 5-7 per computer (see for
example Schools 58, 64, 21, 32). On the other hand, as the number of pupils increased,
so did the ratio of pupils to computers. For instance, in schools with over 305 pupils (see
School 1), the pupil/computer ratio was of the order of 30.5 per computer. Finally, the
fact that the pupil/computer ratio was low in some schools does not imply that the
teachers and pupils had frequent access to the use of computers all the time.
The next sections present evidence of the type of computers, their age, whether they had
multimedia facilities, whether they were connected to internal networks and whether
they had access to the Internet.
5.5.2 Types of computers available
Previous research reported in different countries of the world in the 80s and at the
beginning of the 90s, showed that most schools used IBM Desktop PC or Macintosh (see
for example Peigrum and Plomp, 1991; 1993). Moreover, from the end of the 90s and
the beginning of 2000, there are studies which show that many schools also use Laptop
computers in their teaching (Peigrum and Anderson, 2001; DfEE, 2002).
In this study, the answers given by the head teachers of the 72 schools about the type of
computers available for teaching purposes showed that all schools had IBM Desktop PC
computers. There was no school using Macintosh or Laptops. However, after my visit to
School 8, it emerged that there was a teacher who used two Laptops in her teaching as
well as IBM Desktop PCs. These Laptops belonged to her and she used to bring them
often to the school in order to use them in her teaching.
The uniformity present in the 72 schools as far as the type of computers is concerned
(IBM Desktop PC), happened for the following reason. Many schools, as mentioned
earlier (see Section 5.4), participated in various projects of ICT in education or in others,
which aimed at the introduction of innovations. The policy of these projects, according
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to the official documents of the Ministry of Education, was to provide the schools with
IBM Desktop PC computers'.
Although in this study the head teachers of the schools were not asked for the technical
characteristics of the computers available for teaching purposes, there were many
Ministry of Education documents, which had such information. For example, the schools
which participated in the project "The island of Faiakes" 2
 had computers with good
technical specifications, such as an Intel Pentiums processor, 200 MHZ, memory of at
least 128MB, screen card PCI SVGA with 2MB RAM, screen 15", and CD-ROM of
"8x" speed3 . It is assumed that the remaining schools of the study would have similar
characteristics to the above. As long as these schools have only started using ICT, in the
last three years before this research, it is assumed that they would have been equipped
with new computers and good technical characteristics.
5.5.3 Age of computers available for teaching purposes and their multimedia
facilities
The age of computers in schools, shows indirectly the power of these computers. For
instance, at the beginning of this century, much educational software was introduced,
which could only be used with the most modern computers, with good technical
characteristics such as Pentium 3, 450 MHz, 128 MB RAM, CD-ROM "32x", Windows
2000, etc. Therefore, in this study it is assumed that the schools equipped with state-of-
the-art computers with multimedia and communication facilities, could use ICT more
imaginatively in teaching, in comparison with schools where the computers were old and
old-fashioned.
Figure 5.11 shows that when this study had been conducted (March-June 2002) there
were 29 schools whose total number of computers was below three years old and 31
other schools with all their computers over three years old. The remaining 12 schools
had computers with ages of both less than three years old and more than three years old.
From these results it appears that almost half of the schools had new computers and
therefore it is assumed that they would possess multimedia and communication facilities.
'the projects' web site at: http://odysseia.cti.gr/English/ODYSSEIAN
 EW/action-ypodomh/default.htm
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Figure 5.11 - Number of schools and the ages of their computers.
Furthermore, from the remaining schools which had computers over three years old it
cannot be assumed that they were old-fashioned. Many of the schools which had
computers over three years of age, were schools which participated in projects
implementing ICT. According to official documents of these projects the computers,
with which the schools were equipped, were new and mainly Pentium and possessed
multimedia and communication facilities (Greek Ministry of Education and Religious
Affairs, 2002, www.odysseia.cti.gr). Therefore, it can be assumed that many schools,
which possessed computers over three years old during this study, may not necessarily
be considered as old fashioned and causing problems in teaching.
The head teachers of the 72 Greek primary schools were asked to indicate the number of
the total of computers which had multimedia facilities. More specifically, this study has
assumed that the multimedia computers would extend the range of educational software
and the various websites for teachers to use in their teaching.
Figure 5.12 (see next page) shows that in the majority of schools all the computers
which were available for teaching purposes had multimedia facilities. Only ten schools
did not have multimedia facilities for all their computers'.
The number of computers that had multimedia facilities in each school is presented in Column C, in
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Figure 5.12 - Number of computers which had or did not have multimedia facilities.
Another indicator for the quality of the computers available for teaching purposes in the
72 Greek schools was whether they were connected to internal networks. This indicator
is presented in the following subsection.
5.5.4 Connections to internal networks
Figure 5.13 shows that the number of schools connected to internal networks was 38
(52.8%) while schools which did not have any computers connected were 34 (47.2%).
Among the 38 networked schools, only six did not have all their computers connected to
internal networks (see also Column E, in Table 5.3, Section 5.5). The computers of
many of the 38 schools were connected to an internal network through the project
"Mnistires".
	
All computers linked to No computers linked 	 Only a number of
internal network	 to internal network	 computers linked to
internal network
Figure 5.13 - Number of schools linked to an internal network
'See the project's web site at: http://odysseia.cti.gr/mnistires/
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5.5.5 Access to communication facilities
Figure 5.14 below shows that among the total of the 72 schools, during this study,




Intem access	 Without Internet access
Figure 5.14 - Numbers of schools which have or do not have access to the Internet.
Furthermore, the head teachers were asked to indicate the number of the computers
available for teaching purposes which had access to the Internet. Figure 5.15 below
shows that among the 65 schools (see Figure 5.14) which had access to the Internet, 40
(61.5%) schools had all their computers connected'. In the remaining 25 (38.5%)
schools access to the Internet was often provided for only one or two computers amongst










aH computers connected 	 only a w computers (1 or 2)
connected
Figure 5.15 - Number of computers connected to the Internet.
The number of computers that connected to Internet in each school is presented in Column E, in Table
5.3 (see Section 5.5).
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Finally, head teachers were asked to indicate whether their school had created a website.











Schools with website	 Schools without website
Figure 5.16 - Numbers of schools which had or did not have a website.
The design of the websites has been done either by a member of staff or the parents
association or a private Information Technology company. Their content varied; for
instance, some websites contained a schedule of school events, information about
projects in which the schools participated, links to websites for educational tools, and
information on school policies.
5.5.6 Location of computers
Head teachers were asked to indicate the location of computers that were available for
teaching purposes. Figure 5.17 show that the majority of schools (83%) located their
computers in separate computers rooms. In the remaining 12 schools (16.7%) that did










Computer room	 Classroom or library
Figure 5.17— Location of computers in schools.
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As far as most of the schools which had their computers in a computer room are
concerned, many were influenced by the policy of the projects in which they were
participating. For example, the aim of the "Ministries" project of the "Odysseia"
programme, (see Section 1.2.3.1, Chapter 1), was the creation of 240 school computer
rooms in High Schools, Lyceums and Primary schools of "The Island of Faiakes"
project. The layout of the computer rooms established in the 14 schools of this project is
depicted in Figure 5.18, below. Similar layouts were also seen in many schools which I
visited while conducting this study (March-July 2002).
According to the Greek Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs (1997), "the
computer room should have the appropriate and necessary computing and networking
equipment, in order to succeed in the lesson's aims, and the layout of the room, the
furniture and the machines should ensure the health and safety for the pupils. The
computing equipment (hardware and software) of the computer rooms should be
contemporary so that the pupils do not consider technology to be unsatisfactory.
However, it is neither necessary nor possible for it to be the most contemporary. The use
of equipment should be enhanced and this is the message to be conveyed to pupils"
(Pedagogical Institute, 1997, www.pi-schools.gr).

















5.6 HARDWARE AVAILABILITY FOR ADMINISTRATION
Table 5.4 below shows the number of computers that were available in the schools for
administration, the age of these computers, whether they were connected to an internal
network and whether they had access to the Internet.
Table 5.4 - Computers usedfor administration.
Total number of schools
Number and percentage of schools which had





over 3 years old
less than 3 years old
linked to internal network
not linked to internal network
with Internet access	 50	 79%
without Internet access	 13	 21%
Out of the 72 schools, those which had computers for administration numbered 63
(87.5%) of which 59 had one computer, two schools had two computers and two schools
had three computers. The type of computers in all these schools was an IBM Desktop
PC. Table 5.4 shows that 35 schools had computers which were more than three years
old and 28 schools had computers less than three years. Of the 63 schools, 50 (79%) had
access to the Internet. Only 11 schools (17%) had computers connected to an internal
network.
In the following section the availability of other equipment in the 72 schools for
administrative and teaching purposes is presented.
5.6.1 Availability of other ICT equipment in the schools
Head teachers were asked about the availability of other equipment in the 72 schools for
teaching and administration. The total number of schools, which had at least one item
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Figure 5.19 - Availability of other equipment in the schools for leaching and administration.
The above figure shows that all 72 schools had one printer (100%), the majority had a
TV set (88.9%) and an overhead projector (OHP) (86.1%). More than two thirds of the
schools had a video recorder (77.8%) and a scanner (73.6%). On the other hand, there
was a substantial lack of other ICT equipment. For example, only 22.2% of schools had
a digital camera, 9.7% a video camera and only 8.3% of the schools had a computer
projector.
The head teachers of the 72 schools were also asked to indicate whether their schools
have ordered any additional ICT equipment. According to the results of their answers
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Figure 5.20 - Number of schools did or did not order further equipment.
5.6.2 Software available for teaching and administration purposes
According to Peigrum and Anderson (2001), the use of ICT in teaching by teachers is
not only influenced by the quality and quantity of hardware in schools but also by the
quality and quantity of software. In order to examine the situation regarding software in
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schools in this study, the head teachers were asked to indicate the type of software
available for administration and teaching purposes.
Figure 5.21 shows the percentage of schools and the software they had: word processing
(100%), painting or drawing (100%), tools/utilities (98.6%) and spreadsheets (97.2%).
These were usually provided within Microsoft office (a bundle of office software). The
majority of schools also had educational games software (94.4%), databases (93.1%),
subject specific software (90.3%), Word Wide Web (88.9%), presentation software
(87.5%) and mailing software (70.8%).
Figure 5.21 also shows that there was Logo software in 62.5% of the schools and
desktop publishing in over one third of the schools (44.4%). The rest of the software
types were to be found in a small number of schools. For example authoring
programmes were available in 26.4% of the schools, simulations in 20.8%, programming
languages in 5.6%, music composition software in 13.9% of schools, and measurement
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Figure 5.21 - lype of software that was available in the schools for teaching purposes.
With regard to the software available in the 63 schools', which had computers for
administrative purposes, all schools had word processing (100%), the majority of the 63
schools had all the other programmes shown in the Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.22 - Type of software that was available in the schools for administrative purposes.
Among the 72 schools, only nine reported having created their own software. This
software was dealing with environmental education, Olympic Games and various topics
in physics, geography and history.
5.7 ICT USE IN TEACHING
In order to investigate whether the 72 Greek primary schools used ICT for teaching
purposes, the head teachers were asked to indicate the number of teaching staff that used
ICT in their teaching. In addition, they were asked to indicate the type of use of ICT in
their schools (i.e. ICT as a separate subject) as well as in which year groups ICT was
used. Moreover, the teachers who took part in this research were asked to indicate how
often they used ICT in their teaching, how long they have been using ICT, and in which
subjects. The results are presented in the following subsections.
5.7.1 Number of teaching staff that used ICT for teaching purposes
Figure 5.23 shows that the percentage of teaching staff that used ICT in these schools
varied from 5% (e.g. see School 7) to 100% (e.g. see School 58). In 64 schools (88.9%),
the percentage of teaching staff that used ICT in their teaching was under 50% and in the
remaining eight schools it was over 50%. Only two schools reported all the teaching
staff used ICT (see Schools 58, 65). These schools were in rural areas and only had a
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The above results show that in the majority of the 72 Greek primary schools, the number
of teaching staff that used ICT in their teaching was small. According to head teachers
this is due to the policy of the schools regarding the type of use of ICT. For example, as
is presented in Section 5.7.11, some schools had a policy of teaching ICT as a separate
subject for the highest age groups only. In these schools, only one or two individuals out
of the entire teaching staff used ICT (see for example, Schools 11 and 31 in Figure
5.23).
Other schools had a policy of using ICT as a tool in all subjects for the highest two or
three year group classes. Such schools for example were Schools 1, 2, 3, 4 (see Figure
5.23). Therefore, the small percentages of teaching staff of the 72 schools that used ICT
in the teaching was due to the policy of schools regarding the use and teaching of ICT
for pupils of specific age groups.
5.7.2 Frequency of using ICT in teaching
The 181 teachers that participated in the current research were asked to indicate their
frequency of use for each of the 15 forms of ICT in their teaching 1 . Their responses were
scored as follows: never=O, about an hour each monthl, about an hour each week=2,
several hours a week=3, more than an hour a day =4. An average score (mean) was then
derived for each type of ICT in order to compare the frequency of use of the different
types.
Figure 5.24, shows that, the form of ICT used most frequently in teaching was word
processing. The second and third most frequently used forms of ICT were reported as
being art/graphic software and multimedia encyclopaedias. Simulations, music
composition software, modelling and desk-top publishing are rarely used by teachers.
Use of the measurement and control is also very low.
'The frequency of use of the ICT was measured in two phases. In the first phase, in March 2002, the 181
teachers were asked to indicate the frequency of use for each of the 15 forms of ICT in their teaching. In
the second phase, in June 2002, the same teachers were asked again to indicate the frequency of use for
each of the 15 forms of ICT in their teaching, in the previous three months (March-May 2002). In the
second phase answered 175 teachers (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.7). This section presents the results of the
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Figure 5.24 - Forms of ICT used in teaching.
A Pearson correlation was used to examine the relationship between teachers' ICT use
frequency score in their teaching and their attitudes towards computers. The results of
the correlations are presented in Chapter 6 (6.2.13).
5.7.3 Period of time of using ICT in teaching
Teachers were asked to indicate the years that they had used ICT in their teaching.
Figure 5.25 presents, the mean score of years of use of the 15 different forms of ICT.
This figure shows that word processing and art/graphics software were the forms of ICT
which had been used for the longest period of time while modelling, simulations, music
composition and measurement and control had been used for only a very short period.
The above data were further analysed to find if there was any relationship among
teachers' frequency of ICT in their teaching and the number of years that they had used
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Figure 5.25 - Forms of ICT used in teaching (in years).
This relationship was examined using Pearson correlations (two-tailed). Most
specifically, teachers' mean scores (range 1 to 5) of the frequency of ICT in their
teaching was correlated with their mean score of years that they had used ICT in their
teaching. This correlation is shown in the following table (Table 5.5).
5.5 - Pearson correlation for frequency of ICT use and
years of use of ICT.
Years' of use of ICTscore
.483**
ICrfrequency score	 (000)
* Correlation is significant at the 0.0/level (2-tailed).
The Pearson correlation showed a positive and relatively large correlation (r=+.483,
p=.000) between the ICT frequency's score with the years of using ICT score. This
correlation indicates that teachers who had been using ICT for many years tended to use
it more often than those who only recently started to use ICT. This finding is discussed
more in Section 5.11.2.
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5.7.4 Using the Internet in teaching
As we have seen in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.3), one of the objectives of the Greek
Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs for ICT in education was the connection of
all primary schools to the Internet. In Section 5.5.5, the number of the sample schools
that had access to the Internet for teaching and administrative purposes was reported.
Teachers were also asked whether they had used the Internet in their teaching and, if so,
to indicate how often and for how long they have been using it and for what teaching
purposes. The results of their answers are presented in the following sections.
5.7.5 Number of teaching staff that used and did not use Internet in teaching
Figure 5.26 below shows that among 181 teachers who participated in the study, 113
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Figure 5.26— Numbers of teachers who used or did not use the Internet in teaching.
The reasons why 68 teachers (3 7.6%) did not use the Internet in their teaching varied.
An important reason for the teachers of seven schools was that their schools were not
connected to the Internet. Other reasons that were mentioned by other teachers were the
lack of time in their teaching, their lack of knowledge for using it and for the appropriate
educational web sites, the young age of their pupils, the slow speeds of their computers,
the difficulty of organisation its use in their teaching as well as the lack of enough
computers.
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5.7.6 Frequency of using the Internet in teaching
The teachers were asked to indicate the frequency of use of the Internet in their teaching
and more specifically email, World Wide Web, user groups and video conferencing'. An
average score was then derived for each use in order to compare the frequency of use of
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Figure 5.27— Forms of Internet used in teaching.
Figure 5.27 shows that for most teachers the use of the Internet was restricted to the
World Wide Web (M=1 .6), followed by e-mail (M=O.7). Teachers rarely used video
conferencing (M=O. 1) and users groups (M=O. 1).
5.7.7 Period of time of using the Internet in teaching
Teachers were also asked to indicate how long they had been using the Internet in their
teaching. In order to investigate which of the four different uses of the Internet (e-mail,
World Wide Web, user groups, video conferencing), was used for longer or sorter period
of time the average years (i.e. mean score) that teachers mentioned for every type of use
was calculated. The results are presented in Figure 5.28.
Their responses were scored as follows: never=O, about an hour each monthl, about an hour each
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Figure 5.28 - Types of Internet use for teaching (in years).
Figure 5.28 shows that the World Wide Web (M= 1 .38 years) and e-mail (M=0.76 years)
had been used for the longest period of time compared with user groups (M0. 12) and
video conferencing (M=O.1O) which had been used for the shortest period of time.
5.7.8 Kinds of use of the Internet for teaching purposes
Teachers were also asked to indicate the educational purpose for Internet use. Figure
5.29 shows that the most frequent use was to find out information and obtain resources
for lesson preparation and communication with other teachers and pupils via e-mail
while the least frequent use was for discussing teaching ideas with fellow teachers and
other professionals via discussion groups.
For tnding out infennation and resoultes br .
	 I
lesson preparation
For publishing my pupils M)41( in WWW
For publishing my own teaching materials in 	 •Yes
	
WwW	 • No
For discussing teaching ideas with fellow
teachers and other professionals ia discussion
gioups
Forcommucating with other teachers and pupils ________________________________
	
.ia e-mail	 4.j.
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
%of participants
Figure 5.29— Kinds of Internet using for teaching purposes in school.
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There were some teachers who stated that they used the Internet to enable their pupils to
participate in Greek and European pupil competitions. The head teachers and teachers
were asked to indicate the age group and the number of pupils that used ICT in their
teaching. The results are presented in the following two sections.
5.7.9 Number of pupils that used ICT in their lessons
Figure 5.30 shows the percentage of pupils that used ICT in the 72 schools varied from
5% to 100%. There were nine schools reporting that ICT in teaching was used by all
pupils (see for example Schools 32, 64 and 65 in Figure 5.30). However, as we have
seen in Figure 5.7 (see Section 5.3.2) these schools had a very small number of teaching
staff (e.g. two teachers) as well as all of them used ICT in their teaching. On the other
hand, there were 17 schools in which ICT was used by more than 50% of pupils (see for
example Schools 59, 23 and 35). In addition, Figure 5.30 shows that in the majority of
schools ICT was used by only a minority of pupils (see for example Schools 7 and 17).
The above results show that in the majority of the 72 schools, the percentage of pupils
that used ICT was low. This was due mainly to the policy of the schools regarding the
type of use of ICT (see also Section 5.7.11). For example, School I (see Figure 5.30)
had participated in the project "The Island of Faiakes" the aim of which was the
introduction and the implementation of Id in the two highest age groups of the school
such as ICT tool. Therefore, one would not expect to see in this school all teachers to use
ICT in their teaching.
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5.7.10 Pupil year groups where teachers used ICT
The 181 teachers were asked to indicate the class or classes (age groups) that used ICT
in their teaching'. Figure 5.31 show that the majority of teachers used ICT in the three
highest age groups2
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Figure 5.31 - Pupil year groups where teachers used ICT in their teaching.
The fact that the majority of teachers used ICT in the three highest age groups could be
explained by the fact that, the 72 schools used in this study introduced ICT in teaching
through their voluntary involvement in projects. As was mentioned in the previous
section, the policy of many of these projects was the implementation of ICT only in the
highest age groups of the schools (e.g. see the aim of the Project "The Island of Faiakes"
in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1).
The above data were further analysed (see Chapter 6) to find out if there was any
difference between teachers' attitudes related to the year groups where they used Id.
The results are presented in Section 6.2.10.
By pupil year groups! mean all pupils of a same age within a given school year, as a whole; not taking
into account different classes.
2 In the Greek educational system, pupils start school at 5 plus years old. Therefore, Year I includes
children between 5 and 6 years of age, Year 2 children between 6 and 7 years of age and so on. The
category "Two Year groups" of Figure 5.31 consisted of teachers who taught ICT in two Year groups (e.g.
Year 5 and Year 6). The category "More than 2 year groups" of Figure 5.31 consisted of teachers who
taught ICT in three year groups or more (e.g. Year I, Year 2 and Year 5). This happens mainly in schools










5.7.11 Type of use of ICT in schools
Head teachers were asked how ICT was used in their schools. Figure 5.32 shows that 40
(56%) schools reported that Id was used as a tool across the curriculum and 18 (25%)
reported that ICT was taught as a separate subject. There were 14 (19%) schools which
reported that ICT was taught as a separate subject and used across the curriculum.
both
(14) 19%
Figure 5.32— Type of use oflCTin schools.
In order to find if there was a significant difference between teachers' frequency of ICT
use in teaching and their type of ICT use in their teaching a one way analysis of variance
was conducted (One Way ANOVA). As we have seen in Section 5.7.2 there were 15
items measuring teachers' frequency of ICT in their teaching. Their responses (range
none=1 to more than an hour every day=5) were summed so that higher sums indicated
greater frequency of use; thus the lowest possible score on ICT frequency score was 15
and the highest 75. Table 5.6 below shows the descriptive summary of the results with
the mean ICT frequency scores, the standard deviation and the range of scores
(minimum and maximum). Table 5.6 shows that teachers in the group of using ICT as a
tool had a mean frequency score 23.89 (SD=6.286), teachers in the group of using ICT
as a subject 26.52 (SD=8.437) and teachers in the third group (combined use) had a
mean frequency score of 26.53 (SDr7.816).
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Table 5.6 - Descriptive statistics of school's JCT type of use and teachers 'frequency of/CT use
in their teaching.
Table 5.7 - One way analysis of variance (Anova) of school's ICT
type of use and teachers 'frequency of/CT use in their
leaching.
* Not significant (p>.O5)
Table 5.7 shows sums of squares, degrees of freedom (dl), mean square, observed F ratio
and p value for the analysis. The F value of 2.818, and the p value of .062 (p=.OS), in
Table 5.7 shows there was no difference among the ICT frequency score of teachers in
the three categories of ICT type of use.
The data concerning the type of use of ICT in schools were further analysed in Chapters
6 (see Section 6.2.8) and 7 (see Section 7.2.7) in order to examine the differences in
teachers' and head teachers' attitudes towards computers. The following section presents
the use of ICT at home.
5.8 USE OF ICT AT HOME
As we have seen in Chapter 4, Section, 4.6.1.1.3 respondents were asked a number of
questions related to the use of ICT at home, such as the frequency of use, how long they
have been using it, and how frequently they checked their e-mail. The results of their
answers are presented in the following sections.
5.8.1 Access to a computer for personal use at home
Teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors were asked whether they
had access to a computer for personal use outside of the work place. The results of their
answers are presented in Figure 5.33 and show that almost two thirds (64%) of the
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Figure 5.33 - Percentage ofparlicipants who had or did not have computers at home.
The majority of teachers (79%), 54% of head teachers, 44% of district officers and 40%
of school counsellors had access to a computer at home.
Data were also analysed in order to find any differences between teachers' frequency of
ICT use in teaching related to their access to a computer for personal use at home. Table
5.8 below shows a summary of the descriptive statistics for teachers who had access to a
computer and for teachers that did not have access to a computer. As can be seen from
Table 5.8, the teachers with access to a computer had a higher mean (M=25.66,
SD=7.225) than the teachers without access to a computer.
Table 5.8 - Descriptive statistics of teachers 'access to a computer for personal use at home and
frequency of ICT use in their teaching.
95% Confidence Interval
for MeanN	 M	 SD Std. Error	 Minimum Maximum
Lower	 Upper
Bound	 Bound
Access to a computers 143 2566 7.225	 .604	 24.46	 26.85	 17	 59
No access to a 38 21.05 4.146	 .673	 19.69	 22.42	 17	 33
computer________ __________ __________ _________ __________
Overall	 181 2469 6946	 .516	 23.67	 25.71	 17	 59
Table 5.9 - One way analysis of variance (Anova) of teachers' access
to a computer for personal use at home and frequency of







Table 5.9 shows the results of one way ANOVA to investigate the differences in
teachers' frequency of ICT related to their access to a computer at home. This table
shows that F value was 14.158, and the p value was .000 (p<.O5). This means that the
teachers with access to a computer at home used ICT significantly more often in their
teaching than the teachers without access to a computer at home.
A one way ANOVA was also conducted to determine if there was any difference
between respondents' access to a computer for personal use at home and their attitudes
towards computers. The findings are presented in Sections 6.2.7 (see Chapter 6) and
7.2.9 (see Chapter 7).
5.8.2 Computer ownership and types of computers used at home
Figure 5.34 shows that the majority of the respondents' home computer was owned by
themselves. The rest of them reported that it was owned by their partner, their children
or their brothers or sisters.
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Figure 5.34 - Ownership of home computers.
The respondents were also asked to indicate the type of computer they used at home.
Figure 5.35 shows that the majority of respondents (85%) used a Desktop PC at home.
There was a small percentage of teachers and head teachers (7%) who used a laptop as
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Figure 5.35 - Type of computers used at home.
In the following sections the data related to the frequency and time spent using ICT at
home by teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors are presented.
5.8.3 Frequency of using ICT at home
The teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors who had access to a
computer at home were asked to indicate their frequency of using ICT (Word
processing, spreadsheets, databases, desk-top publishing, art/graphics software, e-mail,
World Wide Web, games) for personal purposes outside of their work place'.
0	 05	 1	 15	 2	 3	 35
M..n
Figure 5.36— Forms of ICT used at home.
Their responses were scored as follows: never 0, about an hour each month = I, about an hour each
week = 2, several hours a week = 3, more than an hour a day = 4. An average score was then derived for
each form in order to compare the frequency of use of the different forms of id.
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Figure 5.36 shows that ICT use outside of the work place occurred most often with
teachers followed by head teachers. The greatest use was for word processing, followed
by World Wide Web, e-mail and CD-ROM software.
5.8.4 Period of time spent using ICT at home
Apart from the frequency of using ICT, the respondents were asked how many years
they had used ICT at home. Figure 5.37 shows that the form of ICT which had been used
for the longest period of time by all respondents was word processing (M2.5 years),
followed by CD-ROM software (M=1.8 years), art/graphic software, World Wide Web
(M=1 .5 years), spreadsheets (M=1 .3 years), databases, e-mail, games (M=1 .1 years).
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Figure 5.37— Forms of ICT used at home (in years).
The software used for the smallest period of time was desk-top publishing (M0.5
years). Figure 5.37 also show that teachers had been using ICT for more years than head













5.8.5 Access to the Internet for personal use at home
Among 223 respondents who had a computer at home, 181 (78%) had access to the
Internet. Figure 5.38 shows the percentage of teachers, head teachers, district officers
and school counsellors that had access to the Internet at home.
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Figure 5.38 - Percentage ofparlicipants with access to the Internet at home.
Figure 5.38 shows that the majority of teachers (83%), head teachers (85%) and school
counsellors (89%) who had a computer at home had access to the Internet. On the other
hand, fewer district officers (65%) who had a computer at home had access to the
Internet.
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Figure 5.39 - Percentage ofparticipants who had or did not have e-mail address.
Figure 5.39 shows that 68.6% of respondents who had a computer at home also had
access to e-mail, e.g. 74.8% of teachers and 42.1% of district officers.
The respondents were also asked to indicate how often they check their e-mail. Figure







specifically, Figure 5.40 shows that the majority of teachers and head teachers who had
e-mail checked it every other day or every day while the majority of district officers and
school counsellors checked it once/twice a month or once a week.
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Figure 5.40 - Frequency of checking e-mail.
Figure 5.41 below shows that those who checked e-mail more frequently were teachers
(M=3.3) and head teachers (M=3.1), compared with school counsellors (M=2.2) and
district officers (M=2).
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5.9 PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Staff development is a basic and necessary component of the continuing education of
teachers, administrators and other staff (Fullan, 2001). Previous research, for example
Peigrum and Plomp (1993), has shown that the introduction and implementation of ICT
in schools is dependent upon the training that teachers had received. More specifically,
Preston et al., (2000), maintained that "the effect of in-service training about the uses of
ICT in teaching on subsequent practice depends upon the type, length and location of the
course attended" (p. 48). In order to examine the relationship between teachers', head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' training received and their attitudes
towards computers, a number of questions about professional development were
included in the questionnaires.
The respondents were asked to indicate the number of hours and the type of training
received (i.e. initial awareness course, short special course, advanced course, working
conference, longer award bearing course) in four different locations (i.e. in my school, in
university, LEA Centre, public and private institutes).
The number of hours in each type of training was summed for each participant in order
to see the total number of training hours that he/she had received. Figure 5.42 shows the
distribution of the number of hours of ICT training which the sample had received.
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Figure 5.42 shows that the majority of teachers and head teachers had received some
training in ICT varying from 1 to 150 hours. Moreover there were eight teachers (4%),
13 head teachers (18%), 16 district officers (37%) and 17 school counsellors (36%) who
had not had any training at all. Figure 5.42 also shows that teachers have had more hours
of training in ICT than district officers and school counsellors who were once teachers.
This is because ICT has only been in primary schools for a few years. Therefore, district
officers and school counsellors did not have the opportunity to attend more training than






Figure 5.43 - Number of participants who have attended one or more of each form of training
course.
Figure 5.43 shows the types of training courses attended by the respondents and where
they were located. Figure 5.43 shows that the most popular course was initial awareness
at University. Figure 5.43 also shows that only a small number of educators had attended
a longer award bearing course. Rhodes and Cox (1990) showed that short training
courses such as initial awareness courses were inadequate to enable teachers to use
computers very often in their teaching.
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This study analysed the relationship between teachers' training score and frequency
score of ICT in teaching. In order to find the strength of association between these two
variables, the Pearson correlation was used. A training score for each teacher was
calculated by summing the number of hours of computer training they had attended.
Table 5.10 shows a Pearson correlation of p<O.05 (i.e. p.O43), indicating a significant
degree of positive relationship between training score and frequency score (r= + 151).
Table 5.10 - Pearson correlation for frequency of ICT




** Correlation is significant at the 0.01/eve! (2-tailed).
This correlation result shows that those teachers who had received many hours of
computer training tended to use ICT more often in their teaching. This finding is
discussed in Section 5.11.4 of this chapter.
The computer training' data were further analysed to find if there was any relationships
among teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
towards computers and their computer training perceived. The results of these
relationships are presented in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.2.12) and 7 (see Section 7.2.11).
5.10 COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
The respondents were asked to indicate their knowledge and skills of computers,
answering a number of questions. The questions consisted of four categories of
questions and items (see Section 4.6.1.1.2, Chapter 4). The first category included two
general questions, one referring to the knowledge of computers and the second to extent
of programme use'. The second category included 10 items that referred to specific
knowledge concerning computers 2 . The third category included 10 items that referred to
the respondents' ICT skills. The fourth category included 10 items that referred to the
In the first question the answers of respondents were scored as follows: none 0, a little = I, average
2, quite a lot = 3 a lot = 4 while the answers of the second question were scored as follows: no good = 0,
weak = I, average = 2, quite good = 3 very good = 4.
2 In this category of questions the answers were scored as follows: none = 0, a little = I, quite a lot = 2, a
lot = 3.
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ability of using computers in teaching'. This category of items was answered only by
teachers.
In order to examine respondents' knowledge for each of the 32 questions/items a mean
score for each questionlitem was also calculated (the score was 0-4 for the two first
questions and 0-3 for the remaining questions). In general, a higher mean score in each
knowledge's question/item corresponds to more knowledge about computers while a low
score indicates less knowledge about computers. The results of this analysis are








Teachers	 Head teachers District officers	 School
counsellors
Figure 5.44 - Respondents' answers to the questions "How much do you know about
computers?" and "How good are you at using programs? ".
Figures 5.44, 5.45 and 5.46 show that teachers and head teachers scored higher on the
majority of knowledge questions than district officers and school counsellors indicating
that these educators had more knowledge and skills about computers. Figure 5.44 shows
that all groups had higher mean scores for the question "How much do you know about
computers?" compared to the question "How good are you at using programs?".
Figure 5.45 shows that the teachers had a relatively high level of knowledge about "the
difference between 'RAM' and 'ROM", "what a relational database is like" as well as
about the "difference between the operating system and an application package".
Furthermore, they scored relatively low for questions such as "What a loop means in
t in third and fourth category of questions the answers were scored as follows: not at all 0, a little = I,
well = 2, very well = 3.
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programming" and "What file extensions are". Head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors had low scores for the majority of knowledge items compared with
teachers.
D Teachers u Head teachers District officers i School counsellors
The difference between a word processor and a
desktop publishing programme.
The difference between RM and 'ROM'.
What a 'bir is defined as.
What a relational database' is like.
What a loop' means in programming.
What Ills e,densions' are.
Criteria to judge the quality of a printer.
The trends in hardware dei.lopment In the past
30 iears.
The difference between the operating stem and
an application package.
The difference between mainframe computers and
personal computers.
0.0	 0.5	 1.0	 1.5	 2.0	 2.5
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Figure 5.45 - Respondents' knowledge concerning computers.
Figure 5.46 shows respondents' basic ICT skills. The results show that the majority of
teachers was able to perform a wide range of tasks indicating that these had higher level
of ICT skills in relation to head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. Figure
5.46 also shows that there were two items that were rated relatively low by the
respondents. One of these items related to virus checking and the other one to "connect
computer to external devices". These findings indicate that the respondents had a low
level of skills about these two tasks.
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Figure 5.46— Respondents ' ICT skills.
Figure 5.47 below shows the mean score of teachers for each knowledge item of the
fourth category (i.e. questions that refer to the ability of using ICT in teaching). As we
can see in Figure 5.47 the mean for the ten items ranged from 0.9 (see "Using advanced
modelling software for teaching modelling skills and concepts" item) to 2.5 (see
"Writing courseware for my own lesson" item). Teachers had relatively high mean
scores (higher than 2.0) on nine of ten knowledge items indicating that on average they
had relatively high level of knowledge and ability to use specific types of ICT in their
teaching. On the other hand, teachers scored very low on the item "Using advanced
modelling software for teaching modelling skills and concepts". In addition, as we have
seen in Section 5.7.2 teachers also had low scores for all types of ICT except word
processing, art/graphics, and CD-ROM (see Figure 5.25), indicating a low level of
knowledge of several other type of software in their teaching. This supports the earlier
findings of Preston et al., (2000) who found that over 75% of ICT teachers in England
only used word processing more than once a week. The nine knowledge items referred
to above (see also Figure 5.47) represented only a narrow range of ICT skills similar to
those identified used by teachers in a recent literature review by Cox and Webb (2004).
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Figure 5.47 - Teachers' knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching.
This study, examined the relationships between respondents' computer knowledge score
(i.e. knowledge concerning computers' score, ICT abilities score and knowledge about
the use of ICT in teaching) about computers, and their training score (see Section 5.9).
Pearson's correlation was used to examine these relationships. For each of the 30 items
the responses were coded 1 for "none" to 4 for "a lot" (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.3.2).
Table 5.11 shows the results of the Pearson correlation.
Table 5.11 - Pearson correlation for training about computers and knowledge about computers.
Knowledge concerning	 ICT abilities	 Knowledge about the use of ICT
computers score	 score	 In teaching score
.297**	 .180**	 .232cc
Training score
	 (000)	 (.002)	 (002)
Correlation is significant at the 0.0/ level (2-Failed).
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As can be seen from Table 5.11, the results showed that the training score correlated
statistically significantly with the three categories of knowledge scores. However, the
correlations were small. These correlations indicate that teachers with more hours of
computer training tend to have more knowledge about computers.
A Pearson correlation was also used to examine the relationship between teachers'
frequency ICT score with the score of the above three categories of knowledge (i.e.
knowledge concerning computers' score, ICT abilities' score and knowledge about the
use of ICT in teaching). The results of these correlations are shown in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12 - Pearson correlation for frequency of ICT use and knowledge about computers.
Knowledge concerning	 ICT abilities	 Knowledge about the use of 1CT
computers score	 score	 In leaching score
.463**	 .424**	 .458**
ICTfrequency score
	 (000)	 (000,1	 (000,1
Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 5.12 shows that the ICT frequency score positive correlated with all three
categories of knowledge. Therefore, these correlation results show that the teachers who
had more knowledge about computers were likely to use ICT more frequently in their
teaching. However, because the Pearson correlation does not imply causation the above
results may mean that teachers who use ICT more frequently in their teaching have more
knowledge about computers. The above results are discussed in Section 5.11.4 of this
chapter. This study, moreover, analysed the relationships between respondents'
knowledge score about computers and their attitudes towards computers. The results of
this analysis are presented in Chapters 6 (see Section 6.2.11) and 7 (see Section 7.2.10).
5.11 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2) one of the objectives of this study was to
investigate the uptake of ICT in the 72 Greek primary schools. Firstly, this chapter
presented the demographic characteristics of the questionnaire sample. Secondly, this
chapter presented the current situation of the use of ICT in schools. The main
conclusions that were drawn from this chapter are presented and discussed in the
following sections.
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5.11.1 Hardware and software availability
As we have seen in Section 5.4, the schools of this study introduced and implemented
ICT in teaching and administration through various pilot programmes and projects. In
general, the majority of these schools had only been using ICT for teaching and
administration for a few years.
As shown in Section 5.5.1, there was a considerable variation between schools with
respect to the availability of the number of computers for teaching purposes. This section
also showed that the pupil/computer ratio varied from 3.8 pupils to 65 pupils per
computer. More specifically, the pupil/computer ratio tended to be low in schools with a
small number of pupils. However, as was mentioned in Section 5.5.1 the fact that the
pupil/computer ratio was low in some schools did not imply that the teaching staff and
pupils had frequent access to the use of ICT all the time. In addition, this chapter showed
that in the majority of schools, computers were located in specific computer rooms. The
high pupil/computer ratio and the location of computers in specific computer rooms
implies that the current hardware situation in the majority of schools does not allow all
pupils to use ICT in their teaching very often as well as not allowing teachers to use ICT
across the curriculum.
From Section 5.6.2 it can be concluded that general purpose software, such as word
processors, painting or drawing, spreadsheets, World Wide Web and Logo was available
in the majority of schools. On the other hand, there was a lack of simulations and
measurement and control software in the vast majority of schools. This lack of software
as is discussed in the following section led to teachers rarely using these types of
software.
5.11.2 Use of ICT in teaching
In most schools only a small number of teachers and pupils were using ICT in teaching.
Most specifically, the majority of teachers used ICT with the three highest age groups
(i.e. 10 to 12 years old). Forty (46%) schools reported that ICT was used as a tool across
the curriculum, 18 schools (25%) as a separate subject while 14 schools (19%) was used
either as a separate subject or across the curriculum. However, the one way ANOVA
results in Section 5.7.11 showed that there were no statistically significant differences
among the frequency of teachers' use of ICT in the three different categories of ICT type
of use.
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Section 5.7.2 showed that for most teachers the use of ICT was restricted to word
processing, followed by art/graphics software and multimedia encyclopaedias "CD-
ROM". Simulations, modelling, music composition software and measurement and
control were rarely used by teachers. This low use can be explained by the fact that these
types of software were available only in a very small number of schools (see Section
5.6.2). Section 5.7.3 also showed that word processing was the form of ICT which had
been used for the longest period of time while measurement of control had been used for
only a very short period of time. In addition, the results of this section showed that there
was a positive and statistically significant correlation between teachers' frequency of
ICT use in teaching and their years of use of ICT in teaching. In other words, this
finding means that teachers who used ICT many years in their teaching tend to use ICT
more often in their teaching. This finding is supported by other research findings where
there was a positive correlation shown between teachers' use of ICT in their teaching
and the years that used ICT in teaching (Reinen and Plomp, 1993).
Section 5.5.5 showed that the large majority of the schools (90.3%) reported having
access to the Internet. In general, teachers used the Internet to conduct a number of
teaching tasks (e.g. for finding out information and resources for lesson preparation, for
publishing their pupils' work on the World Wide Web) and communicative tasks (e.g.
communication with other teachers and pupils). However, the mean score of use of the
Internet in teaching was very low. Teachers in seven schools did not use the Internet
because of the non availability of Internet access. In addition, many teachers reported
that they did not use the Internet very often because of reasons such as lack of time and
lack of knowledge about how to use it. This means that teachers, will be more likely to
integrate the Internet in their teaching if they have the appropriate skills to use it as well
as if they have access to adequate equipment and connections.
In general, the above findings agree with the findings of other surveys of primary and
secondary teachers which reported low levels of use of ICT in teaching (e.g. Williams Ct
al., 2000), and narrow and limited use of a range of ICT resources (Cox and Abbott,
2004; Cox and Webb, 2004).
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5.11.3 Use of ICT at home
The results presented in this chapter showed that the majority (79%) of teachers, 54%
percent of head teachers, 44% of district officers and 40% of school counsellors had
access to a computer at home. The results in Section 5.8.3 showed that word processing
was again the most frequent use of ICT by teachers, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors. Furthermore, the results of Section 5.8.5 showed that the majority of
respondents who had a computer at home had access to the Internet as well as many of
them having access to e-mail.
Section 5.8.1 also showed that those teachers who had access to a computer at home
used ICT more frequently in their teaching. This finding supports the idea that access to
computers outside of the work place has a positive impact on the use of ICT in teaching
(see Computers for Teachers initiative, Becta, 2001). Therefore, teachers should be
advised to purchase a computer and helped to understand the importance of having it at
home for personal and teaching purposes (e.g. to communicate with other teachers, to
prepare lessons).
5.11.4 Professional development and knowledge/skills about ICT
Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.3) showed that teachers' insufficient training opportunities
are considered to be a major problem in the use of the ICT in teaching. In this study, the
majority of teachers that used ICT in their teaching had attended some computer training
courses (see Section 5.9). The course that was attended by most of the teachers was
initial awareness at University. The correlation result showed that those teachers who
had received many hours of computer training tended to use ICT more often in their
teaching. This finding supports the results of some other research studies which also
found a relationship between teachers' training and use of ICT in teaching (e.g. Reinen
and Plomp, 1993; Preston et. al., 2000). Furthermore, Section 5.10 showed that teachers
with more hours of computer training tend to have more knowledge concerning
computers, more ICT skills as well as more knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching.
In general, this finding supports the earlier finding of Reinen and Plomp (1993) in which
there was a significant and positive relationship between teachers' training and their
knowledge about computers.
As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.2) another factor that inhibits the use of
ICT in teaching was teachers' lack of knowledge and skills about ICT. The results of this
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chapter showed that in general, teachers had relatively high levels of knowledge about
some aspects of computers, and some ICT skills as well as knowledge about the use of
ICT in their teaching. On the other hand, the data showed that head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors had a relatively low level of knowledge about computers
as well as ICT skills. These results indicate that future education for head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors should focus on increasing their knowledge and
skills regarding the use of computers. This may lead them to help teachers better in
issues (e.g. training opportunities, technical support) that relate to ICT use in teaching.
In Section 5.10 all categories of knowledge about computers (knowledge concerning
computers, ICT abilities, knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching) showed positive
relationships with the total score of frequency of ICT in teaching, meaning that more
computer knowledge was related with more frequent use of ICT in teaching. However,
these correlations do not imply causation but they can tell us only about the direction
(i.e. positive), and the strength of the relationship between the variables. Given this,
therefore, we can conclude that either more knowledge about computers may lead to
more frequent use of ICT in teaching or teachers who use ICT in their teaching very
often may tend to have more knowledge about computers.
The above results indicate that in order to increase the use of ICT in teaching, the
strategies need to focus on increasing teachers' opportunities to attend more training
courses. In fact, the previous findings by Cox and Rhodes (1988) and Preston et al.,
(2000) showed that the most effective training leading to the uptake of ICT by primary
and secondary school teachers was long award bearing courses rather than short school
courses. Based on this research evidence, the results here suggest that it is more effective
to engage teachers in long-term training sessions, in order to support them in using
computers.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), one of the objectives of this study was to
investigate the current situation of ICT use in the 72 Greek primary schools. Based on
the results of this chapter (e.g. very high pupil/computer ratio, lack of Internet access in
some schools, small number of teaching staff and pupils that used ICT, low frequency of
ICT in teaching) we can conclude that the uptake of ICT in these schools was relatively
low. In other words, we can conclude that these schools were in the early stages of
implementing ICT in teaching. In order to increase the level of use of ICT in these
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schools, the ICT policy should increase the availability of appropriate facilities and
resources (e.g. hardware, access to the Internet). In other words, when these schools
have the appropriate resources and opportunities that related to ICT use, teachers will be
more likely to use ICT in their teaching, which will lead to increased levels of the uptake
of ICT in schools. Furthermore, the ICT policy should focus on those teachers that do
not use ICT in their teaching. Achieving this requires more training hours and more
knowledge and skills about computers.
Another objective of this study was to measure teachers' attitudes towards computers as
well as their intention to use ICT in their teaching. The results of this objective are
presented in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTERS AND
THEIR INTENTION TO USE ICT IN TEACHING
6.1 INTRODUCTION
As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.7), teachers' attitudes towards computers
can play an important role in the successful introduction and implementation of ICT in
schools. A positive attitude toward computers has been shown in several studies to
correlate to successful implementation of computer usage in teaching (see Section
2.3.3.7). Therefore, one of the objectives of this study was to investigate teachers'
attitudes towards computers.
This chapter presents the results of the attitudes survey towards computers of the 181
Greek teachers that used ICT in their teaching in the 72 Greek primary schools of this
study. The data were analysed in order to examine any differences between teachers'
attitudes and other variables, including age, gender, and years of teaching experience.
Furthermore, the data were analysed in order to examine the relationship between
teachers' attitudes and other variables, such as teachers' knowledge about computers. In
addition, one of the objectives of this study was to use the Theory of Reasoned Action
and Theory of Planned Behaviour to explain teachers' intention to continue to use ICT in
their teaching. Therefore, using the main factors in this theory (attitude towards the
behaviour, subjective norm, perceived behavioural control, behavioural, normative, and
control beliefs), the data were analysed to determine their affect on teachers' intention
and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching.
6.2 TEACHERS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTERS
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.3), 62 items were used to measure
teachers' attitudes towards computers by examining the dimensions of anxiety,
confidence, usefulness, liking, using e-mail, perceived educational impact, and social
impact and training needs'. In order to compare the attitudes of teachers within the
subscales and to find the overall attitudes towards computers, one mean score, across a
range of I to 5 was calculated for each subscale and the total scale.
The reliabilities (Cronbach alpha) of the eight subscales and the whole scale were presented in Chapter 4
(see Section 4.6.5.2).
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A high mean score on the computer anxiety subscale corresponds to lower computer
anxiety, while higher mean scores on the computer confidence, usefulness and liking
subscales correspond to a greater degree of computer confidence, usefulness and liking,
respectively. In addition, a higher score on the using e-mail, education and social impact
as well as training need subscales corresponds to a more positive attitude towards these
factors. Finally, a higher mean score for the whole scale corresponds to a more positive
attitude towards computers. The mean scores (Al) and standard deviations (SD) for the
whole attitudes scale and the eight attitudes subscales are shown in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1 - Means (M) and standard deviations
(SD) of teachers' attitudes towards
computers.
Subscales	 Number	 M	 SD
of items
Computer Anxiety*	 12	 4.38	 0.83
Computer Confidence	 5	 4.32	 0.89
Computer Usefulness	 7	 4.47	 0.76
Computer Liking	 12	 4.37	 0.84
Use of E-mail	 4	 4.02	 0.83
Educational Impact	 10	 4.25	 0.82
Social Impact
	 7	 4.20	 0.93
Training Need
	 5	 4.43	 0.80
Overall scale
	 62	 4.32	 0.85
* Negative statements in this scale were reverse scored to be
consistent in measurement. Therefore, the highest score in
anxiety subscale indicates a low level of computer anxiety.
The mean for the overall computer attitude scale (62 items) was calculated as 4.32, with a
standard deviation of 0.85. As the data presented in Table 6.1 indicate, teachers held
generally favourable attitudes toward computers. Inspection of the means and the
standard deviations per subscale indicate that computer usefulness had the highest mean
score (M=4.47) and using e-mail subscale the lowest (M=4.02). Table 6.1 also shows that
the variability for the social impact subscale was quite high (SD=0.93) compared to the
other subscales.
In order to examine teachers' attitudes for each of the 62 items a mean (range 1 to 5) and
standard deviation for each item were also calculated. In general, a higher mean in each
attitude item corresponds to a more positive attitude towards computers. Table 6.2 shows
the mean score and the standard deviation for each attitude item. As we can see in Table
6.2 the mean for the items of the eight computer attitude subscales ranged from 3.68 (see
item 56) to 4.71 (see item 1).
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Table 6.2 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) of attitudes towards computers items.
Item




If I was given the opportunity. I would like to learn about and use computers. 	 4.71	 0.49
2	 I think that computers are very easy to use. 	 4.19	 0.84
3	 1 sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer. * 	 4.34	 0.97
4	 I feel comfortable working with a computer.
	 4.30	 0.88
5	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confused. * 	 4.49	 0.76
6	 Computers are difficult to use. *	 4.26	 0.82
7	 Computers do not scare me at all. 	 4.31	 0.92
8	 Working with computer makes me nervous. * 	 4.40	 0.85
9	 I hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes I cannot correct. *	 4.45	 0.78
10	 The challenge of learning about computers is exciting. 	 4.38	 0.74
II	 I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer. 	 4.59	 0.66
12	 I feel at ease when I am around computers.
	 4.11	 0.92
_____ Computer Confidence
13	 I am sure I could do work with computers.
	 4.51	 0.63
14	 I am sure I could learn a computer language. 	 4.22	 0.89
IS	 I will probably never learn to use a computer. * 	 4.62	 0.69
16	 I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to working with computers. 	 3.93	 1.10
17	 I dont think I would do advanced computers work. * 	 4.30	 0.91
_____ Computer Usefulness
18	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 3.98	 I .07
19	 I know that computers give me opportunities to learn new things. 	 4.61	 0.49
20	 I will use computers many ways in my life. 	 4.43	 0.75
21	 I cant think of any way that I will use computers in my career. * 	 4.55	 0.71
22	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. *	 4.70	 0.58
23	 Learning about computers is interesting. 	 4.45	 0.73
24	 I believe that it is very important for me to learn how to use a computer. 	 4.60	 0.61
_____ Computer Liking
	 ______ ______
25	 I am tired of using a computer. 	 4.68	 0.63
26	 Computers are not exciting. *	 4.50	 0.79
27	 I will do as little work with computers as possible. * 	 4.57	 0.72
28	 I concentrate on a computer when I use one. 	 4.29	 0.75
29	 I think working with computers would be enjoyable and stimulating. 	 4.52	 0.62
30	 The challenge of solving problems with computers does mt appeal to me. $ 	 4.15	 1.08
31	 When there is a problem with a computer run that I cant immediately solve, I would 	 4 16	 095
- stick with it until I have the answer.
32	 I enjoy doing things on a computer.	 4.46	 0.61
33	 I would like to learn more about computers. 	 4.65	 0.49
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers. * 	 4.27	 0.97
35	 I would like working with computers.
	 4.43	 0.85





num-	 Subscales	 M	 SD
ber
Use of E-mail
37	 1 he use of e-mail increases motivation for the course.
	 3.94	 0.88
38	 1 he use of e-mail makes the course more interesting. 	 4.01	 0.82
39	 The use of e-mail makes the student feel more involved. 	 3.99	 0.83
40	 The use of e-mail helps the student to learn more. 	 4.13	 0.78
Perceived Educational Impact
41	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction.
	 4.54	 0.60
42	 Using computers in class leads to more productivity among students.
	 4.23	 0.78
43	 Students are more attentive when computers are used in class.
	 4.06	 0.99
44	 Computers in school enhance students' creativity.
	 3.93	 1.03
45	 Computers help to teach more effectively. 	 4.25	 0.76
46	 The achievement of students can be increased when using computers for teaching.
	 4.12	 0.86
47	 Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of a child's education.
	 4.40	 0.75
48	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand creative activities.
	 4.37	 0.74
49	 Computers would help students work with one another.
	 4.22	 0.75
50	 Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all subjects areas.
	 4.42	 0.65
Perceived Social Impact	 _______ _______
51	 Computers harm relations between people. *
	 3.96	 0.99
52	 Working with computers in class distorts the social climate. * 	 4.14	 1.03
53	 Computers have become too dominant over us. * 	 4.54	 0.61
54	 Using a computer prevents me from being creative. * 	 4.49	 0.61
55	 Social contacts are negatively affected by the use of computers. * 	 4.14	 1.03
56	 We will lose control over computers one day. * 	 3.68	 1.11
57	 Computers reduce humans to number *	 4.49	 0.65
_____ Training needs
58	 In-service training courses about computers should be made compulsory.
	 4.08	 1.13
59	 1 would like to take part in a computer course to learn more about computers.
	 4.59	 0.56
60	 I try to keep informed about technological changes.
	 4.42	 0.68
61	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching aids.	 4.64	 0.54
62	 I dont mind learning about computers. 	 4.44	 0.85
Notes: * Items for which the scoring was reversed.
Teachers had high mean scores (higher than 4.00) on 54 of 62 attitudes items indicating
that on average they had positive to strongly positive attitudes towards computers for
various statements. For instance, the mean for the item 1 "If I was given the opportunity, I
would like to learn about and use computers" was 4.71 with the standard deviation 0.49,
indicating that almost all teachers strongly agreed that they want to learn more about
using computers. Table 6.2 also shows that there were eight items that were rated
relatively low (less than 4.00) by the teachers. One of these items related to computer
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confidence (see item 16) one to computer usefulness (see item 18), one to computer liking
(see item 36), two to using e-mail (see items 37 and 39), one to educational impact (see
item 44), and two to social impact (see items 51 and 56). For instance, the mean for item
16 "I have a lot of self-confidence when it comes to working with computers" was 3.93
(SD=1 .10) indicating that teachers expressed less confidence to work with computers.
The data were further analysed to examine the differences in teachers' attitudes towards
computers and other variables, including gender, age, and years of teaching experience.
The descriptive results of the analysis of these variables were presented in Chapter 5, in
detail. Each attitude item was scored from 1 to 5 and summed to create a total attitude
score for each teacher (minimum attitude score=62, maximum attitude score =3 10). Then,
one way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine if the differences
between the variables and teachers' attitudes towards computers score were statistically
significant. As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.6), this analysis many times
was followed by a multiple-pairwise mean comparison with Scheffé's test. The results of
this analysis are presented in the following sections are discussed in Section 6.4.
6.2.1 Gender and attitudes towards computers
The data were analysed to examine the difference in attitudes toward computers for male
and female respondents (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1). Table 6.3 shows the descriptive
summary of the results with the mean attitude scores, the standard deviation and the range
of scores (minimum and maximum), of the two gender groups. As is shown in Table 6.3,
the mean attitude score for males was 270.94 (SD32.26) and for females was 264.05
(SD=28.66). In order to find if there was a significant difference between males and
females a one way analysis of variance was conducted (see Table 6.4). The one way
ANOVA summary table shows sums of squares, degrees of freedom (dO, mean square,
observed F ratio, andp value for the analysis.
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Table 6.3 - Descriptive statistics of gender and attitudes towards computers.
-	 95% Confidence Interval for
Gender	 N	 M	 SD Std. Error	 Mean	 Minimum Maximum
Lower Bound	 Upper Bound
Male	 107 270.94 32.26	 3.12	 264.76	 277.13	 190	 310
Female	 74	 264.05 28.66	 3.33	 257.41	 270.69	 188	 310
Overall*	 181 268.13 30.94	 2.30	 263.59	 272.67	 188	 310
' Overall means the total 01 the sample, the overall ot the mean, ot the standard deviation, or the lower and upper
bound and the minimum and maximum score.
Table 6.4 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
gender and attitudes towards computers.
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F 	 p
Between Groups	 2076.630	 I	 2076.630	 2.183 .141*
Within Groups
	 170253.447	 179	 951.137
Overall	 172330.077	 180
* Not significant (p>.05)
The F of 2.183 was not statistically significant as indicated by the listed p value of .141
which should be interpreted as a p>.05 . Therefore, analysis of gender showed no
significant differences (p>.OS) in attitudes towards computers.
6.2.2 Age and attitudes towards computers
Data were also analysed to see if there was any difference between teachers' different age
groups regarding computer attitudes. Table 6.5 shows that the mean score of the five age
groups varied from 243.00 (see age group 46-over 50) to 279.40 (see age group 31-35).
Table 6.6 shows the one way ANOVA results.
Table 6.5 - Descriptive statistics of age groups and attitudes towards computers.
'Any P value in each table of One Way Analysis of Variance in this Chapter and in Chapter 7 that is less
than 0.05 is significant. All other values in that column that are greater than 0.05 are not significant (see
Howitt and Cramer, 2003).
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Table 6.6 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of age
groups and attitudes towards computers.
* Significant (p<.OS)
As is shown in Table 6.6 there were statistically significant differences in the means of
attitude among the five age groups (F3.917, p=.005, p<.O5). Because the test was
significant, Post hoc Scheffe multiple comparisons were conducted to evaluate pairwise
differences among the groups. Table 6.7 shows the results of the Post hoc Scheffe test.
Table 6.7- Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons of age groups and attitudes towards computers.
Mean Difference	 95% Confidence IntervalStd. Error	 p(I) AGE (J) AGE	 (l.J)	 ______________ -
	 Lower Bound	 Upper Bound
	
31-35	 -24.48	 9.396	 .153	 -53.73	 4.77
	
23-30	 36-40	 -11.93	 8.916	 .774	 -39.69	 15.83
	
41-45	 -12.36	 10.253	 .835	 -44.28	 19.56
________ 46-over 50	 11.92	 13.002	 .933	 -28.56	 52.40
	
23-30	 24.48	 9.396	 .153	 -4.77	 53.73
	
3l-3	 36-40	 12.55	 5.428	 .258	 -4.35	 29.45
-	 41-45	 12.12	 7.423	 .616	 -10.98	 35.23
________ 46-over 50
	
36.40*	 10.9 10	 .028	 2.44	 70.37
	
23-30	 11.93	 8.916	 .774	 -15.83	 39.69
36-40	 31-35	 -12.55	 5.428	 .258	 -29.45	 4.35
	
41-45	 -.43	 6.804	 1.000	 -21.61	 20.75
________ 46-over 50
	
23.85	 10.499	 .276	 -8.84	 56.54
	
23-30	 12.36	 10.253	 .835	 -19.56	 44.28
41-45	 31-35	 -12.12	 7.423	 .616	 -35.23	 10.98
	
36-40	 .43	 6.804	 1.000	 -20.75	 21.61
_______ 46-over 50	 24.28	 11.656	 .366	 -12.01	 60.57
	
23-30	 -11.92	 13.002	 .933	 -52.40	 28.56
	
31-35	 36.40*	 10.910	 .028	 -70.37	 -2.4446-over 50
	
36-40	 -23.85	 10.499	 .276	 -56.54	 8.84
________	 41-45	 -24.28	 11.656	 .366	 -60.57	 12.01
I ne mean aitierence is significant at me .0 level.
The Scheffe post hoc test showed (see Table 6.7) that in the age group 31-35 the attitudes
were significantly more positive (see p value column) than in the 46-over 50 age group
(p=. 028), but there were no significant differences between other age groups.
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6.2.3 Qualifications and attitudes towards computers
A one way ANOVA was also conducted to determine if there was any difference between
teachers' qualifications (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3) and their attitudes towards
computers. Table 6.8 below shows a summary of the descriptive statistics for teachers'
attitudes and their qualifications and Table 6.9 show the results of one way ANOVA.
Table 6.8 - Descriptive statistics of qua!j/Ications and attitudes towards computers.
95% Confidence Interval for MeanQualification(s)	 N	 M	 SD Std. Erroi	 Minimum Maximum
Lower Bound	 Upper Bound
CategoryA*	 50 265.58 31.58	 4.47	 256.61	 274.55	 190	 310
Category B**	 108 266.42 31.68	 3.05	 260.37	 272.46	 188	 310
Category C***	 23 281.70 22.60	 4.71	 271.92	 291.47	 230	 308
Overall	 181 268.13 30.94	 2.30	 263.59	 272.67	 188	 310
Notes: =Category were those teachers who possessed only one degree. **categopj "B. were tne teachers who possessed
more than one degree or in-service training. Category C", were the teachers who possessed some degrees from the previous
categories as well as a Masters degree and a PhD in various subjects (see Chapter 5. Section 5.2.3).
Table 6.9 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
qual/lcations and attitudes towards
computers.
Sum of Squares dl Mean Square F	 p
Between Groups
	





* Not significant (p>O.O5)
As we can be seen in Table 6.9 the teachers of Category "A" had a mean of 265.58
(SD=31.58), the teachers of Category "B" had a mean of 266.42 (SD31.68) and the
teachers of Category "C" had a mean of 281.70 (SD=22.60). Table 6.9 shows that the F
value was 2.591, and thep value was .078 (p>.OS), which means there was no difference
among the attitudes of teachers in the three categories of qualifications.
6.2.4 Teaching experience and attitudes towards computers
The data were analysed to find out if there were any differences in teachers' computer
attitudes related to their teaching experience (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.4). Table 6.10
shows a summary of descriptive statistics describing the mean attitude scores and
standard deviations for each year group of teaching experience.
As can be seen from Table 6.10, the teachers with six to ten years of teaching experience
had a higher mean (M=272.02) than the teachers in the other year groups of teaching
experience.
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Table 6.10 - Descriptive statistics of years of teaching experience and attitudes
towards computers.
Table 6.11 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
years of teaching experience and attitudes
towards computers.
Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F 	 p
Between Groups
	





* Not significant (p>.O5)
Table 6.11 shows the results of one way ANOVA regarding the differences in teachers'
computer attitudes related to their teaching experience. The F value was 1.423 and p
value .218 (p>.O5) and therefore there was no significant statistical difference in attitudes
towards computers between teachers with various years of teaching experience in this
study. These results are discussed in Section 6.4.1.3.
6.2.5	 Years of service within the school as a teacher and attitudes towards
computers
The differences in teachers' attitudes towards computers related to their years of service
as a teacher in the specific school (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.5) was also investigated. As
we can see from Table 6.12 the teachers who worked in their school for one to five years
had higher positive attitude means than the teachers who worked in their schools for more
than five years.
Table 6.12 - Descriptive statistics of years of service within the school as a teacher and
attitudes towards computers.
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Table 6.13 shows the results of one way ANOVA to investigate the differences in
teachers' attitudes towards computers related to their years of service as a teacher in the
specific school.
Table 6.13 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of years of
service within the school as a teacher and attitudes
towards computers.
* Significant (p<.O5)
As is seen from Table 6.13 there was a statistical difference for computer attitudes and
number of years of service as a teacher within the particular school. The F value was
4.075 and thep value .019 (p<.OS).
Table 6.14 - Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons.
________ ____________
	
	 95% Confidence IntervalMean Difference(I)	 Std. Error	 p(J) YEARS	 (1J)	 Lower Bound
	 Upper BoundYEARS
	
6-10	 7.77	 5.247	 .336	 -5.18	 20.721-5
_______	 Il-over 15
	
26.25*	 9.999	 .034	 1.57	 50.93
	
1-5	 -7.77	 5.247	 .336	 -20.72	 5.186-10




26.25*	 9.999	 .034	 -50.93	 -1.57
15	 6-10	 -18.48	 10.616	 .223	 -44.69	 7.72
- I ne mean clitterence is signhticant at the .0 level.
The Scheffe Post Hoc test in Table 6.14 (see p value column) indicated that the
significant difference in attitudes towards computers was between teachers who worked
in their schools for one to five years and teachers who worked for 11 to 15 or over years
(p=.34).
6.2.6 School's geographical area and teachers' attitudes towards computers
A one-way Anova was conducted to assess differences between teachers' attitudes by
geographical area of their schools (urban, semi-urban, and rural) (see Chapter 5, Section
5.3.1). Table 6.15 shows that the mean score and standard deviation of the attitude toward
computers of teachers in urban areas were 268.87 and 29.90, for teachers in semi-urban
areas were 248.59 and 40.36 and for teachers in rural areas 274.26 and 26.84 respectively.
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Table 6.15 - Descriptive statistics of school's geographical area and attitudes towards
computers.
Table 6.16 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
school's geographical area and attitudes
towards computers.




8024.572	 2 4012.286 4.347 .014*
Within Groups	 164305.506	 178	 923.065
Overall	 172330.077	 180
* Significant (p<.O5)
Table 6.16 shows the results of one way ANOVA to investigate the differences in
teachers' attitudes related to their schools' geographical area. Table 6.16 shows that there
was a statistically significant difference for the computer attitudes of teachers related to
their schools geographical area (F =4.347, p=.O14). Post hoc comparisons were further
conducted to find the differences among the geographical areas (see Table 6.17).
Table 6.17 - Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons.
95% ConfidenceMean
____________ _____________	 IntervalDifference Std. Error 	 p
(I) AREA	 (J) AREA	 (I-i)	 Lower	 Upper
	
Bound	 Bound
Semi-urban	 20.28*	 7.854	 .038	 .90	 39.67Urban
__________	 Rural	 -5.38	 5.573	 .628	 -19.14	 8.37
Urban	 20.28*	 7.854	 .038	 -39.67	 -.90Semi-urban
__________	 Rural	 _25.67*	 8.830	 .016	 -47.46	 -3.87
Rural	 Urban	 5.38	 5.573	 .628	 -8.37	 19.14
__________ Semi-urban	 25.67*	 8.830	 .016	 3.87	 47.46
I ne mean ailterence is significant at me .0 level.
The results of the Post hoc Scheffe test (see Table 6.17) showed (seep value column) that
teachers whose schools were located in urban area had statistically significant higher
positive attitudes towards computers than teachers whose schools were located in semi-
urban areas (p=.038), but not significantly different attitudes from those of teachers
whose schools were located in rural areas (p = .628). In addition, the attitudes of teachers
whose schools were located in rural areas were significantly more positive than from
teachers' attitudes whose schools were located in semi-urban areas (,p.O16).
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6.2.7 Access to a computer for personal use outside of school and attitudes towards
computers
Table 6.18 shows the means and standard deviations for teachers who had access to a
computer for personal use outside school and for teachers that did not have access to a
computer (see Chapter 5, Section 5.8.1). Table 6.19 shows the results of one way
ANOVA to investigate the differences in teachers' attitudes towards computers related to
their access to a computer for personal use outside of school.
Table 6.18 - Descriptive statistics of access to a computer for personal use outside of school and
attitudes towards computers.
Std	 95° Confidence Interval for
N M SD	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumError
-	
- ________ Lower Bound Upper Bound ________ ________
Access toa computer	 143 273.60 28.28	 2.36	 268.93	 278.28	 195	 310
NO access to a
	 38 247.53 32.20	 5.22	 236.94	 258.11	 188	 298computer________ _______________ ______________ ________
Overall	 181 268.13 30.94	 2.30	 263.59	 272.67	 188	 310
Table 6.19 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
access to a computer for personal use outside
of school and attitudes towards computers.
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
	 p






The results in Table 6.19 indicated that teachers with access to a computer for personal
use outside of the school had significantly more positive attitudes (M=273.60, SD=28.88)
than teachers without access to a computer outside of school (M247.53, SD32.2O)
(F=24.05 1, p=.000).
6.2.8 School's ICT type of use and attitudes towards computers
Data were also analysed in order to find any differences between teachers' attitudes
related to their ICT type of use in their teaching (see Chapter 5, Section 5.7.11). Table
6.20 shows that teachers in the group that used ICT as a tool had a mean attitude of
264.95 (SD=3 1.35), teachers in the group of that used ICT as a subject had a mean of




ICT as a tool
ICT as a subject
Both
f he mean difference us
Mean
J) COMPUTER Difference (l-J)
ICT as a subject	 I8.29*
Both	 -3.91
ICT as a tool	 18.29*
Both	 14.37
ICT as a tool
ICT as a subject
sianificant at the .05 level.
Table 6.20 - Descriptive statistics of school ICT type of use and attitudes towards
computers.
Table 6.21 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
school's ICT type of use and attitudes
towards computers.










The results of a one way ANOVA (see Table 6.21) indicated a significant statistical
difference between computer attitudes of the teachers in relation to their ICT type of use
in their teaching (F=3.766, p=.025).























These differences were further explored with a Sheffe test (see Table 6.22) which showed
(seep value column) that teachers' positive attitudes in using ICT as a subject group were
significantly higher than teachers in using ICT as a tool group (p.O25). However, there
was no difference between teachers' attitudes in ICT as a tool group and teachers attitudes
in the third group, where ICT was used both as a tool and as a subject (p =.8 19).
6.2.9 Use of ICT in teaching and attitudes towards computers
The data were also analysed in order to see if there was any difference between teachers'
attitudes towards computers related to their frequency of ICT in their teaching (see
Chapter 5, Section 5.7.2). As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.1.4) there were
15 items measuring teachers' frequency of ICT in their teaching. Their responses were
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calculated so that higher sums indicated greater frequency of use; thus the lowest possible
score on ICT frequency score scale was 15, the highest, 75. Then teachers were divided
into three groups: low users, medium users and high users. Scores from 15-25, 26-50, and
51-75 were classified as being "low users", "medium users", and "high users" of using
ICT in teaching1.
Table 6.23 shows the mean and standard deviation for each category of users. The mean
of the low users group was 260.95 (SD=3 1.52) while the mean was 281.29 (SD=24.91)
for the medium users group and 270.00 (SD=52.33) for high users group.
Table 6.23 - Descriptive statistics of frequency of ICT use and altitudes towards
computers.
Table 6.24 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
frequency of ICT use and attitudes towards
computers.
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F
	 p






Table 6.24 shows the results of a one way ANOVA analysis to investigate the differences
in teachers' attitudes and their level of ICT frequency in their teaching.
Table 6.25 - Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons.
95% ConfidenceMean
	
____________ __________ 	 IntervalDifference Std. Error 	 p
	





.20.34*	 4.625	 .000	 -31.75	 -8.92Low users	 users
	
___________ High users	 -9.05	 2 1.075	 .912	 -61.07	 42.97
	




11.29	 21.225	 .868	 -41.11	 63.68
	
Low users	 9.05	 21.075	 .912	 -42.97	 61.07
High users Medium	 -
	
-11.29	 21.225	 .868	 -63.68	 41.11
users
'1 he mean ditlerence is signiticant at the .05 level.
l should be remembered that the terms "low", "medium", and "high" users are relative.
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The results of the one way ANOVA (see Table 6.24) showed that there were statistically
significant differences in the means of attitudes among the three ICT users groups
(F=9.673, p=.000). Because the test was significant, Post hoc Scheffe multiple
comparisons were conducted to evaluate pairwise differences among the groups (see
Table 6.25). The results of the post hoc test in Table 6.25 (seep value column) indicated
that medium ICT users' attitudes were significantly higher than low ICT users (p=.000).
In addition, there was no difference between low ICT users' attitudes and high ICT users'
attitudes (p=.9 12).
6.2.10 Pupil year groups where teachers used ICT and attitudes towards computers
The data were further analysed to find out if there was any difference between teachers'
attitudes related to the year groups where they used ICT' (see Chapter 5, Section 5.7.10).
Table 6.26 shows the descriptive statistics of each group of teachers and Table 6.27
shows the results of the one-way ANOVA analysis.
Table 6.26 - Descriptive statistics ofpupils 'year groups and attitudes towards computers.
	
Year	 95% Confidence Interval for MeanN	 M	 SD Std. Error	 Minimum Maximum
	group*	 Lower Bound	 Upper Bound
	Year I
	
7	 251.43 37.403	 14.137	 216.84	 286.02	 217	 310
	
Year2	 9	 260.56 37.384	 12.461	 231.82	 289.29	 188	 301
	
Year3	 18 255.06 28.747	 6.776	 240.76	 269.35	 214	 303
	




35 271.40 29.093	 4.918	 261.41	 281.39	 205	 310
	
Year6	 37 270.08 29.746	 4.890	 260.16	 280.00	 190	 310
Two year 27 286.33 22.588
	 4.347	 277.40	 295.27	 225	 310groups**	 ______ _______ __________ _____________ ________________ __________ __________
More than
	
2 year	 17 278.06 24.969	 6.056	 265.22	 290.90	 227	 307
groups***	 ______ ______ _________ ____________ _______________ _________ _________
	
Overall	 181 268.I3 30.942	 2.300	 263.59	 272.67	 188	 310
r'otes: - in ureek educational system, pupils start school at plus years old. iheretore, Year I includes children
between 5 and 6 years of age, Year 2 children between 6 and 7 years of age and so on. ** This category consisted
teachers who taught ICT in two groups. ' This category consisted teachers who taught ICT in three year groups or
more. (This happens mainly in schools with a small number of pupils).
Table 6.27 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
pupils' year groups and attitudes towards
computers.
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F	 p
Between Groups
	






By pupil year groups I mean all pupils of a same age within a given school year, as a whole; not taking
into account different classes.
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Table 6.28 - Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons.
Mean	 95°o Confidence IntervalStd. Error	 p(I) Year group	 (J) Year group	 Difference (1i)	 Lower Bound	 Upper Hound
Year 2	 -913	 14.828	 1.000	 -65.47	 47.22
Year 3 ________	 -3.63	 13.106	 I 000	 -53.43	 46.18
Year4	 -2.93	 12.312	 I 000	 -49.71	 43.86
Year 1	 Year 5	 -1997	 12.182	 .911	 -66.26	 2632
Year6	 -18.65	 12.127	 .936	 -6474	 2743
Two year groups	 -3490	 12.479	 .354	 -82.33	 12 52
____________	 More than 2 year groups	 -26.63	 13.213	 .771	 -7684	 2358
Year I	 9.13	 14.828	 1000	 -47.22	 6547
Year3	 5.50	 12.012	 1.000	 -40.14	 51.14
Year4	 6.20	 11.141	 1000	 -36.13	 4853
Year2	 Year5	 -1084	 10.996	 .995	 -5263	 3094
Year6	 -9.53	 10.935	 .998	 -51.08	 32.03
Two year groups	 -25.78	 11.325	 .638	 -68 81	 17.26
___________	 Morethan2yeargroups	 -17.50	 12.129	 .954	 -63.59	 28.59
Year ________	 3.63	 13.106	 1.000	 -46.18	 53.43
Year2 _______	 -5.50	 12.012	 1.000	 -51.14	 40 14
Year 4	 .70	 719	 1.000	 -3243	 3383
Year3	 YearS	 -16.34	 .534	 .816	 -48 77	 16.08
Year6	 -15.03	 .455	 .868	 -47.16	 17.10
Two year groups	 -31.28	 8953	 .102	 -65.30	 2 74
More than 2 year groups	 -23.00	 9.951	 .619	 -60.82	 14 81
Year I	 2.93	 12.312	 1.000	 -4386	 4971
Year2	 -620	 11.141	 1.000	 -48.53	 3613
Year3	 -70	 8.719	 1.000	 -33.83	 3243
Year4	 YearS	 -17.05	 7.257	 .598	 -4462	 1053
Year6	 -15.73	 7.164	 .682	 -4295	 11.50
Twoyeargroups	 -3I,98	 7.745	 .021	 -61.41	
-2.55
____________	 More than 2 year groups	 -23.70	 8.880	 .420	 -57.45	 1004
Year 1	 19.97	 12.182	 .911	 -26.32	 66.26
Year2	 10.84	 10.996	 .995	 -30.94	 5263
Year3	 16.34	 8534	 .816	 -16.08	 4877
Year5	 Year4	 1705	 7.257	 .598	 -10.53	 4462
Year 6	 1.32	 6.938	 1.000	 -25.04	 2768
Two year groups	 -14.93	 7.536	 .787	 -43.57	 1370
____________	 More than 2 year groups	 -666	 8698	 .999	 -39.71	 2639
Year	 18.65	 12.127	 .936	 -27.43	 6474
Year 2 ________	 9.53	 10.935	 .998	 -32 03	 51 08
Year3 ________	 15.03	 .455	 .868	 -17.10	 47.16
Year 6	 Year 4 _______	 15.73	 7.164	 .682	 -11.50	 42.95
Year 5	 -I 32	 6.938	 1.000	 -2768	 25 04
Two year groups	 -1625	 7.447	 .689	 -4455	 1205
______________ More than 2 year groups
	 -7.98	 8.621	 .997	 -40 74	 24 78
Year _______	 34.90	 12479	 .354	 -1252	 8233
Year2	 25.78	 11.325	 .638	 -1726	 6881
Year 3
	 31.28	 8.953	 .102	 -2 74	 65.30
Twoyeargroups	 Year4	 31 98	 7.745	 021	 255	 61.41
Year 5
	
1493	 7.536	 .787	 -13,70	 4357
Year6	 16.25	 7.447	 .689	 -1205	 44,55
______________ More than 2 year groups	 8.27	 9.110	 997	 -26.34	 42.89
Year	 26.63	 13.213	 .771	 -2358	 7684
Year 2	 17.50	 12 129	 .954	 -28.59	 63.59
Year3	 23.00	 9.951	 .619	 -1481	 6082Morethan 2 year	 -	 ____________
groups	 Year4	 23.70	 _8880	 .420	 -10.04	 574S
Year 5	 6.66	 8.698	 .999	 -26.39	 3971
Year 6	 798	 8621	 .997	 -24.78	 40 74
Two year groups	 -8.27	 9 110	 .997	 -42 89	 26 34
$ ihe mean difference is sianificant at the .05 level.
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The F value of the one-way ANOVA was 3.724, with a significance of .001 (p<.O5). The
Post Hoc test by the Scheffe method, in Table 6.28 (see p value column) shows that there
was a significance difference (p=.O2 1) of the means of the attitudes score between
teachers of "Year 4" and teachers of joint two year groups (with a .05 significance
confidence level), that is, the attitudes of the "two year group" teachers were higher than
the attitudes of "Year 4 teachers". This study, moreover, analysed the relationships
between teachers' knowledge score about computers, training hours score, frequency
score of ICT in teaching and their attitudes towards computers. Pearson's correlation was
used to examine these relationships. The results of this analysis are presented in the
following three sections.
6.2.11	 Relationships between teachers' knowledge about computers and their
attitudes towards computers
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.1.2), there were three categories of
knowledge about computers: (a) knowledge concerning computers (ten items), (b) ICT
abilities (ten items) and (c) knowledge about using computers in teaching (ten items). For
each item the responses were coded 1 for "none" to 4 for "a lot" (see Section 4.7.3.2).
Thus the scores for each teacher in each category ranged from 10 to 40.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.6), a Pearson Correlation Coefficient (two
tailed) was used to assess the relationship between computer attitudes and knowledge
about computers. The strength of the relationship between the variables in the correlation
results in this chapter as well in the following chapters is shown by the correlation
coefficient (r). A correlation of +1 indicates that there is a perfect linear relationship
between two variables; as one variable increase, so does the other. A correlation of -1
Indicates that there is a perfect linear relationship between two variables. However, as one
variable increases the other variable decreases. A correlation of 0 indicates that there is no
linear relationship between two variables. Correlation coefficients of .10, .30 and .50, are
interpreted as small, medium, and large coefficients respectively (for a detailed discussion
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Table 6.29 shows the results of the Pearson correlation coefficients between teachers'
knowledge about computers and their attitudes towards computers. Firstly, as can be seen
from Table 6.29, the results showed that the attitudes towards computers score, correlated
with the three categories of knowledge scores. The Pearson correlation showed a positive
and large correlation between attitudes' score with knowledge concerning computers
(r=+.581, p<O.Ol), ICT abilities (r=+.588, p<O.O1) and knowledge concerning using
computers in teaching (r=+.623, p<O.Ol). Secondly, Table 6.29 shows that the mean
scores of the eight attitudes subscales were found to have a significant, strong positive
correlation with each of the three categories of knowledge scores about computers.
The ranges of r values for all eight attitude subscales were large, with a minimum value
of +.406 (p<.O.O 1) (see correlation between using e-mail and knowledge concerning
computers) and a maximum value of +.6 16 (p<.O.O 1) (see correlation between anxiety
and knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching). Therefore, these correlations show that
teachers who had more knowledge about computers tend to have more positive attitudes
towards computers.
6.2.12	 Relationships between teachers' training received and their attitudes
towards computers
In order to determine the strength of association between the attitudes towards computers
and the score of computer training (see Chapter 5, Section 5.9), the Pearson correlation
was also used. A training score for each teacher was calculated by summing the number
of hours of computer training they had attended.
Table 6.30 shows a Pearson correlation of p<0.01, indicating a significant degree of
association between attitude score and training score (r+.203). In addition, Table 6.30
shows that there was a positive and statistically significant correlation between seven
attitude subscales and training score. However, as we can see from Table 6.30 these
correlations were very small. The correlation results between training score and the seven
attitudes subscales shows that those teachers who had received many hours of computer
training tended to have more positive attitudes towards computers.
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6.2.13 Relationships between teachers' use of ICT in teaching and their attitudes
towards computers
A Pearson correlation was also used to examine the relationship between teachers'
attitudes towards computers with their frequency ICT score (minimum score15,
maximum score=75) in their teaching (see Section 4.7.3.2). The results of the correlations
are shown in Table 6.31.
The results of the Pearson correlation indicated that there was a positive relationship
between teachers' attitude scores towards computers and their ICT frequency scores. The
r value was +.246, and the p value was .001 (p<O.O 1). In addition, Table 6.31 shows that
the ICT frequency score positive correlated with all eight attitudes subscales. The highest
correlation was between confidence subscale and ICT frequency score (r+.307, p=.000)
while the lowest correlation was between training need subscale and ICT frequency score
(r+. 151, p=.042). Therefore, these correlation results show that the teachers who had
positive attitudes towards computers were likely to use ICT more frequently in their
teaching.
The previous sections presented the results of the analysis of teachers' attitudes towards
computers. A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Post hoc Scheffe multiple
comparisons were conducted to determine if significant differences existed in teachers'
attitudes towards computers among specific variables such as gender, years of teaching
experience. In addition, Pearson correlation analysis was conducted in order to find any
relationship between teachers' attitudes and other variables, including frequency of use of
ICT in teaching and knowledge about computers. The conclusions, which were drawn
from these results, are discussed in Section 6.4 of this chapter in relation to previous
findings of other studies. The next sections present teachers' intentions to continue to use
ICT in their teaching.
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6.3 TEACHERS' INTENTION TO USE ICT (THEORY OF REASONED
ACTION AND THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR)
As was discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory
of Planned Behaviour (TPB) has been used to explain teachers' intention to use ICT in
their teaching. More specifically, this theory was applied in order:
a) to investigate the influence of attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control on teachers' intention to engage in using ICT in their
teaching during the following three months,
b) to identify teachers' behavioural, normative and control beliefs about the use of ICT
in their teaching.
As we have seen in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5.3), the TPB was proposed as an extension
of the TRA to account for conditions (perceived behavioural control) where people do not
have complete control over their behaviour. The TPB has been found more valid in
predicting behaviour in many studies, compared to the TRA. Therefore, an additional
objective of this study was to compare the predictive validity of TPB with the TRA. The
empirical evidence used for the TRA was data from the questions of attitude towards
behaviour and the subjective norm. Whereas the TPB included both these data sources, as
well as the questions from the perceived behavioural control. The following section
presents the descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations for the variables of the TPB. A
comparison of the TRA and TPB models regarding teachers' intention and behaviour to
use ICT is presented in Section 6.3.2. The behavioural, normative and control beliefs
follow in Section 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Descriptive statistics and correlations
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.6), the first step of analysis of the TRA and
TPB was to compute basic descriptive statistics for teachers' responses for each
component of the theory. Table 6.32 presents descriptive statistics (means, standard
deviations, minimum and maximum score) among the direct and indirect measures' of the
IRA and TPB.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.2) the direct measures of the two theories included items
measuring behaviour(15 items), intention (3 items), attitude toward behaviour (5 items), subjective norm (5
items), and perceived behavioural control (4 items). The indirect measures included 34 behavioural beliefs
and evaluation of outcome items, 12 normative beliefs and motivation to comply items, and 20 control
beliefs and control belief power items.
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Table 6.32 shows that the means of all measures except the behaviour were on average
relatively high, indicating that the 175 Greek teachers (see Section 4.6.7) had positive
scores for these variables. Attitude toward behaviour had the highest mean score and
perceived behavioural control the lowest.
Table 6.32 - Means (M,, standard deviations (SD), minimum and maximum score for
variables of the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned
Behaviour.
Variable	 M	 SD	 Minimum Maximum
Behaviour(B)*	 25.05	 6.430	 17	 55
Intention (1)
Attitude toward behaviour (A)
Subjective norm (SN)
Perceived behavioural control (PBC)
Belief-Based Attitudes (B.A)**
Belief-Based Subjective Norm (B.SN)***























752.17	 119.547	 436	 973(B.PBC)****
Notes: Possible range for behaviour was IS to 75. Possible range for Intention, Attitude toward
behaviour, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control was I to 7. Possible range for Belief-
Based Attitudes was 34 to 1666, for Belief-Based Subjective norm was 12 to 588 and for belief-based
perceived behavioural control was 20 to 980.
* Behaviour as expressed at Stage 2 (June 2002),
** To produce a belief-based estimate of attitude, belief strength and outcome evaluation measures were
multiplied and the resulting products were summed.
'	 To produce a belief-based estimate of subjective norm, belief strength and motivation to comply
measures were multiplied and the resulting products were summed.
•' To produce a belief-based estimate of perceived behavioural control, belief strength and perceived
power were multiplied and the resulting products were summed.
More specifically, as shown in Table 6.32, teachers reported relatively medium levels of
using ICT in teaching (M=25.05, SD=6.430). The mean score of intention was 6.32
(SD=0.851), indicating that teachers had strong intentions to use ICT in their teaching.
The mean attitude score was 6.46 (SD=0.793), indicating that teachers on average had
very positive attitudes toward using ICT in their teaching. The mean subjective norm was
6.20 (SD=0.878) indicating that teachers perceived strong social pressure to use ICT.
Finally, the mean score of perceived behavioural control was 5.59 (SD1.185), indicating
that teachers had a positive perception of control over the use of ICT in teaching.
The mean Belief-Based Attitudes score was 1337.23, (SD=209.927) indicating that
teachers on average had positive beliefs concerning the outcomes of using ICT in their
teaching. The mean of Belief-Based Subjective Norm was 422.00 (SD= 102.725), which
shows that teachers were influenced by other persons or groups about the use of ICT in
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their teaching. The mean of Belief-Based Perceived behavioural control was 752.17
(SD=119.547) indicating that teachers on average felt that specific control factors will be
present in their school in order to help them to use ICT in their teaching. The second step
of the analysis was the calculation of Pearson correlations for the direct and indirect
measures of the TRA and TPB. These correlations were performed for two reasons.
Firstly, Pearson correlations were calculated in order to examine the relation of behaviour
and intention with the other constructs of the TRA and TPB (attitude, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control). Secondly, Pearson correlations were used in order to
examine the relations between the belief-based and the direct measures of attitude toward
behaviour, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control. As we have seen in
Chapter 3, the behavioural, normative and control beliefs provide the basis for the
formation of attitudes towards the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control respectively. The Pearson correlations among the components are shown in Table
6.33 below.
Table 6.33 - Pearson correlation for variables of the Theory of ReasonedAction and Theory of
Planned Behaviour.





1.00	 .309**	 .271	 .191	 .301**	 .219**	 .190	 .15l
1.00	 .625**	 .506*	 .678**	 . 540**	 .369"	 .318**
100	 553**	 .556**	 . 633**	 394**	 .367**
Subjective norm (SN)
	 1.00	 .466**	 .592"	 .356**	 .446"
Perceived behavioural
	











* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
As can be seen from Table 6.33, the correlations between the model components are
significant and therefore are correlated positively with each other. Positive correlations
were found between behaviour and the other four direct variables in the following order
of increasing correlation: a) subjective norm (r=+. 191), b) attitude toward behaviour
(r=+.271), c) perceived behavioural control (r+.301), and d) intention (r+.309). In
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addition, the components of the TRA and TPB were very positive associated with
intention in the following increasing order: a) subjective norm (r=+.506), b) attitude
toward the behaviour (r=+.625) and c) perceived behavioural control (r=+.678).
Furthermore, the direct variables of the TRA (i.e. attitude, subjective norm) and TPB (i.e.
perceived behavioural control) were significantly inter-correlated. Amongst these three
direct variables the strongest correlation occurred between attitude towards behaviour and
perceived behavioural control (r=+.556). Additionally, for the indirect measures each
belief-based factor was significantly correlated with their direct predictors of intention.
More specifically, the correlation between the attitude toward the behaviour and the
belief-based attitude was +.633. The correlation between the subjective norm and belief-
based subjective norm was +.356. Finally, the correlation between the perceived
behavioural control and belief-based perceived control was +.374. The results of these
Pearson correlations are discussed in Section 6.4.
The above Pearson correlations can only tell us about the direction (negative or positive),
and the strength of the relationship between the dependent variables (behaviour and
intention) of the TRA and TPB and the independent variables (attitude toward the
behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control). According to Ajzen
(1991), in order to investigate the effects of attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control on intention as well as the effects of intention and
perceived behavioural control on behaviour a hierarchical regression analysis is needed to
be performed. Therefore, the third step of the analysis of the TRA and TPB in this study
was the hierarchical regression analysis. The results of this analysis are presented in the
next section.
6.3.2 Prediction of Intention and Behaviour
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the TRA and TPB, hypothesise that the behavioural
intention is influenced by a person's attitude toward the behaviour concerned and by his
or her subjective norm. Furthermore, according to TPB, the perceived behavioural control
forms the third predictor of intention.
In order to investigate the extent, to which the variables of the TRA and the TPB predict
teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching, two steps of hierarchical multiple
regression analyses were performed. In the first step (Block 1) of regression analysis,
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intention (dependent variable) was regressed on attitude and subjective norm
(independent variables). This first step was based on the Theory of Reasoned Action. In
the second step (Block 2) of regression analysis, intention (dependent variable) was
regressed on attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control (independent variables). This step of the analysis was based on the Theory of
Planned Behaviour. Table 6.34 shows the model summary results, Table 6.35 shows the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Table 6.36 shows the coefficients results of this
analysis.
Table 6.34 - Model Summary (teachers' intention).
Adjusted R	 Std. Error ofModel	 R R Square Square	 the Estimate
1 "TRA" (a)	 .654	 .428	 .421	 .648
2 "TPB" (b)	 .748	 .560	 .552	 .570
a Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour
b Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour
and perceived behavioural control
The prediction of the intention in both regression models (see Model I "TRA" and Model
2 "TPB") was assessed by inspecting the "Adjusted R 2 " (see Table 6.34) and the
contribution to the prediction of the independent variables was assessed by inspecting the
standardized regression coefficients (beta) (see Table 6.35).
Table 6.35 - A NO VA (c) (teachers ' intention).
a Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour
b Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour, and perceived behavioural control
c Dependent Variable: Intention
* Significant (p<.O5)
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Table 6.36 - Coefficients(a) (ieachs'intention).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
_________________________________ 	 Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 p
Model ____________________	 B	 Std. Error	 Bela	 _____ _____
(Constant)	 1.485	 .430	 ____________ 3.452 .001*
I "TRA" Attitude toward behaviour
	 .533	 .074	 .497	 7.175 .000*
______	 Subjective norm
	 .224	 .067	 .231	 3.340 .001*
(Constant)	 1.637	 .379	 ____________ 4.318 .000*
Attitude toward behaviour	 .326	 .071	 .304	 4.565 .000*
2"TPB"	 Subjectivenorm	 .125	 .061	 .128	 2.053 .042*
Perceived behavioural 	
.323	 .045	 .449	 7.162 .000*
control
a Depenuent Variable: intention.
* Significant (p<.O5).
As we can see in Table 6.34, attitude and subjective norm (see Model I "TRA")
according to TRA model explained 42% (Adjusted R Square42. 1%) of the variance in
teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching, (F=64.248, p.000, p<.O5), with attitude
toward behaviour and subjective norm provided significant contributions. Table 6.36 (see
Model 1 "TRA") shows that attitude was the first important predictor (beia—.497, p<.O5)
of intention and subjective norm the second important predictor (beta—.23 1, p<.O5).
The results in Table 6.34 (see Model 2 "TPB") show that when perceived behavioural
control was added to the regression analysis, the explained variance increased from
R 2=.42 to R2= .55. In other words, this means that attitude, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control explained 55% of the variance in teachers' intention to use ICT in
their teaching. Examination of the betas in Table 6.36 (see Model 2 "TPB") indicates that
all variables, namely attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control significantly predicted teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching
(p<O.O5). Perceived behavioural control was the first strongest predictor of intention
(beia=.449, p<.05). Attitude toward behaviour, while found to have the first strongest
effect on intention in the TRA regression model, was the second strongest predictor in the
TPB regression model (beta=. 304, p<.OS). The subjective norm was the third important
predictor of intention (beta=. 128, p<.OS). The conclusions of these findings are presented
in Section 6.4.2.1.
The data were analysed further in order to predict teachers' behaviour (the use of ICT in
teaching). As we have seen in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5.1 and 3.5.3), the TRA and TPB,
hypothesise that the immediate determinant of behaviour is the individual's intention to
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perform, or not to perform the behaviour. Furthermore, according to TPB perceived
behavioural control, is supposed to influence behaviour both directly and indirectly
through intention.
Two steps of hierarchical regression analysis were also used in order to predict the
behaviour. In the first regression analysis (Block 1), behaviour (dependent variable) was
regressed with intention (independent variable) in accordance with the TRA. In the
second regression analysis (Block 2), behaviour (dependent variable) was regressed with
intention and perceived behavioural control (independent variables) in accordance with
the TPB. The results of the analysis are presented in Tables 6.37, 6.38 and 6.39.
Table 6.37 - Model Summary (teachers ' behaviour).
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error of theModel	 R Square	 Square	 Estimate
I (TRA) (a) .309	 .096	 .090	 6.132
2(TPB)(b) .333	 .111	 .101	 6.097
a Predictors: (Constant), Intention
b Predictors: (Constant), Intention, perceived behavioural control
Table 6.38 - ANO VA (c) (teachers' behaviour).
a Predictors: (Constant), Intention
b Dependent Variable: Intention, perceived behavioural control
c Dependent Variable: Behaviour
* Significant (p<.O5)
Table 6.39 - Coefficients(a) (teachers ' behaviour).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
__________________________	 Coefficients	 Coefficients
______ Model	 B	 Std. Error	 Beta	 ______
I	 (Constant)	 10.286	 3.483	 _____________ 2.954 .004 *
(TRA)	 Intention	 2.335	 .546	 .309	 4.276 .000 *
(Constant)	 10.634	 3.469	 ____________ 3.066 .003 *
2 (TPB)	 Intention	 1.468	 .739	 .194	 1.986 .049 *
Perceived	
.919	 .531	 .169	 1.732 .085 **behavioural control
a vepenacrn variarne: tienaviour
* Significant (p<.05)
* Not significant (p>.05)
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The results of the first regression analysis (see Model 1 "TRA") presented in above tables
show that intention was a significant predictor of behaviour. Intention explained 9% of
the variance in ICT use behaviour. The beta of the intention was .309 (p<0.05).
The results of the second regression analysis (see Model 2 "TPB") presented in Tables
6.37, 6.38 and 6.39 indicate that together intention and perceived behavioural control
explained 10% of the variance of ICT use behaviour and the model was statistically
significant (F= 10.747, p<O.05). Intention (beta=.194, p<.O5) was a significant predictor
of behaviour, while perceived behavioural control was not (beta=. 169, p>.O5). This
finding is discussed in Section 6.4.2.1.
Therefore the above results provided empirical support for the predictive validity of TRA
and TPB. All components of TRA and TPB were significantly related to intention.
Adding the perceived behavioural control to the TPB regression analysis significantly
improved the prediction of intention. This component was the strongest and the attitude
was the second strongest predictor of the intention to use ICT. In TRA and TPB, the
regression analysis indicated that intention significantly predicted teachers' use of ICT in
their teaching. The perceived behavioural control component in TPB had no effect on
behaviour. However, the perceived behavioural control influenced behaviour through the




As we have seen in Chapter 3, behavioural, normative and control beliefs play a central
role in the Theory of Planned Behaviour. According to Ajzen (2002), these beliefs "are
assumed to provide the cognitive and affective foundations for attitudes, subjective
norms, and perceptions of behavioural control" (p. 7). "By measuring beliefs, we can,
theoretically, gain insight into the underlying cognitive foundation, i.e., we can explore
why people hold certain attitudes, subjective norms, and perceptions of behavioural
control" (ibid. p. 8). Therefore, this study was designed not only to predict teachers'
intention to use ICT and their actual use of ICT but also to identify and investigate the
behavioural, normative and control beliefs that determine their intention and behaviour'.
Table 6.33, in Section 6.3.1 showed that the beliefs of this study were correlated
significantly with the direct measures (attitude, subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control) of the theory. Therefore, this strong correlation between the beliefs
and the direct measures of the TPB indicates that these beliefs were identified properly in
the pilot study and were measured well in the main study. The next three sections present
these beliefs and the results of the descriptive analysis as well as the correlation of each
belief with the intention and behaviour.
6.3.4 Teachers' behavioural beliefs
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.2.7), the pilot study had identified 34
behavioural beliefs. For each of the 34 behavioural beliefs two items were designed, one a
personal belief about the connection between the consequence and performance of the
behaviour (behavioural belief strength) and one an evaluation of the consequence
(outcome evaluation) 2. Column "B" and "C" in Table 6.40 presents the mean and
standard deviation for each belief strength and outcome evaluation. As we can be seen in
column "A" these beliefs related to the various advantages and disadvantages of using of
ICT in teaching for pupils, teachers and school.
'In order to identify these beliefs a pilot study was conducted (see Section 4.5.2.2). Teachers were asked a
series of questions, which are presented in Appendix E. Their responses were used to construct a list of the
most commonly held beliefs. In turn, these beliefs provided the basis for constructing the questionnaire of
beliefs that used in the main study (see Section 4.6.1.2 and Teacher Questionnaire, in Appendix Al).
2 An example item of behavioural belief strength was: "using ICT in my teaching during the next three
months will encrich my pupils' knowledge: extremely unlikely (1) - extremely likely (7)". An example
item of outcome evaluation was: "Enriching my pupils' knowledge is: extremely bad (I) - extremely good
(7)" (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1.2.7, and Teacher Questionnaire in Appendix Al).
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Table 6.40 - Means (A and standard deviations (SD) for behavioural belief strength and
outcome evaluation, and correlations of belief - evaluation product with teachers•
intention and behaviour to use ICT in teaching.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief	 Outcome	 CorrelationUsing Informalion Communication Technology
strength (b) evaluation (e) ________ _________in my leaching during the next three months
will...	 M SD	 M	 SD
1	 Enrich my pupils' knowledge. 	 6.51	 0.742	 6.66	 0.683	 . 342**	 .158*
2	 Enable me to help the weak pupils improve. 	 6.18	 1.123	 6.74	 0.511	 . 467**	 .179*
3	 Help my pupils learn more easily. 	 6.25	 1.035	 6.81	 0.488	 543**	 .134
4	 Make the lesson more fun for the pupils. 	 6.61	 0.677	 6.91	 0.308	 .551 **	 .111
5	 Increase pupils' interest in learning.	 6.62	 0.771	 6.91	 0.301	 .561	 .140
6	 Stimulate creativity in pupils. 	 6.31	 0.981	 6.87	 0.381	 . 518**	 .262**
7	 Significantly improve the overall quality of 6.17 0.906
	 6.86	 0.377	 •534**	 .145
- my pupils' education.
8	 Beawasteoftimeforpupils.* 	 6.50	 1.066	 6.79	 0.621	 .332**	 .104
9	 Help pupils work with one another.
	 5.99	 1.282	 6.82	 0.500	 •473**	 .241 **
10 Help my pupils to find ajob easier in future.
	 6.22	 1.024	 6.79	 0.583	 •445**	 .047
II Help me improve my ICT expertise. 	 6.43	 0.848	 6.69	 0.692	 •347**	 .110
12 Allow me greater access to a computer for 6.31
	 1.212	 6.73	 0.761	 .248**	 .019
personal and professional use.
13 Make my lessons more interesting for me. 	 6.35 0.878	 6.74	 0.650	 •393**	 .112
14 Make the lessons more enjoyable for me. 	 6.17	 0.893	 6.71	 0.668	 .41 l**	 .131
15 Makemylessonsmorediverse.	 6.53 0.764 6.74	 0.634	 .428**	 .163*
16 Make preparation of lessons easier.	 5.66	 1.656	 6.72	 0.631	 .157*	 .110
17 Help me organise my lessons better.
	 6.12	 1.256	 6.81	 0.484	 .276**	 .104
18 Make preparation for lessons more time - 4.87 2.093	 6.35	 0.988	 .196**	 .056
consuming. *
19 Restrictthecontentofmy lessons.*
	 5.56	 1.987	 5.77	 1.662	 .252**	 .124
20 Make it more difficult to control the class. ' 	 5.59	 1.602	 6.51	 0.883	 337**	 .119
21 Givememoreprestige.	 5.54	 1.653	 6.23	 1.205	 •335**	 .126
22 lmprovemyproductivity. 	 5.79	 1.436	 6.67	 0.698	 . 350**	 .157*
23 Cause conflicts with my colleagues.	 5.24	 2.090	 6.61	 1.174	 .251**	 .116
24 Restrictmyroleasateacher. * 	 5.83	 1.857	 5.47	 1.959	 . 206**	 .l95**
25 Help me communicate with colleagues in 6.37 0.961
	 6.58	 0.978	 .342**	 .179*
other schools.
26 Savememoretimeandwork. 	 4.41	 2.203	 5.91	 1.489	 .042	 -.027
27 Causemestress.	 5.57	 1.680	 6.66	 0.842	 .381**	 .182*
28 Improve the communication among the 5.55
	 1.607	 6.82	 0.492	 .31 I**	 .126
pupils and me.
29 Create problems in the current curriculum.	 5.02 2.054	 5.73	 1.602	 .179*	 .087
30 Create problems in the school timetable.
	 5.27 2.097	 6.18	 1.235	 .48l**	 .287**
31 Support the communication of my school 6.16
	 1.178	 6.70	 0.682	 .323**	 .117
- with other schools in Greece and abroad.
32 Helpschool'sbetterorganisation.	 6.10	 1.305	 6.82	 0.515	 .252**	 .101
33 Help the school's personnel to cooperate.
	 4.93	 1.860	 6.77	 0.551	 .098	 .116
34 Help my school to implement other 6.37
	 1.074	 6.86	 0.397	 .295**	 .088
innovations.
roies: 4 hems for ,'?uch me scoring was reversed. behavioural belief strength and outcome evaluation scoredfrom / to 7.
b,e, each Behavioural Belief (BB) i'as multiplied with Outcome Eva1uah,on'OE) (BB x OE) (see Chapter 4. Section 4.7.4.!)
* Correlation is significant ai the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is sign 4Jlcant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Considering the results in colunm "A", many of the advantages for using ICT in teaching
listed by the teachers focused on making lessons interesting and fun for pupils and
helping pupils learn more easily. For instance, some of these beliefs were "enrich my
pupils' knowledge", "help my pupils' learn more easily", "stimulate creativity in pupils",
and "help pupils work with one another". Some of the advantages for teachers were the
following: "allow me greater access to a computer for personal and professional use",
"make my lesson more interesting, enjoyable and diverse for me", make preparation of
lesson easier" and "help me organise my lessons better". Finally, the advantages for
school included "support the communication of my school with other schools in Greece
and abroad" and "help my school to implement other innovations".
Teachers were concerned about the time and effort it took to plan for lessons. In addition,
they reported that the use of ICT in their teaching cause conflicts with their colleagues,
"make it more difficult to control the class", cause them stress and restrict their role as a
teacher. Furthermore the disadvantages for the school were the following: "create
problems in the current curriculum" and "create problems in the school timetable".
As we can see in columns "B" and "C" teachers held very positive beliefs about the
outcomes of using ICT in their teaching and they also evaluated all of the outcomes very
positively'. According to "belief strength" colunm (see column "B"), the three most
important beliefs about using ICT in teaching were "increase pupils' interest in learning"
(M=6.62, SD=0.771), "make lesson more fun for the pupils" (M6.61, SD=0.677) and
"enrich my pupils' knowledge" (M=6.5 1, SD=0.742). On the other hand, "Save me more
time and work" (M=4.41, SD=2.203), "make preparation for lessons more time-
consuming" (M=4.87, SD=2.093) and "help the school's personnel to cooperate"
(M=4.93, SD=1 .860) were the least important beliefs for teachers. According to "outcome
evaluation" column (see column "C"), the beliefs "make the lesson more fun for the
pupils" (M=6.91, SD=0.308) and "increase pupils' interest in learning" (M=6.91,
SD0.301) were evaluated very highly (extremely good) by teachers in comparison with
the other beliefs. The belief "restrict my role as a teacher" (M5.47, SDl .959) was
evaluated relatively less highly by teachers.
Any mean value higher than 5 in behavioural, normative and control beliefs of this chapter as well as of
Chapter 8 indicates that the majority of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.
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Behavioural beliefs were analysed further. Each belief strength and outcome evaluation
measure was multiplied and the products were correlated with intention and behaviour.
These correlations are presented in the last column (see column "D") in Table 6.42. As
we can be seen in this column all behavioural beliefs (except two, see item 26 and 33)
significantly correlated with intention. In addition, ten of these beliefs correlated with
teachers' use of ICT in their teaching. These beliefs included "create problems in the
school timetable" (r=+.287), "stimulate creativity in pupils" (r=+.262) and "help pupils
work with one another" (r=+.241). The behavioural beliefs are discussed in detail in
Section 6.4.2.3.
6.3.5 Teachers' normative beliefs
This study had identified 12 referents (see Chapter 4, see Section 4.6.1.2.8). These
referents included many of the persons and groups who have relation with schools in the
Greek educational system. As we can be seen in Table 6.41 (see column "A") among the
referents that teachers thinks that approve of the use of ICT in their teaching were their
head teacher, district officer and school counsellor.
Table 6.41 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for normative belief strength and motivation
to comply, and correlations of belief- motivation product with teachers' intention and
behaviour to use ICT in teaching




strenth (n)	 comply (m) _________ _________
(Persons/organisation perceived to influence
	
	 n,m, with n,m, withM SD M SDteachers' use of ICT)	 ______	 intention	 behaviour
1	 My head teacher.	 6.57	 0.867	 6.06	 1.25 I	 .195**	 .017
2	 My school counsellor.	 6.18	 1.312	 5.76	 1.313	 .238**	 .124
3	 Mydistrictofficer.	 6.06	 1.374	 5.58	 1.427	 .253**	 .122
4	 Parent's association	 6.32	 0.929	 5.44	 1.367	 .303**	 .238**
5	 My pupils.	 6.44 0.875	 6.28	 0.939	 399**	 .135
6	 My colleagues.	 5.79	 1.294	 5.42	 1.238	 .320**	 .173*
7	 The Ministry of Education.
	 6.35	 1.045	 5.71	 1.189	 .323**	 .042
8	 Privatecomputercompanies.	 6.36	 1.204	 3.85	 2.129	 .134	 .089
9	 The Pedagogical Institute (of the Ministry of 6.53
	 0.934	 5.81	 1.188	 .383**	 .185*Education)	 _____ ______ ______
10 Universities. 	 6.56	 0.855	 6.07	 1.06!	 .365**	 .146
II	 Local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture). 	 5.63	 1.686	
.'.LL	 .188**	 .209**
12 Greek primary teachers' federation. 	 5.89	 1.358	 5.17	 1.550	 .238**	 .162*
/'dotes; Normative belief (NB) strength and motrvaiion to comply (MC) scoredfrom 1 1o7.
n,m, each normative belief was multiplied with each motivation to comply (NB x MC) (see Chapter 4. Section 4.7.4.!)
• * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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As was discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.2.8) in the main study with respect to
each of these 12 referents, two items assessed normative belief strength and motivation to
comply'. Table 6.41 shows the means and standard deviations of these items (see column
"B" and "C"). Inspection of belief strength column (see column "B") shows that teachers
felt a pressure to use ICT in their teaching from all 12 referents. The strongest influence
was from their head teacher (M=6.57, SD=0.867) and the relative weakest influence from
their colleagues (M5.79, SD=1 .294).
An inspection of the motivation to comply column (see column "C") indicates that
teachers were more motivated to comply with "pupils" (M6.28, SD=0.939),
"universities" (M=6.07, SD= 1.061) and "head teacher" (M=6.06, SD=1 .251). This column
also show that teachers were less motivated to comply with "private computer
companies" (M=3.85, SD=2.129).
Finally, each normative belief strength was multiplied with a motivation to comply and
the products were correlated with intention and behaviour. The results of these
correlations are presented in last column (see column "D") in Table 6.41. This column
shows that all referents except private computer companies significantly correlated with
intention. "My pupils" had the highest correlation (r=+.399) and "local authorities
(Municipality, Prefecture) the lowest (r=:+. 188). A significantly positive relationship was
found between behaviour and five of the referents. "Parents' association" had the
strongest correlation with behaviour (r+.238) followed by "local authorities
(Municipality, Prefecture)" (r=+.209), "the Pedagogical Institute (of the Ministry of
Education)" (r=+. 185), "my colleagues" (r=+. 173) and "Greek primary teachers'
federation" (r=+.162). The above results are discussed in Section 6.4.2.4.
6.3.6 Teachers' control beliefs
The control beliefs identified in the pilot study and measured in the main study can be
seen in Table 6.42 (see column "A"). These control beliefs can be divided into those that
related to a) software, hardware, and technical assistance, b) support from executives of
education, parents, Ministry of Education and local authorities and c) those that related to
'An example item of normative belief strength was: "My head teacher thinks that: I should (7)-I should not
(1) use ICT in my teaching during the next three months". An example item of motivation to comply was:
"Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what your head teacher thinks you should do? not at all
(I )-very much (7)" (see Section 4.6.1.2.8, and Teacher Questionnaire in Appendix Al).
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financial support, training opportunities and curriculum and time issues. For each of the
20 control beliefs two items were designed (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1.2.9).
Table 6.42 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for control belief strength and power of
control factor, and correlations with teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in
leaching.
A	 B	 C	 D
Control	 Control belief	 CorrelationControlfaclors lofaciltiate teachers ICT use
	 belief	 power (p)
strength(c) _______ _______ __________ ____________
M	 SD	 M	 SD 40, with cp, withintention	 behaviour
I	 Sufficient number of computers and 6.27
	 1.002 6.86
	 0.434	 •3Ø4**	 .080
- peripherals (e.g. printer).	 ______ ______ ______ _______ _________ ___________
2	 Enough software forteaching purposes.
	 6.03	 1.116	 6.81	 0.564	 .135	 .085
3	 Technical assistance for operating and 5.89
	 1.351	 6.85	 0.402	 .093	 .012
maintainingcomputers. 	 ______ ______ ______ ______ _________
4	 Adequate financial support for teachers. 	 2.19	 1.484	 6.78	 0.569	 -.011	 .299
5	 An appropriate computer room.
	 6.33 0.931	 6.90	 0.3 16	 .245**	 .095
6	 A small number of pupils in my class.
	 3.37 2.123	 6.82	 0.515	 -.088	 .002
7	 Enough computer time for my class.
	 5.40	 1.626	 6.82	 0.477	 •354**	 .105
8	 Computers' use will be integrated in the 5.60
	 1524	 6.84	 0.439	 .401	 -.023
- existing prescribed class curriculum.
9	 Enough time to develop lessons in which 5.60	 1.291	 6.82	 0.468	 .371**	 .161*
computers are used.
10 Support will be provided by the head 6.52 0.801
	 6.89	 0.369	 .27l**	 .119
teacher.
II Support will be provided at my school by the 5.93
	 1.276	 6.79	 0.570	 .195**	 -.023
district officer.
12 Support will be provided at my school by the 5.89
	 1.281	 6.79	 0.590	 .256**	 .047
school counsellor.
13 Support will be provided at my school by the 5.55
	 1.507	 6.73	 0.736	 .234**	 .097
colleagues.______ ______ ______ ______ __________ ___________
14 Support will be provided at my school by the 5.64
	 1.478	 6.76	 0.678	 .264**	 .212**
parents' association.
15 Support will be provided by the Ministry of 5.47
	 1.504	 6.77	 0.632	 .188*	 .072
Education.
16 Support will be provided by the Pedagogical 5.53
	 1.523	 6.82	 0.526	 .178*	 .084
Institute.
17 Support will be provided by the local 3.86
	 1.972	 6.69	 0.748	 .115	 .156*
- authorities (Municipality, Prefecture).
	 _____ ______ ______ ______ __________ ___________
18 My pupils will want to use ICT.
	 6.59 0.645	 6.90	 0.402	 .366**	 .182*
19 Enough connections to the Internet.
	 6.30	 1.255	 6.90	 0.3 82	 .021	 .002
20 Sufficient training opportunities on the 5.77
	 1.405	 6.91	 0.360	 .085	 .065
- pedagogical use of ICT.
Notes: Control belief and control belief power scored from Ito 7. c, pi Each control belief was mulupliea wish each control belief poI er
(1 15 x 1 P) (see chapter 4. .Nedllon 4. 1.4.!).
Correlation is significant a! the 0.05 level (2-sailed). ** Correlation is signifi cant at the 0.0/level (2-tailed).
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In the first item teachers assessed the control belief strength and in the second item
teachers assessed the perceived power of the control factor'. Column "B" and "C" in
Table 6.42 shows the mean and standard deviation for each control belief strength and
control belief power. Generally, teachers scored the control beliefs high reflecting the
high degree of control they felt over the use of ICT in their teaching. On the one hand,
column "B" in Table 6.42 shows that teachers perceived that specific control factors will
be available during the next three months in order to facilitate them in the using of ICT in
their teaching.
Among the most important factors were "My pupils will want to use ICT" (M=6.59,
SDO.645), "Support will be provided at my school by the head teacher" (M6.52,
SD=0.801), "An appropriate computer room" (M6.33, SD=0.931), and "Enough
connections to the Internet" (M=6.30, SD=1.255). On the other hand, column "B" in
Table 6.44 shows that teachers perceived that specific control factors will not be available
during the next three months in order to facilitate them in the use of ICT in their teaching.
These factors were: a) "adequate financial support" (M=2A9, SDI.484), b) "a small
number of pupils in my class" (M=3.37, SD=2.123), and c) support from local authorities
(M=3.86, SD=l.972). Colunm "C" in Table 6.42 shows that all factors were evaluated
very high, which this means that teachers believed that all these factors will make their
use of ICT in their teaching much easier. The implications of these varied results are
discussed in Section 6.4.2.5.
Each control belief strength was multiplied with a control belief power and the products
correlated with intention and behaviour. Column "D", in Table 6.42 shows these
correlations. Thirteen (13) of 20 beliefs positively correlated with teachers' intention to
use ICT in their teaching. Among these beliefs were those that had relation with head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support (see items 1, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11,
12). The control factors "enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used"
(r=+.161), "Support will be provided at my school by the parents' association" (r=+.212),
"Support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture)" (r+. 156)
An example item of control belief strength was: "I expect that sufficient number of computers and
peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at my school during the next three months: strongly disagree (I)-
strongly agree (7)". An example item of control belief power was: "The availability of sufficient number of
computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at my school during the next three months would make it: much
more difficult (1)-much easier (7) for me to use ICT in my teaching (see Section 4.6.1.2.9, and Teacher
Questionnaire in Appendix Al).
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and "My pupils will want to use ICT" (r=+.182) were significantly positively related to
teachers' actual use of ICT in their teaching (behaviour). The next section discusses the
conclusions that have emerged from teachers' attitudes towards computer attitudes and
their intention to use ICT in their teaching.
6.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions that were drawn from this study are presented below and discussed in
relation to previous findings of other studies in two main parts. Part 1 presents and
discusses the conclusions of teachers' attitudes towards computers. Part 2 presents and
discusses the conclusions of teachers' intention to use ICT as well as their actual use in
their teaching.
6.4.1 Part 1: Teachers' attitudes towards computers
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), one of the objectives of this study was to
measure teachers' attitudes towards computers. Based on the mean score of the whole
attitude scale and the eight attitude subscales presented in Section 6.2, it becomes
apparent that teachers who participated in this study had very positive attitudes towards
computers.
Teachers scored relatively very highly in all computer attitudes subscales. The Computer
usefulness subscale had the highest mean score (M=4.47) indicating that teachers felt that
computers are useful in education. A high score was also reported in the subscale of
training needs (M=4.43). This means that while the majority of teachers have had some
sort of training (see Chapter 5, Section 5.9), they were highly motivated to learn more
about computers. Computer anxiety also had a high mean score (M=4.38) which suggests
that teachers who were using computers in their teaching had low level of anxiety. This
finding is important as literature findings suggest that high computer anxiety cause the
avoidance of computer use in general (Russel and Bradley, 1997; Brosnan, 1998; Weil
and Rosen, 1995; Heinssen et at., 1987).
Moreover, the results of this study illustrate that the lower mean score (M=4.02) was
found in the use of e-mail subscale. This may be due to the fact that a small number of
schools, as discussed in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.5.5), had no access to the Internet and at
the schools where access to the Internet was provided, the teachers did not make great use
of e-mail in their teaching (M=O.7).
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The finding concerning teachers' positive attitudes towards computers is consistent with
findings of other studies, mentioned in Chapter 2. For example, Peigrum and Plomp
(1991) who studied 22 educational systems, found that teachers who used computers in
their teaching had in general quite positive attitudes towards computers. In addition, more
recently, Williams et al., (2000) found that primary and secondary teachers in schools of
Scotland had generally positive attitudes towards ICT.
The data were analysed using one way Anova and Pearson correlations in order to
examine any differences and relationships between attitudes and other variables,
including age, years of teaching experience, knowledge and training about computers.
The main conclusions of this analysis are discussed in the following sections.
6.4.1.1 Gender and attitudes towards computers
Analysis of attitude data (see Section 6.2.1) showed that although male teachers had a
higher attitude mean score than female teachers, this difference was not significant. This
finding is supported by some other studies where no gender differences were found for
computer attitudes of teachers (e.g. Woodrow, 1991; Shapka and Ferrari, 2003).
On the other hand, there are some studies at the end of '80s that found that there were
significant differences between attitudes of men and women teachers (e.g. Rosen and
Weil, 1995; Whitley, 1997). These studies found that men had more opportunities to use
computers than women (e.g. Marcinkiewicz, 1994; Sheffield, 1996). However, since then
there has been much more equal access to computers.
This equal access might explain why no differences were found between males and
females in the present study. More specifically, the possible reason that there is equal
access to a computer is the increased use of computers in Greece at the end of the '90s.
The widespread use of email and Internet during the last decade, ICT use in Greek
university undergraduate, postgraduate and teachers' training programmes had provided
equal opportunities for experience in ICT for both genders. Furthermore, another possible
reason is that, as mentioned in Chapter 5, the 72 schools had already been using
computers for some years (i.e. one to three years) before the study began. ICT was part of
school culture and therefore teachers of both sexes had had experience of using ICT and
equal opportunities to use Id. In addition, all participants used ICT in their teaching,
attended training courses and the majority of them had a computer at home (see Chapter
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5, Section 5.8.1). Therefore, one would not expect to see gender differences in teachers'
attitudes towards computers.
6.4.1.2 Age and attitudes towards computers
The results of Section 6.2.2 showed that teachers in the age group 3 1-35 had significantly
more positive attitudes than teachers in the 46-over 50 age group. The difference between
age and attitudes towards computers in the age group 3 1-35 could be explained by the
fact that this age group will have had more opportunities to be exposed to ICT during
their pre-service and in-service education compared to older teachers who did not have
many opportunities to use computers. As noted earlier, an increased use of computers
took place in undergraduate and postgraduate studies during the last decade, which
provides evidence to suggest that ICT had an impact on this group of teachers' learning
and teaching experiences. This finding implies that the 46+ age group maybe needs more
support and training in order to improve their attitudes towards computers.
6.4.1.3 Qualifications, teaching experience and attitudes towards computers
In the present study no statistically significant difference between teachers' qualifications
and attitudes towards computers was found (see Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4). This finding is
supported by a recent study by Rainbow and Sadler-Smith, (2003) who found no
qualification differences for computer attitudes of undergraduate students. In addition, in
the present study there were no differences in the computer attitudes of teachers on the
basis of their teaching experience.
These findings show that computer attitudes are not dependent on teachers' qualifications
and teaching experience. The fact that no differences were found between teachers'
qualifications, teaching experience and their attitudes towards computers could be
explained by the fact that, the 72 schools used in this study introduced ICT in teaching
through their voluntary involvement in initiatives. Due to this involvement, the teachers
of these schools, with a variety of qualifications had received the same training in the use
of ICT and were also motivated to work with these projects. Therefore, one would not
expect to see a significant impact of qualifications and teaching experience on teachers'
attitudes towards computers.
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6.4.1.4 Years of service within the same school as a teacher and attitudes towards
computers
In Section 6.2.5 the Scheffe Post Hoc test indicated that teachers who worked in their
schools for one to five years had more positive attitudes towards computers than the ones
who worked for 11 to 15 or over years. This means the teachers with fewer years of
service within the school tended to have more positive attitudes. One possible explanation
for this finding is that the teachers who worked for 11 to 15 or over years in the same
school belonged into the 46-over 50 age group. As we have seen in Section 6.4.1.2 this
age group had significantly less positive attitudes than teachers in the age group 31-35. In
addition, the teachers who worked in their schools for one to five years maybe felt more
comfortable and enthusiastic with computers generally than teachers with many years.
One implication finding is that those developing professional development courses should
take account of the fact that they need to encourage the positive attitudes, particularly for
those teachers who may have been in a school a long time. For example, the teachers of
this study in lI-over 15 year of service group may need different training activities and
support compared to those in 1-5 year of service group.
6.4.1.5 School's geographical area and attitudes towards computers
Teachers whose schools were located in either urban or rural areas had statistically
significant higher positive attitudes towards computers than teachers whose schools were
located in semi-urban areas (see Section 6.2.6).
In order to find why this difference occurred, four different factors were examined in the
data. These were the size of the school, computer/pupil ratio, age of teachers and length
of service. While examining the evidence, it is important however to point out that the
results from this examination cannot give information about this difference. Most
specifically, the examination gives no evidence that the above four factors actually led to
less positive attitudes towards computers for teachers whose schools were located in
semi-urban areas. Further research is needed to identify what factors influence the
attitudes towards computers for teachers whose schools were located in semi-urban areas.
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6.4.1.6 Access to a computer for personal use outside of school and attitudes
towards computers
The results of the present study (see Section 6.2.7) indicated that teachers who already
used computers outside of their work place had the most positive attitudes towards
computers. These findings are supported by recent studies. More specifically, a number of
studies have shown that those primary teachers (e.g. Williams et a!., 1998) or other
individuals (e.g. Yaghi, 1997; Colley et al., 1994) who have access to computers at home
demonstrate more positive attitudes toward computers.
This suggests that by improving teachers' experience of ICT outside of the work place it
should be possible to enhance their overall attitudes towards computers and enable them
to feel more comfortable with ICT. Therefore, the Ministry of Education should
financially help teachers to purchase a computer at home and advise head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors to encourage their teachers to use the home
computer for personal and educational purposes (e.g. to prepare lessons).
6.4.1.7 School's ICT type of use and attitudes towards computers
Section 6.2.8 showed a significant statistical difference between computer attitudes of the
teachers in relation to their ICT type of use in their teaching. The results showed that
teachers' positive attitudes in using ICT as a subject were significantly higher than
teachers in the group of using ICT as a tool.
There could be several reasons why teachers using ICT as a subject had more positive
attitudes towards computers in comparison with the group of teachers using ICT as a tool.
One of the reasons could be related to their educational background. As we have seen in
Chapter 5 (see Section 5.2.3), the teachers who taught ICT as a separate subject did not
possess the Primary Education teacher's degree as their first degree. Their degrees came
from the Faculties of Mathematics, Informatics or Physics. The results of previous studies
have shown that mathematics and science teachers use computers more often and
therefore they have more positive attitudes (e.g. Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991). The reason
might be that these teachers had more computer experience in their university studies than
the other teachers. Therefore, one would expect to see that teachers who taught ICT as a
separate subject have more positive attitudes towards computers.
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Furthermore, these results might be due to the difference in duration of the lessons, but
also due to the difference in approach to teaching and the teachers' experience about
using ICT. This implies that the school's type of ICT use may be a factor that affects
teachers' attitudes towards computers.
6.4.1.8 Pupil year groups where teachers used ICT and attitudes towards computers
The results of the present study also showed that teachers who used computers in their
teaching in Year I group (1st pupils' year) had more positive attitudes towards computers
than teachers who used computers in Year 4 (see Section 6.2.10).
This finding could be due to different contents of the lessons in year groups as well as in
different teaching approaches that teachers may have used in their use of ICT in teaching.
Furthermore, this could be due to the small size of the sample in the category of teachers
in Year 1 group (i.e. there were only seven teachers out of 181). It is possible that a larger
size in this sample would produce different results.
6.4.1.9 Relationships between teachers' knowledge about computers and their
attitudes towards computers
All categories of knowledge about computers (knowledge concerning computers, ICT
abilities, knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching) showed positive relationships with
the total score of attitudes and all eight attitudes' subscales, meaning that more computer
knowledge was related to more positive computer attitudes (see Section 6.2.11).
Knowledge concerning computers was moderately correlated with computer confidence
subscale (r+.571) as well as ICT abilities (r=+.563) and knowledge about the use of ICT
in teaching (r=+.6 16) was moderately correlated with anxiety subscale. Therefore, we can
conclude that either teachers need to know more about computers if they are to have a
positive attitude towards them or teachers who have more positive attitudes towards
computers are likely to have more knowledge about computers. This finding supports
other previous researchers (e.g. Summers, 1990, Kay, 1993) who found that more
knowledge about computers is related to more positive attitudes towards computers.
These findings have implications for ways to support teachers' attitudes towards
computers connected to their knowledge about computers, their ICT abilities as well as
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their knowledge about the use of ICT in teaching. In order to enhance teachers' learning
about computers and ICT skills in using computers as well as ICT's use in teaching,
efforts should be made to allow primary schools teachers as much computer exposure and
experience as possible both within the school environment and outside it. Such efforts are
connected to computer training etc. - an issue, which is discussed in the following
section.
6.4.1.10 Relationships between teachers' training received and their attitudes
towards computers
In Section 6.2.12 teacher training scores showed a positive relationship with the total
score of attitudes as well as with seven of the eight attitudes subscales meaning that more
hours of training on computers were related with more positive attitudes towards
computers. However, these correlations were small and therefore not very significant; the
minimum r value was +. 156 and the maximum r value being +.226. It is worth noting that
these correlations do not imply causation but they can tell us only about the direction (i.e.
positive), and the strength of the relationship between the variables. Given this therefore,
we can conclude that either more hours of computer training may lead to more positive
attitudes towards computers or teachers who have more positive attitudes towards
computers may tend to attend more hours of computer training.
These findings have implications for supporting teachers in using computers in their
teaching practices. Specifically, these findings lead us to suggest that computer courses
should be mandatory for all teachers, regardless of their ICT skills and experiences in
using computers in their teaching. In fact, the previous findings by Rhodes and Cox
(1990) and Preston et al., (2000) showed that the most effective training leading to the
uptake of ICT by primary and secondary school teachers was long award bearing courses
rather than short school courses. Based on this research evidence, the results here
suggests that it more effective to engage teachers in long-term training sessions, in order
to support them in using computers, which in turn will lead to the development of positive
attitudes towards computers.
6.4.1.11 Relationships between teachers' use of ICT in teaching and their attitudes
towards computers
As we have seen in Section 6.2.9, in order to find any differences between attitudes
towards computers generally and the frequency of ICT use in teaching, teachers were
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divided into low, medium and high use groups based on scores for use of ICT in their
teaching. As might be expected the research found that high frequency users were more
favourable than low frequency users. This finding implies that more computer use results
in more positive computer attitudes.
Pearson correlation analysis in Section 6.2.13 revealed that positive attitudes towards
computers were positively associated with the frequency use of ICT in teaching. This
means that the teachers with the most positive attitudes tended to use ICT in their
teaching more often.
This finding is similar to that of previous studies in preservice teachers (e.g. Woodrow,
1991, Shapka and Ferrari, 2003) and teachers' attitudes (e.g. Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991,
1993, Williams et al., 2000) that indicated the degree of computer usage was positively
related to positive attitudes towards computers. This finding suggests that by improving
teachers' attitudes towards computers it should be possible to enhance their frequency of
ICT use in their teaching.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.1), one of the objectives of this study was to
measure teachers' attitudes towards computers. In summary, the results of this chapter
showed that the 181 teachers of this study had positive attitudes towards computers. The
results also showed that the teachers who had relatively the less positive attitudes towards
computers were those over 45 year and those who worked in the same school for 11 to 15
or over years. Furthermore, the results showed that teachers whose schools were located
in urban and rural areas had statistically significant higher attitudes towards computers
than teachers whose schools were located in semi-urban areas. In addition, more positive
attitudes were held by those teachers that had access to a computer at home and those that
used ICT in their teaching very often. Finally the findings of the Pearson correlations
suggest that the most important factors that positively correlated with attitudes towards
computers were more knowledge and skills about computers, more hours of computer
training and frequently the use of ICT in teaching.
6.4.2 Part 2: Teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching
(Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour)
This study used the TRA and TPB in order to predict and explain teachers' intention to
continue to use ICT in their teaching as well as their actual use. In addition these theories
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were used in order to examine through the normative and control beliefs components the
role and the influence of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors on
teachers' intention and behaviour.
6.4.2.1 Prediction of intention
Overall, with respect to the TRA and TPB variables, teachers had positive values
indicating a tendency to be favourable towards using ICT in their teaching. The 175
Greek teachers that used ICT in the 72 schools, had very positive attitudes towards using
ICT in their teaching, perceived strong social pressure to use ICT, had a positive
perception of their control over the use of ICT in teaching and strongly intended to
continue to use ICT in their teaching.
The results also showed that there were positive relationships between the intention and
the independent variables. Perceived behavioural control was strongly correlated with
intention. A more favourable attitude towards using ICT in teaching was correlated to a
stronger intention. In addition, highly positive subjective norms towards using ICT were
also significantly correlated to the intention to use ICT. These positive correlations mean
that when teachers' attitudes, the pressure from others and the control of the factors
increase then the intention to use ICT also increases.
The results of the two hierarchical regression analyses showed that all components of
TRA and TPB were found to be good predictors of teachers' intention to continue to use
ICT in their teaching. In fact, about half of the variation in the intention to use ICT could
be explained by the two models. More specifically, in the TRA model, one of the findings
of the study was that the intention to use ICT in teaching was significantly influenced by
the attitudes towards using ICT in teaching and their subjective norms. Attitude was the
strongest predictor of intention, followed by subjective norm. This TRA model explained
42.1% of the variance in teachers' intention. Another finding of this study is that
including the perceived behavioural control in the second regression analysis of the TPB
model as a predictor of the behavioural intention resulted in a significant increase in the
explained variation (Adjusted R Square=55%) over the amount explained by the TRA.
Perceived behavioural control was the best predictor of intention, followed by attitude
and subjective norm. Therefore, these findings show that attitude, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control contributed to the prediction of teachers' intention to
continue to use ICT in their teaching. In addition, these results confirm the predictive
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utility of the TRA and TPB in relation to teachers' intention and indicate that the TPB
model is superior to the TRA model.
The finding that perceived behavioural control was the best predictor of intention is
consistent with the findings of previous studies (see Armitage and Conner, 2001). In
addition, the findings of the present study confirm research showing that attitudes towards
behaviour have a significant influence on behavioural intention (see Ajzen, 1991;
Armitage and Conner, 2001). Subjective norm was a strong determinant of intention in
the TRA model; however, it failed to maintain its second contribution when it was also
combined with perceived behavioural control in the TPB model. This finding is consistent
with previous TPB studies that found subjective norm to be less important in predicting
people's intention as compared to attitude toward the behaviour and perceived
behavioural control components (see Armitage and Conner, 2001; Godin and Kok, 1996).
The findings of this study suggest that teachers will not continue to use ICT in their
teaching unless they have very positive attitudes towards using ICT in teaching. These
findings imply that a way to influence teachers' intention to continue to use ICT in their
teaching could be by supporting the development of teachers' positive attitudes towards
the use of ICT in teaching. Therefore, the challenge for the educational policy of ICT to
promote the use of ICT in schools is to reinforce the positive attitudes of those primary
teachers who already use ICT in their teaching and to change the attitudes of those
teachers who have less positive attitudes towards using ICT in teaching.
Another important implication of the findings of this study is the one associated with the
influence of the subjective norm on teachers' intention to use ICT. As the findings of this
study showed, a favourable opinion of other persons or organisations increases the
intention to use ICT in teaching. Therefore, the most efficient way to increase the use of
ICT among teachers is to influence the opinion of other important persons and inform
those about the advantages of ICT use in teaching. This issue is discussed in further detail
in Section 6.4.2.4.
Moreover, other implications of the findings of this study are connected with the
perceived behavioural control. In general, perceived behavioural control refers to the
perceived ability to perform a specific behaviour. The findings of this study showed that
in order to support teachers in using ICT in their teaching, there needs to be provision of
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the conditions that influence their perceived behavioural control. This suggests that when
teachers are provided with the appropriate resources (e.g. sufficient number of computers,
software for teaching purposes) and opportunities (e.g. professional development) to use
ICT leads to having a stronger intention to use ICT in their teaching.
6.4.2.2 Prediction of behaviour
As we have seen in Section 6.3, another objective of the present study was to investigate
the influence of intention and perceived behavioural control on teachers' actual use of
ICT in their teaching (behaviour). Pearson correlation results showed that intention and
perceived behavioural control were positively correlated with behaviour. This means that
when teachers had strong intentions and perceived high behavioural control, the use of
ICT was high as well.
Overall, the results from the hierarchical regression analysis showed that teachers' actual
use of ICT was predicted by the TRA and TPB components. Specifically, in the TRA
model, intention explained 9% of the variance in teachers' behaviour. When the perceived
behavioural control was added to the regression model of the TPB, the explained variance
increased from 9% to 10%. In the TPB model, intention appeared to be a significant
predictor of behaviour, while perceived behavioural control was not (beta was >0.05, see
Table 6.39 in Section 6.3.2); although it was significantly and positively correlated with
behaviour. This finding indicates that the proportion of behaviour prediction was low.
This finding means that 90% of the variance of teachers' behaviour, remains to be
explained. This issue is discussed further in Chapter 9 (see Section 9.5.1).
In contrast to findings from a large number of previous studies (e.g. Armitage and
Conner, 2001; Godin and Kok, 1996) perceived behavioural control in this study failed to
emerge as a significant predictor of teaching behaviour independently of the effect of
intention. One possible explanation for the fact that perceived behavioural control was not
shown to influence ICT use (from the regression analysis explained above) is that
teachers' ICT use may not depend on whether or not teachers had control over the factors
that facilitated ICT use in teaching. More specifically, these teachers in the present study
used ICT in their teaching and therefore were experienced ICT users. It is possible that
the measures of perceived behavioural control will be more appropriate for explaining the
behaviour of those teachers who do not use ICT or do not have the appropriate resources
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and opportunities (i.e. computers, software, training programmes, technical support) to
use ICT in their teaching.
From the policy point of view, the most interesting issue is how to influence teachers'
behaviour. These findings show that teachers' intention to use ICT and not their perceived
behavioural control, most strongly influences their behaviour of using ICT in their
teaching. It is obvious that teachers did not need feelings of high control to use ICT in
their teaching. Hence, educational policy aiming at increasing ICT use should explore
ways of strengthening teachers' intention of using ICT in their teaching. A change of
teachers' intention with ICT use and ability to control the performing behaviour might
increase ICT use in teaching behaviour.
6.4.2.3 Teachers' behavioural beliefs
The majority of teachers reported very positive beliefs towards ICT use in their teaching,
and all of these beliefs were strongly associated with intention to use ICT in teaching,
except one (save me more time and work). In addition, however only nine of the 34
beliefs correlated with teachers' behaviour. Some of the behavioural beliefs that
correlated most strongly with intention and behaviour were: "enrich my pupils'
knowledge", "help pupils work with one another", "help me communicate with
colleagues in other schools", and "make preparation of lessons easier". The above
correlations suggest that improving beliefs toward the use of ICT have a positive
influence on teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT. Finally, the importance of
these beliefs to use ICT behaviour is in line with earlier studies (see Czemiak, et al.,
1999, Preston Ct al., 2000).
These findings indicate that beliefs towards using ICT change should be a prime target for
policy about the introduction and implementation of ICT in schools. More specifically,
such policy efforts aiming at reinforcing the positive attitudes of teachers and change the
attitudes of non-users should focus on these behavioural beliefs of ICT using behaviour.
Understanding which behavioural beliefs have the strongest correlation with teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching can assist head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors with designing training programmes for promoting ICT
use. That is, by making ICT use training programmes specific to each school's needs,
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors may be able to influence positively
teachers' attitudes towards ICT use in teaching.
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6.4.2.4 Teachers' normative beliefs
Another objective of this study was to investigate if through their normative beliefs, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors played a role in teachers' intention to use
ICT in their teaching as well as in their actual use. The results presented in Section 6.3.5
showed that 12 persons/organisations related to schools in the Greek educational system
influenced teachers' intention and behaviour. These included the head teacher, district
officer, school counsellor, pupils, colleagues, the Ministry of Education and private
computer companies. All expect private companies significantly positively correlated to
intention or to behaviour.
One of the findings is that among the persons/organisations rated as most likely to
approve the use of ICT in teaching were the head teacher, district officer and school
counsellor. In addition, teachers reported that they were highly motivated to comply with
their head teacher, district officer and school counsellor. Furthermore, the Pearson
correlations also showed that head teacher, district officer and school counsellor
significantly correlated with teachers' intentions. Therefore, these results show that head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors had very significant effects on teachers'
intention to use Id.
One possible explanation for the fact that private computer companies were not correlated
with teachers' intentions might be the nature of the educational system culture. Education
for all levels (from the primary school to the university) in Greece has been free for all
since the creation of democracy, therefore, it might be possible that this has created a
reluctance from the public to trust the role of private companies in the education.
As presented in Chapter 2, many of the above persons/organisations (i.e. head teachers,
administrators, counsellors, parents' association) were found to be related to the
introduction and implementation of innovations and ICT use in schools by several authors
(see Fullan, 1992; 2001; Cox et al., 1988).
These results have certain implications. In Greece, little or no attention has been paid to
the involvement of all 12 persons/organisations in the introduction and implementation of
ICT in schools. In the present study, it is shown that ii of 12 persons/organisations had
an influence on teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching. In addition, parents'
associations, colleagues, the Pedagogical Institute, local authorities and Greek primary
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teachers' federation correlated with teachers' behaviour to use ICT. Therefore, all these
persons/organisations should be informed about their role in ICT use in schools. These
persons/organisations and mainly head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
should have a good and strong relationship with teachers, and provide them with the
support they need. An assumption is that this may contribute to teachers' development of
a more positive attitude toward using ICT and stronger intention to use ICT, and
contribute to a higher perceived behavioural control of the ability to use ICT in teaching.
These findings also suggest that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors had
a role to play in influencing teachers to use ICT in their teaching. These should encourage
active participation from the persons/organisations who play important roles in
influencing teachers' intentions to use ICT in their teaching. Finally, these findings
suggest that when all 12 persons/organisations show interest and support for the
introduction, implementation and continuation of ICT use in schools this might enhance
teachers' intention to use or to continue to use ICT in their teaching.
6.4.2.5 Teachers' control beliefs
The control beliefs identified in this study can be divided into those related to a) software,
hardware and technical assistance, b) support from head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors, parents, Ministry of Education and local authorities and c) financial
support, training opportunities and curriculum and time issues. The importance of these
beliefs to use ICT is in line with earlier studies. For example, the literature in Chapter 2
showed that for teachers to use ICT in their teaching there needs to be a sufficient number
of computers and peripherals (e.g. Pelgrum, 2001; Preston et al., 2000), appropriate
software for teaching purposes (e.g. Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991; 1993), training
opportunities (e.g Rhodes and Cox, 1990), technical support as well as support from their
head teachers and administrators (e.g. Akker et al., 1992; Fullan, 1992).
In this study, teachers scored highly on the majority of control factors reflecting the high
degree of control they felt over the use of ICT in their teaching. In addition, all control
factors were evaluated very highly. This suggests that having the appropriate skills,
resources and opportunities to use ICT such as sufficient number of computers,
appropriate computer room, support from head teachers, parents association, the Ministry
of Education contributes towards positive attitudes and intention.
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Although teachers in this study had generally high scores for the majority of control
factors, they perceived that specific factors (e.g. facilities, support etc.) had not existed,
which could have facilitated them in the use of ICT in their teaching. These factors were
the following: adequate financial support, a small number of pupils in my class and
support from the local authorities. This means that the availability of these control factors
in schools might reduce the number of teachers who do not use ICT in their teaching and
would increase existing ICT teachers' intention to continue to use ICT in their teaching.
Interestingly, many control factors appeared to be positively related to the intention to use
ICT. This means that teachers who felt in full control of their ICT use, tend to have a
stronger intention to use it. Some of the control beliefs that correlated with intention were
the sufficient number of computers, an appropriate computer room, enough classroom
time, and support provided at the school by the head teacher, district officer and school
counsellor. In addition, the analysis of the relationship between control beliefs and
behaviour to use ICT, has shown that the most significant factors relating to this
behaviour were "enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used", "support
will be provided at my school by the parents' association" and "local authorities
(Municipality, Prefecture)" and "my pupils will want to use ICT". The control beliefs
identified in the present study will help teachers to develop high perceived behavioural
control and stronger intention to use ICT in their teaching, which in turn is hypothesised,
that can influence teachers' actual use of ICT.
In general, the results of this study concerning these two models showed that the TRA
and TPB variables explained a substantial proportion of variance of the teachers'
intention to use ICT in their teaching as well as the actual use of Id. Furthermore, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors had significant indirect effects on
teachers' intention through normative beliefs. In addition, many of the control beliefs in
this study emphasise the significant role of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors in the introduction and implementation of ICT in schools.
The next chapter presents head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers and the effects of these attitudes on their support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools.
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CHAPTER 7
HEAD TEACHERS', DISTRICT OFFICERS' AND
SCHOOL COUNSELLORS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS
COMPUTERS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers. Firstly, this chapter presents the descriptive statistics (mean
and standard deviation) for each of the eight attitudes subscales and for each of the 62
attitude items that were used in this study. Then, it presents the one way ANOVA
analysis which was used in order to find any differences between educators' attitudes
and other variables including gender, age and years of working experience. In addition,
this chapter presents the Pearson correlations between head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' attitudes and their knowledge about computers as well as their
computer training.
Finally, this chapter presents the results of the regression analysis of attitudes towards
computers. This analysis was used in order to examine the effects of the attitudes
towards computers on head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support
of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
7.2 HEAD TEACHERS', DISTRICT OFFICERS' AND SCHOOL
COUNSELLORS' ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTERS
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.6), 72 head teachers, 43 district officers
and 47 school counsellors were asked to indicate their level of agreement with 62 items
designed to measure their attitudes towards computers. These 62 items examined the
dimensions of eight different subscales of attitudes towards computers'. A mean score
and standard deviation was calculated for each attitude subscale and the total attitude
scale. A high score on either attitude subscale or on overall scale indicates a positive
The attitude questionnaire used to measure head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers was the same as that used to measure teachers' attitudes towards computers.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.3), this questionnaire consisted of eight subscales. These
were Computer Anxiety, Computer Confidence, Computer Usefulness, Computer Liking, E-mail,
Perceived Educational Impact, Perceived Social Impact and Training needs. The overall questionnaire and
each of the eight subscales was tested for reliability, using the Cronbach alpha coefficient (see Chapter 4,
Section 4.6.5.2).
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attitude, while a low score indicates a less positive attitude towards computers. The
mean and standard deviation for the overall attitude score and each of the eight subscale
scores for head teachers, district officers and school counsellors are shown in Table 7.1.
As can be seen from Table 7.1 the mean scores of the overall attitude towards computers
scale (1 to 5) for the head teachers, district officers and school counsellors were 4.11
(SD=0.89), 4.1! (SD=0.85) and 4.0! (SD=0.87) respectively. These overall mean scores
indicate that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors held positive attitudes
about computers in general.
Table 7.1 - Means (A and standard deviations (SD) of head teachers', district




Subscales	 Number M	 SD	 M	 SD	 M	 SD
of items
ComputerAnxiety	 12	 4.02	 0.89	 4.05	 0.91	 3.95	 0.94
Computer Confidence	 5	 4.08	 0.83	 4.03	 0.89	 4.03	 0.92
Computer Usefulness 	 7	 4.35	 0.69	 4.37	 0.73	 4.23	 0.79
Computer Liking
	 12	 4.12	 0.87	 4.16	 0.80	 4.02	 0.82
Use of E-mail	 4	 4.03	 0.70	 3.73	 0.87	 3.71	 0.70
Educational Impact
	 10	 4.24	 0.69	 4.10	 0.77	 4.09	 0.71
Social Impact
	 7	 4.12	 0.86	 4.05	 0.98	 3.92	 1.00
TrainingNeed	 5	 4.31	 0.83	 4.22	 0.80	 4.09	 0.95
Overallscale	 62	 4.11	 0.89	 4.11	 0.85	 4.01	 0.87
lNegative statements in tills scale were reverse scored to be consistent in measurement. therefore.
the highest score in anxiety subscale indicates a low level of computer anxiety.
Table 7.1 also shows that head teachers had subscales scores ranging from 4.02 to 4.35,
district officers ranging from 3.73 to 4.37 and school counsellors ranging from 3.71 to
4.23. Head teachers and district officers scored higher on the majority of subscales and
the overall scale than school counsellors indicating that these educators had stronger
positive attitudes towards computers. More specifically, Table 7.1 shows that all groups
had mean scores greater than 4.23 for the Computer Usefulness subscale. On the other
hand, district officers had a mean score of less than 4.00 for the E-mail subscale. In
addition, school counsellors had mean scores of less than 4.00 for the Computer
Anxiety, E-mail and Social Impact subscales.
Table 7.2 shows the mean and standard deviation for each of 62 attitude items for head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors separately.
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Table 7.2 - Means (A and standard deviations (SD) of attitudes towards computers items.
-	 Head	 District	 School
Subscales	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
=	 M SD M SD M SD
ComputerAnxiety	 _____ _____ ______ _____ _____
If I was given the opportunity, I would like to learn about 	 4.56	 0.53	 4.65	 0.48	 4.55	 0.50
anduse computers.	 ______ _____ ______ _____ ______
2	 I think that computers are very easy to use. 	 3.68	 0.73	 3.72	 0.85	 3.66	 1.01
I sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a
	 3.83	 1.03	 4.14	 1.04	 3.85	 1.10
computer. *
4	 I feel comfortable working with a computer. 	 3.90	 0.87	 3.86	 0.86	 3.68	 0.86
5	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confused. 	 4.03	 0.86	 4.14	 0.80	 4.04	 0.83
6	 Computersaredifficulttouse. *	 3.96	 0.86	 3.81	 0.88	 4.00	 0.86
7	 Computersdonotscaremeatall. 	 3.92	 1.07	 3.91	 1.11	 3.83	 1.24
8	 Working with computer makes me nervous. *	 3.90	 1.00	 4.26	 0.82	 3.91	 1.06
1 hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes
	 3.99	 0.94	 4.02	 0.86	 3.96	 0.91
cannot correct. *
10	 The challenge of learning about amputers is exciting.
	 4.26	 0.84	 4.09	 0.81	 3.98	 0.90
II	 I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a 	 4.36	 0.70	 4.37	 0.79	 4.43	 0.62
computer. *
12	 I feel at ease when I am around computers.	 3.85	 0.78	 3.58	 1.01	 3.47	 0.75
Computer Confidence
13	 lam sure I could do work with computers.	 4.22	 0.68	 4.14	 0.68	 4.13	 0.7l
14	 lam sure I could learn a computer language. 	 3.89	 0.93	 3.84	 0.90	 3.87	 0.88
IS	 I will probably never learn to use a computer.
	 4.44	 0.60	 4.5l	 0.67	 4.57	 0.58
16	 I have a lot of self-contidence when it comes to working	 3.60	 0.87	 3.60	 0.98	 3.49	 1.08
with computers.
17	 I dont think I would do advanced computers work. * 	 4.22	 0.75	 4.05	 0.95	 4.06	 0.96
Computer Usefulness
18	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 3.94	 0.80	 3.84	 1.04	 3.57	 1.02
19	 know that computers give me opportunities to learn new 	 4.50	 0.58	 4.42	 0.54	 4.49	 0.51things .	_______ ______ _______ ______ _______
20	 I will use computers many ways in my life. 	 4.08	 0.78	 4.26	 0.69	 3.98	 0.68
21	 I can't think of any way that I will use computers in my	 4.39	 0.68	 4.44	 0.73	 4.26	 0.87
career. *
22	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. *	 4.57	 0.53	 4.70	 0.60	 4.64	 0.70
23	 Learning about computers is interesting. 	 4.42	 0.58	 4.51	 0.55	 4.30	 0.51
24	 1 believe that it is very important for me to learn how to 	 4.57	 0.58	 4.40	 0.54	 4.36	 0.64use a computer.
ComputerLiking	 ______ _____ ______ _____ ______
25	 I am tired of using a computer. *	 4.56	 0.75	 4.49	 0.70	 4.49	 0.59
26	 Computers are not exciting. *	 4.43	 0.82	 4.37	 0.72	 4.34	 0.70
27	 I will do as little work with computers as possible.	 4.22	 0.70	 4.30	 0.71	 4.13	 0.8()
28	 I concentrate on a computer when I use one.
	 3.83	 0.87	 4.07	 0.67	 3.83	 0.94
29	 I think working with computers would be enjoyable and 	 4.47	 0.56	 4.28	 0.67	 4.21	 0.69stimulating.
30	 The challenge of solving problems with computers does 	 3.83	 1.03	 4.12	 0.88	 4.00	 0.75
not appeal to me.
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Table 7.2 (continued).





M SD M SD M SD
When there is a problem with a computer run that I can't
31	 immediately solve, I would stick with it until I have the
	 3.69	 1.04	 3.95	 0.92	 3.87	 0.82
answer.
32	 I enjoy doing things on a computer.
	 4.18	 0.66	 4.19	 0.63	 4.02	 0.68
33	 I would like to learn more about computers.
	 4.49	 0.58	 4.42	 0.54	 4.30	 0.51
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers. s
	3.93	 0.94	 4.09	 0.89	 3.85	 1.00
35	 I would like working with computers.
	 4.29	 0.68	 4.19	 0.79	 3.91	 0.72
36	 I would like to spend more time using a computer.
	 3.53	 0.90	 3.51	 1.01	 3.23	 0.81
Use of E-mail
37	 The use of e-mail increases motivation for the course.
	 3.97	 0.73	 3.67	 0.94	 3.66	 0.73
38	 The use ole-mail makes the course more interesting.
	 4.03	 0.73	 3.74	 0.82	 3.72	 0.71
39	 1 he use of e-mail makes the student feel more involved.
	 4.08	 0.69	 3.74	 0.88	 3.70	 0.69
40	 1 he use of e-mail helps the student to learn more.
	 4.03	 0.67	 3.74	 0.85	 3.77	 0.70
Perceived Educational Impact
41	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction.
	 4.32	 0.67	 4.21	 0.77	 4.38	 0.71
42	 Using computers in class leads to more productivity	 4.29	 0.70	 4.05	 0.75	 4.17	 0.60among students.
Students are more attentive when computers are used in
	 3.86	 0.89	 4.00	 0.82	 3.81	 0.90class.
44	 Computers in school enhance students' creativity.
	 4.13	 0.79	 3.93	 0.96	 3.98	 0.77
45	 Computers help to teach more effectively.
	 4.28	 0.68	 4.09	 0.72	 4.15	 0.66
46	 The achievement of students can be increased when using 	 4.21	 0.	 4.00	 0.76	 3.94	 0.76computers for teaching.
Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of
	 4.43	 0.62	 4.28	 0.70	 4.15	 0.62a child s education.
48	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which 	 4.33	 0.61	 4.28	 0.67	 4.21	 0.55demand creative activities.
49	 Computers would help students work with one another.
	 4.17	 0.6l	 3.98	 0.77	 3.91	 0.72
Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all
	 0.52	 4.23	 0.72	 4.19	 0.65subjects areas.
PerceivedSocial Impact
	 ______ _____ ______ _____
SI	 Computers harm relations between people. * 	 4.00	 0.79	 3.91	 0.92	 3.45	 0.93
52	 Working with computers in class distorts the social 	 4.15	 0.69	 3.95	 1.09	 3.96	 0.95climate. *
53	 Computers have become too dominant over us. * 	 4.46	 0.56	 4.42	 0.93	 4.60	 0.54
54	 Using a computer prevents me from being creative. * 	 4.33	 1.03	 4.33	 0.75	 4.09	 1.00
Social contacts are negatively affected by the use of
	 3.89	 0.97	 3.91	 0.87	 3.62	 1.13computers. *
56	 We will lose control over computers one day. * 	 3.75	 0.87	 3.70	 1.12	 3.66	 1.09
57 Computers reduce humans to number. *	 4.24	 0.80	 4.12	 0.98	 4.09	 0.80
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Table 7.2 (continued).
-	 Head	 District	 School
E	 Subscales	 teachers	 officers	 counsellors
-
M SD M SD M SD
Training needs
In-service training courses about computers should be
	 4.29	 0.85	 3.91	 1.21	 4.02	 1.11
made compulsory.
I would like to take part in a computer course to learn 	 4M	 0.51	 4.40	 0.58	 4.47	 0.55
more about computers.
60	 I try to keep informed about technological changes.
	 3.92	 0.88	 4.16	 0.65	 3.89	 0.91
61	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching 	 4.50	 0.61	 4.35	 0.57	 4.21	 0.59aids.
62	 I don't mind learning about computers.
	 4.19	 1.02	 4.28	 0.73	 3.83	 1.26
Notes: * Items for which the scoring was reversed.
As can be seen from Table 7.2, head teachers had attitudes scores ranging from 3.53 (see
item 36) to 4.64 (see item 59). District officers had attitudes scores ranging from 3.51
(see item 36) to 4.70 (see item 22) and school counsellors from 3.23 (see item 36) to
4.64 (see item 22). Head teachers and district officers had means of 4.00 or higher in the
majority of attitudes items (41 of 62 items) indicating that on average they had positive
to strongly positive attitudes towards computers for various statements. However, school
counsellors had high means (higher than 4.00) in half of the attitudes items (31 of 62
items) indicating that they had a less positive attitude in various attitudes statements than
head teachers and district officers.
Inspection of the means and the standard deviations on the e-mail subscale in Table 7.2
shows that both district officers and school counsellors scored all items relative low (less
than 4.00). For instance, the mean score for the item 37 "The use of E-mail increases
motivation for the course" was 3.67 for district officers and 3.66 for school counsellors.
These relatively low mean scores indicate that these educators had less positive attitudes
towards the role of e-mail in teaching than head teachers.
One way ANOVA analysis was used in order to determine the existence of statistically
significant differences between head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors'
attitude total score 1
 towards computers and their demographic or other characteristics
such as gender, years of working experience, and geographical area of their schools. Post
Each item was scored from I to 5 and summed to create a total attitude score for each teacher (minimum
attitude score=62, maximum attitude score3 10).
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hoc analysis using a Scheffe test was performed on those results found to be significant
at p<O.O5 level by the one way ANOVA analysis. The following sections present the
ANOVA results for each of the three educators (head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors).
7.2.1 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' gender and attitudes
towards computers
Data were analysed to examine the difference between attitudes towards computers in
male and female head teachers, district officers and school counsellors (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.2.1). The following table (see Table 7.3) shows the descriptive statistics of the
one way ANOVA analysis such as the mean attitude score, standard deviation,
maximum and minimum attitude score for each category of the educators. Table 7.3
shows that female head teachers' and district officers' had slightly higher attitude mean
scores than males. In contrast, male school counsellors' had slightly higher attitude mean
score than female school counsellors. However, these differences were not statistically
significant.
Table 7.3 - Descriptive statistics ofgender and attitudes towards computers.
Std	 95% Confidence Interval forGender N Mean	 .	 Std. Error	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumDeviation
-	 _______ Lower Bound Upper Bound
Male	 58 257.21	 28.192	 3.702	 249.79	 264.62	 195	 306
Female	 14 258.29	 27.184	 7.265	 242.59	 273.98	 210	 305
___ - ___ _____ ____ ______ ______ ____ ____
- Total	 72 257.42	 27.813	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
Male	 41 253.88	 26.981	 4.214	 245.36	 262.39	 206	 310
Female	 2 269.50	 21.920	 15.500	 72.55	 466.45	 254	 285
Total	 43 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
- -
Male	 41 249.00	 21.324	 3.330	 242.27	 255.73	 210	 294I-
Female	 6 248.17	 36.130	 14.750	 210.25	 286.08	 212	 304
-	 ______ _____ _______ _______ _____ _____
Total	 47 248.89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Table 7.4 shows the results of the One Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors' gender and their attitudes towards
computers. More specifically, this table shows sums of squares, degrees of freedom (dO,
observed F ratio, andp value for the analysis.
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Table 7.4 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of gender
and attitudes towards computers.
Mean
	




	 13.126	 1	 13.126	 .017 .897*
5 Within Groups	 54908.374	 70	 784.405
Total	 54921.500	 71
-	 - - -
Between Groups
	 465.389	 1	 465.389 .645 .427*
- - -
Within Groups	 29598.890	 41	 72 1.924	 -
Total	 30064.279	 42
-	 - - -
Between Groups
	 3.635	 I	 3.635 .007 .936*
• .2	 -	 - -
Within Groups
	
247 14.833	 45	 549.2 19
cI
Total	 24718.468	 46
IUL sigiiti IdiIL t,p-.'J))
As can be seen from Table 7.4, the F values in each category of educators were not
statistically significant as indicated by the listed p values'. All the p values were higher
than 0.05 level (see p value column). Therefore, the results of the one way ANOVA
showed that there were no differences between male and female head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors with respect to their attitudes towards computers.
7.2.2 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' age and attitudes
towards computers
One way ANOVA was also used in order to determine the existence of statistically
significant differences between head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors'
attitude score towards computers and their age (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2).
Table 7.5 shows the descriptive statistics of head teachers' district officers' and school
counsellors' attitudes by age group. As we can see from Table 7.5 the mean score of the
age groups varied from 253.56 to 264.85 for head teachers, 250.50 to 256.62 for district
officers and 243.50 to 251.95 for school counsellors.
Any value in P value column in each table of One Way Analysis of Variance that is less than 0.05 is
significant. All other values in that column that are greater than 0.05 are not significant.
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Table 7.5 - Descriptive statistics of age groups and attitudes towards computers.
Std	 Std	 95% Confidence Interval forAge	 N	 Mean	 .	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumDeviation Error
Lower Bound Upper Bound
31-35	 5	 261.00	 26.768	 11.971	 227.76	 294.24	 221	 283
36-40	 10	 259.30	 38.896	 12.300	 231.48	 287.12	 210	 305
41-45	 13	 264.85	 25.016	 6.938	 249.73	 279.96	 233	 306
5	 46-50	 16	 253.56	 23.980	 5.995	 240.78	 266.34	 219	 295
.	 51-55	 18	 254.00	 27.538	 6.491	 240.31	 267.69	 195	 287
OverS5	 10	 256.40	 30.067	 9.508	 234.89	 277.91	 218	 303
Total	 72	 257.42	 27.813	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
- -	 -
41-45	 10	 252.90	 16.196	 5.122	 241.3 -	 264.49	 233	 285
46-50	 13	 256.62	 27.813	 7.714	 239.81	 273.42	 210	 299
51-55	 16	 255.06	 34.590	 8.647	 236.63	 273.49	 206	 310
° Over 55
	
4	 250.50	 10.344	 5.172	 234.04	 266.96	 246	 263
Total	 43	 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
-	 __
41-45	 4	 248.75	 22.897	 11.448	 212.32	 285.18	
_221	 277
-	
46-50	 8	 250.38	 31.025	 10.969	 224.44	 276.31	 212	 304
51-55	 21	 251.95	 20.375	 4.446	 242.68	 261.23	 216	 286
Over 55	 14	 243.50	 23.993	 6.412	 229.65	 257.35	 210	 2940	 ___ _______ _______ _____ _____
Total	 47	 248.89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Table 7.6 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of age
groups and attitudes towards computers.
Mean
	









53646.130	 66	 8 12.820
Total	 54921.500	 71
	
-	 - - -
Between
	
152.365	 3	 50.788	 .066 •977*
	
Groups______________ - 	 -
	
- ,	 ______________	 __________
Within Groups	 29911.914	 39	 766.972
	
0	 - ____ --
Total	 30064.279	 42
	
-	 - - -
Between
	







- iNO sugniiican (p.U))
Table 7.6 shows the results of one way ANOVA to investigate the differences between
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers
related to their age. As can be seen from Table 7.6 there were no statistically significant
differences between the means of head teachers', district officers' and school
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counsellors' attitude scores among the age groups, because the p values were higher than
0.05 level (seep value column).
7.2.3 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' qualifications and
attitudes towards computers
This study also investigated the differences between head teachers', district officers',
and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers related to their qualification(s) (see
Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3). Table 7.7 shows a summary of descriptive statistics describing
the mean attitude scores and standard deviations for each group of educators and each
group of qualifications.
As we can see from this table, the head teachers and school counsellors in Category "C"
had higher mean scores than their colleagues in the other two categories. In addition, the
district officers in Category "B" qualifications had a higher mean score compared with
the score of the district officers in Category "A".
Table 7.7- Descriptive statistics of quaI/Ications and attitudes towards computers.
95% Confidence
	







CategoryA*	 13	 258.23	 24.947	 6.919	 243.16	 273.31	 218	 303
Category B**	 58 257.17	 28.846	 3.788	 249.59	 264.76	 195	 306
Category C***	 1	 261.00	 .	 _____
Total	 72	 257.42	 27.813	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
Category A*	 12 249.92	 27.204	 7.853	 232.63	 267.20	 206	 285
Category B**	 31	 256.42	 26.806	 4.8 15	 246.59	 266.25	 210	 310
Total	 43	 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
Category B**	 39	 248.38	 21.367	 3.421	 241.46	 255.31	 210	 286
Category C***	 8	 251.38	 32.3 15	 11.425	 224.36	 278.39	 212	 304
Total	 47	 248.89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Notes:	 ategoIy "A", were those who possessed only one degree. " =Category "B", were those who possessed more than one
degree or in-service training. Category
	 were those who possessed some degrees from the previous categories as well as a
Masters degree and aPhD in various subjects (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3).
Table 7.8 shows the results of one way ANOVA regarding the differences between head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers related
to their qualifications.
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Table 7.8 - One way analysis of variance (A NO VA) of
qual/Ications and attitudes towards computers.
	





24.916	 2	 12.458	 .016 .984*Groups___________	 _________
	
5	 Within
,	 Groups	 54896.584 69 795.603 - -
Total	 54921.500	 71 _________
	
-	 - - -
Between
	
365.814	 1	 365.814	 .505 .481*Groups___________	 _________
Within	 29698.465 41
	 724.353 - -
oGroups _______ ______
Total	 30064.279	 42 __________
	
-	 - -
Between	 59.362	 I	 59.362	 .108 •744*
.	 Groups ______ - _____ - -
Within
	
=	 24659.106	 45	 547.980Groups__________	 _________
Total	 24718.468 46 _________ - -
Not signiricant (p.U))
As can be seen from Table 7.8 the F value was .016 and the p value was .984 for head
teachers. The F value was .505 for district officers and .108 for school counsellors while
the p value was .481 for district officers and .744 for school counsellors respectively.
These results indicate that there were no statistically significant differences in attitudes
towards computers relating to qualifications (p>O.OS).
7.2.4 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' work experience
and attitudes towards computers
A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also calculated in order to determine the
differences between head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
and their years of work experience in the Greek educational system (see Chapter 5,
Section 5.2.4). Table 7.9 presents the descriptive statistics and Table 7.10 presents the
results of the one way analysis of variance.
Results of the one way ANOVA (see Table 7.10) showed that the significance value was
greater than 0.05. Therefore, there were no significant differences among head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes related to their years of working
experience.
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Table 7.9 - Descriptive statistics ofyears of working experience and attitudes towards computers.
95% Confidence
Std.	 Std.	 Interval for MeanYears	 N	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumDeviation	 Error	 Lower	 Upper
Bound	 Bound
	
6-10	 2	 277.50	 3.536	 2.500	 245.73	 309.27	 275	 280
	
- 11-IS	 9	 264.00	 35.465	 11.822	 236.74	 291.26	 211	 305
	
16-20	 II	 258.64	 33.116	 9.985	 236.39	 280.88	 217	 306
	
21-25	 17	 256.47	 22.842	 5.540	 244.73	 268.21	 219	 287
	
Over25	 33	 254.48	 27.398	 4.769	 244.77	 264.20	 195	 303
_____	 Total	 72	 257.42	 27.813	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
	
lI-IS	 2	 256.00	 8.485	 6.000	 179.76	 332.24	 250	 262
	
16-20	 2	 253.50	 14.849	 10.500	 120.08	 386,92	 243	 264
	
21-25	 16	 255.00	 27.301	 6.825	 240.45	 269.55	 217	 310
0	 Over2S	 23	 254.30	 29.062	 6.060	 241.74	 266.87	 206	 310
_____	 Total	 43	 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
	
11-15	 3	 257.33	 25.794	 14.892	 193.26	 321.41	 236	 286
.	 16-20	 4	 236.50	 23.979	 11.990	 198.34	 274.66	 212	 263
2	 21-25	 16	 255.56	 24.454	 6.113	 242.53	 268.59	 217	 304
	
Over2S	 24	 245.46	 21.740	 4.438	 236.28	 254.64	 210	 294
	
______ Total	 47	 248,89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Table 7.10 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
years of working experience and attitudes
towards computers.
	
-	 Sumof	 Mean	 F	
.
	_____________ Squares	 Square	 ______
Between
	1511.977	 4	 377.994	 .474	 755*Groups_____	 _____	 ___
a





	10.910	 3	 3.637	 .005	 1.000*Groups________	 _______	 _____
	
WithinGroups 30053.370 39	 770.599	 ______
Total	 30064.279 42
Between
	1822.906	 3	 607.635	 1.141	 •343*Groups_________	 ________	 ______
	
Within Groups 22895.563 43	 532.455
	
0	 -
Total	 247 18.468 46
- INOL sugniiicarn (p'U))
7.2.5 Years of service as a head teacher, a district officer and a school counsellor
and attitudes towards computers
This study also used the one way ANOVA analysis in order to determine the differences
in educators' attitudes towards computers related to their years of service as a head
teacher in the current school, and district officer and school counsellor in the current
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district (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.5). Table 7.11 shows the descriptive statistics of each
year groups for each group of educators.
Table 7.11 - Descriptive statistics of years of service as a head teacher, a district officer and a
school counsellor and attitudes towards computers.
95% Confidence Interval
Std.	 for Mean
Years	 N	 Mean Std. Deviation	 Minimum MaximumError	 Lower	 Upper
Bound	 Bound
	
1-5	 50	 256.74	 28.500	 4.031	 248.64	 264.84	 195	 305
6-10	 19	 256.84	 27.783	 6.374	 243.45	 270.23	 219	 306
11-15	 3	 272.33	 16.258	 9.387	 231.95	 312.72	 254	 285
Total	 72	 257.42	 27.813	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
-
	
1-5	 34	 257.35	 27.390	 4.697	 247.80	 266.91	 206	 310
- ,	 -
6-10	 8	 243.50	 24.030	 8.496	 223.41	 263.59	 210	 285
11-15	 I	 250.00	 _________
Total	 43	 254.60	 26.75	 4.08	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
-
	
1-5	 45	 247.84	 22.957	 3.422	 240.95	 254.74	 210	 304
6-10	 1	 259.00 __________ _____ _________ ________ _______ _______
15-20	 I	 286.00 ___________ ______ __________ _________ ________ ________
(l =
Total	 47	 248.89	 23.18	 3.38	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Table 7.12 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
years of service as a head teacher, a district
officer and a school counsellor and altitudes
towards computers.
	










.	 Groups __________ - ________ -
Total	 54921.500 71 ________ - -
Between
	1264.514	 2	 632.257	 .878 .423*
Groups ______ -	 -
Within	 28799.765	 40	 7 19.994
oGroups ______	 _____
Total	 30064.279 42 ________ -
Between	 1528.557	 2	 764.278 1.450 .246*





Total	 24718.468 46 _______ -
Not signiticant (p>.U)
According to the one way ANOVA results in Table 7.12, all the p values were higher
than 0.05 level (see p value column). Therefore, no statistically significant differences
were found between the attitudes of educators and their years of service as a head
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teacher in the current school and district officer and school counsellor in the current
district.
7.2.6 School's geographical area and head teachers' attitudes towards computers
A one way ANOVA was also conducted to assess the differences between head
teachers' attitudes by geographical area of their schools (urban, semi-urban, and rural)
(see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1). Table 7.13 shows that the mean score and standard
deviation of the attitude toward computers of head teachers in urban areas were 258.98
and 27.515, for head teachers in semi-urban areas were 246.80 and 22.565 and for head
teachers in rural areas 256.52 and 30.103 respectively.
Table 7.13 - Descriptive statistics of school's geographical area and attitudes towards computers.
Table 7.14 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of
school's geographical area and attitudes
towards computers.
Sum of Squares df Mean Square F	 p
Between Groups	 692.484	 2	 346.242	 .441 .645*
Within Groups	 54229.016	 69	 785.928
Total	 54921.500	 71
* Not significant (p>.O5)
Table 7.14 shows that there was no statistically significant difference between the
computer attitudes of head teachers related to their schools' geographical area. The F
value was 0.441 andp value greater than 0.05 (pO.645).
7.2.7 School's ICT type of use and head teachers' attitudes towards computers
Data were also analysed in order to examine if there was any difference between head
teachers' attitudes towards computers related to the type of ICT use in their schools (see
Chapter 5, Section 5.7.11). Table 7.15 shows that head teachers in schools where ICT
was used as a tool had higher mean score than the head teachers of schools that
employed the other two types of ICT use (see Chapter 5, Section 5.7.11). More
specifically, the head teachers in "ICT as a tool" group had a mean attitude of 265.80
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(SD=25.977), head teachers in the "ICT as a subject" group had a mean of 243.28
(SD=29.469) whereas head teachers in the third group had a mean attitude of 251.64
(SD=23. 147).
Table 7.15 - Descriptive statistics of schools ICT type of use and attitudes towards computers.
Table 7.16 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of schools
ICT type of use and attitudes towards computers.
* Significant (p<.O5)
The results of a one way ANOVA in Table 7.16 showed a significant statistical
difference between computer attitudes of the head teachers in relation to type of ICT use
in their schools. The F value was 4.938 and thep value .010 (p<O.OS). Because the result
was significant, a Post hoc analysis of the Scheffe type was conducted to evaluate
pairwise differences among the groups (see Table 7.17).
Table 7.17 - Scheffe Post Hoc multiple comparisons.
95% Confidence
Mean	 IntervalStd. Error	 P(I)	 (J)	 Difference (I-J)	 Lower	 Upper
	
COMPUTER COMPUTER __________ _________ - Bound	 Bound
ICT as a 22.52*	 7.489	 .014	 3.78	 41.26ICTas a tool	 subject	 _______________ ____________ - __________ ___________
__________	 Both	 14.16	 8.194	 .232	 -6.34	 34.66
ICTasa	 ICTasatool	 22.52*	 7.489	 .014	 -41.26	 -3.78
subject	 Both	 -8.37	 9.403	 .675	 -31.89	 15.16
IClasatool	 -14.16	 8.194	 .232	 -34.66	 6.34
Both	 ICTasa 8.37	 9.403	 .675	 -15.16	 31.89
______________	 subject	 ________________ ______________ - ___________ _____________
i ne mean airterence is significant at the .0 level.
The Scheffe Post hoc test in Table 7.17 shows that the attitudes of head teachers who
worked in schools where ICT was used as a tool differ significantly from the head
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teachers who worked in schools where ICT was used as a subject. All other comparisons
were non significant. This finding is discussed in Section 7.4.1.
7.2.8 Use of ICT for administrative purposes and head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers
This study also investigated the differences in head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' attitudes related to their use of ICT for administrative purposes.
Table 7.18 shows the descriptive statistics of this analysis. As can be seen from this
table, the educators who used ICT for administrative purposes had higher mean attitude
scores than those that did not use ICT.
Table 7.18 - Descriptive statistics of use of ICTfor administrative purposes and attitudes towards
computers.
95% Confidence Interval forStd.	 Std.N Mean	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumDeviation	 Error
___________	 __________ _______ Lower Bound Upper Bound
	
-	 Using	 51 25996	 27.402	 3.837	 252.25	 267.67	 195	 306
computers-	 ___________ ________ _____________ _____________ ________ _________
No using	 21 251.24	 28.501	 6.219	 238.26	 264.21	 218	 303
	
,	 computers -	 __________ ________ ____________ ____________ ________ ________
Total	 72 257.42	 27.8 13	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
	
-	 - -
Using	 22 260.41	 23.264	 4.960	 250.09	 270.72	 233	 310
computers -
No using	 21 248.52	 29.310	 6.396	 235.18	 261.87	 206	 310
ocomputers -	 ____________ _____________ ________ ________
	
-	 Total	 43 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
Using	 19 257.42	 24.040	 5.515	 245.83	 269.01	 212	 304
	
.	 computers -	 ____________ _____________ ________ ________
0•; No using	 28 243.11	 21.079	 3.984	 234.93	 251.28	 210	 294
computers-	 ____________ ____________ ________ ________
Total	 47 248.89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
Table 7.19 - One way analysis of variance (ANO VA) of use of ICT for administrative purposes
and attitudes towards computers.
___________________	 SumofSguares	 Df	 MeanSguare	 F	 __
Between Groups	 1131.769	 I	 1131.769	 1.473	 .229'
.	 Within Groups	 53789.73 1	 70	 768.425
Total	 54921.500	 71
Between Groups	 1517.723	 I	 1517.723	 2.180	 .147'
Within Groups
	 28546.556	 41	 696.257
	
Total 30064.279	 42 __________________ ________ -
Between Groups
	
2319.158	 I	 2319.158	 4.659	 .036
Within Groups	 22399.3 10
	 45	 497.762	 ________ -
e	 Total	 24718.468	 46
riui sJgJuhIwIL ,p.'.ID)	 lgnlllcalu p'..u)
309
The one way ANOVA results in Table 7.19 shows that the F value was 1.473 (p=.229)
for head teachers, and 2.180 (p=. 147) for district officers which means there were no
statistically significant differences between their attitudes and their use of ICT for
administrative purposes.
There was, however, a statistically significant difference in the school counsellors'
attitudes' mean scores related to their use of ICT for administrative purposes (F=4.659
and p=.O36). This result shows that the school counsellors who used ICT for
administrative purposes had significantly more positive attitudes to using ICT in school
(M=257.11) than those counsellors who did not use ICT (M243.89). This is discussed
in Section 7.4.1.
7.2.9 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' access to a computer
for personal use outside of the work place and attitudes towards computers
One of the objectives of the one way ANOVA analysis was to examine if there was any
difference between head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
mean scores related to their access to a computer for personal use outside of the work
place (see Chapter 5, Section 5.8.1). Table 7.20, shows that the head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors who reported access to a computer for personal use
outside of their work place had higher mean attitude scores than those educators who
had no access. Table 7.21 shows the results of the one way analysis of variance.
Table 7.20 - Descrzptive statistics of access to a computer for personal use outside of the work
place and attitudes towards computers.
95% Confidence Interval for
	
Std.	 Std.N Mean	 Mean	 Minimum MaximumDeviation	 Error
Lower Bound Upper Bound
Accessto a -	 ____________ ____________ ________ _________39 263.67	 28.409	 4.549	 254.46	 272.88	 195	 306
computer-	 __________ ________ ____________ ____________ ________ ________
No access to a
computer	 33 250.03	 25.574	 4.452	 240.96	 259.10	 210	 303
Total	 72 257.42	 27.81	 3.278	 250.88	 263.95	 195	 306
-	 - -
Access to a 19 258.00	 23.262	 5.337	 246.79	 269.21	 233	 310
computer__________ ________ ____________ ____________ ________ ________
No access to a 24 251.92
	 29.438	 6009	 239.49	 264.35	 206	 310
ocomputer	 -	 _________ _______ ____________ ___________ ________ ________
-	 Total	 43 254.60	 26.755	 4.080	 246.37	 262.84	 206	 310
Access to a 19 253.95	 29.619	 6.795	 239.67	 268.22	 212	 304
9 computer -	 _________ _______ ____________ ____________ ________ ________
No access to a
28 245.46	 17.334	 3.276	 238.74	 252.19	 210	 280
computer_________ _______ ____________ ____________ ________ ________0 ______________	 __________ ________ _____________ _____________ _________ _________
Total	 47 248.89	 23.181	 3.381	 242.09	 255.70	 210	 304
- - ____ .. _____
310
Table 7.21 - One way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of access
to a computer for personal use outside of the work











	 3323.864 4509 .O37
Within Groups	 5 1597.636 70	 737.109
--
Total	 54921.500 71









2967 1.833 41	 723.703
Total	 30064.279 42
-	 - - -
Between Groups
	





Total	 247 18.468 46
NOt signiricant pu;	 ignnicant (p<.U))
The results in Table 7.21 show that there was a statistically significant difference in head
teachers' attitudes towards computers between those who had access to a computer and
those had no access to a computer outside of the work place. This means that head
teachers with access to a computer for personal use outside of the work place had
significantly more positive attitudes than head teachers without access to a computer
outside of the work place. However, the results of the ANOVA showed no significant
differences between district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes' score and their
access or not to a computer for personal use outside of the work place.
The attitudes' data were further analysed to find if there was any relationships among
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors attitudes towards computers and
their knowledge about computers as well as the ICT training perceived. These
relationships were examined using Pearson correlations (two-tailed). The following two
sections present the results of the Pearson correlations.
7.2.10 Relationships between head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' knowledge about computers and their attitudes towards
computers
Head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors' total scores on the 10 statements
measuring their basic knowledge of computers as well as on the 10 statements
measuring their ICT abilities (see Chapter 5, Section 5.10) were correlated with their
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total attitudes' scores towards computers and with each of the eight attitudes subscales'.
These correlations between the scores of the attitudes and knowledge about computers
are shown in the following three tables (see Table 7.22, 7.23 and 7.24).
Table 7.22 shows the correlation between head teachers' attitudes and their knowledge
about computers as well their ICT abilities. As we can see from this table, there was a
significant relationship between the three variables. The attitude score was correlated
positively with the knowledge score (Pearson, r, value was +.399, with p-value <0.01)
and with ICT abilities' score (Pearson, r, value was +.3 19, with p-value <0.01). In
addition, the knowledge concerning computers score and ICT abilities score were
correlated positively with five of the eight attitudes subscales. There was no significant
correlation for e-mail, educational and social impact subscales.
Table 7.23 shows the results of the correlation for the district officers. As is shown in
this table, no significant correlation existed between district officers' attitudes and their
knowledge score. The r was .245 and the p value >0.01. Similarly, as we can see in
Table 7.23 there was no relationship between district officers' attitudes score and ICT
abilities score. The r value was +.276 (p=.O74). However, Table 7.23 shows that there
was a significant positive relationship between knowledge concerning computers' score
and anxiety (r=+.334, p=.028), liking (r=+.332, p.O3O), and training need subscales
(r+.381, p.0l2). In addition, Table 7.23 shows that there was a significant positive
relationship between ICT abilities score and anxiety (r—+.385, p.011), confidence
(r=+.395, p=.O09), liking (r=+.301, p.O5O), and training need subscales (r=+.340,
p=.026). These correlations are discussed in Section 7.4.1.



























































































































Table 7.24 shows the correlation results between school counsellors' attitudes towards
computers and their knowledge concerning computers score and ICT abilities score. The
results show that there was no relationship among these three variables. However, Table
7.24 shows that there was a significant correlation between school counsellors'
knowledge concerning computers score, ICT abilities score and the e-mail subscale.
This study, moreover, analysed the relationships between head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers and their training about
computers. These correlations are presented in the following section.
7.2.11	 Relationships between head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' training received and their attitudes towards computers
Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' total training score of
computers (see Chapter 5, Section 5.9) was correlated with their total attitudes scores
towards computers as well with the mean score of the eight attitudes' subscales. The
correlations between these variables for each group of the educators are shown in the
following three tables (see Table 7.25, 7.26 and 7.27).
The correlation between the head teachers' attitude and training scores in Table 7.25
showed a positive significant correlation (r=+.235, p=O.47). However, Table 7.25 shows
that only anxiety (r=+.321, p=.006) and liking (r+.277, p.O19) subscales were
correlated with training score.
Table 7.26 shows the correlation between district officers' attitudes towards computers
and their training score. As can be seen from this table, there was no significant
relationship between district officers' attitude score and training computer score.
Similarly, Pearson correlations in Table 7.26 between district officers' attitudes
subscales score and training score showed no significant correlations. However, Table
7.27 shows that there was a significant positive relationship between school counsellors'
attitude score and their training score (r=+.448, p.002). Additionally, there was a
significant positive relationship between the training score and anxiety (r+.303,
p=.O38), confidence (r=+.368, p=.Ol 1), usefulness (r=+.400, p.005), liking (r+.346,
p=.Ol7) and educational impact subscales (r+.453, p=.001). These correlations are









































































































































7.3 HEAD TEACHERS', DISTRICT OFFICERS' AND SCHOOL
COUNSELLORS' SUPPORT OF THE UPTAKE OF ICT AND THEIR
ATTITUDES TOWARDS COMPUTERS
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), one of the objectives of this study was to
investigate the effects of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers on the support that they provided for the uptake of ICT in
their schools. In order to investigate this objective, a Pearson correlation (two tailed) and
a multiple regression analysis was used.
7.3.1 Pearson correlations
In Pearson correlation analysis the mean score of each of the eight attitudes towards
computers subscales (Anxiety, Confidence, Usefulness, Liking, E-mail, Perceived
Educational Impact, Perceived Social Impact, and Training Needs) was correlated with
the support score of the uptake of ICT. As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.3)
the support score was obtained by summing head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' responses to the hardware, software, organization/administration and
curriculum applications items (minimum support score=20 and maximum support
scorelOO). Higher support scores indicated more support for the uptake of ICT in
school(s). The correlations between study variables are shown in Table 7.28 for head
teachers, in Table 7.29 for district officers and in Table 7.30 for school counsellors.
Table 7.28 shows that each attitude subscale strongly correlated with the other attitudes
subscales. The anxiety subscale correlated most strongly with liking (r=+.867, p=.000),
confidence (r=+.860, p=.000) and usefulness (r=+.792, p=.000) subscales. Similarly, the
usefulness subscale was correlated very strongly with liking (r+.792, p.000) and
perceived educational impact (r=+.780, p=.000) subscales.
Table 7.28 also shows that there were positive correlations between head teachers'
scores of their support for the uptake of ICT in their schools (behaviour) with seven of
the eight attitudes towards computers subscales. The strongest correlation was found for
anxiety subscale (r=+.468, p=.000) while the less strong for the training needs subscale
(r=-i-.327, p=.005). There was no significant correlation between the score of support and
the e-mail subscale (r=.219,p=.O64).
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Therefore, these correlations show that the computer anxiety, confidence, usefulness,
liking, perceived educational and social impact, and training needs have a strong positive
• relationship to head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Table 7.29 shows the correlations among the district officers' attitudes subscales as well
as the correlations between district officers' score of support (behaviour) of the uptake
of ICT and the attitudes' subscales. As can be seen from this table the majority of the
attitudes subscales intercorrelated. Among these correlations the strongest was found
between the usefulness and liking subscales (r=+.869, p=.000) and between the anxiety
and confidence subscales (r+.792, p.000). There was no statistically significant
correlation between email and anxiety (r=.073, p.644), confidence (r—.256, p.O98)
and training needs subscales (r=.282, p=.O67).
Table 7.29 also shows that the score of support of the uptake of ICT was significantly
correlated with three of the eight attitudes subscales. These were the confidence
(r=+.357, p=.0I9), perceived educational impact (r+.414, p.0O6) and the training
needs (r=+.3 73, p=.0 14) subscales.
Table 7.30 shows the correlations among school counsellors' attitudes subscales.
Inspection of the correlations between the attitudes subscales shows that training needs
subscale did not correlate significantly with confidence (r=. 181, p.223), usefulness
(r=.194,p=.192), e-mail (r=.139, p=.35l) and perceived social impact (r=.139,p=.351).
In addition there was no statistically significant correlation between e-mail and
perceived social impact (r.048, p.749) and between perceived educational impact and
social impact (r=.207,p=.162).
Table 7.30 also shows the correlation between school counsellors' score of support of
the uptake of ICT and the attitudes subscales. The correlations results shows that only
the last subscale, the training needs subscale was positively correlated with the score of
support of the uptake of ICT (r=+.327, p<.001). The correlations of the support score
with the other seven attitudes subscales were not significant. The results of this section
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7.3.2	 Prediction of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools
In order to investigate the effects of the eight attitudes towards computers subscales of
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors on their support of the uptake of
ICT in their schools a multiple regression analysis was used. The mean scores of the
eight attitudes towards computers subscales (independent variables) were regressed with
the score of the support (behaviour) of the uptake of ICT (dependent variable). For all
regression models, the stepwise method was used to produce the most suitable
empirically generated model. As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.6), the
stepwise regression analysis enters independent variable one at a time, to determine
which one has the highest correlation with the dependent variable. If any of the
independent variables is not a significant predictor to the regression model, it is removed
automatically from the regression model (see Kinnear and Gray, 2000).
The stepwise multiple regression results for head teachers are shown in the following
four tables. Table 7.31 shows the model summary results, Table 7.32 shows the analysis
of variance (ANOVA), Table 7.33 shows the coefficients results of this analysis and
Table 7.34 shows the excluded variables of the regression analysis.
Table 7.31 - Model Summary (head teachers).
Model	 R	 Square	 Square I the Estimate I
R	 Adjusted R l Std. Error of'
I	 i	 .468(a)	 .219	 .207	 13.78481 1
a Predictors: (Constant). Anxiety.
Table 7.32 - ANOVA (b) (head teachers).
a Predictors: (Constant). Anxiety.
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
Table 7.33 - Coefficients (a) (head teachers).
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour
* Significant (p<.O5).
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Table 7.34 - Excluded Variables (b) (head teachers).
Partial	 Collinearity
Model	 Beta In	 t	 p	 Correlation	 statistics
-	 ____________ Tolerance
Confidence	 .126a	 .607	 .546	 .073	 .261
Usefulness	 .155a	 .892	 .375	 .107	 .373
Liking	 .149a	 .701	 .486	 .084	 .249
E-mail	 .015a	 .128	 .898	 .015	 .804
Perceived
Educational	 .237a	 1.752	 .084	 .206	 .591
Impact_________ ________ __________ ____________ ___________
Perceived	
.159a	 1.245	 .217	 .148	 .683SocialImpact _________ ________ __________ ____________ ___________
- Trainingneeds	 .015a	 .101	 .920	 .012	 .533
a Predictors in the Model: (1onstant). Anxiety
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour
The prediction of the support of the uptake of ICT was assessed by inspecting the
"Adjusted R2 " (see Table 7.31) and the contribution to the prediction of the independent
variables was assessed by inspecting the standardized regression coefficients (beta) (see
Table 7.34). Table 7.31 shows that the computer anxiety subscale explained 21% of the
variance in head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT (see "Adjusted R2 " column). The
Anova analysis in Table 7.32 showed that the regression model was significant
(F=19.588, p=.000)'. These results mean that the seven other attitudes subscales were
not significant predictors for head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT.
Table 7.33 confirms that the only significant predictor for the support of the uptake of
ICT was the anxiety attitude subscale. The p value was significant (.000) and the beta
was .4682. Finally, Table 7.34 shows the seven attitude subscales that were excluded
from the regression model. As we have seen in Table 7.29, the correlation analysis
showed that the highest positive correlations were between the majority of the attitudes
subscales. According to regression analysis the high correlations between the
independent variables creates the problem of multicolinearity. In other words, when two
independent variables are very highly correlated, one of them is excluded from the
regression analysis. Therefore, the seven attitudes subscales maybe excluded from the
regression model because of the multicolinearity problem. Therefore, the results of the
The p-value is statistically significant because it is less than 0.05.
2 Note that the variables whose beta has ap value of less than 0.05 are significant.
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regression analysis showed that the computer anxiety predicted 21% of the variance of
head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
The following four tables show the results of the regression analysis for district officers.
The "Adjusted R 2 " column in Table 7.35 shows that only the Perceived Educational
Impact attitude subscale predicted district officers' support of the uptake of ICT. This
attitude subscale accounted for 15% of the variance in district officers' support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Table 7.36 shows that the F value was 8.459 and the p
value was .006, indicating that this regression model was statistically significant.
Table 7.35 - Model Summary (district officers).
I	
R	 I Adjusted R Std. Error oilModel	 R Square I Square	 the Estimate
I	 I .414(a)	 .171	 (	 .151	 I	 12.69185
a Predictors: (Constant). Perceived Educational Impact.
Table 7.36 - ANOVA (b) (district officers).
Model	 Sum of Squares di Mean Square F
	 p
Regression	 1362.661	 1	 1362.661	 8.459 .006(a) *
I Residual	 6604.408	 41	 161.083
Total	 7967.070	 42
a Predictors: (Constant). Perceived Educational Impact.
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
Table 7.37 - Coefficients (a) (district officers).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
________________	 Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t ______
Model	 B	 Std. Error	 Beta
(Constant)	 6.316	 16.270	 ___________ .388 .700
Perceived
Educational 11.447	 3.936	 .414	 2.908 .006 *
-	 Impact	 ______ __________ ____________ _____ ______
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
'Significant (p<.05).
Table 7.38 - Excluded Variables (b) (district officers).
a Predictors in the Model: (Constant). Perceived Educational Impact
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour
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Table 7.37 shows the contribution of the Perceived Educational Impact subscale in
district officers' support of the uptake of ICT. The p value was significant (p =.006) and
the beta value was .4 14. Table 7.38 shows that the other seven attitudes subscales were
excluded from this regression analysis and therefore were not significant predictors of
the support of the uptake of ICT. This happens, even though two of the subscales
(confidence and training needs) in Table 7.29 were correlated with the support of the
uptake of ICT, because of a high multicolinearity among those two attitudes subscales.
The above results of the regression analysis showed that the perceived educational
impact attitude subscale predicted 15% of the variance of head teachers' support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Table 7.39, Table 7.40, Table 7.41 and Table 7.42 shows
the results of the stepwise regression analysis for school counsellors.
Table 7.39 - Model Summary (school counsellors).
Model	 R	 I	 I
	
R	 I Adjusted R IStd. Error oil
Square I	 Square	 the Estimate I
I	 .358(a)	 .128	 I	 .109	 12.36716	 I
a Predictors: (Constant), Training needs.
Table 7.40 - ANO VA (b) (school counsellors).
	
Model	 Sum ofSguares dfn Square F
	 p
Regression	 1012.508	 1	 1012.508	 6.620 .013(a) *
I Residual	 6882.599	 45	 152.947
	
Total	 7895.106	 47
a Predictors: (Constant). Training needs.
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.OS).
Table 7.41 - Coefficients (a) (school counsellors).
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Signiticant (p<.O5).
The results in Table 7.39 shows that the regression model predicted 11% of variance on
school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT (see "Adjusted R2 " column). Table 7.40
shows that the F value was 6.620 and the p value was .0 13. Table 7.41 shows that the
only attitude subscale which added significant variance to the prediction was the training
needs subscale. No other attitudes subscales were predictive.
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Table 7.42 - Excluded Variables (b) (school counsellors).
Partial	 Collinearity
Model	 Beta In	 t	 p	 Correlation	 statistics
- _________________ __________ ______ ________ ____________ Tolerance
Anxiety	 -.082a	 -.503	 .618	 -.076	 .737
Confidence	 -.003a	 -.022	 .982	 -.003	 .967
Usefulness	 .126a	 .886	 .380	 .132	 .962
Liking	 .089a	 .543	 .590	 .082	 .733
E-mail	 .044a	 .312	 .756	 .047	 .981
Perceived
.007a	 .045	 .965	 .007	 .905EducationalImpact __________ ______ _________ _____________ ____________
Perceived Social
-.043a	 -.303	 .764	 -.046	 .981
- Impact	 __________ ______ _________ _____________ ____________
a Predictors in the Model. (Constafl). Training needs. b Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
The contribution of training needs subscale was .358 (p=.Ol3). The excluded variables
of the regression analysis are shown in Table 7.42. According to the regression analysis,
in cases where the independent variables were not significantly correlated with the
dependent ones, they were excluded from the regression models. The seven attitudes
subscales excluded from the regression model because as we have seen in Table 7.30,
they were not correlated with the schools counsellors' support score of the uptake of
ICT. Therefore, the regression results shows that the training need subscale predicts II %
of the variance of school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
7.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter examined Greek head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers and its effect on their support of the uptake of ICT in their
school(s). The conclusions that were drawn from this chapter are presented and
discussed in the following sections.
7.4.1 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards
computers
In order to assess head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
towards computers, a 62-item questionnaire was used. This questionnaire was the same
one that was used with the sample of teachers (see Chapters 4 and 6).
The descriptive statistics results (means and standard deviations) of the whole attitude
questionnaire in this study showed that head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors of the 72 Greek primary schools had favourable attitudes towards computers.
In addition, data presented in Section 7.2 showed that all eight subscales in general
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indicated positive attitudes towards computers. This means that head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors were not computer anxious, were confident about
computers and liked computers. Moreover, data showed that the educators had a high
degree of perceived usefulness of using computers in education as well as in society.
Finally, the high mean score of training needs subscale indicates that the educators were
very interested in learning more about computers.
Another finding of this study was that district officers and school counsellors scored
relatively low for the e-mail subscale compared to other attitude subscales. One possible
explanation for this relatively low score may be the fact that many district officers and
school counsellors did not use e-mail (see Chapter 5, Section 5.8.5). Another explanation
may be that those who had e-mail were not sufficiently comfortable with using it.
Therefore, this finding suggests that one of the objectives of the training programmes for
these educators should be the improvement of their positive attitudes regarding the role
of using e-mail in education.
Furthermore, a number of important findings were obtained from specific attitude items
with low mean scores. For instance, it is worth noting that although the confidence
subscale had a high mean score, the mean score for item 16 of this subscale ('I have a lot
of self-confidence when it comes to working with computers') was 3.60 for head
teachers, 3.60 and 3.49 for district officers and school counsellors respectively. This
shows that the vast majority of the responses in this item were in a neutral or non
positive range. On the other hand, this low attitude mean score may represent
inexperience or lack of training in the use of computers. Therefore, future ICT strategies
for the support of the uptake of ICT should focus on those factors which are more likely
to influence positively head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' computer
self-confidence. In addition it is worth noting that the item 51 ('Computers harm
relations between people') of school counsellors had low a mean score (M3.45). This
means that although school counsellors tend to agree that the use of computers
contribute positively in society, a small minority of them did not anticipate that it will
make significant changes to peoples' relationships. This finding suggests that the
training programmes aiming to promote the support of ICT in schools should increase
school counsellors' positive attitudes towards the benefits of using ICT for society and
human relations.
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The finding about the positive attitudes of head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors is consistent with the one presented in Chapter 6, for teachers. These results
show that the teaching and administrative staff of the 72 Greek primary schools had very
positive attitudes towards computers; this fact is possibly a factor that influenced
positively these schools to engage in the introduction and implementation of ICT
through pilot programmes. In addition, these positive attitudes of the respondents, is an
encouraging finding which means that one may expect a positive influence on further
implementation and integration of ICT in teaching in these 72 Greek primary schools.
The finding regarding the positive attitudes is different from what has been reported in a
previous study of Greek head teachers who did not have very positive attitudes in
secondary schools in the 1980s (Peigrum and Plomp, 1993). As we have seen in Chapter
2 (see Section 2.3.4.2) these less positive attitudes of Greek head teachers can be
explained through the fact that at the end of 1980s' in Greece only about 5% of the
schools in the country used computers. Therefore, the results of the current study suggest
an upward change in head teachers' attitudes toward computers over the last decade.
Furthermore, the finding of the current study is consistent with the head teachers'
positive attitudes towards ICT in 21 education systems in the late 1 990s (Peigrum and
Anderson, 2001).
Another objective of this study was to determine what differences and relationships, if
any, existed between demographic variables with head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' attitudes towards computers. The findings showed similarities as
well as differences in several aspects of computer attitudes, compared with the findings
of teachers presented in Chapter 6. Therefore, in this section only new findings
regarding the attitudes are discussed in detail.
One way ANOVA results indicated that head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' attitudes' scores did not differ statistically significantly by gender, age,
qualifications, years of service, or school's geographical area. This implies that the
respondents' attitudes do not depend on these variables. One possible explanation of the
finding related to the variable of gender is the low number of females in the head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' sample. For example, within the
school counsellors' sample there were only three females (out of a total of 47). It might
be that these low numbers of females included in the survey were not sufficient for a
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valid comparison with males. Hence, future studies involving larger numbers of head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors are needed to examine this issue. A
possible reason for the other non-significant differences in attitudes towards computers
is (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4) the fact that currently in Greece many more educators
have attended university and training courses than a decade ago. Thus, the increased
computer experience over the past decade may explain the disappearance of these
differences in this sample. Despite the fact that most of the head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors have never used computers, it is possible that their
positive attitudes were shaped by the work place environment or by the new policy
towards the uptake of ICT of the Ministry of Education.
One way ANOVA results showed that the attitudes of head teachers who worked in
schools where ICT was used as a tool differ significantly from the head teachers who
worked in schools where ICT was used as an object. This finding is encouraging in the
sense that one may expect a more positive influence on further integration of ICT in
schools where ICT is used as a tool in teaching. Furthermore, the one way ANOVA
results showed that the school counsellors who used ICT for administrative purposes had
significantly more positive attitudes than those who did not use ICT. One plausible
explanation for this finding is that school counsellors who used ICT for administrative
purposes tended to be less anxious and more positive towards computers. In addition, the
results of the one way ANOVA showed that head teachers who had access to a computer
for personal use outside of the workplace had more favourable attitudes than those who
had not. This finding was similar to the one discussed for teachers in Chapter 6.
The other interesting finding was related to attitudes and knowledge about computers.
Head teachers' knowledge concerning computers scores and ICT abilities' scores were
associated with the overall attitude scores and all attitude toward computers subscales
with the exception of the e-mail, perceived educational impact and social impact. The
Pearson correlations results also showed that district officers' knowledge concerning
computer scores and ICT abilities' scores were positively correlated with anxiety,
confidence, liking and training need attitude subscales whereas school counsellors'
knowledge concerning computer scores and ICT abilities' scores were positively
correlated only with the e-mail subscale. These correlation results mean that when head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors have more knowledge about computers,
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most of them also have more positive attitudes towards computers. This issue was
discussed in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.4).
The results also showed that there was a significant correlation between head teachers'
training scores and overall attitudes scores as well as anxiety and liking subscales. There
also was a significant positive relationship between school counsellors' attitude scores
and their training scores. Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship
between school counsellors' training scores and anxiety, confidence, usefulness, liking
and educational impact subscales. This finding means that when head teachers and
school counsellors received more hours of computer training, they also had more
positive attitudes toward computers. The importance of this finding is similar to the one
discussed in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.4).
No significant correlations were found between district officers' training scores and
either attitude scores or the eight attitude subscales scores. Therefore, it appears that
district officers' attitudes were unrelated to their training. One possible reason for this
finding could be the low number of hours of district officers' computer training. As we
have seen in Chapter 5 (see Section 5.9) they had the lowest number of training hours
than other respondents of this study. Therefore, this possibly influenced their attitudes.
7.4.2	 The effects of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
attitudes towards computers on the support of the uptake of ICT
Another objective of this study was to investigate the influence of head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers on their support about the
uptake of ICT in their schools. As we have seen in Section 7.3, Pearson correlations
were calculated to examine whether there were relationships among educators' eight
attitudes subscales and the behaviour about the support of the uptake of ICT. Next a
multiple regression analysis with stepwise method was carried out in order to estimate
the effects of the eight attitude subscales on the support of the uptake of ICT.
The Pearson correlations' results presented in Section 7.3 showed that all head teachers'
attitude subscales, except e-mail subscales were found to be positively correlated to their
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. District officers' support was significantly
correlated with three of the eight subscales. These were the confidence, perceived
educational impact and the training needs. However, the findings from the Pearson
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correlations showed that school counsellors' support was only positively correlated with
the training needs subscale. This finding means that head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors with more positive attitudes towards the above factors were more
likely to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
While many attitude subscales in the head teachers' and district officers' Pearson
correlations were positively associated with the support of the uptake of ICT, the results
of the regression analysis showed that only one attitude subscale in each regression
model contributed significantly to the prediction of behaviour support. Most specifically,
in the head teachers' regression model, the computer anxiety subscale explained 20.7%
of the variance in support of the uptake of ICT whereas the regression model for district
officers showed that the perceived educational impact explained 15.1% of the variance.
Finally, the regression model for school counsellors showed that the training needs
subscale explained 10.9% of the variance. However, as discussed in Chapter 9 (see
Section 9.4.2), the Cronbach alpha in school counsellors' training needs subscale was
very low. Therefore, this subscale suggesting the presence of measurement problem and
does not allow to generalise its results.
Several conclusions can be made from the Pearson correlations and the regression
analysis. Firstly, the findings from the Pearson correlations provide evidence for the
assumption that head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools is related to attitudes towards computers. Most
specifically, the results of the current study confirm those of other studies demonstrating
the impact of attitudes on peoples' behaviour (e.g. Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975, Triandis,
1980) as well as the impact of attitudes towards computers on behaviours that related to
computer utilisation (e.g. Kay, 1990; Al-Khaldi and Al-Jabri, 1998).
Secondly, the findings from the regression analysis suggest that computer anxiety and
not the other seven attitudes subscales influenced the most strongly head teachers'
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. Similar findings were found for the
educational impact subscale in district officers' regression model as well as for the
training needs subscale in school counsellors' regression model. This means that head
teachers would probably support the uptake of ICT in their schools if they have a low
level of computer anxiety. Furthermore, district officers will support the uptake if they
perceive the educational impact of computers whereas school counsellors will support
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the uptake if they have positive attitudes towards computer training. Therefore, this
suggests that in order for ICT strategies to help head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors to support the uptake of ICT in their schools, it may be useful to help them
develop more positive attitudes towards computers. More positive attitudes may be
increased by helping head teachers, district officers and school counsellors identify and
overcome obstacles to the uptake of ICT and by emphasising the advantages of the
support of the uptake in their schools.
Thirdly, the influence of different attitude subscales in head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT as well as the different explained
variance in regression models could be due to different roles that they have in the Greek
educational system. Although head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
worked in the same local setting, they had different support roles in the uptake of ICT in
their schools. For instance, as we have seen in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.2), district
officers usually have the responsibility for the overall management of a number of
schools in their area. On the other hand, school counsellors are those that undertake the
facilitation of the introduction and use of an innovation in schools via informing schools
and organising educational seminars. Therefore, one would expect to see differences in
the effects of attitudes towards computers on the explained variance of the support of
ICT in schools of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
Finally, it is important to recognise that head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' behaviour was influenced by the specific attitude subscale, which on its
own explained a substantial percent of the variance in support of the uptake of the ICT
behaviour. However, the percentage of the variance was not very high. On the one hand,
this percentage of the variance indicates that the majority of the respondents' prediction
is explained by variables not specified in the regression analysis. On the other hand, the
low percentage of the variance of district officers and school counsellors could be due to
the low reliability of the attitude subscales that predicted their support. As we have seen
in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.5.2), the Cronbach Alpha of the school counsellors'
training needs subscale was .57. Therefore, future studies should extend this attitude
subscale by investigating and adding other attitude items to provide a better
understanding of the relationship that exists between school counsellors' attitudes and
their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
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In summary, the results presented in this chapter show that, in general, head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors of the 72 Greek primary schools had very
positive attitudes towards computers. A number of the eight attitude subscales correlated
with head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behaviour. In addition, the
computer anxiety subscale predicted head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT
whereas educational impact subscale predicted district officers' support. The training
needs subscale predicted school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools.
Chapter 8 presents other psychological factors that affect head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools
as well as their actual support.
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CHAPTER 8
HEAD TEACHERS', DISTRICT OFFICERS' AND SCHOOL
COUNSELLORS' INTENTION AND THEIR BEHAVIOUR IN
SUPPORTING THE UPTAKE OF ICT IN THEIR SCHOOLS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
One of the objectives of this study was to investigate and predict head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' intention and actual behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools using the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned
Behavioural (TPB). This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the data based on
these two theories of social psychology.
Firstly, the descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations of the results relating to the
components of the theories are presented. Secondly, the results of the hierarchical
multiple regression analysis are presented in order to predict the educators' intention and
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition, the effects of
attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control on
intention are presented as well as the effects of intention and perceived behavioural
control on behaviour. Thirdly, head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
behavioural, normative and control beliefs are presented as well as their relationships
with intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in schools. Finally, the results
of this study are discussed in relation to findings from previous TPB studies.
8.2 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND CORRELATIONS
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.7.6) for all three groups the desciiptive statistics (mean
and standard deviation, minimum and maximum mean score) were calculated for all direct and
indirect components of TRA and TPB'. These descriptive statistics are sho in Table 8.1.
As we have seen in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5.1), the direct components of the TRA are the attitude
toward behaviour, subjective norm, intention and behaviour while the indirect components are the
behavioural and normative beliefs. The TPB (see Section 3.5.3) in addition to the above components
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Mean scores in Table 8.1 show that, on average, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors rated all the direct variables (behaviour, intention, attitude, subjective
norm and perceived behavioural control) of TRA and TPB relatively high'. The mean of
behaviour for head teachers, district officers and school counsellors was 63.32, 53.30
and 55.62 respectively. This indicates that on average they supported the uptake of ICT.
The mean of intention was high, indicating that head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors intended to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition, as
indicated by the attitude means, respondents had positive attitudes towards the support
of the uptake of ICT in their schools. They also felt, according to the subjective norm
means, social pressure to support the uptake of ICT. However, the mean score of
perceived behavioural cqntrol in all groups was relatively low, indicating that they had
less positive perception of control over the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
According to Ajzen (2002), beliefs play an important role in the TPB and "are assumed
to provide the cognitive and affective foundations for attitudes, subjective norms, and
perceptions of behavioural control" (p. 7). As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section
4.5.5.2) a small pilot study was conducted to identify head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' behavioural, normative and control beliefs. Table 8.1 presents
the descriptive statistics for these beliefs2 . The mean Belief-Based Attitudes score was,
for all groups, relative high indicating that head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors had on average a positive evaluation of supporting the uptake of ICT in their
schools3 . The mean of Belief-Based Subjective Norm was also relatively high indicating
that most of their important others would approve their support of the uptake of ICT in
their schools. However, the mean of Belief-Based Perceived behavioural control was
relative low indicating that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors on average
Possible range for behaviour was 20 to 100. A score of 100 represented the greatest amount of support of
the uptake of Id in a school and a score of 20 represented the least amount of support. Possible range for
intention, attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm, and perceived behavioural control was I to 7.
Higher scores (e.g. 6, 7) on these components represented more strong intention, more positive attitudes,
high perception of subjective norm and high perceived behavioural control.
2 In order to produce a belief-based estimate of attitudes (behavioural beliefs), subjective norm (normative
beliefs) and perceived behavioural control (control beliefs), the beliefs were coded in accordance with the
Ajzen's (2002) recommendations (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.4.1). For example, to produce the belief-
based estimate of attitude of this study belief strength and outcome evaluation measures were multiplied
and the resulting products were summed (see it'1=1432.60 in Table 8.1).
Possible range for Belief-Based Attitudes was 36 to 1764, for belief-based subjective norm was 12 to
588 and for belief-based perceived behavioural control was 20 to 980. Higher scores on these components
represented more positive belief-based attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control.
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felt that specific control factors would not be present to help them support the uptake of
ICT in their schools.
Examination of Table 8.1 shows that head teachers had higher mean scores than district
officers and school counsellors. They had a stronger intention to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools, more positive attitudes, a stronger subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control. The results in Table 8.1 also show that school counsellors had
higher means in behaviour, attitude and subjective norm variables than district officers.
On the other hand, district officers had higher mean scores on perceived behavioural
control, and on belief-based attitudes, subjective and perceived behavioural control than
school counsellors. Furthermore, district officers and school counsellors had the same
intention mean score.
The second purpose of the analysis of data in this chapter was to examine the
relationships among the TPB variables. First of all, the relationship between the
dependent variables (behaviour and intention) and the independent variables (attitude,
subjective norm and perceived behavioural control) of TPB was examined. Secondly,
the relationships between the direct (attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural
control) and indirect measures (behavioural, subjective and control beliefs) of TPB were
also examined. These relationships were examined using Person correlations (two
tailed). Table 8.2 shows the Pearson correlations for head teachers, Table 8.3 for district
officers and Table 8.4 for school counsellors. In these tables, ap value less than 0.01 and
0.05 was reported as statistically significant.
Table 8.2 shows that the head teachers' correlation results among the TRA and TPB
variables were positive and moderately high. The correlations ranged from .257 to .687.
Intention (r+.357, p<O.Ol) and perceived behavioural control (r=+.364, p<O.Ol)
positively correlated with behaviour. Attitude toward behaviour (r+.424, p<O.Ol) had
the strongest correlation with intention, followed by perceived behavioural control
(r=+.42 1, p<O.Ol) and subjective norm (r=+.3 86, p<O.O5).
This study also examined whether the behavioural, normative and control beliefs
correlated with the corresponding direct measures (attitudes, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control). According to the TPB a strong correlation confirms that
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these beliefs were identified very well in the pilot study and were measured properly in
the main study.
Table 8.2 - Pearson correlations for the head teachers' results using the variables of the
Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour.
Variable	 B	 I	 A	 SN	 PBC	 B.A	 B.SN	 B.PBC
Behaviour (B)
	 1.00	 •357**	 .385**	 399**	 3f,4**	 393**	 .280*	 .296*












1.00	 .424**	 .386*	 .42l**	 343**	 .310**	 .182
(.000)	 (.001)	 (.000)	 (.003)	 (.008)	 (.127)
. 687**	 . 427**	 .498**	 .327**	
.2571.00 (.000)	 (.000)	 (.000)	 (.005)	 (.030)
	















* Correlation is signilicant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 8.2 shows that the indirect variables of the TPB, namely belief-based attitudes,
belief-based subjective norm and belief-based perceived behavioral control were
correlated significantly with the corresponding direct variables (attitude, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control). Finally, all of variables intercorrelated except belief-
based perceived behavioural control with intention (r=. 182, p=. 182).
The correlations of the district officers' results in Table 8.3 show that the direct variables
of the TPB were associated with intention and behaviour. Behaviour correlated
positively with intention (r=+.467, p<O.Ol) and perceived behavioural control (r+.525,
p<O.O 1). Positive correlations also existed between each direct variable and intention in
the following order of decreasing correlation: subjective norm (r+.688, p<O.O5),
attitude toward behaviour (r=+.672, p<O.Ol) and perceived behavioural control






















































Table 8.3 - Pearson correlations for the district officers' results using the variables of the
Theory of ReasonedAction and Theory of Planned Behaviour.
Variable	 B	 I	 A	 SN	 PBC	 B.A	 B.SN	 B.PBC
Behaviour(B)	 1.00	 .467**	 533**	 . 598**	 .525**	 .412**	 . 501**	 .376*
	
(.002)	 (.000)	 (.000)	 (.000)	 (.006)	 (.001)	 (.013)
Intention (I)	 1.00	 .672**	 .688*	 .648**	 .489**	 .383*	 .348*
(.000)	 (.000)	 (.000)	 (.001)	 (.011)	 (.022)




	 (.009)	 (.029)	 (.268)
Belief-Based Attitudes	 I 00	 .278	
.351*
(B.A)	 (.071)	 (.021)




* Correlation is signilicant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 8.4 - Pearson correlations for the school counsellors' results using the variables of the
Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour.
Variable	 B	 I	 A	 SN	 PBC	 B.A	 B.SN	 B.PBC
Behaviour(B)	 1.00	 .273	 .307*	 .194	 .296*	 .253	 .410**	 .041
(.063)	 (.036)	 (.191)	 (.043)	 (.086)	 (.004)	 (.784)
Intention (I)
	
1.00	 .428**	 .381*	 453**	 339*	 .292*	 .185




* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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belief-based attitude (r=+.675, p<O.Ol) and subjective norm and belief-based subjective
norm (r=+.380, p<O.O5). Belief-based perceived behavioural control, however, did not
correlate significantly with either perceived behavioural control (r=. 173, p.268) or
subjective norm (r=.140, p=.371), belief-based subjective norm (r=.238, p.l24) and
attitude toward behaviour (r=. 178, p=.255).
Table 8.4 shows the correlations among the TPB variables of school counsellors.
Attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control all
correlated significantly with school counsellors' intention (r=+.428, r=+.381, r=+.453,
respectively). Behaviour was positively correlated with perceived behavioural control
(r=+.296, p<O.O5), but not with intention (r=.273, p=.O63). In addition, Table 8.4 shows
that attitude toward behaviour was correlated with belief-based attitudes. However, the
belief-based normative norm and belief-based perceived behavioural control were not
correlated with subjective and perceived behavioural control respectively. According to
the TPB, these non significant correlations of school counsellors' belief-based subjective
norm and perceived behavioural control in Table 8.4 as well as of district officers'
belief-based perceived behavioural control in Table 8.3 mean that the pilot study may
not have been identified and measured their normative and control beliefs properly (see
also Section 8.4).
The third step of the analysis of the TPB variables was the regression analysis. The
results of this analysis are presented in the following sections.
8.3 PREDICTION OF INTENTION AND BEHAVIOUR
Two hierarchical multiple regression analyses were used separately for head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors. The first hierarchical regression analysis was
performed in order to predict head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools and the second in order to predict
their actual support of the uptake of ICT.
For each hierarchical regression, two steps (Models) were performed in which the order
of variables for the analysis was based on the theoretical framework of the TRA (attitude
and behaviour) and TPB (attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control).
In first hierarchical regression analysis, intention (dependent variable) was regressed on
attitude toward behaviour and subjective norm (Step 1: Model I "TRA"), followed by
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perceived behavioural control (Step 2: Model 2 'TPB"). In the second hierarchical
regression analysis, behaviour (dependent variable) was regressed on intention (Step I:
Model I "TRA") and then on perceived behavioural control (Step 2: Model 2 "TPB").
The prediction of the intention and behaviour in the regression models of this study was
assessed by inspecting the "Adjusted R 2 " which is shown in Model Summary tables.
This is the proportion of variance that can be explained by the independent variables.
The relative contribution of each independent variable to explaining the variance in the
dependent variable was determined by the beta weight (see Coefficients tables). The
variables whose standardized coefficients (beta) had a p value (see p column) of less
than 0.05 were significant. The results of the regression analyses are presented in the
following sections for each educator group (head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors).
8.3.1 Prediction of head teachers' intention and behaviour
Tables 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7 show the results of the hierarchical analyses for the prediction of
head teachers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Table 8.5 - Model Summary (head teachers'intention).
	
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error ofModel	 R Square	 Square	 the Estimate
I "TRA"	 .444(a)	 .197	 .173	 .770
2 "TPB"	 .500(b)	 .250	 .217	 .749
a Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
and perceived behavioural control.
Table 8.6 - ANO VA (c) (head teachers ' intention).
a Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour, and perceived behavioural
control.
c Dependent Variable: Intention.
* Significant (p<.O5).
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Table 8.7- Coefficienls(a) (head teachers' intention).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 p
Model _____________________	 B	 Sid. Error	 Beta	 ______ ______
(Constant)	 3.260	 .837	 _____________ 3.895 .000 *
I "TRA" Attitude toward behaviour	 .3 15	 . (56	 .300	 2.021 .047 *
______	 Subjectivenorm	 .200	 .164	 .180	 1.215 .228**
(Constant)	 3.4(4	 .818	 4.176 .000*
Attitude toward behaviour	 .294	 . (52	 .279	 I .929 .058 **
3.973E-2 "TPB"	 Subjective norm
	
.176	 .036	 .226 .822 **
___________________ 02.184 ________ ____________ _____ _____
Perceived behavioural
.323	 .084	 .281	 2.204 .031 *
control
a Dependent Variable: Intention.
* Significant (p<.O5).
** Not significant (p>.O5).
Step I (see Model I "TRA") in Table 8.5 and Table 8.6 shows that both attitude toward
behaviour and subjective norm contributed to the prediction of intention (F8.452,
p =.001)'. Attitude and subjective norm explained 17.3% of the variance in head
teachers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools (see "Adjusted R
Square" column in Table 8.5). The beta coefficients in Table 8.7 shows that only attitude
towards behaviour was a significant predictor of head teachers intention (beta .300,
p=.047)2.
Table 8.5 shows that the addition of perceived behavioural control in Step 2 (see Model
2 "TPB") explained an additional 5% (Adjusted R Square2l.7%) of the variance in
head teachers' intention. Table 8.7 shows that perceived behavioural control was a
significant predictor of intention (beta.281, p=.031) while the attitude toward
behaviour (p=.O58) and subjective norm were not (p.822).
From this analysis, attitude therefore was the most important factor in predicting head
teachers intention only in TRA model. The perceived behavioural control was a better
variable indicator than the other two variables of the TPB, namely attitude and
subjective norm. The addition of perceived behavioural control in the TPB model
explained a significant additional proportion of variance in head teachers' intention.
As we have seen in Chapter 6, if "p" is greater than 0.05, we can conclude that the model is not
significant (a relationship could not be found).
2 The variables whose beta has a p value of less than 0.05 are significant.
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Tables 8.8, 8.9 and 8.10 below show the results of the hierarchical regression analyses
for the prediction of head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Table 8.8 - Model Summary (head teachers' behaviour).
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error of theModel	 R
__________	 Square	 Square	 Estimate
I "TRA"	 .357(a)	 .128	 .115	 14.565
2"TPB"	 .428(b)	 .183	 .160	 14.194
a Predictors: (Constant). Intention.
b Predictors: (Constant). Intention, perceived behavioural control.
Table 8.9 - ANO VA (c) (head teachers' behaviour).
a Predictors: (Constant). Intention.
b Dependent Variable: Intention, perceived behavioural control.
c Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
Table 8.10 - Coef/lcienis(a) (head teachers' behaviour).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
__________________________	 Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 p
_______ Model	 B	 Std. Error	 Beta	 ______ ______
I "TRA"	 (Constant)	 20.005	 13.636 ____________ 1.467 .147 **
_______	 Intention	 6.538	 2.042	 .357	 3.202 .002 *
(Constant)	 15.626	 13.442 ____________ 1.162 .249
Intention	 4.539	 2.193	 .248	 2.069 .042 *
2 "TPB"	 Perceived
behavioural	 3.118	 1.438	 .260	 2.168 034*
control
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.OS).
** Not significant (p>.O5).
The first step (see Model I "TRA") of the regression analysis in Table 8.8 shows that
intention significantly explained 11.5% of the variance in head teachers' support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Table 8.10 shows that intention was a significant
predictor in head teachers' behaviour (heia—.357, p.002).
Table 8.8 shows that when the additional component of the TPB, the perceived
behavioural control, as entered into the second regression model (see Model 2 "TPB"),
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the percentage of explained variance increased to 16%. Examination of the standardized
coefficients (beta) in Table 8.10 shows that the perceived behavioural control was the
most important predictor of behaviour (beta=.260, p.O34) and intention was the second
important predictor (beta=.248, p=.042). Therefore, these results show that head
teachers' support of the uptake of ICT was predicted by intention in Step 1 (see Model 1
"TRA") and intention and perceived behavioural control in Step 2 (see Model 2 "TPB").
Furthermore, the amount of explained variance in Step 2 of the regression analysis was
increased by the addition of perceived behavioural control.
8.3.2 Prediction of district officers' intention and behaviour
Tables 8.11, 8.12 and 8.13 show the results of the regression analyses for district
officers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. As can be seen from
Step I (see Model I "TRA") in Table 8.11 and 8.12, the regression analysis was
significant and attitude and subjective norm explained 52% of variance in district
officers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. Table 8.13 shows the
standardized coefficients (beta) for each independent variable. The biggest contributor
was the subjective norm (beta=.426, p=.007) and the second biggest contributor was the
attitude toward the behaviour (beta—.371, p=.Ol9). Adding the perceived behavioural
control to Step 2 (see Model 2 "TPB") increased the amount of explained variance from
52% to 5 5.6%.
Table 8.11 - Model Summary ('district officers' intention).
R	 Adjusted R I Std. Error ofi Model	 R
___________________ Square	 Square p the Estimate
I "TRA" .737(a)	 .543	 .520	 .839
L2 "TPB" .767(b)	 .588	 .556	 .807
a Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour
and perceived behavioural control.
Table 8.12 - ANO VA (c) (district officers ' intention).
a Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour, and perceived behavioural control.
c Dependent Variable. Intention. * Significant (p<.O5).
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Table & 13 - Coefficients('a,) (district officers intention).
	
Unstandardized	 Standardized
__________________________________ 	 Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 Sig.
Model ____________________	 B	 Sid. Error	 Beta	 _______ _________




.612	 .249	 .371	 2.454 .019 *behaviour
_________	 Subjective norm	 .569	 .202	 .426	 2.817 .007 *
(Constant)	 -1.003	 1.103	 ____________ -.910 .369**
Attitude toward
	
.578	 .240	 .350	 2.405 .021 *behaviour2 "TPB"
Subjective norm
	 .307	 .232	 .230	 1.322 .194 **
Perceived behavioural
	
.293	 .142	 .300	 2.067 .045*
control
a epenaent Variable: intention.
* Significant (p<.OS).
* Not significant (p>.O5).
Examination of the standardised coefficients (beta) in Table 8.13 shows that the major
contribution to explained variance in district officers' intention to support the uptake of
ICT was made by attitude (beta =. 35O, p=.O2l) and by perceived behavioural control
(beta=.300, p=. 045). The subjective norm, although found to have the strongest effect on
TRA model, was not significant in the TPB model (p.l94). In the TRA model,
therefore, both the attitude and subjective norm were significant predictors in district
officers' intention to support the uptake of ICT. Attitude towards behaviour and
perceived behavioural control made significant contributions in the TPB model, whereas
subjective norm was not significant. The following three tables (Tables 8.14, 8.15 and
8.16) show the results of the hierarchical regression analyses for district officers'
behaviour.
Table 8.14 - Model Sum,nary (district officers ' behaviour).
	
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error of theModel	 R Square	 Square	 Estimate
I (TRA) .467(a)	 .218	 .199	 12.327
2 (TPB) .551(b)	 .303	 .268	 11.781
a Predictors: (Constant), Intention.
b Predictors: (Constant). Intention, perceived behavioural control.
Table 8.14 shows that intention, explained 19.9% of the variance in district officers'
support of the uptake of ICT in their schools (see Model I "TRA"). An examination of
the beta weight in Table 8.16 shows that intention significantly predicted district
officers' behaviour (beta= .467, p.002).
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Table 8.15 - ANOVA(c) (district officers' behaviour).
a Predictors: (Constant). Intention. b Dependent Variable: Intention, perceived behavioural control.
c Dependent Variable: Behaviour. * Significant (p<.OS).
Table 8.16 - Coefficients(a) (district officers' behaviour).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
___________________________	 Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 p
______ Model	 B	 Std. Error	 Beta	 _____ _____
I	 (Constant)	 2 1.940	 9.464	 ____________ 2.3 18 .025 *
(TRA)	 Intention	 5.309	 1.570	 .467	 3.38 I .002 *
(Constant)	 18.529	 9.175	 _____________ 2.0 (9 .050 *
2 (TPB)	 Intention	 2.489	 1.970	 .219	 1.264 .214 **
Perceived	 4.252	 1.923	 .383	 2.211 .033 *behavioural control
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
* Not significant (p>.05).
Table 8.14 also shows that, intention and perceived behavioural control together
explained 26.8% of the variance of district officers' support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools (see Model 2 "TPB"). Table 8.16 shows the standardised coefficients for each
variable. As shown, perceived behavioural control was a significant predictor of
behaviour (beta=.383, p=.O33). Intention, by contrast, made a small and non significant
contribution (p=.2l4). Therefore, district officers' behaviour was predicted significantly
by intention in the TRA model and only by perceived behavioural control in the TPB
model.
8.3.3 Prediction of school counsellors' intention and behaviour
The Tables 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19 below show the results of the hierarchical regression
analyses for school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
The results of Step I in Table 8.17 show that school counsellors' intention to support the
uptake of ICT in their schools was predicted significantly by the attitude toward
behaviour and the subjective norm. More specifically, these two independent variables
explained 22.7% of the variance of school counsellors' intention. Table 8.19 shows that
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the biggest predictor was the attitude toward behaviour (beta=.352, p.O1T2) and the
second biggest was the subjective norm (beta.288, p=.038).
Table 8.17 - Model Summary (school counsellors intention).
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error ofModel	 R Square	 Square	 the Estimate
I "TRA" .510(a)	 .260	 .227	 .984
2 "TPB" .576(b)	 .332	 .285	 .947
a Predictors: (Constant), Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour and
perceived behavioural control.
Table 8.18 - ANO VA (c) (school counsellors' intention).
a Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm. Attitude toward behaviour.
b Predictors: (Constant). Subjective norm, Attitude toward behaviour, and perceived behavioural control.
c Dependent Variable: Intention.
Table 8.19 - Coefficients(a) (school counsellors' intention).
Unstandardized	 Standardized
Coefficients	 Coefficients	 t	 p
Model ____________________	 B	 Std. Error	 Beta	 _____ _____
(Constant)	 -.322	 1.591	 ___________ -.202 .841 **
I "TRA" Attitude toward behaviour
	 .572	 .219	 .352	 2.617 .012 *
________	 Subjective norm	 .421	 .197	 .288	 2.141 .038 *
3.084E-(Constant)	 1.539	 .020 .984 **
________________________ 02	 __________ ______________ ______ ______
Attitude toward behaviour
	
.491	 .214	 .302	 2.298 .026 *2"TPB"	 -- ______ ________ ____ ____
Subjective norm	 .257	 .204	 .176	 1.260 .215**
Perceived behavioural
.256	 .119	 .299	 2.141 .038*
control
a Dependent Variable: Intention.
* Significant (p<.OS).
* Not significant (p>.O5).
At the second step of the regression analysis (see Model 2 "TPB" in Table 8.17), the
addition of perceived behavioural control increased the predictive power of the
regression model to 28.5%. Table 8.19 shows the beta weights for each of the three
variables of the TPB. As can be seen from this table attitude toward behaviour
(beta.302, p=.026) was the most important variable in the prediction of school
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counsellors' intention, followed by perceived behavioural control (beia.299, p=.038).
However, subjective norm was not a significant predictor (p=.2l5).
The results above show that attitude towards behaviour, the variable common to TRA
and TPB models, predicted school counsellors' intention. However, subjective norm was
a significant predictor in the TRA model while in the TPB model it was not. In addition,
the perceived behavioural control was a significant predictor and accounted for an
additional 5.8% of the variance in school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools.
As we have seen in Table 8.4 (see Section 8.2) school counsellors' intention was not
correlated with behaviour. Therefore, intention was excluded from the regression
analysis. Behaviour was regressed only on the perceived behavioural control. Tables
8.20, 8.21 and 8.22 show the results of the regression analysis for school counsellors'
behaviour (support the uptake). Inspection of the "Adjuster R Square" column in Table
8.20 shows that the perceived behavioural control predicted 6.7% of the variance of
school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. Table 8.22 shows that
the perceived behavioural control was a significant predictor of behaviour (beta=.296,
p.043).
Table 8.20 - Model Summary (school counsellors' behaviour).
R	 Adjusted R Std. Error of theModel	 R Square	 Square	 Estimate
1	 .296(a)	 .088	 .067	 12.652
a Predictors: (Constant). Intention.
Table 8.21 - ANO VA (b) (school counsellors ' behaviour).
[_Model	 Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F 	 Sig.
Regression	 691.396	 1	 691.396	 4.319 .043(a) *
Residual	 7203.711	 45	 160.082
L	 Total	 7895.106	 46
a Predictors: (Constant). perceived behavioural control.
b Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
Table 8.22 - CoefficienIs(a,) (school counsellors' behaviour).
a Dependent Variable: Behaviour.
* Significant (p<.O5).
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In conclusion, the results discussed above of the hierarchical regression analyses of the
TRA and TPB model show that both models explained a significant proportion of
variance of the head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention and
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. The results also show that
inclusion of the perceived behavioural control in the TPB enhanced the prediction of
their intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT. These results are discussed in
detail in Section 8.5.
The following three sections presents and examines head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' behavioural, normative and control beliefs about the support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools.
8.4 HEAD TEACHERS', DISTRICT OFFICERS' AND SCHOOL
COUNSELLORS' BELIEFS
One of the objectives of this study was to identify and to measure the behavioural,
normative and control beliefs of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
about the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. As we have seen in Chapter 4
(see Section 4.5.5.2), in order to identify these beliefs a pilot study was conducted. The
results of the pilot study revealed 36 behavioural, 12 normative and 20 control beliefs.
For each of these beliefs two items were designed in the main study (see Chapter 4,
Section 4.6.2.2.7). The pair items of each behavioural, normative and control belief was
multiplied and their products were summed in order to produce the belief-based
attitudes, belief-based subjective norm and belief-based perceived behavioural control
respectively (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.6).
Then, these summed products were correlated with the corresponding direct measures of
attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control (see Tables 8.2, 8.3 and 8.4
in Section 8.2). These correlations were performed in order to examine whether the
summed products correlated with the direct measures of the TPB. According to Ajzen
(2002), any strong correlation between the summed beliefs and the corresponding direct
measure, indicates that the behavioural, normative and control beliefs were identified
well in the pilot study and measured properly in the main study.
As we have seen in Table 8.2 (see Section 8.2), head teachers' summed products of
behavioural, normative and control beliefs were correlated significantly with the
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corresponding direct measures of attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control respectively. Similarly, Table 8.3 showed that district
officers' behavioural and normative beliefs were correlated significantly with the direct
measures of attitude and subjective norm. In addition, Table 8.4 showed that school
counsellors' behavioural beliefs were correlated with the attitude toward behaviour.
Therefore, these correlations indicate that these beliefs were measured properly in the
main study.
As we have seen in Tables 8.3 and 8.4, district officers' and school counsellors' control
beliefs did not correlate with the direct measure of perceived behavioural control.
Furthermore, Table 8.4 also showed that school counsellors normative beliefs did not
correlate with subjective norm. These non significant correlations, indicate that district
officers' control beliefs and school counsellors' control and normative beliefs may not
have been identified well in the pilot study.
8.4.1 Head teachers', district officers and school counsellors' behavioural beliefs
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.2.7) for behavioural beliefs, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors were asked to indicate their agreement
with 36 outcomes of their support of ICT in their schools (behavioural belief strength)
and their evaluation of these outcomes (outcome evaluation)'. For each belief and
outcome evaluation item a mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) was calculated 2 . Then,
the educators' responses to each belief strength item and outcome evaluation item were
multiplied together and the summed products were correlated with intention and
behaviour.
The following three tables (see Tables 8.23, 8.24 and 8.25) show the results of the
analysis of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural beliefs
about their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. Column "A" shows the 36
behavioural beliefs. Column "B" in each table shows the means (M) and standard
deviations (SD) of the belief strength and column "B" the means (M) and standard
An example item of behavioural belief strength was: "supporting the uptake of ICT in my school(s)
during the next three months will encrich my pupils' knowledge: extremely unlikely (I) - extremely likely
(7)". An example item of outcome evaluation was: "Enriching my pupils' knowledge is: extremely bad (1)
- extremely good (7)" (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2.2.7).
2 Any mean value higher than 5 in behavioural, normative and control beliefs of this chapter indicates that
the majority of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.
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deviations (SD) of outcome evaluation of the behavioural beliefs. Possible scores on
the belief strength and the outcome evaluation item range from a minimum score of 1 to
a maximum score of 7. A high mean score (e.g. a mean score of 6 or 7) in belief
strength column indicates that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
had a very positive belief about the consequences of supporting the uptake of ICT in
their schools. In addition, a higher mean score (e.g. a mean score of 6 or 7) in the
column of outcome evaluation indicates that respondents evaluated the consequences of
supporting the uptake of ICT positively'. Finally, column "D" shows the correlation of
each behavioural belief with intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in
schools.
Examination of the means in column "B" and "C" of the following three tables show
that the majority of beliefs strength items and outcome evaluation items had mean scores
over 5.50. This indicates that both groups had positive attitudes about the outcomes of
supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools and also evaluated these outcomes very
positive. On average, all groups believed that their support of ICT in their schools would
have many advantages for pupils, teachers and their schools. For instance, they believed
that some of the advantages of the support of ICT in their schools will be the following:
a) "make the lessons more fun for the pupils", b) "increase pupils' interest in learning",
c) "help teachers to improve their ICT expertise", d) "improve teachers' productivity"
and e) "help school's better organisation".
On the other hand, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors rated relatively
low specific beliefs that related to time factors. These were: "make preparation for
lesson more time-consuming for teachers", and "save teachers more time and work". In
addition, they reported that the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools will
"cause conflicts among teachers", and cause teachers stress. Furthermore, the
disadvantages for the school were the following: "create problems in the current
curriculum" and "create problems in the school timetable". Therefore, these findings
show that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors will support the uptake
of ICT in their schools if their teachers have sufficient time to use ICT in their teaching.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.1.2.7), the responses for the negative items (8, 18, 19, 20,
23, 24, 27, 29, 30 and 36) in these tables were reversed scored.
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Table 8.23 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for behavioural belief strength and outcome
evaluation, and correlations of belief-evaluation product with head teachers'
intention and hehctt'iour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief	 Outcome	 CorrelationSupporting the uptake of Information 
strength (b) evaluation (e) ________ ________Communication Technology in my school during -
the next three mon/Its will... 	 M	 SD	 M	 SD	 behaviour
I	 Enrich pupils' knowledge. 	 6.60	 0.685	 6.57	 0.962	 Ø349**	 0.277*
2	 Help the weak pupils improve. 	 6.11	 1.439	 6.89	 0.358	 0.291 *	 0.261 *
3	 Help pupils learn more easily. 	 6.29	 0.863	 6.89	 0.358	 0 . 301*	 0.307**
4	 Make the lessons more fun for the pupils. 	 6.67	 0.605	 6.86	 0.387	 0.276*	 0.388
5	 Increase pupils' interest in learning. 	 667	 0.605	 6.90	 0.298	 0 . 314**	 0.360**
6	 Stimulate creativity in pupils.
	 6.29	 0.971	 6.89	 0.316	 0.343**	 0.242*
7	 Significantly improve the overall quality of my
	 6.32	 0.947	 6.96	 0.201	 0 . 312**	 0.40l**pupils education.
8	 Be a waste of time for pupils. a 	 50	 1.113	 6.60	 0.914	 0.152	 0.159
9_ Help pupils work with one another.
	 6.17	 1.245	 6.78	 0.587	 0 . 284*	 0.286*
0	 Helppupilsto find ajob easier in future.
	 6.33	 0.979	 6.76	 0.639	 0.035	 0.171
I	 Help teachers to improve their ICT expertise. 	 6.65	 0.585	 6.78	 0.537	 0.287*	 0.157
12 Allow teachers greater access to a computer for 6.57 0.709
	 6.78	 0.562	 0.349**	 0.222personal and professional use.
3	 Make lessons more interesting forteachers. 	 6A7	 0.839	 6.81	 0.521	 0.159	 0.173
4 Make the lessons more en joyable for teachers.
	 6A9	 0.839	 6.67	 0.856	 0.155	 0.253*
5	 Make lessons more diserse. 	 6.40	 0.725	 6.79	 0.529	 0.32 )**	 0.343**
16	 Make preparation for lessons easier for teachers. 	 5.58	 1.790	 6.81	 0.521	 0.166	 0.132
17	 Help teachers organise better their lessons. 	 6.19	 1.043	 6.82	 0.484	 0 . 364**	 0.264*
	
18 Make preparation for lessons more time- 4.89
	 1.755	 6.01	 1.348	 -0.035	 -0.016
consuming for teachers. a
19	 Restrict the content of lessons. a	 5.75	 1.5 18	 5.54	 1.823	 0 . 255*	 0.336**
20 Make it more difficult for teachers to control the	 5.68	 1.743	 5.89	 1.516	 0.117	 0.067
class. a
2)	 Give teachers more prestige.
	 5.85	 1.42 I	 6.68	 0.784	 0 . 271*	 0.265*
22	 Improve teachers' productivity.	 6.21	 1.087	 6.83	 0.557	 0.206	 0.157
23	 Cause conflicts among teachers. a
	 5.71	 1.803	 6.85	 0.685	 0.053	 0.127
24	 Restrict teachers' role. a	 6.14	 1.513	 5.93	 1.495	 0.041	 0.209
25 Help teachers communicate sith colleagues in
	 6.44	 1.047	 6.82	 0.775	 0.404**	 0.308**
other schools.
26 Save teachers more time and work. 	 3.74	 2.438	 5.11	 2. 179	 0.020	 0.041
27	 Cause teachers stress. a 	 4.33	 1.831	 6.42	 1.084	 -0.131	 -0.037
	
28 Improve the communication among the pupils and 6.00
	 1.187	 6.90	 0.381	 0 . 361**	 Ø393**teachers.
29 Create problems in the current curriculum. *	 4.85	 2.067	 6.06	 1.243	 -0.069	 0.202
30 Create problems in the school timetable. *	 4.89	 1.968	 6.08	 1.184	 -0.007	 0.276*
31
	
	 Support the communication of my school with 6.53
	
0.839	 6.85	 0.399	 0 . 576**	 0.288*
other schools in Greece and abroad.
32	 Help school's better organisation. 	 6.50	 0.856	 6.81	 0.685	 0 . 485**	 0.256*
33	 Help the school's personnel to cooperate. 	 5.79	 1.266	 6.94	 0.231	 0 . 348**	 Ø•395**
34 Help my school to implement other innovations. 	 67	 0.853	 6.90	 0.342	 0 . 550**	 0.345**
35 Give me more prestige. 	 5.81	 1.544	 6.40	 1.070	 0.220	 0.227
36 Cause me stress, a	 1.971	 6.54	 0.730	 -0.079	 0.081
Notes: • ,iepnsjor ii inca me scoring was reversea flehavioural belief .ctrenglh and outcome evaluation scored from / to 7.
b,e, each Behavioural Belief RB) was multiplied tiiih Outcome Lva/uation(OE) (BB x OE) (see Chapter 4. Section 4.74 I)
* Correlation is significant at the 0 05 level (2-tailed). '' Correlation is significant at the 0.0/ level (2-tailed).
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Table 8.24 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for behavioural belief strength and outcome
evaluation, and correlations of belief - evaluation product with district officers'
intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief	 Outcome	 CorrelationSupporting the uptake of Information 
strenoth (b) evaluation (e) ________ ________Communication Technology in my schools during
the next three months will...
	 M	 SD	 M	 SD	 '' ila:hr
1	 Enrich pupils knowledge.
	 6.35	 1.173	 6.74	 0.581	 0 .6531*	 0.4161*
2	 Help the weak pupils improve. 	 6.05	 1.253	 6.42	 0.852	 0.619**	 0.427*1
3	 Help pupils learn more easily.	 65	 1.308	 6.63	 0.725	 0 . 668*1	 0.533*1
4	 Make the lessons more fun tr the pupils. 	 6.51	 0.883	 6.81	 0.450	 0 . 535*1	 0.440*1
5	 Increase pupils interest in learning.	 6.44	 0.825	 6.81	 0.394	 0 . 461*1	 0.4811*
6	 Stimulate creativity in pupils. 	 6.30	 0.939	 6.77	 0.480	 0 .462*1	 0.4921*
7	 Significantly improve the overall quality of my
	 6.09	 0.947	 6.53	 1.141	 0.233	 0.271pupils education.
8	 Beawaste of time for pupils. •
	 6.51	 0.910	 6.30	 - 1.389	 0.071	 0.042
9	 Help pupils work with one another.
	 5.42	 1.484	 6.6()	 0.760	 0.360*	 0.199
JO	 Help pupils to find ajob easier in future.	 6.16	 1.045	 6.60	 0.728	 0.247	 0.194
I L Help teachers to improve their ICT expertise.	 635	 1.044	 6.70	 0.638	 0.207	 0.276
12 Allow teachers greater access to a computer for 6.00
	 1.773	 6.77	 0.480	 0.174	 0.159personal and professional use.
13	 Make lessons more interesting for teachers.
	 6M2	 0.988	 6.60	 0.903	 0 . 4111*	 0.326*
14	 Make the lessons more enjoyable for teachers.
	 5.86	 1.125	 6.26	 - 1.115	 0343*	 0.136
15 Make lessons more diverse.	 6.26	 0.928	 6.74	 0.581	 0 .455*1	 0345*
16	 Make preparation for lessons easier for teachers.	 5.81	 1.258	 6.56	 0.825	 0.254	 0.254
17	 Help teachers organise better their lessons.	 6.19	 0.906	 6.67_ - 6.80	 0.4331*	 0.4281*
18 Make preparation for lessons more time- 4.05
	 2.093	 5.26	 1.840	 0.083	 0.031
consuming for teachers. 4
19	 Restrict the content of lessons. a 	 5.33	 1.886	 5.67	 1.714	 0.402*1	 0.228
20 Make it more ditlicult for teachers to control the	 535	 1.689	 5.81	 1.607	 0.4501*	 0.058class. a
21	 Give teachers more prestige.
	 5.40	 1.561	 6.49	 0.910	 0 . 313*	 0.378*
22	 Improve teaehers productivity.
	 5.65	 1.289	 6.74	 0.581	 0.181	 0.333*
23	 Cause conflicts among teachers. 4	 4.81	 1.955	 6.77	 0.841	 0.055	 0.158
24	 Restrict teachers role. a
	 5.56	 1.777	 5.49	 1.653	 0.269	 0.055
25 Help teachers communicate with colleagues in
	 1.139	 6.79	 0.466	 0 . 352*	 0.310*other schools.
26 Save teachers more time and work. 	 4.14	 2.167	 5.28	 1.681	 0.104	 0.090
27 Cause teachers stress. a 	 4.98	 1.845	 6.00	 1.464	 0.242	 0.155
28 Improve the communication among the pupils and 5.28
	 1.667	 6.79	 0.466	 0.35 1*	 0.268teachers.
29	 Create problems in the current curriculum. 4	 4.95	 1.851	 5.51	 1.437	 0.011	 0.099
30 Create problems in the schools timetable. a	 4.79	 1.872	 5.65	 1.307	 -0.123	 0.099
31	 Support the communication of my schools with 6.30
	 1.013	 6.65	 0.752	 0.206	 0.366*
other schools in Greece and abroad.
32	 Help schools hetterorganisation. 	 6.19	 1.160	 6.70	 0.708	 0.216	 0.339*
33	 Help the schools personnel to cooperate.
	 5.05	 1.511	 6.77	 0.571	 0.103	 0.301*
34 Help my schools to implement other innovations. 	 6.23	 0.895	 6.67	 0.778	 0.244	 0.312*
35 Givememoreprestige.	 5.5%	 1.484	 6.51	 0.856	 0.275	 0.260
36 Cause me stress. 4	 5.51	 1.470	 6.49	 0.910	 0.160	 -0.106
Notes: • items for U inch the scoring n as reversed Yeflav,oural belief strength and outcome evalualion scoredfrom / to 7
be, each Behavioural Belief (BB) was multiplied is ith Outcome Evaluat,on(OL) (BB x OE) (tee Chapter 4. Section 4. 7.4. ii
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) *1 Correlation i.s significant a! the 0 0/level (2-tailed).
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Table 8.25 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for behavioural belief strength and outcome
evaluation, and correlations of belief - evaluation product with school counsellors'
intention and behaviour to support the uptake of IC T in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief	 Outcome	 CorrelationSupporting the uptake of Information 
strength (b) evaluation (e) ________ ________Communication Technology in my schools duriisg -
the next three months will... 	 M	 SD	 M	 SD	 !)e, with	 b,e, withintention	 behaviour
I	 Enrich pupils' knoledge.
	
06	 1.150	 6.38	 1.054	 0.412**	 0.104
2	 Help the weak pupils improve.	 5.55	 1.411	 6.66	 0.635	 0 . 430**	 0.172
3	 Help pupils learn more easily. 	 5.94	 1.131	 6.64	 0.673	 0.31 9	 0.118
4	 Make the lessons more fun for the pupils. 	 6.47	 0.7 18	 6.68	 0.556	 0.458**	 0.174
5	 Increase pupils' interest in learning. 	 6.49	 0.547	 6.72	 0.452	 0 . 444**	 0.229
6	 Stimulate creativity in pupils. 	 6.15	 0.978	 6.74	 0.441	 0.41 I**	 0.215
7	 Significantly improve the overall quality of my 	 5.83	 1.167	 6.64	 0.568	 0.196	 0.119pupils education.
8	 Be a waste of time for pupils. a	 6.28	 I .174	 6.32	 I 321	 0.031	 -0.019
9	 Help pupils work with one another. 	 5.47	 1.427	 6.49	 0.953	 0.041	 0.096
'0	 Help pupils to find ajob easier in future.	 6.09	 I .213	 6.64	 0.673	 0.371 *	 0.124
I	 Help teachers to improve their (Ci expertise.	 6.45	 0.802	 6.79	 0.508	 0 . 319*	 0.382**
2 Allow teachers greater access to a computer for 6.45 0.775
	 6.77	 0.476 0.2 10	 0.356*personal and professional use.
13	 Make lessons more interesting for teachers. 	 6.21	 0.907	 6.79	 0.508	 0.221	 0.323*
14 Make the lessons more enjoyable for teachers.
	 6.1 I	 1.068	 6.51	 0.804	 0.117_ 0.129
IS Make lessons more diverse. 	 6.34	 0.815	 6.79	 0.414	 0.289*	 0.290*
16 Make preparation for lessons easier for teachers.	 5.34	 1.508	 6.64	 0.673	 0.285	 0.173
17	 Help teachers organise better their lessons.	 6.06	 0.919	 6.64	 0.640	 0 . 423**	 0.195
18	 Make preparation br lessons more time- 	 4.36	 1.961	 5.51	 1.816	 -0.043	 -0.016
consuming for teachers. a
19	 Restrict the content of lessons. a	 5.38	 1.739	 5.04	 2.085	 0.262	 0.103
20 Make it more difficult for teachers to control the	 5.49	 1.627	 6.09	 1.282	 Ø,374**	 0.158
class. a
21	 Give teachers more prestige.	 5.89	 1.448	 6.49	 1.019	 0.014	 0.303*
22	 Improve teachers' productivity.	 6.00	 1.103	 6.68	 0.594	 0.049	 0.284
23	 Causeconflictsamongteachers. a 	 5.49	 1.828	 6.40	 1.455	 -0.130	 -0.050
24	 Restrict teachers' role. a
	
5.38	 2.091	 5.43	 1.964	 0.038	 -0.092
25 Help teachers communicate with colleagues in 6.30
	 1.334	 6.38	 1.328	 0.077	 0.239
other schools.
26 Save teachers more time and work. 	 4.09	 2 263	 5.15	 2.197	 0.250	 0.126
27	 Cause teachers stress. a	 4.49	 1.743	 6.30	 1.178	 0.235	 0.133
28 Improve the communication among the pupils and 5.51
	
1.443	 6.57	 0.994	 0.089	 0.236teachers.
29 Create problems in the current curriculum. a 	 4.77	 2.035	 5.66	 1.748	 -0.024	 0.175
30	 Create problems in the schools timetable. a 	 3.53	 1.998	 5.98	 1.327	 -0.0(18	 -0.214
31	 Support the communication of my schools with 6.26 0.820
	 6.55	 0.996 0.222
	 0.203
other schools in Greece and abroad.
32	 Help schools' better oranisation.	 6.30	 0.858	 6.68	 0.629	 0 . 293*	 0.307*
33	 Help the schools' personnel to cooperate. 	 5.57	 1.395	 6.74	 0.441	 0.197	 0.160
34	 Help my schools to implement other innovations. 	 6.28	 0.902	 6.77	 0.520	 0.100	 0.120
35 Give me more prestige
	 5.55	 1.558	 6.62	 0.644	 -0.050	 0.222
36	 Cause me stress. a	 5.15	 1.601	 6.26	 1.3 10	 0.271	 -0.0(11
Notes. a Items for uliic lithe scoring ii (IS reversed Hehavioural belief strength and oulc ome evaluation scored from / to 7.
be, each Behm',oural Belief (881 ,ias multiplied with Outcome L valua/ion(OE) (BR x OEJ (.see chapter 4. Section 4 7.4. I)
* Correlation is significant at the (1.05 level (2-tm/ed). ** Correlation is cign,uicant a, the 00/ level (2-tadel)
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Column "C" in Table 8.23 shows that the majority of behavioural beliefs (20 out of 36)
of head teachers correlated significantly with their intention and support of the uptake of
ICT in their schools. Similarly, 16 out of 36 behavioural beliefs of district officers
correlated significantly with their intention and behaviour. In addition, 12 out of 36
beliefs of school counsellors correlated with their intention and six with their behaviour.
Many of the correlated beliefs with head teachers', and district officers' intention and
behaviour as well as school counsellors' intention correlated to outcomes for pupils. For
example, some of the correlated beliefs included "enrich pupils' knowledge", "help the
weak pupils improve", "help pupils learn more easily", "make the lessons more fun for
the pupils", "increase pupils' interest in learning" and "stimulate creativity in pupils".
However, school counsellors' behaviour correlated with the beliefs that related to
teachers and school. For example these correlated beliefs included "help teachers to
improve their ICT expertise", "allow teachers greater access to a computer for personal
and professional use", "make lessons more interesting for teachers" and "help schools'
better organisation".
Therefore, the behavioural beliefs that correlated with the intention and behaviour in the
above three tables means that those head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors who have very positive beliefs regarding the support of the uptake of ICT
tend to have a stronger intention and behaviour to support it in their schools.
8.4.2 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' normative beliefs
Head teachers, district officers and school counsellors were asked to indicate the extent
to which 12 different persons/organisations would approve or disapprove of them to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools (belief strength) and the extent to which they
were motivated to comply with these persons or groups (motivation to comply)'. A mean
score and standard deviation was calculated for each belief strength and motivation to
comply item. Then, each normative belief item score was multiplied by the
corresponding motivation to comply item score. The products of these scores were
correlated with intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT.
An example item of normative belief strength was: "The Ministry of Education thinks that: I should (7)-I
should not (1) support the uptake of ICT in my school(s) during the next three months". An example item
of motivation to comply was: "Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what the Ministry of
Education thinks you should do? not at all (1)-very much (7)" (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2.2.8).
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The following three tables (Tables 8.26, 8.27 and 8.28) show the individuals and the
groups who approved or disapproved head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. More specifically, column "B"
and "C" in each table shows the mean and standard deviation for belief strength and
motivation to comply referent respectively. Column "D" shows the correlation of each
normative belief with intention and behaviour.
Inspection of the results in the belief strength column (see column "B") in the following
three tables shows that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors rated all
referents very high. This means that they felt a pressure to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools from all 12 referents. The strongest influence for head teachers was from
"private computer companies" (M=6.74, SD=O.769), followed by their pupils (M6.71,
SDO.615), "parents association" (M=6.69, SD=O.620) and "universities" (M=6.56,
SDO.99 1). The strongest social influence to support the uptake of ICT for district
officers and school counsellors was from "The Pedagogical Institute (of the Ministry of
Education)", "universities", "the Ministry of Education' and "private computer
companies".
An inspection of the motivation to comply column (see column "C") indicates that head
teachers were more motivated to comply with "the Pedagogical Institute" (M6.32,
SD=1.019), "their pupils" (M=6.29, SDO.941), district officer (M6.1 1, SD1.120), and
teachers (M6.IO, SD=i.064). In addition, this column shows that district officers and
school counsellors were more motivated to comply with the Pedagogical Institute and
the Ministry of Education. Finally, this column also shows that both groups were less
motivated to comply with "private computer companies".
Table 8.26 (see column "D") shows that "the Ministry of Education" (r=+.336,p<O.Ol),
was positively correlated to head teachers' intention, followed by "The Pedagogical
Institute (of the Ministry of Education)" (r=+.290, p<O.O5), "my school counsellor"
(r+.295, p<O.O5), "my district officer" (r+.288, p<O.O5). "my teachers" (r+.251,
p<O.O5), "local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture)" (r+.249, p<O.O5), and "head
teachers of other schools" (r=+.246, p<O.OS). Table 8.27 (see column "D") also shows
that only the subjective norms regarding "my school counsellors of my district"
(r+.437, p<O.Ol), "the Ministry of Education" (r=+.462, p<O.Ol) and "Greek primary
teachers' federation" (r=+.333, p<O.O5) correlated with district officers' intention.
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Finally Table 8.28 (see column "D") shows that school counsellors' intention correlated
significantly with the perceived normative pressure from four referents. These were:
"my district officer of my district" (r=+.364, p<O.O5), "my teachers" (r+.362, p<O.O5),
"the Ministry of Education" (r=+.368, p<O.O5) and "local authorities (Municipality,
Prefecture)" (r=+.3 82. p<O.Ol).
Table 8.26 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD,) for normative belief strength and motivation
to comply, and correlations of belief- motivation product with head teachers' intention
and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
	
Belief strength	 Motivation to	 Correlation
Normative referent	 (n)	 eomply(m)	 _________ __________
(Personslorganisation perceived to influence 	 M	 SD	 M	 SD	 n,m, with	 n,m, withintention	 behaviour
My school counsellor.	 6.44	 1.019	 1.297	 0.295*	 0.261'
	
head teachers' support of the uptake of ICT,) _____ ______	 _______ __________ __________
2	 My districtofficer.	 6.32	 1.161	 6.11	 1.120	 0.288'	 0.339"
3	 Parents association	 6.69	 0.620	 5.89	 1.284	 0.202	 0.176
4	 Mypupils.	 6.71	 0.615	 6.29	 0.941	 0.207	 0.251*
5	 Head teachersofotherschools. 	 5.74	 1.278	 5.04	 1.772	 0.246*	 0.124
6: My teachers.	 6.22	 0.938	 6.10	 1.064	 0.251*	 0.269*
7	 The Ministry ofF.ducation.	 6.19	 1.421	 6.04	 1.227	 0.336"	 0.168
Universities.	 6.56	 0.991	 5.99	 1.358	 0.149	 0.256*
9	 Privatecomputercompanies.	 6.74	 0.769	 5.31	 1.741	 0.070	 0.166
10	 Local authorities(Municipalit>. Prefecture). 	 5.90	 1.602	 5.79	 1.342	 0.249*	 0.222
ii	 Greek primary teachets tèderation.	 5.97	 1.627	 5.75	 1.726	 0.148	 0.134
12	 The Pedagogical Institute (of the Ministry of 6.39	 1.262	 6.32	 1.019	 0.290*	 0.146Education).	 ____________ ____________
?otes: i'vormat,ve belief (i 8 strength and motivation to comply (A 1(1 scored from / to 7.
nm each normative belief ii as multiplied ii,th each motivation to comply (VB x A/C) (see chapter 4. Section 4 6 2.2.8).
"Correlation is sign ifi can, at the 0 0/level t2-tailed. * Correlation is significant at the 0 05 level '2-ia,/ed.J.
Column "D" in Table 8.26, shows that five of the 12 persons/organisations of head
teachers, were significantly correlated with their support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools. These referents were: 'my school counsellor" (r=+.261, p<O.O5), "my district
officer" (r=+.339, p<O.Ol), "my pupils" (r+.251. p<O.O5), "my teachers" (r=+.269,
p<O.O5), and "universities" (r=+.256, p<O.OS). Similarly, Table 8.27 shows that eight of
the 12 persons/organisations of district officers were significantly correlated with their
behaviour. The most strongly correlated persons included "my school counsellors of my
district" (r=+.543, p<O.Ol), "my teachers" (r=+.481, p<O.OI), and "my head teachers"
(r=+.394,p<O.Ol). In addition, Table 8.28 shows that school counsellors' behaviour was
correlated significantly with five persons/organisations. These were: "local authorities
(Municipality. Prefecture)" (r=+.364, prn). "Private computer companies" (r+.364,
p<O.O5), 'universities" (r+.306, p<O.O5) 'my head teachers" (r+.293, p<O.O5), and
"the Ministry of Education" (r=+.29 1, p<O.O5).
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Table 8.27 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for normative belief strength and motivation
to co,nply, and correlations of belief - motivation product with district officers'
intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief strength	 Motivation to	 Correlation
Normative referent	 (n)	 comply(m) _________ __________
(Persons/organisation perceived to Influence 	 n,m, with	 nm, with
district officers' support of the uptake of M	 SD	 M	 SD	 intention	 behaviour
'Cr1___________________________ ____ _____ ____ _____ ________ ________
I	 My school counsellor(s) of my district. 	 6.37	 0.817	 6.19	 0.906	 Ø•437**	 Ø543**
2	 The district otilcers of other districts.	 5.95	 1.362	 5.40	 1.466	 0.294	 0344*
3	 Parents association. 	 6.49	 0.631	 5.86	 1.037	 0.177	 0.339*
4	 My pupils.	 6.37	 0.725	 6.02	 0.886	 0.266	 0.360*
5	 My head teachers. 	 5.91	 0.811	 5.86	 0.833	 0.245	 0.394**
6	 My teachers.	 5.88	 0.956	 5.79	 0.94t)	 0.301	 0.481**
7	 ihe Ministry of Education. 	 6.65	 0.686	 6.51	 0.703	 0.462**	 0.314**
8	 Universities.	 6.79	 0.412	 6.40	 0.903	 0.212	 0.152
9	 Private computer companies. 	 6.63	 0.952	 4.60	 1.978	 -0.060	 0.202
II)	 Local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture).
	
5.79	 1.407	 5.95	 0.950	 0.288	 0.381*
II	 Greek primary teachers federation. 	 6.26	 1.071	 6.09	 0.868	 0.333*	 0.246
12	 The Pedagogical Institute (of the Ministry of	 6.86	 0.35 I	 6.72	 0.591	 0.287	 0.156Education).	 ______ ________ ______ ________ ____________ ____________
lvotes: t ormalive belief (1511) strength and motivation to comp&' (%IC) scored from / to 7.
n,i,i, each normal we belief was multiplied with each motivation to comply (1sB x SIC) (see Chapter 4. Section 4.6.2.28)
• * Correlation is significant at the 0.0/ level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0 05 level (2-tailed)
Table 8.28 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for normative belief strength and motivation
to comply. and correlations of belief - tnotivalion product with sc/tool counsellors'
intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Belief strength	 Motivation to	 CorrelationNor,nativereferenl 	 (n)	 comnty(m)_ ________ __________
(Persons/organisation perceived to influence 	 n,m, with	 n,m, with
school counsellors' support of the uptake of M	 SD	 SD	 M	 intention	 behaviour
I	 My district officer of m> district.	 6.17	 1.185	 5.85	 1.000	 0.364*	 0.278
2	 The school counsellors oI'other districts. 	 6.19	 0.825	 5.49	 1.081	 0.114	 0.186
3	 Parents association	 6.09	 1.039	 5.30	 1.121	 0.104	 0.252
4	 My pupils.	 5.98	 1.189	 5.51	 0.953	 0.265	 0 184
5	 My head teachers. 	 5.70	 1.178	 5.49	 0.804	 0.258	 0.293*
6	 My teachers.	 5.53	 1.213	 5.47 1 0.776	 0.362*	 0.282
7	 The Ministr\ ofEducation.	 6.51	 0.655	 6.04	 0.833	 0.368*	 0.291*
8	 Universities.	 6.57	 0.580	 6.00	 .861)	 0.056	 0.306*
9	 Privatecomputercompanies.	 6.64	 0.568	 4.23	 1.832	 -0.187	 0.344*
10	 Local authorities(Municipaiit. Prefecture).	 5.43	 I 229	 5.09	 1.195	 0.382**	 0.3741*
II	 Greek primary teachers federation. 	 6.21	 0.806	 5.68	 1.065	 0.149	 0.197




6.53	 0.687	 0.227	 0.278Education).	 ______ ________ ______ _______ __________ ______________
dSoles. 15 or/native Oclief (.58) strength and motivation to comply (M(.) .scored iron? I to I.
nm, each normative belifuas multiplied ii oh each motivation so comply
 (B x MC) (see Chapter 4. Section 4622.8)
* * Correlation is significant at the 0 0/level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0 05 level (2-tailed).
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These positive correlations indicate that as head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' perceived normative pressure from the 12 persons/organisations increases
so does their intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
8.4.3 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' control beliefs
The 20 control beliefs identified in the pilot study and measured in the main study can be
seen in Table 8.29 for head teachers, Table 8.30 for district officers and Table 8.31 for
school counsellors. Columns "B and "C" of these tables show the mean (Al) and
standard deviation (S.D.) of each control belief strength item and control belief power
item'. The correlation of each control belief with intention and behaviour is shown in the
last column of these tables, in column "D".
Generally, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors scored some of the
control belief strength items low. This means that they perceived that specific control
factors would not be available to enable them to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Among these factors included: 'adequate financial support for teachers and
me", "a small number of pupils in each class", and "enough computer time for each
class".
On the other hand, column "B" in the following three tables shows that head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors perceived that specific control factors will be
available to enable them to support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. Among the
most important factors for head teachers were "My pupils will want to use ICT"
(M6.60, SD=0.643), "Enough connections to the Internet" (M=6.28, SD=I .355),
"Support will be provided at my school by the parents' association" (M6.01,
SD=1 .144), and "sufficient number of computers and peripherals" (M=6. 12, SD= 1.288).
In addition, the most important factors for district officers and school counsellors to
enable them to support of the uptake of ICT in their schools were "my pupils will want
to use ICT", support will be provided by the Pedagogical Institute and Ministry of
Education and by parents association.
An example item of control belief strength was: "I expect that sufficient number of computers and
peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at my school(s) during the next three months: strongly disagree
(1)-strongly agree (7)". An example item of control belief power was: "The availability of sufficient
number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at my school(s) during the next three months would
make it: much more difficult (1)-much easier (7) for me to support the uptake of ICT (see Section
4.6.2.2.9).
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Table 8.29 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for control belief strength and power of
control factor, and correlations with head teachers' intention and behaviour to support
the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Control	 Control belief	 CorrelationConirol factors to facilitate head teachers' 	 belief	 power (p)
support of the uptake of ICT	
stren th (c) ______ ______ ________ __________
M	 SD	 M	 SD	 cp with	 cji, withintention	 behaviour
I	 Sufficient number of computers and peripherals 6.12	 1.288	 6.86	 0.421	 0.195	 0.134(e.g. printer).	 ______ _______ _______ _______ __________ _____________
2	 Enough software for teaching purposes.
	 5.93	 1.282	 6.83	 0.444	 0.175	 0.219
3	 Technical	 assistance	 for	 operating	 and	 5.51	 1.520	 6.81	 0.521	 0.206	 0.160
maintainingcomputers.	 ______ ______ _______ _______ __________ ____________
4	 Adequate financial support for teachers and me.
	 2.36	 1.559	 6.72	 0.876	 0.109	 -0.038
5	 An appropriate computer room.
	 6.10	 I .406	 6.88	 0.409	 0.144	 0.145
6	 A small number of pupils in each class.	 4.15	 2.060	 6.78	 0.633	 -0.044	 0.080
7	 Enough computer time for each class.
	 4.85	 1.741	 6.71	 0.795	 0.029	 0.237
8	 Use of computers will be integrated in the 4.99	 2.106	 6.64	 0.909	 0.090	 0.331**existingprescribed class curriculum.
	 - _______ _______ _______ __________ _____________
9	 Enough time for teachers to develop lessons in 4.93	 1.799	 6.76	 0.702	 0.028	 0.24lwhich computers are used.
10 Support will be provided by teachers.
	 5.64	 1.523	 6.78	 0.633	 0.097	 0.364**
II	 Support will be provided at my school by the 5.67	 1.636	 6.74	 0.671	 0.087	 0.271*district officer.
12 Support will be provided at my school by the
	 5.78	 1.770	 6.79	 0.604	 0.013	 0.154school counsellor.
13	 Support will be provided at my school by the
	 3.97	 1.768	 6.21	 1.174	 0.184	 0.176head teachers of other schools.
14 Support will be provided at my school by the 6.01	 1.144	 6.65	 0.966	 0.126	 0.137parents association.
15 Support will be provided by the Ministry of
	 557	 1.608	 6.78	 0.655	 0.173	 0.086Fducation.
16 Support will be provided by the Pedagogical
	 5.42	 1.867	 6.78	 0.633	 0.143	 0.224Institute.
17	 Support will be provided by the local authorities 	 4.12	 1.957	 6.72	 0.716	 0.3l2**	 0.184(Municipality. Prefecture). 	 _______ _______ _______ _______ __________ _____________
18	 My pupils will want to use ICT.
	 6.60	 0.643	 6.82	 0.613	 0.180	 0.312**
19	 Enough connections to the Internet.	 6.28	 1.355	 6.87	 0.473	 0.063	 0.304**
20	 Sufficient	 training	 opportunities	 on	 the 5.24	 1.716	 6.89	 0.461	 0.167	 0.195pedagogical use of ICT for teachers.
iotes: Control belief and control belief poi er scored from / so 7. c, p Lach control belief i as mu/sip/ted wish each control belie/ pou er
((H CP) (see Chapter 4. Section 4.7.6).
* Correlation is significant at the (1.05 level (2-tailed). ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Column "C" results of Tables 8.29, 8.30 and 8.31 show that all control beliefs were
evaluated very high, which means that head teachers, district officers, and school
counsellors believed that all these factors will make their support of the uptake of ICT in
their schools much easier. For each control belief, the scores of the control belief item
and control belief power item were multiplied and correlated with intention and
behaviour. Column "D" in Tables 8.29, 8.30 and 8.31 shows the relationships between
various control beliefs and head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors'
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intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. As we have seen
in Table 8.2 head teachers' belief based perceived behavioural control was not correlated
with their intention. Similarly, in Table 8.4, school counsellors' belief based perceived
behavioural control was not correlated with intention and behaviour.
Table 8.30 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for control belief strength and power of
control factor, and correlations with district officers' intention and behaviour to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
	
A	 B	 C	 D
	
Control	 Control belief	 Correlation('o,urol factors to facilitate district officers'
	 belief	 power (p)
support of the uptake of ICT
strength (c) _______ _______ __________ ____________
cp, with	 c1p, withM SD M SD
intention	 behaviour
I	 Sufficient number of computers and peripherals
	 5.47	 1.297	 6.70	 0.708	 0.322*	 0.151
- (e.g. printer).	 _______ _______ _______ _______ __________ ____________
2	 Enough software for teaching purposes.
	 4.70	 1.301	 6.70	 0.773	 0.309*	 -0.010
3	 lechnical	 assistance	 for	 operating	 and	 4.74	 1.329	 6.88	 0.391	 0.124	 -0.085
maintainingcomputers.	 ______ _______ _______ _______ __________ _____________
4	 Adequate financial support for teachers and me.
	 3.98	 1.520	 6.79	 0.559	 -0.026	 -0.129
5	 An appropriate computer room at schools.
	 4.67	 1.229	 6.84	 0.433	 0.122	 -0.1 6
6	 A small number of pupils in each class.
	 4.65	 1.602	 6.70	 0.887	 -0.270	 -0.208
7	 Enough computer time for each class. 	 4.44	 1.517	 6.70	 0.741	 0.220	 -0.075
8	 Use of computers will be integrated in the
4.74	 1.827	 6.14	 1.641	 0.276	 0.286existing prescribed class curriculum.
9	 Enough time for teachers to develop lessons in
	 4.65	 1.429	 6.07	 1.653	 0.365	 0.316*which computers are used.
10 Support will he provided by teachers.
	 5.19	 1.097	 6.49	 1.032	 0.99	 0.226
II	 Support will be provided by the district ollicers of
	 5.35	 1.541	 6.37	 1.092	 0.017	 0.246other districts.
12	 Support will be provided by the school
	 5.98	 1.371	 6.53	 1.008	 0.066	 0.285counsellors.
13	 Support will he provided by the head teachers.
	 5.91	 1.109	 6.53	 1.008	 0.027	 0.253
14 Support will be provided by the parents
	 6.07	 1.078	 6.49	 1.032	 0.040	 0.198association.
15 Support will be provided by the Ministry of
	 6.02	 1.144	 6.84	 0.374	 0.233	 0.303*Education.
16 Support will be provided by the Pedagogical
	 6.12	 1.051	 6.84	 0.374	 0.245	 0.295Institute.
17	 Support will be provided by the local authorities
	 4.72	 1.315	 6.79	 0.412	 0.347*	 0.156
- (Municipality. Prefecture). 	 _______ _______ _______ _______ __________
18	 My pupils will want to use l('f.
	 6.42	 0.794	 6.77	 0.480	 0.228	 0.436**
19	 Enough connections to the Internet.
	 5.12	 1.515	 6.72	 0.504	 0.248	 0.129
20 Sufficient training opportunities on
	 the	 5.86	 1.207	 6.84	 0.374	 0.228	 0.333*
- pedagogical use of ICT for teachers.
iotes: Control belief and control belief poiler scored from / to 7. c, p, Lach control belief ii as mullspliea ii it/i each control bel,e/ poii er
is x i r tsee (.napler 4, .ecUon 4. tO.).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). * * Correlation is significant at the 0.0/level (2 -tailed).
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Table 8.31 - Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for control belief strength and power qf
control factor, and correlations with school counsellors' intention and behaviour to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
A	 B	 C	 D
Control	 Control belief
	 CorrelationControl factors to facilitate school counsellors 	 belief	 power (p)
support of the uptake of ICT	 strerntth (c) ______ ______ ________ __________
cp, with	 cp, withM SD M SD intention	 behaviour
I	 Sufficient number of computers and peripherals 	 4.89	 1.632	 6.45	 1.039	 0.207	 0.102
- (e.g. printer).	 _______ _______ _______ _______ __________ _____________
2	 Enough softwareforteaching purposes.
	 4.09	 1.558	 6.45	 1.100	 0.132	 0.146
3	 Technical	 assistance	 for operating and 3.72	 1.584	 6.57	 0.827	 0.148	 0.219
maintainingcomputers. 	 ______ ______ _______ _______ __________
4	 Adequate financial support forteachersand me.
	 2.83	 1.711	 6.36	 1.031	 0.030	 0.021
5	 An appropriate computer room at schools.
	 4.64	 1.538	 6.79	 0.549	 0.183	 0.104
6	 A small number of pupils in each class.
	 3.26	 1.847	 6.47	 0.905	 0.104	 0.046
7	 Fnough computer time for each class. 	 3.79	 1.601	 6.53	 0.929	 0.087	 0.1)85
8	 Use of computers will be integrated in the
	 4.55	 1.692	 6.55	 0.996	 0.121	 0.116existing prescribed class curriculum.
9	 Enough time for teachers to develop lessons in 4.11	 1.402	 6.45	 1.059	 0.067	 -0.77which computers are used.
10 Support will be provided by teachers.
	 5.00	 1.588	 6.79	 0.463	 0.226	 -0.134
II	 Support will be provided by the district otlicer of	 5.49	 1.666	 6.74	 0.607	 0.212	 -0.154m district.
12 Support will be provided by the school
	 5.51	 1.600	 6.74	 0.530	 0.145	 -0.206counsellors of other districts.
13	 Support will be provided by the head teachers of	 5.70	 1.350	 6.79	 0.463	 0.392**	 -0.052my district.
14 Support will be provided by the parents
	 5.60	 1.583	 6.64	 0.845	 0.133	 -0.074association.
IS Support will be provided by the Ministry of 5.43	 1.598	 6.79	 0.463	 0.161	 0.091Education.
16 Support will be provided by the Pedagogical
	 5.57	 1.485	 6.79	 0.463	 0.003	 0.158Institute.
17 Support will be provided by the local authorities
	 4.40	 1.896	 6.55	 0.653	 0.120	 0.142(Municipality. Prefecture).
	 ______ _______ _______ _______ __________ ____________
18	 My pupils will want to use ICT.
	 5.83	 1.307	 6.62	 0.644	 0.310	 0.062
19	 Enough connections to the Internet.
	 4.47	 1.653	 6.60	 0.681	 0.045	 -0.075
20	 Sufficient	 training	 opportunities	 on	 the 5.55	 1.653	 6.79	 0.508	 -0.164	 0.045pedagogical use of ICT for teachers.
,%o,es: Control belief and control belief poii er s ored from / to 7. c p Loch contro, beliefu as niulispl,ed a it/i each control belwJpoii er
IL 0 x I rj (see inapier 4. .Section 4.7.0).
* Correlation is significant at the 0 05 level (2-tailed). * * Correlation is significant at the 0.0/level (2-tailed).
Therefore, as can be seen in column "D" of Tables 8.29 and 8.31 only the control belief
"support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture)" was
correlated with head teachers' intention (r=+.3 12, p<O.OI) and only the control belief
"support will be provided by the head teachers of my district" was correlated with school
counsellors' intention (r=+392, p<O.Ol).
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Table 8.29 shows that six control beliefs were correlated with head teachers' behaviour.
The beliefs most strongly correlated with behaviour were: "support will be provided by
teachers" (r+.364, p<O.Ol), "use of computers will be integrated in the existing
prescribed class curriculum" r=+.331, p<O.Ol), and "my pupils will want to use ICT"
r+.3 12, p<O.Ol).
The control beliefs of district officers that correlated with their intention were "sufficient
number of computers and peripherals" (r=+.332, p<O.O5), "enough software for teaching
purposes" (r=+.309, p<O.O5), 'enough time for teachers to develop lessons in which
computers are used" (r=+.365, p<O.O5) and "support will be provided by the local
authorities (Municipality, Prefecture)" (r=+.347, p<O.O5).
Similarly, this column shows that positive correlations were between district officers'
behaviour and four control beliefs in the following order of increasing correlation: a)
"my pupils will want to use ICT" (r=+.436, p<O.Ol), b) "sufficient training opportunities
on the pedagogical use of ICT for teachers", (r+.333, p<O.O5), "enough time for
teachers to develop lesson in which computers are used" (r=+.316, p<O.O5), and
"support will provided by the ministry of Education" (r =+.303, p<O.O5).
8.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter examined, within the framework provided by the Theory of Reasoned
Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), what factors influenced head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT
in their schools as well as their actual support. The main conclusions of this chapter are
discussed in the following sections.
8.5.1 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support
the uptake of ICT in their schools
The results of the descriptive analysis showed that most of the 72 head teachers, 43
district officers and 47 school counsellors had relatively positive scores for the TRA and
TPB variables. The intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools was very
strong in all three groups. In addition, head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors had a positive attitude towards supporting the uptake of ICT. They also felt,
according to subjective norm mean score, that most of their important others would
approve of this behaviour. Finally, the perceived behavioural control lower mean score.
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showed that they thought they had insufficient control over the support of the uptake of
ICT.
Pearson correlation results showed that head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' independent variables of the TRA (i.e. attitude, subjective norm) and TPB
(i.e. perceived behavioural control) model were positively correlated with intention. This
means that the more favourable the attitude and the subjective norm, and the greater the
perceived behavioural control, the stronger is the head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Furthermore, regression analyses showed that some of the variables of the TRA and TPB
contributed to the explanation of head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In the TRA model, head teachers'
intention was significantly influenced only by attitude, whereas district officers' and
school counsellors' intention was influenced by attitude and subjective norm. Attitude
was the most important predictor in school counsellors and the least important predictor
in district officers. Using the TPB model, head teachers' intention was influenced only
by perceived behavioural control, whereas district officers' and school counsellors'
intention was influenced by attitude and perceived behavioural control. Attitude was the
first strongest predictor in district officers' and school counsellors' intention.
These results show that attitude to support the uptake of ICT was the main predictor of
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intentions in TRA model. In
addition, attitude was a significant predictor of district officers' and school counsellors'
intention in the TPB model. The finding that attitudes are important predictors is in
agreement with earlier studies in the literature of the TRA and TPB (see Ajzen, 1991).
The findings of this study suggest that attitudes play an important role in head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention to engage in supporting the uptake of
ICT in their schools. Therefore, in order to promote the use of ICT in Greek schools, the
Ministry of Education should reinforce the positive attitudes of those who are already
involved in supporting the uptake and to change the attitudes of those who view
supporting the uptake of ICT less positively.
Another important finding is that perceived behavioural control was an important
predictor in all three groups. This suggests that having a perception of control of the
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appropriate resources and opportunities to support the uptake of ICT contributes towards
strong intentions. In addition, the analysis of the findings in the TPB model showed that
the perceived behavioural control explained an additional percentage of the variance of
intentions to support the uptake of ICT. Similar findings have also been found in other
education studies (see Chapter 3), as well as in other non-education studies (see
Armitage and Conner, 2001 and Godin and Kok, 1996).
The results of this study also showed that subjective norm in the TRA model was an
important factor, in district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the
uptake. Most specifically, subjective norm was found to be more important for district
officers' intention than for school counsellors. This suggests that a favourable opinion of
significant others influences the intention to support the uptake of ICT. However,
subjective norm was not a significant predictor in head teachers' intention in the TRA
model. A possible explanation is that the use of ICT in head teachers' schools had past
the early stage of the introduction and implementation in which social influence maybe
had a significant influence in head teachers' decision to support the uptake. In addition,
subjective norm was not significant a predictor in TPB model in all three groups. This
finding is consistent with other studies which found that the relationship between
subjective norm and intention was weak and non significant (see for example Sheppard
et al., 1988 and Godin and Kok, 1996 meta-analyses).
Another finding is that the explained variance in intention was higher in district officers
(52% in TRA and 55.6% in TPB) than in school counsellors (22.7% in TRA and 28.5%
in TPB) and head teachers (17.3% in TRA and 2 1.7% in TPB) in both models. This
different explained variance in regression models could be due to different roles that
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors have in the Greek educational
system. Although these educators worked in the same local setting, they had different
support roles in the uptake of ICT in their schools (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2).
Therefore, one would expect to see differences in the explained variance of the support
of ICT in schools of head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
8.5.2 Head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors' actual support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools
Pearson correlation results showed that head teachers' and district officers' behaviour
(i.e. supporting the uptake of ICT in their schools) was significantly correlated with
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intention and perceived behavioural control. In general these correlation findings means
that increasing the intention and perceived behavioural control of the head teachers and
district officers enhance their actual support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Contrary to the results from the above correlations school counsellors' behaviour on the
other hand was not correlated with intention. Behaviour was correlated positively only
with perceived behavioural control. For this reason as was presented in Section 8.3.3
school counsellors' intention was not included in the regression model of the prediction
of behaviour. One possible explanation for the non-significant correlation of the
intention with the behaviour is that school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of
ICT may have modified over time. According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), intention
should not change during the time between the measure of intention and behaviour. In
this study, school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT was measured three
months (March, 2002) before the actual support (behaviour) was measured. School
counsellors may have changed their decisions to support the uptake during this period of
three months.
According to the regression analysis results of the TRA model, head teachers' and
district officers' intention directly affected their decision to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools, which is consistent with previous studies' conclusions that intention is the
determinant of behaviour (see Ajzen, 1988; Sheppard et al., 1988). On the other hand,
the results of the regression analysis of the TPB model showed that head teachers'
behaviour was influenced by intention and perceived behavioural control whereas
district officers' and schools counsellors' behaviour was influenced by perceived
behavioural control. Perceived behavioural control was the most important predictor in
head teachers' intention. These results are in line with those of previous research that
showed that perceived behavioural control predicted behaviour much better than
intention (see Ajzen, 1991; Armitage and Conner, 2001). Results from these regression
analyses indicate that behavioural changes regarding the support of ICT in schools can
be induced by reinforcing head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
intention and perceived behavioural control.
The addition of perceived behavioural control on the TPB regression analysis in head
teachers and district officers resulted in a small but statistically significant increase in
variance explained in head teachers' and district officers' behaviour. This is consistent
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with the findings of previous studies regarding the role of perceived behavioural control
in prediction of behaviour (see Ajzen. 1991). However, the percentage of the explained
variance of behaviour was relative low. Previous TRA and TPB studies have shown
when the explained variance of intention or behaviour is low this means that other
psychological (e.g. past behaviour) or external variables (e.g. demographic
characteristics and personality traits) influence individuals' intention or behaviour. The
regression models of the present study did not consider those variables and therefore the
relatively explained variance of the regression models imply that there are other factors
which can explain intention and behaviour. This finding has implications for further
research and is discussed in Chapter 9 (see Section 9.5.1).
8.5.3 Head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors' behavioural beliefs
A number of behavioural beliefs were found to correlate positively with head teachers'
district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools as well as with their actual support. These correlations indicate that the higher
value the head teachers, district officers and school counsellors attributed to ICT support
the more ICT support they would like to give.
Most specifically, the results presented in Section 8.4.1 showed that the majority of the
respondents considered that ICT support in their schools would help and improve pupils'
learning (i.e. enrich pupils' knowledge, make the lessons more fun for pupils, help
pupils work with one another), and help teachers' teaching (i.e. make preparation for
lessons easier for teachers, help teachers organise better their lessons) and help schools
to improve (i.e. help schools' better organisation. support the schools' personnel to
cooperate, help my schools to implement other innovations).
In general, these findings imply that these beliefs played an important role in head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support
the uptake of ICT. In addition, these findings suggest that future training programmes
about administrators' support of the uptake of ICT in schools should incorporate the
behavioural beliefs of this study as important concepts.
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8.5.4 Head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors' normative beliefs
Head teachers, district officers and school counsellors perceived that 12
persons/organisations wanted them to support of the uptake of ICT in schools. These
included their pupils, parents' association, other administrators, the Ministry of
Education, and Greek primary teachers' federation.
In fact, analysis showed that most respondents possessed a strong desire to comply more
with specific persons/organisations. For example, head teachers were motivated to
comply with the Pedagogical Institute, their pupils, district officer, school counsellor and
teachers while district officers and school counsellors were more motivated to comply
with the Pedagogical Institute and the Ministry of Education. Therefore, if head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors perceive that these persons/organisations are in
favour of their support for the uptake of ICT in their schools, it is most likely that the
former will support the uptake.
For the head teachers and district officers, the most important significant others that
correlated with their intention or with their actual behaviour included their school
counsellor, district officer (of other district), pupils, teachers, the Ministry of Education,
Universities, local authorities and the Pedagogical Institute while for the school
counsellors it included, their district officer of their district, head teachers, the Ministry
of Education and universities.
These findings indicate that the influence of the most significant persons/organisations
leads to a high intention to support the uptake of ICT in schools as well as the actual
support. Therefore, these findings support the conclusion that the most efficient way of
increasing the support of the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools among head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors is to influence the opinion of these
persons and organisations and inform them about the benefits of supporting the uptake
of ICT.
8.5.5 Head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' control beliefs
The results presented in Section 8.4.3 showed that a number of factors can contribute to
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake
of ICT in their schools as well as their actual support. These included sufficient number
of computers, enough software for teaching purposes, a small number of pupils in each
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class, support from teachers, parents' associations, the Ministry of Education, enough
connections to the Internet and sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use
of ICT for teachers. As discussed in Chapter 2, these factors affect the successful
introduction and implementation of ICT in schools and are frequently discussed in the
literature.
These findings have important implications for the Ministry of Education and for the
persons/organisations involved in the introduction and implementation of ICT in Greek
schools. Most specifically, the findings indicate that these persons/organisations should
be aware of the control factors that play an important role in the successful support of
the uptake of ICT by head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. They should
help schools and their administrators to overcome the problems that relate to the number
of computers, the appropriate software, the financial issues and the organisation of
training programmes. The provision of the appropriate resources and continued help and
support for the ICT use in schools would enhance head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' perceived behavioural control. This will in turn cause them to feel
that they have more control over the behaviour and to be more positive in their support
with the uptake of ICT in their schools.
In sum, the results of this study provided partial support for the theories of Reasoned
Action and Planned Behaviour in predicting the support of the uptake of ICT in schools
by head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. The measures of the attitude
toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control explained a
substantial proportion compared to other studies (e.g. Ajzen, 1991) of head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in
schools as well as their actual support.
Chapter 9 summarises the main findings of this study and draws out their implications
for the uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools.
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CHAPTER 9
FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS OF THE
STUDY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
9.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous four chapters (see Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 8) the research results were
presented and discussed. Chapter 5 showed that the use of ICT in the 72 Greek schools
was relatively low. The findings from Chapter 6 showed that head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors influenced teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT
in their teaching indirectly through normative and control beliefs. Furthermore, the
findings from Chapter 7 showed that attitudes towards computers had a significant
influence on head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition to attitudes towards computers, in Chapter
8 other psychological factors appeared to have a strong influence on head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' support. These were the positive attitudes
towards the support of the uptake, strong perception of control over the support as
well as a strong intention to support the uptake. This chapter summarises and discusses
the major findings of this research and the significance of the study as well as the main
implications. Finally, the limitations of the study and recommendations for further
research are discussed.
9.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section the main findings presented in the previous four chapters are summarised
to explain the importance of factors that affect head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' support for the uptake and use of ICT by primary teachers.
9.2.1 The uptake of ICT in primary schools
The results in Chapter 5 showed that the uptake of ICT in Greek schools was relatively
low. In most schools only a minority of teachers and pupils were using ICT in their
teaching. One possible explanation is the lack of teachers' access to resources (e.g.
hardware, software). As we have seen in Chapter 5 some schools did not have access to
the Internet and in some schools the pupil/computer ratio was very high (e.g. in school
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17 the pupil/computer ratio was 65 pupils per computer, see Figure 5.10, in Section
5.5.1). It is worth noting that in Greece at the beginning of 2002 the use of the Internet
was very low. The Flash EB 112 survey (EC 2002) that was conducted in all European
countries in 2002 found that Greece was the last in line in terms of Internet usage. More
specifically, in response to the question "do you personally use the Internet", 16.8% of
the Greek respondents answered positively. This percentage was the lowest among all
EU Members, the next lowest being Spain (29%), Portugal (29%) and Italy (33%),
whilst the EU average was 47.9%. This means, that the Internet had not yet penetrated
Greek society substantially in 2002. In addition, there was a lack of simulation and
measurement and control software in the vast majority of schools. A number of studies
have shown that the lack of access to resources is one of the barriers that prevent
teachers from making full use of ICT in their teaching (see Jones, 2004). In a previous
international study of the obstacles to the integration of ICT in schools, Pelgrum (2001)
and Peigrum and Anderson (2001) found that when teachers were asked about the major
obstacles to their use of ICT in teaching, they mentioned that these included an
insufficient number of computers, insufficient peripherals, not enough copies of
software, and an insufficient number of computers that can simultaneously access the
Internet.
Chapter 5 also showed that for the majority of teachers the use of ICT was restricted to
word processing, art/graphic software and multimedia encyclopaedias "CD-ROM". This
finding is consistent with the results of other studies that have found that teachers more
often used only word processing (Preston et al., 2000; Williams, 2000). This restriction
of ICT use in this study can be explained by the fact that other types of software such as
simulations, modelling and measurement and control were available in only a very small
number of schools (see Chapter 5, Section 5.6.2). In addition, another possible reason for
the fact that ICT use was restricted in the three categories of software mentioned above
is the lack of teachers' knowledge. As we have seen in Chapter 5, teachers had a very
low level of knowledge and ability to use advanced modelling software for teaching
modelling skills and concepts. This finding supports the earlier finding that the lack of
computer knowledge and skills is a barrier to teachers' use of ICT in their teaching (see
Pelgrum and Plomp, 1993; Rahim and Mohamed, 1998; Williams, 2000; Jones, 2004).
The small percentages of teaching staff and pupils of the 72 schools that used ICT was
due to the policy of schools regarding the use and teaching of ICT for pupils of specific
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age groups. As we have seen in Chapter 5, these Greek primary schools introduced and
implemented ICT in teaching and administration through various pilot programmes and
projects. The policy of these projects was to use ICT only with specific age groups. For
instance, a number of schools of this study had participated in "The Island of Faiakes"
project, which aimed to use ICT in the two highest age groups of the schools (i.e. 10 to
12 years old). Therefore, one would not expect in these schools to see all pupils and
teachers using ICT.
Another reason for the low uptake in the 72 primary schools is the fact that ICT was new
to these schools. At the date of data collection (March 2002) computers had been used in
a number of schools for one to three years. This means that these schools were in the
early stages of implementing ICT in teaching. Previous studies have shown similar
results. For instance, Muir-Herzig (2004) found that the use of ICT was low among 43
teachers because ICT had only been used in schools for two years.
This study also showed that those teachers who had used ICT for many years tended to
use ICT more often in their teaching. It worth noting that this correlation was modest
(r=.48) implying that the association between the frequency of use of ICT and the
number of years of ICT that teachers had used in teaching is relatively weak. Other
factors may be influence the relationship between these two variables. However, it was
not among the objectives of this study to examine those factors that influence the
relationship between these two variables. This finding is supported by other research
where there was a positive correlation between teachers' level of use of ICT in their
teaching and the number of years that they had used ICT in teaching (e.g. Reinen and
Plomp, 1993). In addition, consistently with other earlier studies (e.g. Pelgrum and
Plomp, 1993; Reinen and Plomp, 1993), this study showed that when teachers had
received more training or had more knowledge about computers, they tended to use ICT
more frequently in their teaching. However, the majority of the Pearson correlations
were modest (i.e. varied from r.424 to r=.458). These modest correlations suggest that a
variety of other factors may be influence the weak relationship between teachers'
training and knowledge about computers and their frequency of ICT in their teaching.
Finally, 79% of teachers' reported having access to a computer at home and 83% of
them had access to the Internet. Those teachers who had access to a computer at home
used ICT more frequently in their teaching. This finding supports previous studies in
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other countries which showed that access to computers outside of the work place has a
positive impact on the use of ICT in teaching (see Preston et a!., 2000; Williams Ct al.,
1998; Becta, 2001).
The above findings agree with the findings of other surveys of non-Greek primary and
secondary teachers (e.g. Williams, 1998; Muir-Herzig, 2004) which reported low levels
of use of ICT in teaching and narrow and limited use of a range of ICT resources (Cox
and Abbott, 2004; Cox and Webb, 2004). In summary, although the majority of teachers
in this study had very positive attitudes towards computers and support from their
administrators (see later sections), the uptake of ICT in the Greek schools was relatively
low. According to Jones (2004), apart from the attitudes towards computers there are
some other factors that influence the uptake of ICT by teachers in schools. These include
teachers' level of confidence in using the technology, lack of time and access to quality
resources, inadequate training to use ICT as well as the lack of technical support.
The low uptake of ICT in the schools of this study could be better understood if one took
the Greek Education policy towards ICT into consideration. As we have seen in Chapter
I (see Section 1.3.1), the introduction of ICT use in Greek primary schools in general is
very recent and the use is not as high as in the United Kingdom and the United States.
The involvement of Greek schools in national projects was by no sense obligatory. The
schools of this study introduced ICT by participating in national projects, and therefore
the head teachers of those schools and most of the teachers at that time were willing to
implement ICT in their teaching. At that time (i.e. the end of the 90s), there was no
specific national educational policy related to the aims of the use of ICT in primary
schools. In addition, there was no educational policy which recommended or paid for
appropriate hardware, software, training or support. Therefore, one would expect that the
uptake of ICT in Greek primary schools would be low.
In general, the finding of this study regarding the low uptake of ICT agrees with Fullan's
theory (2000; see Chapter 2, Section, 2.3) that implementation is a complex process and
the implementation phase can take from three to five years while larger scale efforts can
take five to ten years. According to his theory each educational innovation or change
needs to overcome many obstacles before a successful implementation can take place.
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9.2.2 Teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes
towards computers
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.1), one of the objectives of this study was to
measure the attitudes towards computers of the teachers that used ICT in the 72 Greek
primary schools as well as the attitudes of the head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors of these schools. The results presented in Chapters 7 and 8 (see Sections 6.2
and 7.2), showed that, in general, the respondents had very positive attitudes towards
computers. More specifically, the majority of educators had very low computer anxiety,
were confident and able to work with computers and liked and enjoyed computers. In
addition, they felt that computers are useful in education and society and they were
highly motivated to learn more about computers. Finally, respondents scored relatively
low for the e-mail subscale compared to the other seven attitude subscales. This may be
due to the fact that a small number of schools, as discussed in Chapter 5 (see Section
5.5.5), had no access to the Internet or e-mail and at the schools where access to the
Internet was provided, the teachers did not make great use of e-mail in their teaching.
Another explanation for this relatively low score may be the fact that many district
officers and school counsellors did not use e-mail (see Chapter 5, Section 5.8.5).
The positive attitudes of teachers towards computers in the current study is an
encouraging finding. As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.7) teachers'
positive attitudes towards computers are recognised as a necessary condition for the
successful use of computers in their teaching (e.g. Williams Ct al., 2000, Shapka and
Ferrari, 2003). Furthermore, in a review of the literature on factors affecting the uptake
of ICT by teachers, Jones (2004) showed that teachers' negative attitudes as well as
teachers' resistance to change are major barriers to the use of ICT by teachers. Given
earlier correlation results in the current study (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.13) that show a
strong relationship between attitudes towards computers and use of ICT in teaching,
these results imply that teachers' positive attitudes will also lead to higher ICT use in
teaching in future in these 72 Greek schools.
The finding concerning teachers' positive attitudes towards computers is consistent with
findings of other studies, mentioned in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.7). For example,
Pelgrum and Plomp (1991) who studied 22 different national educational systems found
that teachers who used computers in their teaching had in general quite positive attitudes
towards computers.
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The finding regarding the positive attitudes of head teachers in this study is different
from what has been reported in a previous study of Greek head teachers who did not
have very positive attitudes in secondary schools in the 1980s (Peigrum and Plomp,
1993). As we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.4.2) these less positive attitudes of
Greek head teachers can be explained through the fact that at the end of 1980s only
about 5% of the schools in Greece used computers (see Peigrum and Plomp, 1993).
Therefore, the results of the current study suggest an upward change in head teachers'
attitudes toward computers over the last decade. Furthermore, the finding of the current
study is consistent with the head teachers' positive attitudes towards ICT in 26 education
systems in the late I 990s (Peigrum and Anderson, 2001). Most specifically, Pelgrum and
Anderson (2001) found that head teachers tended to have a positive attitude toward ICT
usage in their respective schools. However, "the depth of that opinion varied
considerably. In some countries, school leaders were very positive; in others were only
very slightly positive" (p. 200). It is worth mentioning that Pelgrum and Anderson
(2001) did not examine the relationship between head teachers' positive attitudes
towards computers and the level of uptake of ICT in schools.
Another objective of this study was to investigate the influence of head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards computers on their support toward the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Examination of attitudes, undertaken by other researchers
(see Chapter 2) did not provide evidence whether specific attitudes towards computers
subscales could predict these three groups of educators' support for the uptake of ICT in
their schools. However, as we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.4.2), there is a
small number of studies that investigated only the relation of the uptake of ICT with
head teachers' attitudes towards computers (e.g. Cox et al., 1988; Pelgrum, 1993). For
example, Cox et al., (1988) in their research about the factors which affect the uptake of
ICT in eight primary schools found that the level of uptake was higher in schools where
the head teacher had a more positive attitude towards computers.
In the present study, Pearson correlation results showed that the greater the positive
attitude of the head teacher towards computers (e.g. confidence, usefulness, liking, and
training needs) the greater was the head teachers' support for the uptake of ICT in the
school. It is worth noting that these correlations were modest (e.g. the r value for anxiety
attitude subscale was .468) implying that the relationship between head teachers'
attitudes towards computers and their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools is
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relatively weak. Other factors may be influence the relationship between these two
variables. This finding, which is important for the successful uptake of ICT in schools, is
similar to that found by Pelgrum (1993). He found that there was a clear association
between the attitudes of head teachers and the emphasis on computer integrated learning
within the school. Most specifically he found that "schools whose head teachers have
positive expectations regarding the educational impact of computers tend to emphasise
computer integrated learning more than schools with head teachers who are less
positive" (ibid, p. 209).
Similarly, the more positive the attitudes of district officers and school counsellors
towards confidence, perceived educational impact and training needs, the greater was the
support towards the uptake of ICT in their schools. Furthermore, the above correlation
results of the current study confirm those theories (e.g. Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975;
Triandis, 1980) demonstrating the relationship between peoples' attitudes and their
behaviour.
The results of the regression analysis in Chapter 7 (see Section 7.3.2) indicated that head
teachers' lower computer anxiety was the strongest of the positive attitudes measured
through the eight attitudes' subscales in influencing their support of the uptake of ICT in
their schools. However, it is worth noting that the amount of variance explained by the
head teachers' data was not very large (the Adjusted R2 was 20.7%). This is discussed in
Section 9.5. This important finding supports earlier findings in the literature which have
shown that high computer anxiety causes the avoidance of computer use in general
(Russel and Bradley, 1997; Brosnan, 1998; Weil and Rosen, 1995; Heinssen et al., 1987;
Bozionelos, 2001). Other previous studies (e.g. Chu and Spires, 1991; Gardner et al.,
1993) found that the acquisition of computer experience by individuals is associated
with decreases in their computer anxiety scores. In general, the above finding, implies
that decreasing head teachers' computer anxiety is critical to the success of the support
of the uptake of ICT in schools.
Furthermore, the present findings showed that the educational impact subscale was the
single major determinant of district officers' behaviour to support the uptake. This
means that district officers are likely to support the uptake of computers in their schools
when computers are considered to be useful to their schools. This finding means that
84.9% of the variance remains to be explained. Previous attitudes towards computers
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studies (e.g. A1-Khaldi and Al-Jabri, 1998) have shown when the explained variance of
behaviour is low this means that other psychological (e.g. past behaviour) or non -
attitudinal variables (e.g. demographic characteristics, degree of computer experience,
degree of access to computers) may influence the relationship between attitudes and
behaviour. The district officers' regression model of the present study did not consider
those variables and therefore the low explained variance of the regression model imply
that there are other factors which can explain better their support of the uptake of ICT in
their schools. This finding has important implications for research on the relationship
between attitudes towards computers and support of the uptake of ICT in schools (see
Section 9.5.1).
The influence of this attitude subscale (i.e. educational impact) is consistent with the role
and the responsibilities of district officers in their schools. District officers are
responsible for the management of a number of schools in their district. Therefore, one
could expect to see that these education leaders decide to support the uptake of ICT if
they believe that computers will have a positive effect on the improvement of education
in their schools.
Finally, the regression analysis results in Chapter 7 (see Section 7.3.2) showed that the
school counsellors' positive attitudes towards their own computer training needs (i.e. the
training needs subscale) influenced their support of the uptake of ICT in their schools'.
However, as we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Table 4.10 in Section 4.6.5.2) the Cronbach
alpha results for the training needs subscale was low. Therefore, the regression analysis
results of the school counsellors could not be considered significant. This is also
discussed in the limitations section of this chapter (see Section 9.4.2).
In summary, the above results imply that the head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' positive attitudes towards computers is a very important factor for the
successful introduction and implementation of ICT in schools. Furthermore, the above
results support the theories and empirical evidence from previous studies indicating a
positive impact of attitudes on behaviour (see Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980; Eagly and
Chaiken, 1993 for review) as well as the impact of attitudes towards computers on
'As we have seen in Chapter 7 (see Table 7.2 in Section 7.2) the training needs subscale consisted of five
attitude items. One of them related to the importance of computer training in education (i.e. "In-service
training courses about computers should be made compulsory"). The other four items referred to training
needs of school counsellors. An example of an item was "1 would like to take part in a computer course to
learn more about computers".
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behaviours that related to computer utilisation (e.g. Kay, 1990; Al-Khaldi and Al-Jabri,
1998).
In addition to measuring attitudes towards computers this study used the Theories of
Reasoned Action (TRA) (see Figure 9.1) and Planned Behaviour (TPB) (see Figure 9.2)
in order to examine and predict head teachers' district officers' and school counsellors'
intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. In addition, these
theories were also used to identify the factors that influenced teachers' intention and
behaviour to use ICT in their teaching. As we have seen in Chapter 3 (see Sections 3.5.3
and 3.5.5), the TPB has been found to be a better framework in predicting intention and
behaviour in many studies, compared to the TRA. Therefore, one of the objectives of
this study was to compare the predictive validity of the TRA and TPB (see Chapter 4,
Section 4.2). The main findings are discussed in the following sections. In each section
the results are presented and discussed firstly for the TRA and secondly for the TPB.
Finally, in Section 9.2.10 the predictive validity of these two models are discussed
separately for teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
The findings in Chapter 6 and 8 showed both similarities and differences between the
four groups regarding the factors that influence their intention and behaviour. It is worth
noting that no previous research has examined head teachers', district officers and
school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Therefore, the findings are discussed in relation to other education and non-
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Figure 9.1 - The Theory ofReasonedAction (repeatedfrom Figure 3.2, on page 105).
Figure 9.2 - The Theory of Planned Behaviour (repeatedfrom Figure 3.4, on page 111).
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9.2.3 The effects of attitudes towards the behaviour on intention
The present study found that the attitude toward the behaviour (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2)
was one of the important factors that influenced teachers' intention to use ICT in
teaching as well as head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools. These findings are in agreement with the
Theory of Reasoned Action (see Figure 9.1) and the Theory of Planned Behaviour (see
Figure 9.2) stating that attitude is an important determinant of intention (see Ajzen and
Fishbein, 1980; Ajzen, 1991).
Table 9.1 (see Section 9.2.10) presents the contributions of attitude toward the behaviour
in intentions according to the Theory of Reasoned Action and the Theory of Planned
Behaviour. Examining the beta columns shows that the beta coefficients of attitude
toward the behaviour in Theory of Reasoned Action model are higher in teachers', head
teachers' and school counsellors' intention. In addition, the beta coefficients of attitude
toward the behaviour in Theory of Planned Behaviour model are higher in district
officers' and school counsellors' intention. Given that the Theory of Planned Behaviour
is a better framework in this study than the Theory of Reasoned Action (see Section
9.2.10) we conclude that the attitude toward the behaviour is the most important finding
in district officers' and school counsellors' intention and the second most important
finding in teachers' and school counsellors' intention.
Most specifically, the finding that teachers' attitude towards the use of ICT was a
significant predictor of intention both support and contradict evidence in the literature of
ICT. For example, the finding of this study disagrees with the previous results of
Czerniak et a!., (1999) which used the TPB to examine science teachers' intention to use
education technology in their teaching. They found that attitude towards the behaviour
was not a significant predictor of teachers' intention. On the other hand, the finding that
attitude was a significant predictor in teachers' intention, supports the results of other
studies that used the TRA model. For instance, Karahanna et a!., (1999) found that the
attitude toward the behaviour was a significant predictor in ICT users' intention to
continue to use IT in their work place.
According to the published literature on factors affecting the uptake of ICT (see Chapter
2), there have not been any previous studies which have examined head teachers',















of ICT in their schools. However, there have been studies (e.g. Cox et at., 1988;
Pelgrum, 1993) that examined the relationship between head teachers' attitudes
towards computers and the uptake of ICT in their schools. Therefore, the current
research extends the literature about the factors that influence the support of the uptake
of ICT in schools.
The findings of this study present additional evidence for Fullan's theory (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.3) regarding the psychological factors that influence the implementation of an
educational innovation. As discussed in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3) the implementation
of each innovation involves various groups of participants at different levels of the
system. These people are shown in Figure 9.3 (see Box B).
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS













Figure 9.3 - The psychological factors that influence the local characteristics of the
implementation phase in this study.
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Although Fullan (2001) focused mainly on sociological factors that influence these
persons in the process of the implementation phase of an innovation, he also mentioned
the important role of psychological factors during the innovations. According to his
theory, in order for people to implement an innovation they need to change their beliefs
and behaviour. For example, Fullan (2001) claims that the alteration of beliefs is an
important factor that influences teachers to use new materials or technologies and to use
new teaching approaches. However, Fullan's theory did not specify in detail other
psychological factors that influence the implementation phase and did not make use of
any specific psychological theoretical framework on how these factors influence the
implementation.
This study using the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour showed that
peoples' attitudes towards the behaviour influenced not only teachers to use ICT in their
teaching but also the executives of education to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 9.2.7 the behavioural beliefs provided the
cognitive and affective foundations for attitudes towards behaviour and a number of
them correlated positively with the use of ICT in teaching and the support of the uptake
of ICT in schools. Besides the attitudes, other psychological factors in this study were
found to be important in order to explain the behaviour of people involved in the process
of ICT innovation in schools. These were the subjective norm and the perceived
behavioural control. These factors, that influenced the four groups of educators in this
study are shown in Figure 9.3 (see Psychological factors box) and presented in the
following sections.
9.2.4 The effects of subjective norm on intention
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the subjective norm (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2) is the
perception of social pressure to perform or not to perform the behaviour'. Subjective
norm is related to normative beliefs (see Section 9.2.8). According to Ajzen (1991), the
more favourable the subjective norm, the stronger would be the person's intention to
perform the behaviour in question.
Two example items of subjective norm component were: "It is expected of me that (I should/I should not
support) the uptake of Id in my school during the next three months", "The people in my life whose
opinions I value would approve/disapprove of my supporting the uptake of ICT in my school during the
next three months".
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Table 9.1 (see Section 9.2.10) presents the contributions of subjective norm in intentions
according to the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour. As we
can see in this table, subjective norm in the Theory of Reasoned Action did make
statistically significant contributions in all intentions, except head teachers' intentions. In
addition, subjective norm was statistically significant in teachers' intention in the TPB
model. However, in all cases (except district officers' intentions in the Theory of
Reasoned Action model), the degree of contribution (i.e. beta coefficients) was much
less than that of the other variables of the Theory of Reasoned Action (i.e. attitude) and
Theory of Planned Behaviour (i.e. attitude and perceived behavioural control).
Therefore, the subjective norm in this study is less important finding compared to
attitude and perceived behavioural control.
Subjective norm was a statistically significant predictor of teachers' intention in the
present study, in line with the study with science teachers by Czerniak et al., (1999). The
results presented in Section 9.2.8 show that this social pressure was perceived to come
from 12 persons/organisations. For example, head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors were all viewed as strongly in support of teachers' using ICT in their
teaching and teachers were motivated to comply with these persons. However, the
teachers' subjective norm was not the strongest predictor in the two models. The
subjective norm was the second most significant predictor in the TRA model and the
third most significant predictor in the TPB model. This suggests that a favourable
opinion of significant others was important for teachers' intention and behaviour to use
ICT however, the influence of these people was not very strong compared to attitude
towards the behaviour and perceived behavioural control. Karahanna et aL, (1999) found
that the subjective norm is stronger for potential users of ICT than for actual users of
ICT. In the present study, teachers used ICT in their teaching and therefore were
experienced ICT users. Different results may be obtained if this study measured
intentions to use ICT and subjective norm from those teachers in schools which did not
use ICT in their teaching. In Greece in 2002 the uptake of ICT in primary schools was
very low and only a small number of primary schools used computers for teaching
purposes. As we have seen in Chapters 1 and 5 the 72 schools of this study were among
them. These schools introduced ICT through their voluntary participation in national
projects supported by the Ministry of Education or other organisations.
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Pearson correlation results in Chapter 8 showed that head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' perception of social pressure (i.e. subjective norm) was positively
correlated with intention. This means that the more head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors felt that the social pressure (i.e. subjective norm) to support the
uptake of ICT was high, the higher the intention to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Included among these persons/organisations were teachers, head teachers, the
Ministry of Education, district officers and school counsellors of other districts. As we
have seen in Chapter 8 (see Section 8.4.2), all of these persons expected head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors to support the uptake of ICT in their schools and
education executives reported a high degree of motivation to comply with these
persons/organisations.
Another main finding from the regression analysis of this research is that the subjective
norm was a significant predictor only in the TRA model and mainly for district officers'
and school counsellors' intentions to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. This
factor was the most important predictor for district officers which is consistent with the
findings of previous TRA education studies (see Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). The fact
that the subjective norm was a significant predictor only in district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and not in head teachers could be due to roles that they have in the
Greek educational system. District officers and school counsellors have the
responsibility for the overall management and supervision of a number of schools in
their area. Every day, they visit different schools, have meetings with different
persons/organisations and they try to perform the educational policy of the Ministry of
Education. Furthermore, during the time that this study was conducted, only a small
number of their schools used ICT. This means that different individuals/organisations
expected district officers and school counsellors to support the introduction of ICT in
other schools. Therefore, one would expect to see subjective norms being stronger for
district officers and school counsellors than for head teachers whose schools used ICT.
In addition, given the results of Karahanna's et al., (1999) study, in the current research,
head teachers' schools were past the early stage of the introduction of ICT in which
social influence could have a significant effect on head teachers' decision to support the
uptake of ICT.
In general, the above findings showed that the predictive validity of the subjective norm
component was low in teachers' prediction of intention and not significant in the Theory
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of Planned Behaviour for head teachers, district officers and school counsellors'
intention. This finding is consistent with other TPB studies (Godin and Kok, 1996;
Armitage and Conner, 2001) which found the subjective norm component to be less
important or not significant in predicting people's intention compared to attitudes toward
the behaviour and perceived behavioural control components. This finding should not be
taken as evidence that educators' perception of social pressures to support the uptake of
ICT is unimportant in this study. As we have seen in Chapter 1, the Greek educational
system is centralised. This means that teachers and administrators in each educational
change or innovation perceive pressure from important others of the educational system
to introduce and implement it in their schools. This perception of social pressure was
supported by the data of this study. For example, as it was discussed in Chapters 6 and 8
subjective norm in this study associated with intention. In addition, head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors in this study felt a positive pressure to support the
uptake of ICT in their schools from 12 persons/organisations and were strongly
motivated to comply with them (see Section 9.2.8). However, the finding that the
subjective norm in the regression analysis is not statistically significant compared to
other two components of the TPB suggest that head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors make their decisions to support the uptake of ICT based on their attitudes
and their perceived behavioural control. This finding may be explained by the fact that
the 72 Greek schools participated in specific projects. The involvement of teachers, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors in these projects was not obligatory.
Because their involvement was voluntary, head teachers, district officers, and school
counselors may have not perceived strong normative pressure to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools. In other words the participation in these projects was fairly
personal and individual and may be driven less by social influences. Another possible
explanation is that subjective norm may be was strong when the introduction of ICT in
schools was in the early stages. In the present study, subjective norm was measured two
years after the implementation of ICT in the majority of the 72 schools. This means that
one would not expect to see a very strong subjective norm during that period of time.
Further research should clarify whether the impact of subjective norm is stronger for
educators who were involved voluntarily in projects than for educators who were not
involved.
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9.2.5 The effects of perceived behavioural control on intention
Another important factor emerging from the results of the regression analysis for the
Theory of Planned Behaviour model that influenced the intention of all three groups to
support the uptake of ICT as well as teachers' intention to use ICT was the perceived
behavioural control'. This means that during the introduction and implementation of the
ICT innovation it is not enough for all schools to be equipped with the appropriate
equipment and resources but also the individuals involved should have high perceived
behavioural control.
Table 9.1 (see Section 9.2.10) presents the contributions of perceived behavioural
control to the prediction of the samples' intention (see "beta" column). Table 9.1 shows
that the perceived behavioural control is a statistically significantly component in all
intentions. As we can see in this table, the beta coefficients of perceived behavioural
control in teachers' and head teachers' intention are higher than the beta coefficients of
attitude and subjective norm. On the other hand, the beta coefficients of this component
in district officers' and school counsellors' intention are smaller than the beta
coefficients of attitude toward the behaviour. On the basis of these results, we conclude
that perceived behavioural control is a more important factor in teachers' and head
teachers' intention and the second most important factor in district officers' and school
counsellors' intention.
In addition, inspection of the "Adjusted R2" column in Table 9.1 shows that the
inclusion of perceived behavioural control in the explanation of intention for all samples
resulted in a statistically significant increase in the explained variation over the amount
explained by the attitude and subjective norm of the Theory of Reasoned Action. For
example, when the perceived behavioural control was added into the teachers' regression
analysis the Adjusted R2
 of intention increased from 42.1% to 55.2%. The most
important finding in this table is not only the increment of the explained variance but
also the importance of perceived behavioural control in explaining the samples'
intention.
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the perceived behavioural control reflects the individual's perception of
control over the behaviour. To assess educators' perceived behavioural control four different 7-point
scales were used. One of the four perceived behavioural control items was the following. "How much
control do you believe you have over using ICT in your teaching during the next three months? (no
control! complete control).
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This component provides more information about the factors that facilitate the use and
the support of the uptake for teachers' and executives' intention, something that the
Theory of Reasoned Action does not provide. Therefore, the addition of perceived
behavioural control to the regression analysis of the Theory of Planned Behaviour,
combined with attitude and subjective norm leads to a better explanation of teachers'
intention to use ICT and head teachers', district officers', and school counsellors'
intention to support the uptake of ICT. This result confirms previous researchers'
conclusions that perceived behavioural control is an important component in order to
understand and explain individuals' intentions for various behaviours (see Ajzen, 1991;
2002; Chang, 1998; Davis et al., 2002; Armitage and Conner, 2001).
One of the most significant findings of the explanation of teachers' intention in the TPB
model was that the perceived behavioural control had a stronger influence on intention
than attitude and subjective norm. This result suggests that teachers' intention is
influenced firstly by having a positive perception of the appropriate support,
opportunities and resources to use ICT in their schools and secondly by having positive
attitudes towards the use of ICT in teaching or by receiving pressure from other
significant persons/organisations. This finding is consistent with the results of Czemiak
et a!., (1999) who used the TPB to analyse teachers' intentions to use educational
technology and implies that perceived behavioural control has motivational implications
for teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that perceived behavioural control was the only significant
predictor of head teachers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Furthermore, the perceived behavioural control in district officers' and school
counsellors' intention was the second most important predictor after the attitude.
Consistent with the TPB (see Ajzen, 1991), these findings suggest that head teachers,
district officers and school counsellors decide to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools, not only if they have positive attitudes towards the support but also if they have
a perception of control of the appropriate resources and opportunities to support the
uptake of ICT.
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the Ministry of Education decides on almost all the issues
that concern teaching, personnel administration, expenditure, school operation etc. This
means that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors many times do not
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have the appropriate opportunities and total control in order to support the introduction
and implementation of their own initiatives in their schools. However, the head teachers
and other administrators of this study received support from the Ministry of Education
and other organisations because their schools participated in special projects regarding
the uptake of ICT. The presence of this support may be encouraged the teachers of this
study to use ICT and administrators to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. This
finding suggest that in order the centralised educational system of Greece to support the
uptake of ICT in remaining primary schools more effectively must increase the
availability of appropriate resources in schools and provide a number of opportunities
for teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors. This may make
teachers and administrators to feel that they have a lot of control over the use of ICT in
teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
9.2.6 Prediction of behaviour
This study compared the Theory of Reasoned Action with the Theory of Planned
Behaviour not only to predict intention but also the actual behaviour (i.e. use of ICT in
teaching and support of the uptake of ICT in schools). Consistent with the Theory of
Planned Behaviour (see Ajzen, 1991), Table 9.1 (see Section 9.2.10) shows that the
addition of perceived behavioural control improved the predictive validity of the model
in predicting head teachers' and district officers' behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools as compared to the predictive validity of the Theory of Reasoned
Action. In addition, the perceived behavioural control was the only statistically
significant component in school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools. For school counsellors, as we have seen in Chapter 8 (see Section 8.3.3),
intention was not correlated with their behaviour and therefore in this sample was not
able to compare the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned Behaviour.
Furthermore, the perceived behavioural control was not a statistically significant
component in teachers' behaviour to use ICT. The role of perceived behavioural control
in relation to intention is discussed below.
In predicting teachers' ICT use, the Pearson correlation results in Chapter 6 (see Section
6.3.2) showed that both intention and perceived behavioural control were positively
correlated with behaviour. These results show that teachers who perceived that they had
more control over the use of ICT and who had more positive intention to use ICT tended
to use ICT in their teaching more often.
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The regression analysis in the TRA model showed that intention was a significant
predictor of ICT use. The findings from the regression analysis in the TPB model also
showed that the teachers' intention to use ICT and not their perceived behavioural
control influenced most strongly their ICT use in teaching. However, as we have seen in
the previous section (see Section 9.2.5), perceived behavioural control influenced
intention and therefore this component had indirectly influenced the behaviour through
the intention. This finding is consistent with other non education studies (e.g. Bozionelos
and Bennet, 1999) which have found that the perceived behavioural control failed to be a
significant predictor of behaviour. These studies conclude that this happens when
peopl&s behaviour is under their control. As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section
4.6.6), the teachers in the present study used ICT in their teaching. This means that using
ICT in their teaching appears to be under the control of these teachers. It is possible that
the measures of perceived behavioural control will be more appropriate for explaining
the behaviour of those teachers in schools who do not use ICT or do not have the
appropriate resources and opportunities to use ICT in their schools. Therefore, a further
study could compare the influence of perceived behavioural control on behaviour
between those teachers that use ICT and those that do not use ICT in their teaching.
The present research is different from that by Czerniak et al., (1999) and extends their
findings for the use of the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour. Their
research, although it used the TPB, did not examine the effects of perceived behavioural
control on the behaviour, but only on the intention for behaviour. This is in contrast with
the TPB, which claims that perceived behavioural control is equally important in
predicting human behaviour. Furthermore, although the regression models in the current
research predicted teachers' use of ICT in their teaching, this does not imply that these
teachers used a wide range of ICT types and resources. As discussed in Chapter 5, the
use of ICT was restricted to the use of word processing, art/graphic software and
multimedia encyclopaedias "CD-ROM". Additionally, it should be noted that this use
was relatively low, similar to that which has been found in Scotland and Ohio of the
U.S.A. in previous studies (see Williams, 2000; Muir-Herzig, 2004).
The findings of the TRA model in this study also identified head teachers' and district
officers' intention as a key predictor of their support of the uptake of ICT in schools (see
Chapter 8, Section 8.3). Similar findings have been found in other education studies, as
well as non-education studies (see Chapter 3). On the other hand, the results of the
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regression analysis of the TPB model showed that head teachers' behaviour was
influenced by intention and perceived behavioural control whereas district officers'
behaviour was influenced by perceived behavioural control. Perceived behavioural
control was the most important predictor in head teachers' behaviour. Moreover, the
addition of perceived behavioural control resulted in a small but statistically significant
increase in variance explained in head teachers' and district officers' behaviours.
Therefore, these results provide evidence that the Theory of Planned Behaviour is a
better framework in predicting head teachers' and district officers' support of the uptake
of ICT in their schools compared to the Theory of Reasoned Action. These results are in
line with those of previous research that showed that perceived behavioural control
predicted behaviour much better than intention (Madden Ct al., 1992; Ajzen, 1991; Davis
et al., 2002; Armitage and Conner, 2001).
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the education system of Greece is highly centralised, and
decisions and formulations of policy are controlled be the Ministry of Education. Public
education is guaranteed by the constitution and imposed by a consensus that all
educational expenses should be provided by the Ministry of Education. Given this,
teachers and other administrators many times perceive that they do not possess the
ability to bring about educational change. They believe that barriers (e.g. lack of
appropriate resources, training opportunities) impede their ability to implement
educational reform. However, the sample used in this study consisted of educators who
were involved in projects with regard to the introduction of ICT in their schools. Given
their participation in these projects, head teachers and district officers had taken more
responsibility to support the uptake of ICT in their schools and therefore had high
perceived behavioural control. These results mean that successful support of the uptake
of ICT in Greek educational system should not need only head teachers and other
administrators to have strong intention to support the uptake, but also they need to
believe that they have a lot of control over the support of the uptake of ICT. Section 9.10
discuss in detail the contribution of perceived behavioural control in explaining head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT
in their schools.
The present study was also able to identify a number of behavioural, normative and
control beliefs which were associated with head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools as well
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as with teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching. According to
Ajzen (2002) these beliefs play a central role in the Theory of Planned Behaviour. "They
are assumed to provide the cognitive and affective foundations for attitudes, subjective
norms, and perceptions of behavioural control" (p. 7).
9.2.7 Behavioural beliefs
The results of the analysis of the behavioural beliefs' (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2) showed
that the majority of the respondents considered that ICT use in their teaching and ICT
support in their schools would help and improve pupils' learning, and help teachers'
teaching as well as help schools to improve. The majority of the respondents felt that
using ICT and supporting ICT would "enrich their pupils' knowledge", "help them
communicate with colleagues in other schools", "help their schools to implement other
innovations", and "support the communication of their schools with other schools".
Many of the beliefs correlated with either the teachers' intention and behaviour to use
ICT or with head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention and
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT.
These results show that teachers would use more ICT and the education executives
would support the uptake of ICT in their schools more if they believed that ICT would
be beneficial for the students and their school. The importance of these beliefs is in line
with earlier studies. For example, Preston et al., (2000) found that teachers believed that
using ICT would help and improve pupils' learning as well as help them to improve their
teaching. In addition, the study of Czerniak (1999), which used the Theory of Planned
Behaviour to investigate teachers' intention to use educational technology in their
teaching found similar behavioural beliefs with those identified in this study.
9.2.8 Normative beliefs
Normative beliefs (see Figures 9.1 and 9.2) provide the framework for subjective norm,
and they are formulated by whether significant others think a person should or should
not engage in a behaviour, using a scale of 1-7 (e.g. "My head teacher thinks that: I
should (7)-I should not (1) use ICT in my teaching"), and by a person's motivation to
For each of the 34 behavioural beliefs of this study two groups of items were designed, one a personal
belief about the connection between the consequence and performance of the behaviour (behavioural
belief strength) and the other, an evaluation of the consequence (outcome evaluation). For example:
"Using ICT in my teaching during the next three months will enrich my pupils' knowledge: extremely
unlikely/extremely likely", (behavioural belief strength), "Enriching my pupils' knowledge is: extremely
bad/extremely good" (outcome evaluation).
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comply with the wishes of these important others (e.g. "Generally speaking, how much
do you want to do what your head teacher thinks you should do? not at all (1)-very much
(7)") (Ajzen, 1985).
The current research showed that teachers felt a positive pressure to use ICT in their
teaching from their head teacher, district officer and school counsellor and were strongly
motivated to comply with them. In addition, the Pearson correlation results showed that
these three persons positively influenced teachers' intention to use ICT. Moreover, each
group of executives was influenced by the other two to support the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Finally, the intention and behaviour of all the groups was also influenced by
other groups, such as the students, the parent's association, as well as universities and
the ministry of education. These findings are very important to our understanding of the
support of the uptake of ICT in schools as they provide evidence that each group of the
educators perceive social pressure from the other educators to support the uptake of ICT
in their schools. These results confirm Fullan's theory (see Chapter 2) as they provide
evidence that the initiation and implementation phases of innovation in schools involve
complex process that involve various educators at different levels of the educational
system. It is important to note that the 72 Greek primary schools of this study introduced
ICT in their teaching through their voluntary involvement in projects which aimed to
introduce ICT in teaching. Among the educators that involved in these projects were
teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors, the Ministry of
Education, and parents associations. As we have seen in Chapter 1 these
persons/organisations play an important role in centralised educational system.
Therefore, one can expect to see some of these normative beliefs to relate with teachers'
intention to use ICT in teaching and head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. It is possible that the
data regarding the normative beliefs of teachers' intention to use ICT and executives of
education intention to support the uptake of ICT collected from other countries would
result in different persons/organisations.
The above findings are in line with those of other studies. For example, Czerniak et al.,
(1999) found that teachers felt a positive pressure to use educational technology in their
teaching from their school administrators, students, other teachers and parents.
Moreover, Karahanna et al., (1999) found that company executives were those that
influenced the most the intention of the initial users to use ICT. On the other hand, the
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same study also found that friends influenced significantly the users to use computers, a
finding that was not found in the current research. In general, the normative beliefs of
this study suggest that teachers are more likely to use ICT frequently in their teaching
when they believe that important persons/organisations (e.g. school administrators,
pupils) think they should use it. In addition, the head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' normative beliefs of this study indicate that the influence of the most
significant persons and organisations (e.g. head teachers, parents' association, Ministry
of Education) leads to a high intention to support the uptake of ICT in schools as well as
the actual support itself.
9.2.9 Control beliefs
As we have seen in Chapters 6 and 8 the control beliefs identified in this study were
those related to a) software, hardware and technical assistance, b) support from specific
persons/organisations (e.g. teachers, school administrators, Ministry of Education) and
c) financial support, training opportunities and curriculum and time issues'. The control
belief results showed that the majority of teachers' beliefs scores were high, reflecting
the high degree of control they felt over the use of ICT in their teaching (see Section
9.2.6). In addition, many of the control belief scores of the education executives (i.e.
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors) were very high, which means that
these people believed that specific control factors would be available to enable them to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools. Among the most important control beliefs for
all groups of educators were "my pupils will want to use ICr', "there are enough
connections to the Internet" and "we have a sufficient number of computers and
peripherals". Some of these control beliefs (e.g. sufficient number of computers, enough
classroom time) correlated with either respondents' intention or behaviour. This means
that as teachers control of their ICT use as well as education executives control of their
support of the uptake of ICT increases so does teachers' intention to use ICT, and
education executives' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools.
Two different items were used with respect to each control factor. These were the item of control belief
strength (e.g. "I expect that sufficient number of computers and peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available
at my school during the next three months: strongly disagree (1)-strongly agree (7)) and the item of control
belief power (e.g. "The availability of sufficient number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at my
school during the next three months would make it: much more difficult (1)-much easier (7) for me to use
ICT in my teaching). According to Ajzen (2002), "examination of the average strength and power of the
different control beliefs provides a picture of the factors that are viewed as facilitating or impeding
performance of the behaviour" (p. 13).
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As discussed in the literature review (see Chapter 2), many of the factors identified in
this study (e.g. computers, software, training) are among those that might hinder the use
of ICT in schools. For instance, in a study conducted by the International Association for
the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (lEA) (Pelgrum, 2001), on the use of
computers in schools in 26 countries among other issues, it was also found that lack of
enough computers and inappropriate software were considered to be two of the most
serious problems for teachers in using ICT in their teaching. In addition, in the recent
review of the literature on the uptake of ICT in schools (Jones, 2004) it was noted that
the lack of time as well as the lack of sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical
use of ICT, were two of the barriers for teachers to use ICT in their teaching. Therefore,
the availability of these control factors in schools might reduce the number of teachers
who do not use ICT in their teaching and would increase existing ICT teachers' intention
to use ICT in their teaching more often. It is important to note that this study was
conducted in 2002, where the uptake of ICT in Greek schools was lower than the uptake
in schools in other developed countries (e.g. England, U.S.A.). At that time there was no
appropriate policy which recommended or paid for appropriate hardware, software,
training or support. The majority of Greek schools did not have computers for teaching
and administrative purposes and therefore, teachers had no strong encouragement from
their schools to use ICT in their teaching. However, the teachers of this study had
received more support than other teachers that did not use ICT due to their participation
in projects. Therefore, they believed that specific control factors would be available to
enable them to use ICT in teaching or to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. The
control beliefs of this study provide useful information about the opportunities and
resources that are viewed as important factors in teachers' intention to use ICT in their
teaching. This finding would encourage the Greek Ministry of Education to focus on
teachers' control beliefs. Future studies should identify and measure the control beliefs
among teachers located in schools lacking the appropriate resources and opportunities to
use ICT in their teaching.
The results in Chapter 6, also showed that teachers believed that "head teacher', district
officer' and school counsellor' support" would facilitate them to continue to use ICT in
their teaching and this belief correlated with their intention. These control beliefs suggest
that head teachers, district officers and school counsellors can act as leading actors for
change in their schools by creating a supportive environment that encourages teachers to
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use ICT in their teaching. According to previous studies (e.g. see Granger et. al., 2002;
Fullan, 1992; Pelgrum and Plomp, 1991; 1993; Pelgrum, 2001; Pelgrum and Anderson,
2001) when these educators supported their schools in having the appropriate resources
and opportunities that relate to ICT use, teachers were more likely to use ICT in their
teaching, which would then lead to an increased level of the uptake of ICT in schools.
Otherwise, according to Akker et al., (1992), the obstacles and the problems related to
ICT in teaching are likely to remain and the uptake of ICT continue to be low. In the
case of the research described in this thesis, the support provided to the Greek schools
was due to their participation in various projects regarding the introduction of ICT in
teaching. The policy of these projects was to support schools in various issues such as
hardware, software and training.
Moreover, the results showed that each education executive (i.e. head teacher, district
officer and school counsellor) believed that the support of the other two executives as
well as the support of the teachers would facilitate the uptake of ICT in their schools.
This finding is consistent with Fullan's theory (see Chapter 2) that the successful and
effective initiation and implementation of each innovation depends on the support,
cooperation and involvement of head teachers, administrators, counsellors and teachers.
This implies that there is a need for communication and cooperation between the groups
within the school community. According to the Social Interaction Model (Havelock and
Havelock, 1973) a good channel of communication between the members of different
schools and between schools and other organisations is needed during the introduction
and implementation of changes. In other words, this model implies that communicating
and the communication process are very important and influence other educators in the
process of leading to a change. In summary, the findings of this study regarding the
control beliefs suggest that teachers may use ICT more in their teaching and school
administrators may support the uptake of ICT more in their schools if they believe that
they have the appropriate resources (e.g. enough computers) and opportunities (e.g.
training, time).
The results of this study showed that attitudes towards the behaviour, subjective norm
and perceived behavioural control had a significant effect on teachers' intention to use
ICT in their teaching, as well as on head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT which in turn had a significant
influence on actual behaviour. In addition, head teachers, district officers and school
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counsellors through the normative and control beliefs contributed to the formation of the
teachers' perceived subjective norm and perceived behavioural control and therefore
influenced indirectly the intention and behaviour to use ICT in teaching.
According to Ajzen (1991, 2001) the attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and
perceived behavioural control as well as behavioural, normative, and control beliefs
people hold about performance of a given behaviour are influenced by a wide variety of
cultural, personal, and situational factors. In addition, they may be affected by the
physical environment, the social environment, exposure to information, as well as such
broad dispositions as values and prejudices. Given this, it is important to realise that the
beliefs of teachers, head teachers, district officers, and school counsellors as well as their
attitude toward the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control in this
study may be affected by the centralised Greek educational system. For instance, as we
have seen in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.2), among the persons/organisations who play an
important role in the administration are the Ministry of Education, the Pedagogical
Institute, district officers, school counsellors and head teachers. The results presented in
Chapter 6 (see Section 6.3.5) showed that the above persons/organisations were among
these that were included in teachers' normative beliefs regarding the intention and
behaviour to use ICT in teaching. In addition, the support of these persons/organisations
was one of the control beliefs that teachers believed would facilitate the use of ICT in
their teaching. In countries which have had a long history of introducing ICT in schools
there may be different people who influence teachers' uptake of ICT. For instance, in
England the National Association of Advisers and Computing Inspectors (NAACE),
British Educational and Communications Technologies Agency, the British Computer
Society, friends, the ICT co-ordinator and other ICT professionals may be included in
the normative and control beliefs of teachers.
At this point it is worth mentioning another finding that reflects the Greek context. As
we have seen in Chapter 6 (see Section 6.3.5), the private computer companies (one of
the normative beliefs) were not correlated with teachers' intention and behaviour to use
ICT in teaching. This may be due to the nature of the educational system culture. As we
have seen in Chapter 1 (see Section 1.2), education for all levels in Greece is free,
therefore it might be possible that this has created a reluctance from the public to trust
the role of private companies in the education.
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Moreover, since district officers and school counsellors are employees of the Ministry of
Education, they were expected to follow the Ministry's policy concerning ICT. Since,
there was also pressure from senior administrators in the Ministry on district officers and
school counsellors to support the uptake of ICT, all of them were expected to be
involved in the pilot projects. This may mean that the structure of the Greek educational
system influences the results of this study. In addition, as we have seen in Chapter 8 (see
Sections 8.3.2 and 8.3.3) district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support
the uptake of ICT was related to their attitudes toward the behaviour. May be these
attitudes were affected by the new policy of the Greek Ministry of Education towards the
support of the uptake of ICT in primary schools. Therefore, we may find differences in
the variables of the Theory of Planned Behaviour between countries where all the
curriculum is led from the Ministry of Education including books and other resources
compared with countries where teachers choose their own materials.
9.2.10 Comparison of the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of Planned
Behaviour
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), one of the objectives of this study was to
compare the predictive validity of the Theory of Reasoned Action and Theory of
Planned Behaviour in predicting teachers' ICT use in teaching and head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
For this reason the results that were presented in previous sections (see Sections 9.2.3-
9.2.9) were discussed in relation to these two theories. As we have seen in Chapter 3
(see Section 3.5.3), the Theory of Planned Behaviour is an extension of the Theory of
Reasoned Action that includes the component of perceived behavioural control as the
determinant of intention, as well as the component of control beliefs which affect the
perceived behavioural control. The results of this study showed that the Theories of
Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour in general did provide a framework for the
prediction of intention and behaviour. However, the Theory of Planned Behaviour did
account for more variance in teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention as well as in head teachers' and district officers' behaviour than
the Theory of Reasoned Action.
As we have seen in Chapters 6 and 7, two steps of hierarchical regression analyses were
performed in order to compare the predictive validity of these two theories on teachers',
head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour. The
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first step of the regression analysis was conducted in order to assess the predictive
validity of the Theory of Reasoned Action variables (i.e. attitude and subjective norm)
on intention and behaviour. The second step of regression analysis tested whether the
Theory of Planned Behaviour variables (i.e. attitude and subjective norm and perceived
behavioural control) could explain additional variance in intention and behaviour to that
explained by Theory of Reasoned Action. Table 9.1 presents a summary of the results of
the predictive validity of these two models for the intention and behaviour of each
sample of this study. The prediction of the intention and behaviour is assessed by
inspecting the "Adjusted R2" column and the contribution to the prediction of the
independent variables is assessed by inspecting the "beta" column.
Inspection of Table 9.1 shows that the Theory of Planned Behaviour statistically
significantly increases the explained variance in intentions to use ICT in teaching as well
as intentions to support the uptake of ICT in schools than the Theory of Reasoned
Action. Most specifically, Table 9.1 shows that when the Theory of Planned Behaviour
was added to the regression analysis, the explained variance of teachers' intention to use
ICT in their teaching increased from 42.1% to 55.2% (see Adjusted R Square columns in
Table 9.1). Table 9.1 shows that the TPB explained an additional 3% (Adjusted
R2 2 1.7%) of the variance in head teachers' intention to that explained by the Theory of
Reasoned Action (Adjusted R 2= 17.3%). Additionally, the TPB increased the amount of
explained variance from 52% to 55.6% in district officers' intention to support the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Finally, Table 9.1 shows that the Theory of Planned
Behaviour increased the amount of explained variance from 22.7% to 28.5% in school
counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. These results show
that the Theory of Planned Behaviour led to a statistically significant increment in the
amount of variance explained in intention in all samples. Therefore, the Theory of
Planned Behaviour in this study was found to be better than the Theory of Reasoned
Action in predicting teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
intention.
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Table 9.1 - Regression analysis of the TRA and TPB variables on intention and behaviour for
the teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
_______________	 Theory of Reasoned Action 	 Theory of Planned Behaviour
Variables	 Beta	 Adjusted	 Variables	 Beta	 Adjusted
	_______	 R2	 R'
Teachers'	 Attitude toward	 Perceived
.497	 .449intention	 the behaviour	 ____________	 behavioural control _________
42.1%	 Attitude toward the	 55.2%
.304Subjective norm	 .231	 behaviour	 ________






j Intention	 .309	 90	
behavioural control	 .169 (ns)
Head teachers' Attitude toward	 300	 Perceived .281intention	 the behaviour	 ___________	 behavioural control __________
17.3%	 Attitude toward the	 21.7%
.279 (ns)Subjective norm
	 .180 (ns)	 behaviour	 _________
_______________ _______________ ___________ ____________ Subjective norm
	 .036 (ns) __________
Head teachers'	 T Intention	 1	 .248
behaviour	 Intention	 .357	 11.5%	 I Perceived	 1	
.194	 16°obehavioural control
District	 Attitude toward the
.350Subjective norm
	 .426	 behaviour	 _________officers'	 ________________ ____________ 	 ____________________ ____ ___
intention	 52%	 Perceived	 55.6%Attitude toward	 .300
.371	 behavioural control __________the behaviour
_______________ _______________ ___________ ___________ Subjective norm
	 .230 (ns) __________
District	 Perceived
officers'	 Intention	 .467	 19.9%	 behavioural control 1 .383	 26.8°o
behaviour	 Intention	 j	 .219
School	 Attitude toward	 Attitude toward the
.352	 .302
counsellors'	 the behaviour	 ___________	 behaviour	 _________
intention	 22.7%	 Perceived	 28.5%
.299Subjective norm	 .288	 behavioural control _________
_______________ _______________ ___________ ____________ Subjective norm 	 .176 (ns) __________
School	 Intention	 Not
counsellors'	 Not	 correlated





Notes. ns: not significant
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The results of the regression analysis of this study in Table 9.1 also show that the
component of the Theory of Planned Behaviour produced statistically significant
increments in the amounts of variance explained in head teachers' and district officers'
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools. More specifically, the results in
Table 9.1 show that the TPB was able to explain an additional 4.5% (Adjusted R 2= 1 6%)
of the variance in head teachers' behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in their schools
to that explained by TRA (Adjusted R2= 1 1.5%).
Moreover, entering the TPB in district officers' regression model produced a further (i.e.
4.6%) statistically significant increment in the amount of variance explained in
behaviour to support the uptake of ICT. Therefore, the Theory of Planned Behaviour
increased the explained variation of head teachers' and district officers' behaviour to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools in comparison to the Theory of Reasoned
Action. Although the results of this study provide empirical support for the TPB in
predicting teachers' intention, the TPB resulted in a non statistically significant increase
(1%) in variance in teachers' behaviour to use ICT. This finding is discussed in Section
9.5.
Finally, the results of school counsellors' Pearson correlation showed that there was no
significant correlation between intention and behaviour. Therefore, this result did not
enable a comparison to be made between the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned
Behaviour in predicting school counsellors' behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools. This finding is explained further in Section 9.5.1.
As we have seen in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2) this study was designed not only to
investigate the direct measures of the Theory of Reasoned Action (i.e. attitude and
subjective norm, intention) and Theory of Planned Behaviour (i.e. attitude, subjective
norm and perceived behavioural control) but also to identify and to measure teachers'
beliefs regarding the use of ICT in their teaching and head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' beliefs regarding the support of the uptake of ICT in their
schools. Using the TRA in this study it was possible to identify the behavioural and
normative beliefs which provided useful information about the factors that might be
involved in intention and behaviour. On the other hand, using the Theory of Planned
Behaviour in this study it was able to identify the control beliefs. As we have seen in
Chapter 3 (see Section 3.5.1) these control beliefs have to do with the perceived
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presence of factors that can facilitate or impede performance of human behaviour. In this
study these control beliefs in combination with the behavioural and normative beliefs
provide more information to help us to explain and understand better the factors that are
related with the use of ICT in teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools.
In summary, the results of this study provide evidence that the Theory of Planned
Behaviour is a better model for predicting teachers', head teachers', district officers' and
school counsellors' intention as well as head teachers' and district officers' behaviour
compared to the Theory of Reasoned Action. However, the results of the regression
analyses showed that in many cases the amount of variance explained by the present data
was moderate and presumably not too large (e.g. the explained variance in teachers'
behaviour was 9%). It is important to note that similar findings regarding the amount of
the explained variance (i.e. moderate and not too large) have been obtained in the
majority of studies that used the Theory of Planned Behaviour (see Armitage and
Conner, 2001). This does not mean that we must reject the Theory of Planned
Behaviour. It means that the human behaviour is a very complex issue and as is
discussed in Section 9.5.1, many researchers have suggested that a number of other
factors may influence the relationship between the Theory of Planned Behaviour
variables and behaviour. However, it was not the aim of this study to investigate whether
other factors would add statistical significance to the prediction of intention and
behaviour. Therefore, more research is needed to identify other factors that better predict
the use of ICT in teaching as well as the support of the uptake of ICT in schools. The
results explained by the Theory of Planned Behaviour in this study have a number of
implications for research which are discussed in Section 9.5.1.
9.3 THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The main significance of this study to ICT in education is that it is the first one in the
field that investigates the factors that affect head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in primary schools and
the influence which these persons have on teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT
in teaching. Most specifically, no previous research has actually examined together the
factors that influence the support of the uptake of ICT across different educators (i.e.
teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors) in local settings. By
explaining the factors that influence each category of educators it helps us not only to
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understand better the process of ICT innovation in local settings, but also provides useful
information about how to support the uptake of ICT in schools.
Another contribution of this study in ICT in education is that it successfully applied the
theories (e.g. TRA and TPB) to investigate ICT use in teaching and the support of the
uptake of ICT in schools, which differs from those theories used in previous studies. To
my knowledge, the current study is the first one that has used the Theories of Reasoned
Action and Planned Behaviour to investigate both primary teachers' intention to use ICT
in teaching and behaviour in using ICT. A detailed investigation of the literature in ICT
in primary education identified no other studies that examined these two issues together
(see Chapter 3). The study that was conducted by Czerniak et a!., (1999), investigating
science teachers' intentions to use educational technology and behaviour in using
educational technology used only the Theory of Planned Behaviour. The study that was
conducted by Czerniak et a!., (1999), investigating science teachers' intentions to use
educational technology and behaviour in using educational technology used only the
Theory of Planned Behaviour. Furthermore, their research investigated only the
influence of perceived behavioural control on intention and not on behaviour. This is in
contrast with the Theory of Planned Behaviour, which claims that perceived behavioural
control is equally important in predicting peoples' behaviour.
This research is also the first attempt to use the combination of attitudes towards
computer items as well as the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour in
education to investigate the factors that influence head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors to support the uptake of ICT in schools. Previous studies did not
investigate the effects of attitudes towards computers as well as attitudes towards the
behaviour and influence of subjective norm and perceived behavioural control on actual
behaviour regarding the support of the uptake of ICT in schools (see Chapters 2 and 3).
In addition, no previous research using this specific theoretical framework has actually
identified the behavioural, normative and control beliefs of head teachers', district
officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools. Previous studies, which measured only head teachers' attitudes towards
computers (e.g. Peigrum and Plomp, 1993; Pelgrum and Anderson, 2001) either
examined the relationship between head teachers' attitudes towards computers with the
level of the uptake (e.g. Cox et a!., 1988; Pelgrum, 1993) or the differences and the
relationships of demographic variables in teachers (e.g. Shapka and Ferrari, 2003) and
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students' attitudes towards computers (e.g. Shashaani and Khalili, 2001). Therefore, this
study extends previous findings about the uptake of ICT in schools by using the most
recent theories of social psychology.
Finally, measures of knowledge about ICT, attitudes towards computers as well as
intention, attitude toward behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control
for ICT use and support for the uptake of ICT were developed and tested in this study.
These measures can be used by researchers for future studies to determine attitudes
towards computers and the factors that influence teachers to use ICT in their teaching
and head teachers, district officers and school counsellors to support the uptake of ICT
in their schools. In general, building on the findings of this study, researchers can
understand and explain better the factors that influence both the use and the support of
the uptake of ICT in schools. These factors can also be of use to Ministries of Education,
including the Greek Ministry, as well as all the individuals and organisations within
education to design and develop effective programmes in order to increase the uptake of
ICT in schools.
As we have seen in Chapter 1, the introduction of ICT use in Greek primary schools in
general is very recent. A number of primary schools have acquired computer labs only
during the last two years (2003-2004). In addition, in the last two years a teacher training
programme was implementing under the administration of the Ministry of Education.
This programme focuses on providing support to teachers in their attempt to use ICT in
their teaching. Moreover, the new policy of the Greek Ministry of Education includes
many actions related to the development of technical infrastructure (hardware provision
and maintenance, provision of technical support, development of networks, development
of educational software), and of human resources (e.g. support). These activities mean
that the integration of ICT in teaching is currently in an early stage. In addition, in
Greece no research has been conducted toward understanding and predicting teachers'
intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching or head teachers', district officers'
and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of ICT. Therefore,
due to the lack of research the results of this study regarding the use of ICT and the
support of the uptake of ICT in the 72 schools provide information that should be
considered in designing the Greek educational policy to encourage the remaining schools
to introduce ICT in teaching more effectively.
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9.4 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
Although this study has made a significant contribution to the area of ICT use in
teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools (see Section 9.5), it has some
limitations that should be noted. These are mainly related to generalisability concerns.
9.4.1 The sample
The sample used in this study consisted of teachers, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors who through various pilot projects were involved in the introduction
and implementation of ICT for teaching and administrative purposes in 72 Greek
primary schools. As the results showed in this study, these educators had very positive
attitudes towards computers and strong intentions to use ICT as well to support the
uptake of ICT. Different less positive, results may be obtained if this study had also
measured attitudes towards computers, intentions to use ICT and support the uptake of
Id from those educators in schools which had not made a specific commitment to use
ICT in their schools. Furthermore, as has been discussed in Chapter 5, the head
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' sample consisted of a very small
number of females. The composition of the sample therefore limits the gender results
presented in Chapter 7, Section 7.2.1. However, this small number of women can be
explained through the fact that at the end of 1990s' in Greece only a small number of
women were school counsellors, district officers and head teachers.
9.4.2 Attitudes towards computers' subscales
As we have seen in Chapters 3 and 4, the 62 attitude items used in this research were
validated in a number of previous studies (e.g. Loyd and Gressard, 1984; Loyd and
Loyd, 1985; Heinssen et al., 1987; Selwyn, 1997; Cristensen and Knezek, 2000). In this
study, these items were translated, piloted and adopted for the Greek teachers, head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors. Although Cronbach's alpha was higher
than 0.80, for the teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
overall attitude results and in most of the attitude subscales, which is very good for
attitude results (see DeVellis, 1991, p. 85), it was not higher than 0.65 for some of the
attitude subscales which is the lower limit of Cronbach alpha required to generalise
attitude results. The subscales with low Cronbach alpha were the perceived training
needs of teachers, district officers and school counsellors, and the confidence,
educational impact, and social impact of school counsellors. Therefore, these subscales
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were the weakest component of the attitude scales and could be modified before being
used in further research studies.
9.4.3 The measurement of behaviour
This study was based on teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school
counsellors' self reports on their own behaviours. Self-administered questionnaires have
frequently been used to measure various behaviours in the Theories of Reasoned Action
and Planned Behaviour studies and generally have been found to be reliable and valid
(see Ajzen, 1998, 1991, 2002). However, findings from other studies emphasise the
inadequacy of the self-reporting approach. For example, a previous meta-analysis of
TPB studies by Armitage and Conner (2001), showed that individuals' perceptions of
their behaviour are sometimes different from their actual behaviour. Their review
concluded that one might expect weaker but similar relationships if the TPB studies used
more objective measures of actual behaviours, such as observation. Therefore, the results
of behaviour measures in the current study may be stronger than would be found by
extensive observation of practice.
9.5 IMPLICATIONS
The findings presented in this study have various implications, both for the use of the
Theories of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Planned Behaviour (TPB) and the 62 attitude
items towards computers in other studies as well as for the use of ICT in teaching and
the support of the uptake of ICT in schools.
9.5.1 Implications for research
This study used the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned
Behaviour (TPB) in four different samples and therefore there are many implications
regarding its predictive validity. The results showed that both the TRA and TPB in
general are useful theories for predicting and exploring the factors that influence
teachers' intention and behaviour to use ICT in their teaching as well as head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour to support the uptake of
ICT in their schools. This study also showed that the predictive validity of the TPB in
general appears to be superior to that of the TRA. Including perceived behavioural
control in TPB model significantly increased the explained variation in comparison to
the TRA model. Therefore, these results provide further support for the TPB, adding to a
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body of research that supports this theory which predicts a larger amount of variance
when compared with the variance predicted by the TRA (see Ajzen, 1991; Armitage and
Conner, 2001).
Approximately 51% of the variance in teachers' intention as well as 56% of the variance
of district officers' intention in the present study were explained by the regression
model, which is a high percentage compared with the range of other intentions explained
in the previous meta-analysis reviews of the TPB 1
 (see Godin and Kok, 1996; Armitage
and Conner, 2001). Although the results of this study showed that the TPB predicted
satisfactory levels of variance of teachers' and district officers' intention however the
explained variance of the prediction of teachers' and district officers' behaviour as well
as head teachers' and school counsellors' intention and behaviour was relatively low. In
addition, the attitudes towards computers subscales in Chapter 7 resulted in low
prediction in the regression models of the support of the uptake.
Looking at these findings, previous TRA and TPB studies as well as attitudes towards
computers studies, have shown that other psychological or external variables also
influence individuals' intention or behaviour and increase the prediction validity.
Examples of such factors include past behaviour (e.g. Ajzen, 1991, Armitage and
Conner, 2001), demographic characteristics (i.e. gender, age), personality traits (i.e.
authoritarianism, need for achievement), and traditional measures of attitudes towards
persons, institutions and policies (see Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980) as well as computer
experience and computer accessibility (e.g. Al-Khaldi and Al-Jabri, 1998). The present
study did not consider those or other variables and therefore the relatively low explained
variance of the regression models imply that there are other factors which can explain
intention and behaviour. Therefore, further research is required in order to examine
whether other variables also affect intention and behaviour to use ICT in teaching as
well as the support of the uptake of ICT in schools.
Another issue that arises from the findings of the TRA and TPB is related to the measure
of the component of the perceived behavioural control. Although the results of this study
provide support for the TPB in the prediction of teachers' intention, however the
perceived behavioural control component resulted in a non significant increase in
For example, in a meta-analysis of the TPB based on 185 studies, Armitage and Conner (2001) found
that, on average, the theory variables accounted for 39% and 27% of the variance in intention and
behaviour, respectively.
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variance of actual use of ICT (as we have seen in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.2 this was only
1%). This small percentage in variance may mean that the TRA and not the TPB might
be appropriate to predict teachers' use of ICT in their teaching (actual behaviour).
The third issue relates to the measure of school counsellors' intention. As is shown in
Chapter 8 (see Section 8.3.3), school counsellors' intention did not correlate with their
behaviour and therefore it was not included in the TPB regression model.
It is worth noting that the three school counsellors intentions' items that were used in
this study were the same as that used for head teachers' and district officers' intention to
support the uptake. As discussed in Section 8.3.3 this failure of intention to predict
behaviour may reflect problems with the measurement of intentions. It might be that
these items were not appropriate for school counsellors' intention. Another possible
explanation is that school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT may have
changed over time. According to Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), intention should not change
during the time between the measure of intention and behaviour. In the present study,
school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT was measured three months
(i.e. March 2002) before the actual support (behaviour) was measured (i.e. June 2002).
School counsellors may have changed their decisions to support the uptake of ICT
during this period of time. Therefore, at a theoretical level, further research is required in
order to understand and explain better the relationship between school counsellors'
intention and behaviour.
It is also worth noting that this study found a much higher percentage of explained
variance in intention in all groups than in behaviours. This is a finding that has been
reported in a number of TRA and TPB meta-analysis reviews (see for example Arm itage
and Conner, 2001; Godin and Kok, 1996).
The final issue regarding the Theories of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour
relates to the measure of behavioural, normative and control beliefs. On the one hand, as
we have seen in Chapters 6 and 8 there were a number of beliefs that correlated with
intention. These beliefs can be used by other studies in order to explain ICT use in
teaching as well as the support of the uptake of ICT in schools. On the other hand, many
of the beliefs in this study did not correlate with behaviour. In addition, as illustrated in
Chapter 8, district officers' and school counsellors' control beliefs were unrelated to a
direct measure of perceived behavioural control. Furthermore, school counsellors'
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normative beliefs did not correlate with the direct measure of subjective norm.
According to Ajzen (2002), the non correlation between the beliefs with the
corresponding direct measures indicates that the beliefs found in the pilot study failed to
identitS' very well the important considerations related to attitude, subjective norm and to
perceived behavioural control. On this basis future applications of the TRA and TPB
should include modifications to the current behavioural, normative and control beliefs or
identify additional beliefs in order to obtain more significant correlations with the
intention and behaviour to use ICT and support the uptake of ICT in schools.
In order to measure the attitudes towards computers, this study also revised, tested and
translated into Greek a number of previous attitude items and developed a 62-item
questionnaire which consisted of eight subscales (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.1.3.1). As
presented in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.6.3.1), overall this questionnaire appeared to be
reliable with very high Cronbach Alpha in all four different samples. In addition, the
attitude subscales correlated very well with other computer variables, such as computer
knowledge, training and ICT use, providing support about the reliability of the
subscales. However, as mentioned in Section 9.4.2 some of the attitude subscales,
mainly in the district officers' and school counsellors' samples had low reliability (i.e.
training needs, confidence, educational and social impact). On the basis of these results,
researchers are encouraged to use this questionnaire with more general populations of
teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors in primary education in
order to examine further its reliability and most specifically the reliability of these
subscales which had low reliability in this study.
9.5.2 Educational implications
The present study has a number of educational implications, many of which have been
discussed in the previous four chapters. This section summarises all of these. The
findings from the attitudes towards computers as well as from the Theory of Planned
Behaviour in this study can provide an appropriate framework for the development of
specific strategies and training programmes to encourage the support of the uptake of
ICT in Greek and other schools as well as for the use of ICT in teaching. Some of the
implications that are suggested for Greece can be applied to other countries that have
similar characteristics with the uptake of ICT in their educational systems.
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The results given in Chapter 5 showed that the uptake of ICT in schools was relatively
low. As we have seen in Section 9.2.1 one possible explanation was the lack of
appropriate hardware and software. In addition, some schools did not have access to the
Internet. This means that these schools need more available resources (e.g. hardware and
software). It is likely that the availability of these resources in schools will increase the
uptake of ICT. Previous studies (see Pelgrum 2001; Jones 2004) have shown that in
those schools which have more ICT resources the use of ICT is higher than those with
low resources. In addition, as we have seen in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.3.3.7), the results
of many studies have shown that the implementation of ICT in schools depends on
teachers' and head teachers' attitudes towards computers. This study showed that
attitudes towards computers were found to be important in explaining head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' support of the uptake of ICT as well as
correlating with teachers' ICT use in teaching. On the basis of this, the first priority of
this policy should be the creation of a school environment which has the potential to
improve the positive attitudes towards computers of those educators who are already
involved in the uptake of ICT and to change the attitudes of those who feel reluctant to
use ICT in teaching or to support it. In order to achieve this, previous studies found that
this requires more training and more knowledge and skills about computers (see Chapter
2, Section 2.3.3.7). According to Preston Ct al., (2000), the training programmes for
inexperienced ICT teachers "should attempt to address teachers' perceptions concerning
ease of use and usefulness" (p. 68). More specifically, they claimed that training
programmes "should focus on the advantages of using ICT for pupils' motivation,
learning, and interest in lessons" (p. 68). In addition, the Ministry of Education should
financially help educators to purchase a computer at home and to encourage them to use
the computer for personal or educational purposes. Other countries, such as England,
have introduced schemes (e.g. see "Computers for Teachers Initiative", Becta, 2001) that
provide free, or partially funded, computers for teachers at home. According to Becta
(2003), this initiative allowed teachers to become more comfortable in using ICT both at
home and at school.
9.5.2.1 Implications for teachers
The results of this study showed that feelings of control over ICT use (i.e. perceived
behavioural control) was the most important factor that related to teachers' intention and
in turn intention related to behaviour. This finding suggests that even if teachers have
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positive attitudes towards using ICT in their teaching they will not use ICT unless they
also perceive that they have control over their use of ICT. Therefore, increasing
teachers' feelings of control over their use of ICT is likely to generate the greatest
increase in their intention to use ICT in their teaching. This may be done by increasing
the availability of those support services and resources that facilitate teachers' use of
ICT in their schools. As this study showed, control beliefs related to the availability of
appropriate resources (e.g. hardware and software) and to support provided from a
number of persons and organisations (e.g. head teacher, Ministry of Education).
The second important factor facilitating teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching
was their attitudes toward the use of ICT in teaching. The implication of this finding is
that in order for teachers to use ICT more often in their teaching they need to have
positive attitudes towards using ICT in teaching. In particular, teachers need to be
convinced that ICT will be beneficial for them and their students. For example, the
results of the behavioural beliefs in this study showed that teachers believed that the use
of ICT in their teaching will enrich their pupils knowledge, make the lessons more
interesting, enjoyable and diverse for them. Therefore, since perceived behavioural
control and attitudes towards the behaviour in this study was shown to be related to
teachers' intention, training programmes about the uptake of ICT should be developed to
increase teachers' perception of the control over their use of ICT as well as to improve
teachers' attitudes towards the use of ICT in their teaching.
9.5.2.2 Implications for head teachers, district officers and school counsellors
The results of this study showed that district officers' and school counsellors' intention
was related to their positive attitudes toward the behaviour. As we have seen in this
study these persons are responsible for the implementation of the educational policy of
the Ministry of education in their districts as well as being responsible for the
administration and scientific supervision of a large number of schools. Given this, the
implication of this result is that in order that these district officers and school counsellors
support the uptake of ICT in their schools they need to have very positive attitudes
towards supporting the uptake of ICT and to demonstrate in their schools the advantages
of using ICT in teaching for pupils, teachers and schools. Therefore, in order to improve
the uptake of ICT in schools we need to improve district officers and school counsellors'
attitudes towards the support of the uptake in schools.
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The results of this study also showed that perceived behavioural control was the second
most important component that related to district officers and school counsellors
intention to support the uptake of ICT. The perceived behavioural control was also the
most important factor in the regression analysis concerning their behaviour. In addition,
the results of this study showed that perceived behavioural control was the single most
important factor that influenced head teachers' intention to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools. This important finding suggest that, the more resources (e.g. hardware,
software) and opportunities (e.g. time, training programmes) head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors think they possess and the fewer problems regarding ICT
(e.g. lack of enough connections to Internet) they have, the greater should be their
perceived control over the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools. The practical
implication that can be drawn from this finding is that successful support of the uptake
of ICT in schools should need not only head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors to have very positive attitudes towards the support, but also they need to
believe that they have a lot of control over the support of the uptake of ICT.
9.5.2.3 Implications for training
The findings of this study have shown that the attitude toward the behaviour was the
most important factor in district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the
uptake of ICT in their schools as well as the second most important factor in teachers'
intention to use ICT in their teaching. This finding suggests that in order to improve the
use of ICT and the support of the uptake in schools' training programmes should
increase teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitude toward the use of
ICT in teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools. According to Ajzen
(2001), the influence of attitude toward the behaviour can be achieved through the
behavioural beliefs. Given this, training programmes which attempt to improve
teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' attitudes towards the behaviour
should address the behavioural beliefs identified in this study and related to ICT use in
teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools. As we have seen in Chapters 6
and 8, these behavioural beliefs concerning ICT use and the support of the uptake related
to many advantages for pupils, teachers and schools. Some examples of behavioural
beliefs which training programmes should demonstrate are presented in Table 9.2. It is
worth noting that these examples were some of the behavioural beliefs which
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significantly correlated either with intention or behaviour to use ICT in teaching and
support the uptake of ICT in schools.
Table 9.2 - Focus of training regarding the improvement of teachers', head teachers'.
district officers' and school counsellors' altitudes towards the uptake of ICT
in schools.
Advantages for pupils
	 Advantages for teachers	 Advantages for schools
Enrich pupils' knowledge. 	 Help teachers organise their Help
	 school's	 better
lessons better.	 organisation.
Help pupils learn more easily.	 Make lessons more diverse. 	 Help school to implement
other innovations.
Make the lesson more fun for Make the lessons more Support the communication of
the pupils.	 enjoyable.	 school with other schools in
Greece and abroad.
increase pupils' interest in Allow teachers greater access to
learning, a computer for personal and
___________________________ professional use.
Stimulate creativity in pupils.
	 Give teachers more prestige. 	 _____________________________
Help pupils work with one
another.
Moreover, since perceived behavioural control in this study was shown to be related to
intention and behaviour, training programmes about ICT should be developed to
increase teachers' perception of control over the use of ICT as well as head teachers',
district officers' and school counsellors' perception of control over the support of the
uptake of ICT in their schools. According to Ajzen (2001), the perception of control is
related to control beliefs. These beliefs provide useful information about the
opportunities and resources that are viewed as important factors in performance of
behaviours. This study identified and measured 20 control beliefs. These control beliefs
have to do with the perceived presence of factors that can facilitate or impede teachers to
use ICT in their teaching and head teachers, district officers and school counsellors to
support the uptake of ICT in their schools. For instance, the results of this study showed
that teachers felt that the "sufficient number of computers", "an appropriate computer
room", "enough time for lessons", "enough connections to the Internet", "support from
head teachers, district officers and school counsellors", "the Ministry of Education", "the
Pedagogical Institute" and "the local authorities (e.g. Municipality, Prefecture)" would
make it much easier for them to use ICT in their teaching. Therefore, training
programmes should address the needs of the teachers, head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors in accordance with the control beliefs identified in this study. In
particular, training programmes should provide them with information about the
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available facilities, opportunities and conditions that facilitate successful support of the
uptake and use of ICT. In addition, this training should provide practical information on
how head teachers, district officers and school counsellors could support the uptake of
ICT in schools and how teachers use ICT in their teaching.
9.5.2.4 Implications for policy
Since this study showed that perceived behavioural control is an important finding, the
first priority in educational policy aimed at increasing the uptake of ICT in schools is
making teachers', head teachers', district officers and school counsellors feel that they
have a lot of control over the use of ICT in teaching and the support of the uptake of ICT
in their schools. This may be done by increasing the availability of appropriate resources
in schools and providing a number of opportunities (e.g. training programmes, informal
meetings) for teachers, head teachers, district officers and school counsellors.
In the present study, general attitudes towards computers, as well as attitudes towards
the use of ICT in schools, and the support of the uptake of ICT in schools were found to
be related to teachers', head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
intention. This suggests that the second priority of educational policy should target the
improvement of educators' attitudes towards the uptake of ICT in schools. Information
about the behavioural beliefs that determine the attitudes towards the use of ICT and the
support of the uptake of ICT in schools can be used to develop pre-service and in-service
education courses in order to improve teachers' and administrators (e.g. district officers)
attitudes towards the uptake of ICT in schools.
Finally, the third important finding of this study was the subjective norm. In particular,
the perceived normative expectations of several persons (e.g. teachers, head teachers)
and organisations (e.g. Ministry of Education, parents' association) were found to be
statistically significant considerations in teachers' intention to use ICT in their teaching
and district officers' and school counsellors' intention to support the uptake of ICT in
their schools. Therefore, a positive impact on the uptake of ICT can be expected if
educational policy about the ICT in schools include more effectively all these persons
and organisations. The educational policy should create the appropriate structures in an
educational system in order that all of these persons/organisations work and co-operate
closely to design a range of activities that can help the uptake of ICT in schools.
Working in an environment with supportive structures is more likely to bring a change in
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behaviour (see Fullan, 2001). A recent literature review on barriers to teachers' use of
ICT, conducted by Becta (Scrimshaw, 2004) suggests that "teachers may gain support in
linking with their peers both within and outside their local community through the use of
electronic networks and forums. These benefit teachers by providing opportunities for
the dissemination of good practice, development of confidence and motivation, and
better access to resources and research" (p. 6). More specifically, support from head
teachers, district officers and school counsellors may contribute to teachers perceiving
that they have significant control of ICT use. In addition, the construction of a nurturing
and supportive environment between the head teachers, district officers and school
counsellors in each district in order to overcome their common problems will contribute
to their perception of control over the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools.
9.6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The limitations as well as the findings of this study have indicated the following areas
for further research.
Future research should include more female head teachers, district officers and
school counsellors in order to investigate possible gender differences in their
attitudes towards computers. In addition, future research could use the Theories
of Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour to investigate teachers' intention to
use ICT and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' intention to
support the uptake of ICT from schools that do not yet use ICT for teaching and
administrative purposes. The results might lead to a better understanding of the
reasons why these schools do not use ICT.
This study was conducted in 72 Greek primary schools where ICT was used for
teaching and administrative purposes. These schools introduced and
implemented ICT through their voluntary participation in various projects. The
results of this study showed that the introduction of ICT use in Greek schools
was very recent and the use was low. In addition, as we have seen in Chapter 1
(see Section 1.2), the Greek educational system is centralised. Whether or not
these findings can be generalised beyond the schools surveyed is unknown.
Given these characteristics of this study, further research is needed to examine
whether the present findings regarding the attitudes towards computers, teachers'
intention to use ICT and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors'
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intention to support the uptake of ICT generalises to other levels of ICT use and
other countries with decentralised educational systems.
Future research should be designed to investigate whether intention and
behaviour of ICT use in teaching as well as the support of the uptake of ICT in
schools are influenced by other psychological or external factors (e.g. past
behaviour) and if these improve our ability to increase the percentage of the
explained variance in regression models.
In future studies, more objective measure of behaviour (e.g. teachers' ICT use in
teaching and head teachers', district officers' and school counsellors' support of
the uptake of ICT in their schools), should be incorporated to improve the
validity of the behaviour measure. For example, in addition to behaviour
questions that were used in this study (see Chapter 4), head teachers, district
officers and school counsellors could keep a diary in order to record their
activities related to the support of the uptake of ICT in their schools over a period
of time.
Future research should work on providing stronger evidence about the validity of
the attitudes towards computers subscales that were found to have low internal
consistency reliability (i.e. training needs, confidence, educational and social
impact). Most specifically, new items may be needed to increase the Cronbach
Alpha value of these subscales. Also, future studies should develop other attitude
subscales that relate to ICT changes in schools nowadays, for instance attitudes
towards the Internet in primary education as well as attitudes towards the use of
white boards. In addition, further research is needed in organising the eight
attitudes subscales of this study into the three attitude dimensions (i.e. cognitive,
affective, behavioural) presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.
> This study revealed the factors that influence teachers to use ICT in their
teaching and head teachers, district officers and school counsellors to support the
uptake of ICT in their schools. Future research could use the Theories of
Reasoned Action and Planned Behaviour to examine the beliefs that pupils have
for ICT use in their teaching (i.e. behavioural beliefs), the persons/organisations
that influence or support them to use ICT (i.e. normative beliefs) and the factors
that will facilitate them to use ICT in their schools more effectively (i.e. control
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beliefs). In addition, future research using these theories to investigate the
attitudes towards behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control
of all of these persons/organisations (such as officers of Ministry of Education
and the Pedagogical Institute, Universities) in Greece that are involved in the
uptake of ICT in schools could be useful to show the influence of other educators
on the uptake of ICT in schools.
Finally, future work in collecting longitudinal data to examine at particular times
if there are changes in attitudes, subjective norms and perceived behavioural
control and if these changes lead to different levels of explained variance of
intentions and behaviours to use ICT in teaching as well as to support the uptake
of ICT in schools would provide further important evidence about how these
factors might influence the use of ICT over time.
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The main objective of this questionnaire is to know the current state of fCT in Greek primary schools. The
questionnaire is divided into three parts. In Part 1 you are asked to provide some basic information about yourself and
your experience of computers. Part 2 and 3 aims to elicit more detailed information by asking you to indicate the




1.2. Sex:	 Male 0 Female 0
1.3. Age: under 250 26-300 31-350 36-400 41-450 46-500 51-55 0 over 550
1.4 Name of the school:
1.5 Contact address:
1.6 Contact fax I telephone number:
1.7 E-mail address:
1.8 Degree (s) and qualification (s):
Pedagogical Academy 0 Faculty of Primary Education 0
Eksomiosi 0 Maraslio Didaskalio of Primary Education 0
Otherdegree 0 Please specify:_________________________
Master 0 Please specif':_____________________________
PhD 0 Please specify:_____________________________
Other 0 Please specify:_______________________________
1.9 Years of teaching experience: 1-5 0 6-10 0 Il-IS 0 l6-20 0 21-25 0 over 25 0
1 .10 How long have you been a teacher at this school? ________________________________________
1.11 What grade (s) do you teach? _________________________________________________________
1.12 In which grade (s) do you use computers?
1.13 How many students are in your classroom (s)? ________________________________________
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1 2. Computer experience and knowledge
2.1 Please tick one box on each line.
2.2 Please indicate your knowledge and expertise in computers. Please indicate by drawing a circle round the
appropriate number.
I Know...	 none	 a little	 quite a	 a lot
________________________________________________________________ _______ 	 lot
I. The difference between mainframe computers and personal 	 I	 2	 3	 4
computers.	 _______ _______ ________ ________
2. The difference between the operating system and an application 	 1	 2	 3	 4
package.	 _______ _______ ________ ________
3. The trends in hardware development in the past 30 years.
	
I	 2	 3	 4
4. Criteria to judge the quality of a printer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. What file extensions' S
 are.	 1	 2	 3	 4
6. What a 1oop' means in programming.
	 1	 2	 3	 4
7. What a relational database is like.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. What a bit" is defined as.	 1	 2	 3	 4
9. The difference between RAM' and ROM.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. The difference between a word processor and a desktop 	 I	 2	 3	 4publishing_programme.	 ______ _______ ________ ________
I can...	 not at	 .	 very
a little	 well
_______________________________________________________________ 	 all	 well
I. Load software.	 I	 2	 3	 4
2. Format disks.	 1	 2	 3	 4
3. Check virus.	 1	 2	 3	 4
4. Manage files.	 1	 2	 3	 4
5. Connect computer to external devices. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. Use help-facilities.	 1	 2	 3	 4
7. Create sub-directories.	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. Send an email. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. Search the World Wide Web.
	
1	 2	 3	 4
10. Download files from email or World Wide Web.	 I	 2	 3	 4
Personal use of computers
3.1 Do you have access to a computer for personal use outside of school?
YES 0	 NO 0	 If NO. please move on to section 4.
3.2 Who owns the computer you use outside of school (e.g. you, your husband/wife/partner)?
3.3 Please indicate which type of computer you use:
I Desktop PC	 I Laptop	 I	 I Desktop Apple Mac	 I
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3.4 Please indicate how often you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace. Please answer
each of the following sentences by circling the appropriate response.
never	 about an	 about an	 several hours more than an
hour each	 hour each	 a week	 hour a day
month	 week
Word processing	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Spreadsheets	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Databases	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Desk-top publishing	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
Art/graphics software	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
CD-ROM software	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
E-mail	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
World Wide Web	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Games	 2	 3	 4	 5
Other (please specify):	 2	 3	 4	 5
3.5 Please also indicate how long you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace.
3.6 Do you have access to the Internet outside of your workplace? YES 0 NO 0
If NO, please move on to section 4.
3.7 Do you have an e-mail address?	 YES 0	 NO 0
If NO, please go to section 4. If YES. how often do you check your email?
Use of computers in school	 I
4.1 Please indicate how often you have used computers in your teaching the last three months. Please answer each of
the following sentences by circling the appropriate response.
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4.2 Please indicate how long you use computers in your teaching/educational work.
Period of time	 Period of time
(e.g. 3 years and 2	 (e.g. 3 years and 2
_________________________ 	
months)	 ___________________________________ 	 months)
Word processing	 Subject specific software
Spreadsheets	 Multimedia Encyclopedias (CD-
________________ ____________ ROM)	 ______________
Databases	 Music composition software
Desk-top publishing	 _________________ Logo	 ____________________
Presentation software	 Simulations
Art/graphics software	 Educational games
	 ____________________
Modelling__________________ Utilities (calculator, calendar. etc.)	 ______________________
Measurement and control	 Other (please specify):
5. Using the Internet in your leaching
5.1 Do you use the Internet in your teaching? 	 YES 0 NO 0
5.2 If you answered NO to the above question. please state reason(s) of why not, then go to section 6.
5.3 Please indicate how often you have used Internet in your teaching during the last three months. Please answer
each of the following sentences by circling the appropriate response.
5.4 Please indicate how long you use Internet in your teaching/educational work.
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5.5 Please indicate the kinds of use you make of Internet for teaching purposes. Please tick ( sI) one box for each
sentence.
6. Use of computers In subject teaching	 I
6.1 Please indicate how often you use computers in your teaching in the following subjects during the last three
months. Please indicate in final column which type of the software in question 4.1 (p. 4) and 5.3 (p. 5) (e.g. a, b.
d).
6.2 Please indicate your knowledge and expertise in using computers in education. Please indicate by drawing a
circle round the appropriate number.
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7. St off development training
7.1 Please indicate the time period (in hours) of each form of training in ICT education you have received:
Location	 Hours of courses received
Initial	 Short special	 Advanced	 Working	 Longer award
awareness	 course	 course	 conference	 bearing course
course	 (e.g. using
____________________ _______________ 	
databases)	 _______________ _______________ _______________
In school
Inuniversity	 _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________
LEACentre	 _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________ _____________
On-line	 _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________
Privateinstitute	 _______________ _______________
Other (please
specify):	 _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________ _______________
& Computer support
Please indicate the level of support that you receive for your development in the use of computers in your teaching
and by whom. Please choose a number for each person (I = none, 2 = little. 3 = average. 4 = quite a lot. 5 = a lot).
= none, 2 = little, 3 = average, 4 = quite a lot, 5 = a lot
___________________________________________________________ __________ Support by __________




Support for the acquisition of hardware for teaching purposes. 	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Support for the acquisition of hardware for personal use.
Maintainingthe school network. 	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Software___________ ___________ ___________
Support for the acquisition of new software for teaching purposes. 	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Information about new suhect software.
tJpgradingapplications package. 	 ____________ ____________ ____________
Providing new software tools.
Organisation/Adm inistration 	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Organization and management (including timetabling) of computer
resources.
Technical assistance.
Provisionof training opportunities.	 __________ __________ __________
The use of computer facilities outside school hours.
The use of computer facilities outside school hours for staff
development.	 ___________ ____________ ___________
On-line access, provision and support.	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Support for the connection to the Internet.
Curriculum applications	 __________ __________ __________
Howto use computers in my teaching.	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Howto use computers in specific subjects. 	 ___________ ____________ ___________
How to organize pupils in the classroom.
How to incorporate use of the Internet into my teaching.	 ___________ ___________ ___________
Other______________________________________
______________ I I
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8.1 Which of the following persons (head teacher, district officer, school counsellor) provided you with most support
during the introduction and implementation of computers in your teaching? _______________________________
8.3 Please indicate the type of support:
8.4 Please indicate any other support you receive for using ICT. by ticking one or more of the following:






Please explain in a few words what ICT means to you.
In the questionnaire you are about to fill out, we ask you questions which make use of rating scales with seven
options. You are to check mark (I) the option that best describes your opinion. More specifically, in this questionnaire
we are mainly concerned with teachers' views toward using Information Communication Technology (ICT) in their
teaching.
Intention
1. I intend to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months
extremely unlikely	 :_	 :	 j :_	 :_	 :_	 :_	 :	 extremely likely
Ii	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
2. I will try to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months
definitely true	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 definitely tlse
7161514	 3	 21
3. I plan to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly agree
1716	 5	 413	 2
Attitudes toward behaviour
4. For me using id in my teaching during the next three months is
	
harmful	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 beneficial
2 3 4 5	 6	 7 ________
	
pleasant :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 unpleasant
7 6 5 4 3 2 ___ ________
	
good :	 :_ :	 :_ :	 :_	 :_ bad
7 6 5 4 3 2 ___ ________
	
worthless	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 valuable
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	enjoyable :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 unenjoyable
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
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Subjective norm
5. Most people who are important to me think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1 7 l 6 1 5 1 4 1 3	 2111
use ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
6. It is expected of me that I use Id in my teaching during the next three months
	
extremely likely I :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 extremely unlikely6 1 5	 4	 3	 2
7. The people in my life, whose opinions I value would
approve :_ :_ :	 :	 j :_ :_	 :_ disapprove
	
7	 615	 41312	 1
of my using ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
8. Most people who are important to me use ICT in their teaching




9. The people in my life whose opinions I value
usel :	 :	 :	 :
	 do not use
1 7	 615	 41312
ICT in their teaching
Perceived Behavioural Control
10. For me to use ICT in my teaching during the next three months would be
impossible	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 possible
	
JI	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
II. If I wanted to I could use Id in my teaching during the next three months
	
definitely true :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 definitely false
	
1 7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 1
12. How much control do you believe you have over using ICT in your teaching during the next three months?
no control :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 complete control
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. It is mostly up to me whether or not I use ICT in my teaching during the next three months
	
strongly agree :_	 :_	 :	 J :	 I :_	 :	 :	 strongly disagree
171615141312111
Behavioural belief strength
Usin 'lnfornwvion Communication Technology in my leaching during the next three months will...
enrich my pupils' knowledge. 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:__:_:_ extremely likely
1234567
2	 ...enable me to help the weak pupils	 extremely unlikely:	 _:_:_:__:_:__ extremely likely
- improve.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
3	 ... help my pupils learn more easily. 	 extremely unlikely: _:_: ::	 :__:_ extremely likely
1234567
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tisin Information Communication Technology in nip teaching during the next three months will...
4	 ... make the lesson more fun for the	 extremely unlikely:	 _:_:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
pupils	 12 34567
5	 ... increase pupils' interest in 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:_:__:_ extremely likely
- learning.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6	 ... stimulate creativity in pupils, 	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:_:_:,,_ extremely likely
______________	
1234567
7	 ... signflcaniiv improve the overall 	 extremely unlikely: _:__:_:_:_,:_:_ extremely likely
- quality of my pupils' education. 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8	 ... be a waste of time for pupils. 	 extremely unlikely: _:__:_:_:__:_:__ extremely likely
______________	
1234567
9	 ... help pupils work with one	 extremely unlikely: __:_:__:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
- another.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 ... help my pupils to find ajob easier 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
- in fixture.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
II	 ...help me improve my 1CT
	
extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:__:__:_ extremely likely
- expertise.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
12 ...allow me greater access to a
	 extremely unlikely: __::_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
computer for personal and
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
professional use.
13 ... make my lessons more interesting 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_: _:_:_:__ extremely likely
for me.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
14 ... make the lessons more enjoyable	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:_:_:_ extremely likely
- forme.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15	 ... make my lessons more diverse,	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:__:__:_,,,,,, extremely likely
______________	 1234567
16 ... make preparation of lessons	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
easier.	 I 2	 3 4 5 6 7
17 ... help me organise my lessons	 extremely unlikely: __ _:_:_:_:__:,,_ extremely likely
- better.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18 ...make preparation for lessons	 extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
more time consuming. 	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
19 ...restrict the content of my lessons,	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:_:__:__, extremely likely
______________	 1234567
20 ... make it more dfJicult to control 	 extremely unlikely: ___:_:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
- the clacs.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
21	 ... give me more prestige,	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:,_:_:__:_ extremely likely
______________	
1234567
22 ... improve mvproduciivitv. 	 extremely unlikely: _____L_:_:_ extremely likely
1234567
23 ... cause	 conflicts	 with	 my	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_: _:,,, extremely likely
colleagues.	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
24 ... restrict my role as a teacher.	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
1234567
25 ... help me communicate with 	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:__:_:.__:_ extremely likely
- colleagues in other schools.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
26 ... save me more time and work	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_: _:__:_ extremely likely
1234567
27	 ... cause me stress,	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_: _:_:__:,,,_ extremely likely
______________	
1234567
28 ... improve the communication 	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
- among the pupils and me. 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29	 ... create problems in the current 	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_: _:_:.__:_ extremely likely
- curriculum.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
30 ... create problems in the school 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_::_ extremely likely
timetable.	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
31	 ... support the communication of my 	 extremely unlikely: _:,,:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
school with other schools in Greece 	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
and abroad.
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1/sin formation Communication Technology in my teaching during the next three months will...
32	 help schools better organisazion.	 extremely unlikely: __ _:_:_:__:__:__ extremely likely
1234567
33	 ... help the schools personnel to 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_.:_:__:__ extremely likely
- cooperate.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
34	 ... help my school to implement other 	 extremely unlikely:	 _:_:__:__:__:_ extremely likely
- innovations.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Outcome evaluation
I	 Enriching my pupils • knowledge is:	 extremely bad:: - :_:	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
I	 2	 34	 567
2	 Helping the weak pupils improve	 extremely bad::	 :_ :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
is:	 I	 2	 34	 5	 67
3	 Helping pupils learn more easily 	 extremely bad :_: - :_:	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
is:	 I	 2	 34	 56	 7
4	 Making the lesson more fun for the	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
- pupils is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
5	 Increasing pupils interest in	 extremely bad:: 	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
- learning is.
	
I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
6	 Stimulating creativity in pupils is: 	 extremely bad:: - :_:	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- ______________	 1 2 34 567
7	 Improving the overall quality of	 extremely bad::	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
- pupils 'education is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8	 Wasting of time for pupils is: 	 extremely bad :_: - :	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
1	 2	 34	 567
9	 Helping pupils work with one 	 extremely bad::	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
- another is:
	
1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
10	 Helping pupils to find ajob easier	 extremely bad :_:	 :_ :_ :_ :_ :.......... extremely good
- in future is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
II	 Improving my ICT expertise is:	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
1	 2	 34	 567
12	 Allowing greater access to a	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
computer for personal and	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
professional use is.
13	 Making my lessons more 	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- interesting for me is: 	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
14	 A faking the lessons more enjoyable	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
- for me is:	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
IS	 Making my lessons more diverse	 extremely bad :_:	 :	 :	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
is:	 I	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
16	 Making preparation for lessons 	 extremely bad:: - : 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 extremel) good
- easier is.
	
1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
17	 Organising my lessons better is:	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
I	 2	 34	 567
18	 To make preparing for lessons 	 extremely bad :_: - :_:	 :_ :_: extremely good
- more time consuming is:	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
19	 Restricting the content of my	 extremely bad:: - : 	 :	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
- lessons is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
20	 Making the control of the class	 extremely bad:: - :_:	 :_ :_ :........ extremely od
more d/]icult is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
21	 Having more prestige is: 	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
1	 2	 34	 567
22	 Improving my productivity is:	 extremely bad :_: - :	 :	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
1	 2	 34	 567
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23	 Having conflicts with m y	 extremely bad::	 :_:	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
- colleagues is..
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
24	 Restricting my role as a teacher is: 	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
______________	 1 2 34 567
25	 Communicating with colleagues in	 extremely bad :_: - :_: :_ :_ :_ extremely good
- other schools is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
26	 Saving more time and work is: 	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :: extremely good
I	 2	 34	 567
27	 Having stress is:	 extremely bad :_: - : 	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
1	 2	 34	 567
28	 Improving the communication	 extremely bad :_: - :_:	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
- among pupils and me is: 	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
29	 Creating problems in the current
	
extremely bad :_:
	 :_:	 :_ :_ :__ extremely good
- curriculum is.
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
30	 Creating problems in the school 	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :
	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
- timetable is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
31	 Supporting the communication of	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :
	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
my school with other schools in 	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
Greece and abroad is:
32	 Helping schools better 	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- organi:ation is .
	1 	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
33	 Helping the schools personnel to	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_:
	 :	 :_ extremely good
- cooperate is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
34	 Helping school lo implement other	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
- innovations is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
Normative belief strength
1.My head teacher thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :
7	 6	 5(4	 3	 21	 1
use ICT in my teaching dur ng the next three months.
2. My school counsellor thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 ( :	 :	 1 :	 :
1 7 1 6 [ 5	 4J31211
use ICT in my teaching dur ng the next three months.
3. My district officer thinks that
I	 I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 1 :	 :
1	 17	 6	 5	 4J _3	 21	 I
use ICT in my teaching dur ng the next three months.
4. Parents' association thinks that
	
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :
	
-	 7	 6	 5	 4 I _3	 2	 1





5. My pupils think that
I	 I should	 I should not
7_	 6	 Js	 .4	 J3	 2	 J	 I
use ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
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6. My colleagues think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1	 17	 6	 5	 4 1 3	 21	 1
use ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
7.The Ministiy of Education thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1	 17	 615	 4	 3	 2
use ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
8. Private computer companies think that
1 should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7 1 6	 5 [4	 3	 2
use ICT in my teaching during the next th,e months.
9.The Pedagogical Institute thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 [ihouId not
7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 I
use ICT in my teaching during the next three months.
10.Uni'ersities think that
1 should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 Ii should not
1	 7	 615	 4	 312	 1
use JCT in my teaching during the next three months.
II. Local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
use 1CT in my teaching dur ng the next three months.
12. Greek primaly teachers federation think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1	 7	 6	 5	 3	 2	 I
use tCT in my teaching during the next three months.
Motivation to comply
Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
I	 ...your head teacher thinks you should do? 	 not at all :_:	 :	 :_ :_ :_ :_ very much
________________	
1 2 34 567
2	 ...your school counsellor thinks you should 	 not at all :_:	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ very much
do?	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
3	 ...your district officer thinks you should 	 not at all :_:	 :	 :	 :	 :_ :_ very much
do?	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
4	 ...parents association think you should 	 not at all::	 :_ :_ :_:	 :	 very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
5	 ...your pupils think you should do?
	 not at all::	 :	 :_ :_ :_:	 very much
_________________	
I 2 34 567
6	 ...your colleagues think you should do?
	
not at all :_: - : 	 :	 :	 :_:	 very much
1	 2	 34	 567
7	 ... the Ministry of Education thinks you	 not at all :_: - :_:	 :	 :_:	 very much
- should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
8 ...private computer companies thinks you 	 not at all :_: - : 	 :_ :. :_ :_ very much
- should do?	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7 -
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9	 ... the Pedagogical institute thinks you	 not at all :_: -	 :_:	 :_ very much
- should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
10	 ... universities thinks you should do?	 not at all :_:	 :_ :	 very much
___________________________	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
II	 ... local	 authorities	 (Municipality,	 not at all :_: -
	
:_ :	 very much
Prefecture) thinks you should do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
12 ... Greek primary teachers' federation
	
not at all :_: - :
	
:	 :_:	 very much
- thinks you should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
Control belief strength
I. I expect that sufficient number of computers and peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at my school during the
next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly agree
I	 1112	 5	 6	 7
2. I expect that enough software for teaching purposes will be available at my school during the next three months.
	
Jstrongly disagree	 :	 :	 :_ strongly agree
1	 1112131415	 617
3. 1 expect that technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers will be provided at my school during the
next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :_	 :_ J strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
4. I expect that adequate financial support for teachers will be provided at my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 1	 2	 314	 5	 6	 J7
5. I expect that an appropriate computer room will be provided in my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6. 1 expect that there will be a small number of pupils in my class during the next three morihs.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_ :_	 strongly agree
I	 I'	 2131415	 6171
7. I expect that enough computer time for my class will be scheduled at my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 strongly agreeJ	 I	 2	 3	 4 1 5	 6	 1




	 :_	 :_ :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7






10 I expect that support will be provided by the head teacher of my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree1 1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
11.I expect that support will be provided at my school by the district officer during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
1	 21314151	 6	 7]
12.1 expect that support will be provided at my school by the school counsellor during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the colleagues during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agreeI	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
14. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the parents' association during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
I	 213	 1	 5	 6	 1
15.I expect that support will be provided by the Ministry of Education at my school during the next three montl.
strongly disagree	 :	 :_	 :_	 strongly agree
112	 3	 4	 5J	 6	 J7
16.1 expect that support will be provided by the Pedagogical Institute at my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :_ :_
	
:_	 :_	 strongly agreeI	 2	 314	 5	 6	 7
17. I expect that support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture) at my school during the
next three months.
strongly disagree	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 7
18.I expect that pupils will want to use ICT of my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :	 :_ strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
19.I expect that enough connections to the Internet will be provided at my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 T :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3I	 5	 6	 17
20. 1 expect that sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of ICT for teachers will be provided at my
school during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :	 :	 strongly agree
I	 111213141516171
Control belief power
1. The availability of sufficient number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at my school during the next three
months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 J	 5	 [	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
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2. The availability of enough software for teaching purposes at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
3. Being provided with technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers at my school during the next
three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4 I 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
4. Adequate financial support for the teachers at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
5. An appropriate computer room in my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more :
	
:	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 J I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
6. The small number of pupils in my class during the next three months would make it
much	 more :
	
:	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
7. The scheduling of enough computer time for my class t my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4 1 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
8. The integration of computer use in the existing prescribed class curriculum at my school during the next three
months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
9. Enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at my school during the next three months would
make it
I
much	 more	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
10. The support of the head teacher of my school during the next three months would make it
J much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
II. The support of the district officer at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 I
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
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12. The support of the school counsellor at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
ior me to use ICT n my teaching.
13. The support of the colleagues at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 j :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 I	 1	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
14. The support of the parents' association at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more j	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
15. The support of the Ministry of Education at my school during the next three maiths would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 ( :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
16. The support of the Pedagogical Institute at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
for me to use ICT n my teaching.
17. The support of the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 J 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use 1CT in my teaching.
18. For pupils to want to use ICT at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
19. The provision of enough connections to the Internet at my school during the next three months would make it
much	 more :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
20. Being provided with sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of ICT for teachers at my school
during the next three months would make it
much	 more	 :	 :	 (	 :	 :	 much easier
difficult	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to use ICT in my teaching.
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Part 3
Attitudes towards Computers 	 I
Please circle the appropriate number to indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement.
I = Strongly Disagree (SD),






5 = Strongly Agree (SA)
I	 I am tired of using a computer.
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Computers are not exciting.
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 If given the opportunity. I would like to learn about and use computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
4	 I think that computers are very easy to use.	 I	 2	 _3_ 4	 _5_
5	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
6	 I will do as little work with computers as possible. 	 _l_	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 In-service training courses about computers should be made 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
compulsory.	 - -
8	 tising computers in class leads to more productivity among students. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
9	 I concentrate on a computer when I use one. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 I think working with computers would be enjoyable and stimulating. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
II	 I would like to take part in a computer course to learn more about 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 -
12	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
13	 I sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 The challenge of solving problems with computers does not appeal to 	 2	 3	 4	 5
me.
IS	 Computers harm relations between people. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 I feel comfortable working with a computer. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
17	 I am sure I could do work with computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
18	 Working with computers in class distorts the social climate. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
19	 When there is a problem with a computer run that I cant immediately 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
solve. I would stick with it until I have the answer.
20	 I enjoy doing things on a computer. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
21	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confused. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 I am sure I could learn a computer language. 	 I	 2	 - -	 4	 5
23	 Students are more attentive when computers are used in class. 	 I	 2	 - -	 4	 5
24	 I know that computers give me opportunities to learn new things. 	 1	 2	 - -	 4	 5
25	 Computers are difficult to use.
	
I	 2	 - - 4	 5
26	 l he use of e-mail increases motivation for the course.	 I	 2	 - -	 4	 5
27	 I will use computers many ways in my life. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
28	 I cant think of any way that I will use computers in my career.	 I	 2	 4	 5
29	 Computers have become too dominant over us.
	
I	 2	 4	 5
30	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. 	 I	 2	 - -	 4	 5
31	 Computers in school enhance students' creativity. 	 1	 2	 - - _4_	 5
32	 I would like to learn more about computers. 	 _1	 2	 _3_ _4 - 5
33	 I try to keep myself informed about technological changes. 	 I	 2	 _4_	 5
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers.	 - I	 2	 3	 _4_	 5
35	 Computers help to teach more effectively. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Computers do not scare me at all. 	 - I	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 Using a computer prevents me from being creative. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
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I = Strongly Disagree (SD),






,S = Strongly Agree (SA)
	 g
38	 I he achievement of students can be increased when using computers 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
for teaching.	 ______
39	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching aids. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
40	 I would like working with computers.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 The use of e-mail makes the course more interesting. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
42	 I don't mind learning about computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 Working with computer makes me nervous.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of a child's
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
education.
45	 I will probably never learn to use a computer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
46	 Social contacts are negatively atlected by the use of computers.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
47	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
creative activities.
48	 Learning about computers is interesting. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 1 hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes I cannot 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
correct.
50	 We will lose control over computers one day.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
SI	 I have a lot of self - confidence when it comes to working with	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 _______
52	 Computers would help students work with one another. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
53	 I believe that it is very important for me to learn how to use a
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computer.	 _______
54	 1 he use of e-mail makes the student feel more involved.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
55	 The challenge of learning about computers is exciting.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
56	 Computers reduce humans to number. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
57	 I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
58	 Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all subject areas. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
59	 I don't think I would do advanced computers work. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
60	 I would like to spend more time using a computer.	 I	 2	 3_ 4	 5
6I	 I feel at ease when I am around computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 The use of e-mail helps the student to learn more. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Thank you very much for your cooperation
George I. Koutroinanos, PhD student
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies
King s College London University of London
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BaatKóç aKoirOç uutoU iou po)T1puto)oyiou civw q &epuv1o1 tiç rnräpouaczç Katäffraaflç tO)V urokoyicrnov ru
cA)uivucó 6riotuca OXoXEIU. To cporni,iatoXO'y,o wptzTul ac tpia icpq. to lrpoto thpoç auç tctrc vu
lrapoumdactc opiaicvcç 3umKcç nXipoqopicç ytu wv cuutó auç KU1 rqv cplrctpia aaç (TTOuc u7tOXOyiutç. To
öcutcpo Kut tpIro j.tcpoç cnth(i)KcTat vu auAA0ouv no XErtopcpciç ipoqopicç Tci)vtuç auç vu npoaötopiactc
Kutà itOaov aujiqxovth q &uqxnvcirc ic vav aptOpó öqXtiacov irou rczpcttIOcvtai.
Mo lo
Ii. 11p0co1Kc ll2qpoqiopftç
1.1. Ovota: ________________________________________________ 1.2 DiXo: Avpuç 0 FUVUiKU 0
1.3 HXucia: KUtO) tow 25 0 26-30 0 31-35 0 36-40 0 41-45 0 46-50 0 51-55 0 mãvw wró 55 0
1.4 Ovojia aoX€ioo:
1.5 Mth9uvcn1 clnKolvwvIaç:
1.6	 I TqXEqwvo c7uKolvwvIuç: ____________________________________________________________
1.7 zMcuOuvaIl qX&xtpovtKoó rauópopciou (E-mail): ________________________________________________
1.8 EltuXio (-a) KW c,öncóulta (-cc):
llat&ay(nyucll AKupIa 0 Ilu,&zytoyucó TMfa A.E. 0
flruio Eoto{waTic 0 MapäaXEto ttt&zaicaXEio &E. 0
AAAo itmfo 0 flapaKaX JtpotopiaTc: ___________
Mcrwrru,wcó (Master) 0 IlupaicaXth irpoa&opiatc: -
At&ticropticô (PhD) 0 flapaKukth irpoa&opknc: _______
AX).o 0 flapaKuXE rpoaö,opIotc: _________________
l.9Et11 &&zictucfç qiirctpiaç: 1-5 0 6-100 11-15 0 16-200 21-25 0 nàvw rnó 25 0
1.10 Hóau 7.póv,a ulnlpercirc cr0 auyKcKpIévo ooXEio _________________________________
1.11 .E ltOLQ Tàq/clç &uaKcrc _______________________________________________________
1.12 c itoia râq/clç ptm.ioirotcirc uroXoytattç: ______________________________________
1.13 llóao, iuOr1réç u1ràpouv crrilv/crrlc tàEj/ciç aaç: ___________________________________
1 2. H iutp1a a, o, vthueic cac arovç vxooyurrc	 1
2.1 flapuicaXth Ku1XExrc rTlv a vrqaq itou aaç av rpoawrcci cc KdOcaclp&
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2.2 flapwcaAt va npoa&opicrc nc yvthatç at rqv rEipa aaç atouç rnroXoyttç. flapaKaXd rpoathopiatc
KUICA.thvovtaç toy Katô.AX10 aptO1.ió.
FvwpUw...	 KaOóAov	 E4i- Apiccrã	 I1o}b
GTU
I. Tq biwpopu pcTau twv irnooyrniov KcvrptKoU nXmaiou Km	 1	 2	 3	 4tO)V_rpOa(o7riKóV_uiroko'iatthv. 	 _________ ________ _______ ________
2. Iq taipopó tctau XltoupTiKou auaTriatoç 1cm cvOç 7Ewcttou 	 I	 2	 3	 4
cçxxp,j(Yyo)v.	 _________ ________ ________ ________
3. itç TdOCLc	 Aiqç iou tcxvucoU &oiaioi) (hardware) to	 2	 3	 4
tthutaia 30 póvia.	 _________ ________ _______ ________
4. Ta icpiuipuz aloX&p1mlc riic 7rolotrjTac cvóç cicnntom.	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. Ti civai oi ltpocicräcmç apimv (file extensions).	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. Ti1 maaia rç Xti1c .iooP' • m	 IxTaa npopaipampoU.	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. Ti civai r 3am1 covov.	 1	 2	 3	 4
8. flwç op .ai va bit.	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. 1 ri iwpopä iciaE RAM ian ROM.	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. 111 ôiwpopã ptau evóç	 apl'uarii K11CVOU Km iou
	
poypaipatoç ccepyaaIaç aeAi&ov (desktop publishing 	 I	 2	 3	 4
-	 programme).	 _________ ________ ________ ________
Miwpw...	 KaOóou	 E4t-	 K&á	 irou
I . Na( OtO)VkoyiauKo cmi liVilifli_iournroko yiari.	 I	 2	 3	 4
2. NaKQVW format' _mç Iai.±rcç.	 I	 2	 3	 4
3.NaKayO)XEyXo yiaIouç.	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Nathappiçoiaiapeia.	 I	 2	 _3___	 4
5. Na tTUV&O) TOV trnoAoil1aTi &wrEpilCç mcrnç.	 -I	 2	 3	 4
6. Na pflcTipiO1tOtó) tip' irapo eu1cokio)voflOcrnc. 	 I	 2	 _3	—	 4
7. Na ö _iioupyth uro(paKXouç.	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. NacitEXvcoi11WovlKó _vuia (e-mail).	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. Naavaçqui_7rpoqopiçatoöiamcruo (Internet). 	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. Na KUtE3dO) apXcIa wré rIXE1CtPOV1KÔ pAflVI4lata q ano to	 1	 2	 3	 4öiaöhciuo.
I f!poawnmij p4m vxoAo'wrôv (e,iróç oAdov)
3.1 EXCTC 1rpOa 3am1 ac uitoXoytarfi yb 1rpoawiiuc1 ,p1'm cicrOç aoXciou
NAI 0	 OXI 0	 Eüv OXI. 7rapmcaXti) powpratc cmlv cvótrIta 4.
3.2 .c ILOIOV aV1Kcl 0 UlroXOyIcTtilc IOU	 cKtóç ooAciou (7t.x. ac caäç, atov/cmi aUuyó
aafcmvtpocpóaaç. ivtcpvci Kaqictpta); __________________________________________________
3.3 I1upaicaA vo irpoa&opiactc to ct6oç iou uirooyiatii Aou palio7EoIcirc cicróç aoAEiou:
J Desktop PC
	
'Iop1Tó (Laptop)	 I	 I Desktop Apple Mac	 I
3.4 I1apctK&) va irpoaiopIactc iróao auXvâ J)qaIpo7robthe irnoXoyiatç yb IIpOaW3UKOUç oiconoUç cicrOç
ciociou.
EpwtiatoXOyio LaaKdXou	 456
3.5 flapaicaA Va rpocN&optacTc To )povtKó &ttzarTpa Jrou xpflmtolto1Eite to?oyiarç yta npoawinicouç aKoiroiç
cKTóç aoAciou.
Xpovucli ,rcpIoôoç	 Xpovucil rcpLoöoç
Ør.x. 3 óvio lcat 2	 (1r.. 3 xpóvta zat 2
________________________________ 	 n)vcç)	 _______________________ 	 Yvcç)





Bàacig&6opcvwv	 ________________ tIa&KTuo (Internet) 	 ____________________
Eircepyaaia ath&nv (Desk-top
	 IlaiXviu
publishing)	 __________________ _________________________ ______________________
AoycTpIKo recpyaoiaç ypcupncwv
	 AAAo	 (7rupaKaA
Kifi(IrYpa(PIPc1: c	 _________________ lrpocN&opi(TTC):
	 _____________________
3.6 'Ecrc tpóaacrq 010 &atictuo (Internet) cictOç ooAioo;
NAI 0 OXI 0 Eäv OX!, napaKczA npowproic cmiv cvóvita 4.
3.7 i\iaOtc iXicrpovucr öici 9uv*ni (E-mail address);	 NAI 0	 OXJ 0




4.1 IlapaK&.th va 7rpoaölopiaetc iróo aivá p Ipo,roIIlcar* 1nro.oywTç alq öthaaKa)iu tiç KUT6 niv
&àpKcIU TOW TE)EUTULWV TpUOV pTVWV. flUpaKaA() WEQVTT0TC OC KuOclilu wtó mc aKóXouOEç epornaeiç
Ia)lcA()vovTuç TTV KUtäA1111 wravtlarl.
-	 Home	 HcpIirov	 llEpt2rov	 ApIcErtç	 flcpaaaóTEpo
pta thpu	 pta thpa	 wpcç mqv	 wrO pta wpa
TO pqva	 rTlv	 cöopà6a	 rqv qpCpa
- ___________________________ _________ ________ __________ __________ ___________
A	 bzcpywmrflç K1Vo1	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
B	 AoyIcmKó póAA	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
F	 Bäcig EO1CVV	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
A	 EEccpyaaia acXt&ov (Desk-top	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
- publishing)	 __________ __________ ____________ ____________ _____________
E	 AoyIanKó rapouoiamic
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
H	 MovTc?o7roiflar	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Z	 AoytaitKó atcEpyaaiaç ypwpucwv	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5KWoYypaq,lK1ç	 _________ _________ __________ __________ ____________
9	 Aoyiaiuó pémprmç icut EAyXou	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
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-	 floTI	 HEpto	 flcp1,o	 Apicctç	 Hcpiniótcpo
pia thpa	 pta wpa	 thpEç riv	 wrô pm wpa
TO P11VU	 ThlY	 cbopàöa	 ThlV qppa
______________________________ _________ _________ 
iöop66a ___________ _____________
I	 AoyiiwO myKcKptptvou Opatoç	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
K	 EyKUKA.oJtaióelcç no)uitowv (CD-	 2	 3	 4	 5ROM)	 ______ ______ _______ _______ _________
A	 AoyaiIKó Io1xmcT1c mwOCmlc	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
MLogo	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
N	 [lpoToioutxTrç (Simulations)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
bcirai&unio 7wixvitu	 1	 2	 3	 5
0	 Epyaaicç pouuvag (iT1xãvh1pa
UIIOX0T1GIIWV - icounoutcpáici, 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
flpEp&Jrylo. icrX.)	 _________ _________ __________ ___________ ____________
- AXXo (7rapoKa? irpo&opkstc): 	 _________ _________ ___________ ___________ ____________
4.2 llapuicaAb va mpoa&opiaetc to poviicô ôiáan1pa nou pqUIpOnOIITE urooyiarç atq &aoic&Ja auç. oro
auyKcicptpcvo aXoXEto.
	
Xpovucq ircptoöoç	 XpovIK1 rcptoôog
	(ir .x. 3 póvta icat 2	 (it.x. 3 póvta KU1 2
_________________________	
pivcç)	 ____________________________	 pfvcç)
Etcpyaarqç tpcvou	 AoyUYInKO	 auyiccicpqicvou
___________________________ ____________________ OéiaToç 	 ______________________
AoyurnKó puXXo	 EylcXo2raiôcicç	 toXupèaow
__________________ ______________ (CD-ROM)	 _______________
BzaEIç ôEöO1V(9V	 ___________________ Aoyt1IKó 11ot)dnK1c cT1vOcmç	 _____________________
Enccpyama rnXiówv (Desk-	 Logo
toppublishing)	 ______________________ _______________________________ _______________________
AoyIIIKOpoDiaaT1;	 ___________________ 11poaoiiotoc (Simulations)	 _____________________
AoyiaiucO	 cnc€pyaaiaç	 EicEutcutucä 7EalxvIna
KmçwypoqMiog	 __________________ ___________________________ ____________________




Mcrpqmi iai Xcyoç -	 -	 XXo (lrapaKaXó rpoaóiopiotc): ____________________
5. Xpqoq roy ô,aöucróov (Internet) m ö1öwK&Ia	 I
5.1 Xp1m iiootcitc to &cthucruo (Internet) atr &&sa,cuXIa aaç: NAI 0 OXI 0
5.2 Eàv wravr1aarE OX! otiv rapo7rävw epirnai. irapwcaXó mapaOare rouç Xàyouç aoriic rhic altâvThlaT!c KU1
ucTrclxz 7rpo,opqotC orrv EvóuTa 6.
Epwrni.iatoXóyto &taKãAou	 458
5.3 flapuicaAth vu rpoaöLOpiactE róao aivà ypiTtpOROt1GaTE TO öIu&iKTbo (Ivrcpvcr) art ÔL8UaKQ.Ia aç
KaTe rqv ôupKEIa To)V TEAEUTULWV TUOV pTVO)V. IlupcucaX(i) wtuvuiatc ac KaOcpiu wró Tic uKOkouOç
cpotqactç Ku1ck()vovTaç t1v KaTäAArXr wrdvTllml.
-	 flor	 flEpt*ou W flcptrou pia	 ApKc1ç	 IlEpIaaóTcpo
thpa TO piva	 wpa nw
	
(OPC TIv anó pta thpa
- __________________________ _______ ____________ EöOpàôa	 EöopOôa	 nlv gppi
El	 Hictpovuó Tu)(uöpotciO	 2	 3	 4	 5(e-mail)	 ________ ______________ ______________ ____________ ______________
P	 ioöucruo (Internet)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
User groups	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
T	 Video conferencing	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
5.4 flapuicuAth Va tpO*flOpiaCTC TO XPOVLKÔ öiáarqpa iroi) XPIaLPO3rOIE1TE TO iailcTuo ari t&tmcuMa aug ato
cTuyKcKpL1cvo aOA.ElO.
5.5 IlapaKuXd) npoaöiopiatc to ciöog tflg xpia1g IOU &uöuctuou (Internet) IOU crtAyctc ylu t&zictwouc (TKOltOl)c.
1Wcjó)aTc (I) va jrXutoio -yia KdOc mpótaaq.
16. Xp4cq nov vxoAoyfc-r(iiv avf v ôsr5auK&Ia
6.1 flupuKuAó vu itpoaiopiacTc r6ao al)XVã XP 1p07T01)1øUtC v1rOAOyITç aui öI&ZcNKUX1U aug. atu 3rapwcàT(o
puOrputu. Kcztd uv &àpKctu rwv rcAcutaiwv TpIo)v pqvv. uv teXEutalu atiXT ypw4ITc to ciogtou Xoyiaiucou
roo y qal1o7roIqautc cr0 KàOc pãOrlpa a tJ3oA.Iovtôg ru ic ta ypó4lpaTa tg aXpaf3itug row EP traCo)V 4.1
(NCX. 4) Kul 5.3 (acX. 5) (lr.x. uropcf vu a lclo)acTc cr0 jthOqiu trg yXtixiaag upicctg thpcg riiv c3&oia&i Km óti
xpIlcxtpOlroIIlcTaTc A icm P. SqXu& crccpyucrT KciJLCvOU Km ö,uiicruo).
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6.2 I1apaicuX va rpoalopiaETc ti; yvóxciç icat nlv ircipa auç arouç wro).oyiatç oiqv cc7tai&uar. flapaicuXto
irpoa&opioTc K Xvovtaç Toy icatdAAXo apiOó.
ELWL ac OC6t ...	 KUOóOi)	 cAài-	 KU4	 nou
T1
I. Na	 otoiw rooyIa-rcç rn) ö,öaaicaMa. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
2. Na atoXo)w ti) xpTlmIioulTa rou oylcipIKou yta TO taOiyta	 1	 2	 3	 4
JOt).	 _________ _______ ________ ________
3. Na tpoaapxoçw icäO clarat&unKó Xoytanicó aväXoya M Tic	 1	 2	 3	 4&&iicnKç lOu aváyicEç.	 ________ ______ ________ ________
4. Na ij,IlcNipOlrOW) OytaJitKó aväXoya 1C TO pâOiMa yta	 I	 2	 3	 4
c&ztopiiccuitvr i&iric&Ja.	 _________ _______ ________ ________
5. Na ypqmpoJrotw cicratöcutticó Aoytanicó yta irapouataai 	 I	 2	 3	 4
OóKJpttI)V	 _________ ________ ________ ________
6. Na ypTa1poiroiw cicrutôcut,icó )oyiamco oc Ma011Tcc ava Cvyi	 I	 2	 3	 4qac oiithcç.	 _________ ________ ________ ________
7. Na	 qaipo1roIw ctccpyaan iccticvou yta ónoupyiKó	 1	 2	 3	 4
WàWI ,lo.	 _________ ________ ________ ________
8. Na yp,m.oiroiw XoyiaInKÔ	 cpyaataç ypcUplKO)v (ixiTe 01	 1	 2	 3	 4
,laOlTEc jou vu	 lolpyouv ciicóvcç icut ypoqiicá.	 _________ _______ ________ ________
9. Na piytt1oxoiw Jrpowpqicvou cwr&ou ?.oyia.iticó axcMaaIioU
	 I	 2	 3	 4povrAow yiu r i&iaicaAia iourov icrn CVVO1WV.
10. Na bquoupyw To tvtiito uuKó	 aw UcO)OyIati] yia Ta	 1	 2	 3	 4
ia0rathpou. -	 _________ _______ ________ ________
• EvJo - ep7amwaf e:uOpqworq / KarápTwP
7.1 I1apaicaA vu npoa&opiactc wv apiOpO IcáOE Ei&)uc cruyyc)4tatucfIç EIL1MoP(poXfllc/KathpTIallc irot Xaj3atc cnov
topth row wroXoytatthv arqv cic7rat&uml (ir.x. 3Othpcç u g Tpia apapiov airó to [1avcivaripo).
Tonoç__________ _________________ Luvoo wpwv __________ __________________
Tpiipa	 EcIöIKcuthvo	 Tjnjia	 IiivEöpIo	 Mwcpéç xpovuac
apap(wv	 rnpa liiicpljç	 rpoxwpT1-
	





_____________________ __________ 	 öcöopvwv)	 _____________ __________ __________________
tOriokcio	 __________ _________________ ____________ __________ __________________
To 7ravcnaTnjno	__________ _________________ ____________ __________ __________________
TaFIEK	 ___________ _________ ________________
to
cthiotticO opyavlctpó ___________ ___________________ _____________ ___________ ____________________
AAAoU	 (mapaicaXth
7rpou1opiaTc):	 ___________ __________________ _____________ ___________ ____________________
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8. Yxofmjp:	 rovç wroAyvaiic	 I
8.1 HQpaK& vu mpoa&optccrc coy 13uOtó unocmptç tou auç napcTal yiu uv ctXtfi auç acq pqm
uroA.oyiacri a
-
nl &aaKctJu uaç KUI wLó notov. E7uAtE vav ap,Opó ac KàOc lrpóao)lro (1 = KoOô.ov, 2 = .1yo,
3 = jiccpia, 4 czp.CErà, 5 no}v).
I = ,caOóko, 2 = )Iyo, 3 = ptrpiu,4 = apKcTá, 5=
______________________________________________ 	 Yrocmipi wró:
EIöoç unoaripitqç	 AuuOuvni	 HpoIàpEvo	 Xo.IKó
___________________________________________________ 	
Fpwpetou	 Liouo
TvtKóç Eo1r.Iøpoc	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Ytomipitq óaov wpop cmiv wroIcrqo1 tcvucou coiiaiou
ybl&zKclKob)ç a1o7roç. 	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Ynocmipt óaov wpopü cmiv wtóicrqa tcvucoU cor)iatou
a pOThMflKY yj.
	 ________ __________ ________
u-rI Ip11m1 rou o)&UKOU ôticrou.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
AorYpIkó___________ _______________ ___________
Yroaup1q óaov wpopó cmiv a3tóKTflGT'I vcou XoytcruKoU ytu
I&ZKTIKOUç cTKolrouc. 	 ___________ ______________ ___________
I1Xrpoçopicçccrwã pic vcu 041uc0 oNpuIco.	 ___________ _______________ ____________
Avul3àOpimiirwccuov 	 ________________ ____________
IlapOxivco)v cpyakcbmV )Oy1cTp1KOu.	 ____________ ________________ ____________
Opóvcom/AioIiciq	 ________ __________ ________
Opyuvuxnp	 icut	 &czctptcn1	 (mcptupikzvopicvou
poypipiuricpioi) unv 1rTy(ov TOb) urooym.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
TcXvucflorOcrn.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
flapo7tlpiO(0)TWWV onvaconlcwv.
	 ____________ _______________ ____________
Xpiimi cmv uirokoyiocthv cicróç a(OIKOU lrpoypäppJacoç. 	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Xprlall cmv rnro?.oyiacwv yiu ci cXciweq rilc ciaaióciarpç coo
lrpOYwlttKOóckcóç aOJXO1 irpoypópipucoç.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
IIpoc4kzm aco &thiKcno. itupo KUt urom1piq.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Yitocrriipiflylu cii ov&aT piE TO ÔIaÔiICTDO. 	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Eapioyç avaurucou irpoypapparoc	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Ilm vu ypimpo7roIw rouç wto?.oy1cTTç aciiv &&zaic&Ja pou.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
Ilwç va flmpio7rOtd) irno)oyucrcç ac cmyKcKplpicva paOipaca.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
IlmçWI Opyav(nVw couç pa9ccç OTTV TQ11.
	 ___________ ______________ ___________
flwç vu cvawpacwvw civ ypqdn TOO ötaöticcuou (Internet) arqv
t&irncaMa pou.	 ___________ ______________ ___________
A.o (iwpuica4 ,po&ioptoic): 	 _____________________________________
8.2 flow wrô ca aicóXouOa icpoaorna (thcuOuvciç. rpoYacdpicvoç ypapctou /thciOu'mic. cixoXtKog mpiI3ouA.oc) aaç
rapcfc ci pcyuAUccpq wroatipi icucd ciiv ctaaymyi KW cqxzppioyi cmv uirokoyiatciw acti i&zaicukiu aaç:
8.3 flapaicaAth irpoa&opiacc to cIoç cç irnoacfppiqç:
8.4 flapaKaA vu rpoaötopiactc olrotaöq7tocc o.D 3otOcta Xóacc ytu ci yjrpcn cmv rnzoAoyiacmv cmiv
cicraiöcuaii. crtAyovraç va i ircplcicYóccpa aitó Ta aicóXouOa lrpóaw7Ia:
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Muoc 2o
flapaKal.th ypáyTC cv auvtopIø TI mlpa(vcI yw auç 0 opoç Tcxvoo?fcc n; fl.flpopoptoç KUL TIç
Enucoivwv(aç (TflE):
1n c)v gia, ö1aTuTwvovTa1 OpIGpVCç rpoTáccIç 01 oro1cç ö114)VOUV )caTá r6ao aKO,rc)cTc vu
p1nporotqacrc rIç TIlE arq ôthacicuia aaç ,carä Til ôiàpuccia Twv cirópcvwv rpiwv pqvwv. E KáOc lrpóTu(nl
ipci pie cirtàaOpq KALpUKu (1 &i)ç 7), ôRou 0 apiOpoç I öq4)vci TO piKpórEpO aOpó 2TpOT1p1fl1c *w 0
apiOpóç 7 öqthvci to pcyaAvtcpo a9pô 7TpoT(pIn1c. aç rapaKaoupc, cc KàOc rpóracq vu c2riETE roy
apiOpó iou cu; avturpoaonrcuci.
1. HporiOcjiai vu	 mJo1ronlaw tic THE cm &buaKaXia iou Kura ri ótãpsccia rwv caójicvwv tptóv pr)vo)v.
	
Icvtccaat0avo I:_I:_I:_I:_l:_I :_	 :	 lito1nuOuvó
I	 [112L3141516	 7
2. Oa RpoairaOliaw vu ypm toironao nc TIlE arq 6i&taicuAAa pou icurd TT 6iäpiccia rwv E3tópEvo)v TPI(OV ivów.
wroXoux aXqOcç	 :_	 :_ :_ :	 :_	 anó)utu uvuOcç
7	 6	 5 1	 3	 21	 1
3. Xcaw vu XpqatMolroiilaw tic THE atr &&ZOKQX1Q JiOD icurd tr 6tdpic€ia TWV Ciópcv(1)v TpIwV Jiqvwv.
otaipo)vwcvTcAi)ç	 -_	 jpovwaoutu
.	 L2 J3	 l 56 J	 7	 1
4.H pqai rwv THE 011 öl&IcllcaXia Jiou icatã riv &dpiccta rwv cicôpftyo)v Tptó)V pflvwv civut yuz vu:
cnJu1ic :_ :_	 :_	 :	 cucpyctucq
________ 1
	 2 3	 4 5	 6	 7
cuxdpIcrnl	 :_	 :	 uaüpcutii
________ 7 6 5 4 3	 2
:_	 1CUK11
_________________ 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 -	 ___________________
pataia :_ :	 :_ :_	 aióXoyq
________ I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
oIaaKcoautiKq :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ :_	 DapcTIl
________ 7 6 5 4 3 2
	 I _________
5.Fl irXcloiyrJipia row mio cnWavtlKthv yu jva atójiwv jnatcuouv ott:
npctci :
	




vu pqmiotoIiaw rig THE 0111 &&zaicak(u tou Katd tfl otdpKctu row ciióicvwv tpitv Jiqvv.
6. HpOKC%Tai vu p lpo3roliIao) tig THE o-rq &6uwc&Ja pou Kutd tn &dpKCIa tow £rOJiCVo)v tpliiw pulvthv.
J 1roAu2nOuvoj:_I:_:_J:_J:_J :	 J :_
I	 17161514131211	 I
7. Ta äroia TOW O7EOIWV Ill 'yV(i)Jtn CKT13IO) 0111 WT p01) Ba
I cn6oict1thaouv :_ I :_I :_I : 1 :	 :	 :_
1	 1716151413	 21I1
vu	 npoiroucro Tic THE an &&wicaAia pou KUTà TTJ IãpKCIU TOW C,rOJiEwov TW)V JirJvwv.
8 H R?E1o1qiu tow no arJpavTlK(hv 'yia pva atOpwv ypqaipoiroioOv tic THE.
uizOXuru aXrOg :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_	 :	 wrO)uta uvaqOg
17	 615	 413	 21	 1
Epo)tJtaTo?4yto zactKOXou
	 462
9. Ta ãrogia T0v o,roiwv Ul 'vtbi SJCTIJ10I OTY) Cw pot)
wnmP000v :_	 :	 :_ :	 :	 6cv p1uipoJtotouv
7 1 6 1 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
nçTIlE.
10. H Xpi)ml rwv TIlE anjv 8t&uacakia pou icath ii ölópIcEta TWv ticóp*vwv tpiv pvov Oa iitav yb p(wa
wti0av	 :_	 lflOQvii11	 213	 6	 7
II. Edv i0cXa Ou piropo1au ctioXu vu	 mtoitoiqaw nc TIlE au öthaaiaA(a pou KUTä TTI öIàpKCtQ TO)V £t6pCVO)V
Tpu)V Ii)1VWV.
wcóXuru akqOéç :
	 :_	 :_	 :	 wróXuua ava)0cç
7	 6 1_ 5 	 2	 _l
12. flOuo incnucrc on prnopcitc vu cXEycrc u ypfai nov Nwv TcvoXoytów a-rrv nöuaicuXiu aaç Kuró rq öiàpiccia
TOW £JUpEVWV TLO)V pTVó)V.
KaOOkob	 :	 :	 :	 ( :	 J wrOA.uta
II	 2	 3	 4 1 5 1 6 1 7	 1
13. Eapráuat cupkoç wrO ptva thy Oa	 mpoiroujao i oxt tic TIlE aurv &&zaicaXia pou icaTä u ?iápKEIa Ton'
£tOpEvwv Tpuiv pTvv.
	
auupwvw	 J:_J:_J:_I:_I:_j:_J :_ JoiWpO)v(OKUOCTU
	
lwrOXuta	 I 7 I 6 I 5	 I 4 I 3	 I	 2	 I	 1	 I
tq cvvt7€w, ôwlv2rthvovrui opiapvç 2rpoTäoEtç 01 olTofEç ôqXówovv Ta ,rAEovE,ct1 r puTa ,cai Ta
pELovcKnipa ra Tg TOW TIlE an Ô1&1aK0)(Q uç KaTà Til ôIàpKCW nov ElrOpcvwv rpI(i)v pqvthv. 2c
,thOc IrpôTaaq wràpXEL plu *,rthIuOpq icXIpuica (I wç 7), O,rov o apiOpOç I öi.thvei TO pIKpOTcpo aOpó
,rpOTLp ?lallc EVth o apiOpoç 7 6)1A(i)vEL TO pE7QAVTEpO aOpó lrpoTIpIlcnlc. Luç )rapwcakoups, o IcàOE npóTucnJ
va C	 CTE TOy aptOpó rou auç avTI2po6W1rEiEL
T(OV TilE (TTI7V ôlôa(rKaila/wv Kará tqv ô,ápreia lToverópev(ov rp:thvgw1iv
	Ou cpr?outiaci nc yvóacig TWV tu0r1Twv	 tou inOuvO: _: _:_:__:_:_:__cvtthhç wuOuvo
- JiOl)	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
2	 .. . Ou o0ran rouç ubuvuTol)ç pu0qtcç iiou	 no) inOavO: _:_:_:_:__:_:_EvtcXwç wuOuvo
- vu cXtw)0OOV.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
3	 .. Oa oq0ract touç JIUOqTCç pou vu	 tou in0uvO:	 _:_:__:_:_:__cvtthiç airiOavo
- ia0uivouv mo cuiou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
4	 . . . Qu icavci mo Et)XQPIOTO TO pä0r1pu ytu touç	 mro?.0 mn0uvO: _:_:_:_:__:_:__cvtcAtüç wn0uvo
- pa0itcç pou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
5	 . . . Ou uuqcrn TO cvbla(pcpov TOW puoqtwv	 mio?.0 mn0avO: __
	 _:_:_:_cvtthoç wn0avo
- pouyiapà0i1m1.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
6	 . . Oa cvOappuvet rr qgnoupyucOrrta arouç 	 mioXu mri9avO: _:_:_:_j_:_:_EvTthiç umri0avo
- pu0iTcpou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
7	 . . . Ou	 moaci mpavTucd tq auvoXuoi	 mtoXi mnOavO: _:_:_:_:_ :_:_vuthiç wriOuvo
- 7rolOrrIro tqg ccrai&umic ron' paOlirthv IOU.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
8	 .. . Oa Eivw äaIpo .povou 710 TOUç paOrlTcc	 XOó mn0uvO: _:_:_:_:_:__:_cvr*Xthç wriOuvo
- pou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
9	 . . .Oa 3or0iic,cl TOUç pri0,rcç i0u au pera	 ioXu mn0avó: __:_:__:_:_:_:_cvrcAtuç wriOuvo
- rouç auvcpyuaf a.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
10 . . . Oa 3oq0qact touç paOIlTtc pou vu Dpouv	 rou inOavO: _: _:__:_:__:_ :_cvtc)ç umnOuvo
- cuicoXorcpa ouXEtO ato péAXov.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
II	 .. .00 C oi0icici vu fcXtióaw Tic yv(xlclç	 rOu mrt0avO:	 _:_:_:__:_:__cvtthiiç wilOuvo
- VOl) auouç rnroXoyiatç. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
12 . . . 0a pOD mritpcwct vu £O) Sy&.Utcpr	 mtoki ,n0avO: _:_:__:_:_:_:	 vuthiç wn0uvo
mpOaami arov umtOXOybaTY 710 mrpoawmnio	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
- )crn7rayyEApaTwi)	
___________________________________________
13 . . . Oa KãVEI to poOrlputu mno cvotu(pcpovra 710	 mcoU mn0avo:	 _:_:_:__:_:_cvTcXwç wn0uvo
- pvu.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
14 . . . Ou IIZV*1 TO pa0qpuru mo cuxäptatu yb	 irou mrtOuvó: _ _:	 :_:_cvtcA.thç wn0uvo
- pvu.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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ww TilE (T17V ôIôagKa.Ja 1uov Kard n7v ôsápic:a T(uv iróptvwv TIVi7VV
15 . . . Oa KÜVCL to pa0qpara tcp1aaotcpo itoudAa.
	 iroXu nOuvó:	 _: :_:_cvtcAoç wti0avo
	
__________________	 7654321
16 . . . Oc& KUVCI TTV TpoctOticirna rwv paOiätwv	 noXu mt0avó: _:_:_:_:_ :__:_vtthiç wtiOavo
- OD no cuico).	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
17 . . .Ou	 oii0iiact vo opyavwaw Ica1utEpct to	 iou 7uOavó: _:_:_:_: :_:_cvtitig wriOavo
- uaOfniatã	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
18 .. . 0a icävci tijv tpoctotiama rwv paOtdtov	 ito)u iciOavó:	 :_:_:_::_:_cvtthiç wriOavo
- po rEpcTaotcpo ovoJOpu.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
19 . . . Oa tcpIopIaIL to xEplcXôpEvo ötuacuXiaç	 7rOU ,n0uvó: _:_:_:_:_:_cvtthiç wuOuvo
- m>v pu0Ipãt(ov pou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
20 . . .Oa KQvCI mo aioXo wv EXEYXo t 1 ç tdqç	 mro?u. mrtOavó: _:_:_:_:_:__:_cvrthoç wriOuvo
pou.	 76	 54321
21 .. . Do pou mipoaôtho€i yaXur*po cupoç. 	 mroAU ,uOavô: _:_:_	 :_:__:_EvtcAo)ç wrI0u'o
	
_________________	 7654321
22 . . .0u 1cnoxtct rqv mrupuiwylKOultâ poD.
	 mrou ,nOavó:	 _:_:_:__:_cvtcXthç wct0avo
	
_________________	 7654321
23 . . .Oa óqptouYyYact 	 atu)Eç p€ touç	 xoXu ,rtOavó: _:_:_:_:__:_:_cvTcXóç wtt0avo
- uvaXpoDç poD.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
24 . . . Do mlcplopioct to y poXo jiou oç &iai&.o. 	 mr&.0 mnOavó: _:_:_:_: _::_cvrthç wriOavo
	
_________________	 7654321
25 . . . Ou pc o110rtcJct vu cuicotvwviaw p
	
mro.t mu0avó: _:_:_:_:_: _:_cvtcthç wuOuvo
- cnmva6thpouç dkXrnV ooXiov.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
26 .. .Ou pou yA.itoxict UPKCTYI wpcz 1(01 ouAE1ä.	 mto?U mn0uvó: __:_:_: _:__:_:_jvrcthç wriOuvo
- __________________	 7654321
27 .. . Do jiou 61loupyraci ayoç.
	 mto)ó ,n0uvó: _:_: _:_:__:_:_cvtc)ç wuOuvo
- _________________	 7654321
28 .. .Oo cXuwoci tv &JrtKolVo)vja uvdpcaa (YE	 nou mu0uvO: _:_:_:_:_:_:_ cTc.tç wuOuvo
- pvu Icul rouç pa0rtç piou.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
29 . . .Ou öqnoupyrpact mrpo3Xqpata oto rnrupxov
	 mio)u mnOavó: __:_:__:_:_:__:_cvtcXthç wriOuvo
- ovczXumcO mrpO7pappu.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
30 . . .Oa óqptoupyroct mrpoqputu ow wpoAfryto 	 mcoó ,n0avO:	 _:_:_:_:_:jvtthiç wriOavo
- tprypappa roD a)oXEIov.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
31 .. . Ou umrocn1pic rflv cmrucotvwvia roD	 mroku irtOuvó: _:_:_:_:_:_:_cvtEXo)ç wuOuvo
	
aXoXEoD pou pic óAXu aoXcia a
-
nv EXXàöu	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
- 1(01 (ff0 c(I)rcplKO.	 ____________________________________________________________
32 . . .Ou DonOrIacl cmiv 1c&utcpr opyâvwar tou	 mroku muOuvO: _:_:_:_: _:_:_cvrthi)ç amriOavo
- aoXziou poD.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
33 . . .Oa 3oqOqact vu auvcp'aarci ôo to 	 mrou mnOuvó: _:_:_:_:_:_:_cvtcthç wniOuvo
- mrpocTo)mru(ótOD ao)fou piou. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
34 . . . Do oi0qoct to oo?cio pou vu cquppóact 	 mtoU mrt0avó: _:_:_:_:_:__:_EvTEwç umni0avo
- ãAAç KuivoTopIcç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
2tq øvvcia, ôiatwrwvovrat optapvcç mrporà(TEIç 01 omroIEç atioAoyov Ta avorrpw JrovcKnpaTa KUl
p1EtovE.cnipara 111; pmmç tow TflE ati ÔIÔUGKUA.La aç KaTá TT ôIàpIcEIcL TWV Emrópcvwv Tp16)V piviw. c
thOE mrpóttun umràpyii pta E,rTáPaOJJ11 Ic.ipo.ca (1 wç 7), óirou o aptOpóç I 6T)4)vE1 To pIKpó-rcpo o0jiô
1rpoTipqmç cvw 0 opiOpé; 7 84vii to p*yaMtcpo IkiOpó 1rpoTIpflaT. r.aç 7rapaKaoupc. c uc6O rpótwni
va gmriETc TOy aptOpó irou aaç OVTIiTpoaOflrCuEL
I	 0 cpmc)outiapóç row yviixt&ov tow iu0qtwv &ulpcTtKã icaXó: : - :_ :_: 	 :_ CatpcTLKü 1(01(6
- pou chat:	 7 6	 5 4 3 2	 1
2	 To vu DonO9aw -rouç aótvatouç piu0tç catpctu(d KuXô :_: 	 :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ EU1CTLKQ KQKÔ
- pou vu 3sr1()OoiV civot: 	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
3	 10 VO oi01aw rouç pa0tcç POD VU CQlEtlK icaAô :_: - :_: 	 :	 &Q1Ct1K0 1(01(6
- pu0aivouv mo cuioXa thai: 	 7 6	 5 4 3 2 1
4	 To vu KVW to IiâOflpa lLtO EDäpt(TrO ytu Ea1pcTlKã KQAO :_: -	 :	 CçWf)EtIKU 1(01(0
- toDcpu0I1rcpoucivul:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
5	 To vu aui10ci to cv6tuqcpov -nwv puOquov	 calpCttKu 1(0)6:: - :	 :	 & aIpEtIKU 1(01(6
hOD ytu pãOqoi civut: 	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
EpwtiiatoXóyto &zalcdAcn)	 464
6	 To va cvOuppôvw rq ónjuoup-ywotqtu r(ov
	 culperlKa Ku).ó :_:
	 :	 :	 :_ :_:	 caIperucä Kwco
- puOrir&v iou civat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
7	 To vu cXuwaw rq uvo)uicfl toiouiu rqç	 cutpcmcã KuO :_: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :	 cutpcTucã KakO
- cxraI6cuaç TO)V iaOriwv pou civat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
8	 To xâmllo iou pOvou yta touç LaOqTEç	 cutpcTucd KuIó :_: - :	 :_ :_ :_: cuipctiu KUKO
- jiouc{vat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 1
9	 To vu ofl0riaw rouç aOr1rèç ou oq
	 EutpzrlKd icuXó :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ :	 cutpcTucu KuKó
- tcta rouç auvcpyaoiu civat:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
10 To vu oiOqaw rouç iuOrtcç iou vu 3pouv &utpcnKó KuAÔ :_: - :
	 :_ :_ C4atpET1Kâ KUKÔ
- mo ctncoAn &ou?c,ó ato pW.ov ci vat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
I I H cAxiwaii rwv yvoxmcwv tou aroug cutperucd KuAó:: - :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ cupctid KQKÔ
- uro?oy1cn civu,:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 1
12 To vu èw icyuAUtcp1i mcpóa3aaii atouç	 cutperwà Ku?ô:: -	 :_ :_:	 cu1pcTIlcã KQIcÔ
uiroXoyiatcç yiu mrpocmo)luIa1 Kut	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 1
- cac?IiaTucr ypflml civu,:
13 To vu KÜVW tu iuOqiuta tou mo
	 cuIpctlKà Ku)ó :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 &UICTIKU KUKO
- cvlu(ppovTu yrn jicvu civrn:
	 7 6
	 5 4 3 2	 1
14 10 vu KUVO) ru iuOqiatu tov 1110
	 cutpcT1Ka KuA.ó :_: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :_ £u1pcTtKä KUKO
- tcnTIc&1cmKà yrn piva civui:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 1
15 To vu civut ru a0ijiuui tou Acptaaótcpo
	 cuIpertKd KuXó:: - :
	 :_ :_ :__ :_ cuipctucä KQKÔ
- mronciXa cfvcn:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
16 To vu Kdvw rqv 1poEtotuma tow
	 cuLpcttKd K&ó:: - : :_ :_ :_ :_ cuIpcuKü KuKÔ
- puOt6tmv pou mo culco)i civat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
17 To vu opyuvwaw icuAutcpu ru iiuOrtutà	 cutpcT1Kâ icuXó :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :_ :_ cutpcT1Kä KUKÔ
- iJoucivul:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
18 To vu Kävw trv mrpoctollivatu rwv	 culperlKã KuXÔ :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_:	 cutpctiicä KUKÔ
IiuOqjthtwv jiou ncptaaOrcpo ypovoópu
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 I
civai:
19 To vu mccptoptotci To ncptcxopcvo cuLpcnKa KuXÔ :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ cuIpctticà KUKO
- I&1aKaAiuç rwv jiu9iätwv iou civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 I
20 To vu civut o Xzyxoc tiic tdç gou mo	 cutpcniai icaAó: : - :_ :_ :_ :_: cutpcTiKd KuKÔ
-	 aioXoç civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
21 To vu EXO) Jtcpiaaótcpo upoç civut: 	 cuipcnKd K&.Ô :_: - : 	 :_:	 :	 :	 cutpctiKd KQKÔ
________________	 7 6 5432 I
22 To vu 3cAxióaw rTIv mrupuywyucóT1ru iou
	 cutpcTucd KuXó:: - :_ :
	 :_:	 :_ cu1pcTIKa KuKO
__________________	 7 6 5432 1
23 To vu o &up.1äcç ic touç auvu&Xpouç	 catpctuca Ka?ó :_: -
	 :_ _:
	 CuIpcTtKd KUKÔ
- iou civu,:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
24 0 7tcptopaIoç iou p&ou MOD wç &zaicô.kou cu1pcTIKä K&ó:: - : :_ :__ :_ :_ cutpctnth Kwco
civui:	 7	 6	 5432	 I
25 H cmnKotvwvlu pou ic auvu6thpouç &Aow caipctucd ucuXó :_: - :_ :_ :__ :_ :_ cuipctucâ KuKó
- aoXciov civut:	 7 6
	 5 4 3 2
	 1
26 To vu yAitox,w' upKcu wpa Kw 6oucid	 cutpcTtKã Ku?ó :_: - :_: :_ :_: &uIpct1Ká KWCÔ
clvu,:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
27 To vu co dyxoc civut:	 catperuca icuXó :_: - :_: :_ :_ :_ cuIpcnKä KuKó
________________	 7 6 5432 1
28 To vu cAxtorOci q cmrlKotvwvia avacaa ac
	 cutpcnKa KuAó:: - :
	 :	 :	 :_ £4uIpCTlKä KwCÔ
- pva icui aouç iuOrtç iou civat:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 I
29 H 6, ioupyia mrpo(qrntov a-to umräpxov cutpcud icukó: : - :_:
	 :	 :_:	 culpctIKà KUKÔ
- uvaXwrvco mrpOypaiu civat:	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 I
30 H ôi.noupyIu mpoXqarrnv a-to wpoAbyio cuLpctlKa icuAb :_: - :
	 :_ :	 ::	 cutperuä i'uió
-	 iou aoXciou civa,:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 I
31 To vu umtoa-r11piOci 1 c7nKolvwviu iou	 caLpcnKâ Kukó :: - :_ : 	 :_ :_ :	 cutpcttKä KUKÔ
aXoXciou pou ic 6AXa aoXau a-rrv	 7 6	 5 4 3 2 I
- EXXà6u Ku, a-to c)tcpIKô civu,:
32 To vu o,1O1Oci q icuXurcpr opy vwai iou	 cuipcTtKà KuXÔ :: - :_ :	 :_ :_ :_ cu1perIKd ucuKO
- aoXciou iou civu,:	 7 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
33 To vu oqOOci q auvcpyuaiu iou
	 cuLpcuKà KuXÔ :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ &uipertith KuKÔ
- 7tO(RO7tIK0D iou aoX€iou iou civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4 3 2
	 1
34 To vu f3oqOiOci to aoXao jiou vu	 &utpcnKä KuXÔ :: - :_ :
	 :	 :_ cuipctià KUKO




tq rnivEIu, ôiaru,rovovtat opwpvcç irpotàcciç oi onoIEç ôi}4wouv Ta iuOavà npówna rou piropcl va
E,rIöoIcIpàc,ouv t va wroöokqlàcrouv rqv irpóOcali aaç yta xpliml Tow TIlE aTq öiôaCTKu)Ia aaç KUTä
ôiàpiccta row cirópcvwv rplwv pqvwv. 2c IcàOE mpóTaaT biràpXct pta €rthaOpq Ic?ApuKa (I éwç 7), ô,rou o
apiOpóç I öiAthvci to pIKpórEpo aOpo ,rpoTi,ucn1c cvw 0 opiOpOç 7 ôiévct TO pyo)utpo aOpó
lrpOltpqaqç. .aç 7rapaKaAo)pE, ac KáOC irpótaml vu c,nctc roy
 aptOpó ,rou aaç avwrpoaw,rcuci.
1.0 &cuOuvnç jiou inarcii óti
:_	 &v rpclrci
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu yjimioirouaw tic TUE cmiv th&icyicakia Jiou KUtÜ UV öIäpKcIu twv Etópcvwv tIWV prvthv.
2. 0 axo1Kóc iou a 4ouoç naTcci on





vu mtoirouao nc THE cmiv &&zaic&f a ou icatá lqv &âpKcIa ton' crOpcvov rpIwv pqvv.
3. 0 tpoiatdvOç roD ypuqsiou iou uamci on
irpctci :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_
	
7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu xp11aIio3roirlaw tic TIlE cmiv thaaKaAIa iou Kuld TT]V 8lãpIcEiu tO)V CCOJJIYO)V TpI(i)V I.U1VO)V.
4. 0 aOA).oyoç yovow icat Cfl&4lOvwv jriatthci On
npercil :__ I :_I :__ :__ J:_1:__:_j6cvirpiui
	
1 7 1 6 1 5	 4131211!
vu 7pqaixo1roiqaw tic THE cmiv i6aaicuXia ou Katá tiv IdpKEia tow crOpcvo)v tptów ivwv.
5. Oi iaOI1tcc Moo natciouv On
irpctci	 :	 :_	 :	 J :_	 Ocv irptci
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 312	 1
vu J)flcnpo1roIqcNco tic TIlE ativ thöuaicuAfu MOD KQtd Thy &IcLpKEIa twv crOpEvwv tpithv iivthv.
6. Ot cmväthpoI iou ,natctouv On
I	 nperct	 :	 :_	 :	 Ocv irperci
1	 17161514	 3	 2JI
vu pqmo7rouao tic THE cmiv öi&xaic&Ja iou iccztó viv &àpKcla 1WV ccOIiEvo)v tpión' IITlvo)v.
7. To YnoupyEio flai&Iaç irtatcij On
rpèirci :_	 :_	 :	 &v JrptcI
	
1 7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 I
vu pqaipoiroiiaw nc TIlE univ &i&ioxaXf a iou icatà tiiv &àpKEta nov cAOlcvwv tpiów IflVWV.
8. Ot tOiomictç cTalpcicç r)qpopopnciç iucrrcuouv On
pl:_I:_I:.__. :_!:_I:_1:_IocvjrpcnEl
	
1 7 1 6 1 5	 4L312111
vu xpnaiMolcouIaw tic TIlE orqv i6uaic&Ja iou icatã rqv &àpiccia tow crOicvwv tpuiw pqvov.
9. To Hai&zi'wyucO Ivuntouro iatcici On
2rperci	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 Ocv jrpirci
	
7	 615	 4	 3	 2
vu pqcTIpo1roIqao) tic TUE cmiv 6i&aciicuAia too icath tqv &crpKla to)V c31O).tcvo)v tplthV iqvthv.
EpwniMatoXOylo MaKäAou	 466
10 Ta itavinrina inarmouv On
Jt€tCI	 :	 ócv nperci
6)5	 4	 3	 2)	 1
vu .pqaIp.1o1ronaw tic THE otriv &&iocaAiu pou KUTd tqv ölâpKcta nov Oxcvwv tptwv ptvóv.
11. H toinict auto&oficra11 (Miog, Noiupia) naTcuct Ott
7rpctct	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 Ocv cp,rct
6 1 5 E 4 1 3 1 2	 I
vu ypiaiiomoiraw nc TIlE aniv öt&ioic&Iu iou icatd triv &âpcciu nov C2tOWvwv tpttov pqvó)v.
12. H Ai&iatcu.uc Oi toaitov&a EXá&ig inatcici On
rperci	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 Ocv 7tEtCt
6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu	 tic TIlE arqv &&iaiukta ou Karâ uv 6iàpiccia nov cirOicvwv tpuov jnvóv.
MIALÔVTUc yviicá, i6,o OAzrc Va KàvcrE avró ,rou...
I	 .. .o ö1EuOuvTig aug inatcuci On irptct vu icu0&ou: : - :_	 :_ :_ rOpu noXU
____________________	 I 2 34 5 6 7
2	 .. .0 ax&uKOc aug apouog natcuci On icaO&ou:: 	 :_:	 :_:	 jwpu iioAi
- irptzci vu Kävcr:	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
3	 .. .0 lpoIataJicvog toy ypu(pctou aug inatcuci icuO&ou: 	 : -	 :	 :	 irupa iio?U
- Ott pbrci vu Kävcrc:	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
4	 . . . 0 a )oyog 7OVCO)V Kul 1cqöc1OV(oV UaTCUC1 ica0oXou: 	 : - :	 Jrâpu ito)U
- Ott tptct vu icavcr*:	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
5	 .. . ot ia0qtcg aug inacuouv Ott xpcnt vu KuOoA.ou: : - 	 :_:	 :	 :_ iràpu ito)u
KàVITE.	 1	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
6	 .. . ot auvdöpoi aug inarsuouv On irpccct vu KuOóou: : - :_:	 :_ pa iro?
Kàvrc:	 1	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
7	 .. . TO Ynoupycio flai6ciag natuct On irpiccl xaOOou :_: - 	 nâpu iro
- vu icàvctc:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
8	 . . . ot tOlwtucEg craipccg irXpopopucig icuOôAou::
	 :	 :	 :_:	 irãpu 1ro
- 7riatci,oyv Ott irpéirci vu Kdvctc:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6 7
9	 .. . TO FIat&rywyucO Ivcmtouro niatcttct On ,cuOOA.ou :_: - : 	 :	 :_:	 mapu ito?ô
- irpitct vu Ithvcrc:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
10 ...ra ruvcnatrijiia inarcuouv On itpcii vu KUOOXOD :_: - :
	 :	 :AOpuJtoA.ô
icuvcr*:	 1	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
II	 . . . il ro3nIaI autoOtoticriali inotct On irpttci KaOo?ou: 	 : - :	 :_ :_ nupu noXu
- vu KävcTg:	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12 . . . q
	
i6uaicakucii Ojioarov6ia EAAÜ&zg KQOOA.00 :_:
	 :	 :	 :_	 nâpa iroU
- inuuit Ott mpbrci vu KàvETE:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
2tq aUVEXEIU, öiarwuovovrai optapvcg irpoTáaEIç 01 otrolE; öqthvovv rouç irapáyoYtEç nov Oa aaç
öuv,coAuvovv i Oa aug öuaicotpovv ani pqai rwv THE aq ö1öoGKU1u aug KaTà Til 6upKEta TOW EflOpCvWV
TpIwv pqvo)v. 1E KàOE lrpóTaml vnôpXcI pta E,rTâaOp11 KAIpQKU (I wg 7), ónou 0 apiOpog I ÔI1MIVEI rqv
anOun1 ôIulpo)vkE CVW o aptOpOg 7 ôqAvct rqv anótrrq aupwvIa. Zag napauoup, a .càOE npóraali vu
Acra roy
 apiOpé nov aug avTinpoawlrcvEI.
1. Ilpoaoic6 On cnapidg apiOpOg uiro)oytotwv ai mcpup*pcialcwv (ic .x. cKtrnrwtg) Ou rnràpxct ato aokcio pou
Katã ti &ãpicctu row € Oicvwv tpuov irvwv.
I	 aqxovwlcãOEru :	 :_	 :
1	 1121314	 5	 6)7!
2. flpoa&,ió On 9u rnràp)l aro aoXdo iou apKErO ElarulScunlcO )oylaJnKO 7W c1c7rut&unKoUg aicoiroUg KuTÜ rq
&àpKclu nov clrOiicvwv tpuov tr1vwv.
	
olatpo)v(olcaoctal :	 :	 :_	 :_ )ovwaoutaIi	 213	 41516171
EpwttiitatoOito AaawO).ou	 467
3. IlpoaöoKó) On TcXvtId I3oiiOcta ylct rqv AElToupya icm &ctriprcn TOW UL007l(YV Oct wtâpct ato ao)cio 11°c
KQTd U ötdpKltct tO)V cKO11cvwv tptO)V I1TV(I)V.
tctqxovth KÜOTa J	 :_	 :_	 :_	 uupovw wrO).uta
	
II	 213	 4	 516	 7
4. flpoiOoic Ott Oct rntdpxct ctto O)OXEfO LOt) E7capKiIc 0tKOV0 IflK1 ctrfIptq ytct touc &XOW&ouç KQTd TJ bIãpKcla TO)V
ctOMcvwv tpuov iulvov.
otwpo)v() KaOCTU	 :	 :	 :_	 auJlq,(OV(o WIOXUTU
	
I	 2 1 3 	" 1 5 	_6	 7
. Ilpoct&o,c On Oct rnthpct KaTd)ArXo cpactripto trnoXoytatwv 010 aoXio pou Kcrrä tq tàpiccuz nov cirOtcvwv
tpiwv pqvthv.
J	 blaqkovw KdOCTcZ : 	 :_	 :	 0UUWvw wrOXura
j	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 J	 6	 7
6. I1poa&)Ic On Oct uiràpXct iucpOç apiOjiOç aOqnv oqv t(zq .tou KaTd Ti öldpKcw nov crOpcv(ov Tpl(1v Jn1vó)v.
ötaqxovth KaOETcZ
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 auppct)v(i) wtOXuta
	
1	 2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 7
7. flpoaOoicw On Oct 1rpoypa1anaTcI 010 ooXcIO piou apicctOç wOvoc yict UIV picn wcoXoratwv wrO tqv TU J100
KUTã Tfl &tQpKCla nov cnOJlcvcov T1()V p1V(i)V.
öLwp(ovw icãOctct :_ :_ :	 :_ :_ :_	 auupovth wrOXutu
	
1	 2	 5	 6	 7
8. flpoa&oic On q XJ)TIOi nov uroXoyiarthv Oct £vawpano0ct ato taov AvaXunKO flpO7pa1u aro ooX{o iou
KctTd Ti 6täpiccict nOV CJtO11CvO)V tptWV iflVWV.
&WPWvW icäOcra :
	 :_	 :_ :	 :_	 0U1tONO) WtOXUTQ
	
1	 2	 3	 415161
	 I
9. flpoaöoicw On Oct w ctpKctO WOvo yb va ctvctJmiw ta paOñjtara ata Wrola xplldnLlolrotoOvtm 01 rnroXoytatcç
010 a)(OXELO 1101) I(ctTd Ti &àpKEIct TO)V c3rO11cv(ov TtWV pivów.
Otaqxovw KaOcTct	 :_	 :_	 cTuq,WVó wroXutu
I	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
10. flpoa&)tcw Ott Oct u7räpct wroanptii 010 aoXio 1100 wrO toy 6tEuOuvn KCITÜ tq ôlàpKcra nov £rOpvwv Tpiwv
JI1VWV.
öta(po)vo) KdOETU J	 1(p(ovó) airoXura
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 	 5	 6	 7
II. I1poa)oK(o On Oct UIrapCt uiroatptq 010 0)0XE(0 10b) (11th TOV )rpOiaTczIlEvO ypercpciou Katà Ti thãp,ccta tow
crôvwv tptwv pvwv.
thwpwvth KÜOCTQ	 :	 :	 :	 :	 J cTunpwVw wroXuru
	
I	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
12. flpoa&ncw On Oct uJtdp)cl uroanptq ciro OXOXEIO 0U WrO to 0XOXIKO au M 3ouXo Kctt( tr &àpKtIct to)v
€lrOpsvo)v rplwv Jlqvdv.
&aqxovw KäOcTct :_	 :	 OWL(PO)v(O alrOXuTa
	
Ii	 2	 3	 I	 51617	 I
13. flpoa&oicó On Oct uirdpcl wrom1Ipt oto aoXEfo pou airO touç auvcthXqouç 0U KUT(z Ti öIàpKEIa nOV
clrOlicVO)V Tptwv 1111VWv.
OIa(p(ovo) ,cuOcta :
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 auqtwvw wrOXuta
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6J
14. Ilpoa&oIco) On Oct uitãpci Wt0CTtiptfl 010 OXOXEIO P°° WI6	 (1t)00 y0V)V K(1I Kfl 10v(I)V KUT Ti )IàpKEIQ
TO)V c1Eo11VO)V T1O)V pvd)v.
Otwpwvó KaOcTa :
	 :_	 :	 :_	 I cNUi(pO)V(i) WEOXUTU
1112	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 I
EpotiitatoXOyto &laKâAOu	 468
15. I1pocthoxo On Oa rnrapp uirocmpi ato aoAio iou wrO to Ytoupycfo flat&ciaç Kat rq flapiciui ton
*3tOVO)V TPIWV iqVwV.
óiwpwvw wOctu :
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 cfl)ftpOww wtOthuz
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7





1 1 1 2	 3 1 4 1 5	 6171
17. flpoaoicó On Oa rnrdpxct uicocmpiq ato aoXio iiou wrO tiv toinKi autoiobcirq ( iioc, Nopapia) Katä n
&dpKCtU TWV ctOpvwv tplO)V J1T)VWV.
thuqxovw KUOCTQ
	 J :_ :_ :_	 :	 cuppo)vw wró)uta
1 1 1 2	3	 4	 5	 6	 7
18. flpoaöoico On ot paOircc pou Oa Oouv va pqaipoiroiqaouv rncokoytatç ato aoA.cio pou icatà nv ãpK1u
tr)ç TpE(ouaag oxoXucic poviäg.
&açxovw KäOcta :
	 :	 :_ 1:	 :	 P0)V0) wrOXura
I	 2	 516171
19. I1poaöoia On Oa uiräpci auvcç auv&all 010 &aöiicruo ato aXoAEio 1ol) icatã TT)V &äplcEla row cirOpcvwv
tpIo)v 1qvwV.
6iaqxnvw KäOCTa :	 :_ :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 iipoww wrOiuta
	
I	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
20. flpoo6oicb On Ou wräpouv o-ro oxoEio pou ErapKcIç &)vatOrqtEç c ipOppwmç nov cic7raI&1tiiców atqv
3taI&lyO)y1Kf 7JJ1O1) tO)V wroA.oyaT(i)v KQTd t &ãpIccia tow clrOpEvwv Tpló)V JlrIvWv.
iaqxnvth KaOcTa	 :_	 :	 :	 auppwvw wtó?wra
1	 II	 2	 3	 4	 5	 617
Lti mvcia, öwm,rwvovrai opiathvtç rpoTã7cLg 01 olroIEç öi4wovv TOb rapáyovTEç rou Oa uç
ô1cuKOuv0vv q Oa aaç ôu6Icopouv uii piaq TWY TIlE ii öIöacTKu)Au aaç icarà T9 öIãpKIa TWv elrOpEvwv
rptwv pqvwv. flupwcaAth a icàOc rpórum vu *,uActc vav apiOpO oi vu uvrurpoaonrcucl Tqv wràvr1)m
caç.
1.H mrapq crapKoOç apiOpoO uro?oyiannv icai ipupcpciaIc.wv (1r.x. cicnnrwrç) ato aoXz{o iOU KaT tq &áplccia
TWV c2rOpcvo)v tpLo)V pq'ó)v Oa icávct
7rcpI000rcpo óUaioXq :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 mcpiaaorcpo cuKoXq
	
1 1 2 1 3 1 4	 5	 61	 7
yta icva U)V ypqoi row TI E atrv t&xoxaAia tou.
2. H Oirap opiccto c1nrcztcunKoO Xoyta)nKoO yia E1c1ral&unlco1ç aKolroUc 010 a)oAo pou icatd	 row
crOpcvwv tpiwv pqvóv Oa Kczvcl
2zcpaaOtcpo öuaKoXq :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 irnplaaôtcpo iuioq
	
1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta icvcz v prar nov TIlE miv th&iwr&Ja poD.
3. To 'a uirãpci tvuci) 3oriOcta yla U)V Xtoupyta KUL cmvriiprimi tow uRoXoyIcTr()v oto ao)cio pou KUtà 19
bIapKEuz tow EltOpEVO)V tpló)V pTVó)V Oa tcâvct
ncplaaótcpo aKoXll :
	 :	 :	 :	 ncptaeorcpo UKO?9
	
1	 213	 4	 5	 61	 7
yta Jicva rqv par nov TIlE anv t&xaicaXia pou.
4. Erapici)ç oIKovopnc1 otYjptE yia rouç &zaK&ouç 010 aoXcio pou Katà U) 8IãpKcla nov c7thpevwv tpuw pvw
Oa Kãvcl
irptaaotcpo &aicoAi	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 ncpiaaotcpo cuco)q
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta uva trv xpiaii nov TIlE 01T)V 6t&LaKaXIa poD.
EponparoAoyto AaaKÔA.o1
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5. 'Eva KaTàXXrXo Epyaanpio ipocpopnciç 010 aoAio ou icató u &(pKCla T0)V Cróicvwv Tpuov 1rIVów Oa icavit
7rCpI000Tcpo óuaicoXq :
	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 ncpiaaotcpo ctio
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu iicva uv (.p1crr tow TIlE orriv thöaacaXIa ioo.
6. 0 pncpóç aptOióç iaOquv arTlV Tãr iOU KUTä t1 ölàpKEta TOW EIIOIIEVO)V tplWV 1flVd)V Oa KàVC1
rcpicrnotcpo 6uaicoAi
	 :	 :	 :_	 :__	 lEIplaOOTEpO cuKO)q
213	 4 __	 617
yia icva Tv jqa1 twv TIlE cmiv &&ioiaUa jiou.
7. To va irpoypaianatci apKCTOç xpovoc yta
	 OROOyltTTd)V alto TV td1] ou 010 0X0?.EiO pot KUTà tfl
&àpiccta Tov clrOIlcvwv tpuov nlvwv Oa icãvct
lrcpt000rcpo öuoioq
	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 lrcpl000Tcpo cu,coXt
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia pcva rqv )piaI twv 11 E cmiv M&laKaXia p00.
8. H cvawpdToWll riç yplcTTlc ro)v urooytouov ato icipov AvaXurucO flpóypappa 010 a)oXEio 00 1(0th n öiàp*ta
TO)V 7rócvwV TpIó)V pqvwv Oa KäVCl
lrcpl000TcpO öuoicoq
	 j :	 :	 :	 :	 luptooOtcpo euKoXq
	
1112	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta pthva uiv yjnicni row TIlE arv &&ZOK&JU Iiou.
9. H lnrapq apcctoi ypOvou yta vu a UIETUW ta pa9ipata crra oroia )J)qalpoltotoóvTaI ot rnroXoyiatç 010 cTXO?Io
pou 1(0th rq öiàpiaiu tow cltOpicvwv rplwv pqvwv Oa icävci
lr*pl000tcpo öóoioXt1
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 irptaaOtcpo cuico)
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu ptva rqv pqaq Tow TIlE atqv i&zaicaXia pou.
10. H U1tOaTfp1q TOt) &CUOUVT1 (510 0(OEIO pou 1(0th tq öidpiccia row ItOpcvwv 1ptv jirvwv Qa icãvt
7rcpiocsotpo ötmxoA.q :
	 :	 ncptaaOrcpo cuicoAi
112	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia pcvu rqv pqaii rwv TIlE cmiv ö1&zcsKuXta poo.
11. H wroaTYplq tOt) lrpOYaTàpcVot) TOt) 7U(E{OU (510 (T)0E(0 t00 Kald TT btCLpKCUZ TWV IlrOiicvwv Tpl()V pqVthV Oa
KàVE1
7rp1000rpo öuoiou :_ :
	 :_	 :_	 J lrEpt000Tcpo CUKOA.11
1	 2J3	 4	 5	 6	 7
7W jlCVO rIp' jnjafl row TIlE cmiv &&zmca)ta poo.
12. H Ufl0011 p11l TOO 0tK0l) 1I3O)OU (ITO 0X0?El0 0U 1(0th tfl &äplcEta TWV cnOuvwv Tpui)V ptivwv Oa KOvEl
lrcpL000TEpo 6Uaioq
	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 ircptoaOtpo uKo)
2	 3	 4	 5	 61	 7
yta .1vu rsv ypTyt1 Tow TIlE cmiv &&zcn&Ja poD.
13. H rntoor1p1q rwv ouva prnv pou oTo a)oEio pou 1(0th rq öIàpKcIa TOW €irOpcvwv tpuov pqvóv Oa KVCI
ircptaaotcpo óuawoq
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ J :	 ircpiaoOtcpo c1)Ko)Il
1	 213	 4	 5	 6J	 7
yta pcva ttiv ,prar TWV TIlE rv thóaaKaXia pou.
14. H uitoqpt tOt) ouAAOyou yov*0w 1(01 K11 &CI.tOvwv 010 (T)0Xo iOU icatO TI &tOpKCla TO)V CIIOIICVO)V TpRi)V
prvwv Oa icâvgt
ltcpI000Tcpo öixnco?u1 :_ :	 :_	 7rptoaOtpo £UK0A.1
II	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
710 gva t1 ,ptcn row TIlE (rTqV &öaaKaAAa poD.
EpwrrILLaroXOyto &zaicdAou	 470
15. II D1tOTfl)1fl TOl) YJtOUçYyEiOl) flatciaç uto cTXO).EiO 1101) KUTd Ti) uip1cElu TWV c7rópcvwv TliOV IIT1vO)V Oct KVC1
ircptaaoTcpo 6oaioXq :_ :	 :_	 :	 ircptaaôttpo ioA
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia icvu tTv )(J)i)fl uov T[IE cmiv öthaaKaA.ta 1100.
16. H inrocmpt tou 11al&rywTtKo1 !varnotou CTTO a)oAdo iou icutd TI) &idpiccia twv ciópcvwv tpiwv iqvv Oct
KãV€1
cpIaaótcpo oüaKofl 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 ncplcJa&rcpo Cl)KOJ
1	 2	 3	 4 1 5 	 6	 7
yia ).ttva tiiv ptici1 twv TIlE cmiv &6uaKaAIu poD.
17. H rnroari1pt q tiic Tornc1ic autootoiicicnic (ipoç, NoltupXIa) oto aoAcio poD Kctth nfl thäpKcta TOV CRóptvow
TPIWV 1iq'thv Oct Kävcl
JEcpIaaóTEpo 6uaicoXi  :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 itcptaoótcpo €uKor)Ii	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta )IEVU rrv xpro twv TIlE cmiv t&la1c&ta ioo.
18. To vu 0Xouv ot 1aOqTç pou vu XpflmI1o7rotfaouv uiro)oyiatç aTo ooX10 poD KuTä Ti) ölàpKCtu TOW CtoCVWV
TptwV )IT1VO)V Oct KävCI
rcpivaótpo öóaKoATl :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 ncplaaOtcpo cmcoXt
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yla gcva TI)V ypqar TO)V TIlE crrqv &&imcakia poD.
19. H ntapq aovcxoóg aUv&cnç ow &uiicruo ow oxoXElo iou icczrâ TI) ötäpiccta Tofl/ cnOJicvo)v TpIó)v pqvv Oct
KaVE1
lrcptaaoTcpo o1co.r 	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_ J 7cptaaótcpo CUK0AS)
1	 2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 7
r liEvu TT) ypqcn TWV TI E univ thöuoica)ia poo.
20. To vu ulràpxouv c,tapKciç &vatótqtcç ripópcpoxnç cmiv 7ral&rtrf1Kf) p1cn nOV uirokoyiatthv yia touç
zaKãXoog 010 aoXEio pou ICctT u öIàpKclu nov cópcvwv Tpló)v pflvó)v Oct KdVcl
,rcptaoótcpo 6uaico)q 	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_	 JtcptoaoTcpo co,oq
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ylu pcvu trv y, pim ton' 1 lIE cmiv óI&zaKa).ia i0u.
Mpo 30
rq uvcw rou cpwrqputokoy(ou b)rápXouv Káro(Eç a-r6aiç wwvavri Tovg wro)oyiatç. flapwcaAth,
KvIcA(onTE *vu apiOpó E Kä01 rpóracn), öqAtmwovtaç niiv wrávT1n) irou aç UVTUTOGWEUCL





I	 Ew oopucrn vu prmpoirotth urooylcm. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
2	 Ot 000yIoTç öcv dvut ouvupltuonKoi.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 Av 1101) &vóTav I) cuiutpia, Oct iOthz vu 11ä0w yia rouç uitokoyiotEç icti 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ rq ypim rouç. 	 ________	 ______ —
4	 NopiCffl Ot 01 rnrokoyiatç chat 7roXU cocoA.oi cmi rimi Touç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
5	 Ot orokoytotèç Oct rnopoóuav vu 3oflOIioouv univ EVIOXUT1K11	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ &&imcuXiu.
6	 -u EpyuuTm pc oroA.oyicmi Octo to uvutóv Xtyótcpo.	 1	 2	 3	 5
7	 1 a clrlpop(po)TIKó apoypäpputu ytu rouç wroA.oyloTcç oro Xóo cpyuaiaç
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ irpé7rcl vu yivouv Dir0)pcwtlKa.
EporpatoXOyto &ia,có.Xou
	 471
I = A,aqwvô KáIkTa,
2=4,açwvth,
3 = E1,a: ouöérepoc/-q,
4 Zvpçcovoi,	 .	 .
5 = ZvpqMovth wrd2vra
8	 U p1aq rnroXoyicmi orrv td oóq-yci oc au PEVII wcOóoml nov 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ 1UOflt(i)V.	 _______
9	 uyKcvtpvopa1 oiov 1rnooyun1. OTav wv pU1pO7r0lio.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 Noptw On 1 cpyaaia ic uiroXoytatcç Oa ituv cudptorq KU! 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ CvtU$p0U0a.	 ______
II	 eu ilOcXa vu upperáaw ac päOipu i1poqopt1crç ytu vu puOw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ lrCplUaOtCpU yta rovç rnoXoyurrç. 	 _______	 _____
12	 ®a &)UXEUU 7110 £VTUT1K uv ciu n óuvarOrltu vu ptaipomotw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ rntooytctç auXvO rcpa.	 _______	 _____
13	 MCp1Kç popéç poäpai Otav EpircI vu	 npo7rouuw uro?oyiutç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 H 71pó uT vu k0vo oputa pc rn1o?oylat cv pc c)ci.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 S
IS	 Ot wroA.oyiotç O7rrotw uç aac1ç EtU ttOV UvOpnro)v.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 Nn0m UVETU OtUV cpyaçopUl pc u71oXoyi. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
17	 Elput	 utoç/-g Ott Ou popoaa VU CpyaaTth pe uro)oyiatç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
18	 H cpyauiu pc rnro)oytatç	 v tàq IaaTpE3k(ovc1 to KOIVO)VIKO KXIpU.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
19	 Av irpoèxrnrrc npOqpa pc Kd3roto xpOypuppu to y
 rno?oytatii noD &v	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ 7t0) vu Xiao Opcaa, Ou cir4iclvu uc aDtO p(ypi vu 3pco rriv 01•	 _______	 _____ —
20	 Mou UE1 VU uoO)oupu1 pc vuv uroXoyrnn. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
21	 Ot wro)oyiatç pC KãVOUV VU vlo)OW Up1xuV0c/-r1 KUI cp&pvo-t.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 Elput 3tatoç Ott Oa pnopouou vu pàOw pta yA.thaaa npoypappattupoU 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ (ytu T0\ roAoyiori).	 _______	 _____
23	 Ot paOqTEç 7rpoaC)ouv 7rcpt000tcpo oruv otqv tdii pqalpono1ouvTuI	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ rnroA.oyrnTç.	 ________	 ______
24	 cpo Ott o uro.oyiutèç pou 6ivoiiv t iiv EUKUIp1U VU päOw VCU 71puUTU.	 I	 __	 3	 4	 •__
25	 H y,poi nov uitoA.oyiurv civut uwoXt. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
26	 H p1ar tou 1EKTpOV1KOU ruupopciou (e-mail) auävct ru KiVrtpu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ urouç puOitç yiu to päO9pa. 	 _______	 _____
27	 u pmponoiiuo) rouç unoXoyiatcç pc iroAAooç tpoirouç otr mi pou.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
28	 cv pitopi vu UKE(ptth lcaVcVu tpóno nou Ou ypflmponotflaw uirooyiani 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ attv inzptcpu o1).
	 ________	 ______
29	 tipEirci VU €itxai pUUXO' 7W VU CpyaçEaUI pc ro)oyiatç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
30	 H cxpd0qui nov uirokoyiorwv civut xämpo Xpóvou.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
31	 Ot W1O)O71UTéç urn aXo)Cio cUipouv t
	
p1oupylKOtfltu tow pUOrlTthv.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
32	 -)a OcAu vu päOm ircpiauOtcpU yrn rouç uno)oyiutç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
33	 IlpOa7tUOth VU CV11P Cp6)VOPUI 7IU tic T€XVOA.OYIKCc EEXiC1ç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
34	 Acv poo apuci vu uutth pe äkoç ylu wro)oytutiç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
35	 Ot wtoXoyrntéç auvt€A.ouv univ 7110 U7robotIK1 ÔthUUKQXIU.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Oi u7roXoyrnTç EV J.IC pOI0DV KUOO)0U.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 H pai cvOg rno)oyiutf pC C71Ol€1 VU Cijiat pioupytKóc)-fl. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
38	 Ot c7rlOóaclç tow pU0Tt(i)V piropoüV vu uuOo0v OrUv 0TT ó1Oa01(&JU	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ )'J)11a1P0710101)VTU1 D71OX0y1utç. 	 _______	 _____
39	 Ou qOcXa vu pãOw 7rcpicWOtcpU ytu rouç uirooyiatcç oç cviautuà	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ pEUU t&zmcuXiuç. 	 _______	 _____
40	 ®U pou OpF.uC VU CpyaçopuI p€ uiro)oytatcç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 H ypqa1 rou qAEKtpovIKol) tuxupopciou (e-mail) Kãvcl to PQOrI#IU 71(0
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ cViapCpov.	 _______	 _____
42	 &V 1E irctpogci VU JiäO(O 71U ToDç uitoXoyiutç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 H cpyauIU 1C U71OA07iOt1 1C KaVCI Vcup1KO/-!. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Ot rnroXoylaTcç civut no)urnpa cpyuA'.ia ytu TT crioxn1 Tlic JroiorqTuc
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ tqç CK7rUi ClxTrIc tow pUOrtd)v.	 _______	 _____
45	 fliOuvóç €V OU paOWltOTE vu )JM]a1po7roui uiroXoywtcç.






5 = Evpøvdi a7róAvra	 :	 LU
46	 Ot owwvwcç iwptç €rqpthovtat apvqtucã aicO rq pqar iwv 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ U71&071(TT(OV.	 _______	 _____
47	 Oi uiroA.oytatcç piropouv vu pqmpozotOouv PC cirituia uc puOraru	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
7101) aJz(11t06V &qptoup'yucéç paan1pi6t1tcc.	 _______	 _____
48	 Elvot cvótwpcpov vu paOaivct iavciç yia rnro)oyiatEç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 itato.w vu	 mpo,coulaw uiro)oyiatcç airO cpOio Oil Ou icävw izOq rou	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
&v plropo) VU ô10p0ó)m).	 _______	 _____
50	 Ta ãropa rou cpyãovrat p umo)oyiaiç icdOovtai gltpoaid ac pta
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ o9Ovr OXr rqv rppu.	 ______	 _____
SI	 Fm 7roA autoltc7roiOrIml Oov wpopã tiiv ep7aaia p wrooytotg.	 I	 2	 3
52	 Ot uicoXoyicitëç Oa or0oUauv touç paor1thç vu uvEp7dçovtat pciaó
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
- touç.	 _______ -	 -
53	 litatcuw on civut roAu arpavnKO yia pcvu vu pàOw vu cipilopui cvav
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
UIIOkOYUTTII . 	 _______
54	 H x.priaq iou icKtpoVtKou raXubpopctou (e-mail) KäVCl to paOirq vu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
uoOct Ott upIJcté(cl ircpivaOtcpo.
	 _______
55	 H npOKm tç PâO1aT1ç pc u7roo71cnç pc m)vap7rdcl.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
56	 &v Oa &(Opouv JtOtC pta öoukztã, O7LOD Oa ticpctc vu cpyopat
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
uiroo'ylaTç.	 _______
57	 AltoyorItcuopal Otuv actopai On 3tpoo7taOw vu xp1atponolr1ow
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ulroylaTcç.	 _______
58	 Ot u71ooyiarcç popov vu civat pqa1po or0qpa 1&LaKu?Jaç ac OA.0
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ acöOv paOfpnta.
	 _______
59	 cv vopiçw On Ou é,cczva 	 ciuirEöou cp-yaaicç pc Touç uitoXo'yiaiç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
60	 -)a flOcXa vu 7rcpvào) 71Cp1aOTEpl1 thpu yptlatpOlrOtO)VTQc	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
61	 NithOrn Ovcta Otav €o) UO) 10U u7roolatcç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 H	 iou qXlctpovlKoU ruu6popciou (e-mail) oOdci to pa0qtr vu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ páOci 7rcplcxtOtcpa.	 ________	 ______
Zac ev%apwTcI)xoAó 71a rqv ovvep7ao'Ia uaç
flxbp'ioç, I. Kovrpopdvoç, Yro4giioc Athá,cropaç
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies
King's College London University of London
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CONFIDENTIAL	 CODE
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 II
IHead Teacher Questionnaire
The main objective of this questionnaire is to know the current state of ICT in Greek primary schools. The
questionnaire is divided into three parts. In Part I you are asked to provide some basic information about yourself and
your experience of computers. You are also asked to provide general information about the use of ICT in your school.
Part 2 and 3 aims to elicit more detailed information by asking you to indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with a number of statements provided.
Part I
I i . Personal Information
1.1. Name:
1.2. Sex:
	 Male 0 Female 0
1.3. Age: under 25 0 26-300 31-350 36-400
41-450 46-500 51-550 overssD
1.4 Name of the school:
1.5 Contact address:
1 .6 Contact fax / telephone number: ___________________________________________________________________
1.7 E-mail address:
1.8 Degree(s) and qualifications (s):
Pedagogical Academy 0 Faculty of Primary Education 0
Eksomiosi 0 Maraslion Didaskalion of Primary Education 0
Otherdegree 0 Please specify: ____________________________
Master 0 Please specify: _____________________________
PhDDPleasespecify: ___________________________
Other 0 Please specify: _________________________________
1.9 Years of teaching experience:
1-50 6-100 11-150 16-200 21-25 0 over2sD
1.1 0.How long have you been a head teacher at this school?
2. General Information about your school
2.1 Please indicate the characteristics of your school. (Please tick ('I) all appropriate responses).
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2.2 How many teaching staff is there in your school?
2.3 How many pupils are enrolled in your school?
2.4 Please indicate the area where most of the pupils in your school live. Please put a tick ('I) in the appropriate
response.
2.5 Please indicate the school's overall use of computers, and the length of time they have been using each mode.
School computer use 	 Period of time
________________________________________________ 	
(e.g. 3 years and 2 months)
School administration
Individual teachers personal use
Feaching pupils (please specify: e.g. using ICT as
object of study or ICT as toot to teach other subjects):
2.6 How many of the teachers of your school are using computers in their teaching?
2.7 Which grades of pupils of your school are using computers in their lessons? Please indicate the number of pupils
ineach grade that use computers in their lessons. ______________________________________________________
2.8 Is your school connected to the Internet?	 YES 0	 NO 0
2.9 If YES. has your school created its own web site? YES 0	 NO 0
2.10 Please indicate where computers are used for each of the following tasks in your school and by whom?
You	 Deputy head	 Other	 Other
teacher	 Teachers	 (please specify)
Correspondence_____________ ____________ _____________ ________________
Fime-tabling	 _____________ ____________ _____________ ________________
Worksheets
Pupilsrecords (e.g. profiles. reports) _____________ ____________ _____________ ________________
Budgeting_____________ ____________ _____________ ________________
Other school management (please specify):
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• Hardware and other equipment
	 I
3.1	 Please indicate in the following tables the number of computers available in your school for
teaching/learning purposes.
For teaching	 Of the total number, how many:
and learning	 Are over	 Have	 Linked to
	 Linked to
	 Located in
	 Located	 Located in
3 years	 multimedia	 Internet?	 an internal	 computer	 in	 classrooms?





TO1AL	 J	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I
3.2 Please indicate in the following tables the number of computers available in your school for administration
purposes.
For	 management	 Of the total number, how many:
and Administration	 Stand	 Are over 3 years old?
	 Linked to Internet?






3.3 Please enter the number of items available in your school.
3.4 Do you have any further equipment on rder?
	 YES	 NO 0
If YES. please specify what is ordered and when it is likely to be received.
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4 Software
4.1 Please indicate the type of software available in your school. Please tick (I) all appropriate responses.
Type of Software	 Computers for	 Computers for
teaching	 administration




5	 Painting or drawing	 ________________
6	 Programming languages (e.g. Pascal, Visual Basic, etc.)
	 ________________
7	 Authoring programmes (e.g. ToolBooks. AuthorWare. etc.)
	 ________________
8	 Multimedia Encyclopedias (CD-ROM)
	 ________________
9	 Presentation software
10	 Subject specific software
II	 Educational games
12	 Music composition software
13	 Simulations
14	 Measurement and Control
15 Desktop publishing
	 ________________ _________________
16 Word Wide Web
17 Mailing software (e.g. e-mail)
	 ________________ ________________
18	 Tools/utilities (e.g. Antivirus, Archives, etc.)
	 _________________ __________________
Other (please specify):
4.2 I-las the school created its own software?
	 YES 0 NO 0
4.3 If YES please indicate the types of software created.
5. Computer experience and knowledge
5.1 Please tick one box on each line.
5.2 Please indicate your knowledge and expertise in computers. Please indicate by drawing a circle round the
appropriate number.
I Know ...
	 none	 a little	 quite a	 a lot
_________________________________________________________________ _________ _________ 	 lot	 _________
1. The difference between mainframe computers and personal
	 1	 2	 3	 4computers.
2. The difference between the operating system and an application
	 I	 2	 3	 4package.	 _________ _________
3. The trends in hardware development in the past 30 years.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Criteria to judge the quality ofa printer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. What file extensjons' are.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
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I Know ...	 none	 a little	 quite a	 a lot
______________________________________________________________ ________ ________ 	 lot	 ________
6. What a 1oop' means in programming. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. What a relational datahase' is like.	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. What a bit' is defined as.	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. 1 he difference between RAM' and ROM. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. The difference between a word processor and a desktop publishing 	 1	 2	 3	 4
programme.	 ________ ________ ________ ________
I can ...	 not at	 a little	 well	 very
_________________________________________________________________ 	
all	 ________ ________	 well
1. Load software.	 I	 2	 3	 4
2. Format disks.	 I	 2	 3	 4
- -
3. Check virus.	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Manage files.	 1	 2	 3	 4
5. Connect computer to external devices. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. Use help-facilities.	 I	 _2_	 3	 4
7. Create sub-directories.	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. Send an email.	 - -
	 2	 3	 4
9. Search the World Wide Web. 	 -	 2	 3	 4
10. Download files from email or World Wide Web. 	 - -
	 2	 3	 4
6. Personal use of computers
6.1 Do you have access to a computer for personal use outside of school?
YES 0	 NO 0	 If NO. please move on to section 7.
6.2 Who owns the computer you use outside of school (e.g. you, your husband/wife/partner)? _________________
6.3 Please indicate which type of computer you use:
I Desktop PC	 I Laptop	 I Desktop Apple Mac
6.4 Please indicate how often you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace. Please answer





houreach	 houreach	 hoursa	 anhoura
month	 week	 week	 day
Word processing	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Spreadsheets	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Databases	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Desk-top publishing	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Art/graphics software	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
CD-ROM software	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
E-mail	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
World Wide Web	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Games	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Other (please specify): 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
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6.5 Please also indicate how long you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace.
Period of time	 Period of time
(e.g. 3 years and 2	 (e.g. 3 years and 2
___________________________	 months)	 ______________________	 months)
Word processing	 _____________________ CD-ROM software
Spreadsheets______________________ E-mail
Databases	 World Wide Web
Desk-top publishing	 ______________________ Games
Art/graphics software
	 Other (please speci1):
6.6 Do you have access to the Internet outside of your workplace? YESD NOD
If NO, please move on to section 7.




If NO, please go to section 7. If YES. how often do you check your email?
I 7 Staff development training	 I
7.1 Please indicate the time period (in hours) of each form of in-service training in ICT education you have received
in your career. If you do not use computer or you have not received any training please move on to section8.
Location	 Hours of courses received
Initial	 Short special 	 Advanced	 Working	 Longer award
awareness	 course (e.g.
	 course	 conference	 bearing course
course	 using
_______________ _______________ 	 databases)	 _______________ _______________ ____________________
In school






18. UsIng computers for administration
8.1 Do you use computers for administrative purposes?
YES 0	 NO 0 Ifyou answered NO please move on to section 9.
8.2 Please, indicate how often you use computers for administrative purposes.
never	 I once a month	 I twice a month	 I twice a week	 I every d
8.3 Please, indicate how long you use computers for administrative purpose (e.g. 3 years and 2 months):
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I• Computer support
9.1 Please indicate the kind of support you provide to your school for the development in the use of computers in
education. Please choose a number for each item (I = none, 2 = little. 3 = average. 4 = quite a lot. 5 a lot).
9.2 Has your school been running projects to help teachers and pupils using computers funded by the district. Ministry
of Education. Universities, European Union. parents, or other institution?
YESD NOQ
If NO, please go to Part 2. If YES, please indicate the project(s) your school has been involved in during the last
5 years.
Name of project(s)	 Purpose of project(s)	 Funded by	 Duration	 Ages of pupils
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Part 2
Please explain in a few words what Information Communication Technology (ICT)
means to you.
In the questionnaire you are about to fill out, we ask you questions which make use of rating scales with seven
options. You are to check mark ( SI) the option that best describes your opinion. More specifically, in this questionnaire
we are mainly concerned with head teachers' views toward supporting the uptake of Information Communication
Technology (ICT) in their schools.
I. I intend to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
extremely unlikely
	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 extremely likely
I	 1112	 314	 516171
2. I will try to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
definitely true
	 j	 :	 definitely false
17	 615	 413	 1211
3. I plan to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 J :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_ J :	 J strongly agree
-	 17	 615	 4	 3	 21
4. For me to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months is
harmful :
	 :_ :_ :_
	 :	 :_ beneficial
________ __ 2 3 4 5 6
	 7
pleasant	 :_ :_ :_
	 :_	 unpleasant
________ 7 6 5 4 3
	 2
good :_ :
	 :	 :_	 :_	 bad
________ 7
	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
worthless :_	 :	 :	 :	 valuable
________	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
enjoyable :_	 :	 :_ :_	 :_	 :	 unenjoyable
________ 7 6 5 4 3	 2
5. Most people who are important to me think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 65	 41312	 1
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
6. It is expected of me that I support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
extremely likely	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 extremely unlikely
7 16	 5	 4	 3	 21	 i	 I
7. The people in my life whose opinions I value would
approve :_
	 :	 :	 :_	 disapprove
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
of my supporting the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
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8. Most people who are important to me support the uptake of ICT in schools.
completely true :_
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 completely false
17	 61514131211
9. The people in my life whose opinions I value
sUppoI-t :	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 do not support
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
the uptake of ICT in schools
10.For me to support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months would be
	
impossible :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_ :_	 :_ possible
23	 4	 516	 7
II. If I wanted to I could support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
definitely true
	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 definitely false
7	 615	 4	 3121	 1	 I
12.How much control do you believe you have over supporting the uptake ofICT in your school during the next three
months?
no control :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_
	 :	 :_ complete control
I	 II	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
13.It is mostly up to me whether or not I support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
strongly agree :
	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly disagree
17	 6	 514	 3	 21	 I	 I
Behavioural belief strength
Jporling the uptake of Information Communication Technology in my school during the next three months will...
	
enrich pupils knowledge. 	 extremely unlikely: __
	 _:__:_:_:_ extremely likely
- _____________	 1234567
2	 ... help the weak pupils improve,	 extremely unlikely: __
	 _:_:_:__:__ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
3	 ... help pupils learn more easE/v.
	 extremely unlikely: _: 
_:_:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
4	 ... make the lessons more fun for
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_: _:__:__:_ extremely likely
- the pupils.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
5	 ... increase pupils' interest in
	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _: _:_:_:__ extremely likely
- learning.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
6	 ... stimulate creativity
 in pupils.	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_: _:__ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
7	 ... signifIcantly	 improve	 the	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:__:__:_:__ extremely likely
overall quality of pupils	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
education.
8	 ... be a waste of time for pupils.	 extremely unlikely:	
_,,,,_:__:_,,,:_:_ extremely likely
- _____________	 1234567
9	 ... help pupils work with one
	 extremely unlikely:
	 _:__:__:_:_ extremely likely
- another.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 ... help pupils to find ajob easier 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:_:, _:__ extremely likely
- in future.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
II	 ... help teachers to improve their
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:
	 extremely likely
- ICT expertise.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
12	 ... allow teachers greater access
	 extremely unlikely: _:,,,,,,,:_:_:_:,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,, extremely likely
to a computer for personal and
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
- professional use.
	 --
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jporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology In my school during the next three month.c will...
l3	 ... make lessons more interesting 	 extremely unlikely: 	 _:_:_:__:__ extremely likely
for teachers.	 I 2	 3 4 5 6 7
14 ...make the lessons more
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:__:__extremely likely
- enjoyable for teachers. 	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
IS ... make lessons more diverse,	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
16 ... make preparation for lessons
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
easier for teachers.	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
17	 ... help teachers organise better
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:_:__ extremely likely
- their lessons.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
18 ... make preparation for lessons
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:__:_:_:_:__ extremely likely
more time - consuming for
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
teachers.
19	 ...restrict the content of lessons. 	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:_:_:__:__ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
20 ... make it more difficult for
	 extremely unlikely: _:__:, _:_:__:__:_ extremely likely
teachers to control the class.
	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
21	 ... give teachers more prestige.
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
22	 ... improve teachers 'productivity,
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:__:_:,__:_ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
23	 ... cause conflicts among teachers.
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:__:, _:,:_ extremely lkely
_____________	 1234567
24	 ... restrict teachers 'role, 	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:__:_:_:__ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
25 ... help teachers communicate
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:__:_,:_:__ extremely likely
- with colleagues in other schools.
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
26 ... save teachers more time and
	 extremely unlikely: __ _:_:_:__:_:,_,, extremely likely
work	 1234567
27 ... cause teachers stress, 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:,__:_ extremely likely
- _____________	 1234567
28 .., improve communication among
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:, _:_:__ extremely likely
- the pupils and teachers.
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
29	 ... create problems in the current
	 extremely unlikely: __ _:,,,,_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
- curriculum.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30 ... create problems in the school
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:, _:__:_:_ extremely likely
- timetable.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3 I	 ...support the communication of
	 extremely unlikely: 
____L_:_:_:_ extremely likely
my school with other schools in
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
- Greece and abroad.
32 ... help school's organisatson
	 extremely unlikely: _:_ ,:__:_:_:_:__ extremely likely
beter.	 1234567
33	 ...help the school's personnel to
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:, ,:,_:_:,_,,,,, extremely likely
- cooperate.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34	 ... help my school to implement
	 extremely unlikely: __,,:_:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
- other innovations.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
35	 ...give me more prestige.
	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:_:_:_:__ extremely likely
_____________	 1234567
36 ,.. cause me stress, 	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
- _____________	 1234567
Outcome evaluation
I	 Enriching pupils' knowledge is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
___ ______________	 1 2 34 567
2	 Helping the weak pupils improve
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_: :_ :_ extremely good
is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
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3	 He/ping pupils' learning more
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_ :_ :_: extremely goxl
- east/v is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
4	 Making the lessons more fun for
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_: :_ :_ extremely good
- the pupils is:	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
5	 Increasing pupils' interest in
	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_ :_:
	 :	 extremely good
- learning is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
6	 Stimulating creativity
 in pupils is:	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_:
	 :	 extremely good
_____________	 1 2 34 567
7	 improving the overall quality of
	 extremely bad::	 :	 :	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
- pupils 'education is.'
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8	 Waste of time for pupils is:	 extremely bad:: - :
	 :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
_____________	 1 2 34 567
9	 Helping pupils work with one
	 extremely bad :_: - :_: :_ :_: extremely good
- another is.'
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
10	 Helping pupils find a job easier
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
- in future is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
I I	 Improving teachers ICT expertise
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_:	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
_is:	 1 2 34 567
12	 Allowing teachers greater access
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ extremely gwd
to a computer for personal and
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
professional use is:
13	 Making lessons more interesting	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ :_:	 extremely good
for teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6 7
14	 Making lessons more enjoyable
	 extremely bad :_: - :_: :_:
	 :_ extremely good
- for teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
15	 Making lessons more diverse is.'
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
_____________	 1 2 34 567
16	 Making preparation for lessons
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_: :	 :_: extremely good
easier for teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
17	 Organising lessons better for
	 extremely bad::
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
18	 Making preparation for lessons
	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
more time - consuming for
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
teachers is:
19	 Restricting the content of lessons	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
is:	 I	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
20	 Making the control of the class	 extremely bad :_: - : :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
- more diffIcult for teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
21	 Giving teachers more prestige is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
______________	 1 2 34 567
22	 Improving teachers' productivity
	
extremely bad :: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
is	 I	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
23	 Having teachers conflicting with 	 extremely bad:: - :_:
	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- their colleagues is:	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
24	 Restricting teachers role is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_: :_ :_ :_ extremely good
_____________	 I 2 34 567
25	 Helping teachers communicate
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_: extremely good
with colleagues in other schools	 1	 2	 3 4
	 5	 6	 7
Is.
26	 Saving teachers more time and
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- workis:	 I 2
	 3 4 5 6 7
27	 Causing teachers stress is:
	 extremely bad:: - :_:
	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
______________	 1 2 34 567
28	 Improving communication among
	 extremely bad:: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
- pupils and teachers is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
29	 Creating problems in the current
	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_:
	 :_: extremely good
curriculum is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6 7
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30	 Creating problems in the school
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
- timetable is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
31	 Supporting the communication of
	 extremely bad::	 :_ :_:	 :_:	 extremely good
my school with other schools in
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
Greece and abroad is:
32	 helping	 schools	 better	 extremely bad::
	 :	 :	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
organisalion is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
33	 Helping the school c personnel to
	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
cooperate is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
34	 Helping school to implement
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
other innovations is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
35	 Having more prestige is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ extremely od
- _____________	 1 2 34 567
36	 Having stress is:
	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :	 :	 :	 extremely good
- _____________	 1 2 34 567
Normittive belief strength
1. The school counsellor thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
I	 17	 61 5J4	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
2. The district officer thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 f :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
1 7	 6	 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT n my school during the next three months.
3. Parents' association think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
7	 6	 5	 43	 2
support the uptake of ICT n my school during the next three months.
4. Pupils think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 6	 5 J_	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT n my school during the next three months.
5. Head teachers of other schools think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1	 7	 6 1 5 1 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
6. Teachers think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 615	 4	 3	 21	 1
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
7. The Ministry of Education thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 615	 I3	 2
support tne uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
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8. Universities think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
9. Private computer companies think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 1	 :	 I should not
	
7	 6	 5	 41312]
	
1
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
10.Local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
7 J6	 1 5	 4 1 3	 2]	 i
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
II. Greek primary teachers federation thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
1 7	 615	 41312	 I
support the uptake of ICT in my school during the next three months.
12. The Pedagogical Institute thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
1 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
support the uptake of 1CT in my school during the next three months.
Motivation to comply
Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
I	 ...your school counsellor thinks you should 	 not at all :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
2	 ...your district officer thinks you should do?	 not at all :_:	 :_ :_ :_ :_: very much
__________________	 1 2 34 567
3	 ...parents association think you should do? 	 not at all :_:	 :_ :__ :_ :_ :__ very much
__________________	 1 2 34 567
4	 ... pupils ofyourschoolthink you should do? 	 not at all :_:	 :_ :_ :_:	 :	 very much
I	 2	 34	 567
5	 .. .your colleagues (other head teachers) think 	 not at all :_:	 :_:	 :_:	 :_ very much
- you should do?	 I 2	 3 4 5 6 7
6	 ...teachers ofyour school think you should do? 	 not at all :_: - :	 :_ :_ :_:	 very much
__________________	 1 2 34 567
7	 ... the Ministry of Education thinks you should	 not at all::	 :	 :_:	 :	 :_ very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8	 ...universities think you should do?
	 not at all:: - :_:	 :	 :	 :	 very much
I	 2	 34	 567
9	 ...private computer companies think you
	 not at all :_:	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ very much
- should do?	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10	 local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture)	 not at all :_: - :_:	 :	 :_:	 very much
- think you should do?	 I 2	 3 4 5 6 7
I I	 ... Greek primary teachers • federation thinks	 not at all :_: - :
	
:	 :_:	 :_ very much
- you should do?	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12	 ... the Pedagogical Institute thinks you should 	 not at all :_: - :
	
:_:	 :_ :_ very much
do?	 I	 2	 34	 5 6 7
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Control belief strength
1. I expect that sufficient number of computers and peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at my school during the
next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
I	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
2. 1 expect that enough software for teaching purposes will be available at my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 17
3. I expect that technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers will be provided at my school during the
next three months.
	
I strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree2	 3	 415	 6	 7
4. I expect that adequate financial support for teachers and me will be provided at my school during the next three
months.
	
f strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly agree
I	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
5. I expect that an appropriate computer room will be provided in my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 j	 :	 strongly agree
I	 Ii	 2	 314	 5	 6	 7
6. I expect that there will be a small number of pupils in each class in my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree 	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
2	 314	 51	 6	 17
7. I expect that enough computer time for each class will be scheduled at my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
8. 1 expect that computers' use will be integrated in the existing prescribed class curriculum at my school during the
next three months.
strongly disagree J :	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 11	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
9. I expect that teachers will have enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at my school during
the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 17
10 1 expect that support will be provided by teachers of my school during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
I	 11121314
	 51617
II. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the district officer during the next threemonths.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
2	 314151	 6	 I 7
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12. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the school counsellor during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 strongly agreeIi	 2	 314151	 6	 17
13. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the head teachers of other schools during the next three
months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
2	 314	 5	 6	 17
14. I expect that support will be provided at my school by the parents association during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agreeII	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 17
15. 1 expect that support will be provided by the Ministry of Education at n' school during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
2	 314	 5	 6	 17
16. I expect that support will be provided by the Pedagogical Institute at my school during the next three months.
I strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agreeII	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 171
17. I expect that support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) at my school during the
next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
1	 I	 2	 31415	 6	 17
18. I expect that pupils ilI want to use ICT of my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree




19. I expect that enough connections to the Internet will be provided at my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 1	 2131415	 6	 7
20. I expect that sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers will be provided at
my school during the next three months.
strongly disagree





I. The availability of sufficient number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at my school during the next three
months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
j	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
2. The availability of enough software for teaching purposes at my school during the next three monthswould make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 j	 much easier
I	 J2	 3	 41516	 7J
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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3. Being provided with technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers at my school during the next
three months would make it
	
1 much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
I	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
4. Adequate financial support for the teachers and for me at my school during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
112	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
5. An appropriate computer room in my school during the next three months would make it
	
I much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
6. The small number of pupils in each class during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 112	 3	 J4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
7. The scheduling of enough computer time for each class at my school during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of Id.
8. The integration of computer use in the existing prescribed class curriculum at my school during the next three
months would make it
	
much more difficult





for me to support the uptake of ICT.
9. Enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at my school during the next three months would
make it
	
I much more difficult 	 :	 :	 I	 :	 :	 :	 1 :	 I	 much easierII	 213	 4	 516171
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
10.The support of the teachers of my school during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 J :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2	 314	 5	 617
tor me to support the uptake of IC1'.
II The support of the district officer at my school during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
12. The support of the school counsellor at my school during the next three months would make it
	
much more difticult	 much easier
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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13. The support of the head teachers of other schools at my school during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 j 2 1 3	 4 1 5	 6171
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
14. The support of the parents' association at my school during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 much easier
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7,
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
IS. The support of the Ministry of Education at my school during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 [	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
16. The support of the Pedagogical Institute at my school during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
I	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
17. The support of the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) at my school during the next three months would
make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
18. For pupils to want to use ICT at my school during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
19. The provision of enough connections to the Internet at my school during the next three months ould make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
20. Being provided with sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers at my
school during the next three months would make it





for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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Part 3
Attitudes towards computers 	 I
Please circle the appropriate number to indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement.
= Strongly Disagree (SD),
2 Disagree (D),	 ..
3 Undecided (U), 	 a
4= Agree (A),	 .	 .	 .
=
5 = Strongly Agree (SA)
I	 I am tired of using a computer.	 I	 _2 - 3	 4	 5
2	 Computers are not exciting. 	 I	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
3	 If given the opportunity, I would like to learn about and use computers. 	 1	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
4	 I think that computers are very easy to use.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
5	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
6	 I will do as little work with computers as possible.	 - -	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 In-service training courses about computers should be made 	 2	 3	 4	 5
compulsory.	 - -
8	 Using computers in class leads to more productivity among students.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
9	 1 concentrate on a computer when I use one.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 I think working with computers would be enjoyable and stimulating. 	 _______	 2	 3	 4	 5
II	 I would like to take part in a computer course to learn more about 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 _______ ______	 ______
12	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
13	 I sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 The challenge of solving problems with computers does not appeal to 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
IS	 Computers harm relations between people. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 I feel comfortable working with a computer.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
17	 I am sure I could do work with computers. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
18	 Working with computers in class distorts the social climate. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
19	 When there is a problem with a computer run that I can't immediately	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
solve, 1 would stick with it until I have the answer.
20	 1 enjoy doing things on a computer.	 1	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
21	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confused. 	 I	 _2_ _3_ 4	 5
22	 I am sure I could learn a computer language. 	 I	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
23	 Students are more attentive when computers are used in class.
	 I	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
24	 I know that computers give me opportunities to learn new things.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
25	 Computers are difficult to use.
	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
26	 the use of e-mail increases motivation for the course.	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
27	 I will use computers many ways in my life. 	 I	 _2_ _3_ 4 _5_
28	 I can't think of any way that I will use computers in my career. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
29	 Computers have become too dominant over us. 	 1	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
30	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. 	 I	 _2_ 3
	
4	 5
31	 Computers in school enhance students' creativity. 	 - I	 2	 _3_	 4	 _5_
32	 I would like to learn more about computers. 	 -	 2	
_3_ 4	 5
33	 I try to keep myself informed about technological changes. 	 I	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers.
	 - I	 2	 3_	 4	 5
35	 Computers help to teach more effectively.
	 - I	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Computers do not scare me at all.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 Using a computer prevents me from being creative.
	 -	 2	 3	 4	 5
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4 = Agree (A),	 .
5 = Strongly Agree (SA)
38	 The achievement of students can be increased when using computers
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
forteaching.	 _______ ______
39	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching aids.
	 I	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
40	 I would like working with computers.
	 I	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
41	 The use of e-mail makes the course more interesting.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
42	 I dont mind learning about computers.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 Working with computer makes me nervous.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of a child's
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
education.
45	 I will probably never learn to use a computer.
	 I	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
46	 Social contacts are negatively affected by the use of computers.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
47	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
creative activities.
48	 Learning about computers is interesting. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 I hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes I cannot
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
correct.
50	 We will lose control over computers one day.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
51	 I have a lot of self - confidence when it comes to working with
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.
52	 Computers would help students work with one another.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
53	 I believe that it is very important for me to learn how to use a
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computer.
54	 Fhe use of e-mail makes the student feel more involved.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
55	 The challenge of learning about computers is exciting.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
56	 Computers reduce humans to number.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
57	 I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying to use a computer.
	 - _2_ 3
	 4	 5
58	 Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all subject areas.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
59	 I dont think 1 would do advanced computers work. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
60	 I would like to spend more time using a computer.
	
-	 2	 3	 4	 5
61	 I feel at ease when I am around computers. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 The use of e-mail helps the student to learn more.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
Thank you very much for your cooperation
George J. Koutromanos, PhD student
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies
King's College London University of London
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3.1 Yitooytatcg yiu 6t&zictticoug KUL &ouc11rlKoLc aiconotg. flapaicaXii vu irpoa6topiactc arov aKóX0000 7tiVuicu wv
apt0pô row rnroXoyiarów (0 v&&pvwv pe To &uiicmo 11 ÔXL ) iroo öiuti0cvtai aro aoAzio aug yiu öI6wcTucoug /
puOiatuicoUg Kut btoncqriicoóg aKo7tolg.
rw	 ôiöarncaI.La	 Airó roy avvotxó apiOpó itôaoi:
KaL P1O1111	 Elvai	 iiwOirovv	 Elvat	 BpIwcovrai Bpiaucovrat 	 BptrncovTaI






cTthv;	 roAbpcTwv;	 to 6w-	 1rqpoopt-
Desktop PC
Desktop Apple Mac
oI)r1roI I aptop	 ________ ___________ _________ ___________ ___________ ____________
Ao (7uzpaK&
rpoaiopiaTc):	 ________ ____________ _________ ____________ ____________ _____________
t)VOO
___ ___	 .---. -.
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Fw	 Airó TOV TuvoLIKó opiOpó róaot €ivac
ôiastpiaq icai	 Avtóvo-	 Avw rwv tpuov rwv;	 LuvöcöEpvoI aro	 2uvöEöcpvoI pE







3.2 I1upuKaAth ,rpoaiopiatc wv apiOtó rwv pqavipthrwv iwu &arfOcvrai ato oocio aaç.
3.3 'Ectc irapayyciAct etiirXov contapô;
	 NAI 0	 OXI 0
Eàv NAI. rapaicaAib va poa&opkrntc to c{&oç rqç itapayyeAiaç icot iróre avapvcat Va XqqOci
4.1 llapwcaXth Va poaöiopiactc to ei&ç rou Xoyiapiicoi nou thaiiOcvrat oro OX0XEf0 oaç. flapaica?ó c&tc ('f)
&Eç tic actticEç wravtiic.
EpwtitatoXoyto AtcuOvti
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4.2 'Eci 8qnoupyraci to axoio TO &icó tou Xoytaiucó: 	 NAI 0	 OXI 0
4.3 Eàv NAI irapaica.ó lrpoa&lop{atE ru ciöq Xoyiapuoó rou rnoupytOrlKav:
I• H EursLp(o	 ot yvcwstç aç Toiçurotth	
--
5.1 flapuKaXd) K1JICA(i)uTc tflv airàvriiaii irou auç avrurpoaonccI ac iczOc ocipi.
5.2 I1apaKa? va rpoa&optactc Ti; yvoxictç icai rv rcipa aaç crroug urooyutt. flapaKuX npoaöiopiac
KUKX(i)VOVTQ toy
 KatàA?JXo apiOjiO.
FvwpIw...	 xaO6ou	 cAizi-	 apiceth	 ,iou
1. Ti &wpopó pCTaU rwv utooyiffnov Kcvtpucou raiaiou Kut
	 I	 2	 3	 4
t(t)V 7tO(RO7tIKO)V rnToo71aTwV.
2. Tr Otapopá liCTQ) AEltOupyiKoU crucYTifllatoc icai cvóç JEUKëTOU 	 I	 2	 3	 4
C9QpIoyWv.
3. Tic TaaCIç cuqg iou tcxviou coituaioti (hardware) Ta
	 i	 2	 3	 4
Tthi)raIa 30_pOvta.
	 _________ _______ ________ ________
4. Ta pirr pia atoXoyiimic tç rotOrqtaç cvoç cImnrorril. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. Ti civai 01 lrpocIctaaclç apciwv (tile extensions).
	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. Ti1 miucyta nic X1ic loop" orq yA.óaua rpoypa1atlaiOó. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. Ti civat q aml &othwv.	 1	 2	 3	 4
8. I]çopIctaivabit'.	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. Tq óiwpopu ITQ RAM KUI ROM'.	 1	 2	 3	 4
10. Tq öiaqopà ctau cvóç cic.cpyacm l	 ivou icat tou	 I	 2	 3	 4
irpopüiaroç cccpyaafaç ac?J&v (desktop publishing
programme).
Miropw...	 xaOó?ou	 aAóL-	 ic&.á	 ,ro
______________________________________________________	 Ka4
1. Na qopt6vo oyia lJIKO cn pviflhr iou u7roXoyrnT4	 I	 2	 - 3_	 4
2. Na Kävw 'format" anç taithtcç.	 I	 2	 _3_	 4
3. Na icävo EAzyo yia ioóg.	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Na iaxcipicopai apxcia.	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. Na uuv6cw toy uiroXoraui pc EO)tCiK oualcucç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. Na xpcnPoEouo TflV iwpoq duKOiwv oOciaç.	 1	 2	 3	 4
7. Na &Wloupyth rnro(paKXoug.	 1	 2	 3	 4
8. Na rtXvoi riA.cictpovucO pvuia (e-mail).	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. Na ava(1Tó irktpopopIcç aio 6iaiicruo (Internet). 	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. Na KaTcacw apxcia aiió 11 cIcTpovlKd nvu.iata i airó to	 I	 2	 3	 4
&aiicruo.
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1 6 IIpOr(wr:K4 yj4mi v,roAowriiiv (erróc oAziov)
6.1 EXCTC rpoa3ami rno?yicm yia lcpoawinicfl ypiai cicTôç ooXiou:
NAt 0	 OXI 0	 Eàv OXI, lrapaKaA() itpowpqatc aniv EvórT)Ta 7.
6.2 c roiov avfcci o wrokoyiatfç itou prmpo7roictTc cictôç oo?dou (•x. ac caüç, atov/crnl cniryó
aa/cruvtpopó aaç, 'lvtcpvcr KaqcTépla); ___________________________________
6.3 E1apaKa?i Va rpoatopiactc to c{öoç wv rntoXoytaTfl irou pqaiporotcite:
I Desktop PC	 I	 I IDop1T6 (Laptop)	 J	 I Desktop Apple Mac	 I
6.4 [IapaKa?	 va lcpoa&lopicyzrc róao auvd )!prI1o7rotc1Tc u7rooylatç yia irpocwirtoiç aicoiroig cictOç
ooXiou.




( .x. 3 Xpóvia	 (,r.x. 3 Xpóvta




____________ HX. Tax1poicio (E-mail) 	 ______________
Bäciçöovmv	 ______________ itaiicmo (Internet)	 ________________
ErcEcpyaaia ac.i&ov
	 11atviöia
(Desk-top publishing)	 ______________ ____________________________ ________________
AoyLaluKó ctccp'jaaiaç	 AAAo (7wpaKaó
ypa(pIIcwv Icul cwypmpucitc 	 irpoa6topiatc):
6.6 Ecte irpóaf3aaq oro taIictuo (Internet) cirôç aoAdov;
NAt 0 OXI 0 Eäv OXI, napaKaA() irpowpiatc atiiv cvóulra 7.
6.7 AtaOcrcrc qXcicrpovuci ötcOuvar (E-mail address):
	 NAI 0	 OXI 0
Euv OXI. ThapUKaX irqyuivctc orqv cvórrta 7. Eóv NAI irôao auXvó cAtyctc Ta qAactpovucä aaç j.uvtpuTa(e-mail);
Eporj.taroAó'yto AtuOuvtY
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• Evôo - epywIaK4 e,r:AudpWwn, / waráptun,
7.1 I1apaK&d va tpoaöiopfactc TOV apiOjó 1czOE ciouç cay4iauIaç cnJ1op(poxicJKaTdpna1ç nov ó3atc tov
topta tO)V DtOXOylcrn)V a-nlv c at&uaq ( .x. 30 wpcç ac ttfijia apxapiwv airô to JlavclrtatllpIo).
________ _____________ vo?o (OO)V ________ ____________
Tdoc	 Tpiipa	 ECIÔIKEUptVO	 Tpnjia	 uvôpto	 Mwcpàç xpovl,ctic




xp wi1 pthnic	 mioi
____________________ __________ 	 ôcöouvwv)	 ____________ __________ ________________
to ookto	 __________ _________________ ____________ __________ ________________
.TO 7tUVc1UOT!1IO	 __________ _________________ ____________ __________
ta IIFK





1 8. Xp4ci, wroAoyvunôv tq öio(icqci
8.1 Xpaq.tonoicfrc üç &cuouvtiic rnroXoytatç ato aoXo 'yta öloncTItuco1 c aKono1g:	 NAt 0 OXI 0
Eàv wtavriiautc OXI, lrapaKaAó irqyaIvsrc arqv cvotqta 9.
8.2 IlapaicaXth vu lrpoa&opiactc iróo vvâ 7jnW IponoLE(TE uroo'iarç wç &cuOuvtc ytu ototIcTI tucouc aKo1rotç.
8.3 flupwcaX va npoaöiopIactc to povucó ötthmipo rou yp1aLponotEITE oç ICU0Dvtiic urooyiarç yia
btoucflnlcoóçoicoirouç (.x. 3 ypovia scat 2 Iilivcc): _______________________________________________
Eputatoóyto itcii0uvn	 500
I• YKofmjpI4q 'ta rovç vxoAoywnç	 I
9.1 flapaicuX6 vu rpoa6toptact to ci&g Kat toy aQo tic uiroatpig rou napcT* ato aoXto aug ytu tiiv
cti rou wg irpog rrv yptai utoXoyiatv arqv ElcnuföcuaIl. flupuKaX £nXtc tvuv upiOiO ac KczOc
lrpôTuml (1 = KuOôou, 2= iyo, 3= thpLU, 4 = apuccrà,5 =
9.2 'Ei uvuXuc, to aoXio aug rpoypáputu yta vu 1o1Of1aEt roug &wicóioug ui toug paOrlTcc atq xirni TOW
roo'tatov, pnpatoöotoUicva uitó tiv Noiapfa. to Y1toupyEio EOviidic [Iut&iag KUL ep11aKupaTwv. wrO




Eth' wtuvuiaarc OXI. irapaicuAth 7tpoopraTc ato &Tcpo pog (cOtcvq aciöu). Eth' wuivrqautc NAI.
JtapuKuAti) JrpOa&OpiffrE TU KpoypãLaTa 7OU OUP IEtCfXETO aXO)EiO aug icutu Ta tcXutaia 5 pôvia.
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Ovopa rpoypàpporoç	 ,coróç TOD	 XpqpaToöoToupcvo	 Xpovuaj	 HAiuctç
______________________	 po7pãppaToc	 ____________________	 öIàpscEtu	 paO11rthv
M poc 2
flupaka)4 ypàprc cv auvropIu TI miatvci yw aç o ópoç TExvoAoy(Ec tqç H1poçop1uç KUl tqç F.rIKoIvo)vtaç
(THE):
iq uvcia, &WThUDVOVTQL opwpcvcç rpoTàcIç oL ono(ç öi4vouv KOTÔ iróøo rncoircucrc va inrooTqpIcTc
Thy £1I5ayt0q KUL cpaployq rwv Tcvooy1wv rtç fl)qpopopIoç ucai riic E2nKoIvwvtuç (THE) aro (Yocto aç
KaTà T öIápKciu ro)V Erópcvo)v TpLWV 1qVWV. E KãOc JrpóTaaq u,thpXcL pta £1rTàaOpfl KAipaKa (1 wç 7),
ó,rou o aptOpóg I ôithvct TO pIKpóTEpO aOpó 7rpoTIp1aqç cvw o aptOpóç 7 &q4V€I TO pc)u)VTcpO aOpó
rpoTipmic. aç u1paKa.oupE, c icàOc rp6Tam1 va ciAcic TOY apiOpó rou aug	 rpoawiru1.
I. UpotiOqiut vu uEocTr,pio tiv caayoy icut upappop tow TUE ato aoXE{o )iO1) Kutá tT &(pIcE%u nov Eó)icvtov
TP1WV 1qVWV.
cvtiXLi,ç wriOuvo	 :_	 :	 ro)U inOuvó
1	 2	 3	 4	 516	 7
2. ea powtuOiw vu u1o,np{o) rrv C0Up3YfT cut up)ioyi noV TIlE ow aot.io pou cutó u &uipcEuz rtov
E7EóIICVO)v tplwv p9VWV.
uró)utu aIOcç	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 wtoXutcz avaAqOtç
7	 6	 3	 2	 I






4. H uoanp1i uç ciauywyfç icui Eçxzpzoyqç nov TIlE To aoXdo jiou Katâ tTV tpKela nov EtóiCVwV TpIo)v
p1VwV civul pa thva:
ciukc :_	 :_	 :_	 :_ cucpycrIKrl
	
________ 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
cuäptm :_ :
	
:	 :	 :_	 öuaàp&rn
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
KUKq
	
_______ 7 6 5 4 3 2	 1 _________
.tatwa	 :__ :	 :_	 :_ uióoyq
	
________ I 2 3 4 5 6	 7 _________
otuaIccóacrnKli :	 :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_ DupCtii
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
EpwuiiatoAó'yo tOvrY	 502
5. H tXctonpiu rwv nto oi1iuvuKwv yta iva atópwv notcouv ott:
:_ :	 :_ :_ :_	 öcv pir&,
7 1 6	 5	 4 1 3	 2	 I
vu wroatt1p(w tqv £1aaywyt Ku! cpappoyrl twv TUE uto aokcio pou KUTU U oIãpKclu tow cicOpcvwv TKOV ,irlvwv.
6. Avapvctat wcO pcva vu rnocmpiw uv ayoryf KU! cpapioyq ro)v TUE oto OXOXEIO pou KUtd TT blàpKc!U to)V
c2tojicv(OV rplo)V 1TVWV.
irou atOavO :
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 cvTcXo)ç uiri0avo
6 1 5 1 4	 3	 21	 1
7. Ta 6topa nov oiroiwv UI yvn1 cicnpó cmi O)! itou Ou
cJnooKi Iloaouv :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 wr000K!puaouv
7	 615	 I 4	 3	 2	 1
vu wwaupiw Tqv caayory1 KU! cpuppoyi nov TUE a-to aoXio jiou KutÜ UI ölàpKcIu nov ropcvwv tp!wv pqvwv.
8 H irA lotll!lcia nov mo cNrnluvnKci)v yta ptva at6iwv rnrocTrTlpiouv Tip' ctauyoy Ku! E9appoy1 noV TIlE a-ru
aoAcia.
	
wróAuta aA1OEç :_ :_ :
	 wrO)ura avuA0cç
I	 17	 6	 5	 413	 21	 1	 I
9. Ta äropa nov omroiwv UI vópr c,cuui cmi wi pOu
	
umrocmpiouv :
	 :	 :	 :_ :_
	 :_	 &V U7LOOT1ODV
7	 61514	 3	 2	 JI	 I
T11V CUTaYOYYTI KU! cpuppoyi nov TUE a-ru aociu.
10. H rntoatpiq -tic ctauywyiic KU! c(pupJ1oy1ç nov TUE a-to axoAclo jtou KU1 T1 óLäpKCia UOV C1tOCVO)V Tp!ó)V
piivov Oa qruv ylu pva
	
wriOavi :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 n,Ouvi1
1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
I 1. Eãv i1Othz Ocx IilropolXiu CUKOXCI vu rnrOa-rqpio) TTV ciauywyq KU! c(pappoyt nov TUE a-to aXoAio iOu KUUX Tq
bIàpKcIa twv cmrOpcvwv Tp16)v pqvwv.
amrôXutu ukqOcç :_ :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_	 :	 airoXutu uvuArlOEc
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
12. flOao irIatUcrE On rnopcitc vu cXyctc rip' c1aaywyi Ku! E(puppoyl nov TUE a-to cioXdo a-ac atc rr !àpKE1u
nov cmrópEv(ov TplWV prvwv:
	
K000Xou J :
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 J WtOXDTU
11	 213141516
	 71
13. Eapràrat upuoç curé pvu thy Ocx rnrocmlpiw q Oi v C,(iQ7O)1 KU! c(pappoyl'I nov TIlE a-to uXOXEI 0 pou Kath
UI ö!ãpKclu nov cmrOtcvcov tpui)v pflvd)v.
cyulicxovó) uitOXura	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 ( :	 Oiawvw KaOcTa
71615	 4	 3	 21	 I	 1
EpwriaroXóyto LMsl)OuvrI
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1Ti1 auvta, &annr(ovovtal opiapvsç 2rpoTàacIç ot oroIcç ôqthvovv ta 1EOVEKTTIjI0TU KUI ru
pcIovcKrqpata tqç urour1piq; t Ilc cIaayw'ylic KUL cçappoyqç TOW TIlE aro aoc10 aaç Kará Tq öIápKELu
T0)V cRópcvwv T1O)V pqVWV. E K6OE irpóruuq ulrápXEL plo £rTáuOpq .cipuKa (1 wç 7). óirou 0 apiOpóç I
öi4wci to pucpotEpo uOpó irpotipqmç gvth 0 opi9poç 7 öqA)vEL to p*yu.vrcpo aOp6 JrpoTip1pT1g. oç
2rupuKuoupE. OE icâOc irpôtum vu cnictc roy
 apiOpó xou aaç uvTurpoawlrEucL.
Hwromjpi?7 rç eua'w'ijç KW ipuojc TWV THE aro osIo uov Kará rl,v ôtápKela wv &irOwwov rpiwv
• Ocx qrnXouriaci nc yv6xiç nov paOitwv
	 noXu nOavó: _:_ :_:_:_:_:__cvtthiç wnOuvo
_________________	 7654321
2	 •. Ocx oqOiaci touç aöUvarouç iuOqtç vu
	 iro? niOuvö: ___:_:_:__vtthiç wtiOuvo
- cXrirnOouv.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
3	 •. Ocx 3oqOqaci rouç liaOnTcc vu MczOaivovv	 nou. nt0avó:	
_:__:_:_:__:_vtc?ç wuOuvo
- nocio.a.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4	 • Ocx icävct nto cuâpiaro to paOnjia yicx rouç
	 nou 7nOavó: _ _:__:__:_:__:_vtcXthç wn0avo
- iaOqtç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
5	 Ocx aurioxt to Evólcupcpov nov aO1twv 71U	 7roXu nOuvó:	 _:_:_:_:_:_cvtc?ç wriOuvo
,iaOrlml .	 7654321
6	 • Ocx cvOappUvi ti OquoDp7ucotTTa o-rouç




7 6 5 4 3 2 1
7	 • Ocx ckn(i)acI o11ctVTlKd TT (TUVOJK1i
	
itOth 7nOaVó: _:__:_:_:::€vTcthç wriOuvo
- toiót1ta tqç
	 uicoTç TO)V ,Ic101Tó)V.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
8	 • .Oa ctvw xamio ypOvou yxu touç jiczOqtç.
	 rou inOuvó: _: _:__:_:_:__:_ctthç uiri0avo
__________________	 7654321
9	 • Ocx 3ori0iaci touç puOqtç an ptuU touç	 mo) inOuvó: _:_:_:_:_:_:_vtthç wriOuvo
- (TuvcpywicI.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
10 ...Ou o flOi1aEl rouç iuOtcç vu poov	 no?7ElOuvó:__:__:__:_:_:EvTcXthgwLi0avo
- £UKoóTEpQ öouXiä ow pAAov.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
II • Ocx (3oqOiaEi rouç óuoicãAoug vu	 itoXu inOavO: 
_: _:__:_:_:_:__cvtthbg ainOavo
Dkn(iaouv tic yvóaElç touç arouç	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
uroXoyiatç.	 ____________________________________________________________
12 • Ocx cntpc,ci otouç &iaiäXouç vu touv	 noXu ,nOuvó: _:_:_:_:_:__:_cvtcXóç wriOavo
pyaXutcpi lrpoc43aaii oiov uroXoyiarii yia	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
tpocT()1tl1d1 1(01 €ira'jycXpatiicf xi m1 .	 ________________________________________________________
I3	 • Oa icóvci ta paOiatu nto xvötapovta yxa
	 iroXu inOavó:	
_:_:_: _:__:_cvTcXthç (rnLOavo
- touç icixàXouç	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
14	 Ocx Kãvct ru pcxOqpata mw ci)äptata yb	 ioXu JrLOavó: 
_:__:__:_:__:_:_jvtthoç wriOuvo
- To)c &zacàXouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
IS • Ocx KaVEl tcx paOrj.iuta upiacxôtcpo ILO1KIXU.
	 iroXu inOuvó: _:__:_:_:_:_:__cvrthiç wuOuvo
__________________	 7654321
16 . - Ocx KÜVEI tqv 7cpocToL1cxaIa row iaOqthtwv
	 noXi irtOuvó: __
	 _:_;_:_:_cvrbXóç wuOuvo
- irio clHco?q yba touç &zoithXoug.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
17	 • Ocx 3oqOrosi iou; &ZaKÔ.Xouç vu	 roXu ntOavó: 
__:_:_:_:_:_:_ cvTcXth wilOavo
- op-yuvóxbouv KQX1tCpa Ta puOi1pató touç.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
18 . . Oa Kävcl uv 7rpoTol1cxma row uxOthrwv
	 iroXü inOavó:	 :_:_:_cvtthi airiOuvo
- 1npiaaOtpo yjovoOpo yxo roD; &zaicâXouç.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
l9 . Ocx lrEpbopicYcI to ircpicópivo ótóaaicuAiaç
	 iroXô 7nOavó: __:_:__:__:_:__:__cvrcXó wriOuvo
- T(t)V JJa0liät(?)V.	 7 6	 5 4 3 2	 I
20 • • Ocx àvi nto 6UoioXo toy XkyXo iii; ràç.	 moXu ni0avó: __:_:_:_:__:__: cvtthoç uiti0uvo
__________________	 7654321
21 . Ocx irpoa&ixict pcyaXurcpo Kupoç o-rouç
	 roXU jriOuvO: 
_:_:_:_:	 :_jvrXoç wn0uvo
- &aioXouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
22 •. . Ocx 3cXnwaEl tiiv irupuywytóuta nov
	 mo?u inOuvó: 
_:_: _:_:_:__:_cvtXo)ç ainOuvo
- &idXcov.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
23 . . . Ocx öqnoupyqaci ötaithxcc craU rwv	 roXu 3nOavó: __: 	 _:__:_cvtthiç airiOavo
&ZOKáXO)v.	 76 5 4 3 2 1
24 . . . Ocx ircptopiaci toy poXo nov &taK&ov.	 ,toXU inOcxvó: _:_:_:_:_:__: cvtcXo wuOuvo
7654321
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Hv,romjp,q rqç u7ayw74c KW ç,appoy?jc raw TIlE a-To oAdo Auov icard T?V ôtápKlIa Tow exówvwv rpwiv /D7v0w..
25	 Ou 3orOriocl touç &zuicdkouç vu 	 mou EIOavó: _:__:_:_:_ :__:_cvtthoç wriOuvo
ciuicotvwvraouv	 aovat?pouç ó)Jov	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
ooXEirnV.	 ________________________________________________________
26	 Ou 1tOK0DV 01 &ZaKQAOI tZPKCTTI wpa	 t0l) inOavO:	 __:_:__:__:_cvtthiç wriOuvo
Km ooaä.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
27	 Ocz 6rjnoupyract äyoç atooç öoaicäAouç. 	 xou inOavô: __:_:_:_ :_:_:_cvtcXthç ainOuvo
__________________	 7654321
28	 Oa cnóx,i rqv tucoivwvtu aväicau
	 xoA.0 ntOavô: _:_:_:_:_:__:_cvtc)thç wri0avo
- roug öuaKäXooç Km touç JiuOT1Téç Touç. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
29	 .Oa 1wtoupyac1 poA.iata ato wrãpov	 nokó iu0uvó:	 _:_:_:_vtç wti0uvo
- m'a?ur1Ko 7rpó)'paM,Ja.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
30	 Ou toopyrac apo(3Xrtatu oto opoXôyto	 xoX iuOuvó:	 _:_:__:_:_:_cvtckthç wuOuvo
- irpy Ix1I Iia too aokfou.	 7 6	 5 4 3 2 I
31	 Oa uiroa-rqpici triv inKo1vovia too	 roX n,Om'O:	 _:_:__:_:_cvtc?thç wriOuvo
eoAEioo too pc &Ja a o) da atrlv EAöa	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
KUI010 c()tcpIKó.	 ________________________________________________________
32	 Oa oOrioct urrv icaAutcpq opyãvoxn too	 ,ro) inOuvó: _:_:_:__:_:_:	 vtthiç wriOuvo
- uoiou .iou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
33	 Oa 3oqOiact vu auvcpyaatci oo to	 ro)u niOuvó: _:_:_:_:_:__:_cvtthç azn0uvo
- 7rpo(m)7rlKó too aoXfou too.
	
7 6 5 4 3 2 I
34	 Ou foOqoci to aXoAEio i.tou vu cpupoact	 rou niOavó: _:_:_:__:_:_:__cvtXthç wriOuvo
- 6AXEç Ku1voto.IfEç. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
35	 .Ou iou npoa&acl tcyaXutcpo Icupoç.
	 iroXu ,uOuvó: _:_:_:__:_ _:__cvtthç wri0uvo
- __________________	 7654321
36	 Oa tot, uac to ayoç.	 ,oM. ,u0uvó: _:__:_:_:_ :__:_cvtcXóç wnOuvo
- _________________	 7654321
£rq uuvcia, öiuru,rthvovrat OptcTpvc rpoTáiç ot wrotç ato)oyouv ru avwrpw irAovcicriipata Kat
pE1oveKr1puTa rqç e1uaywT1c Kat pappoyic row TIlE aro aXoAEto aaç Kate rq ÔLápKELa rcov c7rópEvwv tptthv
1nvthv. .c KàOC ,rpórauq uRàpXet pta cirràuOp sctpaKa (1 áwç 7), óio o aiOpoç I ôq)4vii ru pucpóripo
uOpó ,rporIpqwic EVO) o aptOpóç 7 ö1thvE1 To pcyalvtcpo aOpô irportpqoiç. Zaç napaKaoupE, aE KáOE
rpóTani vu vritc roY apiOpó rou uaç uvTurpouwrC1.c1.
I	 0 iUootiaiOç tow yvwacwv tow aOtv cutpctncü KQAÔ :_: -
	 :_ :_ :_: CUlpCtiKä KWCÔ
civw:	 7	 6	 5	 432	 I
2	 1 o vu IoqOqaw touç u 6 uvutouç pu0qtcç vu catptlKÔ KuIó:: 	 :_:	 :_	 &OiCttKU KaI(Ô
- 13ct1(1)Oouv civui:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
3	 Jo vu oq0iaw touç puOtç vu iiuOuivouv culpctiicâ KUkó	 &Q1ptlKQ KUKÔ
- nio clMcoXu civat:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
4	 To vu ytvci to ith0pu uo uyupioto -yb catptuca KaAÔ:: - :_ :_ :_: :_ £u1p&flKä Kwcó
- rooç rnOtéç cIvut:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
5	 To vu autiOci to cvthuqcpov tov iiu0twv &ulpctlKd KUAÔ :_: - :_: :_ :_ :_ aipctia icwcÔ
- yw pà9im cIvut:	 7 6 5	 4 3 2 1
6	 1 o vu ivOappUvw TT1 &i1oopylKOtqtu twV &WptlKà Ka)ó	 E4EZtpET1Kc1 KaKo
- iaOritthv civui:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
7	 To vu ctuuaw til aovo)uial iroiótTtu tiç Eulpct1Kä Kukó :_: - :
	 :_ :_ :_	 cu1pCTIKà KQKO
- cic7rui&1)cnlc tO)V iuO11t(ov civat: 	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
8	 To xaalpo too xpóvoo yta touç iaOqtcç cutpcnKá KuAÔ:: - :_:
	 :_ :__ :_ CuipCtiKü KUKÔ
Elvul:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 32	 I
9	 To vu f3oqOqaw rouç pu0tcç oti pctu	 &aipcttKä K&ó	 -	 :_	 :__ caipctiKa KQKÔ
- tooç cTovEp-yuoiu civui:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 1
10 To vu 3oqOqaw tooç iaOtcç vu pouv ElO cuIpFtlKd icaXó :_: -
	 :	 :_ :_	 cu1pCt1Ka KUKO
- UK&u &n,Xiä oto pWov civut:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
I I H E3cA.tioxT1 tow yvoacwv tow óaaiàXwv caipctucd Kaó :_: - :	 :	 :_:	 :	 cutpctIKa KQKO
crrooç wtoXoyioicç civui:
	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
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12 10 vu couv 01 &äaic&o, icy&utcpq ca,pcnd icaXó
	 :_:	 :	 :	 :_ cuiperncá KWCo
rpóu3uaq	 a-rouç rnroXoyrntcç ytu
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 I
lrpouo)IUKY1 ian C	 uriia rj1m Cfvui:
13	 I o vu yivouv ru jiu0riata irto c4u1pertKd KUXÔ:: - :
	 :	 :	 :_:	 au%perlKó KUK0
- v6taqépovtu yrn toug 6uoico)ouç CIvut:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 I
14 To vu ivw tu puOipatu KtO öIuaIcC&wTlKà calpcnKu Kuó:: - :_:	 :	 :_:	 cuipct,d I(UKO
- yiu toç &zaithXouç civut:
	 7 6 5
	 4 3 2 1
15 To vu civut tu tu0iiatu rcptaaOtcpo Caiperncd KuXÔ:: - :
	 :_ :_:	 ulpcT1Kâ KQKÔ
- irondXa cIvu,:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 I
16 To vu yivci q rpoctoiiaaia tow paOriithtov ca,pcuKa KaXÔ:: - :_ :_ :_ : :_ culpcuKu KUKÔ
- 7tiO cicoXt yiu roug	 iaz?ouç cIvu,:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
17 To vu opyuvcoaouv KuAUTcpu ru paOqiatu ca1pcuKd KaXÔ:: - :_:	 :_ :_: cu%pcT1Kä ICUKÔ
- ot &iauAoi civut:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 1
18	 10 vu yivct q rpocrotivaiu TO)V IIuOTWQTWV cutpcT1Kä icuAó::
	 :	 :	 :_::	 CULpCT1Kä KUKÔ
JrEptocNOTcpo 	 povo3ópa	 yiu	 rouç	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
&zaxdAouç civui:
19 To vu ncpioptatci to 3rcptExóJIEvo &alpcTlKd Ku?ó :_: - :	 :_:	 :_:	 cutpCnK KUKÔ
- &öauiuXtuç TO)V iuOiidto,v clvu,:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
20 To vu civut o syoç tqç tuiç rto calperlKä ,cakó: : - :_:	 :_ :
	 :_ &apcttKã KQKÔ
- 6uuicoXoç 'rn rouç &xcicàAouç clvat:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
21 To vu èouv mcptaaótcpo icupoç 0, calpcuKd KaAñ :_: - :_: :_: :_ &u1per1Kó KQKó
- 6uuiuXoi thai:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
22 To vu ctithuouv ot &iaiuAo, rqv ca1pcuKd KuXó:: - :_: :_ :_ :_ cuIpcTIKã KQKÔ
- 1rapaywywoTTa ronç civu,:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 I
23	 I o vu ouv óiaidxcc ot óäoic&ot cIvui:	 cuipertKä KaXó :_: - :	 :_:	 :	 CQ1PCt1K KUKO
_________________	 7 6 5 432 I
24 0 tcpiopiapoç Tot) pó)Lol, tow &xaidAov clalperIKd icuXó :_: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :	 caIpctiKd KwcO
civui:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 32	 I
25 H cr1Ko1vwvIa TOW &zai&ov ic ca1pcnKó KUXÔ :_: - :_: :_ :_ :__ cutpctticä KaKó
cmvuXouç àAAov uo)ckov civu,:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
26 To vu
	 ITWGOUV" 0% 6aaia?o, upicci ctatpcnicd KaAÔ:: - :_:	 :_ :_:	 calpCrlKä KaKó
- thpa Kut ou.c,ó civut:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 1
27 To vu cxouv dyoç ot 6daKukol civu,:
	 cuipcnith icu)ó:: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :_ cutpCTiicä KuKÔ
_________________	 7 6 5 4321
28 To vu I3cXttwOci q ClflKolvowiu aväicaa ca,pctià icuXé :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ calpcTiKó Kaicó
orouç &taicdXouç Ku' arouç jia0qtç touç
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 I
civu,:
29 H öqnoupyia nPOfT#UiTWV OtO rnràpov cu1pcTlKd icuXó :_: - : :_ :_ :_ :_ caipctiKa KUKO
- uvakur,icO irp ypoJiJu civut:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 1
30 H 6qitoupyiu tpOq I1äTwV aro wpoXoy,o cutperucd icuAó: : - :	 :	 :_ :_ :_ cu1periKa KuKÔ
- rpOypuiu tou aoXcioi cIvu,:	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2	 1
31 To vu rnroatiipt0ci 1 cirucoivwviu TOt) catpcnKd icuXó :_: - :	 :	 :_:	 CaipcttKä KUKo
aXocIol) pou g äAAu ao)cIu arqv 	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2
	 I
- EAA6&z icrn arO cmtcpiKO civat:
32 To vu 3oqOOci q KuXUTCP1 opyävwal1 too catpctiKä icaAO :_: - : :_: :_ :_ culperiKó KUKO
- aXo?Eiou iou civui: 	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 1
33 To vu o11OrI0ci q auvcpyaaiu too catpernca icuXó :_: - :_ :_:	 :	 :	 cwpcttKa KaKÔ
- 7rpo(')7rtKou rOt) aoXciou iou civu,:
	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3 2	 I
34 10 vu o0qOci to aocio iiov vu calpcT1Kó icuó :_: - :_ :__ :__: :__ cuipctncà KUKO
- c(puppOon àXAEç KuIvOTOflEç civui:
	 7	 6	 5	 4 3 2 I
35 1 o vu cw tcyuXutcpo icupo; civu,:
	 cuipCtlKâ ic&O	 - _ :_ :_ :_ _ CUIpCTtKU KUKO
_________________	 7 6 5 432 1
36 10 vu uuOci to âyxoc pou civut:	 calpcuKä KuXé :__: - :_ _ _ _ _ &u1pCttKà KZKó
- _________________	 7 6 5 432 I
rq 47bV)(E1a. ÔUZtlJJrWvOvTaI optapvcç )rpotàaciç 01 O)tOtEç ÔithVOUV ru riOavá irpôiwna )TOU piropcl vu
c)rthOKtpàuOuv t vu airoöoxtpâuouv rqv rpôOcai aaç yw u,rompi,j rqç cwuyoryiic icot cappoyijç rwv Tfl F:
rO aoAIo aç icarà rq ôIâpKEIa TOW Er6pEVwv TpIthV pqVWV. Lc KàOE rpóTaaq vthpi pta c,rráaOp
icklpaica (1 wç 7), ô,rov 0 upiOpóç I bqthvct TO pIKpóTEpo uOpó 1rpoT1p1a1ç EVth 0 apiOpóç 7 ôq?4)vc1 TO
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pya)urcpo oOpó 2rporLpqmç. oç 1ropaKa.oips, c K6OE npOtwn va
	 wv opiOpó ,rou aoç
aVTurpOGwlrsbcL.
1.0 coXncOç m43ouXoç inatut On
P	 :	 :_	 :	 J	 Ocv Jrperci
	
6	 5	 4	 3	 21	 1
vu uoau1po rrv £wuyoYy1 KW appoyr nov TIlE uto oocio iou icutd tqv thapKclu nov ciróicvov tpuoV 1qvwV.
2. 0 rpoTatàicvOç iou ypaqciou iou irtarcuci On
	
:	 :	 :	 :	 Ocv Jprct
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
vu wrouTrlpiw tqv claayw-yq KUL cqxzp10-yr nov T[IE uto axo)to 1OU KUTä TTV OläpKcIu tWV c7EO.1cVWV TpUJ)V iirivthv.
3. 0 mAXoyoç yovov KUI KlöqiOvo)v rntrn'ci On
	
:	 :	 :_	 6cv irperci
	
6	 5	 13	 2
vu uirocmpio rqv claaywy1 iui cpupp.Loy1 nov THE ow ooXcio 00 Karã tTV tàpKcw nOV CKOJlcvwv rpnov iqvthv.
4. Ot juOtcç iou aoXciou iou inatcuouv On
Ocv pni
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
vu lnroatilpgw iriv Ctaayory1 KUI npupioyi row TIlE 010 ooIo tou Kuth trv IâpKla nov cirOvwv tpuov iqvwv.
5. Oi 6uuOuvtcç row äA?ov aothov norctiouv On
npcirct :_
	 :_	 :_	 bcv irpnct
	
7 1 6 1 5 1 4	 3	 2	 I
vu uiroouipiw niv ciaayoy Kw ccpap.Lo7i nov TIlE ato OXoXEI0 jiou KUTO tiiv 1dpKclu nov crOpcvwv tpto)v IIflvów.
6. Ot 6ãoicaXoi rou aoXEou jou inarcuouv On
:_	 6cv E,rci
	
7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu u7roanpio uv taayorp KU1 cqxzpioyi nov TIlE ato ooXcio Jiou lcard rr &tupKIla nov €7rO1cvow ipithv prlvdv.
7. To Yiroupycio flui&iaç ntorcict On
:_	 &v rperct
	
7	 6 L_, 4 	 3	 2	 I
vu rnroaripgw rrv cioayoqi KW C upioyii nov THE ow aXoXEfo xou icurd uiv ölczpKEla nov crOpCvwv rpló)v pqvmv.
8. Ta iruvcriaTiiu irtarcouv On
Inpcirci	 :	 :_	 :	 Ocv rparci
1	 7	 6	 5	 413	 2	 1
vu unoatT1pio) rrv aayoyf KUl Epctpgoyl nov TIlE ow aoXcio 00 Katá tqv &lâpKcla nov ctOJiCvwv tpuiw .tqV(oV.
9. Ot t&wnIcç ctaipcthç 1po(popnciç narnouv On
I	 flpE1 :	 :_ J	 :_	 :_ &v irpcirci
J	 7_	 6 J5 J4	 3	 2
vu rntOcnTIpics) rqv ciauyoryY KUL ccpczpioyi nov THE ow aoXcio tiou KUTd rqv &àpKcia nov crOicvow rpithv 1r1vthv.
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10. H toruci aurothoiicrar (iqioç. Notupa) inatct On
I &;v npirct
7 1 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1	 J
vu rntom1piw trv Eluuywyfl KU1 cçapioyi nov TIlE 010 (T)0XEf 0 0t) Kutà IT)V &OpK*tU T0)V £tOIcvo)v TptmV irvóv.
Ii. H M&zaKuXIKq Oiioarovöia EX&oç jnatcuci On
lrpc7rcl	 :_	 :_	 :_	 I s" rPctC1
7	 6	 5	 1	 3	 2	 I
vu rnrocmip{w trv ElaayoryiI KIll c(pupoyiI nov TUE o-ro aXodo pou icurd uv &làpicclu nov clrOpEvwv tpuov irvcov.
12. To flut&iyoryticO Ivcmrouto xtatcie On
:_	 Y Jrp,rcI
615	 4	 3	 2	 I	 J
vu oarqpiot ttv ctau(i)yT KIll ccpupioyf nov TIlE oro ao.do iou icuru TT1V &âpicctu tow CrOIiCvO)V tpI(i)V pn]Vc')v.
Mt4wraç ?cvucà, lró,o OAEr va KávcTc au-to irou...
I	 . ..o aoA.ucOç auç aui4oukoc inotcuct On icaOokov: : - 	 :	 :	 rápu tou
- 7rp7rcI vu icOvcrc:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
2	 . . . 0 lrpoiardpcvoç TOO ypulpciou auç icuOOA.ou::	 :	 :_ :_:	 rãpu iroó
- iriatt'oci on irpclrci vu icàvcrc:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
3	 . . . 0 iAAoyoç yovcwv icw iciOq.tóvwv icuOoXou :_:	 :_ :_	 râpa iro)u
ncitcuct OTt 7ttC1 vu KdVCTCZ
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4	 .. .oi iuOrtç too aoAciou aaç 7rtaTcUouv icuOO)ou: 	 : -	 :	 aàpu itOO
- On itpci vu icuvctc: 	 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7
5	 .. .01 ótcuOuvtç aAAwv aoAciwv icuOO?.ou	 - :	 :	 :_ :_:	 iräpu nou
tctouv On irpirct vu KàvcTc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6	 .. .ot &taic&ot ,noTcuouv On icpcno vu icaOoou: : - :_:	 :	 :_: ndpa mou
icOvcrc:	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
7	 .. .ro Yicoupycio flutciuç narcuct On icaOOXou 	 7tàpct 7CoU
- 7rptci vu icOvctc:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
8	 .. .ra vc3ttatau itt cüoov On ,tpitci wuOO?.00	 - :_:	 :	 AUU ilOXt)
- vu KOvcrC:	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
9	 . . .ot l6uJrnKcç crulpeicç nqp0(pOptK11ç icuOOAou: 	 : - :	 :	 :	 :_ itupu iro?
irio-rcoouv On itpirci vu Kuvcrc:	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
10	 .. . q	 -1 oinicri AoTo&oilcIlarl (itoç, icuOoA.ou :_:	 :	 :	 :_:	 lrupu ito)u
- NoliapXIa) iuo•rcOct Or, itpitct vu icâvctc. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 6 7
II	 . . . i it&toic&uici OiioairovOta EAth&zç icuOo.kou :_: - :_:	 :	 itãpa iroXi)
- ,riotctci On 2rpirci vu ,câvctc:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
12	 .. . o Ilut&ryoryucO IvcrnroUto ictarcuct On icaOOXoo :_:	 :_:	 :	 :	 itàpu mo?u
- irp7rci vu icãvcrc:
	 - 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
rq auvcw, OIaru,rthvovral opIathvEç irporthJcIç 01 oiroIEç 8i1.thvouv roug irapáyovrcç iwo Oa auç
OIEVKOAUVOUV f Oa aa OUaK0%p0UV rqV urorrtjpiij 	 Etaayo)jç KIll E(pappoyqç rwv THE c-To aocto
ca irate n OIàpKELa tow cirópavwv TpLWV pqVWV. icáO irpOraaq wrápXct pta cirràuOpq ir.Lpoira (I wç
7), O,rou o apiOpoç I 8,4wai rqv airOtm1 OiwpwvIa cvth 0 aptOpOç 7 ôfl4)Vc1 rqv airO.utq cujupowla. aç
2rapaKa)oupc, cc KàOC irpOrwni va citi1ctc Toy aptOpO iroit aaç avturpoawict.
I. Upoa&oicd On cirupiciç aplOItOc u1rooylotö)v icut ircpupspctuicwv (it.x. cicTuitwrcç) Oa U3tPXCl 010 aoXc10 pou
icutâ u &dpiccia nov c,rOIlcv(ov Tpu)v prvwv.
6tuqxovw icdOctu	 :_	 (	 Ol)UpO)vw wró?utu
112	 3141516171
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2. flpoa&icói Ott Oa tntapxct oto aoXzfo tou apiccrO cicJralcur1KO XoyuptKO 7W clotathcuTucoug aoiroiç Kotã
tdpKcta tO)V LO1CV(OV tpt(' tqV(oV.
	
öiaçxovw icãOta	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 ouupwvw aROuta
1	 1112	 3	 415	 6	 7
3. flpoaoth On TCXVUC 3oriOcta yia trv ).Ettoupyia KU1 6iaupqm rwv wtoA.oyIat(i)v Oa rnthpct oto Oocio poo
KUtd rq 6IápKCUz t(OV £EO.1CVWV Tpl()V iqVwV.
	
OIa(po)vwKaOctcL	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 opo)vwwt&uta
I	 _2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4. I1poaoicó On Oa rntapxci oto aoXio ioi crapidç oucovolnlal OTIP1T yta touç &zcTKà.ouç 'cat yta pEva 'catã rfl
nàpIcE1a tWV cirOpcvwv TtO)V PT1VO)V.
	
otaq,o)vw icaOcta	 :_ :_	 :	 :_	 uupoww agO)iyru
1	 213	 41516	 7
5. flpoaöo'cói On Ocz rnrápXEt KatäA)Jo £pyaotTpto uiroXoyurniv oto ooAdo .iou 'card ru tdpKcuz nov cirOuvmv
rpUOV 9VWV.
	
Otaqxovw uccaOcta	 :_ :_	 ouqwvw wrO)ura
	
1 1 1 2 [3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6. flpoa6oKó) Ott Oa tdpet nicpOç apiOpOg paOrIr(iv uvd rdt icard rt 6idp'ccta rwv crOpEvwv Tplwv prIvmv.
	6iaqxovw 'cdOctcz	 f	 :	 J aup(po)V(o wtOthta11	 2	 3	 4 1 5	 6	 7
7. flpoa6oic& Ott Oa icpoypappunarc aTO o)oXEio pou apIcErOç )!pOvoç yta tflV pqoi uirokoytatóv ova r(z11 ,card rr
ötopiccui nov ExOpcvwv TptwV Iir1vv.
	l6taovw'cd0a	 :	 :_	 aUpqlwvwWLóDta1	 111213	 4151617
8. flpocuöoiui Ott q pfa UOV uitoXoytardv Oa CVowpUtU)OCi oto taov AvaAurt'cO flpOypappa oto aoAtIo pou
'card 111 &tdpKEtCl tWV c7Opcv(ov TlO)V LI11V(i)V.
	
o(aquouVw 'cdOcra	 :_	 :_	 ou)p(pwvw wtOkttu
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
9. Hpoa6o'cw Ott 01 ödo'caXot Oa ouv ap'cctO pOvo yta vu avwrrOouv ru paOfip.tatu ant oiroia prprtpo1roIouvrat ot
rnrooyiatcç o-ro ooXcfo poo 'card ni 6udp'ccta nov crOpcvtov rpuiv pflvwv.
	
&la(po)vwIcczOcTa	 :	 :_	 upqxovthairô)ura1 1 2 1!1 4	 516	 7
tO. flpou&oicó On Ou uthpct uicoatiptr oro aoXtio pon airO nouç &LcTKdkouç icurd rq 6idp'ccia nov irOpcvow
ttO)V pqvwv.
	
ouz(pwvo) ,caOcra 	 :_ :_ :_ :_
	 aupqotvw airoA.unu
1	 213	 4	 516	 7
I I. Hpoao'c Ott Ou inrdpct U7t0cTTi1pLq ato aoAdo pou aRO TOV 2rpoTatdpcvo ypwpcfou 'card tq öidp'ccia noV
crOpcvwv rpto)V .tqvdv.
	
ötwp(ovw KQOCTU 	 :_	 1(ovw wroXura
1	 2	 4_	 5	 6 1	 7	 1
12. Hpoa&oc Ott Oa uthpt uoatrpt cr0 ooAao pou wrO to oot'cO aup(ouko icand ti &dpuccta new
cnOpcvwv Tptwv puvd)v.
	
Otaq'covw 'cáO*ta	 :_	 :_	 :_	 up(p(ovw wcó)ura
1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. FIpOaOoKó) Ott Oa U7rdp(Cl tnrocrriipt cr0 oo?fo VOl) wrO 6tlUOl)Vtç (ZAAtOV aoAciwv 'card ni &(ZpKtU rtov
crOiC%'WV rplwv lTVWV.
	
OIu(po)vw icuOcra	 :	 :	 :	 aupqxovo) WroUTu
	
11213	 41516	 7	 I
Epo)rJparoXOyto itcuOuvru
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14.I1po&oicw On Oa rnräpxcI rntoanpiq ato aXoXEio iou wO nov auAThyo yovcov KW K11&pOvow KUT iq btOpKClU
rwv srOicvwv rpio)v tr1vv.





15. flpoaöoicó On Oa rnrdpxct uiroanipt ono aoXio jiou wtO no YKoupycio flwöciaç KaTd T öLQpKEtU tow
cicOpEvwv tplthV ptVó)V.
thucpwvó icaOnu	 :	 :	 auupwvw wróA.utu
I	 I	 213	 4	 5161	 7	 1
16. Fpoa&,icw On Oa rnràpyt uicoani1pifl ato o(oAE10 iou wrO no Ilutöayo)yIKO Ivanrouno icurà ni &iàiccIa nwv
crOiicvwv npiwv tflvv.
Olwpo)vo) icaOcna	 :	 :_ I	 I :	 :_	 p0)V() WthA.UTa
	
I l	 213	 415	 6	 7
17. flpoaoicó On Oa uiràpyi uirocmpt ato ooXcto ou wrO rqv t07flICi auroötoticrIml (i\fpoç, NopapIa) Kctra nr
&ãpiccia now EROJivwv npiv I1TV(IV.
na(p(uvo)KOOcna	 :	 :	 j ciuovwwrO.ura
213141516171
18. 11p00&OKto Ofl 01 paOqrç Oa 9ouv vu xpqalpo7tolqaouv rnroXoyianç ow aoXio iiou KUnà tqv &IdpKCla ton'
cropcvo)v nptcoV 1flVWV.
bIa(po)Vw ,caOgru	 :	 :_	 :_	 GU(0)VO) wtOA.utu
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6J	 7
19. flpoaöoicw On Oa uithpci cmvcç oOv&mi ow öKthilctl)o ono aoXio pou Katà Thy tâpKCla nov ErOpEVWV
tPt)V pqVWV.
Oiaqxovó KaO*Tu	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 u.ipo)vw wrO).unu
112	 3J4	 5	 61	 7
20. flpoaoK On Oa ulrOpxouv ono ao?cIo jiou clrapKcic &uvanOTlnsc C tJIOp(poxrflç nov nciuii&uniaov anv
Jratöcryo)yucq yjrcn nov uiro)oyianiv icanä nj &tâpiccia nov C7rOpcvo)v npliiv pqvthv.
ouz(po)vwIcâOCna	 :	 :	 IouwvwuKounu
1	 Ii	 213141516	 171
Thq avvcia, ötarv,rthvovnai opupv* ,rpoTâaclç 01 oJroIE; ôq4woov Too; rapáyovTEç irou Oa aug
61ZOKOVOOV i OU aag ôUtTKoXthpOOV TO VU orO flp1TC TI)V iaaywy KUI cpappoyi TO)V TIlE aro aoAE10
aug KaTä ru 6LpKEIa row E,rOpEvwv rptthv pqvwv. flapaKaA a icäOc rpóTutTui vu EnIAécTc vav api0iO rou
vu avr1urpoaonr*oc1 rqv airàvrin aug.
1. H mrap	 uxpKoOç apt0xou wroXoyiatwv icut ltcplqcpclaK(I)v (ir.. cirwrwüç) am cioXEfo iou Kunã ti tàpKCtQ
rwv cnoj*vWv tpto)V giv(uv Oa KàVcl
irCpL000tcpo OuaKo)	 :	 :	 :_	 lCCpt000tCpO cUKoAil
I	 213	 4 1 5	 6	 7
ytu pvu trv wroanrpq ic ctauywyig ical cqlappo'ug nov TIlL.
2. H iirupq apiccnou	 at&unwoO Xoyicipucou yia ElciratöcunlcoOg ahconoOg ow a)oAE10 pou Katä tq 1dpKE1a nwv
c2rOpcvwv npIo)V pivv Oa IcOvEl
lccpIaaOncpo aKo)q	 :	 :	 j	 lucplaaOncpo crnco?q
I2	 3	 4	 5	 6 16	 _____________________
yla pva tnv uitoanl1pt nqg caayaynç 'cat cpupgoyrg nov TIlE.
3. To vu uiràpxci ncxvuciI f3oqOciu yia niiv AEinoupyia 'cat ouvnfipqoq nov wroorot(i)v ow aoio POD KQtã nq
6tàpiccta row cxópcvow tptthv phviw Ou lcàvCl
ltcptoaOtcpo aicokii	 :_	 ltcpt000tCpo cuicokr
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta xiva niv uirocuniipiq nic clauyoryhig icw cpappoyiç nov TIlE.
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4. Erapoç oucovojiuci orqpi ytu rooç &toicäXouç KU, ytu pva ato a)o)do jiou icutd ti &dpKuz twv ciropcvwv
tpiv	 Oct KdvcI
ltcptcTcTOtcpo óuoicoA.q I:	 I:	 i: 
71 
ircptaaótcpo cuKo)u1
7W thvu rrv uiroanpiq Tiç clactywyic KUt cquppoy1ç r(nv TIlE.
5. Evu K(ztãAAq.o C7QGtTlO 1rqpo(popLK1ç 010 0)OXiO MOD KUt tI ö,äpKcta TWV c3Eó1cvcov tpIó)v iflV(i)V Oa Kth'cI
ncpIaaóTEpo ucncoq	 :	 :_	 :_	 rcptooórcpo EUKOAI1
11	 2	 3	 45	 61	 7	 I
ylu va lily umoaTi1p, rqç £tauywyilc Ku' ctpapj.loyiç rwv TIlE.
6. 0 InKpoc aptOMoc MuOitv ova tài icuta tr &âpKcta rwv ctói.tcvwv tptcv	 Oct KÔ.VCL
rcplaaorcpo 6uoKoXr
	 :_	 :_	 :	 I 7wptaoóTcpo CUKOXI1
I	 2	 3	 4	 516	 7	 1
710 thva rqv rnroaTqp,q tiic El0aywy1ç KW cpup1oyqç tow TI IC.
7. To vu rpoypaiariatcf czpiccróç j,ovoç 7W y,prm uiroXoy,otv avà tdq oto aoXdo OU KQT 111 blQpKclu Tw%'
clrOltcvwv tptbv lulvthv Oa ithvsi





ytu 1ttvu ulv ioarrpi tiç ciauyorç icat apoytç rwv TUE.
8. H cvc,wIlàTwaTl tiç ypilaflc tow oroXoyicrnv 010 ,ayov AvaXumcó Upôypapjia 010 aoXio M°° Kate 11 óICpKtla
TWV E7EópIvcov Tp1WV iTVWv Oct KãvCl
lrcp,aaotcpo öUoicoXq :_	 :_ :_	 :_	 :_ icpioaOupo iuicoXr
Ii	 213	 4 1 5 	 6	 7
yb pcvu tqv rnrocmptq trç ciaaywyqç KW copjioyiç tow THE.
9. H iirap, QKTO póvou yw vu avwrnouv ot &taKaAoL tu MctO11iaTa atu onoIa 	 mpootoóvtai oi
unoXoyiatç 010 aoXEio JiOD KaT Tb] &ãpKclu TWV cOpvwv TpIWV pqvwv Oct icävct
Jrcpbaaórcpo &ioicoXii :_	 :_	 :_	 :_	 nepiaaótcpo iuicoXq
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
710 PCVCZ Tb]V WrOat1p1fl T1c itaayw7iç Ku' CXlO7b] Tow 1 HE.
10.H u1rOat1'%ptEb] tO)V öUUKdAO)V 010 (N)OXUO 1OU wat(t Tb] &dpiccta IWV CtÔMCVWV tpiiw tvv Oct KóvI.i
lcEpbcJaOTEpo 6uaiokq
	 :	 :_	 :	 tcptaaOtpo CUK0Xfl
1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
ylu MEV TT]V u7rOaTb]p19 ttç cuYuyw-yflç KW cq)appoyqç row UI IC.
11. H D7OTT1P11] TOO irpoIaTàIiCvou too ypu(pciOo (ITO aXOXCfo MOO Kate TT &àpKcba TWV cr6pcvwv tpt(OV M'1'°' Oct
KâVC1
ircpiaoórcpo &)OK0XT]	 :_	 rcptaaorcpo COKOXI1
1 1 1 2	 3	 41516171
yla vu rv ooatp tTç crnuywyç Km .puppoyiç nov THE.
12.H umoatiptti TOO 0OXIK0 0UpO1XOD (ITO OXOXEIO M0° KQtà Tb] öiäpKEia TWV cvEOi.uvwv TptWv MI1VWV Oct KUVCI
lrcptaaótcpo bIXTK0Xq	 :	 :	 :_	 irEptaciOtcpo CUKOXI111	 21314	 5	 6	 7
710 pcvct T1]v wroarlipt uç ciaaywyiç KUI cquppoyiç twv TElL.
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13.H uirooti1p1 tov &uOuvrwv ô.A\.ov a)0iwv aro a)0E1O poD carã rfl ötdpicciu row cirópcvwv rpiwv pqvwv Ou
KQV1
lrEpIaaorcpo aKo?	 :_ :	 :_	 :_ mcp1aaóupo CDK&J1
2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta I.liva tv wroaripir rqç ciauywyç Kul cqKzppoyiç twv FIlE.
14.H rnroYrrplr1 rou ouAXóyoo 7OV1WV Kut KTbEpOvwv 010 a)0XiO JiOD KUTd t1 óIãpKcIa TO)V CltOpCVO)V Tpld)V
LIT1VWV Ou KtEVC1
JrEplaoorEpo öioq :_ :
	 :_	 :_	 :	 ircplaoorcpo EUKoX1
I	 213	 4 1 5	 6	 7
ytu pcvu rTv u7roaT1pt rqç iaaywyrç icat cquppoyç rwv 1 liE.
IS. H wrocrnptq toy Ynoiipyciou llat&iaç oro aoXcio pou KUtä TT &dpKCtu TWV etóL1CVWV tpt(i)V pflVó)v Oa KQVCI
iccpiaaoupo mo)q :
	 :	 j :_ :_	 :_	 :_ j lrcptaaotcpo cUKoA.fl
1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu péva uv uoar1pq riic 1auywyiç Kul pappoyiç row [nE.
16.H uiroaripiq TOD liul&rymylKOU Ivariroiroo 010 0O.CO pou icará TT &ldpKcia TWV C1ropvwv tpuov flVV Oa
lrcpiaaotcpo aioXr	 I	 *uico)q
1 1 1 2 1 3	 41516171
yta p*va rriv uirooTiiptE tug ciaayoYflg KUL pappoyiIg twv TIlE.
17.H uroar1ipl ug torucrg auto&oIKcrqg (Afpog, Nopapiu) aro ooXEto pou icuth ru tdpIcEla tow £lrOpCwDv
Tpl()V ptilvwv Oa icãvc,
ircptaaótupo uaico)q j :_ 	 :	 :_	 :_	 lrcpl(7cToTcpo CUKO)q
Ii	 23	 4 1 	 6
yta pcvu TT1V wroatqptEq ruig ctauywyug Kul cpuppoyg TWV TI 1E.
18.To vu OXouv 01 puOqrcg pou vu (p1nporotqcNouv uito?oyiat€g 010 (7OXdO POD Kutã tI &dpKEla tow c7tópEvwv
rpiv puvv Ou KàVEI
ircpuaoórcpo ÔUOKOkT1 :
	 :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_	 :_ lccpIaaórq,o c&oA.qJi	 2	 31415	 61	 7	 1
ytu jicvu rqv rnroarqp1q rqg claaywyrlc KQI cqappoylig twv TIlE.
19.H kitU9 auvcoug auvcnig aro &aöi,cruo 010 oOdO IOU Kut 111 ölàpKcuu 1WV cirOpcvwv tplwv uvov (Ia
KIIVC1
irup1aaótcpo r,coXu	 f :	 :_	 :_	 Acplaaótcpo cuKoq
1	 2J3	 4J5	 6	 7
ylu pva nv uicoipt rug cuaaywyig Kul cupappoyIg twv [I IL.
20. To vu rnnàpouv cmapKcfg &)varóTrlrcg €aipopcxoaug any nu1&LyoryuKi pqm TOW D2T0A.OyuolwV yicz roug
&zoKá)Oug 010 aoXio jiou icatà rq 1dpKc1a rwv cirôllsvwv tplwv pqvv (Ia Kdvcl
mcpiaaorcpoouco)	 :	 :_ IPb00ob0101
1I1213141516171
ytu pcva nllv rnrOarI1p1 rqg ciaaywy1g Ku' cpappo-y1g tow TI] E.
EpwtiatoXOyto Atcu0uvtIj	 5 i 2
Mcpoz 3°
ti nvta TOt) cponpatoAoytou vnàpouv Kàouç (TthacL wrvovri atoç tno}oytarç. HapaicaI4.
KUKAWGTE tva apiOpó GE ICÔOE 2rpóTaaq, 8I14)vovTaç T1v wràVTqaq ,rob aaç avTurpOt5(O7rEUEL
I = 4uzçwvth KáO&Ta,
2= d,aqwwth,
3 = Elpw ovt5trepoc/-q,
4
5 = Zvpqwvth axó2vra	 '	 &.1
1	 'EXm KOUpWTTC1 VU XPT1 OI IJO7EOIO) U1CoOYtcm1 .	 1	 _j_ j._.. j• .•..
2	 Ot urooytatç &v civai auvapaau10i. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 Av iou thvOtav r CUKatpiu, Oa tiOthi vu pàOo ytu touç uirooyiatcç KUl 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ T xpliml rouç.	 ______ -	 -
4	 Nopio On 01 rnroAA)y1cTrç civui roX c6,cooi cm yp1o1 rouç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
5	 Ot uro?oyto-rcç Oa jrnopoUauv vu 3oOiuouv orriv cvIaXuTucil	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
&&1aKc1.fa.
6	 -a cpyuatw pc uirooyiaii Ooo to &vatOv XryOrcpo. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 Ta c,npoppwniu rpoypüppara yta rouç rnrooy1at€c oto xwpo cpyaaiaç
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ irpétci Va ylvouv U7E0JC0)TlKà.	 _______	 _____
8	 H y,pqm wooyicm a
-Thy Tdq oöqyc( ac auiiiv'q a,cooaT1 nov	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ PUOT1T(i)V.	 ________	 ______
9	 oyiccvTpovoput a-WV rnroXoytati. 0-mv TOV pTo1p07rot(o.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 Noiw On	 cpyaaia pc 1rn0AOy1oTç Oa itav EUXP1OT11 Ku' 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ CVflQ(pCp0UaU.	 _______	 _____
II	 (u ii0thz va a-up ,ictaaxw ac 1thOqpa npoqop1Ic1ç ytu vu puOw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ irCpIOcTOT€pU yta rovç rnroXoytctcç.
	 _______	 _____
12	 Oa ou)cua rrn CVTUnKã av ca n öuvatOtilta vu ptnponolw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ tro?c -rç a-uvOtcpu.	 _______	 _____
13	 McpIKç popç qoOiui Oruvnpéirct vu 	 oirOiiaw u7r&.oyluTç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 H	 KXflO11 VU AUVO) fl0UTU pc ono)oyioti &v pc cXci.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
IS	 Ot rnrooyrn-rç D)O7rtouv tic aoctç pru nov uv9pO)lrwV.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 NióOw aVE-ru 0-mv cpyaçoiui pc uiroo-yw-rf.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
17	 Ei,jut PéI3uIOc/-Ti On Ou piropoUaa vu cpyua- -rth pc unokoytotç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
18	 H cpyaoIu pc inroXoyiatcç aTrv TOT ölUa-TpEfXVC1 TO KOIvWVIK0 KiIiu.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
19	 Av npoc,cu,rrc npot3npa pE icarolo mpoypuppa toy wroXoytcm nov &v	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ rnop(o vu Xuow âpcau. Ou CrcpclvU ac autO .17p1 vu J3pw Th y uaTI.	 _______	 _____ -
20	 Mou upcact vu uoxokoupai ic cvav ro?oyiorr.
	 I	 __•	 3	 j
21	 Ot unoXoyto-rç pc KOvouv vu vióOw ap1uvoç/-q Kul pitcpöcpvoç/-r.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 Eiput fatoç 0-n Oa pnopoiaa vu pâOw pta yAiioaa npoypuppanapoi
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ (yta mv rnroAoyicm).	 ________	 ______
23	 Ot puOTitEc Jcpoacouv hrEptaaO-rcpo Orav otv tur )piaipoirot0Uvtut 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ rnroAoyiatç.	 _______ -	 -
24	 .cpo 0-n oi rnrokoyiutç pou öivouv thV cuicuipiu vu thOm vcu irpOyputu.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
25	 H pfmi nov rnrOAOyloTó)V €ivui OaK0h.
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
26	 H	 iou qXxTpoV1KOu tuxvipopciou (e-mail) aoãvci Ta KivflTpcl	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5 -
_____ a-rouç MuOTiTc )'Iu TO puOiipu.
	 _______	 _____
27	 @a Xphmpolrolilrno touç wrooyiarêç pc noouç TpOltOuç OTT] Wr POD.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
28	 cv pitopó vu aiccqmii, Kavèvu tpOiro nov Oa pmpo,rouaw vnooytati
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ cmiv KupI*pa poD.
	 _______	 _____
29	 11pnci vu ciaa, puuX0' ytu vu cpyàrn pc uro)oytarç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
30	 H €KpOOqoh1 TOW 1fltOOyt0T(i)V civut Oa-,po XpOvou.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
31	 Ot uiroXoytoiç a--rn aoXio &aipouv r örpi,oupyiicOttu nov paOflTv.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
32	 ®u i0thi vu pczOo) 7rcpta-cNOTcpa 7W rouç unOryia-rç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
33	 ilpoairuOth vu cvIcpvopu1 yiu tic tcvooytKç cc?ctç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
34	 Acv 0t) upaEt VU 0D!]tóJ p€ dAAouç yta vno)oyiotéç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
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;-	 ..	 $4 Zv4uçwvw,
5 =Zvpq,wvth wrô.vra
35	 Oi u7rOXoyITtéç auvtXouv cmiv 7110 wrooTncg &&zaic&kz.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Oi u71oXo	 ç &v ic oigonv KOOÔAoU.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 H p1m cvOç u7roXo)'rnt1 ic ciiroi(p vu cijiat noupyiOç/-. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
38	 Ot rtóOaciç nov paOritOv plEopoóv vu auOoOv ótuv att &&wiuAiu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ xP11rnlJ071010uVtW u7r&Yylath.	 _______	 _____ —
39	 (a riOthi vu xdO(o maptaaOtepu ytu touç omooytatcç wç eviautncä	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ua lWTK&Jaç.	 _______ —	 — —
40	 eu iou Ope vu cpyocoiiai rnroAoyutrcç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 H rjtm too 1zctpoviKo1. raubpoieiou (e-mail) icàvci to iãOqiu mto	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
— cvbiaq(pov.	 _______	 _____
42	 &v ic 7r1pOCc1 vu OOw yb tooç rooylotç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 H pyau pe rnrokoyrnt pC KàvEb vnpó/-i. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Ot uiro?oytatcç Lival 7roAUnpu epyu)ciu yia u ctiwat rqç motOtrltag 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
rrç ccmaiEucç row rnOiuhv. 	 _______	 ______
45	 IltOavwç ócv Oa piOOo irot vu 	 tiiioirouh roXoyla-reç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
46 Ot KO1VWV1KCç emwpç aiipthcovtw apvtuca wrO tr pim nov
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
— D7(0Oylat(i)V.	 ______
47	 Ot wcoXoytutç IrnopoUv vu Xprmto7rouiOouv tc cmtt-ota oc ia0qjiutu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
iron airaitoOv	 toupyucç pautipi6rrtcç.	 _______
48	 Eivai cvöiaqcpov vu puOcbivcl Kavctç yla rnroXoytarEç. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 LLaTdW vu praioirol1aw uitooylatEç w1O pO3o On Ou icâvw th0 moo 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
&v 1rnopó vu
50	 Ta ätopa moo cp$ovtal pe utooyicncç KaOovraI rnpoata oc uu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ 000vrI O?J1 rrv 9thpa.	 ______ — — — —
SI	 Em moi uutoirc7rotOro11 Ooov wopä trv cpyama ic urokoyrntç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
52	 Ot wroAoyrn-rcç Ou o0ouaav tong w9qtg vu auvcpy&ovtw xctutó
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ touç.
	 _______
53	 Iliatcuw On ctvai iro oq1uvnKO yb
	 va vu ia0w vu xc1pioItat tvav	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
____ umo?oyiatY.	 _____
54	 H	 too rXctpovucoü tuo6poItcioo (e-mail) KO.vEl ro paOu vu
	 T 'T 7
vtth0ci On onpictcci ,rcpiaaóncpo. 	 _______
55	 H irpOcXlimi rqg pOO13Tg pE oirooyurtcç ic ouvapiràci.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
56	 icv Oa 6cOi.toov monc pia öou)ctä. óirou Ou titpcirc vu cpydoput pe
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ nmo?oyiang.	 _______
57	 Anoyoflncnoliul Otuv cr,ccmtoiui On mpoamaki vu xpiaoirouiaw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ um&oyuntég.	 _______
58	 Ot wro)oyiatcg IrnopoUv vu civut XPTIO1PO oYOiiu 61 oKuAlug ac Ou	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ac&Ov iu0ijiana. 	 ______
59	 cv voiiçw On Ou tavu oioi ciruré6ou cpyuaicg ic tong oiroXoyio -rg.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
60	 Oa iOcXa vu ircpvâw mcplaoOncp öpa xpgm1oirouvnag oiro?oytang. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
61	 NithOw Ovctu Otav o yupo iOo umoXoyiatg.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 H	 too qAcctpovIKoU tau6poiciou (e-mail) 3oq0äci to uOqrq vu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
____	 Ecpl006tcpcz.	 -	 — —
Zac evapwrth ro2ó 'ta V7v ovv€pyat7(a caç
rpy:oç, I. Kovrpopdvoç, }'iroii4soc 4:öáicropaç
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies King 's
College London University of London
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The main objective of this questionnaire is to know the current state of ICT in Greek primary schools. The
questionnaire is divided into three parts. In Part I you are asked to provide some basic information about yourself and
your experience of computers. You are asked to provide general information about the kind of support that you
provide to schools in your district, which use computers. Part 2 and 3 aims to elicit more detailed information by




1.2. Sex:	 Male 0 Female 0
1.3. Age: 31-350 36-400 41-450 46-500 51-550 over 550
1.4 Name of the district:
1.5 Contact address:
1 .6 Contact fax / telephone number: _______________________________________________________________________
1.7 E-mail address:
1.8 Degree (s) and specialisation (s):
Pedagogical Academy 0 Faculty of Primary Education 0
Eksomiosi 0 Maraslion Didaskalion of Primary Education 0
Otherdegree 0 Please specify:________________________________
Master 0 Please specify:_____________________________________
PhD 0 Please specify: _________________ Other 0 Please specify:
1.9 Years of teaching experience: 1-5 0 6-100 11-15 0 16-200 21-25 0 over 25 0
l.l0 Flow long have you been a district officer at this district? 
_______________________________________________
12 General Information about your district 	 I
2.1 Please indicate the number and the characteristics of schools of your district.





Schoolswith hour extended programme
	 ____________ _____________ ___________
Other (please specify):
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2.2 How many teaching staff is there in the schools of your district?
2.3 How many students are enrolled in the schools of your district?
2.4 Please indicate your district schools overall use of computers and the length of time they have been using each
mode.
________ ______	 Period of time
School computer use
	 Less	 1-2	 2-4	 4-6	 6-8	 8-10	 More
than 1
	 years years years	 years years	 than 10






2.5 Is your office connected to the Internet?
	 YES 0	 NO 0
2.6 If YES, has your office created its own web site?
	 YES 0	 NO 0
I. Your computer experience and knowledge 	 I
3.1 Please tick one box on each line.
3.2 Please indicate your knowledge and expertise in computers. Please indicate by drawing a circle round the
appropriate number.
I Know	 none	 a little quite a
	 a lot
____________________________________________________________ _______ _______ lot
I. The ditierence between mainframe computers and personal
	 I	 2	 3	 4
computers.
2. The difference between the operating system and an application
	 I	 2	 3	 4
package.	 _______ _______ ________ ________
3. The trends in hardware development in the past 30 years.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Criteria to judge the quality of a printer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. What file extensions' are.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. What a1oop means in programming.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. What a relational database" is like.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. What a bit" is defined as.
	 1	 2	 3	 4
9. 1 he difference between RAM' and ROM".
	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. ihe difference between a word processor and a desktop
	 I	 2	 3	 4
publishing_programme. 	 _______ _______ ________ ________
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Persona! use of computers
	 I
4.1 Do you have access to a computer for personal use outside of your workplace?
YES 0	 NO 0	 If NO, please move on to section 5.
4.2 Who owns the computer you use outside of your workplace (e.g. you. your husbani/wife/partner)? ____________
4.3 Please indicate which type of computer you use:
I	 Desktop PC	 I	 Laptop	 I	 I Desktop Apple Mac J
4.4 Please indicate how often you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace. Please answer
each of the following sentences by cittling the appropriate response.
4.5 Please also indicate how long you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace.
Period of time	 Period of time
(e.g. 3 years and 2 months)
	 (e.g. 3 years and 2
_________________________ _________________________ _______________________ 	 months)
Wordprocessing	 ______________________ CD-ROM software
Spreadsheets_________________________ E-mail
Databases	 World Wide Web
Desk-top publishing	 ________________________ Games
Art/graphics software
	 Other (please specit'):
4.6 Do you have access to the Internet outside of your workplace? YES 0	 NO 0 If NO. please move on to
section 5.
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4.7 Do you have an e-mail address?
	 YES 0	 NO 0
If NO. please go to section 5. If YES, how often do you check your e-mail?
15 Staff development training	 I
5.1 Please, indicate the time period (in hours) of each form of training in ICT education you have received in your
career. If you do not use computer or you have not received any training please move on to section 6.
Location	 Hours of courses received
Initial	 Short special	 Advanced	 Working	 Longer award
awareness	 course (e.g. using	 course	 conference	 bearing course
coursedatabases)	 ____________ ________________
In school







___	 I	 I	 I	 I
1 6. Using computers for administration
6.1 Do you use computers for administrative purposes?
YES 0	 NO 0 If you answered NO please move on to section 7.
6.2 Please, indicate how often you use computers for administrative purposes.
Never	 I Once a month	 Twice a month	 I Twice a week	 I Fvery d
6.3 Please, indicate how long you use computers for administrative purposes (e.g. 3 years and 2 months):
I • Computer support	 I
7.1 Please indicate the kind of support your district provides to schools for their development in the use of computers
in education. Please choose a number for each item (I none, 2 = little, 3 = average, 4 = quite a lot. 5 = a lot).
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7.2 Has your district been running projects to help schools using computers funded by the district, Ministry of
Education, Universities, European Union, parents, or other institution?
YESD NOD
If NO. please go to question 7.4. If YES. please indicate the project (s) your district has been involved in during
the last 5 years.
Name of project(s)	 Purpose of project(s) 	 Funded by
	 Duration	 Ages of	 Number
pupils	 of
schools
7.3 Do you have a policy to introduce computers in schools, which are not using computers?
YESD NOD
If YES, please specify. If NO, please specif' the reasons why not:





If YES, describe in brief some of these programmes and their aim:
7.5 Have you encouraged teachers in your area to participate in training courses, seminars about computers in
education with your help and support?
YES 0 NO 0 If YES. please specify: __________________________________
7.6 During your visits to schools and your meetings with teachers, have they asked for your aid and support about
computers in their classroom?
YESD NOD
If YES. what kind are these problems and what steps would you take to help them?
Part 2
Please explain in a few words what Information Communication Technology (ICT) means to you.
In the questionnaire you are about to fill out, we ask you questions which make use of rating scales with seven
options. You are to check mark ( NI) the option that best describes your opinion. More specifically. in this questionnaire
we are mainly concerned with district officers' views toward supporting the uptake of Information Communication
Technology (ICT) in their schools.
I. I intend to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
extremely unlikely
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 extremely likely
1	 21314	 1516	 171
2. I will try to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
delinitelytrue	 :_	 :	 :_ J :_	 :	 :_	 :_ ldetinitelytalse
7	 61514131	 2111
3. I plan to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
strongly disagree J :	 :_ :	 :_ :_	 :_	 :_	 strongly agree
1	 17	 615	 4	 3	 21	 I
4. For me to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months is
harmful :_ :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_	 :_ beneficial
________ __ 2 3 4 5 6
	 7
pleasant :_
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 unpleasant




	 :_ :_ :_ :
	 :_ bad
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
worthless	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 valuable
________ 1
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	
enjoyable :_ :
	 :_ :	 :	 :_	 :_	 unenjoyable
________ 7
	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
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5. Most people who are important to me think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 21	 I
support the uptake of IC1 in schools of my district during
the next three months.
6. It is expected of me that I support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
extremely likely
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 extremely unlikely
716	 514131	 2111
7. The people in my life whose opinions I value would
	
approve :
	 :	 :_ :	 :_	 :_	 :	 disapprove
	
7	 615	 2
of my supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
8. Most people who are important to me support the uptake of ICT in schools.
	
completely true :
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 completely false
	
17	 615	 413121	 I
9. The people in my life whose opinions I value
support :_ :_ :_ :
	 :	 :	 :_ do not support
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
the uptake of ICT in schools
10. For me to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months would be
impossible :_ :_ :	 :_ :_
	 :	 :_ possible
2 13	 415	 6	 7	 I
II. If I wanted to I could support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
definitely true J :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 definitely false
17	 6151413	 21	 I
12. How much control do you believe you have over supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the
next three months?
no control	 complete control
I	 11121314	 516171
13. It is mostly up to me whether or not I support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly agree :_	 :	 :_	 :	 strongly disagree
1 7	 615	 41312	 I	 I
Behavioural belief strength
Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...
enrich pupils knowledge. 	 extremely unlikely: __ _:_:__:__:__:__ extremely likely
________________	 1234567




3	 ... help pupils learn more easily,	 extremely unlikely: ,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
4	 make the lessons more fun for the
	 extremely unlikely: _:_: ,:_:_:_:,,,, extremely likely
pupils.	 1 2
	 34567
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Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...
5	 ... increase pupils interest in learning,
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:__:_:_:_ extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
6	 ...stimulate creativity in pupils.
	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:_:__:__:__ extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
7	 ... sign/lcantly improve the overall
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:__:__:__ extremely likely
- quality ofpupils' education.
	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8	 ... be a waste of time for pupils.	 extremely unlikely: _:__:__:__:__:__:_ extremely likely
- _______________	 1234567
9	 ... help pupils work with one another,
	 extremely unlikely: _:__:_:
	 :__:__:__ extremely likely
_______________	 1234567
10	 ... help pupils to find a job easier in
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_: _:__:_ extremely likely
- future.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7




- expertise.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
12	 ... allow teachers greater access to a
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:_:_:__ extremely likely
computer for personal and professional
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
use.
13	 ... make lessons more interesting for
	 extremely unlikely: _:_: _:_:_:__:_ extremely likely
- teachers.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
14	 ... make the lessons more enjoyable for
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_:_:__:__ extremely likely
- teachers.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15	 ... make lessons more diverse,	 extremely unlikely: _:
	 extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
16	 ... make preparation Jor lessons easier for
	 extremely unlikely: __
	 _:_:_,:_:,_,,, extremely likely
- teachers.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
17	 ... help teachers organise better their
	 extremely unlikely: _:
	
,:	 ,:_,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
- lessons.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
18	 ... make preparation for lessons more
	 extremely unlikely:	
_:_:,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,, extremely likely
time consuming for teachers.
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
19	 ... restrict the content of lessons.	 extremely unlikely: _:,,:_:,,:_,:_,,,,,,:,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
20	 ... make it more difficult for teachers to	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:,,, extremely likely
- control the class.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
21	 ...give teachers more prestige. 	 extremely unlikely: _: _: ,:_:_,,,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567




23	 ... cause conflicts among teachers,
	 extremely unlikely:	 extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
24	 ... restrict teachers' role,
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_,,,,,,,:_:_:,,,,,,,,,, extremely likeb'
- ________________	 1234567
25	 ... help teachers communicate with
	 extremely unlikely:
	 _:_,:_,:,,,,,_:_:,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- colleagues in other schools.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
26	 ... save teachers more time and work
	 extremely unlikely: ,,,,,,,,,,:_:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
27	 ... cause teachers stress,	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:,,,,_:,,,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
28	 ... improve communication among the
	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:__:_:_,,,_:_ extremely likely
- pupils and teachers.
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
29	 ... create problems in the current
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_,:_,:_,,,,,_:_:,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- curriculum.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
30	 ... create problems in the school
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
- timetable.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
31	 ... support the communication of my	 extremely unlikely: ,_:_:,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
schools with other schools in Greece and




Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...
32	 ... help schools organisation better,
	 extremely unlikely: _: _:_:_:__:__:__ etremeIy likely
________________	 1234567
33	 ... help the schools personnel to
	 extremely unlikely: ___
	 _:__:_,,_:_ extremely likely
- cooperate.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34	 ... help my schools to implement other
	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,:__:_:,,,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- innovations.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
35	 ...give me more prestige.	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,,,,:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
36	 ... cause me stress. 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,,:_:_:_ extremely likely
- ________________	 1234567
Outcome evaluation
I	 Lnriching pupils' knowledge is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
2	 Helping the weak pupils improve is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
3	 Helping pupils' learning more easily is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
_________________	 1 2 34 567
4	 Making the lessons more fun for the extremely bad :_: - :_ :_: :_ :_ extremely good
- pupils is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
5	 Increasing pupils'interest in learning is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
6	 Stimulating creativity in pupils is:
	 extremely bad:: - :_:
	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
7	 Improving the overall quality of pupils' extremely bad :_:
	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
- education is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
8	 Waste of time for pupils is.' 	 extremely bad:: - :_:
	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
9	 Helping pupils work with one another is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
10	 Helping pupils find a job easier in future
	 extremely bad::
	 :	 :_ :_ :_:	 extremely good
is:	 1	 2	 34	 5	 6	 7
I I	 Improving teachers ICT expertise is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
12	 Al/owing teachers greater access to a
	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
computer for personal and professional
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
use is:
13	 Making lessons more interesting for extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
- teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
14	 Making lessons more enjoyable for extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
- teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
IS	 Making lessons more diverse is:
	 extremely bad:: - :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
_________________	 1 2 34 567
16	 Making preparation for lessons easier for extremely bad:: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
- teachers is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
17	 Organising lessons belier Jor teachers is:
	 extremely bad:: - :
	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
_________________	 1 2 34 567
18	 Making preparation for lessons more time
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
- - 
consuming for teachers is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
19	 Restricting the content of lessons is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
20	 Making the control of the class more extremely bad:: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
dfflculi for teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
21	 Giving teachers more prestige is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
	
1	 2	 34	 567
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22	 Improving teachers •
 productivity is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_:
	 :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
23	 Having teachers conflicting with their	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_ :_:	 :	 extremely good
- colleagues is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
24	 Restricting teachers role is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :	 :_::	 extremely good
_________________	 1 2 34 567
25	 Helping teachers communicate with
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
colleagues in other schools is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
26	 Saving teachers more time and work is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
- ________________	 I 2 34 567
27	 Causing teachers stress is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
28	 Improving communication among pupils
	 extremely bad::	 :_:	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
- and teachers is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
29	 Creating problems in the current
	 extremely bad::
	 :_:	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
curriculum is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
30	 Creating problems in the schools
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_:	 extremely good
- timetable is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
31	 Supporting the communication of my extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
schools with other schools in Greece and
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
abroad is.'
32	 Helping schools' better organisation is:
	 extremely bad:: - :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
33	 Helping the schools' personnel to
	 extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
cooperate is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
34	 Helping schools to implement other
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
innovations is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
35	 Having more prestige is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
36 Having stress is:
	 extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
- ________________	 1 2 34 567
Normative belief strength
I. The school counsellor of my district thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months,
2. The district officers' of other districts think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 ji should not
7	 J 6 1. 5	 4	 J 3	 2	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months,
3. Parents' association of my district thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 6	 5 1 4	 3	 2	 I	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
4. Pupils of my district think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 (	 :	 ( I should not
1716151413121I1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
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5. Head teachers of my district think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 should not
7	 6	 5 1 4	 3	 2	 1	 J
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
6. Teachers of my district think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1 7	 6	 5	 . 4 i	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
7. The Ministry of Education thinks that
I should	 :	 J	 :	 :	 J I should not
7 1 6	 5	 4 1 3	 2	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
8. Universities think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
7	 6	 1._4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
9. Private computer companies think that
I	 I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1	 7	 6	 5 1 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
10. Local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
J7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next thie months.
II. Greek primary teachers federation thinks that
I	 I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 J :	 :	 j I should not
I	 I7I6s	 13	 2111
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
12. The Pedagogical Institute thinks that
1 should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
6	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
Motivation to comply
Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
	
the school counsellor of your district thinks
	 not at all	 -	 :_:	 :_ :_ very much
	
- you should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
2	 ... the district officers of other districts think
	 not at all	 - :_ :	 very much
	
- you should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
3	 parents association of your district think
	 not at all :: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 very much
	
you should do?
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
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Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
4	 ... pupils ofyour district think you should do?	 not at all :_: - :_:	 :_:	 :_ very much
I	 2	 34	 567
5	 ... the head teachers of your district think you	 not at all :_:	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ very much
- should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
6	 ... teachers of your district think you should	 not at all :_: - :	 :_:	 ::	 very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
7	 the Ministry of Education thinks you should	 not at all :_:	 :	 :	 :_ :_ very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8	 universities think you should do?
	 not at all :_: - :__ :_ :_ :_ :__ very much
__________________	 I 2 34 567
9	 ...private computer companies think you
	 not at all:: - :_ :_ :__ :_ :_ very much
- shoulddo?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
10 ... local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture)	 not at all :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_ :_ very much
- think you should do?	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
II	 ... Greek primary teachers' federation thinks	 not at all :_:	 :_ :_:	 :	 :	 very much
you should do?	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
12	 the Pedagogical Institute thinks you should 	 not at all :_: - :_:
	 :_ :_: very much
_do?	 1 2 34 5 6 7
Control belief strength
I. I expect that sufficient number of computers and peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at schools of my district
during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
2. I expect that enough software for teaching purposes will be available at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_ :_	 :	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
11	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
3. 1 expect that technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers will be provided at schools of my district
during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :	 :_	 :_ :	 :_	 :_	 :_ J strongly agree
2	 314	 5	 6	 71
4. I expect that adequate financial support for teachers and me will be provided at schools of my district during the
next three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5J	 6	 17
5. I expect that an appropriate computer room will be provided at schools of my district during the next three months.
strongly disagree J :	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
1 1 1 2	 3 1 4	 5	 6	 17
6. I expect that there will be a small number of pupils in each class at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_ :.
	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
I	 1112131415	 617
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7. I expect that enough computer time for each class will be scheduled at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly agree
1	 11	 2	 314	 5	 6	 17
8. 1 expect that computers' use will be integrated in the existing prescribed class curriculum at schools of my district
during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :	 :_ :_
	
:	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 17
9. I expect that teachers will have enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at schools of my
district during the next three months.
strongly disagree	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
10 1 expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by teachers of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
II. expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the district officers of other districts during the
next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
12. I expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the school counsellors during the next three
months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
1	 112	 3	 4J5	 6	 17
13.1 expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the head teachers of other schools during the next
three months.
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_	 :__.. strongly agree
Il	 2	 3	 415	 I	 6	 7




1 1 2 1 3	 41516171
15.I expect that support will be provided by the Ministry of Education at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
16. I expect that support will be provided by the Pedagogical Institute at schools of my district during the next three
months.




17. I expect that support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture) at schools of my district
during the next three months.
I 
strongly disagree 	 :_	 :_ :_	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
18. I expect that pupils will want to use Id at schools of my district during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :	 strongly agree
	
1 1 2 1 3	 4 1 5	 6	 7
19. I expect that enough connections to the Internet will be provided at schools of my district during the next three
months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5 1	 6	 7
20. I expect that sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers will be provided at
schools of my district during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 17
Control beliefpower
1. The availability of sufficient number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at schools of my district during the
next three months would make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 1 2	 3 1 4 1 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
2. The availability of enough software for teaching purposes at schools of my district during the next three months
would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 2	 3	 41516	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICr.
3. Being provided with technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers at schools of my district during
the next three months would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 2	 3 1 4	 5	 6J7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
4. Adequate financial support for the teachers and for me at schools of my district during the next three months would
make it
much more difticult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 1112	 3	 5	 1
for me to support the uptake of ICT in my school.
5. An appropriate computer room at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 much easier
I	 1 1	 2	 3	 .1	 5_	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
6. The small number of pupils in each class at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 ( :	 :	 much easier
ij . 2_I 3j4j 5 k617
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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7. The scheduling of enough computer time for each class at schools of my district during the next three months
would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2	 3	 415	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
8. The integration of computer use in the existing prescribed class curriculum at schools of my district during the next
three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 much easier
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of Id.
9. Enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at schools of my district during the next three months
would make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
10. The support of the teachers at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 617	 I
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
II. The support of the district officers of other districts at schools of my district during the next three months would
make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 1	 213	 4	 516	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
12. The support of the school counsellors at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more dillicult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
2	 314	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
13. The support of the head teachers at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
J much more dituicult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
I	 11213	 4	 516	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
14. The support of the parents' association at schools of my district during the next three moiihs would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 [ :	 :	 much easier
1	 2	 3	 4	 516	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
15. The support of the Ministry of Education at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 71
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
16. The support of the Pedagogical Institute at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
II	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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17. The support of the local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture) at schools of my district during the next three
months would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 112	 3	 4	 5	 617
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
18.For pupils to want to use ICT at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 j	 much easier
2 1 3 1 4	 5(6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
19.The provision of enough connections to the Internet at schools of my district of my district during the next three
months would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 ( :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 213	 4	 5	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
20. Being provided with sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers at schools
of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
2 1 3	 4	 516	 7




Attitudes towards computers 	 I
Please circle the appropriate number to indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement.
= Strongly Disagree (SD),
2 = Disagree (D),	 •
3= Undecided (U),
4Agree(A),	 '
5 Strongly Agree (SA)
I	 I am tired of using a computer. 	 I	 2	 3
2	 Computers are not exciting. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 If given the opportunity, I would like to learn about and use computers.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
4	 I think that computers are very easy to use. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
S	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction.	 1	 2	 3 -	 4	 5
6	 I will do as little work with computers as possible.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 In-service training courses about computers should be made compulsory. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
8	 Using computers in class leads to more productivity among students.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
9	 I concentrate on a computer when I use one.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 I think working with computers would be enjoyable and stimulating. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
II	 1 would like to take part in a computer course to learn more about 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 _______ ______ ______
12	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
13	 1 sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer.
	 _______	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 The challenge of solving problems with computers does not appeal to 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
me.
15	 Computers harm relations between people. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 I feel comfortable working with a computer. 	 I	 _2 -
	 3	 4	 5
17	 I am sure I could do work with computers. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
18	 Working with computers in class distorts the social climate. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
19	 When there is a problem with a computer run that I can't immediately 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
solve. I would stick with it until I have the answer.
20	 I envoy doing things on a computer.	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
21	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confused. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
22	 I am sure I could learn a computer language. 	 I	 _2 -
	 3	 4	 5
23	 Students are more attentive when computers are used in class. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
24	 I know that computers give me opportunities to learn new things. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
25	 Computers are difficult to use. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
26	 The use of e-mail increases motivation for the course. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
27	 1 will use computers many ways in my life. 	 I	 2
28	 I cant think of any way that I will use computers in my career. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
29	 Computers have become too dominant over us. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
30	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
31	 Computers in school enhance students creativity. 	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
32	 I would like to learn more about computers. 	 1	 _2 -	 3	 4	 5
33	 I try to keep myself informed about technological changes.
	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
35	 Computers help to teach more effectively. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Computers do not scare me at all. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 Using a computer prevents me from being creative. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
38	 The achievement of students can be increased when using computers for	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
teaching.	 _______ ______ ______
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5= Strongly Agree (SA)
39	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching aids.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
40	 I would like working with computers.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 The use of e-mail makes the course more interesting. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
42	 I don't mind learning about computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 Working with computer makes me nervous.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of a child's
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
education.
45	 I will probably never learn to use a computer. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
46	 Social contacts are negatively affected by the use of computers.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
47	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand creative
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
activities.
48	 Learning about computers is interesting. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 I hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes I cannot correct.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
50	 We will lose control over computers one day.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
SI	 I have a lot of self - confidence when it comes to working with
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 - -
52	 Computers would help students work with one another.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
53	 I believe that it is very important for me to learn how to use a computer.
	 -	 2	 3	 4	 5
54	 The use of e-mail makes the student feel more involved.
	 -	 2	 3	 4	 5
55	 The challenge of learning about computers is exciting.
	 -	 2	 3	 _4_	 5
56	 Computers reduce humans to number.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
57	 I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying louse a computer.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
58	 Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all subject areas.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
59	 I don't think I would do advanced computers work.
	
-	 2	 _3_ 4	 5
60	 I would like to spend more time using a computer.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
61	 I ted at ease when I am around computers.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 The use of e-mail helps the student to learn more.
	 2	 3	 4	 5
Thank you very mu chfor your cooperation
George J. Koutromanos, PhD student
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies
King r College London University of London
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Epw-n1 poToóyw flpoirropvou Fpu9EIou
BaaucOç coirOç autou iou epotiatoA.oyfou cfvai r cpviiar rç rnthpxouaac ar&rraaç tWV UlrOXOyI(Nr(OV aru
cA)qv1Ka &ipOnKa co?ia. To cporrtutobyto xwp(cTui c tpiu pcpq. ro flTO jipoç	 ç ctitthe vu
7tupouaidactc opiivcç Ikzmiccc ir?popopicç ytu wv &zuto aaç Km flW aç arouç unooyIcrrç. aç
çqtcitc eriaiç vu irapuOctc ycvncç rX poqopthç atucd te to ciöoç tqç uzoat1pIç 1101) 31CIPCtC ala OoXEIu
tqç ircpi$pctàç aaç nou y ai iiooiouv wroA.oylalç. ro &utCpo ICW rpiro poç clrIththKctul vu mX)cOoUv mo





1.2. DiXo: Av&puç 0 luvatica 0
1.3. HXncia: 31-35 0 36-40 0 41-45 0 46-50 0 51-55 0 mcàvw curé 55 0
1.3 Ovoia mrcpuptpciuç cmiv oiroia elate 1rpotaTàjCvoç ypwpeiou: _______________________________________
1 .4 cuOuv cmtucolvwviaç: ____________________________________________________________________
1 .5 c1a / TiXpwvo cmrucolvwviaç: _____________________________________________________________
1.6 tciOuvoq qXactpOVlKOé taXupo,iciou (E-mail): _____________________________________________
1.7 I1ru1o(a) icut cIIKóulta (cc):
flairyoryuci AKaita 0 flai&zyoyucó Ti.iripa &E. 0
11tuto Eotokoaç 0 MapàaXElo Ai&zaicakcio &E. 0
AXAo ictufo 0 flupuKaX lrpoa&opiatc: ___________
MctwrtuluKÔ (Master) 0 flupuK& tpoaötopiatc:
It&zKtoplKó (PhD) 0 [IapuKax(;) mrpoYötopialc: _______
AXAo 0 flupuKaX 1rpOIOpicNTC: _________________
I.8'Etflth&LKnKqçcpmrclpiug: 1-50 6-100 11-150 16-200 21-250
	
voamro25D
1.9 Iióao 1à(mwa elate mrpoIcm-raMcvoc ypu(pciou (NE uut1 rqv mrCpl$pcla: ______________________________
12. fevsiç 112 qpoçoplaç	 I
2.1 [IapaKaAó vu irpocöropiacts TOV aptOiô icm tu xapwculpianicä Twv aoAEkov tflç mrepupcpciàç aaç (mr.X 10
thióata icut 2 thtornicó tu omroia civat (NC amiccç mrcptoxc).






Oko1cpacNXoEia	 ________ _______________ ____________ __________________
Ao	 (mrupaicakth
irpoa6iopiaic): - --	 ______ _________ ________________ ____________
Epo)tflhlaroAoyto flpoIcrtath'ou rpapclou
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2.2 floaot cc1ral&unIcoI ulrrlpctouv a-ta ooXcia tqç 2rcpupcpciäç aaç:
2.3 flôaot paOtitc civat € yLypap4LcvoI a-ta ao)cia Tllc 7rcpIq)pclàç aaç:
2.4 I1apaKa) va tpoo&opfactc to Ci&ç jfaiç TO>V uiro)oytatv a-ta öflpóaw aXo)Eia tiç iLCp1ç)pcIü (JUg Kill
tT ypovncr lãpKclu rou y{vCtul y.piaq otoiaarptot poppiç (ir.x uxdpxouv 2 aXoXEia irou pqalo7toloUv
utokoyiatç yia i&zaicaAia ia0itwv 1-2 ijóvw Kill 10 a)0XEiQ nOD pflmponoiolv 71Q &OIKT1cN11 aoXEioo 4-6
XPóVia).
_________ _______	 Xpovuci_repLoôoç	 _______ ________
	
Xpi,q IflOO7iaTthV	 Atyóripo	 1-2	 2-4	 4-6	 6-8	 8-10	 Ilávw
oota yw:
	
	 WTÔ I	 póvia	 p6vw	 póvw Xpóvw
	 póvta oiró 10
- Xp6vo _______ _______ _______ _______ _______ póvia
MoIKr)ar axo)ciou
______________________ a __________ ________ _______ ________ ________
itöaaiaAAa	 -rwv




2.5 AlaOétEl to ypapcto a-ac irpoal3acni a-to &a6lctuo (Internet): NA! 0	 OXI 0
2.6 Euv NAI ct öiptoup-yiaci uci iou ia-roacXi&z:
	 NA! 0	 ox! 0
13• H eur€ipIa ,ca, os vtha-eiç a-ac a-rovc v,roAo'w-rc 	 I
3.1 llupaKakd Ku1c?óx-rc rqv wrdvri1oi1 irou a-ag av tpoaoncct a-c icà0c actpó.





I4 HpOTwk1K4 %pIfrJ7 VKO2O7UYTWV (escrOc ep7wnawoó wpov)
4.1 EXCTC EP&NI3WTT1 cc rnroXoyicrn '(la tpoawrna ypfm cicrôç cp-yamaico1 xwpou:
NAI 0	 OXI 0	 Eàv OXI, irapaicaAó ApowpTc auv cvótita 5.
4.2 c icotov avrpc*1 0 oiroA.oyiatiç 2tøU )JqalpoitolcirE cictóç cpyamaot wpou (ir.. ac caàç, arovhmi mryó
aa/crnvtpoqó aaç) _____________________________
4.3 flapaKakb vu lrpoa&opIacrc to iSoç tou uiroXoyiati irou (pqcnJo1rolEiTF:
Desktop PC
	 J	 I Dopgró (Laptop)	 I	 J Desktop Apple Mac	 I








(R.x. 3 póvia cai 2	 (n.X. 3 povta KUl 2
______________________________ 	 pfvç)	 __________________________ 	 pvcç)
Fnoç ciJIvou	 ______________ CD-ROM
Ao7IOT1Kä qUAXu	 HXCKTpOV1KÔ tav6popieio (E-
__________________________________ ___________________ mail)	 __________________
Bacciç 6*oth'wv	 __________________ i\uznctuo (Internet)	 _________________
Enccpyaaia oeI&ov (Desk-top	 [IalXvita
publishing)	 ___________________ _____________________________ __________________
AoyiapiicO cnccpyaaiaç ypa(pnc(ilv
	 AAXo	 (napaKaXth
KW gW7pWplK1ç	 ________________ irpoaIopiorc):	 ________________
4.6 'EXCIE npoajkimi ato iai,ctuo (Internet) E)ctóç cpyamaot xpov:
NAt 0 OXI 0 Eäv OXI. lwpczlcaAtJ) 71p0X0)plicTTC o'rqv cvotrta 5.
4.7 Ata0tcrc qAI.KtpovlKi öeiOuvm (E-mail address); 	 NAt 0	 OX1 0
Eav OXI. napaKaXti nryczivc'rc univ cvóujru 5. Eãv NAI iróao auvä cXtyctc tu fl?EKtp0vlKä aaç irIvI1ata
(e-mail);
Evöo - apyw5IaKq crLpóp9wq / KaTáp1u71
5.1 llapaKaAó vu npoa&oplacte wv aptOpO ithOc iouç c ayyeXianidic cnloppwaflç/KatdprIaflç nov )ã3atc crwv
toita uov vlro?.oyiol(ov cmiv cjnaiöcum (n.y. 30 opç ue tpiia apxapiwv anó to [Iavcnianiuo).
Toroç __________	 LuvoAo (OO)V	 __________ _____________
Tpqpa	 EcIöLKEupvo	 Tpqpu	 2uvöpio	 MuKpáç
upupkov	 pqpa pipiç	 powpq-	 cpyaø(uç	 xpovuclic
öIópKcIaç ( ir.x.	 pvwv	 ÔIâpKCIaç
XP11 I5I1 Pthnic	 'rpqpu pa
&öOpvo)v)	 airovopli
____________________ ___________ __________________ _____________ ___________ 	 1rrUX10








1 6. Xptjcq v,ro2o'umôv G1q ôsolaipn,	 I
6.1 Xpqaiionotrn€ (Oç npoiatdpcvog vnoXo'yiatEç univ ciclraI&vtllai auç pyama yw öIolKqtIKOóç cTlcolrouç:
NAtO OxiD
Edv anavriaurc OXt. napaKaXó inyaivctc otrv cvOrrItu 7.
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6.2 I1apuKaX vU 7rpoaölopiar róao mvà Xp IporoLthE vrooyiarç wç irpoIatdcvoç arqv cIcuzIbctTncI
cpyaaia aaç ylU öLouc1uKouç alco7roUç.
6.3 flapaKuX VU tpOa&opfoctc TO XPOVIK6 &àaTqpa OU (Oç rpoTGTàpEvoç 7pqatpO1rOtEtTc U1OA.OylaTç )CUTä rq
ciciratcutucI aaç cpyaoia yia öLoIIcTIKoUç aicoirotç. (IE.x. 3 )!póvla KUI 2 prvEç): __________________
1•	 7,a rovç wroAo'flrrtc	 I
7.1 flupuKaX vu 3rpoaölopicYcTc to ci&oç KW roy f3aOiO rqç uoUTfp1ç irou iraptctc otu aoiu irou orTctctc
ytu rTlv c?t touç oç rpog rrIv .pfai u7rooylciwv otqv cIaat&ucni. [IupuKuX inAEtc vav upiOpO uc
,càOE irpOtami (1 = ,cuOokou, 2 = ãyo, 3 = ftpw, 4= UpIcEr& 5 = ,rou).
7.2 Av&.up(3dvctc / &càyctc mpoypáijara irpog 3oiiOcta TO)V cT)OEiO)V all ypI'afl rntOkOyl(TT(i)V, Cfl)OpflyOpcVa






Eãv uiravtivatc OX!. 1rapuKuX 1rpoxo)pIar mv cpdtTlcnl 7.4. Eáv uiruvtivatc NA! lrapuKuA.th npoatopkrrc
Ta rpoypiipata rou a4ipcTciatc ucaTa Ta rcXcuTata 5 pôvia.
Uvopu rpoypápparoç KU	 2icoirôç rou rpoypàpiaroç	 ElriXopTlTou- 	 HLKLE	 AptOi6ç
xpOv TOU ÔL6pKEIU	 ____________________________ 	 pcvo wró:	 paOMrthv	 co?1wv





Av NA! avwrturc aóvTolicz tiv noXLrlKfl aaç. Av OX!, lrapaKaXd EapaOarE ouç XOyouç:
7.4 Ecrc OgyaV6)acl 7tOtE cnpOp(p(otlKd lrpoypô4lpara KU1 aqnväpa cNXCT1Kã Jic Touç wrooytatcç atiiv cclraiöcurnl




Edv NA!. 7rcplypä%ytc v auvtoiia pcpticà airó auth ru 3rpoypôjillata icai wv otOo rouç:
7.5 Ecrc £vOappUvCl &laKáXouç cmiv upuprpciâ aaç va irapaicoXouOiiaouv aqioçxpwn1cz TpfiaTa, ocjnväpta
pE touç utoXoytcrrç cmiv ocra&uaq:
NA! 0	 OX1 0 Eãv NA!, tapoKaA rpoaioptarc.
7.6 Katà tic cincrycig aaç a€ aoAcia icai auvuvtilaiic ic öacnãXouç, qiaav irott tq iq auç oqOcia icai




Eav NA!. ii ouç 1rpoX1'Mata iituv aura ai uc ti cvépyctcç irpoqarc 'ta vu touç o9iactc;
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flapaKa)th ypáyTE v UV1O1U TI miatvi yrn aaç o ópoç TExvo.oy(Ec rqç F11poopIaç IcaL tiç Erucoivwv1oç
(THE):
rq auvw, öwnnrthvovTal opicvc npotáctç 01 oiroç öiAthvouv IcaTà tróGo aKOIrEUCTE Vu Ur0aT1pIcTc
tqv ctauywyi KOl Lpappoyt TWV THE ara oXIa ic cpioç aaç ucoré TTI ôtàpuccia TOW crôpcvwv rpio)v
pivwv. E K6OE lrpóTauT) 1)7rÜPXEI iiia LrTàa8pq ucAIpauca (1 tO)ç 7), ó,rou 0 apiopóç I ölj)4)VEI TO pucpóTcpO
aOpó ,poTtpqcnjç evth o upiOóç 7 öqthvE1 TO pcyu)urEpo IkiOiio 1rpoT(pqI1. uç 1rapuKa)0upE, ac icáOc
7rpóTacn vu L7rIAErc TOV apiOpó ,rou uaç avTurpouo)rEuEI.
1. IlporiOcpm vu uJroari1piw tiv iaaywyi Icul cpappoyq tow TIlE cna ao)a trç 7rcpIoIç iou Kutd t1 ö1äpKla
TOW EtOpCVWV Tpliov pTVó)V.
EVTEXO)ç airiOavo j	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 ro).0 nOuvo
I IJ_2 J 3	 4	 5	 - 6	 7
2. Oa irpoairaOqmo vu wroauiptw rrv cuxzywy Km puppoyf rwv TIlE aru aoAa rrg ncptoxilc tou Kató n
ölapIcEla TO)V LIÔI1CVWV TptOV 11t1Vd)V.
wtóAutu uAriOc	 :_ :
	 :	 :_ wróthta avukiOcç
7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 1
3. xcöiãw vu uiroarqpiw tiiv ctaaywyrl Ku, ccpappoyt TWV TIlE a-ru axociu rTlc rcpioç pou Ku-ru Ui Idpiccta
TWV LoIiEVWV TPLWV pqvwv.
ótwpmvw cvtcthç :_ :_ :
	 :_	 :	 OUWVO) u7touTu
I	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
4. H rnroatiipi uic ctaaywyç Km appoyYç row TIlE a-ru aoXcfa TT ncpioç pou Kutä t1V öupKcIu t(OV
EJcOpcvwv rptthv pqvv ivui ytu pva:
ctaqç :_ :_ :_
	 :_ :_
	 :_	 py*Tticq
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
£uxàptorll :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 öuaäpEatTl
_______ 7




__________ 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
pàraa :_
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 utió)oyq
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	oIUOKCÔUcYTIKq	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 3upctq
_______ 7 6 5 4 3	 2
5. H 3tXEloWTpIa TOW 7110 01111UVTUC(i)V )'la jthvu atOpwv ncrnouv on:
rperEi :_ :_ :
	 :	 :_ J :	 :_	 &v irpcitcl
7	 6	 5	 4	 312	 1
vu rnroaTqpto triv cIaayoyil Kifi cquppoyi To)V TIlE a-ru aoXEa trç ircpioç pOi) KuT(Z Ui thãpKEIu TO)V ElrOpEvofl'
tptov jiriv)v.
6. Avupvctut wró pcvu vu wrocrnpim rriv ctaaywyi KUl cpappoyii twv TIlE a-ru aoXEiu tç ircpioiç pou KuTà
Ill ôlàpKEla TWV ErOpCVo)V TpIO)V pT]V()V.
71o?u m,OavO :_	 :	 J	 :	 cvtckó)ç wriOuvo
615	 41312111
7.Ta àto1iu TOW wroiwv rq yvdpq cuuo arq wf1 pou Oa
crlboKIiaaouv :_
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 J :	 wroóoicipaaovv
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 21	 I	 1




8 H iXEtowqqfa uov KtO cn1 pavtubv yia va atóuov rntoar1ipicov niv slaa7(nyii icat c(pappAo7f twv TIlE oia
axoXcia.
wrOuta a?qOcç :
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 wróuta uva)Ocç
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
9. Ta ãroiu TO)V o7rOiv ri 'vii, cicriMo m (of1 iou
rnrocmiptouv J	 :	 :	 :_	 6cv ulrooTllpicouv
7	 6	 5	 4 J 3	 2	 I
uv claa1oryfi icut cqxzpioyi tow TI] E ota axoXcia.
10. H uocmpt	 ic crnayoiy1ç icat cqiczpjioyiic nov THE cmi aoXcia tTç ltcptoç iou icatã tq öiäpiccta tow
&iróicvwv tpld)v iirivwv 0cc itav yta jthva
wrI0avi :_	 :_ :
	 :_	 :	 ictoavii
1 1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
Ii. Eãv f0thz 0cc piropoóaa cuicoAn va wrocrrqp1w tv ciaayoryi icat cqiczpioyi twv THE ata axoXcia uç ircploxrlc
iOU KUtó Til lMàpIccla TWV E1OpcVO)V TtO)V pI1V(i)V.
JwtOXuta aXriocc :
	 :_	 :	 :	 aEOXura uvuXrOç
I	 -	 7	 6 -	 5	 4	 1 3 ..	 2	 I
12. flOao nta cuctc on gropcitc vu cXcyctc tv cioaywyii icrn cpappoyf nOV TIlE am aoA.cia -riic rcpioç auç
icatä -rq &dpiccia nov cJrOJlcvo)v tplwv i.iqvthv.
ica0OXou	 :	 :	 :	 airOXuta
1 1 1 2 1 3	 41516	 7J
13. Eaptdtai icupkoç airO pva thy Oa uiroan1piw I Ol uv c ayoryi1 icai cpapoyi nov THE am axoXcia trç
ircptoxig iou icatà tTl 6tàpiccia nOV crOicvow TpIthV Iiqvwv.
aupwvw alcó?u)Ta	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 óiucpwvo icä0cra
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
1ni auvácta, ÔIUTUITO)VOVTOI optapvcç lrpOTàcTEI 01 oiroLEç öflXc)VOUV TU IrACOVEKT1jpaTU KftI ra
PEIOVEKT11PUTU rqç EIaUyO)ylj 1(01 Eappoy1jç TOW THE G-TU ooXcIa nç ircptoqç aç Kate tq ôIápKcIa TWV
rOpEvwv rpiwv pqvthv. L KáOE irpóraaq uràp)c1 pta irràaOpi1 ICAIpUKU (I wg 7), ó,rou 0 apcOpóç I öjXthvt
ro pucpórcpo aOpó irportpiaqç cvw 0 apiOpóç 7 öfl)4)Vc1 TO pcyaMrcpo aOpo 1rpOT(p1aq. 2.aç
7rapUK0X0up, GE KáOc lrPOTacnl vu E1flETE rOV aptOpó nou aaç ov-TurpoaonrEfc1.
H vkocmjp:4q nç eway(o'1c KU, e ip4uoytjc nov TIlE am coAiJa tqç irqnoijc 1uov KaTá rqv 5,4pKeIa noV
uewovTpI(iiVU17VthV	 ____________________________________________________
I .. .0cc iirXoutiacc uç yvthaciç UDV 1a0r1twv.	 icoXu ici0uvO: __ _:_:_:__:_:_cvrthoç aiuOuvo
_________________	 7654321
2 . . . Ou oq0qact -rouc cc6uvatouç paOqtcç vu
	 iroXU uOav6: _:_:_:_:__:__: cvtthoç wri0uvo
- cXTIcO0OUV.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
3 . . .00 oq0riacI rouç pa0iircc vu jia0aivouv
	 roXu iriOuvO: _:__:__:__:_:__:_c tcXcç ain0avo
- 7UOCUKOXU.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
4 . . .0cc icävcc mio cuapiciro to iaO1Uia yrn rouç
	 iroXó n0avO: 
_:_:__:__:_:_:_ vTEXtoç wnOavo
- paOTç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
5 . .0cc ccu1-1aci To cvthcz$pov roiv ia0itwv yta 	 roXi) ,nOavO: _:_:_:__:__:_:_cvtcXóç wti0uvo
JJOOrlml .	 7	 654	 3 2	 1
6 . . .0cc cv0appUvct tT örluoupyucOulTu aiouç	 iroXu iu0uvO:	 _:__:_:_:__:__cvtthoç airiOuvo
- pJQ0qTIç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
7 . . . Oa 3cXnoxct aTliIccVTIKà tr auvoXucq	 iroXU irtOavO: __:_:_:__:_:_:__cvtcXwç airiOuvo
- 
1rolôTT0 tflç E1(110i&Uaflç TO)V pczOflT()V.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
8 .. . Oa civw wwo pôvov yia wvç PUOnTc.
	
iro.ku iu0avO: _:__:_:__:_:__:_cvrcXthç azuOuvo
____________________	 7 654 321
9 . . . Oa o0iccci rouç LlaOntcc an ICTQD rouç	 icoXü irt0avó: ___:_:__:__:_cvt*Xç wriOuvo
- ccuvcpyuaiu.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
10 .. .0cc Doq0rioci touç jta0qtaç vu pouv
	 iroX iu0avO: _:_:__:__:_:__:_cvtcXdç ainOuvo
cuicoXótcpa onXciá oro jiWov.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
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H vkoanjphq rqç Ewa}'(074c Kal ,appotjc rwv TIlE ca oAuAa rqç repso%4c 1uov Kará rqv bthpseia rwv
erôU1cV(oV T/1I()vp?7VthV	 _________________________________________________________
II	 Oct	 oiOrIati rouç &zoIc&oDç vu	 to)u 7rlOctvó: _:_:__:__:_:_:_cvtcXthç wtiOctvo
cXtióxTouv nc yvaciç Toog oiouç 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
uro?o'yutcg.	 ____________________________________________________
12 . Oct cintpc,ci a-rouç öaciicäAouç vu couv
	 nou niOavô: _:_:_: _:__:_:_vtthiç wn0ctvo
iq'&utcpq xpó3ctai atov urooyiani yrn	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
irpoaorucqicrn ctayyEXJJaT1Ic xj)1(Tt1.
	 ____________________________________________________
13	 Oct icävct tct LctOIaTct mo cvblct(pEpovtct yict
	 mro?U muOctvO: _:__:_ :__:__:_)_cvTcXó)g ctmniOctvo
- roug 6ctctioiouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
14	 Oct iäv ru pctOiWcttct into uãptorct yict
	 mro?U iuOctvó: __:_: _:__:__:_:__cvtthuç wniOctvo
- rouç &rnouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
IS	 Oct ctvci ru pctOqpcttct IrcpIaaóTcpO mrou qXu. 	 noXô mrtOavó: _:_:_:
	 _:__cvtthç wriOuvo
- __________________	 7654321
16	 Oct icävEt rqv mrpocTot llctaia rwv tctOTiätwv	 noó mntOavó: __:_:__:_:__:__:_gvrcXi)ç ctmrIOctvo
- irio cuico)q yia rouç 6ucticáouç. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
17	 Oct	 oqOqaci	 ouç &zaicdXou; vu	 no mntOavó: __:_:_:_:__:__:__cvtcXç wrIOuvo
- OpyuVduOuV iCctXUTCpa ru puOrI puTà rouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
18	 Oct KdvEi tqv mtpocTot1ctmct row iictOitärwv
	 noXu mnOctvó: __:_:_: _:__:_:_cvtcXdç wniOuvo
ou mrcptaaOrcpo povoJ3ópct yta rouç
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
&zaKuXouç.	 _________________________________________________________
19	 Oct 1tCO1ctCl TO JrEpIEOI*VO 6i&zaicctkictç	 iroXu mnOctvó: _:_:_:_:_:_: _ctXoisç ctmniOuvo
- T(i)V JuOflpJQTO)v.	 7 6 5 4	 3 2 I
20	 Oct KáVCl into )alcoXo TOV Xyo Tflç Taç.	 mroXU mnOctvô: __:_:_:_: _:__:_cvrthnç ctmniOuvo
- __________________	 7654321
21	 Oct ltpoa&iaEt icyctXutpo lcupoç o-rouç
	 mroXU mn0uvó: _:_:_: _:__:__:_cvrcXtitç wniOuvo
- &towàXouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
22	 Oct DcAxtox,ci liv mnctpuywyucôulTa TWV	 mroXu mu0ctvó: _:__:__:_:_:__:_vtthç wnOctvo
- &WKàXO)V.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
23	 Oct pioupyact &tctpaxec 1cTctu TWV	 mroXi mnOavó: __:_:_:_:__:_:_cvtthç wuOctvo
- &icwãXwv.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
24	 Oct mrcplopiact nov poXo TWV öacliaXuv.	 mroXo mnOctvó: _:_:_:_:_:_:__cvtcXtoç wniOuvo
- __________________	 7654321
25	 Oct 3oqOiici touç ãaaicàXouç vu	 mroXu mntOctvO: __
	 __:_:_:_cvtcXtoç wrtOctvo
cmnlKoIvwvTcTouv tc uuvaöcXpouç àAAO)v
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
CTXOXCUOV.
26	 Oct yXttthaouv" on &zaiaXot apiccni wpcz
	 roXó mntOavó: _:_:_:_:__:_:_cvtcXç ctmnIOctvo
- KQL bOl)XE16.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
27	 Oct ötiinoupyriact dyxoc cnouç öctaiäXou;.	 mroXi mniOavO: _:__:_:__:__:_:__cvrcXthç wniOctvo
- __________________	 7654321
28	 Oct cXn6xttt v muicotvovIa ctvdicact 	 mroXo mnOctvó: _:_:__:__:_:_cvTEXtiç wnOctvo
- aroug ctmãXouç Kctl rouç pctOqrç rouç.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
29	 Oct ãnjitoupyqaEi 1rpo3XTfl1ctTct crro rnrãpov	 inoXu mnOctvó: _:__:__:__:_:_:__cvncXthç wrtOuvo
- uvaXuiucó mrpóypupu.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
30	 Oct	 ioupyrotn mrpof3X,iictru ato cupoXoyw	 mnoXU mnnOuvó: _:_:_:__:_:_: cvTcXLiç ctmniOctvo
- 7rpoypuJMz tO)V (i)oXEifflv.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
31	 Oct umrOoTqpict tqv cintiotvwvict r(t)v
	 mnoXu mntOuvé: __
	 _:_:__:	 : cvTcXtoç wnIOctvo
aoXciow gou pc (zAXa aXoXzict cmiv EAAó6a	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
- KW (ITO co)Tpn(ó.
32	 Oct oqOqai crrqv icukuTpq OpyäVoXnl Twv
	 mnoXu mnOctvO: _:_:_:__:__:__:_cvrthiç wniOuvo
- aX0XEi(t)v zou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
33	 Oct 3oOqaci vu auvcpyaard OXo nO
	 mroXó mntOctvo: _: _:__:_:_:_:
	 vTcXthç wrtOctvo
- mrpocimmnncO tow aoXimv tou.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
34	 Oct or1Oqact tct ooXact pou vu 	 mroXñ miOctvó: _:_:_:_:__:_:_cvrcXaç ctmntOuvo
- cqctpJoctouvàXAzcKct1voToicç. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
35	 .Oct iiou mcpoo&ixci icyctXUtcpo Icupoç. 	 mroXó mnOctvó: 	 _:__:_:__::_cvtcAtiç ctmniOctvo
- __________________	 7654321
36	 Oct pou uuraci to (zyxoc.	 mroXu intOavô:	 ::::::	 CEXI)ç wniOuvo
- __________________	 7654321
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Eni cn)vcXia, ötan),r(ovovrat opiaptvcç 1rpoTá(tç 01 o7roIEç aioOyov Ta avwrpw EOVIICT1WUTU KUL
piovKTpata uç cwayoqqç ucat cpappoyiç twv TIlE uru uoAEia ni; rcpioi%ç uaç icurã rq ôiàpiccia TWV
E2rópcvwv rptwv Jnvo)v. E KáOE rpóracn1 uiràpct pta cirráaOpi1 K?JpaKa (1 éwç 7), óirou 0 apiOpé; I öi4vci
TO piKpóTcpo aOpo irpotnpquqç £V0) 0 apiOpóç 7 &qthvE1 To pcyaXuTcpO aOpó ,rportpiaii;. Eu;
1rapuKaoup, 6E .càOc ,rpóraml vu ciriAr roy
 apiOpó irou aaç avI7rpouonrEucI.
I	 0 cnounaOç twv yvoxcwv row catperticu )caó:: - :_ :_:
	 :_:	 cutpITucd icuicó
- puOqT(ov civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
2	 1 o vu foqOraw tou athwutouç Iu01lTc catpcnKà icukO :_: - :_
	 :_: E4atpCTlI(à KWCÔ
- vO C (OOlV thai:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
3	 To vu oq0iaw too; puOqt
	 vu catpctuâ i&ó:: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :	 catpcnucà KuKÔ
- paOuIvouv 7fl0 tKoXa fvat:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
4	 To vu yivci to 1th0qpu 7uo cuãpiaro ytu calpctlKä Kuó :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_ &Euipttiicä KQ1CÔ
- too; paOitEç civcn:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 I
5	 10 vu uotiOci to £voIa(pcpov rcov	 a1pctlKa KaAó::	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ cuipctucu KuKO
- IQOflT(OV ylu iä0m civat:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 I
6	 To vu cvOappUvw t	 ioopyiicotiru ccz1pcnKa KuAó: : - :_: 	 :_ :_: &ulpcnKQ KWCÔ
- rmv ,iaOrlrwv civut:	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 1
7	 To vu 13c?.uwaw t1 ovoticT notonitu calpcnKd Kaó :_: - :	 :	 :_:	 :_ &uiperucä tcaicO
- Trç xiraI6comç row IJaOTIr(ov civat: 	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 1
8	 To àcnjio too ypóvou ytu too; puOrtc
	 ulpcT1Kd KuXÔ :_:
	 :	 :	 :_:	 :_ EIulpcuKä KUKO
ivai:	 7	 6	 54	 3	 2	 1
9	 To vu 3oiOqaw tou iaOrircc all icta
	 c.a1pcnicu icuko :_: - :
	 :_:	 :	 :_ cuiperiKä icaicó
- too; ouvcpyama civui:	 7 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
10 To vu 3oOiiaw too; iuOqrc vu 3pouv cutpriKà icukO::
	 :	 :	 :_:	 :_ &wpriicä KuKo
- rio ciiicoXa ouAià ow AAov civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
I I H 3ctioxni ton' yvwocwv twv öuiukow ca1pcnKd )c&O :_:
	 :	 :_:	 :_:	 *uiperiucu IcuKo
- orooç U rooyrntc civai:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
12 To vu Eoov ot ödaicukoi tcyaXórEp1
irpóauaq orooç rntoXoytat6
	 ytu cutpiuicä icuXó:	 : - :	 :	 :	 :	 cuIpcuicä icaicé
7rpoaoMtuci icut ctuycXputiia pfor
	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
13 To vu yivouv tu iuOpuru mo cutpcnicà icaXó :_:	 :	 :	 :_ :_ :_ ccitpcttith KQKÔ
- cvbluqUpovTa yrn too; &taic&oog civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
14 To vu civut ru puOItaru mo caipctucà icaXO :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ cuipcTiicü KuKÔ
- ivaicc8omicá yta too; &iowóXouç civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
15	 1 o vu civut ru tu0rii.iutu mrcplacYOtcpo caiperiicà icuXó:
	 :	 :_:	 :	 :	 culpcuKä KUKÔ
- iroiici?a thai:	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
16 To vu yivcl q npoctotpuaiu nov cuipcnicd icuAó:
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cuipctiicà icuicópuOilputow mo cuicoXq ytu too;
	 -i--- --- ---- 
- j--- -i-- 
-i- -j-&rnicukooç civut:
17 To vu opyuvoxrnov iczXotqxz ru cutpertKu icuXó: : - :_ :_: :_ :_ auipcTucd KuKó
- puOrijiuru ot &taicaXoi civut:	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2
	 I
18 1 o vu yivci 11 rpoctoiivaia tow cuipctiicu icuko:
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cutpctiKd icuicô1uOt1uT(ov mtcpiaaótcpo )rpovoOpu yiu
	 -i-- -- -i-- -- ç -
	 T
- rot); &iaicuXouç civut:
19 lo vu mtcpiopiorci to
	 picOpcvo cuiperwä icuXó: : - :
	 :_ :_:	 :__ catpctiicã KQKÔ
- &&zcTlcaXiaç To)v 1ciOrfl1ótwv civui:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 1
20 To vu cIvat o XEyxoc tqç tàç mo catperiKcz icu?ó :_: - : 	 :	 :	 :_ :_ ca1pctiucä icwcö
-	 aicoXoç yia too; öuoiô?oo civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 I
21 To vu couv iccptciaotcpo icupo; 01 catpcttKu icuXó :_: - :
	 :_ :_:	 :	 c4utpcuKä icuicó
àawuXot civat:
	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
22 To vu ctiwaoov 01 &zaicuXoi thy cluipctucd icuXó :: - :_:	 :_ :_ :	 catpctuca icuicó
- mrapay(oyu(órqtä -too; civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 1
23	 10 vu couv 6iupuc ot 6üaicaAoi civut:
	 cuiperiicà icukO:	 : - :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cuipcnicu icuicó
________________	 7 6 54 321
24 0 mrcplopicqióç too poAoo twv 6aaic&tov cuLperucà icuAó :: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ culpctiKa icuicó
civut:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
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25 H EnKo1VwViu rwv baaKãAo)v pe catpuKã KuXÔ
	 :_ :	 :_ caIperIKó 'caKO
- auvo6Xpouç àAAov oXEi(ov civut:	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2 I
26 To vu yttwaouv 01 ödoicuXo, aperi catprucã icaXO :_:	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ &atp€TIKa KwcO
- thQ	 ouià cIvcn:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
27 lo Vu ODV ayxoc 0, öuaKuXot civat:	 cuipctiicã Kuó:: - :	 :_:	 :	 :_ cu1pcnKd KaKÔ
_________________	 7 6 54 32 I
28 lo vu cXtiwOci r cinKowwviu uvâpcau
cuIperucu icaXó:	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 catpctucä ICUKÔ
aTouç baaKukoug KW cJTooç puOrtcç Touç
	
-y- -	 -j -T
cfvu,:
29 H óqpioupyiu XpOXTpÜTWV ato wapov cuLpcnKd KaA.Ô
	 :	 :	 &ulpcTtKQ KUKO
av&.Irnl(ó irpó-ypciipa civrn:
	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
30 H óqjnoupyiu 7EpoqpduJw ato cu1pcttKã K&ó :_:
	 :	 :	 :_:	 :_ cutpctià KQKÔ
fflpoX&ylo lrpO7pcqlpa ro)v aoXcimv civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3 2	 1
31	 To vu rnrocm1ptOci q CrIKOIVwVtu TWV
cuIpcTlKá Kukó:	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cupcttu KwcóOXOXEUOV POD C ciAXci cT(0?E1u atrv
	 -- -- T	 T T
- EAAa&i Kai ato co)TcpIKó cwai:
32 To vu o1Ofl0ci ri lcu)J)tcpfl opyav(ocNfl crnper1Kâ ,cu.kó:: - :_:	 :_ :_:	 cu1pertKä KuKÔ
- t(I)V OXOXEI(t)V OD civu,:	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
33 To vu oOqOci q auvcpyacnu tou cuipcTiä K&ó:: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :	 &utpciä KQKÔ
- lrpoa(oiriKoó nov a(01(!)v pou civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 I
34 To vu 3oOq0ouv ru aoAcia pou vu catpctucä Ku).ó:: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ E4QIPCT1Kà KUKÔ
- ctpappOaoi)v àAAç lcuIvotopicç civut:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 I
35 To vu cw pzyuXurcpo ic0poç civu,:
	 cutperucä KUXO:: - :_:
	 :	 :_:	 culpctlKà KQKÔ
________________	 7 6 54 321
36 To vu uuOci TO äy)oç pou civu,: 	 catpcnKã Ku).ó :_: - :_ :_ :_:
	 :_ cutperucd KaucO
- ________________	 7 6 54 32 I
T11 rnjvciu, öIarblrwvovtal opapvcç irpotàaciç 01 olrotEç ôqbvouv Ta riOavà irpónoira ou piropc( vu
cntôoucipáuovv q vu wroöoucqiáuouv TflV ,póOcaq uuç ytu uiromipI tqç ivaywyqç Kul cpappoyqç TOW TI] E
uTu coAEtu tqç rcpioiç aaç KaTe Til öIápKcIa TOW crópcvwv TpIwv pllvthv. .E KéOE flpóTaoil ràpci pta
EwraPaOpll ucAipoKu (1 wç 7), ó,rou o apiOpôç I öi1Athv€i to pIucpôTEpo aOpó rpot1pqn1ç EVW 0 apiOpóç 7
öq4)VE1 TO pcya?irrEpo uOpó 2rporI,ulaflc. aç rapalcaAovpc, uc KáOC ipóTuai vu rtAcrc roy
 aptOpô irou
aaç avrurpoawrEuEL
I. 0 ao)uucOç aupoukoç rrç 1tcpio1ç pou ivarcuci on
irperci	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 6cv 1rpcTci
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu rnroaTrpi(o TT1V clauyo)yfl ucui cpappoyi nov TIlE ow ooXciu rqç 2rcp1ofç pou Kutã rflv )tCpKcIu To>v crOpcv(I)v
tpui)v pqvthv.
2.Oi rpoiaiâpcvot ypuqclwv äA)i.ov ircpiothv notcuouv Ott
IJrpcirct	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 &v iLpCRci
7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu rnrocm1piw tiv ciauywyq Kut c9uppo-yi TWV TIlE otu aoXciu rç ircptoxfic pou ucurà rllv iàpiccia tO)V cnOpcvo)V
T1WV prvow.
3. Oi auXAoyoi yovéoiv Kui lcqbcIiOvwv inatc,ouv Ott
nprci	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 Ocv lrpbtci
J7	 6	 5	 4	 3J2J	 I
vu wrom1pIo ttiv ciauyoryi ucut cappoyi To)' TIlE a-ru c,oAciu uç 7rcpIo1ç pou Kuth ttv &àpKcta Toiv c1roicvo)v
Tp1o)' J1TVWV.
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4. 01 pa0qtEç tow oXEiow jou rtatciouv On
6cv rpcirci
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
Vu UflOUt9I tiv ctaaywyr Kut upj.to7i1 row T[IE atu aoAia inc ircpIoxilc J.tOt) KUTä tl]V ötäpKcIu nOV ClrOpCVO)V
Tpto)v pvóv.
5. Ot &cuOuvtç nov aoAiov jiou noiciouv On
tpc7ri :_ :
	 :_ :
	 :_	 :_	 v ltpcJcct
	
1 7 	 6	 5	 4	 3	 _2	 1
vu unoatiipio trv ctaayoyi KW cqKzpioyq tow THE ata aoAEia tnç rcpioç pou '(ala tflV &LdpKcia nov crOpcvo)v
tptO)V P1'(JL)V.
6. Ot &Iaia)oi nov aoXthov pou iria-rnuouv On
Aptirci	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 cV irperct
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
VU D1rOaT11pio tTV ClcYUyOfl'i '(Ut C(PC1PPOYTI tO)V THE era (N)O?iU inc 3rEptoqç p01) KUT(tZ TTV &tàpKttU tO)V crOpcvwv
tpuov 11T]Vó)V.
7. To Yiroopycio llat&Iaç iriatcut On
peri	 :	 :_	 :	 &v rpui
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu u1rooT11pio) rqv ciauyoyyq '(UI cqxippoyi nov THE eta OXOXiiU tiic RCpIoqç 1OD KUTd TV öIäpKCla nOV clrOpnvo)v
tpttuV PT1VO)V.
8. Ta tUVcrLCTTpIU JUUTC1IODV On
Inpcirt	 :	 J :	 :	 &v Kperct
7	 6	 5J4	 3	 2	 1
VU rntOcm1piO) tnv €taayoyyi '(Ut c9appoyij tO)V THE era aXoda inc ircptoç iiou '((ma niv &dp'(mla nov citOpcvwv
tpt(OV IUIVd)V.
9. Ot t&otucç ctaIpEiEç rnpocpoptKrç iuctci)OvV Oti
cpcirci	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 6cv rperct
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu wroatIi(o TqV Etoa7onyI' '(UI	 nOV THE era ooXia rqç rcpioxc poD '(aid mliv bldp'(cIa nov c7rOpIVow
rpl(oV pnIVo)V.




7	 615	 21	 1
VU ulrOcnTT1pgw T1V iiauywI '(UI EqMzppoy1 nOV THE eta ooía ic 7rcploxilc iOU KUTd TI1V IdpKCIU noV CltOpEVO)V
rplwV pqvo)V.
II. H ti&iaiaXudi Opocrovöia EXAdöoç irtetthci Oil
rpcirsi	 :	 :	 :_	 ócv rptci
7	 65	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu uirocttqpio thy cIaa'wyn '(Ut cqappayi TOW THE era aoAzia rqg 7rcpIoig pou '(aid TflV &dp'(cIa inOV clrOpcvo)v
tpt(OV prVów.
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12. To I1at&zylnylKÔ Ivrnroto irurrcuci on
irptrct	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 ócv 1t7ECl
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
vu rntooTqpio fly ciaaywyi icai cqxxpoyr TWV TIlE uru uoAcia r1ç ircploxf,c pou KUTã TTIV &lOpKClU TWV C7OEVWV
rpttJ)v JiT]vd)V.
Mi.thvtuç yEvIucà, irOuo Octrc vu KàVErC auró ,rou...
I	 . . .o axokucOc aUpDou).oc tic rptoxiic icaOokou::	 :_:	 :	 napaicou
- uuç1natcui Ott 7t7LCl vu tcOvttc:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
2	 . . . 01 mpoicna1cvoi ypwpctwv äA)ow Ku0Oou::	 :_	 :_	 lràpu 1tOU
irtpioxmv 7r1ctrt)OuV On rp ci vu Kuvctc:	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
3	 . . .ot auAAoyot 7OVciflV 1(01 KflOEpOVoV Ka0O)ou::
	 :_:	 :	 :	 iwpu ito
irrnrcuouv On irprci vu Kavcrc:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
4	 . . . ot jiuOqtcç t(OV uoXciwv auç KaOól.ou:
	 : -
	 :_:	 :	 ràpu to.t
irtatcuouv Ott irpbrci vu Kavcrc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
.01 &ctOuvrcç uov exo?cicov aaç KaOOou :_:	 :	 :_ :_ jrdpu iro)u
iniunciouv Ott 'rpbrci vu KOvcrc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6	 .. .01 óóaK&ol nwv ao?iwv aaç KaOOou::
	 :_ :_:	 :_:	 rapu iro)
iniarnouv OTt 7t7Ci vu KOvctc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6 7
7	 . . .ro Yiroupycio Ilutóciug uarcuci Ott KuOOkou::
	 uipu nokU
- 7rp7rct vu Kuvcrc:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
8	 . . .ta ruvduonrflna miutcuouv Ott 7ECiCCI icuOO?ou 	 rdpu nou
- vu Kth'crc:	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
9	 . . .ot Io1o)TtKcç cralpcicç 2t?Ipo(popticflç Ic000AA)u::
	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ irupairoXu
lucTtcOOuV Ott irprci vu ,thvcrc:
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
10	 . .. r TOintKrl Autoóioiloim ( rIr1og. KuUóXou :_: -	 :_ :_ ràpu irou
- No l1apiu) irtutcOct Ott r$irci vu icàvcnc: 	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
II	 . . . TI AtöuaKuAucq Opoarovóia Ethi&tç KaOoou: : - :
	 :	 :_ :_ mãpa ro.0
- intcrrcOci On irptircl vu Kuvcnc:	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
12	 .. .ro Ilui&z'ywywO Ivcmnouto 7rlcTTcucl icu9óXou :_:	 :	 :	 mdpa no)u
- On irpbrci vu Kàvcrc:	 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7
nii avvcia, &turu,rcovovTaI optu1cvEç zrpotáaiç 01 o2roIEç ôithvoov tovç irapàyovrcç ,rou Ou uaç
61EuK0 1.UvOUV i Oa uuç ôvuKoA$ouv an1v wrourip1q tic civawyiç Kal ctpappoyqç row TIlE ora aoA€iu
rqç ,rpiotç auç icaré n öIàpIcEta TOW ErO1Evwv rpithv pqvthv. icàOc irpOtacq u2ràpXat pia vrtãkzOpq
KipaKu (1 wç 7), óirou 0 optOpOç I ôthvE1 niv wrOun1 öwwvta £vW 0 upiOpOç 7 öqthvu rqv wró)uni
uuppwviu. Oç n0paKa)o4II, ac icàOt 2rpOTouTl vu EJ&tcTa roy
 apiOpó tov auç avrurpoaonrcuci.
I. flpou&oicw Ott ctrupidç upiOjiOç i.nroXoyta-rdw iazt tcpupcpclaKóv (71.x. cicruirwtcç) Oct ucàpci (flu GoXEia TTç
itcptoxic pou iccztã n blàpKctu UOV ctrOicvo)v tptv pfl'v.
btcup(J)vw icaOcra	 :	 :	 :	 wroura
2	 3 1 4	 5	 6J	 7
2. flpou&oiao Ott Oct uiràpci uru aoAcia rrg 7rcploxflc jiou apicctO cKrathcuttico XoytopIKO 710 cic1w1&uttKouç
olco7touç IcaTO
	 IàpKua TOW ctrOicvow tpiótv n1vthv.
otaqxnvw KäOcTcz :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 auupoww oirOAutu
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
3. flpoaooiui ôti tcvuci oqOctu 110 rt'.' )Etroupyfa Ical &utipqaq twv rnroXoyuirwv Oct rnrâpct atu cocia rg
rcpioç Jou iccttd öldpKciu tow cttOpcvwv tptthv pivwv.
ótwpwvw tulOctu [ :_	 :_	 :_	 :_	 o1.).icpo)vo) wto)Lutu
	
11	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4. I1potöoio Ott Oct rnrâpcI ctrapK1ç olKovo1ujci1 Otp1T] 710 touç &zaicdXouç twv aociov tic rcpioxqc tou uXAtt
1(01 710 pcvu KQtd tfl öläpKcIa TWV c7rO1cVo)v Tpi&v pqvwv.
oIa(po)vw icaOcru J
	
:	 :_	 :	 :	 J :	 aupcpon'w wro?aita
	
11	 2	 3	 4	 5	 61	 7	 1
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5. flpoaotcw On Oa uirdpct KaràA?qo cpyucmipto rntoA.oytaTd)v crra aXoXkia nç 7rEp1oqç Ji0U KQT tfl &àpKCla
tow crOpivo)v rpithv Jnlvdv.
	
apowo) K10tu	 povtü athwru
	
1	 2	 3	 4J5	 61	 7




	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 auupovw wrO?utu
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
7. flpoo&oicó On Oa rpo'ypuianatd ata aoXiu rTç 1rcpioç 1ou apicctOç xpOvoc ytu Tqv yjfm rnto?oyiarthv ova
täi1 icatâ t &ápiccia rWV rO1cvo)v tpuv prvwv.
	uçxivw icuOctu :_	 :	 :	 :	 au1qxovw wrO.utu
2	 3	 4f5	 6	 7
8. llpoaôoicw On r pim ro)v uiroXoyiatóv Ou CVGOpOTWOCI uto iaov Av&.utucO flpOypuprn ata coEia rç
ircptoiç pou icatd tq öidpicciu TWV cirOpcvwv tpuv pq\'V.
	
&axovw icdOcta :
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 po)vó) wróutu
	
1	 •2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
9. flpoa6o On ot &taicakot Oa touv upicctO )(póvo yiu vu uvwrruouv to a0pata ru oro(a p fl0tOl0UVTQI 01
ata axoXia rqç ircptoç pou IcaTà u &dpiccia TO)V crOpcvwv rpiwv ,irlvwv.
	
&a9olvth icäOcra :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 OU1(p(Ovo) wróA.utu
2	 3	 I	 516	 7	 1
10. Ilpoaöoicth On Oa inrdpxci wtooripiq otu cio)cia nic 7rcptoc iou aO touç &tol&.ouç KaTà tfl &QpKcIa nov
cJtO1CVO)V tpuov pqV(i)V.
	öIa(po)vw ithOctu	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 aupon'w wro)uta
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
II. llpoaöoKó) On Ou uirápt uroo
-
npt1 ata ooA.cia rqç 7rcp10xrc iou wró wv cNX0AiKO t43ou)o IcuTã tq thàpicciu
TO)V C71OMC'O)V TpKi)V IflVWV.
I	 °i°"° icaOctu	 :_	 aup(po)vw wrOutuL	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
l2. flpoa&)1có On Oa wràpci uoarYpi ata oo)ciu TI] ircp1oç ou autO urpoTatathvouç ãXXwv urcptothv KQTã Tfl
lâpKclu row cirOpcvwv tpli)v ,nlvthv.
	
ôlaqlwvo) icuOctu	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 aup(pwvw airOthta
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7




	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 aup.iq,wvo wrOuta
	1 	 2	 3	 I	 5	 6	 7
14. flpoa&nc On Oa inrdpyp lnroaup1fl am ooXciu nig urcptoiç iiou autO rouç cmA)Oyouç yovwv ical iciöqiOvwv
icard tT öiâpiccia tow curOicvwv tpióv iqvdiv.
	
blaqxJwo) icãOcra :
	 :_	 aupwvth auzoXuta
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 J7
15. flp000icw On Oa rnràpxcl uroatipiq am aoAciu tiç 1rcpIofç iou autO to Yutoupyclo Ilai&iaç KUTU tq
biapiccia to)V curOJlcvcoV TpI&v ,nlvwv.
	
6iaovw icàOcru	 :	 :	 :_	 oupqx,ivo aurothtu
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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16. flpoaoKó on Oa u,tàpi uLoanplfl am aoXda Ilic ircp1oç pou WtO TO flai&zywyuO Ivcrntouto KaTà tq
bKzpKCla TOW crOI1CVO)V ttthV JnVów.
naq,ovo icaOcta :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 m)pqxJ)vo) wtOutu
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
17. Ilpoa&oico On Oa rnuipct u1EocniIptT1 ala 0(oXcta tiç 1Ecptoi)ç jiou WrO TTJV tOTIKi) auTO&toiKr)m) (Ijuog.
NoMapXfa) KQTÜ Til 1àplccla TOW CILOJICVWV TpIó)V Iiilv(ov.
twpo)vw icaOctu :_ :_
	 :	 ouupwvw wro?uta
1	 2	 J_3	 4	 5	 6	 7
18. flpoaöoic On ot paOqrç On Oouv va	 cnioitoniaouv rnro.oytalcç ata a)oA.cla tqç cptoqg pou icatà tqv
&âpicta tiç tpiouaaç
	 povtàç.
ôia(p(t)vo) KdOcra	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 upcpo)vt wrO)uta
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
19. Ilpoaöoicth On On rnrdpxci auvcç aiv6cmi alo taiicruo a ao)ia rig ircpioç pou KUTÜ t1V ölizpKcta t('W
ropCVwV tpiwv IlqV(OV.
OtaqxJ)vw uãOctn
	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 auiqxovw QEOXUTU
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
20. RpOa.OKW Ott On rnrOpouv alU aoAcia ni; 7rcploç iou FlapKciç uvntoTqtcç c7n1Oppnxnç nov
CKItU1OCUT1KWV OtV Kai&lyrnytKfl (pfla t(OV u1rOOyiaT(i)V KQT T ö1pKcta TQ)V £7rOic'O)V tptó)V iTVWV.
fMU(0)VO) KaOcTa
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 auiqxnvw airOutn
I	 112	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
lTii auvxEIa, öIarv,rthvovlal opwpIvEç rporàaciç ot oroIcç öqXthvouv ouç irapáyovtcç irov Oa aaç
öIE1)Kouvouv i On aaç öuaKo4ouv TO va b1rom1picrc rqv £LcTayo)yij IcaI £pclppoy1 Twv THE aa axoEia
tqç ircpioijç aa; uuzrà t ôIãpKcta rwv crOpcvwv rplwv pqvwv. flapaKath ac KâO€ rpOtaaq va £R1CTC vaV
aptOió ,rou vu avrurpoaonrEuEt Tiv a vtivni
1. H irapi crapicoiç aptOioO rnrooytalci)v icat ir.pupcpciaic6iv
	 cKtlnTOrrcç) cnn (TXoCfn tiic 7EqMoig IiOU KQT6
Til öiàpKcta tO)V crO'fflv Tpió)V uvov On icdvgt
ncptaaótcpo OuaKo?.11
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 lrcptaaOtcpo c1iKOèfl
I	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6J	 7
yin jva uiv irnoatpi rqç cinaywytic ical npnpioyqç TWV TI Iii.
2. H i7rapt apKcToU cKJrai&utiicou ?oyiamcou yin cloratOcuTlKoOç alcoiroOç cnn aoAin uic ircpiorç iou icam tfl
Oiäpicctn TO)V c,rOCVwV tptthv j.niv' On inivct
mcptaaotcpo OuaicoAi
	 :	 :	 :	 rcpiaaOTcpo cu,coq
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yin tCVQ TTV wroatiipiti tiic cicrnywyç Kin cqxzpioyTç TiDV 1 I IL.
3. To va uirapci tcvticfi of1Ocin yin Tip' Xitoupyin icin auvrYpqaq nov uirooyicndv nra aoXcin trg ircptoiç pou
KUTO Til &ãpicctn tO)V C7tOpCvwv tptó)V ifl'wV On icthti
7zcplaaOtcpo acoq
	 :	 :_	 lrcptaaorcpo cuicoq
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yin pvn TflV rnroariptq tç ciaayoyiç icai ccpapioyiç nov TIlE.
4. Eirnpiciç oncovoptiai aTfIpI yin touç öaaicãkouç ala aoXIa riç lrcpIoxlic ou nAAà Kin yin icvn KUTU til
thdpicctn nov ctOicvwv tpióv iqvthv On iczävct
7rcptoaOtcpo uaicokq
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 ircptaaOtcpo cl)KOAq
2	 3	 4	 5	 6J	 7	 J
yin i.iva trlv rntoatiipt rrlc cianywyiç Kni ccpapoyiç nov TIlE.
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5. 'Eva icaráAAq)o cpyaariio irXpopopwiç a-va a)0EIa trç EcploxiIc J10U Icuid rt &äpKCla twv croicvwv Tp1thV
i1\'WV Oct icävci
	tcpaaótcpo öua1coM	 :_	 Rcprnaórcpo cuKo}
1	 2 J3	 4	 5	 6	 7 _________
yla tva -mv wroatipt riic ElcTa7(DyTç Km £paJi0yT1ç TOW TIlE.




	 :	 :_	 :	 7tp1aaóTCpO EUK0AJ
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia icva 
-m v wroai1plq r1ç ciaaywyç Kifi ccpapJoyqç tow TI IL.
7. To vu npo'ypuIatiatci apKctóç j,óvoç 11a pim rnroA.oytauv uvtz iäq a-ma axo?ia uic 7EIptoxc iou KaTà ir
6IãpKcIa -ro)v ctóicvov Tl(OV pvov Oct KàVCI
	
7rEp1aaóTpo öuaicoA.q	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 lrcptaaótcpo uKoA.q
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta j.iiva -riv uirooiipti rqç iaayoryric KW cqapioyç row TIlE.
8. H EVaWMàTWGI1 rqç y,piaTç -ro)V wroXoylat(ov a-mo iauov AvaXu-mucó flpóypaia a-ma o)o?Eia T1 g itcpioxric iou
Katà TT &ãpKcla TWV £tOMCVO)V TpIó)V pqvthv Oa Ka\'cI
	
iccptaaótcpo 6uaKoA.q 	 :	 f	 .p1aaóTcpo cUKoAfi
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta uva mv uiroa-mflp1 rç claaywr)ç Icat cqappoyqç twv TIlL.
9. H tapq apicctou i.póvou yia va avaimouv ot &zaicakot ra aO1ijiara a-ma oiroia )pqmgo7roLoUvrat 01
rnro.oyuYTç a-ma ao)cia -mc cpoc pou Katu iTi thãpiccia -mwv ctOpcvov TPRV tqv6v Oct Kãvct
	
tcpaaotcpo &aKokr
	 :_	 Jtcplaaó-rcpo EUKOJ
1 1 2	 3	 41516	 7
ra icva viv wroa-mpt11 Tfl cIaayoYylig KUL c(pappoyqç rwv TI IL.
I 0. H U7tOa-tiiPITi TO)V &zaicakow tO)V (TX&ciO)V inc tcptoxiic t0D K(ITU ill &QpKcla TO)V cnÔICVWV T1V pqvmv Oct
KUVCI
7r4)lauOrcpo	 io1	 :	 :	 rcpiaao-rcpo cUKokq
	
-	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
-yiu p*va rqv wroa-rrpIfl rqç ctaa-ywyiç Km *papjoyqç rwv 111 E.
II. H rnmoatipT toi rpoIaraicvou tiic &cUOuvcnic a-ma a(oXcia tç ncpioijç iiou icarâ r ötâpKcla to)v ctOMcvo)v
tpio)v I.IT1VO)V Oct KáV11
	
Jrcpiaaotcpo aKoXfl	 :	 :_	 izcpiaaôtcpo cl)Ko1fl
2	 3J4	 5	 6	 7
yia pcva tiiv rnroatripiq rç ctaaywyrlc KctI cpctpo)'fl TWV 1 lIE.
12. H unoarripi -iou a(0XIK0D au3ouXou a-mu aXo)cia rug rcpioxiic jiou KUrd rq bIápKcIa -mwv cirÔwvow rpimv
vów Oct Kàvci
	
rcpiacOrcpo óUaicoXq	 :	 :	 :_	 ircptaaorcpo EUK0fl
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia cva uiv wroa-ri1pi T1g cicayarg Km cpapoyqg TOW TI IL.





:	 :	 :	 j	 ltcptaaótcpo cuKo)
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 (	 7
yia pcva rriv rnroaiuptq -rig ciclayorrrlc KctI cpappoyng -mow TElL.
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14. H wrocmpiii row auAA&you yovcow KUL Kq&ióvwv aia oociu tTç mcpioqç pou 1(0th tq IàpKCIU tow
crÔigvrnv tplwv 1111 VO)V Oa ,ivst
pLaaóTcpo oücncokq :_ :	 :	 :_	 :	 lrcpI000rEpo cuKokq
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu thva tqv wooTIpIfl rqç ouywy1ç 1(01 cpappoyIg nov 1 I IL.
IS. H rnroatipiE rou Yiroupyiou Ilat&ciuç aru uoXiu rg lrcplo)qç IiOU 1(0th tq ölãp1(cta nov cirÔuvwv TplO)v
MI1VWV Oa iuzvct
mcptaaOtcpo	 icoAil	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 mcplocNóTIpo cu1(oXT1
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia va rTiv wromp1 uic iauywyç 1(01 cpupioyrç nov T[IE.
16. H urompi iou fluiöuywyuoi Ivatiroutou oto cociu rlic irpioç iou 1(0th T ötàpKclu nov CIO1CVwV
TI(OV pqVo)V Oa icávci
7rcplaoótcpo OuaKoXt1
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 (	 ircptaaótcp() crnco
2	 3	 4	 5	 6
ytu I1V0 ul\' u71oor1p1 iii; £1aoywyrç 1(01 cqapJoyqç nov TI IL.
17. H rnroar1pi uç toiniciç uutoioiIamç (iioç. Nopapia) utu aoXiu rqç ltcploxfic pou 1(0thtTl ölâp1(clo nov
crOI1cvo)v rplwV LflVV Ou 1(ãvcl
irpiaaötcpo aIoXT
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ j :
	 ircpiaaótcpo CUKO?.1]
	
1	 2	 3 L.	 5	 616
yb icvu tiv rnroaTqpt tqg sioaywyric 1(01 cpapjioyqç nov TIl E.
18. To vu Oouv ot poOnic pou vu pqmboirolioouv rnroXoytarç oto axo)iu tr1g itcpioxric tOD 1(0th iii öIãp1(10
nov cróiicvwv tlO)V pqvthv Oa KuvEl
lnplaaotcpo &1uKoq	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 ircpiaaótcpo cuoq
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yb icvo tflV uJrooTIp1q rç cbooywylic 1(01 cqxxpioyiç noV THE.
19. H Urapq ouvo1g aóv&aç oto toiicruo ata oXEia Tflç 1tEtO)	 OU 1(0th Tn Iàp1(El0 rwv czöJEVo)v tpuov
nvov Oa uvci
lLEpIauótCpo ãUaKO J 1 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 lrEpIaaotcpo cu1(oq
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5 J	 6	 7
yia ptva riv oarpi inc cIcJayo)yrlc 1(01 cq)opioy ic nov THE.
20. To vu uirdpouv crapKciç uvutóTflrcç cl.Ióp(pmuqg OTflV lrUthOyO)ylKfl XJfl'l(TIi TOW u7r&OylaTWV ylU rouç
buu1(dAA)uç ow oyoAiu riic itcpioxi c iou 1(0th tq öläpKclo nov crOicvwv TpUi)v liqvthv Oo ithvci
JLcplaaótcpo aKOA.11
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 itplaaotcpo cüIco)j
-	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yto vo nv u1roani1ptfl TT	 1(01 c9aptoy1ç nov TI IL.
Epwrnjiatoôyio flpoIuravou rpwpctou	 551
M poz 3°
rq cn)vE1a Tot) Epwr1paTooytou u2rápouv Kà1oIEç aTá6cIç wtvavrt arouç u1ooyuTTç. HapaKa)th,
ucu,thIarc va apOpó ac KáOe lrpóTucTq, ötthvovtaç rv wthvtqn rou aç avrurpoJonrc1JcL
I AwçowVth KáOETa,
2: Aiaçwvth,
3- EIpw ovôrepoc/-q,	 a
4=Zvawvth,
5 = Zvwvô wró2ora	 i
I	 EXrnKoupaaTcivuXpiloIoitonoulroXOytaTT]. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
2	 0, uto.oyicnç öcv cfvui 1ThV0)1tU(TTIKOi. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 Av pou &vOtav r cuKaipia. Oa iiOc?u vu th0w ytu TOD wroXoyiatcç Ku' tq	 I	 2	 3	 4-	 5
pq mug.	 — —
4	 No1.tim On ot rnro?oytang civut icoXO cicoAot cmi xprimi mug. 	 I	 2	 _3_ 4	 5
5	 Di rnto rarcg Ou jrnopouauv vu 3o0aouv uniiv cviaunuci taaicuAIu. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
6	 -'u cp-yucrrth ic uroXoytonf Ouo to öuvutOv AiyOtcpo. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 Ta c7rl1op(pwTlKd irpoypäiiatu yia mug uro)oytatg 010 XwpO cpyaaiug	 I	 2	 3	 4
vu yivouv ultoXpc(oTuth.
8	 H yliml roAoytcm cmiv tur otiyci uc at icvi wrOóoaii nov puO11nthv.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
9	 uyKEVTp()VOpal CTTOV t)3tOAX)yI(Ttt. onuv toy prCflOO1(o.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 Nopim Ott q Epyaaia pc urooytatc 9u 1TV l)x(1p I (TTT KIll cVotwpOucT(x. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
I I
	 -u T IOCAn vu uuppctuow uc pOrpu irAqpopoptudg yia vu p00w	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ lrcpIauOtcpu ylu toug roXoytatg.
12	 u 6ouXcua mo cvtuTLKO av cixa 19 &WUT0T9Ta vu XpllutJlomroUi
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ uoyirg m)vOtcpu.
13	 McImccg qopEg po3Ojiut OTUV mrpcmrct vu pflulpoEoIruw rnto)oyiancg.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 H cpOim vu XOvw mrpoXTpata pc uro)oyto-ri &v .ic c)xci. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
15	 Oi ro)oyl01cg fO7rtouv rig mCuCIg pcTuu nov av0pmrwv. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 N,th&o dvctu Otuv cpyaçoput pc wro)oyia-riI.
	
I	 2	 3_ 4	 5
17	 Elput	 ato'-r Ott Ou pitopoiuu vu cpyuan pc rnmkoyiatég.	 I	 2	 — 3_ 4	 5
18	 H cp-yuaia pc wro)OyluTcc cmiv tàri o1a01p ).owci TO icoivwvucO KkIpa. 	 I	 2	 — 3_ 4	 5
19	 Av mpoëicumrrc mrpOkrpa pc dcoio mtpôypaipu tou umioXoytutti mrou ócv 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ pmropo vu ?uu(c) Opcnu. Ou cirpcivu uc uurO p(pi vu 3p(o trv XOm.	 ______
20	 Mou upEaci vu uaooUput pc tvuv uroAoytanT. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
21	 Ot uro)oyrnng pc iuvouv vu vuoOw up1uvog/-r KOl cp&pvog/-1. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 Liput éaiog On Oa pmiopoOau vu p00w jnu yAxivaa mipoypappauapo0 (ytu
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
TOy umiooyiatY1). 	 _____
23	 0i pa0itcg mrpoacouv mrcpiaaOrcpo OTuv atriv tOii xplpomioloUvta,	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ umroXoyrntcg. 	 ______
24	 po On oi wro)AYylcneg pou &vouv uv cuKuipia vu puOrn 'u mrpOypuna.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
25	 H Xpiiml nov uhrO/0yIcmov civu, OUmcoXli. 	 I	 2	 3
26	 H ypTm rou IcTpovwoU Tau6popciou (e-mail) uuOvci no KIvflrpu otoug
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ puO9t(g yiu TO pOO9pu.	 _____
27	 eu p
	 o7rolrluw Toug rnro?oyiurcg pc mro?AoOg rpOmroug IltI ((in) jiou.
28	 &v pmiopw vu ccipnw ucavcvu TpOmro miou Oa 9cnpomtOuoo) umro)oy1aTfI	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ 0111V icuptcpa iou.
29	 Ilpcmrci vu ciuw ivaXO yiu vu cpyogcuut pc uroAoyrntcg.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
30	 H cKpO011cTrl nov rnro)oylo1(ov civat x mo Xpovou.	1 	 2
31	 Oi WTO)oyiuTg 010 aXoXEio CuipOUV 19 owloupytKOT11tu nov JQ0T]T(ov. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
32	 -u iiOcAu vu pOOco lrcptuuOncpu yrn roug mro)oyHnrcg. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
33	 IIpO7tQ00) vu cviwcpowoput yiu Tic tcVoX0ytKg cc)Icig.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5




3 = EIuw ovöftipoc/-q,
4 Evpwvth,
SlvpqxovthalróAvra
34	 tcv pou upcuci vu mtó n â?Xouç ytu wtoXoyicrrç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
35	 Ot uiroXoyiutç mvtckov atiiv no wroortn iuuuAAu. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Oi unoXoyiorç &v pc poDiouv Ku0Oou.	 1	 2	 3	 5
37	 H ypiar VO; uiro?oyto-n p sjiiro6ici vu iiui
	 noupyIKóç/-1.	 1	 2	 3	 5
38	 Ot cnóôactç twv iu0uIv uropouv vu uuOouv Otav uui 6t&zacuXia
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ xpncThp.tolroIol)vTul rnroXoycrr1ç.
39	 e fOthz vu jthOw lrEpIaootqxL yiu TODç uiro)oyicncç wç vuurucd poa
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ IöauKukiaç.
40	 -u iou äpcu vu Epy(orni pi wroAoyiarç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 H XJ'°11 iOU	 ctpovliou taxuopoiic,ou (e-mail) iwvct to ,iãOtWu iO	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ vöIu$pov.
42	 cv w iripói vu iu0w yb rouç uiroXoyiarcç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 H pyuaia jic uirooyiti ic K6Vc1 vcuplKo/-1.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
44	 Ot rntoA.oyrntç civai iroMliqia cpya)ciu ytu u cAttwaq inc icoiótqtug trç	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ciorufocuotic T(OV piuOtóv.
45	 IltOuvóç bcv Ou lthOw 7tøt vu pflmpo7ro1ó uiroXoyiurç.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
46	 Ot icoivwvuth craç,èç cnipcàovtut apvqnlcá wtó ti XpiIml TWY	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ u7rO)Oy1tTtwV.
47	 Ot uRothyuircç pnopoUv va pqmpoiroiq0oUv ic cEiTUia uc piuOnjiatu rov
	 I	 2	 3	 4
_____ wrrntov &lWioupyuth bpacmlptoiiitcc.
48	 Eivui cvIuqcpov vu pa0uivci KuvcIç yiu rntoAoybatéç.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
49
	
	 iaiãw vu ypqmoicoiiaw uiro).o'ytarcç airô póo On Oa Kãvw thOq itou
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
bcv IlItOPO) vu blopk)ao).
50	 Ia ãtoia rou cpyaovTu1 ic oyiaiEç KüOovtul tpoctTd ac na oOóvq
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ OX,i Ttv lWipu.
51	 FXO) 7Eo?)il uuro7rcroi0fln1 Oaov upopá tiv cpyama ptc uno)to-rç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
52	 Oi uroA.oyrnilç Ou J3oOouuuv touç paOfltEç vu auvcpyäovtui ictuO
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
53	 Ilioicuw Oti cvai ito)U aipavTlKO ytu jiva vu pã0co vu cipiçotui Evav
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
rokOybffni.
54	 H ypiaq iou qXcicrpovucoU TaubpoicIou (e-mail) )cuvcl to iaOqtii vu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
vioOci On	 11icUXc1 itcptcaOtcpo.
55	 H lrpOKAilml niic pO0tnnic iic urokoyunrcç pc nuvupräc1. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
56
	
	 cv Oa bcoiouv rorc ua bou)cia, Oirou Oa rpctc vu cpyaçopat ic
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
uiroAoyianç.
57	 Anoyoltcuopu Otuv aitoiut on irpoaituOw vu	 oiwuiaw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ wtoXoyiatlç.
58	 Ot uroAoyia-nEç JrnopoUv vu etvai ypqaijio 3oOtijiu 6t&zaicaaç ac OAsi
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____	 c6ov puOtlMuTu.	 _____
59	 &v voM igoJ on Oa ocuva uinoU c7tutébou cpyaoicç xc nouç uiro)oyiotç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
60	 eu iiOcXu vu 7rcpvão) rcpwuOTcpt1 thpu x m M o7rolc)vruc wto).oyrnnç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
6I	 NithOw ävcTu Otuv O) UO) .tou rnro)oyiatéç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 H ,piaq nou
	 xtpovIKoO naubpoiciou (e-mail) oOäci no iaOti vu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ iá0ci lrcplutOncpu.
Iaç evapurnô ,roAó 'a rqv vivvepyo.cIa .iaç
Feoip'wç, I. Kourpopdvoc, Y,row4co,oc 4u5á.icropaç
School of Social Science and Public Policy Department of Education









The main objective of this questionnaire is to know the current state of ICT in Greek primary schools. The
questionnaire is divided into three parts. In Part I you are asked to provide some basic information about yourself and
your experience of computers. You are asked to provide general information about the kind of support that you
provide to schools in your district, which use computers. Part 2 and 3 aims to elicit more detailed information by





	 Male 0 Female 0
1.3. Age: 3 1-35 0 36-400 41-450 46-500 51-55 0 over 550
1.4 Name of the district:
1.5 Contact address:
1 .6 Contact fax I telephone number: ___________________________________________________________________
1.7 E-mail address:
1.8 Degree (s) and specialisation (s):
Pedagogical Academy 0 Faculty of Primary Education 0
Eksomiosi 0 Maraslion Didaskalion of Primary Education 0
Otherdegree 0 Please specify:___________________________
Master 0 Please specify: ________________________________
PhD 0 Please specify: ________________________________
Other 0 Please specify: _________________________________
1.9 Years of teaching experience: 1-5 0 6-100 11-15 0 16-200 21-25 0 over 25 0
I.1O.How long have you been a school counsellor at this district? __________________________________________
12 General information about your district	 I
2.1 Please indicate the number and the characteristics of schools of your district.




Experimental. J ____________ _____________ ___________ ____________________
Schoolswith hour extended programme
	 ____________ _____________ ___________ ____________________
other(please specify):
	 _____________ ______________ ____________
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2.2 How many teaching staff is there in the schools of your district?
2.3 How many students are enrolled in the schools of your district?




	 Less	 1-2	 2-4	 4-6	 6-8	 8-10	 More
than 1
	
years years years	 years years
	
than 10








2.5 Is your office connected to the Internet? 	 YES 0	 NO 0




13. Your computer experience and knowledge
3.1 Please tick one box on each line.
3.2 Please indicate your knowledge and expertise in computers. Please indicate by drawing a circle round the
appropriate number.
I Know ...	 none	 a little	 quite a	 a lot
____________________________________________________________ _______ _______ 	 lot	 ________
I. The difference between mainframe computers and personal 	 1	 2	 3	 4
computers.	 _______ _______ ________ ________
2. The difference between the operating system and an application 	 I	 2	 3	 4
package.	 _______ _______ ________ ________
3. The trends in hardware development in the past 30 years. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
4. Criteria to judge the quality of a printer. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
5. What 1ile extensions are.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. What a loop means in programming.	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. What a reIational database S
 is like.	 I	 2_	 3	 4
8. What a bit is defined as.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
9. The difference between RAM and ROM".	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. 1 he difference between a word processor and a desktop
	 1	 2	 3	 4publishing_programme.	 ______ _______ ________ ________
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I • Personal use of computers 	 I
4.1 Do you have access to a computer for personal use outside of your workplace?
YES 0	 NO 0	 If NO. please move on to section 5.
4.2 Who owns the computer you use outside of your workplace (e.g. you, your husbaril/wife/partner)?
4.3 Please indicate which type of computer you use:
Desktop PC
	 I	 Laptop	 J Desktop Apple Mac
4.4 Please indicate how often you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace. Please anser
each of the following sentences by circling the appropriate response.
4.5 Please also indicate how long you use computers for personal purpose outside of your workplace.
Period of time	 Period of time
(e.g. 3 years and 2
	 (e.g. 3 years and 2
________________________	 months)	 _______________________	 months)
Word processing	 ___________________ CD-ROM software
Spreadsheets_______________________ E-mail
Databases	 World Wide Web
Desk-top publishing	 _____________________ Games
Art/graphics software
	 Other (please specify):
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4.6 Do you have access to the Internet outside of your workplace? YES 0	 NO 0 If NO. please move on to
section 5.
4.7 Do you have an E-mail address? 	 YES 0	 NO 0
If NO. please go to section 5. If YES. how often do you check your e-mail?
I Staff devdopment training	 I
5.1 Please indicate the time period (in hours) of each form of training in ICT education you have received in your
career. If you do not use computer or you have not received any training please move on to section 6.
Location	 Hours of courses received
Initial	 Short special 	 Advanced	 Working	 Longer award
awareness	 course (e.g. using	 course	 conference	 bearing course
coursedatabases)	 ____________ ________________ ___________________
In school






16. Using computers in your educational work
6.1 Do you use computers in your educational work?
YES 0	 NO 0 If you answered NO please move on to section 7.
6.2 Please, indicate how often you use computers in your educational work.
Never	 I Once a month	 I Twice a month	 I Twice a week
6.2 Please, indicate how long you use computers in your educational work (e.g. 3 years and 2 months):
17. Computer suppoil 	 I
7.1 Please indicate the kind of support you provide to your schools for their development in the use of computers in
education. Please choose a number for each item (I = none, 2 = little, 3 = average. 4 = quite a lot. 5 = a lot).
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7.2 Have you been running projects to help schools using computers funded by the district, Ministry of Education.
Universities, European Union, parents, or other institution?
YESD NOD
If NO. please go to question 7.3. If YES please indicate the project(s) your district has been involved in during
the last 5 years.
Name of project(s)	 Purpose of project(s) 	 Funded by
	 Ages of	 Number of
____________________________ ______________________________ ________________	 pupils	 schools
7.3 Do you have a policy to introduce computers in schools, which are not using computers?
YESD NOD
If YES, please specit'. If NO, please specify the reasons why not:
7.4 Have you organized training programmes and seminars about computers in education for teachers in the schools
in your district?
YESD NOD
It YES. describe in brief some of these programmes and their aim:
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7.5 Have you encouraged teachers in your area to participate in training courses, seminars about computers in
education with your help and support?
YES 0 NO 0 If YES, please specify. ______________________________________________
7.6 During your visits to schools and your meetings with teachers, have they asked for your aid and support about
computers in their classroom?
YESD NOD
If YES. what kind are these problems and what steps would you take to help them?
Part 2
Please explain in a few words what ICT means to you.
in the questionnaire you are about to fill out, we ask you questions which make use of rating scales with seven
options. You are to check mark ('1) the option that best describes your opinion. More specifically, in this questionnaire
we are mainly concerned with school counsellors' views toward supporting the uptake of Information Communication
Technology (ICT) in their schools.
I. I intend to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
extremely unlikely :
	 :_	 :	 :_ extremely likely
2	 3	 4	 5	 617
2. I will try to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
definitely true
	 :_	 :	 definitely false
17	 615	 4	 3131	 1
3. I plan to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
strongly disagree J	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 J :	 strongly agree
17	 6	 5	 4	 1121	 3	 I
4. For me to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months is
harmful	 :_	 :	 beneficial
________ ___ 2 3 4 5 6
	 7
pleasant :_
	 :_ :_ :_	 unpleasant
________ 7 6 5 4 3 2 ___
good :
	 :_	 :	 bad
________ 7 6 5 4
	 3	 2
worthless :
	 :_	 :_	 :_ valuable
________ 1
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
enjoyable :_ :	 :_ :_
	 :	 :_ unenjoyable




5. Most people who are important to me think that
I	 I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
J	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
6. It is expected of me that I support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
	
extremely likely	 :_	 :	 J :_	 extremely unlikely
	
1716	 5	 413	 2111




	 :	 :_	 :_	 :_ [disapprove
1 7	 615	 4	 3	 2	 I
of my supporting the uptake of ICI in schools of my district during the next three months.
8. Most people who are important to me support the uptake of ICT in schools.
completely true
	 :	 :	 completely false
17161514131211	 I
9. The people in my life whose opinions I value
support :
	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 do not support
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 21	 I
the uptake of ICT in schools
10. For me to support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months would he
Iimpossible	 :_	 :	 :_	 :_	 possible
I	 II	 213	 41516171
11. If! wanted to I could support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
definitely true :
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 definitely false
7	 6	 5	 413	 21	 1	 I
12. How much control do you believe you have over supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the
next three months?
no control :_ :_ :_ J :_ :	 :_	 :_ complete control
21314	 5	 6	 I	 7
13. It is mostly up to me whether or not I support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly agree :_	 strongly disagree
171615	 413	 211	 I
Behavioural belief strength
Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...
enrich pupils knowledge.
	 extremely unlikely: __ _:_:__:_:_:__ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
2	 ... help the weak pupils improve, 	 extremely unlikely: _:__:_:_:__:_:,,_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
3	 ... help pupils learn more easily.
	 extremely unlikely: _: :_::_:_:_ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
4	 ... make the lessons more fun for the extremely unlikely: _:_:_:	 :_:,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
pupils.	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
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Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...	 __________________________________________________
5	 ... increase pupils' interest in learning, 	 extremely unlikely:	 __,,,,,:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
1234567
6	 ... stimulate creativity in pupils, 	 extremely unlikely: ___	 _:_:_:__ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
7	 ...signlcanily improve the overall extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_:__:_: 	 extremely likely
- quality ofpupils' education. 	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
8	 ... be a waste of time for pupils.	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:	 extremely likely
1234567
9	 ... help pupils work with one another. 	 extremely unlikely: _: _:__:__:_:__:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
10	 ... help pupils to find a job easier in extremely unlikely: _:_: _:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
future.	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
II	 ... help teachers to improve their ICT extremely unlikely: _:_:__:_:__:__:__ extremely likely
- expertise.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12	 .., allow teachers greater access to a extremely unlikely: _: _:__:_:_:__:_ extremely likes'
computer for personal and professional	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
use.
13	 ... make lessons more interesting for extremely unlikely: _:__:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
- teachers.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
14	 ... make the lessons more enjoyable for extremely unlikely: _:__:_:_:_:_:	 extremely likely
- teachers.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
15	 ... make lessons more diverse, 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
16	 ... make preparation for lessons easier for extremely unlikely: _:_:_: _:__:_:_ extremely likely
- teachers.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
17	 ... help teachers organise better their extremely unlikely:
	 _:,,:_,:__:,:_,_ extremely likely
lessons	 1234567
18	 ... make preparation for lessons more lime extremely unlikely: _: _:__:_:__:,,,,,_:_ extremely likely
- consuming for teachers. 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
19	 ... restrict the content of lessons.	 extremely unlikely: _:,,,,,,,,,,:_L,,,,,,:,,,,,,_,:.,,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
20	 ... make it more difficult for teachers to extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:_ extremely likely
- control the class.
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
21	 ...give teachers more prestige, 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:,,,:_ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
22	 ... improve teachers 'productivity,	 extremely unlikely: _:__:,,,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
23	 ... cause conflicts among teachers,
	 extremely unlikely: _:,,,,,,,,,,:_:_:_:_:	 extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
24	 ... restrict teachers 'role, 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:__:_:,,,,,,,_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
25	 ... help teachers communicate with extremely unlikely: _:,_:,,,,_:_:,,,,,,,,,,: 	 :	 extremely likely
- colleagues in other schools.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
26	 ... save teachers more time and work.	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_:_ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
27	 ... cause teachers stress. 	 extremely unlikely: _:_:,_,:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
________________	 1234567
28	 ... improve communication among the extremely unlikely: 	 _:_:_:_:_,,,,:,,,,,,,,,, extremely likely
- pupils and teachers. 	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29	 ... create problems in the current extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:,,,,,,,,,,:_ extremely likely
- curriculum.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
30	 ... create problems in the school extremely unlikely: 	 extremely likely
- timetable.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
31	 support the communication of my extremely unlikely: _:_:_:_:_:_:_ extremely likely
schools with other schools in Greece and
	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
abroad.
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Supporting the uptake of Information Communication Technology in schools of my district during the next three
months will...
32	 ... help schools • organisation better,	 extremely unlikely: _:_ :_:_:_:__:__ extremely likei
_________________	 1234567
33	 ... help the schools personnel to extremely unlikely: _:_:_:__:_:_:__ extremely likely
- cooperate.	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
34	 ... help my schools to implement other extremely unlikely: ___:_:_:__:_:_ extremely likely
- innovations.	 I 2 3 4 5 6 7
35	 ...give me more prestige,	 extremely unlikely:_: _:_:_:__:_:_extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
36	 ... cause me stress.	 extremely unlikely: __:_:_:_:_:__:__ extremely likely
_________________	 1234567
Outcome evaluation
1	 Enriching pupils' knowledge is:
	
extremely bad :_: - :_:
	 :_:	 :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
2	 Helping the weak pupils improve is:
	
extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_ :_ :_: extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
3	 Helping pupils'learning more easily is: 	 extremely bad:: - : 	 :_:	 :	 :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
4	 Making the lessons more fun for the extremely bad :_: - : 	 :	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
pupils is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
5	 Increasing pupils' interest in learning is: extremely bad:: - : 	 :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
6	 Stimulating creativity in pupils is:
	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_ :_:
	
:_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
7	 Improving the overall quality of pupils' extremely bad :_: - : 	 :	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
- education is'
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8	 Waste of time for pupils is:
	 extremely bad :_: 	 :	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
9	 Helping pupils work with one another is: extremely bad::
	 :_ :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
10	 Helping pupils find ajob easier in future extremely bad:: - :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely gx)d
is:	 I	 2	 34	 567
I I
	 Improving teachers ICT expertise is: 	 extremely bad :_: - :	 :	 :_ :_ :_ extremely good
I	 2	 34	 567
12	 Allowing teachers greater access to a extremely bad:: - : 	 :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
computer for personal and professional 	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
use is:
13	 Making lessons more interesting for extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
- teachers is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
14	 Making lessons more enjoyable for extremely bad:: - : 	 :	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
- frachers is:	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
15	 Making lessons more diverse is:
	 extremely bad::	 :	 :_ :_:	 :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
16	 Making preparation for lessons easier for extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_:
	 : extremely good
- teachers is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
17	 Organising lessons better for teachers is: extremely bad ::
	 :	 :_ :_:	 :	 extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
18	 Making preparation for lessons more extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :_:	 :	 extremely good
- lime - consuming for teachers is:	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
19	 Restricting the content of lessons is.'
	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :
	 :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
20	 Making the control of the class more extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
- dffIcult for teachers is:	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
21	 Giving teachers more prestige is.'
	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
22	 Improving teachers 'productivity is:
	
extremely bad:: - :
	 :_ :_ :, :_ extremely good
- ________________	 I 2 34 567
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23	 Having teachers conflicting with their extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
- colleagues is:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
24	 Restricting teache rs role is:
	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_ :_:
	 extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
25	 Helping teachers communicate with extremely bad:: - :
	 :_:	 :	 :	 extremely good
- colleagues in other schools is.'
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
26	 Saving teachers more time and work is:
	 extremely bad::	 :_:	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
________________	 I 2 34 567
27	 Causing teachers stress is:
	 extremely bad:: - :_ :_ :_:
	 :	 extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
28	 Improving communication among pupils extremely bad::
	 :_ :	 :	 :_:	 extremely good
- and teachers is:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
29	 Creating problems in the current extremely bad :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ extremely good
- curriculum is:
	 I	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
30	 Creating problems in the schools extremely bad :_:
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 extremely god
- timetable is:
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
31	 Supporting the communication of my extremely bad::
	 :	 :	 :	 :_ :_ extremely good
schools with other schools in Greece and
	 I	 2	 3 4	 5	 6 7
abroad is:
32	 Helping schools' better organisation is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :
	 :_ :_::	 extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
33	 Helping the schools personnel to extremely bad :_: - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ extremely good
cooperate is:	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
34	 He/ping schools to implement other extremely bad :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :_ :_ extremely good
innovations is:
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5	 6	 7
35	 Having more prestige is:
	 extremely bad :_: - :_ :_: :_: extremely good
________________	 1 2 34 567
36	 Having stress is:
	 extremely bad ::
	 :_:	 :_ :_:	 extremely good
_________________	 I 2 34 567
Normative belief strength
I. The district officer of my district thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 j I should not
7	 65	 4	 3	 2	 J	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
2. The school counsellors of other districts think that
I should	 J :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 1 should not
1 7	 6	 5	 4	 312	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
3. Parents' association of my district thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I I should not
1 7 	 615	 4 1 3	 2	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
4. Pupils of my district think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1 7 	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
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5. 1-lead teachers of my district think that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I I should not
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 21	 1	 J
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
6. Teachers of my district think that
I should	 :	 f	 :	 :	 :	 :	 Ii should not
1 7 	61514	 312	 I
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
7. The Ministry of Education thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not7 1 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
8. tiniversities think that




support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the nt three months.
9. Private computer companies think that
I should	 :	 I	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
1 7 	 6 1 5	 4	 3 1 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
10. Local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) think that
I should	 :	 :	 (	 I should not
	
7	 6	 I	 5 -	 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
II. Greek primaiy teachers federation thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 :	 I should not
	
1 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
12. The Pedagogical Institute thinks that
I should	 :	 :	 :	 I should notJ	 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
support the uptake of ICT in schools of my district during the next three months.
Motivation to comply
Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
I	 ... the district officer of your district thinks
	 not at all :_: -	 :	 :_ :_ very much
- you should do?	 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2	 ... the school counsellors of other districts
	 not at all :_: - :	 :	 :_ :_ very much
- think you should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
3	 parents association of your district think
	 not at all :_: - :
	 :_ :_ :_ :_ very much
- you should do?	 1 2	 3 4 5 6 7
4	 ... pupils of your district think you should
	 not at all :_:	 :_ :__:	 very much
_do?	 I 2 34 5 6 7
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Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what...
5	 ...the head teachers of your district think you
	 not at all :: - :_ :_:
	 :	 :	 very much
- should do?	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
6 ...teachers of your district think you should	 not at all :_: - :_:
	 :_:	 :_ very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5	 6 7
7 ... the Ministry of Education thinks you should
	 not at all:: - :_ :_ :_ :_: very much
do?	 I	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
8 ... universities thinks you should do?
	 not at all :_: - :_:
	 :_ :_:	 very much
__________________	 I 2 34 567
9 ...private computer companies thinks you
	 not at all :_: - : :__ :_ :_ :__ very much
- shoulddo?	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
10 ... local authorilles (Municipalitv. Prefecture) 	 not at all ::
	 :_ :_:	 :_:	 very much
- thinks you should do?
	 1	 2	 3 4	 5 6 7
II ... Greek primary teachers federation thinks
	 not at all::
	 :_:	 :_ :_:	 very much
- you should do?
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
12 ... the Pedagogical Institute thinks you should
	 not at all:: - :_:
	 :	 :	 :	 very much
_do?	 1 2	 34 567
Control belief strength
I. I expect that sufficient number of computers and peripherals (e.g. printer) will be available at schools of my district
during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
2. I expect that enough software for teaching purposes will be available at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_ :
	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
L 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7 -
3. I expect that technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers will be provided at schools of my
district during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
4. I expect that adequate financial support for teachers and me will be provided at schools of my district during the
next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_ j :_ strongly agree
1 1 2	 3	 415	 6	 L
5. I expect that an appropriate computer room will be provided at schools of my district during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6. I expect that there will be a small number of pupils in each class at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 strongly agree
-	 1	 2	 1 3 I 4	 5	 6	 7
7. 1 expect that enough computer time for each class will be scheduled at schools of my district during the next three
months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 415	 6	 17
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8. I expect that computers' use will be integrated in the existing prescribed class curriculum at schools of m district
during the next three months.
	
I strongly disagree	 :	 strongly agree
	
1 1 2 1 3 1 4	 5	 6	 71
9. I expect that teachers will have enough time to develop lessons in which computers are used at schools of my
district during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_ strongly agree
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
10 I expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by teachers of my district during the next three
months.
	
strongly disagree 	 :_	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 strongly agree
I	 I	 213 i
	
5	 6	 7
II. I expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the district officer during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_ :_
	 :_	 :_	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
12. I expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the school counsellors of other districts during
the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :_	 strongly agree
1 1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. 1 expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the head teachers of other schools during the
next three months.
	
J strongly disagree J :	 :_	 :_	 :_	 strongly agree
I	 I	 2	 5	 6	 7
14. I expect that support will be provided at schools of my district by the parents' association during the next three
months.
	
J strongly disagree	 :_ :_ :_ :_ :_	 :_	 :_ strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7




	 :	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 17
16. I expect that support will be provided by the Pedagogical Institute at schools of my district during the next three
months.
	
strongly disagree	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
17. I expect that support will be provided by the local authorities (Municipality, Prefecture) at schools of my district
during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
18. I expect that pupils will want to use ICT at schools of my district during the next three months.
	
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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20. 1 expect that sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers will be provided at
schools of my district during the next three months.
strongly disagree
	 :_	 :_	 :_	 :	 strongly agree
I	 1121314	 5 1	 6	 7
Control beliefpower
I. The availability of sutTicient number of computer and peripherals (e.g. printer) at schools of my district during the
next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
- _l	 2	 3	 J 4 J_	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
2. The availability of enough software for teaching purposes at schools of my district during the next three months
would make it
much more ditilcult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
3. Being provided with technical assistance for operating and maintaining computers at schools of my district during
the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 much easier
1	 11213	 41516	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
4. Adequate financial support for the teachers and for me at schools of my district during the next three months would
make it
Imuch more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 1	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT in my school.
5. An appropriate computer room at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
6. The small number of pupils in each class at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
7. The scheduling of enough computer time for each class at schools of my district during the next three months
would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
I J2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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8. The integration of computer use in the existing prescribed class curriculum at schools of my district during the next
three months would make it
	




for me to support the uptake of ICT.




	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
10. The support of the teachers at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 112	 3 1 4	 5	 6J7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
II. The support of the district officer at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more diti'icult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
12. The support of the school counsellors of other districts at schools of my district during the next three months
ould make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
2	 3	 1	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
13. The support of the head teachers at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
14. The support of the parents' association at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
1	 213	 4	 5	 6171
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
15. The support of the Ministry of Education at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
16. The support of the Pedagogical Institute at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 112	 3	 4	 .	 16	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
17. The support of the local authorities (Municipality. Prefecture) at schools of my district during the next three
months would make it
	
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 617	 -
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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18. For pupils to want to use ICT at schools of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult	 :	 :	 :	 j :	 :	 much easier
2	 3	 4	 5	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
19. The provision of enough connections to the Internet at schools of my district of my district during the next three
months would make it
much more difficult
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1 1 2 1 3 1 4	 5	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
20. Being provided with sufficient training opportunities on the pedagogical use of computers for teachers at schools
of my district during the next three months would make it
much more difficult 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 much easier
1	 213	 6	 7
for me to support the uptake of ICT.
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Part 3
Altitudes towards computers	 -
Please circle the appropriate number to indicate your agreement or disagreement with each statement.
I = Strongly Disagree (SD),
2 = Disagree (D),
3 Undecided (U),
4 = Agree (A),
5 = Strongly Agree (SA)
I	 I am tired of using a computer.	 2	 3	 4	 5
2	 Computers are not exciting. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 If given the opportunity. I would like to learn about and use computers.	 - -
	 2	 3	 4	 5
4	 I think that computers are very easy to use. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
5	 Computers could enhance remedial instruction. 	 - -
	 2	 3	 4	 5
6	 I will do as little work with computers as possible.	 - -
	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 In-service training courses about computers should he made compulsory. - -
	 2	 3	 4	 5
8	 Using computers in class leads to more productivity among students.	 2	 _3•	 4	 5
9	 I concentrate on a computer when I use one. 	 - -
	 2	 _3_ ,,__ _••_
10	 I think working with computers would he enjoyable and stimulating. 	 2	 3	 4	 5
II	 I would like to take part in a computer course to learn more about	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
computers.	 ______
12	 I would work harder if I could use computers more often. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
13	 I sometimes feel intimidated when I have to use a computer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 The challenge of solving problems with conipters does not appeal to me.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
IS	 Computers harm relations between people. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
16	 I feel comfortable working with a computer.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
17	 I am sure I could do work with computers. 	 I	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
IS	 Working with computers in class distorts the social climate. 	 I	 2	 3_	 4	 5
19	 When there is a problem with a computer run that I can't immediately 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
solve. I would stick with it until I have the answer.
20	 I enjoy doing things on a computer. 	 I	 2	 _3 - _4_	 5
21	 Computers make me feel uneasy and confted. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 1 am sure I could learn a computer language. 	 I	 _2_ - - 4 —	5
23	 Students are more attentive when computers are used in class. 	 I	 _2_ - - _4_	 5
24	 I know that computers give me opportunities to learn new things.	 - I	 _2_ 3 — 4	 5
25	 Computers are difficult to use.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
26	 The use of E-mail increases motivation for the course. 	 - I	 _2_ 3 — 4	 5
27	 I will use computers many ways in my life. 	 - 1_ _2_ - - 4	 5
28	 I can't think of any way that I will use computers in my career. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
29	 Computers have become too dominant over us.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
30	 Learning about computers is a waste of time. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
31	 Computers in school enhance students creativity. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
32	 I would like to learn more about computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
33	 I try to keep myself informed about technolocal changes.
	 - I	 2	 3	 4	 5
34	 I do not enjoy talking with others about computers. 	 - I_	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
35	 Computers help to teach more effectively. 	 - 1_	 2	 3	 4	 5
36	 Computers do not scare me at all.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 tJsing a computer prevents me from being creative.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
38	 The achievement of students can be increased when using computers for 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
teaching.	 ______
39	 I would like to learn more about computer as teaching aids. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
40	 I would like working with computers. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
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= Strongly Disagree (SD),
1-I' .
	1I
- Isagree	 ,,	 .	 .
3= Undecided (U),
4 Agree (A),
S = Strongly Agree (SA)
41	 The use of E-mail makes the course more interesting.	 1	 2	 _3_	 4	 5
42	 I dont mind learning about computers.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 Working with computer makes me nervous. 	 I	 2	 _3_ 4	 5
44	 Computers are valuable tools for improving the quality of a childs
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
education.
45	 I will probably never learn to use a computer.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
46	 Social contacts are negatively affected by the use of computers.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
47	 Computers can be used successfully with courses which demand creative
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
activities.
48	 Learning about computers is interesting.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 I hesitate to use a computer for fear of making mistakes I cannot correct.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
50	 We will lose control over computers one day.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
SI	 I have a lot of self- conlidence when it comes to working with computers.
	 I	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
52	 Computers would help students work with one another.
	 I	 _2_ 3	 4	 5
53	 I believe that it is very important for me to learn how to use a computer.
	 I	 _2 - 3	 4	 5
54	 The use of E-mail makes the student feel more involved.
	 I	 _2 - 3	 4	 5
55	 The challenge of learning about computers is exciting.
	 1	 _2_	 3	 4	 5
56	 Computers reduce humans to number.
	 I	 _2_ 3
	 4	 5
57	 Igetasinking feeling when Ithink of trying to use acomputer.
	 I	 _2_ _3_
	 4	 5
58	 Computers can be a useful instructional aid in almost all subject areas.
	 I	 _2_ _3_
	 4	 5
59	 I don't think I would do advanced computers work. 	 I	 _2 - 3	 4	 5
60	 I would like to spend more time using a computer.
	 I	
_2 - 3	 4	 5
61	 I feel at ease when I am around computers.
	 I	
_2 - 3	 4	 5
62	 The use of e-mail helps the student to learn more.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Thank you very much for your cooperation
George J. Koutronwnos, PhD student
School of Social Science and Public Policy
Department of Education and Professional Studies
King's College London University of London
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BaalKOç aKoKóç auroU TOU co)t1atOOyiOu civat 1 icpcivtiaii Trç wtãp)ooaaç iutdataøqç rwv wrooyicrnv tU
Wqvucd &1iomcâ o.ciu. To tporniuroXôito xo)picctal ac rpia pq. to tO)TO ppoç aaç fltciTc vu
2rapoualàcNcTE opiavcç f3amicç KXTpo(popicç yia TOy caurO aaç icat tTv cM1rlpia aaç atouç irnoXoyiatç. ac
T1Tcitc criaqç vu öthactc ycvtKç t).qpopopicç ceuicd	 to eIoç uç unoaipiqç tou tapccTc ota axocia rqç
2tcptqpciàç crnç irou yp1mioltolov rnro?oyiatiç. to öeutcpo rn tpto pcpoç crthtthKcTuI vu auXXOoUv ,uo
noJicpciç itAxpopopicç 1tdwTac aaç vu npoa&opkNcTc icutd iróaov
	 pvcitc f 1u(pcovctTc tc cvuv apt01ió
flOXTCO)V 710U irupariocvtut.
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I IlpofJiLnr,Kéc 112 spoçopIeç
1.1. Ovojia:
1.2. Thko: Av6poç 0 Fuvulica 0
1.3. HXucia: 31-350 36-400 41-45 0 46-500 5 1-55 0 th'o uiró 550
1 .4 Dvoia 1rcptqpctaç OTrV oroia iaTc uoXiicôc t3ou)oç: _________________________________________
1 .5 u0uvari crucotvwviaç: _________________________________________________________________________
1 .6 Da / Ti?povo clrucolvwviaç: ________________________________________________________________
1 .7 iMcOuva1i qXcicrpoviicou TaupoicIou (E-mail): _______________________________________________
1.8 Flruio(u) icai cl&Kótita (cc):
flathuywyiici AKa 1pia 0 flai&ryoxyiicô Tiiia &E. 0
11mio EoMofwoT1c 0 MapdaXcio .i&zaicaXcio &E. 0
AXAo mruxio 0 11upaicaA JrpoaIopiaTc: ____________
MCTWLTUX1QIÔ (Master) 0 flapaicaX irpoaötopiarc:
L1öaIcToplKó (PhD) 0 IlapuicuXti poa&lopiatc: _______
AAAo 0 flupuKa)i) lrpoa&opiatc: _________________
I.9Eutöucçqnrcipiaç: 1-50 6-100 11-150 16-200 21-250 iravwwro2so
1.10 llóao &ithmia ckrrc axoXiicoc aó3ou?.oç oc aurli uv rcpuppcta; _________________________________
12 FeV!Ktq 112 ,poopIeç 	 I
2.1 [1apuica) vu lrpoa&topiactc toy
 opt0pô icw ru apaia1piauIca TWV ao)thov uic rcpt$pctàç aaç (it.x 10
öqpôarn icat 2 L&OTiI6 Ta oroia civut uc aatuccç itcpioxtc).
Tu,roc oAciwv	 Acriicà	 HtIIWTTIKà	 Eirapiwth	 AAAo (,TapuKuth
rpoaöiop1atc):





7rpoa6lopiatc): 	 _______ ___________ _______________
EpwrrlllczToAOylo oXtico) upoAou	 574
2.2 flóaot U(Rut&utlKoi u,npctov ata coA.cia rqç Icpuppcidç uuç:
2.3 Ilóaot aOrtç civut cyycypuicvot utu coia trç nptppcuiç aaç:
2.4 I1upaKaXt vu lrpoa&op{actc to ci&oç piaflç twv rnrooylcTT(iw utu o)ia ig ncpi$pcidç aug KUI rq povncq
&àpic.*iu to yivctui olrouzaörprotE iopcpig (it.x rntäpouv 2 aoAEiu Jim) JMo1poJioLoUv tntooyiatg yta
öloaaKukIu iiuOlirwv 1-2 pov1a KuL 10 oxoiu irou pqmpoitoto1v ytu ötokqm aoiou 4-6 Xpóvia).
__________ _______	 Xpovucq_irpto6og	 _______ ________
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2.5 AtuOtrci to ypwpcio aug itpóaf3aar am &uSIicruo (Internet): NAI 0	 OxI 0
2.6 Eàv NAt ci quoupyiacI &ia tou iatoacXi6a:
	 NAI 0	 OX1 0
H prt.ipIa icas 0, yvthoesç aac ciovç vro2oyurriç	 I
3.1 [IapuKaXth K Xdat€ uv uJidvulmi JiOU aug a poamitciici ac KàOc aEIp&
3.2. llupaKaAth vu poaötopiacre ng yvwactg Kal tqv ripa aug atoug uJiooyiatcg. [IupaicaXo irpoaôtopkrrc
IcuK)(bvovtag toy
 KutdAXto upiOpó.
Fvwptcu...	 Ka0óoo EAái- Aptccth	 flov
I. Tq thwpopä icta TWV uroXoyiatow KcvTpucoU ltALztrnOU KQL
	 2	 3	 4tO)V itpoaorncmv I)7tOoyIotWV.
2. Tq óiwpopü ictuU XciroupyucoU ouaniputoc Kul cvôg lraKcrou	 1	 2	 3	 4qxzppoymv.	 __________ ________ _________
3. Tig TãaElg cXt1ic tou tevuou &o7r?uapoU (hardware) ru
	 I	 2	 3	 4tcXutaia 30_pôvia.	 __________ _______ ________ ________
4. I a ptupia aIoóy11cn1c tg 7rotótuzg cvóg cicrmro)nl.
	
I	 2	 3	 4
5. Ii th'ai ot irpoccràaclç apcimv (tile extensions).
	 I	 2	 3	 4
6. T,1 anjiaaia ng	 ig 1oop cm yAoxNaa irpoypaariapoti. 	 I	 2	 3	 4
7. Ti civat g äm1 &6ovmv.
	 I	 2	 3	 4
8. 11ig opirai eva hit'.
	 1	 2	 3	 4
9. Tt1 6iaqopà taE,i RAM" KW ROM'.	 I	 2	 3	 4
10. Tq 6iwpopã ictaó vog
	 ccpyuatii KC1IVOU icut rou
irpoypüiatog c7rccpyua(ug acXi&ov (desktop publishing
	 1	 2	 3	 4
programme).
Epwtnp.taroAóyto ZXoXtKol L.il3ot Xou	 575
I1poico3rsif ypafrq wro2owrthv (eKTOQ epyaolaKoó xo,pov)
	 I
4.1 Ecrc rpOa3umi a€ uiroXoyiani yb rpoawnid yj1naq €icróç cpyamaKob xwpou;
NAI 0	 OXI 0	 Eav OXI, wpaKaXth rpooprurc only EvórflTa 5.
4.2 c roiov zVl)Kcb o rntoA.oyicmg roi XJ Mlcnpo7rotcitc Elcróc Epyualulcou xpou (ir.. oc coàç. otov/arfl ouyô
auç/aUvrpo(pô euç):
4.3 flupwu) vu Jrpoa1opiacrc to Ci&ç too UooytaT1 3100
	 O3rOICiTC
Desktop PC
	 J	 I opgto (Laptop)	 J	 I Desktop Apple Mac
4.4 llapwc&.ó vu icpooiopiacte ,tóao auvó pioiioiroicFrc ur000tcç yla Jrp000)lrucouç axo3totç cicróç
cpyucnaKOu X0)PoU.
fore	 llcpurou pta	 flcpItou pta	 Apicctç	 flEpIaóTEpo
thpa to pqva	 copu rqv
	 o)pcc tip'	 wró pw thpu
__________________________ ________ ____________ £8Opáöa	 c6opàôa	 tTtV qpCpo
FirccpyaoTiç icciicvoo
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Aoyionicd puAAu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Bàocig &icv(ov	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Eitccpyuoia acAiöo)v (Desk-top	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5publishing)	 _________ _____________ ______________ ____________ _______________
AOylanKo	 Enccpyarnaç	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5ypalpuc(i)v 1011 ç(Irypaq)ncç	 ________ ____________ ____________ ___________ ______________
CD-ROM	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
HXcicrpovucó Tauopopcto (E-
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5mail)	 _________
AI(IOIKThO(Inlerflet)	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
lluivióia	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
AAA0 (lrupuKuXw lrpooólopicnc):
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
Epwuj iiaroXôyto XoAtKo)	 t 13oXou	 576
4.5 flapuia?.ó vu mpoaötOpiacTc to )povucô &âarflpu lrou yJ,TmJo3ro1cir rnrooyiatcç ytu lrpoa(oirucoóç aKoicoUç
cicróç cpyamaicc )wpou.
Xpovucq ircptoöoç	 Xpovucij ,ptoöoç
( ' .x. 3 )rpôvlu iut 2	 (it.x. 3 .pOvia icu, 2
________________________________	 iivcç)	 ___________________________	 nvcç)
Fuffrrç IcciIicvou	 - CD-ROM
AOYIOTLKU (puk?u	 HA.*xrpovlKO TaXuópolicio (E-
__________________________________ ___________________ mail)
	 __________________
BthTcIçóc6othiov	 __________________	 ctncmo (Internet)	 _________________
Lirccpyaaia acAi&uv (Desk-top	 llutXvtö,u
publishing)	 __________________ ___________________________ _________________
AoytaJnKo ccccpyuaiczç ypuqflKo)V
	 AAAo	 (3wpuKu)
K€U (IYypu(pIK1ç	 __________________ ___________________________
4.6 Ectc poaami uro &aöiicruo (Internet) cictóç cpyua,uIcou xwpou;
NAI 0 OXI 0 Edv OXI. lrupuKuA(i) EpO)0)pqcTrc aTTV EVótTTU 5.
4.7 \iaOtct IEKTPOV1KfI 6lc1ODvuq (E-mail address):	 NAI 0	 OXI 0
Eàv OX!, 7CUpUKUXt 7IY1YUIVCTC univ £Vou1ra 5. Eàv NA! róao auxvä cXyctc ru t1 EKTpovIKd auç n1vup(ztu(e-mail);
Evôo - ip7aa,aK4 Fzlpópc(ocq / Karápncq
5.1 I1QpUKUkJ) VU 7LpOUöIOpicTCt to y
 upiOió KäOC ciöouç c uyyc?41urucfç c1rtpópçxoa1ç/Kutapncrqç irou Xà(3urc atov
tou row utooyirnov arliv cicratöcucrr ('•x• 30 wpcç OE tita apapiwv wtó to I1UVEflLUTI1Ji,o).
TóRoç __________	 )VOLO (OpO)V __________ _____________
Tpqpa	 EcIôIKEuJthvo	 Tpilpa	 Euvöpio	 Mwcpüç








___________________ __________ ________________ ____________ __________	 m)X1ou




Y. 6UOTIKO opyuvIaió ___________ __________________ _____________ ___________
AXA.OU	 (mapcncuAtb
irpouötopiffrc):	 _______________________________ _____________
I n. Xpqoq wroAo)'urrôv 7T17 eKrasôvTYKtf aç qJ}'anIa	 I
6.1 Xpqatpioirotcirc otç oyo)tKóç ai43ovXoç uiroXoytarç UtTV cPc7rutIcurucq crnç cpyuaiu: NAI 0 OXI 0
Eth' WruViflautE OX!. rupaKczXti) lrilyaivcTe univ cvorIlra 7.
EpotiatoOyto XOX1KO6 u i43oiXov	 577
6.2 flupuKuA vu tpoa&iopfacrc ,róo m.và piaipo'roie1Tc u'rooyiarç wç ao)uicOç n 3ouoç ativ
ciora&uti,a cp7uoia auç.
6.3 Ilaprncakó) vu 7rpoa&opiatc to povuc6 öiànipo ,rob Xp1aIpo,roLEtic wç aoXucoç aiI3ouXoc u7rooyrntEç
icutd rq ciraiöcuuic aaç cpyaaiu. (3r.x. 3 ypOviu icat 2 j.nvcç): _______________________
7. Y'rourqp,çq yta rovc v'roAo'untç	 I
7.1 flupuKaAd vu rpoa&opiactc to cföoç at wv aOjió tç uroariptç nou Rapéctc ata aof a itou c7ro1rmcTc
yta uv touç ç lrpoç nlv ypim uAo?oyIarcv oTrlv ciciraiocum. ElapaIcaX(;) c3rIAErE cvav apiOpó uc
icaOc lrpótual (1 = KoOóou, 2 = kIyo, 3 = ptrpw, 4= UPKET& S =
7.2 Avuka43dvcrc / &càycrc rpoypátatu rpoç f3oiiOcia rwv aoAthov at p'wq unooyiatóv. cRtopqyoup1cva




Eäv wravrriaatc OXI. rapaKaAciI rpoxwpliarc arflv cpwtqall 7.3. Eäv aravtT1autc NAI 7rapaKaX rpo&iopiatc
to rp ypappata nou




	 lucoiróç rou ipoypáppuToç
	 E3rIopqyou-	 HtK1*ç	 AptOpoç
XPOVIK11 TOb 8ItpKEW	 ___________________________	 pcvo o,ró:	 paOiirthv	 ,XoAE1Wv





Av NAt avwmtc auvropa niv 1roAtnK1 aaç. Av OXI. JwpuKaXt) nupaOatc rouç ?ôyouç:
7.4 Ectc OpyUVoXTCt iroti cJrlpOp(po)rIKà Jtpoypóp1ata KQI aqivàpia a)ctIKd
	 rouç uito)oyiotcç crriv cK1ai&urn]




Eóv NA!, icpiypárc cv auvrojia JlcpIKd airO auth ru 7tpo-ypã4lMaTa Kal to y cnóo rouç:
7.5 'Ecrc cvOappUvci &zmcäAouç arqv EcpIpcut aaç vu 7rapaK&ouOi!aouv cnpopcpornKd Tpttiutu, acl.uvdpla
oxcTlKd ic rouç uiroXoyia-rç aniv	 iva1i
NAI 0	 ox! 0 Eàv NA!, rupaica irpoaiopia-rc.
7.6 Ku-ta ng c7rIa1thiclg aaç ac aXoAEIa Kal auvav-riacç p &zaKaXouç, r1aav iror tfl oIKi aaç 3oriOcia KQ




Eav NA!. Ti ci&ouç irpoXrpatu fi tav aura icai ac cvpyctcç irpofticarc yta vu rouç DoTiOiacrc:
EpwrriatoAOyto oXucoi Eu3oiXou	 579
E1apauca4) ypaMrrc cv mvTopta ri aiuiavc1 yw aaç o ópoç TcvooyIcç qç UpopopIuç KQI tqç Er1K01vow1aç
(Til E):
Zrq nwccia, &annrthvovTui optapvcç irporáactç 01 oiroIç öq4wouv ucará r6ao rncorcucrc vu urouTqpicrc
r i' ELØ7(07T Kal cpappoy T(ov TUE a uoAz1a nç rcpioç uç KUTà q öiàpiccw row cirôpcvwv rpiov
pflvo)v. E.t KàOc rp6rocq inràpci iw cnTáJaOpq K11paKa (1 &oç 7), 6,rov 0 aptOpóç I öq?4v€i o pIKpórcpo
aOpó 2rport,ulwic cvth o uplOpôç 7 öqthvci to pcyatcpo aOp6 rpot1iquig. 1uç c KáOc
rp6tuci vu cctc roy
 aptOpó irou aaç avturpoawircuci.
1. flpotiOiai vu rniocrrqpIw tiv ciaayory a, cpappoy1 nov TIlE a GX&.Cia tqg JLptoXi1ç OD KUTÔ Tfl öIàpKClU
nov arópcvwv rptwv jirvcov.
	
Tcwçwt(Oavo	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 itou inOuvo
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
2. Oci mpoaraOfuw vu uiroaTT1ptw rqv ciaaywy Kal cqappoy nov TIlE ota aXoXcia nç JrcptoxI'Ic iou KUT( rq
ötàpKcta nov E7tó1Cvwv rpiwv Iiqvwv.
	
airO.utu &q8cç
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 wtóutu uva)Oç
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
3. *&açw vu uioatiipio trv waywyi ai cpuppoyi nov TIlE ata ao?cia tic itcptoxflc iOU icard r b,àpKcIa
TO)V C OiCVO)V tpl(i)V pvbv.
	
óiaqxovth cvtthç	 :	 :	 :	 :	 auIqxnv(i) w,ó)utu
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4. I-I rnrocnipi rç Eiaayoyiç Km appoyiç nov TIlE c -ra aXokEIa uIç icpioiç pou KQTä rflV ötäpicta t(ov
c3ropcv(ov rpiwv iqvwv civa, yia pzva:
r1u3rIc :	 :_	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 cucpyCtlKrl
	
_______ 1
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	cuâptatq	 :	 :	 :	 Daãpcar
	
_______ 7
	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
KuXq :_ :
	 :_ :	 :_	 :	 :	 KUK9
	
________ 7
	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
jiataia :_
	 :	 :	 :_	 aio)oyi
	
_______ I
	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
	Olac1ccaattKq	 :	 :_	 :_	 aper
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
5. H jr)ionpfa nov no crqtavnKwv yrn Lthva atOjiwv 1nalc1)ouv or,:
:_ Ocv npcwt
7	 615	 4 1 3	 21	 I
vu uirrjpito TT)V ciaayoyi ical C(1K1PIiO)fl nov TIlE ota OX0XCIU rrç cp,oxf c Iou KaT T1J IãpKc1a nov Crôwvwv
t1O)V Pi(v.
6. Avapvcta airO icva vu wroalipiffl tqv c,aayoyi KQ1 CpupjioyI nov TIlE ala (T)OXEfa tiic tCptoxf1c ioU Katã n
öläpKcIa TWV crO1cvo)v rpui)V pqvd)V.
iroXu iriOavO	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 Cvtthoç airiOuvo
716	 5	 4	 312	 I	 1
7. Ta áoiia nov o7roIwv tq yvu c1cni a (OI iou Oa
clrlöoK,Livaouv	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 :_ J wroboKlMóaouv
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
vu unOarqg(o rTlv C ayorp icut cpappoyl twv THE ala aoXcia Trç ircpioç ou Katà Tq IàpKCIa nov rOicvwv
Tpuov n1vwv.
EpwTflMatobylo XotKO1	 iouXou	 580
8 H irA ,osr1piu TOW irto mpavnxthv yta va aróiwv uiroatqpi?ouv rrlv ctcrayo)yq KOl cpuppoyr row TIlE aTu
aoAcia.
wrO?otu aAq0cç	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 J wroAuTa uva)Ocç
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I	 I
9. Ta àro1iu rwv oiroiwv t 'vir ccTtIui ani wfl Iloo
wroavlpioDv :_ :_ j :_ :	 :	 &v u1rooTT1piouv
7 16_I 5	 4	 3_J	 2	 I_
TTV iauyoyf Kul cqap1O)' T(OV TIlE o-ra ooXca.
10. H uiroatip, tg c,auyory1g icat cpap1oyig row THE oru aoXcia tiic ircptoXiç pou Kath ttl IapKcla twv
EirOIICVO)V rpIo)V pnvwv Ou ruxv yta pcvu
	
airtOavq	 :	 :	 :	 :	 rt0avi
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
II. Eàv qOXa Ou rnopo1aa thK0XU vu uiroaT11pio nv claQycoyli cai papioyY tcov TIlE ow aoAcIa niç ircp1ofç
pou icath u &ãpv.aa rcov iirópcVo)v tpuin' pivthv.
	
airOXuta a?Ocç :
	 :	 :	 :_	 :_	 WtOUTQ avaAqocç
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
12. Ilôao natctc ót, piropcfrc vu £? CTE TflV ctaaywyfl iai cqxzp.ioyi nov TIlE crra aXoXEla Tflg ircptoç aaç
KaTà T1 öIãpKcIa nov iróicvoiv TpKov Iup/ó)v.
	icu0óXou	 :	 :	 :	 :	 wróXutu
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. Eaptãta, lcupiwç airó piva thy Oa oiroaTTpiw 11 o, rqv ciauyoryi1 Ku' apioyi nov TIlE ota aoXEiu tg
irpioiç iou icutä rq &dpiccta nov c3ró1cvo)v tpuov pqvov.
	
iqicov anOXuru	 :	 :_	 :_	 ö,aqxov(i icd0cta
7 1 6 1 5	 4	 3J2	 I
Liii GUvEla, ôwnnr(ovovTal opuqthvEç irpoTàcTEIc 01 wroiç ôqvovv Til JrAEovcKrTlllaTa Kill ru
pctovcKniipata rrç ElG07W71 Kill cuppoyig row THE ota aXoXElu nç ircpioxtc aaç KaTâ TI) öàpKclil Tow
irópcvwv TpIwv pI)vWv.	 icãOc lrpórami v7rãp)t I° E7rTaOpI) K.1J1aK0 (1 twç 7), ó,rou 0 apiOpoç I ôiXthvgi
to pucpóTcpo aOó npoipTaqç cvw 0 aptOpôç 7 ôqAthvEI nO
	 a0p6 7rpoTtpqn)ç. uç
1ropuKaoI)pc. ac KáOE rpóTumi vu crtA EE TOY upiOpó rou aaç avwrpoaonruci.
H viromjp:q Tç uaaywyijç a, eqappoyjc TWV TIlE aTa aoAda r,,ç irtpso'ijc 00 Kará rl7v ôIápKIa row
'WOV TptthV /ajV(iiV 	 ___________________________________________________________
I	 . . . Ou cIiirXouTiacl tic yvwactç nov	 icoXU iri0avO: __:_: _: :__:__:__cvtiXç wri0avo
- paOltthv.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
2	 .. .Oa o1l01at rouç aöuvatouç ia0qrcç vu 	 iroXu ,rt0uvó: _:_:__:_:_:_:__cv ).thç air,Ouvo
- CXTI(o0olV.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
3	 .. . Oa o0qaci rouç jiaOqtcç vu Iiaouivouv iroXu ittOavó: _:_:__:_:_:_:_EvnAwç airiOuvo
- 7floC)KoXQ.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
4	 . . . Ou icavci irto 
€UXUPIOrO to pãoqpa yiu	 icoXu iri0avó: __:_:__:__:__:_:__cvtcXthç airiOuvo
- rouç ia0i1réç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
5	 . . . Ou uui1aEI no v&wpcpov nov a0i1twv	 iroXu iri0avó: __:__:_:__:__: :cvrcXwç wriOuvo
- yia piäOniani.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
6	 . . .Oa cvOappUvct u èinoupyiicóutu iroXi ,r,Ouvó: _:_: _:_:_:__:__cvTthoç wuOuvo
- crrouç MaO1Tc.
	
7 6 5 4 3 2 1
7	 .. . Ou I3cXriwact aqxuv-riKâ rq auVoXtKrI	 iroXu intftavo: 
__:__:__:__:_ _:__:_cvtthiç airiOuvo
- lrolórTITa tTç cKiraicuaijç nov paorrrthv.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
8	 . . . Oa civut da,io
	
óvou ytu rouç	 iroXi irt0avó: __:_:__:__:__:_:__cvrcXoç aint0uvo
- pu0tc.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
9	 . . .Ou oT10rIac, rouç paOqtcç o-rq pTuu	 iroXU ir,OavO: __:_: _:__:__:_:_cvTcXo)ç wniOuvo
touç auvcpyaaiu. 	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
EpwricztoOyto XOAtKOó
	 tl3ouXou	 581
H v,rrnmjpr4 rqç iayw'.jç KW p4uo)'ljç rwv THE cr0 coAdo ov icard rqv ôIápsi-tJa rWv t2rôuevo)v rpithv
pqv(4v ______________________________________ _______________________________________________________
10	 Ou or,0rlaci rouç paOtç vu pouv	 iro irt0avó: _:_:__:__:__:__cvrthiç wriOuvo
- uicokótcpu Ol)XEl6 ato AAov.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
II	 Ou I3o0qaci tooç &ioicäXouç vu	 toXi miOuvó: _:__:__:__:__:_:_vtthç wriOuvo
	
f3cAnoaouv nc vóxtç rouç atouç	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
____________________________________________________
l2	 Oa cirttpsct urouç öuaic&ouç vu couv
	 iro) irtOuvó: _:_:__:_:_:__:_cvrcXç wuOuvo
	
jicyu1tcpq ,rpOaJucni otov u7roXoytarfl 	 7 6
	 5 4 3 2 I
yia7TOO)1UK KczI ctuyycXicrnici p1m. __________________________________________________
13	 Ou icdvci ru taOrpatu mo cv6iwppovta
	 mrou mu0avO: _:_:_:__:_:__:_cvtc)wç wriOuvo
- yia rouç 6uoithkouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
14	 ..Ou icdvci ru puOiuru mo clàptcrru yiu	 mroU n,Oavó:	 ::::::cvtthnç wriOuvo
- touç &zcricà?ouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
15	 Oa Kth'l ru iuOi1putu mrcptaOtcpo
	 ico?w muOuvô: _
	 __::_cvtthoç wri0uvo
- 7rOIKiXa.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
16	 Ou icävci rilv mrpocToiIlama nov	 mrou ,nOavó: _:_:_ :_:__:__:_vtcXtiç wllOuvo
puQr1idtwv	 no euico)q ytu roug
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
- &rnithkoiç.	 ________________________________________________
17	 Ou f3oq0rc7ct rouç 6ucncdkouç vu	 icoAi mri0avó: _: _:_:__:
	 :Evrthç wriOuvo
- opyavóxiouv KQX1)rEpa ru jiuOrpurã Touç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
18	 Ou KUVC1 rqv mrpocroipumu row mro?ô mnOuvó: _:_:__:_::_:__cvtcXthç wuOuvo
	
jtu0njiàrwv mrcpiauörcpo ypovoDopa ytu	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
roDc &ucTKàXouç.
19	 Oa mrcplopiaci	 To	 mrqlcOicvo	 iro)u mn0uvó: _:_:__:__:__:__:_cvrc)wç wti0uvo
-	 uoicuXiaç TO)' JJuO!pàr(oV.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
20	 Oa KvCt am öuu1cOO TOy Ayo rqç	 mro mn0uvó:	 __L:_: cvTcAAnç wrIOuvo
- ràç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
21	 .Oa mrpoa&xct urpo iapoç o-rouç ao) mnOuvO:
	 _:_:__:_vtthoç wriOuvo
- &mcmwá?ouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
22	 Ou D*mix7ct Thly irupuyorfucOrllra TO)V mroXt aiOuvó: _:__:_:__:__:_:_cvrcXóç uaiOuvo
- &ZcTKI9Ji)V.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
23	 Ou 6iioupyqai &uthxcc jicruu T0)V iroXu mriOuvô: _:_:_:_:_:_:_cvrc?.coç uai0uvo
- öacT1ca)cov.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
24	 Ou ncptopiaci toy poXo nov 6acyicó)wv.	 mroU mnOuvó:	 :_:_:__cvtthoç wriOuvo
	
________________	 7654321
25	 Ou oq0quct rouç &zaKäkouç vu iroU rtOuvó:
	 _:_:__:_cvtthuç umnOuvo
	
E7UKOlVWV1i NODV p auvuöXpouç àAlwv	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
26	 Ou	 iróxouv' ot &zazuAot uperq
	 mro?u ,riOuvO: _:__:__:_:__:_:__cvrc)wç wnOuvo
- ()pa icat	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
27	 Ou	 óqnoupyiuci äyoç crrouç
	 iro)u mriOuvO:	 _:_:_:_:__cvrthi)ç umriOuvo
- 6uwcdkouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
28	 Ou 3cXuoxci nIv £mnKotvo)viu uvä.uaa 	 mro)u mn0avó: ___:_:_:_:__:_EvrcAç wriOuvo
- oiouç &zai&ouç Kul rouç puOr?rc rouç.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
29	 Ou óruoup-yiiuct apoqparu uro	 no? ictOuvo: ___:_:_:__:_crcAwç umriOuvo
- wtapXovavaAunKomrpOypappa.
	
7 6 5 4 3 2 I
30	 Ou ór)Inoup-yhlacl mrponjiuru uto	 ao)u mr,Ouvó: __ _:_:__:__:_:_cvrthuç umn0uvo
- (i)pOXóylo 7rp&ypuJpa noV OOXEiO)V.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
31	 Ou unoanpic1 rqv cmnioivwviu nov	 mrou at0uvO:	 _:_:__:_:_:	 vtcXthç umtIOuvo
	
aociwv xou iic &Au aXoA.cia crriiv
	
7 6 5 4 3 2 I
- EAAà&i Ku! TO o)TEp1KO.
32	 .Ou oqOqact cmiv Ku?.urEpll opyãvoxn	 ao? at0avO:	 __:_:_	 _cvtthi)ç u,ci0uvo
- tow cm&thov piou.	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
33	 ...Ou o1OrIoct vu auvpyuam óo to mroAu mn0uvó:	 _:_:__:__:_cvrthiç uaiOuvo
- ltpOcxomrIKO TO)V aoXthov pou.
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
34	 Ou 3omi0iiasi Ta aoXiu pou vu	 aoM iriOuvO: _::::::vrctoç uiri0avo
spapMOuouv äAXEç Kulvoroi.licc.	 7 6	 5 4 3 2 I
EpotiatoXOyto XoA1Kot ZvoUAoD	 582
H wro'mjp:4q nç ewaywy4ç sw appoyijç TWV THE cr0 ,o2e10 4uov Kará nv ôulpKHa rwv exOpvwv rpuov
35	 Ou jiou 71p0a&UGE1 picyaAurcpo icpo;. 	 to?U inOavó: _:_:_:_ :__:__:_Evrc)thç uirtOuvo
7654321
36	 Ou jiou uuEflaEl TO
	 iro inOuvó: ___
	 __:_cvtthoç wriOuvo
7654321
Thq auv x ia, 8uzTnrthvovTa1 opiaivcg lTpOTaacLç 01 O2rOIEç atokoyo'v TU avwrpw 7rAEovcKTnpaTa icai
PE1OVEscTtUWT T1ç waywyqç scat £(puppo)'Tjç TOW TIlE cra ciXoXla rq ItEPIOXTI6 aç Karà rq &àpKcIa nov
£2rópEvwv TpIo)v pflvwv. L KàOE lrporuml uräpXc1 pta irá1aOpq IctpaKa (1 éwç 7), órou o upiOpóç I ôq.thvE1
TO pIKpórEpo aOp6 1rpoTtpqmç Evth 0 apiOpoç 7 ôq4)vc1 To pcyo))Tcpo aOpó 7rpoT(pqm. Luç
rapaKakOvpE, E KeE 2rpóTatTq va ER1ETE TOV optOpô ITO1)
	 UVTI2tpOØWIWUEI.
I	 0 cp7rkOutlapóç rwv yvwacwv tow cutperncä K&ó:: -
	 :	 :_ &uipctucá KWcó
- 
puOrrthv civut:
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
2	 lo vu Pori O,ww touç u&uvurovç cutpctucä icukó:	 : - :	 :	 :_:	 :	 cOIpcTIKã ICW(Ô
- paOttç vu DcATt)Ootv th'at:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
3	 lo vu oqOqaw Touç puOrtcç vu &at)ctncä KaAO::	 :	 :	 :	 ::	 &uIpcTnca KaKÔ
jiaOuivov irio ciou civut:	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 I
4	 To vu yivci TO pã1pu irio ciupiaTo cutpcTlKd ic&ó:: - :_:	 :	 :	 &u1pct1Kä KuKó
- ylu rouç pa911Tc that:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
5	 To vu uuqOci to cvotu(pcpov row catpcnä KuA.ó::
	 :_ :_:	 :	 :_ cutpcttd KUKO
- paOlr(i)v 'ta idO1m1 civut:
	 7	 6 5 4 3 2	 I
6	 To vu cvOuppóvw ni 6rllttoopylKôTllTa cutpcttKd icuXé::	 :	 :	 :_:	 :	 cuIperncä 1(01(0
Twv1uOqTwvcivul:	 7	 6 5 4	 3	 2	 I
7	 lo vu cAttcoaw tr aUvo.tKT lrolónhta catpctlKd icuXO::	 :_:	 :_:	 :	 cuipcttica Kuico
vç cKruI&uoiç TOW ju9rrwv civut:
	 7	 6 5 4 3
	
2	 I
8	 10 XáO1IO TOU póvou yiu touç paOqtç catpctiicu K&O::
	 :	 :_:	 :_:	 cuipertKu icuico
civut:	 7	 6543	 2	 I
9	 To vu oiOrIaoi touç puOqtcç 0th EçutpcTucd icu)ó::	 :	 :	 :	 :_ &utpcttKü KuKó
- picu rouç ouvcpyuala civut: 	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
10	 To vu 3oqOqaw touç puOqrç vu 3pouv &atpctiicd KuAA :_:	 :_:	 :	 :_:	 caipcTtKä icuicO
- rio cuicou öouXui aro pWov civut:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
I I	 H	 cATIo)m1 twv vwacov To)v crnpcT1ica icaAó :_: - :
	 :_:	 :_ cuipctlKä KuIco
- öa(YKQAAOv arouç rnroXoym-rç civut:
	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
I2	 I o vu ouv ot óaaicu).oi pcyukutcpi culpertKa icu)O:: - :
	 :_ :	 :_:	 cu1pctIKã KUKO
irpóu3uaq atouç ulrOXoyIaTIç yiu
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 I
lrpOøwirlKq KUL cruyycXpiutiic
civut:
I3	 10 vu yivouv ru wOiiuta 7110 cu1pcTIKu KuO::
	 :	 :	 :	 :_:	 c4utpctIKa KaKO
cv&ta$povra ylu touç &xoithXouç	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
civai:
14	 To vu civut	 u puOriutu 7110 cutpcTlKä icuXó::	 :	 :_:	 :	 :	 caipctlKä icuxo
&uaicc&zanicä yta rouç 6uaicâXouç	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 1
civut:
15	 To vu chat ta puOiiaru ircptaaOtcpo cutpertKa xuXó:: - :_:
	 :	 :	 :_ & utpctticu KQKÔ
- itoticiXa civut:	 7	 6 5 4 3 2	 I
16	 10 vu ylvet q 7rpocTotJKzma to)v ca1pcTnca )cuXó:: - :_:	 :	 :_:	 cuIpct1Kä KuKO
puOqiurwv irto cuic&J1 ytu toug	 7	 6 5 4 3	 2	 1
&icnthouç civu,:
17	 10 vu opyuvwaouv icuurcpa ta cuipctiicä x&ó:: - :
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cçulpertuca icuico
- JJuOfIUTu ol &ioxnXoi civut:	 7	 6 5 4 3 2	 I
18	 To vu yivci	 itpocroip.tuaiu row &utpertxá icuO:: - :
	 :_ :
	 :_ :_ culpCT1Kà icuicO
iuOnjiätov rcptuoOtcpo xpovopota ytu	 7	 6 5 4 3	 2	 I
rouç &zaicàXouç civcu:
19	 To vu JrcplopIaTci to 7rcptcópcvo caiperixà Ku).Ô::
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cutpctixd Kuico
- i&iwcuXkzç TO)V IiuOlWärow clvai:	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
EpwriatoAOyto XtKOt u43otou	 583
20	 10 vu civut 0 cyoç tric tuqç mo catpcTIKd Ku)ó	 -	 :	 :	 c4atpcttKu KW(Ô
-	 mcoAoç yiu rooç &ta1c&ouç civui:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
21	 Fo vu coov mrcplaooTcpo iupoç ot ca1pcnKâ KUXó::
	 :	 :_:	 CUtpttKä KUKO
- &zcncaXoi civm:
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
22	 To vu I3cknwaouv ot üi&ot Tqv cutpctuca KuAó :_: -
	 :	 :_:	 :	 culpcT1Kü Ku)(O
- mtapay(oyu(OTllrà rouç cIvut: 	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 1
23	 lo vu couv oicz,idxcc 01 &zaKukoi cutpctiicâ ic&.ó: : - :_ :_ :_ :_ :_ c upctiu iCwCó
chat:	 7	 6	 54	 3	 2	 I
24	 0 mrcpioptapioç too poou row cutpcuIcà K&ô::
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 cutpcnKa Kwcó
- &L01çÔAI)V civm:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
25	 H cmuicojvwvia tow öuaKaX(ov ic cutpcuKá Kakó:: - :
	 :_ :_:	 :_ cu1perwà KQKO
- uvaWpouç â.k)o)V a)oXcimv ci'ui:
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
26	 10 vu yA.trwaoov 01 óäaia)ot UPKCTI1 cu1pcTKa im)ó::	 :	 :	 :	 :_:	 CQlpCtIKu KOKÔ
- (O0 1cm ooà civut:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
27	 10 vu coov ayoç ot &wiuAot civul: 	 cu1pctlKd K&Ô::
	 :	 :	 ::	 :	 cuipcTuca KuKo
________________	 7 65432 1
28	 lo vu c.uwOci 1 cmnKolvwvtu avüicau culpcvKã KQXÔ::
	 :	 :_ :_ :_ :_ culpctlKó KuKÔ
arooç &withXouç icut orouç pu0qtç
	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 1
rooç civui:
29	 H &iinoupyia mrpo,Xipàtwv oto cutpcTitca KUXÔ:: - :_ :_ :_: 	 :	 cutpcttd KUKO
- rnräpxov uvuAtrrucó mrpô7pa1u civui:
	 7 6 5 4 3 2 I
30	 H ótnoup'iu mtpoXri,iãrwv ato c4alpcTtKâ KQXÔ:: - :
	 :_:	 :_ :_ F4utpertKã icuKo(opoXOylo mrpó7pupa rwv aoXciwv
	 7	 6 5 4 3 2	 I
civm:
31	 To vu rnroatIiptOcI q cmuKotvwvia TOW catpcttu Kukó:: - :_:	 :_:	 :	 cutpctià KUKO
aXOkEio)V iioo pe aAlcz ooXÔa anv	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
EAAà&t m o-ro c(oTcptKó civrn:
32	 To vu oq0qOci r KaXÔtcpq opyãvwa1 cutpct1Kã icaXO :_: - :
	 :	 :	 :_ EuIp€rtKä KUKO
- to)V GX0XC1(ov ioo civat:	 7	 6 5 4 3 2 I
33	 To vu o1O fl9ci n aovcp'yacna too autpcnâ ,cukó: : - :	 :_:	 :	 :_ cuIpcTIKà KLIKÔ
mrpoao)muKou rcov a)0Xcio)V pou civai:
	 7	 6	 5 4	 3	 2	 I
34	 'I o vu oriOti0ov tu aoXÔa pou vu cutpcTucã KUXÔ:: - :_:	 :_:	 :	 &atpctIKä Kwco
- capióaouv àXXç lcatvotopicç thai:	 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
35	 To vu cw icyaXutcpo poç uvut:
	 cuipctucä KUXÔ:: - :
	 :	 :__:	 :	 cutpcTucà KUKO
_______________	 7 65432 I
36	 I o vu uutOci to ayoç jou civat:	 cuipcTIKà KUX0:: - :_:
	 :_ :_:	 cuIpcTIIcu KUKÔ
________________	 7 65432 I
auvcta, ötaTlnrthvovraI opiapvcg rpotáaclç 01 omroicç öqthvovv ru riOavá rp6acoira lrOl) JnropE( vu
cmrtöoicipáaoiv m vu alroöoKlpâi7ouv rtv mrpóOcai aç 71(1 lflroaTtplq uç cwaywyijç Kill	 TtOV THE
ara l7oAEta rflç ,rEpwç øç .carà tq öIàpKcIa TOW cmrópcvwv TpIOW pqvwv. E€ KoeE rpóTaa11 VIräPXCI lila
cntàaOpi1 IcA(paKa (1 áwg 7), ó,rou o apiOpog 1 öqXwvct TO pucpôrcpo P00116 rpoT1plaqç vto o api0póç 7
Ô1XÔvct TO pcyaAurEpo o0pó mrpOTipqcnç. 2aç irapaKaol)pc. oc .càOc 1TPÔTOATI1 vu £JT1AcTE TOy apiflpó ,rov
øag avTurpoaw,rEuEL
1.0 irpoYatdicvoç 7pu(pcIou TT; mrcploIç pou mnarcii on
17
	 ócv mrpcmcct
vu umroarr1piw tiv ctauyorym Kul cpappoyil nov TIlE ota aoXciu ttç ircpioç poo IcuTä rqv öldpKclu nov CmtOtCVo)V
Tpto)v
2.0 aoXiicoi au43ouXoi âAXov mtcptov mriaTcuouv On
mrpcmtci	 :	 :__	 :__	 :	 :	 :	 :	 j &v rpcmtcl
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I	 I
vu umroatqpio) nv ciauyoyi KW cqxzppoyi to)v TIlE oiu aoXciu tç micptoiç pou Kczth rqv &tàplcciu no" cmrojcvmv
tpIO)V livv.
EpotiaroA.Oyio oXtKo1 upoikou	 584
3. Ot aiXkoyoi yovov KU! Kflöqlóvwv inaithouv On
icperct	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 6cv itpcirct
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
Va u1roanlpiw rqv iiarryoryi KU! c(pap1o7f rwv THE a-na aocia ç rcpioç
	 KUrU niv &!àpKcla nov crOpcvwv
rptwV 1JT)VWV.
4. Ot jicz0i1tç nov aoAIwv pou riotthouv on
:_	 :	 :	 Ocv itpcmci
	
J7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
va wtoaTI1pto viv laayo)yr KU!	 nov TIlE a-ru aoXcia tç rEp!oç iou KUTd nflV &dpKc!a nov CltOpCVoV
tpnov itV(OV.
5. Ot 6uuOuvtcç rwv aoAiwv jjou ,na-rcuouv OTt
rçarct :_
	 :_	 :	 :	 6Ev JrpcmEl
	
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
VU uitOarpio TflV ciaaywyf, Ka! cq,gp)joy, nOV TUE a-ru aoAcia riic itcptoqg $1ou icatä niv ö!äpKc!a UOV E3rOJicvo)v
rpicov pivdv.
6. Ot &zaKaAo! UDV OXOXCiO)V tou inorouv On
I 7tpcirE!	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 6cv Jrpcc!
1	 716	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
VU unoat11pto) TTV E!UU7W7 KU! c(puppoyfI nOV TUE a-ru axoXEla tç ncptoç iou KUTÜ rqv &âpKcla TWV ElrOpEvow
tptwv pqvthv.
7. To Yiroupycio fIat&Iaç inarccj On
:_	 :	 :	 :_	 6v irpctct
1 7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 1
VU UJtOOtT1piO) TT]V E!&lO)) KU! C(UO7 t0)V TUE a-ru 0(OAcIa tç 71EPIOXic O1) KUTä TflV ötäpKCtU nOV CflO11YO)V
TpIWV IJI1VWV.
8. Ta zwvcrtcrripta 1rLa-rEtouV On
pEirnt :_
	 :_	 :	 :	 Ocv itpct
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
VU rntOcTTTpiO) TTV ClOQyOYyl KU! C(pQp1i0711 nov TIlE a-ru aoXcia tqç ncpioiç iou Kath TqV 6!àpKEla nOV cnOpEvwv
TIWV I.IT1VWV.
9. Ot IöIwTlKç cTatpEicc tJ1PO(pOp!Ki c nctcuouv On
Ocv itp*rt
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
VU U7Oa-Tfl1D rTV cIauyoYyi KW c9upioyf1 nOV T[IE a-ru aoXcu nrç incptoiç piou KQTO TflV öIàpKcIa TOW clrOI.lEvmv
ttO)V P1V0)V.
10. H noriq auto&okiaq (ip.toç, NoiapIa) rtancici On
apcci	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 6cv 7rprct
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
VU	 T11V ClaU7(Oyf KU! E(PapJ.1OYii noV TIlE a-ra GXOXE1U niç r6pIoi)ç 1OU KUth T11V &àpKc!a nOV cEOpcvO)V
TPI(OV 1qVO)V.
Epwrq1iatoOyto XoAtKoU	 i I3oXou	 585
II. H A16rnKUAIKrI Opocmoviu EA)Jz&oç iria-rcUii On
xpèirct	 :_	 :	 &c irperct
7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2	 I
vu uiroanpiw uv Ilacryoryi KU! cqapioyr nov TUE a-ru aoIia tTç tcptoqç pou Kut(Z TrV &dpKclu nov E7tOCVwV
TP1(OV t11Vó)V.
12. To IluI&zyw-y1KO IvatitoutO rtatci On
:	 :	 ócv irpc,tci
J7	 6	 5	 4	 3	 2
vu u7roau1 pio riiv	 ryoyi' KU!	 tO)V TIlE a-ru aXo)ia tg itcptoiç pou I(utä rqv 6läpKClu TOW C7OliC%'WV
TlWV pqvwv.
Miwvtuç yIVIK& irOao Oc).crc vu IcávErE auró ,Tou...
I	 . . . 0 7rpoIaTup*voç xLqcou rç iccploflç KaOoAou :_:
	 :	 :_ ILUpU iroth
- uuginutci On rpt7rct vu Kavct:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
2	 . . .oi u)OXucoi au43ouXot àXXOv lrcpLoXó)v Ka0OOu::	 :_:	 :_ :_ :_ rupa 2zO
- iria-rcuouv On irprci vu KávcTc	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
3	 . . . ot auAAo-yot yovcwv Kut KqOqtovwv KaOóA.ou :_:
	 :_ :_:	 :	 :_ iràpu 7toXt
r,a-rcuov On tpétci vu Kãvcrc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4	 . . . ot pu0tëç nov aoXciwv aaç irta-rcuouv KU0O0U::
	 :	 :_ :_ :_ nàpu itol
- Ott 7rprcI vu ,thvctc:
	 1	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
5	 . . .ot ötcuOvvtcç nOV aoAcIo)v auç Ka0ó)ou::
	 :_::	 :	 iràpu iroXu
irtatouv On prt vu avct:
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
6	 .. .oi öôaxakot row ao)ciow aaç KuOo?ou::
	 :	 iräpu iroku
iva-rcouv On irpbri vu avrg :	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5 6	 7
7	 .. .ro Yaoup-ycio Ilat6ciaç 7naTthc1 On KUOOA.ou::
	 :_:	 :_:	 :_ mdpu itoXU
- irpbrci vu Kàvcrc:
	 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7
8	 . . . ru iruv€ctarpta 2riar€ouv On 1rpirci KuOOou::
	 :_:	 7rápu itoXu
vaKävrc	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
9	 . . . ot t6torniccç cTuIpciEç irAqpo(poplKqç Ku0Oou::
	 :_ :_ :_:	 :_ iräpu JI0A-u
7rlatElouv Ott itpirti vu KOvc-r:
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
lO	 ...r	 Toirua-i AutoöloiKllaJl (tqioç. KuOo?ou	 :	 :_ lräpu uo)u
- NopupIa) incrcuci on irpbrci vu Kãvcrc:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
II	 . . - q toaKu)uKi O i.toarov6ia EXã6aç Ku0O)ou::	 :	 :_	 lràpu
- ina-rcici On 717tCl vu K6vcr:
	 I	 2	 3	 4 5 6 7
12	 . . . to [lui&zyw-yucO IvaTirouro na-rcuci on KuOokou:	 : -	 :_:	 lràpa iroku
- pir vu KOvcrc:
	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
13 . . . o rpoa-thvoç thcieuvaiic natcici On KuO&oo :_:	 :_ :_:	 :_	 ràpu ro0
- trprc1 vu icth'cn:	 1	 2	 3 4 5 6 7
r-q uvvcw, &tam,rthvov-rai opiuvcç rporthwiç ot olrotEç ôq.thvouv rouç 1TU17OVTE irov Ou uag
&EUKO.UvOUv i% Oa auç öUuK0AtI10UV uniV uiroanjptq Tfl iauywytç KUI papioyqç rwv THE uru uocIu
rqç 1r*poqç auç ica-rà ru ötàpKcIa row £lrOpEvO)V tpiwv p1vWv. 1c KäOE lrpóratTui tflTÜPXEL pta
KipuKU (I wç 7), 6,rou o upiOpoç I öqthvEt v air6urq öiwpwvIa cvw o aptOpOç 7 ôqthvct rqv wrOurq
uupow1a. aç rapaKao4Ic, u KáOE rpOTacrT vu rIAtEtc nov apiOpó rou uaç uvnIlrpouwlrcucL
1. I1poaoizo On cRapKi1c upiOiOç ulroXo-ylanthv KU! JrcpI(pcpclaK(i)v ( m x. c1crrnnnrç) Ou rnräpcI a-ru UX0XEIu rrç
mcpioç iou iutä u 6tãpiceiu row cirOvow rpunv Jir'(I)v.
1uçKov(J) KUOErU J	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 aujlqto)vo) wro)uru
	
11	 213	 4	 5	 6171
2. flpouöoKw On Qu uirãpyi a-ru ao?ia riic irspioç iou apicctO cIcmatcunKO o-ylaptKO yia cicmuthcimKouç
aKoroug KuTd ni ötâpKclu nov crOji€vwv rptthv pvo)v.
6tuqxovw KàOETU :
	 :_	 :	 :	 :_	 cTupqxovw a1r&uTu
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
EpwtriatoXOyto XoXLKol
	 il3oOXou	 586
3. flpoaoico ott tcvua jofiOcia yta rriv )€itoupyia KUL 6lUT1P11GT1 twv uiroXoytatmv Oa vir(tpt ota axo?a ttic
ircptoxic .tou icutt'z Ti Otãpiccia to)V crOpsv(ov tpuov pflv(bv.
Otwpwva icuocra 	 :	 :	 :	 :	 aupwvw aitOuta
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
4. I1poUoKo) on Oa wräpci crapIciIc OU(OVOPUi crriptEfl yta roug &iaicOAouç nov aoXiwv nc lrcptoxilc pou aAXó
KUl yta pcva icuru tq blàpIcEla rwv c7LOICVWV T1()V JflVWV.
oluqxovo) KU0CUI
	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 upq(nvw wiOA.unu
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
5. flpoaoicw On Oa wthpci icanaAAqXo £pyacmlplo rnro? ior6v aux aoia niic ircpioxic poD KUTã n1 1àpKcIa
nov ccopEvwv npl(w pqvwv.
öiaqwvw KaOcTu :
	 :	 :_	 :	 aupqxovw airOuna
1 1 1 2 1 3	 4	 5	 61	 7
6. flpoaöoic On Oa rnràpcl pticpOç aptOitOc paOuiv uvd nOq aru aoXc(u rç rcptoxic pou Kata Ti öiàpiccta row
clrOpcv(ov nptóv pqvv.
ôla(pwvo) icdOcra :
	 :	 :_	 :	 aup.upwvth airo)una
I	 2	 3J4	 5	 6	 7
7. E1poaoicó On Ou 7rpoypappanarci ana ao?cia niic lrcpioxfic tou apiccrOç pOvoç yta Ti V Xj)flali tntoXoyianwv uvO
taq icand tT &ápicita TO)V cJtOpEvwv Tp16)V Inlv6v.
Oiaqxovw icOOcna
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 aupnpwvw wrOuna
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
8. flpoaöoicth On pcn nov urooyurnov Oa cvaopatmOci ow iauov AvaXunicO [IpOypappa am a)C0AEIU rqç
7upIoxlc pou icand tt ötapicctu TWV cROpCVWV tMO)V IAT1V(i)V.
na(pwvo) icàOcru :
	 auppwvw aitOXutu
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
9. Hpoaoicw OTt 01 &ZaK&.ot Oa ODV apiccrO yjOvo 1U vu avwrn,ouv Ta paOrpanu OTU oiroia xpqcn.ioiroioOvnui 01
rntoXoytancç aru aoXcia Tç ircptoxfic i Ou Kund nq Siãpiccia TOW CtOtMOV tptwV IlflVO)V.
&wpmvw icdOcta :
	 :	 :	 aupqwvó cvtouna
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
lO. flpoaöoic On Oa u7räp)ct u7toariIpi am aoXf a rig ircptog tou wrO mug &wK&oug icanä &àpKcta nov
crOpcvwv Tp10)V pqVWV.
Oiwpwvw icâOgna :_	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 OD(0)VO) wroUna
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
II. Ilpoaöoic6 On Oa rnrupxcl uroaniptq OTU axocia Tic itcptoxig pou a710 nOV rpoianápcvo ypapciou IC(lTà tr
IâpKEta TO)V elrOIicVO)V tpt(i)V IAT1VthV.
Ota(pO)VO) KãOCTU 	 :	 aup(p(oV(i) wto).utu
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
12. [lpoa&oico On Oa uthpct oanipt ana aoXEta
	 lrcploxilc poD wrO axoXiicotg au43oOoug âAAO)v rcpiobv
KUT Ti thdpicta T(OV EtOpCVwV TplthV pqVó)V.
Ota(p(oVó) icdOcna
	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 auupovw wr&ura
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
13. flpoaoic On Oa rntápct urocmptq am ooAcia ç tcp ioxiig pou airO rouc &cuOuvncg K(lTà Tfl tàpKcta TOW
cropcvwv TIO)V pqv(OV.
ótapmvot icàOcna :
	 :	 :	 :	 crup(p()vw wrouna
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
EpwnipatoOyto XoX1KoO upotXou	 587
14. I1poaoicw on Oa lnàpxct uoTpt a-ru ao?iu ng tcpioiç jiou wrO tooç au)Xôyouç iovnv KUI IcTocpOv()v
KUT tfl flâpiCEia TOW I7tOCVWV Tp11)V IiflVó)V.
ótuqxovw KaOcTa :_
	 :	 :	 aup(po)vw aitóAtrra
	
Ji	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
15. flpoa&K6 6-ri Ou uirdpc, uiroatfptq a-ru ao)cia rtic ncpioxfc jiou wcO TO Yiroupycio iluiöciaç Kuid -n
&dpKIu twv crOpvwv rptthv iqvdv.
oiaqxovw KdOE-ru	 :	 :	 :	 :	 aopqxovw aicOXuta
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
16. I1poaoK6 0-ri Ou uirãpct u1rocTtYplq a-ru ao?iu rrç ircpioç iou airO TO flul&ryorytKO IV(TTITOOTO KCIT6 rq
öIäpKcIu TWV £EOpCvwv tptwv 1rV(I)V.
öla(pwvw KàOcru
	 :_ :	 :	 :	 :_	 auppmvw wrOXutu
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
17. Ilpouoi On Oa wrdpt rnrnariptq a-ra aoXia n ç 7tcp1oxf c pou uirO TT1V TO7nK uuToöIo(Kflml (poç.
Notapia) KUTd T1 öltfzpK€iu TO)V ctOI1CVO)V tpav iqvóv.
ötuqxovo) KczOcTa
	 :_ :_	 :_	 :	 i(pwvó) wrOutu
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
18. flpoa6oicw On at jiu0tç Oa OEXouv vu J)flalJO7rOlfaouV irnoA.oyiatç a-ru aXOXEIu trig tcpioig IJOU KuTd trv
&dp,ccia trig tpEorxrug aoXi,cfg XPOVWc.
ôtupovth KaOgru	 :	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 ipnv6 wrOXuru
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
19. flp000Kd On Oa uthpXEi a'JvEflg auv&m a-ro ölubiKTUO cTTu aoXz1u -rg 7rcpioqg VOl) Kutá TlV iäp1ccia T(OV
E1O1CVOV TpIWV qVO)V.
öruqKovó) icaOctu 	 j :_	 :_	 (auiqwvo wrOXutu
2	 3J4	 5	 6	 7
20. flpouöoin On Ou rnrâpouv a-ru aoXEia TTg ircpioxric jou c7rupKEig buvatotteg c7rIiOp(po)mg nov
c1cratcutlKwv OT11V lrut&lyoryucil xpiari TO)V rnroXoyicrrwv Kurd n IàpKcicr nov £2rOlEvwv TpIwv pqvo)v.
ãtwpwvw KaOcTu	 :	 :_ :_ :
	 :	 aup(pwvw wroXuru
	
Ii	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7	 I
2T1i auv g1a, ôIaTwro)vov-Tul opiavcg rpotàcicig 01 orOiEg öqXthvouv tong irapáyovtcg irou Oa aug
ÔIEUKOXUVOI)V t' eU aug öuaucOXEl4aouv TO VU rnrOaTl1pIcTE T1V EICTUYWY1'I KU( £(PuppOT1'I TWV TIlE aTu I5XOXEkI
qg rpioxrig aug KuTà Til ölàpIcEIu TOW crrOpcv(ov TpIWV itvthv. flupwcaXth a KàOE lrpO-raaTI vu cnAtcTE VuV
upiOpó iou vu a rurpoa TEVEL Tiv u3rávTlal1 aug.
I. H tnrup rrapKoig upiOiou uroXo-yicruv Ku' Jrcpl(pcpcluK()v (lr.x. cicrwrwtèg) a-ru axoXciu ig rripIOqg iou Kutu
tT &dpKcla TWV crOicvwv tpI(iv MflVthV Ou lthvEI
ircpiaaotcpo 6uaicoXq 	 :	 :	 7tcpIaaOtcpo ci)KOXfl
!.	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu jicvu rqv uroa-rrpiE rig ciauywyig KW
	 pjioyqg TOW Ii 1E.
2. H Onup aperou c1c1ru,cunKou XOylapnKou yiu c1c7ruI&urIKo1g aKoltoIg a-ru aoXEIa tflg 1rEp1oflg iOU KuT rq
bIàpKEIU TO)V cTOpEVwV tpi(ov iqvthv Oa KthEl
JrcplaaOtcpo öucTKoXq
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 2rcpIaaOTEpO CUKOXI1
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
-yrn tcva rrv uroa-nipIEfl Tflg ciauywyig Kul E9apJ.lo-yr)g nov TI lb.
3. To vu uirdpci TEVUCq 3oOcrn ytu n v XclToupyia Kal uvrfprirni nov rnroXoytauiw a-ru aoXEfu tg irpioig pon
KUTU T1 1äpKElu nOV ciópc'w' TpI(i)V 11T]Vó)V Oa KO.vgl
ircp,crcrOrcpo aKoXq :_ :
	 :_	 :	 :_	 lrcplaaOTEpo cuKoXfl
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yla psva rv u7roar1pi ng CIaQywyTlc Ku' cpuppoyrlc To)v II lb.
EpwtputoXOyio EoXLKol u43oiXou 	 588
4. Eitapiciç owovon,ci1 atiipIE yia rouç &wicãXouç am aokcf (1 itic 7rCpIoxc ).tou aXth Kifi yUZ VQ KCLT tn
&apKCla TWV CltÔpEVO)V TpUI)V IltlVO)V Oa icävct
mpLaaOrcpo aicoq
	 :	 :	 :	 irnpiaaôrcpo cuico)ji
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 617
yicz 1jévu 111v wroartiptq in; taayo)yflç icat cquptoç TWV T[1E.
5. Evu icatô.AA,lXo cpaanipto qpoqopiiaç atu aXoXda tqç ircpior; 1oU KQt T1 bäpKclu Twv *7r0pCvmv TLWV
PT1V)V OQ Kavel
lrcptaaórcpo öuaKo).q
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :_ f	 piaaöTEpo CUKOfl
1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia pcvu tTv rnroaTipi iii; iaayoryiç Km cpappoyqç nov 1 liE.
6. 0 pIKpóç api9tóç paOiitwv avd Tàfl am aoXkz uç E*ptoxi1ç pou Kurà u &läpKnla nov C7LÔpEvWv TpIó)v jiqvtiv
Oa icdvci
irplaaóT*po 6ôaKoq
	 :	 :	 :	 j	 ircpiaaótcpo cuKOkTl
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia cva rqv u1roaTqpi in; ctaayoyyn ç KW cpup1oyqç T(I)V ill E.
7. To vu rpoypoiaTrnt{ apicctóç Ovo; yta yj,1a1 utooyiatv avd TãT] am aoXta rn; 1rcptoxiç pou Kath cr
blàpKEta nOV cóicvwv rpithv Jiflvó)v Oa Kàvu
lrcpiaaOtcpo 6uaKo?J
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 j	 ircpiaaótnpo cuicoq
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ylu Va TflV uroaTpt tq; ctaayoryrI; KU! c9appo-yrç twv TIlL.
8. H vawlthmxn in ; ,j)1anç tow rnro?oyianov a-to ,auov AvQXUTUCÔ flpóypatpu a-ta aoXsiu rqç 3npIoqç iou
KUId t1 öãpIcElu UOV C7rÔ1cVo)V Tplo)V IiI1'()V Oa Käv!1
tnpiaaotcpo aioXq	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 (	 ltcptaaOtcpo CUKOJ1
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta icvu rnv uiroatnpt in; ciauywyr c Ku! pappoy11ç twv TIlL.
9. H iirupi UKETO póvou yia vu uvaimouv ot &zaicukot Ta paOri.iata a-ta o7tofa x mporoIoiwrai o%
uroXoyio-rc am aoXia trç inptoxiiç iou Ktzt rn 6tãpKclu nov crOicvwv tpl6V TV(W Ou Kävcl
rEpIaaOtcpo 6óaio?q
	 :_	 :	 :	 rcptaaOrcpo CUK0XI1
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yiu lva tniv uoaupi tqç clauytoyI1; Kal £puppoy1; cow I [IL.
10. H uitoatipi TOW uaKô.AtoV TOW aXOiO)V iç rpioiç iOu KQTã Tfl lap1ccIu TOW €1rÔ1cV(OV tpUI)V irvó)V Oa
KãVCl
7rpiaaoTpo aoq
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 JEcptaaóTcpo cuKo?q
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu va iv uoaript cç clauywyTl; KW çxzppoyYç tow TIlE.
I I. H utoatqpt cOD lrpOIcndIIcvOD ypacpdou am a)ock1 iqç lrcploxiIc JiOD KCZTd tq tàpKca TOW EtóJcvow TI()V
P1VWV Ou icävci
ncpiaaótcpo 6DaKoq
	 :	 :	 7ccp,aaórpo u,co)
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yiu pcvu Tip' D1EoaTqpo nl tç ciaaywyiç KW apioy; con' FIlE.
12. H rnrornpiE iou lrpoIa-rapcvou in0uvaç a -ru aoXnia rh ; ircpiox,ç ioo KUTã rq iàpKia TOW cKOpcvwv tpIW
iqvwv Oa Kuv&1
7cptaaóTcpo öuaicoA.q
	 :_ [ :	 :	 :	 :_	 :	 7rp!aaoTcpo iuKo)q
	
1 1 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia pva viv u7rocrnipiq cç ciaaywyiç KU! C(UP[Iø1 TWV TIlE.
EpwtnjiaroXóyio EXo)tKo u143oXou	 589
13. H D7tO0T11fl TO)V ö1EUOUVTO)V ala axoiu uiç irpioxic IAOU KUT Til thupiccia TOW c1rótCV(OV TpUi)V 1ii1vthv Oa
lLcplaoóTcpo thaKo?fl
	 :	 :	 lrcptaaótcpo Cth(Ofl
1	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yb .Icvu TV wtoalr1pifl tq; cba(rymy1ç Kul appoyç twv TI lb.
14. H uirocrnptq TOW auAlóyou yOVOV KO, Icr&JióVc?)V uta aXoXEIa itic 3tcpboxilc pou KUTä Tr thdpccu rwv
ctópcvwv rpiwv iqvóv Oa icãvci
zrcptoaotcpo óuo1coq
	 :	 :	 :	 lrcptoaótcpo CUKOfl
1	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta icva tv wroariptq tTç ctaaywyiç Km cipappoy1ç T(Ov 1 IE.
15. H wroanpt rev Yroupyciou Ilai&Iaç uTa aoAEia rqç 7LEIOT pieD icatä tT thdpKcla rwv citopcvo)v TlV
prvthv Oa KdVCI
nEpbacyoTcpo 6iaco
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 EcpIaoórcpo cuKo)J1
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yia pcva T1V urooriptq Tiç ctaaywyvç Kifi cipuplioylIc T(OV II IL
16. H rnroanpij iou fl000ylKou lvcmrourou eta aoXcia ttç ncpiotç Jlou KQTd Tfl óLàpKCIa nov ciropcvwv
TpIO)V vow Oa ithvct
lrcpbacbôTcpo 6Uc,ico
	 :	 :_	 :	 JrEpbaaOTcpo cuiokq
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
ytu pcva T1]%' rntoaup, tric ctaayo'iç Ku' cipupioyiç T(OV TI IL
17. Fl uiroaT1pi tqç TolrlIcilc auto&oIcqmlc (ipioç. Nopapia) eta axoXia rç 1tcpboiç 1ou icatä Til &àpKcla T0)V
cirópcvwv tptthv pqvwv Oa IcUVcl
lrcpbaaotcpo aico.r
	 :	 :	 ltcpbaeotcpo incoAii
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yb pcva rriv oarrpifl tç cIaayoryIlc Km cipuppioyiç Tow III E.
I8. To vu OAouv ot piaOqtcç piou vu 	 aipioiwueouv rooyu:niç era aoX€ia rç cp,oxic
 
jiou icath tq thQpKcla
TWV citOj.tcvwv TpliOV irVWV Oa ICUVCL
acptoeótcpo uoico
	 :	 :_	 tCptaaótcpo CUK0XT1
2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yuz thva rriv 1nroeri1p, rqç cbcayoryiç KW c(pappioyiç nov TI lb.
19. H uirap euvcxoic mvcwç (no thathicruo era aoia r1ç rcpboxflc ou KaT tq 6tàpiccta no cJrOpcvo)v
piqvwv Oa Kãvcl
lccp(eaóTcpo 6uaicoXq
	 :_	 :	 :	 :	 :	 rcptaaotcpo cuKo?Jp
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
yla iiva Thy u1rOallp1I TT cbeaywyIç Kat cqxzppioyrç TOW 11 lb.
20. To vu uirãpzouv citapxcIç uvatotiyrcç ciii 1óppmmç etqv 7raIöayomKI ypilall rO)V uitoXoy,anov yta rouç
&za1c&ouç era e)oXco nç 7rcpiofç pou icarà r ölâpKcla nov cioicvwv rpidv J.Iflv(i)v Oa KUVCt
ircp,euOrcpo 6uaio)q
	 :	 :	 :	 :	 :	 Jrcplauórcpo EUKO
	
I	 213	 4	 5	 6	 7
yta pcva rqv rnoetipi rhç cieQywyTic KOl cipappoyiç nov 1 I lb.
EpwrjiaroAôy,o XoXLKO1) u3ouXou	 590
Mtpoz 3°
2Tq avia TOb EpOrfl%pOTOLOyIOU u,rápOuv KôiroLEç GTàITEI axcvuvri rouç u1rO?LOwT. t1r1paK&th,
KVK4XTTE eva apiOpó øc KàOC rpótaaq, ôqthvovTaç rllv wrávTiicn nob &iç uvrinpocJwlrcuci.





I	 Eo) Koupautci vu pruqioitotw uro1oyt(mi.
	
I	 2	 3	 '
2	 Ot rnroXoyrn-rç &v civat uuvupluurrlKol 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
3	 Av ou blVOtuV cuxrnpiu. Oct OcXu vu pu8o) ytu toiç rnroXoyiotcg irn	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ii
	
rouç.	 _______ - _____ - -
4	 Nopio ott ot uro?oyio'rç cIvat iroU cicoot cmi	 touç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
5	 Ot rnrooyiatéç Oa piropouaav vu f3oOiuouv univ cviaxutti	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
i&rnicuXiu.	 _______	 _____
eu cpyacmi) plC utooytcTTi Ouo to uvutóv ?U7OT4O.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
7	 Ta c7npopcpo)ttKd tpoypdipata ylu touç wroXoyicrrtç aro wpo cp'faaiaç 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
lrpbTcl vu yivouv ulrO7pCo)tlKa. 	 _______	 _____
8	 H pioi uiroXoyiarq arqv ràq oyci uc a	 icvq airOôooil nov	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
puOirthv.	 _______
_____	 uycvtpvopczt uTOV urOOyrnT1p. OruV toy Xp0Ot).	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
10	 Nopiw On r cpyaoiu pc rnroAoytunç Oa itav cuäptat1 Kul	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ cviuqtpouau.	 _______
II	 Oct riOthi vu aupptnàaw uc päOqpa n?qpo(optK1ç yiu vu 1thOrn	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ircpivaOtcpa yuz rouç rnroXoyrntç.	 _______
12	 Oa öoucuu mo cvranKd av cixa ill buvarorrlta vu pqo1pO7rO1th 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ umr&yturç auxvOrcpa.	 _______
13	 McpucEç popç po3àput Oruv mtpémrci vu i npomronuw wroXoyiur(ç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
14	 H mrpOKXflml vu Aivw irpoputa pc uirooytuni &V plc cXK11Ct.	 I	 2	 3	 _4	 5
15	 Ot rnroIoyiar.g	 ittouv rig aung pctai row uvOpinov.	 I	 2	 — 3_ 4	 5
16	 NithOo àvcta Otuv Oopat pc umrooytcm.	 I	 2	 3_ 4	 5
17	 Eipiat 3utog/-q Ott Ou piropoOuu vu cpyuctrth pc umrokoyicrr;. 	 I -	 2	 3	 4	 5
18	 H cpyuuiu pc umroXoytcirg cmiv rOti tucnpclvct ro icoIv(ovuCO KAipu. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
19	 Av lrpoccuJrrc irpOl3Xqpa pc Oiroio npOypaipu iou wroXoyiati rou Ocv	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ pirop vu ?wao uprua. Ou cmrpcwu uc rnrro pipt vu I3po) rrv	 ________
20	 Mon apac1 vu uuoXotpui pc vuv umroXoyictrY.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
21	 Ot umro?oyrntg pc KQvouv vu vithOo aprpxuvogl-ti Kul cpivog/-. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
22	 E4tai èj3aiog On Ou piropo1ua vu pàOw pta yXaau 7tpoypuppanapoU	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ (yw nov umroXoyicm). 	 _______
23	 Ot paOqtcg npoacoov rcptauOtcpo Orav univ rãr pqnpo7rotoIvtat	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ uirooyiutg.	 ________
24	 Epo On ot umtooyiurtg pou 6ivOuV uv cuutpiu vu plaOo) vu irpuypuru.	 I	 2	 — 3	 4	 5
25	 H ptm nov uooyluniw civat 6UaioXq. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
26	 H	 ton cicrpovtvou tuyuOpopciou (e-mail) uothct ru idvrpu
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ crroug pa0rtg yta no pOOpa.
	 _______	 _____
27	 Oa xpI1cnpo1rolIpaw tong rntooyiurcg pc iroXXoOg rpomroug urti or pion.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
28	 icv plropó) vu aiapni) Kuvévu tpOto iwo Oct )pTuIpo1roItat10 uirooytcmi
	
I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ cmiv apicpu iOu.	 _______
29	 1 Ipci vu ciacti nuXO yta vu ciYyãcaui pc uiroXo'yicrrg.	 1	 2	 — 3_ 4	 5
30	 H cKpOOilml noV umtokoyionv civut xucnpo ypOvou.	 I	 2 — 3_ 4	 5
31	 Ot uirooy1urg oto aX&io cuipouv ti ôT]plioupyIKOniru nov piuOrw.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
32	 Ou iOcu vu päOm mrcpiuuOrcpa yiu tong u1rooyicTrg. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
33	 IlpoairuOw vu cvrpicpowopw ytu rig tcxvoAl)1iKc ccAictg.	 I	 2	 3_ 4	 5
34	 Acv pou upuci vu cruçn pc OAAoug ytu uro)oyian5g. 	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
35	 ()i mroXoyicrrg OiwTCAOUV univ 100 u1ro?OttKI OIucJKuA.lu. 	 I	 2	 _3_ 4	 5
EpwtrppunoXOyto XoXLKo1 ujtoOXou	 591
I=JlaqwvthKáOera,
2 Asaqwwó,
3 Elpa, ovôémpoc/-,,	 . .
4 =Ivpqlwvfti,	 I5 = Zvpwvth axO2vra	 1 1
36	 01 uiro)oyiaç &v pc po(3iouv KuOO)ou.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
37	 I-I	 cvOç rnrooyluT ic cpiroôi(ci vu cpui oitnoupylKoc/-r.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
38	 Ot ciuóôaciç nov puOquiv IrnopoUv vu au0oOv ôtav oir &6uaicu?Ju	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ 
xp l tioxolouvtal rnroXoyiaç.	 _______
39	 Ou qothi vu iu0w 7rcplaaOrcpu 7W touç u1tooyio-rcç wç cvtcTxurlKo
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ti cz &&zcwuXiuç.	 ______ - - - -
40	 Ou jiou äpcuc vu cjry6orni pc inroXoyiatç. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
41	 H pfaq tou rXectpoviKoi TaXuöpoticiou (e-mail) icàvci TO tthOqttu no	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ cvbirzpcpov.	 _______
42	 cv ic ircipdçci vu iä9() ytu TODç uroo -yurriç.	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
43	 I-I cpyauiu tic nrooyinn' ,ic icävci vcupIKO/ -il. 	 I	 2	 3
44	 Ot rnio?oyic.rrèç civut itoAititiu £p'f&ciu yiu T	 Tui)all ic roIotI1 Tuc	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ ic C ai&uaTg T(OV paOrtuv.	 ________	 ______
45	 IliOavóç c' Ou iiu9m 7EOTE vu xpTlaipJolroIw mtokoyicrnç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
46	 Ot KOivwvicç ciruipcç c7rqpcaçOvtul upVqTncä 0.710 Ti J)fl011 TWV	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ uirokoyianov.
47	 Ot uro rytaç piropouv vu prcnoiroi0ouv tic ctituxiu uc tiu0iputu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
7101) u7rultouv &fliIOUp7lKCc bpOffrTpl0TTTCç.
	 _______ _
48	 EIvai cv6iwppov vu puOu(vci Kuvcç ylu u71ooylaTcc. 	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
49	 iarägw vu yq0.Iio7rouaw u71o) yiuç uirô cpOj3o On Ou àvw Xü0r1 irou	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
cv i7TO) vu öiopOów.	 _______	 _____
50	 Tu àtojia 7IOU cpyaçovtu, 1c rnr&.oyiatEç KaOovTal pitpoutä uc uu
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ 006vli OX,i nv nhJpu.	 _______ - - - -
51	 Eo 71oAAr1 uuTo7tclro101]afl Oaov upopo TTV cpyuoia pc wr&.oylarç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
52	 01 urooyiarç Ou 3o0oixav rouç puOtcç vu cruvcpyuçovTul
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
______ TOuç.
	 ________
53	 IIiarcuo On cvui ro)O o1 uVnKO ytu ptvu vu tiu0m vu xciptcotiai vuv	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ rnroA.o)aTi1.	 _______
54	 H	 T011 flX*xTpovlKoU Taxu6po ttciou (e-mail) icàvct to puOti vu	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
VUOOE1 Ott 0U 1cTtCi lrcplcTcNOtcpo. 	 ________
55	 I-I Oiaq trç pOOqaTç ic u7rooytarç ic om'rzp7thc1.
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
56	 icv Ou bcóiouv irotc pta öouXctä, Oirou Oa rpc71c vu cpyäoput pc	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ ulroXcrylaTEç.	 _______
57	 Airoyotyrcuopai oTUV acropai Ott icpomru0w vu jniporotiaw	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ mroAD-ytuTEg.	 _______
58	 Ot wro)oyiatEç plropoUv vu that juaiio DoqOn,ia OtOauicuX(uç ac Ocz	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
_____ acóv iuOfprnTa.	 _______
59	 &'v vopim OTt Ou ,cuva u9niXo1 ciriirhon cpyaaicç pc touç wt&oymTcç.
	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
6()	 ®u tiOc?o vu ircpvtho 7rcpIucOTcp ()pu xpnuiiioroiowrug mrooy1utEç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
61	 NithOw uvcru OTav co) y1po) tiou tnro.oytu-rcç.	 I	 2	 3	 4	 5
62	 H piaq rou actpovtou Taxuöpo liciou (e-mail) 3oq0ãcl to IKLOqTTI vu	 1	 2	 3	 4
______ poOct ircptaaOtcpa.
Zaç evapuirnii zro1ó yta n,v auvepyaala cac
Tixiipyioc, L KovTpouávoç, }'ronjqnoç A:ôáh7opaç
School of Social Science and Public Policy
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APPENDIX E: QUESTIONS USED IN THE PILOT STUDY
(THEORY OF REASONED ACTION AND PLANNED
BEHAVIOUR)
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TEACHER'S QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE THEORY OF REASONED ACTION AND THEORY
OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR (PILOT STUDY)
Behavioural beliefs
I. What do you believe are the advantages of your using ICT in your teaching during the next three months?
2. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your using ICT in your teaching during the next three months?
3. Is there anything else you associate with your using ICT in your teaching during the next three months?
Normative beliefs
4. Are there any individuals or groups who would approve your using ICT in your teaching during the next three
months?
5. Are there any individuals or groups who would disapprove your using ICT in your teaching during the next three
months?
6. Are there any other individuals or groups who come to mind hen you think about using ICT in your teaching
during the next three months?
Control beliefs
7. What factors or circumstances make it easier for you to use ICT in your teaching during the next three months?
8. What factors or circumstances make it more difficult for you to use ICT in your teaching during the next three
months?
9. Are there any other issues that come to mind when you think about using ICT in your teaching during the next three
months?
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HEAD TEACHER'S QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE THEORY OF REASONED ACTION AND
THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOUR (PILOT STUDY)
Behavioural beliefs
I. What do you believe are the advantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school during the next three
months?
2. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school during the next
three months?
3. Is there anything else you associate with your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school during the next three
months?
Normative beliefs
4. Are there any individuals or groups who would approve your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school during
the next three months?
5. Are there any individuals or groups who would disapprove your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school during
the next three months?
6. Are there any other individuals or groups who come to mind when you think about supporting the uptake of ICT in
your school during the next three months?
Control beliefs
7. What factors or circumstances make it easier for you to support the uptake of ICT in your school during the next
three months?
8. What factors or circumstances make it more difficult for you to support the uptake of ICT in your school during the
next three months?
9. Are there any other issues that come to mind when you think about supporting the uptake of ICT in your school
during the next three months?
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DISTRICT OFFICER'S AND SCHOOL CONSELLOR'S QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE THEORY
OF REASONED ACTION AND PLANNED BEHAVIOUR (PILOT STUDY)
Behavioural beliefs
1. What do you believe are the advantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your district during the
next three months?
2. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your district during
the next three months?
3. Is there anything else you associate with your supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your district during the
next three months?
Normative beliefs
4. Are there any individuals or groups who would approve your supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your
district during the next three months?
5. Are there any individuals or groups who would disapprove your supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your
district during the next three months?
6. Are there any other individuals or groups ho come to mind when you think about supporting the uptake of ICT in
schools of your distiict during the next three months?
Control beliefs
7. What factors or circumstances make it easier for you to support the uptake of ICT in schools of your district during
the next three months?
8. What factors or circumstances make it more difficult for you to support the uptake of ICT in schools of your district
during the next three months?
9. Are there any other issues that come to mind when you think about supporting the uptake of ICT in schools of your
district during the next three months?
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APPENDIX F: INTERVIEWS' QUESTIONS
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Schedule A: Teachers' interviews
I. When did you start using ICT in your teaching?
2. Why did you decide to use ICT in your teaching?
3. Was there any person who motivated you to use ICT in your teaching? If yes. who?
4. What kind of support did your head teacher provide you for introduction of ICT in your teaching?
5. What kind of support did your district officer provide you for introduction of ICT in your teaching?
6. What kind of support did your school counsellor provide you for introduction of ICT in your teaching?
7. What kind of training have you had in ICT for your teaching? Who helped you towards this training?
8. In which class do you use ICT in your teaching?
In which subjects?
> How often?
)	 What kind of educational software is used?
> How is ICT used in your class? Please give an example.
9. What do you believe are the advantages ofyour using ICT in your teaching?
10. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your using ICT in your teaching?
11. What do you believe are the opinions of your head teacher towards the uptake of ICT in your school?
12. What kind of support does your head teacher provide you for using ICT in your teaching?
13. What do you believe are the opinions of your school counsellor towards the uptake of ICT in your school?
14. What kind of support does your school counsellor provide you for using ICT in your teaching?
15. What do you believe are the opinions of your district officer towards the uptake of ICT in your school?
16. What kind of support does your district officer provides to you for using ICT in your teaching?
17. Which are the problems you face in using ICT in your teaching?
18. What kind of support are you expecting from your head teacher in order to use ICT better in your teaching next
year?
19. What kind of support are you expecting from your school counsellor in order to use ICT better in your teaching
next year?
20. What kind of support are you expecting from your district officer in order to use ICT better in your teaching next
year?
21. Do you have any further comments?
Schedule B: Head teachers' interviews
1. Why did your school decide to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
2. Has your school been running projects to help teachers and pupils using computers in their teaching? If yes.
please indicate the projects your school has been involved during the last 5 years and their aims.
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3. Who motivated your school to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
4. What kind of support did you provide to your school for the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching
purposes?
5. What kind of support did your district officer provide to your school for the introduction of ICT for
administrative and teaching purposes?
6. What kind of support did your school counsellor provide to your school for the introduction of ICT for
administrative and teaching purposes?
7. Which problems arose during the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching purposes in your school?
8. How many computers are available in your school for teaching and administrative purposes?
1-lovv were they obtained?
> When were they obtained?
What are their technical characteristics?
9. I-low many of the teachers ofy our school are using computers in their teaching?
> In which classes?
> How often do they use computers in their teaching?
> In which subjects is ICT used?
What kind of educational software is used?
> How is ICT used in teaching? Please give an example.
to. What are the reasons that these teachers use ICT in their teaching?
II. What are the reasons that the rest of teaching staff do not use ICT in their teaching?
12. Which are the problems, your school faces in using ICT for teaching and administrative purposes?
13. What kind of support do you provide teachers for using ICT in their teaching?
14. What do you believe are the advantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school?
15. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school?
16. What kind of support does your district officer provide for the using of ICT in your school for administrative and
teaching purposes?
17. What do you believe are the opinions of your district officer towards the uptake of ICT in your school?
18. What kind of support does your school counsellor provide for the using of ICT in your school for administrative
and teaching purposes?
19. What do you believe are the opinions of your school counsellor towards the uptake of ICT in your school?
20. What kind of support do you believe from your district officer would be helpful for the better use of IC1 in your
school?
21. What kind of support do you believe from your school counsellor would be helpful for the better use of ICT in
your school?
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22. What is the policy of your school towards the using of ICT for administrative and teaching purposes for next
school year?
23. Do you have any further comments?
Schedule C: School counsellors' interviews
I. Why did some of your schools decide to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
2. Has your district been running projects to help teachers and pupils using computers in their teaching? If yes.
please indicate the projects your district has been involved during the last 5 years and their aims.
3. Who motivated your schools to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
4. What kind of support did you provide to your schools for the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching
purposes?
5. What kind of support did your district officer provide to your schools for the introduction of ICT For
administrative and teaching purposes?
6. Which problems arose during the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching purposes in your schools?
7. How is ICT used in your schools? Please give an example.
> In which classes is ICT used?
- How often is ICT used?
e'
 In which subjects is ICT used?
> What kind of educational software is used?
8. What are the reasons that only a number of teachers use ICT in their teaching?
9. Which are the problems your schools face in using ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
10. What kind of support do you provide teachers for using ICT in their teaching?
II. What kind of support do you provide head teachers in schools where ICT is used for administrative and teaching
purposes?
12. Have you organized any training programmes and seminars about computers in education for teachers in the
schools in your district? If yes, describe in brief some of these programmes and seminars and their aim.
13. What do you believe are the advantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your schools?
14. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school?
15. What kind of support does your district officer provide for the using of ICT in your schools for administrative
and teaching purposes?
16. What do you believe are the opinions of your district officer towards the uptake of ICT in your schools?
17. What kind of support do you believe from your district officer would be helpful for the better use of ICT in your
school?
18. Do you have a policy to introduce computers in schools, which are not using computers? If yes. please specify. II'
No, please specify the reasons why not.
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19. Do you have any further comments?
Schedule D: District officers' interviews
I. Why did some of your schools decide to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
2. Has your district been running projects to help teachers and pupils using computers in their teaching? If yes.
please indicate the projects your district has been involved during the last 5 years and their aims.
3. Who motivated your schools to introduce ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
4. What kind of support did you provide to your schools for the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching
purposes?
5. What kind of support did your school counsellor provide to your schools for the introduction of ICT for
administrative and teaching purposes?
6. Which problems arose during the introduction of ICT for administrative and teaching purposes in your schools?
7. How is ICT used in your schools? Please give an example.
In which classes is ICT used?
How often is ICT used?
In which subjects is ICT used?
What kind of educational soft are is used?
8. What are the reasons that only a number of teachers use ICT in their teaching?
9. Which are the problems your schools face in using ICT for administrative and teaching purposes?
10. What kind of support do you provide teachers for using ICT in their teaching?
II. What kind of support do you provide head teachers in schools here ICT is used for administrative and teaching
purposes?
12. Have you organized any training programmes and seminars about computers in education for teachers in the
schools in your district? If yes. describe in brief some of these programmes and seminars and their aim.
13. What do you believe are the advantages ofyour supporting the uptake of ICT in your schools?
14. What do you believe are the disadvantages of your supporting the uptake of ICT in your school?
IS. What kind of support does your school counsellor provide for the using of ICT in your schools for administrative
and teaching purposes?
16. What do you believe are the opinions of your school counsellor towards the uptake of ICT in your schools?
17. What kind of support do you believe from your school counsellor would be helpful for the better use oIICT in
your school?
18. Do you have a policy to introduce computers in schools. which are not using computers? If yes. please specify. If
No. please specify the reasons why not.
19. Do you have any further comments?
( IR.	
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